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PREFACE 

The Philosophy of Advaita urgently demands the rebuilding 
of the entire fabric of life. It is not a matter ol intellectual 
jugglery or dialectical fire-works. Advaita derives its vital 
impetus from man’s hunger for the Spirit, for perfection, tor 
self-transcendence. Its unique distinction lies in its scheme ol 
deliverance from the ulpct and the ciTtct, finitude and penury of 
spirit. What gives its significance to Advaita is its being at 
once a way of thinking and living. It is pre-eminently a 
programme for raising life to its highest value. The heart of 
Advaita is its doctrine of Mukti, the quintessence of reality and 
value. This conviction, born of a study of the relevant 
literature, led me to a critical re-examination and re-interpreta¬ 

tion of the Concept of Mukti in Advaita. 

Though the importance of Mukti has always been recog¬ 
nized, the treatment given to it even in Advaitic classics like 
Citsukhi and the Advaita-siddhi may suggest that very little 
beyond its being a condition of blissfulness may be stated about 
it. But an ideal which means so much to human life every¬ 
where, and which has been rightly described as * the most 
precious jewel of Indian faith ’ demands and deserves a clearer 
and ampler statement. The fact that Mukti has been dealt 
with in all schools of Indian thought necessitated, in Part I of 
this thesis, its examination from the points of view of them 
all the better to discover the uniqueness of the Advaitic ideal. 
Each of these systems has been treated as an effort to answer 
the question how man can reach perfection. The solutions they 
offer together with their presuppositions have first been stated, 
then critically examined, and their inadequacies exposed. I 
have presented them as steps leading to the Advaitic position 
both in their metaphysics and ethics. Next, in Part II, I have 
presented Advaita Philosophy as a vision or DarSana of reality, 
solely concerned with the problem of man’s paramapuru§artha 
or the summum bonum. Part II begins with the exposition of 
Brahman as at once reality and value, and therefore, the final 
End of the search for perfection. How the problem of imper¬ 
fection arises at all is the theme of the next three chapters on 
may a, jiva and jagat. What exactly is the nature of imperfec¬ 
tion or human bondage is explained in the fifth chapter. An 
idea of the all-round sidhana or spiritual endeavour demanded 
of the seeker after perfection is sought to be oonveyed in the 
penultimate chapter on ‘ the Way.’ Here an attempt has been 
made to show that the alternatives posed ‘whether the world 
is real or illusory ’ for Advaita are altogether naive and mis¬ 
leading. In fact, throughout the chapters II to VI I have 
endeavoured to restate the idea of ‘ illusoriness ’ in Advaita 
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Dr, Warrier presents here a clear and comprehensive account 
of Advaita with particular reference to the concept of mukti. 

He has developed his theme adopting the comparative 

method ; and his comparisons include both Indian and Western 

views. 

Despite careful proof reading by the Author, there are 

many printing mistakes. A correction list of the more impor¬ 

tant of these errors is added at the end. 

Madkas, 

January 29, 1962. T. M. P. MAHADEVAN 
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and to define precisely the implication of its doctrine of 
mithyatva or falsity. In the concluding chapter on Mukti, 
I have underscored its immense practical importance and tried 
to clear up some current misconceptions about the activity or 
karma of the mukta. Also, I have sought to reinterpret the 
concept of Mukti in terms of value, emphasising that in Advaita 
the supreme value is one only, viz., bliss or ananda. Further, 
I have suggested that the jivcmmukti of Advaita is the realiza¬ 
tion of an all-inclusive ideal of super manhood. Finally, I have 
also argued that the Advaitie ideal of Mukti does not entail the 
surrender or loss of anything that enlightened reason can hold 
precious for progress in life. 'I hroughout Part II, I have 
presented the Advaitie statement of problems and their solu¬ 
tions side by side with what the Visistadvaita and the Dvaita 
have to say on the same matter in order to render the Advaitie 
position all the more vivid. 

Here I wish to plate on record my sincere gratitude to the 
authorities of the Travancore University for granting me three 
years’ study leave with stipend to undertake research on a 
subject which has always fascinated me, and to the authorities 
of the Madras University for affording me facilities to carryout 
that research work. It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge 
the valuable help which the President of the Theosophical 
Society, Sri N. Sri Ram, extended to me by permitting me to 
stay at the Headquarters and use the Adyar Library for 
consultation. Finally, this work could neither have been 
undertaken nor completed without the generous help and 
guidance which Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, Professor of Philo¬ 
sophy, Madras University, so unstintedly offered to me, I thank 
him most sincerely for it. 

vairagyavijfldnadaydmburdker 
asmanmahddevavisistandmnah, 
addyabindun katicitkrtajflo 
grcintham krtarp tatra samarpayami. 

Trivandrum 
January 11, 1962 A. G, Krishna Wabeier 



FOREWORD 

The present work constitutes the doctoral thesis written 

by Dr. A. G. Krishna Warrier as a reasearch scholar attached 

to the University Department of Philosophy during the years 

1952-55. The theme of the work is the concept of MuTcti in 

Advaita-Vedanta. As the concept is central to every school 

of Indian philosophy except the Carvaka, and as all other 

concepts are organically related to this one, Dr. Warrier has 

had to cover, in a sense, the entire range of Indian philosophy. 

Mukti or mok$a (release) is known by other names also : 

apavarga, kaivalya, nirvana, etc. The concept has a negative 

as well as a positive side. In its negative aspect it signifies 

complete freedom from sorrow which is the necessary accom¬ 

paniment of the transmigratory process ; in its positive aspect 

it stands for the plenary happiness or bliss. Some schools of 

Indian thought regard mukii as a negative status ; others look 

upon it as the highest positive value. Several of the meta- 

phyical views think that mukti is a future achievement, an 

experience that is yet to come. For Advaita - Vedanta, mukti 
is the eternal state of the Self; it is no other than Brahman- 

Atman. 

So far as the nature of mukti which is Brahman-Atman is con¬ 

cerned, all Advaita-Vedantins are in perfect agreement with one 

another. On minor points, however, they hold divergent views. 

What is the status of the world ? Is the world a figment of 

one’s own imagination ? Or, does it have any objectivity f 

What is the character of the soul ?■ Is the soul a reflection of 

Brahman ? Or, is it the result of a limitation ? Is there only 

one soul ? Or, are there many souls ? Different answers to 

these and similar questions have been given by Advaitins. 

Dr. Warrier dissociates himself fiom what he characterizes 

as extremist Advaita, and expresses himself in favour of 

moderate Advaita. He equates Advaita with objective idea¬ 

lism, and rejects those versions of Advaita that lean towards 

subjectivism. 
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PART I 
MUKTI IN NON-VEDANTIC SYSTEMS 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

All the major religions of the world cherish as their final 

goal the salvation of man1. Perhaps their agreement does not 

extend far beyond this ; for, to the questions regarding the 

characteristics of that goal, the seeker who strives to reach it, 

and the environments amidst which it is sought to be won, 

various and even contradictory answers have been returned 

The names used to designate the common goal of life have of 

course been diverse, and each suggests characteristic differences 

as regards the contents denoted by it. Thus perfection in the 

new Testament is held up as the goal of the conscientious 

adherent of the Christian way of life, but it is evident that 

Perfection in its fullest measure is eternally beyond the reach 

of man.2 In its fulness Perfection is the attribute of God 

alone.3 But the Nirvana of the Bauddha, or the Mok^a 

Kaivalya, or Apavarga, of the schools of Hinduism and of 

Jainism, denoting as they do varying concepts of salvation are, 

one and all, emphatically within the roach of the strenuous 

aspirants. 

The Indian systems of Philosophy demonstrate by reason¬ 

ing propositions in regard to what a man ought to do in order 

to gain true happiness or what he ought to realise by direct 

experience in order to free himself completely from suffering 

and thus be absolutely independent. In other words, they 

either deal with Dharma or the moral value of virtue, or 

Moksa, the spiritual value of Freedom. The name for Philo¬ 

sophy in Sanskrit, viz., Dars'anam denotes that it is the science 

of * thinking consideration ’ or ‘ vicdra Saatram.4 Its contents 

are not mere speculation in regard to the duties of man or the 

verities of life. 

There are two chief divisions in Indian Philosophy. The 

first is concerned with the rational demonstration of the 

I. Form and Spirit, a study in Religion, pp. 160 ff; J. B. 

' Badley. 
2 E. R. E. Vol. IX * Perfection’. 
3'. N. T. Luke 18, 19. 
4. Hindu Realism, J.C. Ghatterjee, The Indian Press, Allahabad 



2 CONCEPT^ OF MTJKTHI 

prepositions of duty laid down in the Veda—the repositary of 

the traditional wisdom of the people. Here is indicated the 

answer to the questions of the type :—What man should do or 

avoid in order to achieve happiness in some state of specific 

existence. This is the Dharma or the Karma mitna,tnsu. 

The second division discusses questions in regard to the 

truths of the fundamental nature of things, which man should 

realize by direct experience so that he may be absolutely free. 

This is, therefore, termed Tattvamlmdmsd or Moksa Dars'ana. 

Apart from the two heterodox schools of Jainism and 

Buddhism, there are only three main metaphysical systems in 

Indian Philosophy, whose discussions on the final goal of life 

merit our special attention : (i) The N ydyd-V ah'edka, (ii) The 

Sdmlchya-Yoga and (iii) The Veddnta.' The metaphysical basis 

of the Purva Mlmdmsd brings it into the first group. Though, 

historically, these three groups arose more or less independently 

as the result of the speculative activities of different schools of 

thinkers, to the extent that they are all dealing with the self¬ 

same problems of life’s meaning, environments and goal, the 

results they offer may be said to represent three great 

standards suited to three grades of minds.2 

The creative thinkers of India offer the fruits of their 

speculations, with certain pre-suppositions, a clear statement 

of which is necessary, therefore, for their right appraisal. But 

in this respect they may be likened to their counterparts in the 

West, where it is held that (i) man cannot know metaphysical 

truths by direct experience, or (ii) even granting that some day, 

they may be known, so far no man has known them, and 

(iii) therefore, being pure speculations, the various schools of 

Indian Philosophy, like the speculative system of the West, 

must be mutually contradictory, and that if one is true, all the 

rest must be false. Now, the presuppositions of the Indian 

thinkers are: (i) Man can know metaphysical truths directly; 

(ii) there have been such men and there may still be Rsis or 

prefected seers ; (iii) the Rsis teach metaphysical truths after 

l.f/ S'iva Dhygna’’ PI Qd. in Hindu Realism. 
2 *Pp- 36 ff., Advaita Brahma Siddhi • Kasmira Srisadananda Yati 

Cal. Uty., 1932. 
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knowing them directly; (iv) while all R.sis know the same 

truths, just as all men of sight see tlnvsame ‘sun, they teach 

these truths in different standards or grades represented by the 

texts of the schools.1 

It is important to remember these facts to arrive at a 

correct estimate of the value of the conclusions offered by the 

Indian Schools of Thought. That some savants of the West, 

too, were aware of those characteristics of Indian thought is 

borne out by Max Muller’s remarks: “ The longer I have studied 

the various systems, the more have I become impressed with 

the truth of the view taken by Vijndna Bhiksu and others that 

there is behind the variety of the six systems a common fund 

which may be called the national or popular philosophy, a large 

Manasa lake of Philosophical thought and language far away in 

the distant north and in the distant past, from which eaoh 

thinker was allowed to draw for his own purposes.”2 

In all these grades the ultimate object of inquiry is the 

' supreme good ’ or ‘ summum bonum ’ namely mok^a ; for, as 

has been remarked by Lord Lytton in the first session of the 

Indian Philosophical Congress, ‘ in the West, which delights in 

definition. Philosophy has been a study; in the East which 

loves infinity it is a practice Whether this pre-occupation 

with salvations or moksa has adversely affected the search for 

truth we shall examine at a later stage in our study. The 

undeniable importance of the Indian systems of thought, both 

orthodox and heterodox, derives from the fact that they are, 

eaoh in its own way, earnest efforts at elucidating the practical 

problem of achieving perfection or liberation. This truth also 

has found notable recognition at the hands of a modern critic of 

Indian thought. “ From the start I was convinced that all 

thought is really concerned with the great problem of how man 

can attain spiritual union with infinite being. Indian thought is 

busied with this problem.”3 That the Indian genius always had 

an extraordinary penchant for ‘ the spiritual union with infinite 

Being ’ seems to be further borne out by The Rev. Heras’s book 

~ I, HinduRealism (p. 7); IP ii. P. 769. 

2. Six Systems, P. XVII; MaxMuller. 
3. Indian Thought and its development (preface vi ); A. 

Sohweitzer. 
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‘ Mlnkan ’ in which he makes it out that even in the pre-Vedic 

days of Mokanjodaro the perfected man of the ‘ fish-eyes ’■—-the 

Mukta—was known and held in the utmost reverence.1 How¬ 

ever, in the Vedic age itself, during the period of the Samhitas 

and the Brahmanas the idea of MoJcsa. was not in evidence. The 

goal of the devout individual during this period was ‘ length of 

days on earth and life in heaven in companionship with the 

Gods.’2 In the interval between the Samhitas and the 

Upanisads the life of the Indian peoples must have undergone 

profound changes. The naive and gay world-view evident in 

the Rgveda, and the relatively carefree attitude to life which 

prevails in the Brahmanas give place in the Upanisads to a pro¬ 

found concern with the gravest problems of life and death. 

Whereas, in the Rgveda, men knew nothing about the doctrine 

of transmigration and the sense of weariness and despair which 

a contemplation of its unending rounds is bound to generate in 

the sensitive heart, the Upanisads3 , for the first time, refer to 

the mysterious powers of Karma and their sway over the 

destiny of man. Intimately bound up with Karma and trans¬ 

migration is the doctrine of Samsdra—the rounds of births and 

deaths in bondage to the laws of Karma. To match the 

doctrine of Samsdra there comes to the fore in the Upanisads a 

doctrine of the Self or Atman or Brahman, the imperishable 

principle of reality in man and nature. True, the doctrine of 

the immortal Self in man contrasted with his obvious mortality 

was anticipated in an earlier text4 ‘ Puru*e tvevdvislardmdtmd ; 

Sahi prajfidnena aampannatamah; Martyendmrtatvamipsali.’ 

It was this suggestion of the intellectually gifted mortal 

striving for immortality that was worked out and developed by 

the Upanisads into the full-fledged doctrine of Moksa or Libera¬ 

tion, “ the most precious jewel of Indian faith’25 as Deussen 
characterises it. All later schools of Indian Philosophy inherited 

this Upanisadic bias for the problem of Liberation and worked 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Mmkan—The Rev. H. Heras, S. J. Hind Kitab, Bombay 1947. 
The Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas and the Upanisads' 

Keith A. B ; The Philosophy ol the Vedanta, an address 
by P, Deussen, P, 334 in Elements of Metaphysics 
BU. Ill, 2, 13. 
Ait. Ara., 2, 3, 2. 

The system of Vedanta, P. 253, P. Deussen. 
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out their own characteristic solutions. While the main aim of 

the present undertaking is to elucidate tjie concept of Mukti as 

developed by the school of Advaita Philosophy, we believe that, 

for a full comprehension of it, it is necessary to exhibit that 

concept against the background of the solutions of the problem 

of Mukti as worked out by the other schools. Before proceed¬ 

ing to do so it may be advantageous to bring together the 

various relevant points of philosophic interest on which all the 

main schools of Indian Philosophy more or less agree. 

With the solitary exception of the Cdrvaka system, all 

Indian Schools of thought accept the theory of Karma and re¬ 

birth. Also, it is recognised that while the chain of Karma has 

no assignable origin, an end can be put to it by man here and 

now, provided an appropriate and determined effort is made 

towards that objective. In effect, this is the recognition of the 

feasibility of Mokla or Liberation as the goal of life. Besides, 

this presupposes a self or Atman, which is, perse, pure. 

Buddhism in all its varied schools is unique in all Indian Philo¬ 

sophy for having rejected the doctrine of an enduring self while 

it holds fast to the doctrine of Nirvana, which is nothing but a 

species of Mok?a. Necessarily, it also follows that all Indian 

Schools start with a world view which can only be characterised 

as pessimistic; for, were the world in which we workout our 

destinies quite satisfactory, we would have been left without 

the impetus to think and strive for a better and more valuable 

life. Beoause time is so intolerable, the Indian philosopher 

strives after eternity. But, equally inevitably, all Indian 

systems close on a note of triumph their pessimism is only 

initial. 

In the preoccupation of Indian Philosophy with the 

problem of Mukti, it is permissible to see its dominant interest 

in the highest value of human life, paramapurusdrtha. In every 

school of Philosophy in India, the trivarga (the aggregate of 

three)1 , consisting of dharma, or virtue, artha or wealth and 

kdma or pleasure has been treated as instrumental values, 

which directly or indirectly subserve and promote the intrinsic 

value, moksa or liberation. The unanimity among the Indian 

1 The Philosophy of values, The Cultural Heritage of India, 

p. 645. 
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thinkers testifies to their recognition that ‘ the true value of a 

human being is determined primarily by the measure and the 

sense in which he has attained to liberation from the self.1 

The study, then, of how this significant theme of Libera¬ 

tion has been handled in the Indian Schools of Philosophy 

cannot be without an interest and importance of its own. It is 

hoped that it will throw into relief the dominant Indian idea 

of the destiny and value of the individual, besides indicating 

how the Indian solution of the problem of human destiny has 

a perennial validity of its own. 

1. The World as I see it, P. 7 A. Einstein. 



CHAPTER IT 

THE MATERIALIST APPROACH TO MOKSA 

Before considering the concept of mukli as developed in the 

full-fledged philosophic schools, what amounts to a scornful 

repudiation of the ideal of Liberation, unique in the history of 

Indian thought, may be briefly noticed. A review of the main 

ideas of the Gdrvaka or the Lokdyata school, i. e., the seductive 

school of materialism, will show that, despite the predominantly 

idealistic and spiritual bent of the Indian genius, deviationism 

of a radical kind has been by no means unknown. 

The origin of the heretical views has been traced back to 

the days of the Rgveda itself.1 And, no wonder; for under 

names such as lidrh.aspa.ty a, Svabhdvavada, Lokdyata, the 

tendencies of thought which have crystallised in India are but 

an expression of the materialistic bias present in human nature 

all over the world. They constitute an extreme expression of 

what Deussen calls the innate realism present in all of us. 

The germs of materialism, scepticism and agnosticism 

found in the Rgveda developed in course of time into a 

materialistic creed with several phases. For example, Mahavira 

refers3 to a sect of Anndniyas, who were in fact ignorant, 

yet professed to have gone beyond all doubts, vitigiccatinnd. 

In the spirit of the blind leading the blind, they offered a 

‘sound view ’ of life for the acceptance of the rest of mankind. 

The Indian materialists, unlike the materialist school of 

the West, do not pretend to offer a complete system of Philo¬ 

sophy. Their aim has always been to expose the pretensions of 

the orthodox schools of thought. By adopting the technique 

of the Vitanddvddal or destructive criticism, they seek to 

discredit the'notions of an enduring, independent, Atman or 

self, a life hereafter, whether in heaven or hell, and any goal of 

1 V x 72,2; Yaska’s Nirukta. 
2. The System of Vedanta, Deussen, Chicago, 1912, P. 100. 

3. Sutrakrtanga, I, 12, 2. 
4. NB. I, 2, 3. 
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life other than artha and kama, wealth and pleasure.1 Their 

supreme motto in life is : Let us eat, drink and make money, for 

tomorrow we die.2 

Accepting no other means of right cognition than pratyaksa 

or sense perception,2 the materialists affirm that Atmarl or 

Purusa is nothing beyond the living body itself. In the Advaita 

Brahmasiddhi4 are quoted what are purported to be some 

aphorisms of Brhaspati, the legendary founder of the materialist 

school “ Caitanyavisistahkayah Purusah ”—The body qualified 

by consciousness is the self. Consciousness is not an independ¬ 

ent, much less, eternal principle, as several other schools 

maintain. It is only a function of the body, a necessary con¬ 

comitant thereof, in certain of its states. Like the red4 colour 

from the combination of chewing materials like the betel leaf, 

areca, etc., or the power5 of intoxication from fermenting 

grains, consciousness arises from the four elements, earth, 

water, etc., which constitute the human body. This is con¬ 

firmed by the fact that when the body disintegrates, conscious¬ 

ness is extinguished outright. 

Besides, with characteristic effrontery, the materialist 

quotes the Brhadaranyakopanisad6 to prove that no self or 

diman survives the death of the body7. 

lhat the living body is the Atman is also borne out by 

linguistic usages like ‘ I am stout, I am thin, I am black, etc.’8 

On the other hand, the expression ‘ my body ’ is merely 

figurative similar to the ‘ head of Riihu,’ while Rdhu is, in fact, 

just ‘ head ’ alone. 

The facts of memory cannot be cited to prove a self 

different from the body; for the traces left by previous ex¬ 

periences may be transmitted to the succeeding states just as 

the odour of musk is to a cloth in contact with it.9 

1. SDS. P. 2, Abhayankar Edn. Poona, 1951; 

2. SDS. II, 2 ; Madras, 1909 ; 3. PP. 121, ft; 4. SSS. II, 7 ; 

5. SDS. 1,4; 6. BU. II, 4, 12; 7. SDS. P. 3.; 8. SDS. I, 4; 
9. In his Outlines of Philosophy: B. Russel holds the tendency 

of a furled up paper to resume its prior state to be its 
physical memory. 
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From the position that the Atman is the body, all questions 

regarding transmigration to reap the ’ consequences of one’s 

actions may at once be seen to be a sheer irrelevance. Morality, 

to meet whose demands transmigration, heaven, hell, are 

postulated, is itself an idle construction of designing impostors.1 

The character of the world in whioh we live our lives is 

entirely determined by ‘ Svabhdva ’ or the nature of things. 1 

There is neither a God nor gods to initiate or control nature’s 

phenomena; “ The hotness of fire, coolness of water, the medium 

temperature of air, the gorgeous feathers of the peacock, or the 

ravishing melody of the lcoil are there due entirely to the nature 

of things”.2 The materialists of the extreme type, dhurtla 

carvakas, even deny the concept of causality and maintain that 

things come into being of their own accord.3 Only the first four 

elements, viz., earth, water, fire and air are admitted by the 

materialists; for, only they are testified by Pratyaksa, and the 

body is a combination of these four alone. 

In a world where Pratyaksa alone functions, obviously, the 

reality of dharma or the moral good is bound to be at a dis¬ 

count ; in fact, its very existence is denied. Inference cannot 

establish the reality of adrsfa or the unseen potency which 

embraces both dharma and adharma ; for inference itself is not 

a valid means of cognition. Invariable concomitance or 

universal relations i.e., vydpti or avinabhava, on which inference4 

rests, can never be established beyond a peradventure. Where, 

sometimes, fruitful action ensues on the basis of inference, we 

need see no more than a lucky coincidence. True, in the name 

of dharma, social rules and regulations relating to the chastity 

of woman, the duties of castes and stations of life and so forth 

have been instituted, but the authors of these rules and regula¬ 

tions were at once calculating and weak.5 

Since in life money alone can minister to pleasures, beyond 

which there are no conceivable human ends or goals, the 

l. SDS. I. 9, loT 2- SSS. 5, 8 & SDS. P, 13. 

3. CHI. Vol. III. P. 182. 

4 SDS. P. 12. 
5. SSS. II, 12 ; SDS. I. 7. 

MU XT 1—2 
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materialists declare the first two ends, wealth and pleasure, 

alone to be relevant to life, the one being instrumental and the 

other intrinsic. Thus runs the aphorism ‘ Icama eva puru- 

sarthah. 1 To avoid the rare pleasures of life for fear of conse¬ 

quences or because they are never unmixed is crasB stupidity.” 

“As a lion-vegetarian rejects the bones and enjoys the flesh, or 

as a vegetarian eschews the husk and relishes the kernel, so 

should one grab at the pleasures of life and avoid its inevitable 

pains.”2 To waste one’s substance, in the name of dharma, on 

the futile sacrifices enjoined by the Vedas concocted by the 

crafty priests is only to set a premium on scheming indolence— 

buddkipaurusahindndm jlvilca. Using traditional expressions 

one may state that Liberation or apavarga is bodily disintegra¬ 

tion or death. ‘ maranarmvdpavargahP 

Certain refinements of the materialistic views, accredited 

to ‘progressive ’ Carvdkas (Sugiksita.) have been noticed by the 

author of the Advaitabrahmasiddhi.1 Those consist of the 

opinion that sense-organs which function till death are the self 

or Atman; for expressions like ‘I see’, ‘I hear’, etc., point 

that way as seeing, hearing and so on are the functions of the 

sense-organs. More advanced is the view that sets the claims 

of the mind to be deemed the self above those of the sense- 

organs ; for, while the senses yield only vague indeterminate 

cognitions, mind imposes a determinate form on them. Besides, 

even when other senses decline and dwindle away, mind persists 

and functions. Pursuing the same line of subtlety Prana or 

the vital breath was conceded the status of the Atman by the 

most advanced Carvdkas, for even in deep sleep or trances, the 

vital breath is up and doing. 

But despite all his subtlety and passion, it is difficult to 
take the materialist seriously. There is the initial difficulty of 

conceiving the coming together of the four inert elements to 
fashion the body. For, before the body is formed there is no 

consciousness according to him, while without a conscious agent 

the elements may not combine in the right proportion. Still, 

the materialist who does not recognise the possibility of a 

1. Advaita Brahma Siddhi, P. 121. 

2. SDS. P. 4. 3. Advaita Brahma Siddhi, P. 121; SDS P 6 

4, PP. 124 ff. 
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world dissolution ,or pralaya may argue that the living body 

arises from the parental act. The world being without begin¬ 

ning the existence of the living body at any given time thus 

stands explained. The Advciitabrahmasiddhi attempts to show 

that without assuming an unseen force or adrsta it is impossible 

to explain the existence of the variety among living beings,1 

and that adrsla implies past lives. 

The common usages such as my body, senses, etc., denote 

that they are not lme, or ‘atman\ but ‘mine’; the dtman 

must be beyond its ‘properties 5 or ‘possessions’. In fact the 

persistent sense of ‘ I-ness ’ in and through the changes to 

which the entire psycho-physical complex is subject argues the 

distinction and otherness of the dtman—the substrate of 

' I-ness ’2. 

The equipment of innate apprehensions with which a new¬ 

born babe faces the world points to a self which existed prior 

to its bodily entanglement and gathered experiences upon 

which it may now be drawing. 

Again, it is impossible to conceive the total destruction or 

prior non-existence of the Atman ; for who, in those presumed 

states, is to be aware of either 1 An event without a conscious 

.witness thereof is simply a mare’s nest. Hence, the Atman 

must be deemed to be the indestructible consciousness itself. 

The insurmountable objection to the materialist case lies 

in the problem of consciousness itself. Its nature is so radically 

different from that of matter that the effort to derive it from 

the latter cannot be regarded' as serious. Analogies cannot 

help us out of this basic difficulty. Consciousness is original 

and independent, whioh grasps matter as its object. From the 

failure to grasp this root fact flow all the gross shortcomings 

and inadequacies of the materialist position. 

Besides, it has been pointed out by Udayana in the 

Kusumanjali that even for the materialist it is prudent to 

avoid infringements of the moral law or dharma. “It is the 

1. P. 125. 
2. Of. Bhsmati; Ye<juvyavarbtamg,nesu yadan uVartate tatfcebhyo- 

bhinnam yatha kuaumebhyah s 5 tram. 
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part of wisdom to avoid sin even though it" is only probable or 

possible that there iff life hereafter. If there be none what 

does he lose ? but if there be, the materialist will find himself 

in hot waters 

That the chief aim of the materialists was to caricature 

orthodoxy follows from the meanings they place on the quota¬ 

tions from the Upanisads in total disregard of all sober canons 

of interpretation. To treat pleasures as the sole end of life, 

man has to ignore all that distinguishes him from the brute. 

No thinking man can take the proposal seriously ; nor was it, 

perhaps, seriously made. The hedonist or the epicurean no 

doubt will lend a sympathetic ear to the slogan: Live for 

pleasure. But both will refuse to restrict the range of pleasures 

to the sphere of sense-organs. Man does not live in his sense- 

organs alone. ‘ My mind to me a kingdom is ’ is what the 

cultivated man, everywhere, seeks to assert in life. 

Their ignoring of dharma or the moral good as a human 

value squarely places the materialists outside the pale of 

civilised society. Perhaps this ancient prejudice against the 

moral good fiuds expression in the modern doctrine that the 

end justifies the means. 

A relentless pursuit of pleasures is bound to lead mankind 

back to the state of the brute from which the course of evolu¬ 

tion, however interpreted, has pushed them forward to a 

civilisation based on self-sacrifice, devotion to duty, and a 

preference for the remoter ends of human life. 

1. Sandigdhe'pi pare loke tyajyamev&hitam budhaih; 

Yadi na syittatah ki,p syadasticennastiko hatah. 



CHAPTER III 

THE NYAYA-VAISESIKA DISCUSSION OP 

THE PROBLEM OP MOKSA 

Introduction 

Though, historically, the Nyaya and the Vai&edka systems 
originated independently1 of each other, their approaches to 
philosophical problems had so much in common that at a very 
early time they joined foroes and have since come to be treated 
as one syncretist school. While the systems like the Sdmkhya 
and the Vedanta are mainly speculative and deal with the 
universe as a whole, the Nydya-Vai&erika is analytical2 * in its 
methods and upholds the point of view of common Benge, 
Both systems profess to provide a clear-cut formula for the 

achievement of salvation or mukti, the raisonde’tre of all 

system-building in India. 

Categories 

The categories of the Vaiiesika system, later incorporated 
into Nydya, are what a common sense observation of experience 
yields - substance, quality, activity, generality (Sdmdnya), 

particularity (vi&esa) and inherence (samavdya) to which the 
later4 vaiiesina thinkers, Sridhara, Udayana and Sivaditya 
added non-existence or abhdva.3 The oategory of substanoe or 
dravyam oonsists of the five elements, earth, water, fire, air, 

dkdia or ether and space, time, atman or self and manat or 
mind. In this category are thus inoluded all corporeal and 

inoorporeal things. 

1. CHI. Vol. Ill, P. 91. 3- VS. I. I, 4. 
2. IP. Vol. II, P. 29. 4. IP. II. P. 186. 
6, AbhSvaycavaktavyo nihsreyasopayogitvSt bhavaprapagohavat 

Karajjabhavena karyabWasya sarvasiddhatvftt upayogitva- 
siddhih—Nyayalilavati. 
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The World 

The world in which the Jivas or embodied selves live, suffer 

and die times without number till the achievement of apavargct 

or moksa, viz., emancipation, is fashioned out of the eternal 

atoms of the first four elements, 1 ether, space and time. All 

these constituent factors of the world exist eternally in their 

own right.2 The last three entities are also all pervading. 

Usually, a place for God is found in the Nyaya-Vaisesika as the 

organizer or engineer of the world order who manipulates the 

eternal atoms to fashion out of them the world as we see it. 

This organizing action of God is said to stem from the moral 

necessity to furnish a stage for the Jivas to work out their 

destinies. Here they reap the results of their former deeds and 

bow the seeds of their future experiences. It is God who builds 

up this cosmic environment of the selves for the purpose of 

giving to eaoh being its due.3 

Of course the Nyaya-Vaiiesika rejects the notion that 

Whatever exists is momentary (held by the Buddhists, for 

example). True, there are momentary4 things, but also more 
Or less permanent entities like stones and mountains. 5 

Their continuity follows from the fact that we recognise 

them after a lapse of time. Only composite things or products 
are liable to disintegration. 6 

Atman 

The existence of the dtman or self which goes through 

empirical life and is destined to be emancipated is proved by 

jnferenoe,7 to corroborate whioh scriptural evidence also is 

1. VS. IV, 1. 2. : 2. NB. IV ; i, 25-28. 
3. “ But it has been widely held that to begin with, both the 

Vaise-pka and the Nyaya did not accept the existence of God. It 
was not till a subsequent period that the two systems changed to 
Theism, although neither went so far as to assume a creator of 
matter.” Garbe Qd. IP. ii P. 105 p. N. & vide OHI. Vol. Ill, P. 110. 

4. S'ankara refers to the Vaisesikas as ' ardhavain53'ikas ’—- 
semi-nihilists in BSS, II, 2, 18. 

6. NB.111,2, n. 
7. NS. 1,1. 10. 

6. NB. IV, I, 29-33. 
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adduced. The Vai&esika system points 1 out that the cognition 

of sense-objects implies an entity otheV than the senses and 

their objects. Perception or Pratyaksa does not show that the 

substrate of cognition is either the body or the senses. The 

vivrti 2 on the Vaiiesika Sutras sets forth the inference rThe 

cognition of colour, etc,, has reference to a substance, for this 

cognition is a quality like colour, etc. Along with the fact that 

other known substances, elements, space, time, mind, are not 

fit to be the seat of cognition, the above inference is held to 

establish the reality of the atman. Of course, the body is not 

the seat of cognitions because its constituent causes or parts, 

viz., the elements, are severally unconscious. Also, because, 

when the body remains intact after death, it is not seen to be 

conscious. The Nydya Kandali 3 proposes the inference ; cogni¬ 

tion must be located somewhere ; because it is an action ; just 

as the action of cutting. That in which cognition, rests is the 

self. Like other objects, cognition also must be perceived, and 

the cogniser is the self. 

Besides the marks of the atman enumerated in the Nyaya- 

Sutras. I, 1, 10, icchadvesaprayatnasukhaduhkhajnandnyatmano 

lingamr the Vai&esilca Sutras III, 2, 4, sets forth other charac¬ 

teristics like respiration, winking, mind’s movement, and the 

affections of the senses to prove the reality of the atman.- 

Nevertheless, the Vateesilca notes that other schools deny the 

inferrability 4 of the self and so, suggests that the self is to be 

known from the declarations of the soripture5 :—tasmd~ 

ddgamikah. 

But dgama or scripture is not by any means the sole proof;, 

there is reasoning also in support of its reality. The notion 

‘ I ’ cannot be referred to any substance other than the atman. 

That is to say the meaning of ‘I’ is the atman.6 ahamiti 

pratyagdtmani bhdvatparatrdbhdvddarthdntarapratyayalu 

The self is other than the senses and controls them, and 

synthesizes their contributions.7 Thus the unity of th6. subject 

of seeing, hearing, etc., inheres in the self alone, the agent Who 

1. 
3. 

S III, 1, 2; 
71. Ibid, 

o ttt 28 & 18, 

2. V Sutras with Bhasyam etc, P. 129, 
4. VS. Ill, 2,6 & 7. 
6. VS. IIL 2, 14. 
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wields the instrumental senses. That the dtman is different 

from the mind or manas follows from the instrumental character 

of the latter. Body, senses, and mind fall within the sphere of 
the object, whereas the dtman is the subject.1 

The atman cannot be limited in size, for what is limited in 

size has parts and is liable to destruction. Hence, it must be 

either atomic or infinite. Were it atomic, the cognition which 

extends over the whole body would become inexplicable.2 Nor 

can it have the same size as the body, as the Jains hold; for, 
then, with the body it will have to undergo changes, and being 

changeable, once more, becomes liable to destruction. So it 

must be all-pervading or infinitely large like dka§a.3 This 

infinitude of the dtman does not entail its simultaneous cogni¬ 

tion of all objects. For the mind, connection with which is the 

necessary condition of all cognitions, is atomic in size. Normally 

each dtman is endowed with only one mind, which like the dtman 
is eternal. 

Plurality of atmans 

The dtman is unique * in each individual and there are, of 
course, as many dtmana as there are individuals; thus there is 

an infinitude of dtmana. Were there but a single dtman common 

to all individuals (as, e. g., the Advaitins maintain), we should all 

share one another’s thoughts and feelings/ The VaigeHta Sutra 

III^ 2, 18, according to the vivrti, attacks the advaitio doctrine 

of atman’s unity. To prove the plurality of selves referenoe to 

aruli like dvebrahmanl6 dvdauparna, 7 etc., is also made. 

Consciousness 

One of the most remarkable doctrines of the Nydya 

Vaiiestka system is that consciousness is not an essential pro¬ 

perty of the dtman. Contact with the mind alone, or with the 

mind which is in contact with the senses and sense-objects 

generates cognitions in the self. But the series of cognitions or 

states of consciousness must have an end. “As regards the 

final cognition, it is destroyed, either when there are no causes 

1. N. Vsrtika, III, 2, 19. 
3. VS. VII, 1, 22. 
5. VS. Ill, 2. 20. 

2. Tarka-samgraha Dipika P. 17. 
4. NB. Ill, 1, 14. 
6, 7. MU. Ill, 1, l ; TXJ. V. 2; 
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for its continuance, viz., merit and demerit or by reason of the 

peculiarities of time (which put an end t.o the operation of merit 

and demerit), or by the appearance of impressions produced by 

the final cognition itself.” 1 It is clear, therefore, that the 

dtman in the N ydya-Vai&esika is only a substrate of conscious¬ 

ness. In itself, it is unconscious or ja in, which, under appro¬ 

priate conditions, acquires consciousness as an attribute. - 

At the same time, consciousness can be an attribute of 

dtman only in the manner that a flame s brilliance cannot exist 

apart, from the (lame. 

In producing in the self its conscious states, maws or mind 

plays the most decisive part. Through it are mediated all the 

impressions from the outer senses. Otherwise, these impressions 

would be simultaneous ; for the senses would be in immediate 

conjunction with all the eternal dtmans. Besides, manas is the 

direct means of cognising the self’s attributes of knowledge, 

feelings and volitions. It also explains the phenomenon of 

memory. Also, the real principle of individuation is the mind, 

for though in theory the dtmans are said to have each a vi&esa 

or particularity (just as all ultimate entities have), no distinc¬ 

tion of dtmans which is not based on the mind is actually 

discernible.4 

It is the movement of the atomic mind or its impressions, 

sfimskarah, that generate the attributes of the dtman. 

The eternal entity, dtman, is repeatedly connected with a 

body answering to its merits and demerits. The nature of the 

body is determined by the acts of the embodied self in prior life 

periods.s The Nydya system recognises not only embodiments 

of the self in earthly bodies, but also in the regions of Varuna, 

STirya and Vayu in aqueous, fiery and aerial bodies. 

The body is formed under the influence of adrsta or the un¬ 

seen force of destiny.6 It is the result or the persistent effects 

1. N. Vartika III, 2, 24. 2. NB. & N. Vartika I, 1, 10. 
3 Udayana’s view seems to be that the atman is atomic, 

though capable of pervading the body. It possesses knowledge, joy 
and other pure qualities. It is eternal and immutable. IP. II, 

F. N. P. 149. 
4 ILA. Keith, P. 243. 5. NB. Ill, 1, 27. 
6. NB. Ill, 2, 62-72. 

MUKTl—3 
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of the prior acts of the individual.1 It is certain potentialities 

of relation or mor'al wouth, and may be described as postponed 

karma. The Vai&*ika distinguishes between adrxta and 

saniskara.- The birth of an individual is due to the conjunction 

of several exactly determined karmic forces. According to 

Uddyotakara, “ the karma of parents who have to enjoy the 

experiences resulting from the birth of the child as well as the 

karma of the individual who has to undergo experiences in the 

world, both these conjointly bring about the birth of the body 

in the mother’s womb.” 3 

Bondage 

While birth is the connection of the self with the body, 

their separation is death.4 The repetition of the same process 

of births and deaths is samsara or bondage. Udyotakara 

answers the interesting question whether atman or manas is 

subject to samsara. ‘ If by samsara you mean the action (of 

entering and moving from bodies), then it belongs to the manas; 

for it is the manas that actually moves, samsarati. On the 

other hand, if by samsara you mean experiencing (of pleasure 

and pain), then it belongs to the atman, since it is the atman 

that experiences pleasures and pains.5 

The history of an individual embraces not only several lives 

in one cycle, but countless cycles, a fact which aggravates his 

worldly predicament. Very little that can be called proof is 

offered to show that an individual undergoes repeated births 

and deaths. As was mentioned at the very outset, the twin 

doctrines of reincarnation and karma have been the accepted 

dogmas of the Nyaya Vai&esiJcu system as well. 

The smiles and cries of infants denoting joys and griefs are 

cited to show that they were already familiar with similar 

situations in the past. These symptoms cannot be explained as 

similar to automatic actions like the closing and opening of 

flowers.6 The behaviour patterns of babes are treated as 

proofs in this system of the memories of past experiences. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

6. 

MS. Ill, 2, 63, Purvakrtaphalanubandhattadutpattih. 
Hindu Realism, ,T. C. Chatteriee P 103 
N. Vartika III, 2, 63. 

NS. IV, 1,10; 5 N Vartika T 1 m 
NS. Ill, 1, 19-21. ' Vartika, I, 1, 19, 
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Ethical considerations also point to pre-existence and the 

future existence of the dlman in embodied 'states. Without 
a 

these states, there would result for it the loss of the fruits of 

performed acts, and the accruing of those of unperformed acts, 

krtahani and akrtdbhydgamah. 

Dharma and Adharma 

The concept of dharma and adharma in the Nydya-V aiiesika 

merits examination. Jayantabhatta in his Nydyamah jctri 

describes them as the pdlars of the edifice of 1 This 

character they owe to the fact that they are conceived as the 

cause of pain and pleasure, the quintessence of worldly life. 

Like these latter, their causes, merit and demerit, inhere in the 

htman as samskardh or traces, left by deeds, pravrttis, which 

are three-fold, viz., those done mentally, by word of mouth, and 

with the body.2 

As a support of the edifioe of samstira, dharma has an 

eminent role to play in the Nydya-V ai&esilca system. Dharma 

is that whence results the accomplishment of exaltation and 

supreme felicity or moksa? The Upaskara4 understands by 

abhyudaya lattvajadna or spiritual insight and makes dharma 

the cause thereof. Only Sankara Misra, the author of the 

Upaskara takes dharma here to stand for nivrttilaksana, the 

merit of abstention from action. Another view of dharma is 

that it is adr.ita or the unseen potency generated by the carry¬ 

ing out of the vedic injunctions such as * nididhyasitavyah’, 

‘ (atman) must be mediated on Thus dharma is the general 

instrument for realizing the ends of human life, namely, 

happiness and the cessation of pain, sukha and duhkhabhava. 

In this context sukha means heaven. Those two alone can be 

the objectives of an independent anyechdnadhina-icchd- 

visayau.5 

The vivrti points out that both pleasure-seekers and the 

freedom-seekers, bubhuksus and mumuksus, seek after dharma. 

‘ It is a perfume ’ says the Bhdsyam, 6 which lingers long after 

1. P. 77, mulabhutau ca taveva stambbau s&msarasadmanah. 

2. Ibid P. 45 ; NS. I. 1, 17. 

3. VS. I., 1, 2, yato’bhyudayanihsreyasasiddhihsadharmah ; 

4. P. 5 ; 5. Ibid, P. 5. 6. Ibid, P.' 7. 
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the righteous deeds have been accomplished Hence it has 

been called a potency or ^'aktiviscsa engendered by visible and 

invisible acts, dvstddrshdtidinkarrnaijimddheyah. 

What promotes dharmah 

What promotes dharma is right action which is threefold ; 

(i) Truthful and helpful speech (ii) the feeling of compassion, 

the cherishing of faith and the turning away from desire 

(iii) the making of gifts, the rendering of service and granting 

protection. Under the Vai^&sikasatra VI, 2, 2 1 are enumerated 

the actions which generate dharma or virtue - ablutions, fast, 

chastity, life in the teacher’s house, a life of retirement in the 

forest, sacrifice etc. Vai^csiJcasiitra VI, 2, 3 ~ lays it down 

that the observance of the duties associated with the four 

dsramas promotes dharma, while misbeliefs and disbeliefs en¬ 

gender adharma. The avoidance of impurities like lust and 

anger and the cultivation of purity consisting of faith, alert¬ 

ness, industry etc., are recommended.* 

Sorrow or Duhkham 

Dharma whose practical form is meritorious activity has 

been prescribed as a way out of the life in aamsdra which is 

predominantly painful.4 As a psychological state, pain as well 

as pleasure results from contact of dtman with mind, sense and 

sense-objects.5 Indeed, this is true of all the nine specific 

qualities of the dtman, namely, cognition or buddhi, pleasure, 

pain, desire, merit, volition or prayatna impressions or bhdvand 

or samskdra and aversion or dvemS The Nydya view is that 
life is a load of sorrows.7 

Sorrow or duhlcha is defined as ‘ bddhandlalcsamm ’ - what 

obstructs or occasions a sense of constraint.8 The embodiment 

of the aiman is suffering - vividhabddhandyogadduhkhameva- 

janmotpathh. Psychologically, false cognition or' error is 

1. 
Abhisecanopavasabrahmacaryagurukulav5savanaprastha- 

yajuad5naproksanadinnaksatramantrakalaniyamascad,l(ava 
2. Caturas'ramyamupadh5 anupadhayca. y 

3. \ S. VI, 2, 4. SDS. P. 246. 4. Atmatattvaviveka P 440 

r' I™ -p2:>(!?' atmendriyaraan0rtha8annik^satsukhaduhkhe. 
6. SDS. P. 282. 7. Nyayamaiijari, P. 47. ' 
8. NS. IV, 1, 55 and I, 1, 21. 
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regarded as 

that mithyi _ 

prameyam such as (liman, body, scnsts. objects, cognition, 

mind, action, defects, rebirth, fruit of action, pain and emanci¬ 

pation. - 

The general definition of error is the taking of one thing 

for another - ‘ atasmin talbaddhi.’ Judgements like the follow¬ 

ing imply error or mithydjiidnam : The dtman does not exist, 

or the non atman like the body, etc., is the atman.* All 

incorrect judgments regarding the world, life and its values 

come under mithyajnanam.4 The commentary On the Vm&exika 

antra I, I, 4. also bears out this view. Under the Vai&eyika 

Sidra X, 1, 1 5 Sankara Misra points out that in Nyciyci Sidra 

I, 1, 9 sulcham or pleasure is not mentioned separately from 

dnhkham, or pain because, at bottom, both are one according to 

Gautama whose object in so treating them is to arouse the 

spirit of detachment from all life. 

Twenty one varieties of pain have been distinguished in the 

Nydya-Vais'e^ika system. They are enumerated in the Nydya- 

Sdra6 as follows: 'The body, the six sense organs including 

the mind, their respective objects like odour, taste, etc., the six 

cognitions resulting from the contact of the senses and their 

objects, pleasure and pain ’. The body has been identified with 

pain being its seat, while the senses, objects and their cogni¬ 

tions are counted pain being instrumental thereto 7 : tat- 

sddhanabhavut. Pleasure itself is deemed a type of pain because 

it is invariably accompanied by it. As Saddarganasamuccaya 8 

remarks, pleasure resembles, in the pains and sufferings accom¬ 

panying its nature and acquisition, ‘ honey mixed with poison 

Even objects righteously acquired yield but a few luminous 

dz’ops of pleasure, while those acquired by foul means entail un¬ 

thinkable sufferings. V.Xcaspati Misra also, under Nydya Srdra 

1,1, 22 writes that the word duhkham, denotes all objects- 

dahkhasabdena same sarirddayaucyante. 

1. NS. I, 1, 2. 2. Ibid I, 1, 9. 
3. SDS. P. 245. 4. NB. I, 1. 9. 

5. UtaniMt&karapav’sesStvirodhaecamithah sukhaduhkhayo- 

rarthantarabhavah, PP. 346-347. 

6. P. 81. 7. Of. BG. V, 22. 

the ultimate source of pain. % 

iindnam or error refer* io t h —i 

8. PP. 251 ff. 
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This total condemnation of all life suggests a world-view 

hardly different from the Buddhist, according to which all is 

pain — aarvam duhkham.' This total ban on life as pain is 

evident from the Nydya Vaisesilca condemnation of pleasure 
itself as a form of pain. 

The Cause of Pain 

I he cause of pain and suffering in this By stem is not 

essentially different from what it is in others.- The specific 

cause of sorrow in all its aspects is ignorance, yearning, merit 

and demerit. That merit causes sorrow follows from the above 

contention that pleasure is also a form of pain. 

From mithyajMna or ignorance springs the three-fold 

defect or dosa,3 consisting of rdga or desire, dve*a or aversion 

and moha or delusion. Desire is the mental clinging to what 

promotes one’s immediate interests; aversion is antipathy to 

what obstructs them ; while delusion is the psychological state 

in which attachment and aversion are possible at all.4 These 

defects lead on to activities which are immoral and unrighteous. 

The forbidden acts also are three-fold according as they are 

committed by mind, speech or body. They constitute sin. 5 

In its activist form adkarma also, as remarked above, may 

express itself in these three forms. By the combined forces of 

dharma and adharma, embodiment and birth, janma becomes 

inevitable and with birth and life, once again the round of 

sorrows begins. The repeated subjection to this unwearying 

eycle, begmning with ignorance and ending with sorrow, is the 

essence of the individual’s bondage.6 All activities, good or 

bad, bind us to the wheel of samsdra and lead to some kind of 

birth, high or low. To the Naiydyika life is a disease of the 

1. SDS. P. 40, ' ~ —-- 

' !?aya-tasyanivartakamas5dharanakarftnamavidyatrsne dharmadharmauca. * J WO 

3. NS. IV, 1, 3-9. 

4. VS. VI, 2, 10, 11, 13; I, 1, 18 

5. SDS. PP. 245, 246. 
pravartanalakyapadosah. 

6. NS. I, 1, 2, duhkhajanmapravrthidos'amithy5jnananarp, etc 
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spirit, an activity excited by passion.1 In the state of bondage 

or swmstira, it is forgotten that, in itself, phe atmnn has no sort 

of partialities at all. To win back this primeval and proper 

state of the self, the state of freedom from all affections which 

is the absolute value, we must break the chain of causes and 

effects which constitute samsara or bondage. First ignorance 

must go, then its products, the defects, will disappear. With 

their disappearance, activities will cease, and thus birth will be 

arrested. With the arresting of birth will be abolished all pain. 

This is the consummation aimed at in ihe Nyaya-Vai&esika 

system, the mok^a as it conceives it. 

Adhikarin 

The prime condition for this sole, worth-while, endeavour is 

a vivid realization that worldly life is a bondage, being intensely 

sorrowful — a realization which comes to very few, indeed. 

They are the people of discrimination who alone may be deemed 

the fit candidates for moksa.2 3 Jayanta asks: Should not a 

wise man shrink from the very idea of birth l Hut, obviously, 

wise men are rare, though Udayana in his AtmoJ altvaA iveka 

maintains that they are not too few. Consequently, those who 

cultivate that special branch of dharma which promotes right 

knowledge or spiritual insight are always in a minority. Still, 

nih&reyasam or the supreme Good, being the highest value of 

life, is upheld as the goal of our noblest endeavour. Owing to 

the maturing of past meritorious acts, the best candidate learns 

from his teacher’s lips the sorrowful nature of earthly existence 

and becomes convinced of it. Thereupon, he feels he must 

withdraw from such a life. This he can do only if he acquires 

right knowledge.4 

1. Novalis, Qd. in IP. II. P. 162. 

2. Cf. YS. parinamatapasaipskaraduhkhairgunavrttivirodhacca- 

duhkhameva sarvarn vivekinah. 

3. P. 440. 

4. Not all Vais'esikas agree that all selves will be liberated 

The authors of Kandali and Lilavati, e. g., deny it ; according to 

them some selves are eternally condemned to a life in samsara. vide 

(Citsukhi), P. 357, N. Sagara Edition, 1915, 
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Means to Mohsa 

Not only the Nydyasatra I, 1, 1,* but the Vaisesika 

Sutra. I, 1, 4 2 also, makes the achievement of the supreme 

Good dependent on right knowledge - but here, of all the 

Vaisesika categories, by means of their resemblances and differ¬ 

ences. But in Nyaya, moksa or apavarga is not so much the 

result of the knowledge of the sixteen paddrthds enumerated 

in I, 1, 1 as of the specific knowledge of the pramana and 

prameya - the means of right cognition and the knowables. 

Perhaps oven this was felt to be too arduous an undertaking 

for even the most ardent aspirant. Hence the means to moksa 

was later made more modest by the demand that the knowledge 

of the dtman be cultivated for overcoming all sufferings.1 But 

this is only an apparent simplification ; for the knowledge of the 

self is dependent on that of the remaining knowables ; without 

this latter knowledge a discriminative knowledge of the dtman 

is not feasible. 

According to the Vivrti on Vaiesika Sutra I, 1, 4, the 

special merit dharmaviyesa referred to is what leads to tattva- 

jndna, namely manana and nidhidhydsana, i. e., reflection and 

meditation, on the dtman. The Upaskdra takes tattvajnana to 

mean cither the realization of the alman or the knowledge of 

the Vais'esika system ; and the dharmaviyesa is nivftti or 

abstention from egoistic activities. In the Vaisesika Sutra VI, 

2, 16 1 by the actions of the dtman, S'ankara Misra 3 4 5 under¬ 

stands sravana, manana, yogabhydsa, nididhydsana, prd.ndydma, 

etc. The Vaisesika system prescribes a yoga of its own, more 

rudimentary than the Patanjala, as a means to conquer pain. 

It is defined by Vaisesika Sutra, V, 2, 16.6 The activity of the 

1. pramSDaprameyasamsayaprayojanadiStantasiddhanta- 
vav avatar kanirnayavadaj alpavitand abet vabhasacoh ala j&tinigrali a- 
sthanana,n tattvajftanatnihsreyasadhigamah. 

2. dharmavisesaprasutatdravyagunakarmasamanyavisesa- 
samavaysnam padsrthanam sadharmyavaidharmyabhyam tatt-va- 
jnanatnissreyasam. 

3. Nyaya Sara P. 83; tasyopayastattvajnanaruatmavisavam. 
4. atmakarmasu mokso vyakhyatah. 
6. VS. with Upaskara, etc. P. 241, 
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mind stops 1 2 when the mind becomes fixed on the atman ; then 

there is no more pain in the body or limited self. In other 

words yoga, here, is the contact with atman of the mind 

detached from other objects. 

In support of the prirhary importance of realizing the 

atman, the N aiydyikas appeal to sruti2 . That their basic 

approach to the question of self-realization has much in 

common with that of other orthodox schools also follows from 

the steps suggested in a verse quoted in the Nyayasara. 3 4 

Two kinds of Atman 

Later writers like Bhasarvajila and Annam Bhatta hold 

that the varieties of the atman, the individual self or aparatma 

and the supreme self or God, paramdtmd must be known so that 

moksa may be achieved. The reality of God is sought to be proven 

by inference in the Nydya system in its post-sutra develop¬ 

ments. Thus is derived the idea of God, the organiser of the 

world, whose cognition, desire and volition are eternal verities. 

His activity is eternal, as the blind forces of nature require 

perpetual guidance. The relation of the individual or apara 

atman to God, the paramdtman, is neither one of complete 

identity nor of an identity in difference. There is absolute 

difference between the two types of dtmans. In the 

Kusumdnjali, Udayana speaks of the worship of God as instru¬ 

mental in achieving moksa; even the entire intellectual 

discipline of the Nydya philosophy, according to him, is only a 

form of the worship of God. 5 But this apparent tbeistic 

deviationism is sought to be corrected by Vardhamana by 

making the knowledge of God contributory 6 to the realization 

of the self or apardtman. 

1. Cf. Y8.I, 1. — Yogascittavrttinirodhah. 

2. BU. II, 4, 5 — atmii va are drastavyah &c. 

3. s'rotavyah srutivskyebhyo mantavyascopapattibhih | 

ja&tva ca satatam dhyeya ete darsanahetavah |] 

4. CHI. Vol. Ill, P. 112. 

5. Kusumaajali I, 13 
nyayacarceyamis'asya mananavyapadeg'abhak | 

upftsanaiva kriyate s'ravapanantaragata || 

6. CHI. Vol. Ill, P. 123. 

UKTl—4 
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The knowledge of the individual self prompts to meritori¬ 

ous activities which lead to higher levels of life or abhyudaya 

and the destruction of demerit. Both these results are condu¬ 

cive to nihireyasam. Prayastapiida1 explains that the desire 

for release leads one to acquire knowledge of the categories 

from a suitable master. The knowledge thus obtained termi¬ 

nates ignorance and leads to the extinction of desire, aversion 

and delusion - the dosas of the Nydya system. Then, no more 

merits and demerits accumulate. The aspirant remains 

unattached to the body. The last function of his merit or 

dharma is to generate the joy of contemplation of the self. 

Now he has done with the body and every result of his past 

deeds. Rebirth is now no longer possible for him. Knowledge 

of the truth aided by dharma (to which Kanada ascribes 

knowledge) brings supreme felicity. 

Udayana in the Atmatattvaviveka2 considers the carry¬ 

ing out of the scriptural injunction, dtmdnam updsita, in the 

manner indicated by the further imperatives, s rotaviio 
mantavyah, etc. 

To comprehend the teachings of the iruti, they must be 

discussed among fellow-students and teachers who are earnest 

m the pursuit of spiritual well-being and are free from malice 3 . 

The object of taking this step is to overcome doubts and false 

notions in respect of the m\i-aaambMvand and viparitabhavand. 

One who seeks to enter the city of mok*a has to avoid 

several seductive gateways which are bound to lead the seeker 

astray Such, e g., is the fascination felt for the non-essentia} 

and false objects held up by the KarmanumamSd and the 

Carvaka schools. Next must be faced and overcome the view 

that the world is just a welter of ideas only, as the yogdclras, 

, , ”°e’ mainfcain- Certain expressions of the iruti e g 

-^■^edaw ’ ™ay be misunderstood in-this sense. But 

' L ^282-28? Bh"Syam PP‘ 281'282 an^ Nyayakandali, 

2. V. 447. 

3. NS. IV, 2, 48. tam gurus'isyasabrahmaearibhih 
ranusayubhirabhyupeySt. 

sireyo’rthibhi- 
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this false view must be discarded in the light of other scriptural 

pronouncements such as * asabdam aspar&am arupam’ etc., which 

means that the real is not a welter of ideas. The scriptural 

teaching, ‘ asadeve.dama.gra aslt ’ points to the fact that the 

self is, in reality, not invojved in the world, that it is an 

independent principle. Advaitins and Nihilists uphold the 

apparent sense of the scriptural words, but of course are 

grossly in error. 

The next step in the process of realization is to perceive 

that the dtman is beyond matter— a line followed by the 

Sdmkhyas. But the words ‘ nwnyad sad ’ of the Upanisad 

discredit the Samkhya view. There in no Prakrti other than 

and opposed to the dtman. 

At this stage, according to the Advaitin, shines forth the 

self, the sole reality. But Udayana is emphatic that this also 

is a partial view to be discarded in the light of the words 

nadvaitam ndpi ca dvaitam—neither non-dual nor dual. It is by 

embracing this final non-egoistic and perfectly objective view 

that all traces of past experiences are wiped out from the mind. 

At this stage which is completely beyond the reach of words, 1 

no more alternatives, indeed, no more thoughts, are conceivable. 

The ineffable real alone remains.2 

Udayana goes on to remark that this final stage is the 

proper gateway to the city of moksa—moksanagaragopurdya- 

mdnatvdl. The steady mental mode, nirvikalpakavrtti, subsi¬ 

des of its own accord, like fire without fuel, adds Narayani3 . 

Such is the position of Nyaya, affirms Udayana after quoting 

the celebrated wnrds—athayontskama akama......brahmapyetz. 

L. Cf. Yato vaco nivarttante aprapya mansa saha, &c. 

2. Atmatattvaviveka, P. 450 ; 

3. Ibid P. 451. 

4. BU. IV, 4, 6. 
5. But obviously this can at best, have been only Udayana’s 

personal view. To the extent he held it, he was not an 
orthodox Naiyayika, but a orypto-Advaitin. Brahmananda Saras- 

vati in hia Laghucandrika on the Advaitasiddhi (P. 228—N. Sagara 

Edn., 1917) expatiates at some length on Udayana’s fundamental 

identity of view with the Advaita position. But, has the orthodox 

Naiyayika anything to do with the notion that the seeker’s self 
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This important question of self-knowledge or dtmajadna, 

is developed in a theistic spirit by Bhasarvajna. Knowledge of 

the individual self or aparatma only subserves, but does not 

yield, moksa or supreme felicity. On the other hand, the 

theoretical knowledge of God or Paratma helps meditation on 

Him, and directly results in moksa 1 . The practical steps of 

meditation Bhasrvajna prescribes are the same as those laid 

down in Patanjala Yoga, and will be considered in the section 

on the Sd\\\khya-Yoga. The practice of meditation muBt be 

earried out in a spirit of the utmost detachment, actuated by 

the knowledge that every station in the world from that of 

Brahma downwards has manifold sufferings associated with it. 

Positively, the practice of yoga must be inspired by ardent 

devotion to S iva in contrast to Pasupati of the Kdnddas 2. 

The process of meditation culminates in the direct perception 

of S'iva due to which supreme Good accrues to the aspirant. 

Quoting the S'vetasvatara 3 Bhasarvajiia concludes that moksa, 

results from the vision of S'iva. 

Discussing 4 the means to moksa in the Nyaya-Vaisesika 

system, s'as'adhara, the author of the Nydyasiddhdntadlpa, 

elucidates Udayana’s view that acts and right knowledge may 

not be deemed as co-ordinate causes of moksa. Acts favour the 

dawn of knowledge and thus indirectly only help the 

attainment of the final goal of life. In this view also, Udayana 

gives evidence of his Advaitic bias. 

Moksa 

What is the nature of moksa or apavarga according to the 

Nyaya-Vai&esika school ? 

Logically, moksa for this school should consist of a com¬ 

plete oessation of the specific qualities of the Atman 5 . It 

or atman is Brahman or that his supreme felicity is the realization 
of identify with Brahman ? This is of course the Advaitic view. 

1. NS. IV, 2, 46 ; NySyasara, PP. 90 ff. 

2- 6l* But thiB differellce is immaterial, vide SDS. 
Jr, «iv, 

3. VI, 20; III, 8. 

4. N.S.D. Pandit Series, 1924, PP. 201 ff. 

6. N.B.I, 1, 22 : S.D.S. P. 72. ; Cf. Sama»tatmavis.,esaguno- 

ochedopalakiita svarfipaathitireva moksah—Nyayakandali. 
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also implies the separation of the otman from the entire 

psycho-physical organism *•1 2. For merit, and demerit, the 

cause of all embodiment, have been totallay exhaus- 

ted. The complete cessation of pains and sorrows is 

said to be the characteristic of the liberated atman. Nydya- 

bhdsya on I, 1,22 declares apavarga to be absolute freedom 

from the twentyone varieties of potiii-tadalyantavimokso pavargah* 

It is an endless state, aparyanta, fearless, unaging, and above 

death—tad abhayam ajaram amrtyupadam brahmaskemaprdptih. 

Itis the great attainment of rest and security. Dr. Jha in a 

foot-note 3 points out that apavarga in the Ny ay a- system is 

not an extinction as of a light. That it is a positive state is 

the truth denoted by the words ‘brahma’ and ‘ k?emaprdptih 

But Vatsyayana maintains in this section that there is no 

bliss in rnokga, such as the Advaitins advocate ; for there is no 

proof in support of such a contention. None of the means of 

cognition may be appealed to to prove it. 

If both bliss and its apprehension are eternal, the diman 

in bondage will be no worse than in liberation. In bondage 

also, bliss and its apprehension, being eternal, must coexist 

with transitory pleasures and pains due to merit and demerit. 

Perhaps it will be urged that the apprehension of the 

eternal bliss of the self is transient; but then a reason for 

this transience must be assigned. Is the contact of a tman 

and mind, together with some other factor like dharma, the 

reason for the transience ? If the dharma in question is a 

product of Yoga, like all products, it will be exhausted, and 

so, what it causes, viz., the apprehension of bliss, in its turn, 

will also cease. When bliss ceases to be experienced, it is as 

good as non-existent Therefore, naming it eternal will not 

mend matters. Only on the basis of uninterrupted experience 

of bliss may it be deemed eternal. But then there will be 

nothing to distinguish liberation from samsdra. Also, thus, 

remains the contingency of this eternal bliss being experienced 

1. NS. IV, 2, 45-tadabhavascapavarge. 

2. VS. V, 2, 18- tadabhave samyogabhavo’pradurbhavasoa moksah 

3. NSB. Poona Edn. 1939 I, 1, 22. 
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side by side with normal pleasures and pains due to merit and 

demerit. Again, the non-apprehension of bliss may not be 

explained away as due to the obstruction caused by the body, 

senses etc., for the body etc., are meant precisely for aiding 

this very apprehension of bliss, indeed for all experience, in 

general. No inferences to the contrary can be permitted. 

A disembodied atman cannot be supposed to have any 

experience at all. 

The Vedantin may argue that all human endeavour aims 

at achieving what is desirable - istadhigamartha pravrttih and 

so, the endeavour to liberate oneself also must be directed 

towards winning bliss-experience. The naiyayika's answer is 

that this contention is untenable. In this instance, the purpose 

of endeavour is only to wipe out pains and sorrows. Human 

experience proves that all that is desired is more or less mixed 

up with repellent elements. So even this alleged bliss cannot 

be unalloyed. It may be argued, with the same plausibility as 

the Vedantin does, that the seeker after moksa aims at securing 

a permanent body in lieu of his perishable one. The quest of 

unalterable bliss is as inconceivable as that of a permanent 
body. 

Therefore, Viitsyayana concludes, what scriptures call bliss 

is only the absolute cessation of pain. Empirically, even cessa¬ 

tion of pain may be described as pleasure or bliss. Even the 

clinging to permanent bliss must obstruct the attainment of 

mok a ; for, all rdga is bondage. How, then, can bondage, in 

the form of rdga, generate mok<a ? Only one who is free from all 

clingings, the vltaraga, is entitled to liberation. 

Moksa is marked by perfect tranquillity and freedom from 

defilement. Udyotakara urges that if the released self is to 

have everlasting pleasure.it must be equipped with a permanent 

body ; for, experience without a body is unthinkable. 1 

Prasastapada holds 2 that at the moment of liberation, the 

yogm vividly perceives all the categories of the Vaisedka Philo- 

sophy as well as the atoms. The highest kind of pleasure, 

1. N. Varttika 177722, Cf. Ns7Tv72, 45, tadabhavascapavarge’ 
2. Prasastapada Bha*ya, P. 187, 7. 
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according to him is the pleasure of the wise, which is indepen¬ 

dent of all such agencies as the memory of the object, desire, 

reflection and is due to their knowledge,’ peacefulness, content¬ 

ment and the peculiar character of their virtue or dharmci1 . 

Jayanta in the Ny5,yamg,njari 2 points out that to condemn 

the nyd.ya ideal of moksa as a sort of petrifaction is pointless. 

The question concerns a matter of fact and not of feeling or 

prejudice. He echoes Vatsyayana when he says that the cling¬ 

ing to bliss, even, must hold up liberation. He also denies the 

possibility of positive pleasure in moksa. Absence of pain is 

what is taken for pleasure 3 . Atman is devoid of all attributes 

including bliss and moksa is only the real status of the dtman 4 . 

The Nydyasara 5 says that moksa, according to some, i.e., 

the Vai&esikas, is the final state of the dtman devoid of all its 

specific qualities, in which it resembles infinite space during the 

period of cosmic dissolution. Intelligent endeavour may very 

well be directed to getting rid of pain as when a thorn is 

removed from the flesh. But Bhasarvajfia 6 himself holds that 

the Vaiesika view of it makes moksa no better than a state of 

perpetual swoon. So no intelligent man can strive for it. The 

effort to get rid of pain is meant to facilitate the enjoyment of 

pleasure. Bhasarvajfia falls back on scriptural statements to 

prove that moksa is a state of blissfulness 7. The objection of 

Vatsyayana that in case bliss is of the nature of self it must be 

experienced even in samsdra is rebutted with the argument that 

demerits and pains eclipse it in samsdra, whereas in moksa these 

bliss-eclipsing factors are wholly absent. Nor is this contact 

with bliss in mok a artificial and liable to interruption or des¬ 

truction ; for, the apprehension of bliss in moksa is like annihil- 

ative non-existence or pradhvamsa everlasting. The relation 

with bliss, namely, that of subject, samvedana and object, bliss, 

1. Ibid. P. 259. 

2. PP. 78 ff ; 
3. Cf. Bharafcrhari-Pratiksro vyadheh sukhamiti viparyasy- 

ati janah. 

4. Nyayamaitjari, Part II P. 2.,—atmaivapavarga uoyate. 

5. PP. 95. ff. 6. Nyayasara, P. 96. 

I. Vijnanam anandam brahma—BU. Ill, 9, 28, — anandam 

brahmano rfipam taoca moksebhivyajyate. 
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visayavisayibhdna is not, technically, one of the vaisesika cate¬ 

gories, and so, product as it is, it is indestructible. Thus, the 

liberated self’s experiebce of bliss is eternal like the cognitions 

of God. No cause can be imagined to impede it in any way. 

So, according to Bhasarvajna, moksa consists in the absolute 

cessation of sorrow on the one hand and the perpetual appre¬ 

hension of bliss, on the other 1 . 

That Bhararvajfia’s view is only an exception to the 

general consensus of Nyaya writers as regards moksa follows 

from the fact that in Navyanyaya also the goal of moral life 

remains the absolute negation of all sorrows. Gadadhara in his 

mv.ktivd.da explicitly sets aside the view that eternal bliss char¬ 

acterises moksa 2. 

A criticism of the Nydya~Vaf.ie.sibi view of Moksa 

The difference between the early Nydya-Vaiiesika view and 

that of some later writers in regard to the nature of moksa is 

palpable. The earlier view robs it of all significance. In effect, 

it is indistinguishable from the crass materialist travesty of 

moksa expressed in the form that it is death or disintegration 

of the bodily organism. This repellent character of the Nyaya- 

VaiiesiJca view of mukti was perceived in very early times and 

the antipathy aroused finds expression in the oft-quoted 

words 3 : Varam Vrnd ivane. ramye irgdlatvam sa icchatu | Gauta- 

mdbhihitdm muktim Gautamo gantumarhati || “Better the life of 

a jackal in the fair jungles of Vrnda than the Liberation as set 

forth by Gautama. Send him to such Liberation ! ” 

The invidual being is neither the at. man nor the body, sing¬ 

ly, but their union. Upon the separation of the two, which 

occurs in moksa, ‘nothing whatever can happen to excite sensa- 

1. Nysyasara, P. 98—Nityasamvedyamanasukhena visistat- 
yantiki duhkanivi-ttirmoksah. 

2. CHI. Vol. in, p. 147. 

3. NSD. Prabha, P. 232 ; Sankara in his commentary on the 

Sanatsujatiya quotes the verse with the second half thus • 

natu nirvisayam moksam kadsoidapi Gautama; Memorial 
Edn. Vol. 13, P. 177. 
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tion, not (even)jif earth shall be mingled with sea, or sea with 

heaven'.1 The Nyaya-Vais'esiku moksa is a lifeless nirvana 2 . 

In mo/csa what the Naiyayika achieves is the peace of the 

grave, or, as was said above, a swoon without an end. It is a 

sleep without a dream, much less an awakening, and the mukla 

has no more felicity than a stone 3 . The Nydya-Vai&esika 

system seems to have idealised a*state of painless stoic existen¬ 

ce, but it turns out to be a mere travesty of what an idealist 

hopes to achieve. It is a state to which no intelligent being 

can attach the slightest value. Sri Harsa, therefore, rightly 

asks 4 how a disembodied self or atman, which is no better 

than a piece of stone, can be the goal of human aspiration. It 

has nothing in common with the saintly state in which one feels 

one has inherited the life eternal. The later Nyaya view as 

illustrated in the Nyaya Sara, which seems to identify moksa 

with a state of eternal beatitude, logically involves a complete 

revision of the concept of atman. For, Jayanta Bhatta is right 

in insisting that apavarga is only atman as it is— 

atmaivapavarga ucyate 5 . 

Can the atman be unconscious in itself and still be made to 

account for the phenomenon of memory ? If consciousness be 

only a temporary product due to contact with mind, etc., there 

remains no self-conscious and self-identical entity whioh is the 

subject of all experiences and which, therefore, may conceivably 

recollect them later. “ Even for him who maintains that 

consciousness fails in sleep, etc., it is not'possibfe to speak of 

a failure, unwitnessed by consciousness ” 6 . Hence atman must 

be conceived as a consscious continuum, which, under no 

circumstances, may be dissipated or extinguished. 

Of course, it cannot be identified with empirical states of 

consciousness, which, like the flickerings of a feeble light, may 

come and go. To make the unconscious atman the agent of 

recollection is no better than making the brain do that function. 

What in effect is a material substance cannot answer the need 

1. Lucretius, Qd. in IP. II, P. 152. 
2. Das Gupta, HIP ; Vol. 1, PP. 362 S. 

3. SDS. Com., P. 247 ; SSS. Ch. 7, 6, 10. 4. Naisadha, XVII, 75 

5. Nyaya-Mafljari, Pt. II, P, 2. 

6. BSS. II. 3, 18. 

MUKTI—5 
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for a transcendental spiritual self. The mere assertion that 

the dtman is a non-material substance will not do if it has none 

of the characteristics of the spirit which alone is truly non¬ 

material. Indeed it would seem that the Nydya-Vaisesika 

theory nowhere clearly envisages a real spirit. A spirit without 

consciousness is a word without sense. In this respect, obviously, 

the Sdmkhyan view of the purusa marks a definite advance. 

S'aftkara in the Brahmasatra-Bhasya1 asks how in the state 

of pralaya the dtman oan retain traces of former experience ; 

for, then, it is not in contact with atoms including the mind. 

Does, then, the mind retain these traces, and does it remain 

with the atman to which it was tied up during samsara ? Among 

the other objections urged by Sankara may be noticed a few. 

All atmans are all-pervading and so all of them must be assumed 

to be in contaot with every single mind. So each individual 

must share the experiences of all others. Equally inevitably 

should these all-pervading dimans be present in any one body 2 

To make consciousness, which is an undeniable fact of 

psychical life, a contingent result of inter-action between an 

inert substance called self and other equally inert substances 

called mind, sense-organs, etc,, is merely to repeat the material¬ 

istic contention, viz., consciousness is a by-product of the con¬ 

stituent elements of the body. If the soul substance or dtman 

is non-material as the Naiydyikas insist, it cannot interact with 

material substances. The two are incommensurable and the 

gap between them will remain unbridgeable. 

The only way to escape from materialism, which makes 

consciousness a chance-effect of a blind dance of atoms, is to 

grant it complete autonomy and recognise its absolutely inde¬ 

pendent status. Which is the same as saying that the dtman 

must be seen to be spirit. 

The place assigned to God in the Nydya-Vaisesika system 

is neither creditable to Him nor to man. Their relation is said 

to be one of absolute and unqualified otherness. How then can 

1. II, 2, 17. 

2. Ibid : II, 3, 50—53. 
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meditation on ,or knowledge of such an Other have any intel¬ 

ligible bearing on the destiny of the individual self ? Notwith¬ 

standing the pious affirmations of writers like Udayana, moksa 

of the individual self cannot depend on the knowledge of an 

entity which is neither 'its cause nor its self. Moreover, the 

Naiydyikas use1 the concept of God as an expedient to solve 

their logical difficulties in the way they handle the adrsta also. 

Such a God can neither evoke piety nor promote the summum 

bonum. 

What is therefore required to offer a more convincing 

answer to the questions regarding the life and destiny of the 

individual is a deeper insight into his essential nature, and his 

relations to the world in which he lives. A further step in this 

direction may be detected in the 8dmkhya~yoga system of 

philosophy to which we shall now turn our attention. 

1. IP. II, P. 155. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SA.MKHYA - YOGA CONCEPT OF MUKTl. 

Antecedents of the Samkhya-Yoga System. 

Both the SamJchya and the Yoga systems of Philosophy 

represent 1 primarily ways of achieving the highest good or the 

absolute freedom of the spirit of man. The germs of the ideas 

which later came to be systematised and codified as Samlchya 

and Yoga were long before current in the Vedic Schools of 

thought. For example, in the celebrated Vedic hymn of crea¬ 

tion 2 may be seen clearly expressed the idea of an absolute 

conscious entity breathing breathless with its own power ; it is 

depicted as beyond time, space, death and immortality. Noth¬ 

ing was beyond this unconditioned ground work of all being. 

But within that absolute consciousness arose the self-affirma¬ 

tion “ I am ” 3 , which entails the positing of then on-ego, the 

not-I. The ‘ 15 without the opposition of a not-I of which it is 

conscious is an incomprehensible abstraction. And, in point of 

fact, this hymn does assert the dbhw 4 , by which Sayana under¬ 

stands the primeval mdyj or material source of things, covering, 

i.e., conditioning the self-affirming “ I ”. The emanation of the 

* I ’ and the not-I, the Purusa and the Prahrti from the primor¬ 

dial absolute consciousness is said to have taken place through 

tapas. 

This hymn depicts the birth of a real world from the pri¬ 

mitive matter represented by water5 . The realistic note 

sounded so early in the history of Indian speculation echoes in 

several other Rgvedic hymns 6 . Similarly, ‘ crude ’7 conceptions 

of the value of ecstasy and hypnotic trances are to be met with 

in the Rgveda, which also mentions the word ‘ muni ’ 8 , The 

realistic and mystic tendencies of the Indian mind continued 

1. SPB. Indrodn. to I, 1 ; sDS. P. 96 yadi viditamte Kapila- 
matam tatprapsyasi moksasaukbyamacirena. 

2. X, 129 ; 3. Cf. Exodus III, 14 ; 4. Cf, Menu. I, 5., 

5. IP. I. P. 104 ; 6. X, 90 ; 82, 5-6 ; 12, 1 
7. IP. II, PP. 338, 339. 

8. X, 136, 4-5. X, 127 ; X, 86, 2, etc. 
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side by side with-a more pronounced monistic vein into the Upani- 

sadic period. In the Svetdivatara tjle word Sdmkhya occurs 

tor the first time 1 , but the Sdmkhyan ideas may be traced in. 

the earlier Upanisads like the Katha 2 and the Chdndogya , 

Detailed references toYog’a practices are met within the A.utha, 

the S'vetdsvatara, and the Alai If <i ytini V panisads . The 

notion that supernatural powers may be won through the 

practice of austerities may be traced back to the Atharva 

Veda s. 

That the influence of Sdmkhya and Yoga ideas was far 

more widespread than the paucity of these references suggests 

is borne out by the immense sway they exercise in later Pur ana, 

Itihdsa and Vaisnava Literature. The Bhagavad Oita, which 

is the most popular of Hindu Religious Texts, gives ample 

evidence of the final ascendancy of the Sdmkhya and Yoga 

ideas, which, however, have undergone considerable alterations 

to suit the synthesis of thought attempted in that scripture. 

As already mentioned, the Sdmkhya-Yoga systems of 

thought and praotice aim at the liberation of the spirit of man. 

While the Sdmkhya provides the framework of the metaphysi- 

cial thought bearing on this grand theme, the Yoga, with a few 

significant alterations, 6 sets forth the practical steps to imple¬ 

ment the theoretical scheme elaborated by tbe former. Since 

the understanding of the practice can follow only from a sure 

grasp of the theory presupposed by it, we shall notice below 

the salient points of the Sdmkhya metaphysics. 

The Basic Principles of the Samkhya. 

The two irreducible and basic principles of the Sdmkhya 

theory are Prakrti, the metaphysical ground of the entire 

material component of the world, and Purusa, the intelligence 

or Spirit, embodied in all living forms. Prakrit is a composite 

principle, being in fact the state ofeqilibrium of the three gunas. 

\ VT 13 2. Ill, 10-U ; 3 ch- UP- VI’ 4’ 3- 
4 Ja Up I, 3, 6, 13 ; II, 3, 10 ; II. 12. S'vet. Up. II, 8-16 

5M^IU|; S’;10' 20' 2e.-s Gupta. Yoga Philosophy. P. 2, 
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Sattva, Rajas and Tamas 1 . These three, though styled gunas 

or qualities, are substances and not attributes such as are 

denoted by the word guna in the Vai&esika system. For, these 

unlike the Vaigesika gunas, come into contact with and separate 

from, each other as only substances do 1 2 . The way the 

Samkhya philosopher has arrived at this all-important concept 

in his system seems to have been a process of inductive argu¬ 

ment 3 . 

How the concept of Gunas was arrived at. 

Analytic reflection on any experience yields two irreducible 

ultimates, namely, being and movement. Whereas Advaita 

asserts being or Sat alone to be real, and Buddhism that move¬ 

ment alone to be so, adequate explication of experience even 

in these systems of thought could not dispense with correlative 

concepts like maya, a principle of movement and ’sunya or 

Nirvana, a principle of changeless being. But in the Samkhya 

system both concepts are frankly accepted as equally real, 

Sattva here does not denote an empty abstraction which re¬ 

presents the common trait of all experiences, but the ultimate 

mode of intelligibility. It is that aspect of things by which 

they become related to consciousness as existent facts. But 

for this inherent intelligibility, this transparency to conscious¬ 

ness which all ponaerables have, nothing like thought or aware¬ 

ness would have been possible. It is the universal transparency 

of objects to thought, their inherent luminousness, that the 

term Sattva denotes in the Samkhya. On the plane of mind or 

thought Sattva manifests itself as prakasa or light ; on the plane 

of grosser matter it is represented by the lightness of things 4 , 

laghu. This universal intelligibity of things, their Sattvam, fur¬ 

ther suggests that this trait of theirs is close kin to intelligence 

itself. That intelligence comprehends things is evidence of 

their sharing with intelligence itself some kinship of nature or 

substance. It is this latter that is called Sattva in the Samkhya. 

1. SPS. I, 61; 

2. SPB. I, 61. 

3. P. XII, Introdn : to Aniruddha’s commentary, Calcutta, 

1892, Garbe. 4. Samkhya Karika, 13. 
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Bat, of coulee, Saliva does not exhaust the nature of things. 

Pure intelligibility does not wholly constitute them. There re¬ 

mains what is comprehended, the mass which possesses Saliva 

or intelligible being. Unlike the Advaitins who would ultimate¬ 

ly dismiss this mass, or object of comprehension, as unreal, the 

Sdmkhya affirms its reality and makes it constitutive of that 

whole which confronts intelligence. Clearly there is a difference 

between the facts of the mental plane or ideas and those of 

the material plane or objects. 

The Characteristics of the Gunas. 

In the latter case, the mass is predominant; in the former, 

intelligibility is so ; Tanias is prodominant in material objects ; 

Saliva in mental objects. But just as material objects have 

their own share of Satlva or luminous intelligibility, mental 

objects i.e,, ideas, have their tamas, viz., their impenetrability 

to other ideas. For, like matter, thought also, obviously, main¬ 

tains itself in the face of opposition. For example, the idea of 

water would not yield to or be penetrated by that of fire. 

This universal tendency of things to maintain themselves in 

their position, their inertia, is what the Sdmkhya designates 

by the term, Tamas, which is guru, varnakam 

Over and above these universal characteristic of things, 

material and mental, is a third one : they have an energy of 

their own by which they are supported in all their phases. 

Indeed, no phenomena, mental or physical, are conceivable 

without their having an energy of their own. This force which 

all share is termed Rajas in the Sdmkhya and described as 

‘ calam ’ upaathambhakam 2 . In fact, the energy with which 

Satlva makes things intelligible, light and luminous, or tamas 

makes them heavy, opaque or immobile is furnished by Rajas. 

Thus, for the Sdmkhya Philosophy, the whole world on all 

its planes and in all its phases is constituted by the gunas or 

substantial components, Satlva, Rajas and Tamas. Besides the 

characteristics mentioned above, the various kinds and degrees 

of feelings evoked by things also are oredited by the Sdmkhya 

lTlbid. 13. 
2. Ibid. 13. 
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to the three components of reality. Observations of one’s own 

feelings in their incipient moments and those of undeveloped 

organisms lower down the scale of evolution suggest “ that a 

feeling can exist without forming part of consciousness ” 1 . 

That feelings in mutual relations may exist independently of 

consciousness lends colour to the Samkhya notion that the 

basic components of things or gunas are, also, essentially feel¬ 

ings. For, there is no experience unaccompanied by some 

emotive colouring or other; hence, the things experienced must 

be made of the primitive ‘ feeling-stuff ’ ! . To explain this 

basic conviction of the Samkhya, Vacaspati, writing on the 

Samkhya-Kdrikd, 13, may be quoted with advantage. “ All 

objects made up of the three gu-nas are pleasure, pain and 

apathy 2 3 , which are opposed to one another and, as regards 

their self-manifestation, depend on causes which also are, es¬ 

sentially, pleasure, pain and apathy sukhaduhkhamohdk. Of 

course, they differ from one another, for they overwhelm, or are 

overwhelmed by one another. For example, a beautiful, youthful 

and high-born woman pleases her husband, because, in relation 

to him, her nature as pleasure comes into evidence. But that 

very woman causes grief to her rivals, since, in regard to them, 

it is her rdjasic nature that manifests itself. And finally, 

towards her disappointed lover, her tdmasic nature comes 

into play and confounds him. This women may be taken as 

typical of all material reality whatsoever ”. 

Bhiksu writing" on Sftmkhyapravacana-Sutra I, 127, 

quotes Panca&khd to indicate the characteristics of the gunas. 

Sattva is in essence pleasure though including infinite differences 

and shades of feelings such as cheerfulness, buoyancy, devotion 

j°y. endurance, contentment; Rajas is essentially pain includ¬ 

ing all its countless shades and degrees, while Tamas, is of the 

essence of apathy with distinctions like sleep and so forth 4 . 

1. Das Gupta, Yoga Philosophy, P, 83, 

2. prityapritiviySdatmakah - S. Karika, 12. 

3. prityapritivii-adadyairgunanamanyonyam vaidharmayam. 
4. Also, writing on YS. II, 15, in the Yogavarstikam Bhiksu 

declares that exactly like the states of the mind, ali'external 
objects are pleasurable, painful and apathetic— sukhduhkha- 
mohadharmakah. 
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Thus, the gdmkhya concludes that the entire realm of 

matter is compounded of the three gunas, which are essentially 

‘feeling-stuff’.1 They illumine, energize and immobilize 

through mutual co-operation, suppression and intimate inter¬ 

course. 

The statement that the constituents of Prakrti are three 

requires further clarification. It is not as though the count¬ 

less objects of the world on all its planes are made up of just 

three ultimate entities. The fact] is that the number three 

refers to the types of ultimate reals of the objective world and 

not to their actual manifoldness. 5 This view of the infinitude 

of the guno-reals, advocated by Bhiksu is not apparently held 

by Vacaspati. 3 Bhiksu argues that without such a postula¬ 

tion, the endless variety of the world of effects will remain 

inexplicable. On the other hand, the classification of the gun<i- 

reals into three is justifiable ; for, all the individuals of the 

Sattva group share the common characteristics of lightness, 

luminosity, pleasure, etc ; and, similarly, those of the remaining 

groups, too. 4 

The way these mutually opposed and yet co-operative 

gunas function has been likened to that of a lighted lamp in 

which the wick, the oil and the flame, different though they be 

in substance, still co-operate to produce light.5 

The arguments for Prakrti’s being : 

So far we have been discussing the nature and number of 

the constituents of Prakrti the metaphysical cause of the 

objective world. But why should such a cause be postulated 

at all - a cause described above as the equipoise of the three 

gunas6 ? The answer is furnished by the Sdmkhyan theory 

of causality known as the satkdryavada, the [doctrine of the 

prior existence of effects in their causes. We experience a 

universe of effects of varying degrees of grossness and subtlety, 

which evoke pleasure, pain and apathy. This universe cannot 

" ITX^rika, ^ ; 2. SPB7l, 127, 128; 377pTiI, 265. 

4. Das Gupta : Yoga Phily. P. 92, 6. S. Karika, 13. 
6. guns evaprakrti/abdavaoya, natutadatirikta prakrtirasti, 

Yoga Vartika, IX. 18. 

mukti—6 
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come out of nothing ; for, nothing comes out of nothing. The 

(Sankhya-Kdrika 1 enumerates the reasons why the doctrine 

of the pre-e sistence of effects must be maintained. Vacaspafci 

explains it thus 2 : if nothing could produce something, all 

kinds of effects should crop up everywhere, for absence, 

abhava, is ubiquitous. If the effect did not exist prior to the 

operation of the causal collocation, it could not be brought 

about by any means. Who can get the yellow colour out of the 

blue ? The causal operation is meant only to manifest tte 

preexistent effect, as instanced by the squeezing out of oil 

from the sesamum seed. 

Again, the effect is essentially the same as the cause, 

karanabhavat; e.g., the cloth is no more than the threads 

themselves in a new setting. The preexistence of the effect in 

the cause may be likened to the way the tortoise holds its limbs 

within its shell, whence they are but manifested as occasions 

arise. The Oita, enunciates the same principle in the well- 

known words 3 , ndsatovidyate bhdvah. Thus arguing from the 

three-fold nature of the world of effects, the Sdmkhya arrives 

at the concept of an eternal, material, composite, cause, viz., 

prakrti. Vyasa thus describes it: that which never is nor is 

not, that which exists and does not exist, that in which there 

in no non-existence, the unmanifested, devoid of any special 

mark, the background of all. 4 This description testifies to its 

strictly noumenal character 5 ; it is essentially avyaktam or 

unmanifest. Still, being an infinite continuum of active reals 

it always tends to produce effects - prasavadharmi. 6 Prakrti is 

1. No. 9. 2. Samkhya Tattva Kaumudi on Karika 9 
3. BG. II, 16 ; 

YB. II, 19. uihsattasattam nihsadasad nirasad avyaktam* 
alingam. 

5. The other arguments leading to the inference of Prakrti 

are summed up in the S. Karikas - 15 and 16. The parti- 

oulars of the world, being finite cannot be the cause of the 

world ; homogeneity of the world points to a homogeneous 

cause. There is a force at work in all things in the world, 
a force manifested at different levels. The unity of the 
world also points to a single oause. 

6. S. Kirika, 11. The noumenal character of Prakrti suggested 

by Vyasa’s description is reinforced by a quotation given 
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not 80 much being as force; it is the pure potentiality of the 

world of effects. 

Purusa: 

Before describing how the world in which we live rises 

from the cause thereof, i. e., prakrti, we must refer to the 

second ultimate factor, in the Sdmkhyan analysis of the 

world, viz., Purusa, or Spirit or Intelligence. There can be 

no question regarding the ultimacy of this factor. In the 

living organism of, say, man, there are but two factors in the 

final analysis—the intelligence which knows or is subject and 

all the rest which is known or is the object. The unbridgeable 

gulf that separates the intelligent subject from the inert 

object justifies, according to the Samkhya, the reduction of 

the entire world to the two ultimate factors Purusa and Prakrti. 

All events of the world, internal or external, fall within the 

realm of objects or knowables - they are but the phenomena 1 

of gun ah. By the same token, that which knows them all, the 

spirit or Purusa, remains absolutely unaffected by them, being 

beyond the reach of all changes. The Purusa, then, is abso¬ 

lutely different from the psyoho-physical complex with which 

he is found in association. Consciousness itself proclaims that 

the knowing Purusa for whom body, mind and thoughts are 

objects is other than these objects. 

The arguments for the reality of the Purusa postulated 

above may be briefly noticed.2 An aggregate of things such 

as a bed or a house suggests an intelligent being for whose sake 

they exist and who can enjoy them. This world which is an 

assemblage of the five elements is also for another’s use. There 

is a Self for whose enjoyment this body with its intellect, eto., 

exists.3 

in YB. IV, 13- gu95nam paramamri m nadrati- 
pathamrcoatiyattu d^tipatham praptSipta. mayeva sutu- 

echaakam. ^a^titantra. 

1. BG. HI, 28; YS. IV, 24. 
2. S. K&rik&, 17; SPS. I, 66 ; 
3. Gaudap&da on S. Karika, 17. 
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There must be a being other than and opposed to all that 

is composed of the triple 'gunas.1 There must be a controlling 

power, a pure consciousness, to coordinate all experiences. The 

products of Prakrti which are all inert must be enjoyed by 

some one who is intelligent. In nature, atleast in human 

nature, there is a persistent striving towards liberation, which 

again> argues for an intelligence with traits opposed to 

Prakrtis'. 

That Purusa, the sentient subject, is not a product of 

gunas, or the elements which are the products of guwxji, follows 

from the fact that these are not severally conscious. 2 

Similarly, Purusa is different from the senses, mind and 

intellect - all these being the products of gunah- Were the 

spirit liable to any changes, knowledge would be inconceivable 3 

and states of complete black out of all apprehensions would 

result. The unfailing 4 ’ light of Purusa,’s consciousness falls 

impartially on all states of mind, pleasant, painful or indiffer¬ 

ent, whether they represent 5 right knowledge, doubt, error, 

memory, or sleep. Hence, the Sdmkhya Karika, 19, describes 

the Purusa as the neutral witness and percipient, a non-acting, 

free, spirit. Purusa thus is as indubitable a reality as Prakrti, 

though he is neither oause nor effect. 6 From this it follows 

that, though consciousness as a phenomenon in life is mediated 

physically, it cannot be subsumed under anything physical. 

The living organism which is a conglomerate of effects and 

means subserves the Purusa. As from all other material 

characteristics, from feelings like pleasure and pain also, the 

Purusa is strictly free. Thus, unlike the Upanisadic concept of 

Brahman or Atman, the Sdmkhya Purusa is not bliss or even 

blissful, for, the presence of bliss in the Purusa would break 

1. Samkhyataruvasanta, (S.T.V.) a comm, on The S. Karika 
referred to on P. 48, f. n. 1 of the text edited by S. S. 
Sastry writes: The denotation of the word ‘ I ’ is not the 
body, sinoe * I’ is devoid of sattva, etc. 

ahamartho nadehah, triguijacetanatvadirahitatvat 
2. SPS. V, 130; III, 20. 

3. SPB.VI, 2, - oetanSyapariijamitve kadaoit audhyaparina- 
nxena satya api buddhivrtteradar^anena samsayadyapatteh : 

4. SPS. I, 75 ; SPS. I, 146. 5. YS. I, 6. 

6. S. Karika, 3 ; SPS. I, 01. 
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up its integrity. 1 ’ Purusa is infinite as, otherwise, being with 
parts it will be perishable, or, being atomic, it would not have 

cognition all over the living body. 2 Samkhya denies that 

Purusa is an agent, 3 or can have any other attributes whatso¬ 
ever. Otherwise, it could not shake itself free of them in any 
state and moksa would be out of question. 

Plurality of Purusas follows from the different endow¬ 
ments and experiences of living beings, according to the 
Samkhya. 4 Were there but a single spirit, birth, conditions 
of pain and pleasure, etc., should be identical for all. To 

account for the unity of an individual’s experiences, an integral 

subject is postulated while the distinctions of individual ex¬ 

periences point to plurality of selves. Scriptural texts, insist¬ 

ing on the unity of consciousness, is interpreted in the Samkhya 

as denoting nondifference in kind, or the sameness of essential 
properties. 3 The sole positive characteristic of the Samkhyan 

Purusa is its oonsoiousnesss,- ait. In every respect Purusa and 

Prakrti are opposed to each other; - Purusas being many, 

conscious, inactive, immutable, devoid of gunas, while Prakrti 

is one, inert, ever active, changeful and constituted by gunas. 

The cause of the evolution of Prakrti : 

The world of objects, the stage on which the embodied 

Purusas or individuals play out their lives, is a product of the 

evolution of Prakrti. Prakrti's evolutionary activity is said to 

be solely aimed at the service of Purusa's interests. This part 

of the Samkhya doctrine is as important as any other. That 

the inert Prakrti which, in its non-manifest form, is in a state 

of dynamic tension of ita constituent gunas should undergo a 

aeries of self-initiated mutations and evolve from subtler to 

grosser forms to produce the world we live in, is, on the face of 

it, implausible. Yet this is precisely what the daemon! 

Samkhya affirms. It is pointed .out that Prakrti's state of 

equipoise or samyavastha only conoeals its inherent tendencies 

~~ 1 S PS.V\66. 
2. BPS. and SPB. I. 50, YB. on I, 36 quotes Pafijohn*dkhawho 

held that self is atomic ; 
3. S. Karikt, 19.. 
4. S. Karikt, 18; ». SPB. V. 01^ 
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to action. These latter are, however, held, in cheek by the 

tendencies to obstruction and inactivity ; i. e., sattva and raja's 

are opposed by tamas. But Prakrit is all along being moved by 
an inherent teleology 1 ; - a sort of blind instinct moves her, 

inert as she is, to promote the experiences and emancipation of 

Purusas entangled in the web she has woven. In other words, 

Prakrti’a evolutionary activities are bound up with the bondage 

of the Purusas. What makes this proposition plausible is the 
dogma of the beginninglessness 2 of samsara, which, with the 
rest of the Indian Schools of Thought, the Sarrikhya also 
accepts. With occasional breaks due to pralaya (relapse of the 
world of effects into the cause, Prarkti), samsara goes on in 
repeated cycles. Thus Prakrti’a evolution refers to the start 

of one of these cycles, and is not an absolute beginning. So the 
Sarn.khya Karika, 60, says that Prakrti in manifold ways, 
without thought of any profit to herself, aparthakam, acts to 

promote the interests of the Purusas who do not requite her in 

any way. The motive force of Prakrti’s evolution is the drive 

to promote the ends of Purusas. 3 

But the riddle of an inert mass of forces functioning to 

bring about the ends of an intelligent being who has no com¬ 

merce with it remains unexplained. Analogies like the flow of 

the cow’s milk to nourish 4 the calf and co-operation of the 

lame man mounted on the back of the blind man in proceeding 

to the former’s goal are obviously inadequate. Perhaps, some 

sort of a pre-established harmony between the interests of 

spirit and the capacities of matter has to be assumed. But, 
who brought it about ? 

Recognising these difficulties, the Yoga system or seivara 

SamJchya assigns to I&vara the role of removing obstacles in 

the way of the free activity of Prakrti. True, neither the Yoga 

Sutras nor the Yoga Bhdsya explicitly refers to this world-ini* 

tiating function of I&vara. But Vaeaspati in the Tattvavai&aradi 

under Yoga Sutra 5IV, 3, says that Iivara removes obstacles 

TTTKank*. 56 ; SPS. Ill, 6L ~~ 
2. SPS. Ill, 62 ; 3. S. Karika, 31 ; 4. S. Karika, 67. 
5. nacapurusartho'pi pravarttakah, kintn taduddesena Isvarah. 

l&varay&pi dharnaadhiathanartham pratibandh&panaya eva 
vyipftrak. 
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in the path of Prakrti, and that the ends of Purus# cannot 

function in that way. Moral factors’ also play their part in 

starting Prakrti on her evolutionary course; but, being 

Prakrti’s own products, they cannot be said to oause her to 

act. 1 

Prakrti’s evolution: 

Now we shall briefly sketch the course of that evolution 

which produces the world both in its psychological and physical 

aspects. The first evolute of Prakrti is mahal or the great, 2 

so called, because, it is the tangible cause of the whole universe. 

It is the first basis of the consciousness of the individual. To 

denote this individual reference, it is styled buddhi or intellect. 

Its function in the psychical life of the individual is determina¬ 

tive, adhyavasdya ; i. e-, it is the organ by which we distinguish 
objects and perceive their distinctive charactered tics. 

Like its oause, Prakrti, buddhi also is constituted by the 

three gunas. In its sdttvic aspect, buddhi possesses3 virtue, 

dharma, wisdom, jhana, detachment, virdgya and lordliness, 

ais'varya. In its tdrnasic aspect buddhi has the reverse of these 

attributes. Vijnana Bhiksu describes it as the repository of all 

sdmskaras, 4 for, injury to sense organs, or the dissolution of 

manas and ahankara (mind and ego-sense) does not affect 

memory, its seeds, the samskdras, being preserved in the 

buddhi, intact. 5 

1. YB. IV. 3, na oa ksryamkaranamprayojayati. 

2. S. Karika, 22 ; KU. 1, 3, ii; 

3. S. Karika. 23. 4. SPS. II, 41, 42. 

6. Now, at the beginning of the evolutionary movement mahat 
or buddhi arises; but obviously, at this stage, it has no 
objects to determine or perceive. Therefore, buddhi must 
be taken in a cosmic sense, in the first plaoe, as the basis of 
distinction between the subject and the object. The phase 
of the Samkhya system in the Mahabharata, in fact, re¬ 
presents this feature of a oosmio mahat. (See SSmkhya 
system, Keith, P. 35). The subjeot at this stage will be a 
•world-spirit, a oosmio subject, for whom the classical 
Samkhya makes no provision. 
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From the buddhi arises ahamkara or the self-sense, ■which 

is the principle of individuation. Due to its action, the Purusa 

obtains the senoe of distinctness and finitude, conceit in the 

limited embodiment, abhimdna.1 Psychologically the sense of 

self-hood cannot rise without a non-ego or the object, which, in 

the SamJchya, only follows the appearance of the self-sense. 

Hence, as in the case of the buddhi, the possibility of a cosmic 

aham.lcara, must be conceded out of which individual subjects 

and objects may arise. 2 Ahamkdra, too, is naturally material 

like its cause, mahat. Purusa identifies himself with the acts of 

Prakrti through ahamkdra. Unlike the cognitive buddhi, 

ahamkdra is conative; for real agency belongs to it.3 

The relation between buddhi and ahamkdra is that of 

consciousness and self-consciousness. Ahamkdra does not 

individualise universal consciousness ; for, as the plurality of 

Purunas shows, consciousness is individual, per se. But it 

individualises the impressions that come from the world, out¬ 

side. In dreamless sleep, the function of ahamkdra is absent 

but desires and tendencies, inherent in the stuff of which it is 

made, of cou.se, persist. 4 

The gunas take three different courses of development from 

the self-sense, and, accordingly, the latter is distinguished as 

vaikdrika, taijasa and bhiitddi, which are respectively, aattvic, 

rajasic and tdmasic. From the vaikdrika are derived manas, 

the five organs of perception, and the five of action, while from 

the bhiitddi are derived the five fine elements or tanmdtras. 

The taijasdhamkdra is held to aid the other two in their activi¬ 

ties and is present in the evolutes of both. 3 

I. S. Karika, 24 ; 2. IP. II, 1^268^ 

3. 8PS. VI, 54 ahamkarah kartsnapurugah. 

4. SPB. I, 63, 

5. S. Karika, 24, 25. STV. derives the organs of action from 

the taijasa on the authority of the Bhagavata, SSS. Edn. P. 58. 

Bhiksu on SPS. II, 18, writes that manas alone is derived from the 

vaikarika, the tan sense-organs being derived from the taijasa. 
Again, while Vaoaspati derives tanmatras from ahatnkara, Bhikgu 

holds that the separation of ahatnkara and the evolution of the 
tanmatras taken place in the mahat;. Of. SPB II 18, 
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In its widest, sense, the organ, or indriya, can be said to be 

thirteen-fold : the intellect, individuation and mind form the 

inner organ and are functions, while the ten senses form the 

outer organ. Through the outer organ only can the inner 

organ be set in activity. 

The position of the intellect is one of special importance : 

all the actions of the other organs are carried out for the 

intellect which works directly 1 for the Purusa producing its 

experience of all existence, and, finally, promoting its isolation. 

Out of the fine elements, the tanmatras, arise the gross 

ones through the intermingling of the former. Together with 

the organs, the fine elements form part of the linga, the psychic 

apparatus which, like an actor, passes from life to life.2 A 

necessary part of the linga is the subtle parts of the gross 

elements which serve as the seed from which tho physical body 

springs.3 

The gross elements consist of two portions, those described 

as born 4 of father and mother which encase the psychic ap¬ 

paratus and the prabhvtas which form the mass of inorganic 

nature. Though the gross elements are derived from the 

tanmatras which in their turn are derived from the principle of 

individuation, still, the two portions of the gross elements are 

treated as being the same for all, and bo as cosmic. This fact 

reveals a realistic basis in the Samkhyan picture of the world. 

Fourteen classes 5 of living beings have been enumerated, 

eight divine, five of animals and one of men. In the world of 

gods sattva prevails, in that of men rajas and in the rest, tamaa. 

Jiva: 

The empirical individual or jiva, of whom alone freedom 

and bondage are really predioable, is Purusa in conjunction 

with a body and the psychic apparatus.6 That the pure 

Purusa cannot be regarded as either bound or free follows from 

U S. Karikh 37 ; 2. IbidT^O^ iTTbid. 41; 

4. Ibid. 39 ; 5- Ibid. 53. 

6. SPS. VI, 53 ; Ka. Up. I. 3, 4; 

MUKTI—7 
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its immutability, etc., set forth above. But this pure self is 

conceived as reflected in the sattva of buddhi, and this reflec¬ 

tion, identified with the ego-sense or ahamkara, buddhi's 

evolute, is the apparent agent of all activities, or the empirical 

self. There is an error or viparyaya involved in this identifica¬ 

tion ; for, it is to take one thing for another, which, in the 

Advaila, has been styled adhyd.sa or super-position. But in 

this root-error consists the empirical individuality, or asmitd.1 

Bondage: 

The transition of the pure spirit from its purity and aloof¬ 

ness to impurity and entanglement in the body is traced to the 

operation of avidyd or ignorance, a factor which is almost 

invariably recognised by most Indian systems of thought. The 

birth of the empirical individual is thus traced in the Sd-mdchya 

and Yoga to avidyd. The source of it, in the Sdmkhya, is 

nothing but the Contact between Purusa and Prakrti’s evolutes. 

But it is not clear how such a contact can be established 

between a transcendent Purusa and the material products of 

Prakrti. In other words, the bondage of the Purusa, its 

degradation to the status of the Jiva, requires explanation. 

While none such is forthcoming in the earlier texts of 

either Sdmkhya or Yoga, commentators like Vacaspati, Bhoja 

and Vjjniina Bhikgu attempt to clear up the mystery which 

envelopes the crux of the 8dmkhya-Yoga scheme of emancipa¬ 

tion. Thus Vacaspati, writing on Yoga-Bhdsya,21, 4, remarks 

that the Purusa does not literally contact the mind-stuff, but 

it has proximity to the latter, tatsannihitam. This proximity 

is not either spatial or temporal, Purusa being beyond space 

and time. So, proximity in this context means a special fitness 

consisting in the spirit’s power of eujoj ership, bhoktras'akti and 

the mind’s capaoity of being enjoyed, bhogyas'akti. Explaining 

how these powers function, he further writes 3 that the contact 

as explained above is not inherent in the Purusa Were it so 

there would be no hope of its liberation. Hence, the sannidhi 

1. YS. II, 6. 

2. cittamayaskantakalpam sannidhiinatropakari. 
3. YB. II, 17; 
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in question must be due to a cause, naimittika. The cause is 

the beginningless chain of impressions, samskdras left by the 

acts and afflictions, kies akarmavasanasantana. in the mind- 

stuff.1 What Vacaspati means is that the Sattvic modifications 

of the buddhi reflect-the Purusa: they become animated by the 

spirit and become conscious themselves, as it were. 

Vijnana Bhiksu differs from Vaoaspati. The alleged fitness 

of the Purusa must continue even after its liberation and the 

sense of bondage prove interminable. Bhiksu, therefore, pleads 

for a real contact, samyoga, of the Purusa with buddhi; this 

would not involve Purusa’s transformation, just as contact of 

dkds'a with other entities does not transform its character. 

Buddhi alone develops states as a result of the contact, on the 

one hand, with the Purusa and on the other, with external 

objects via the mind and sense-organs. These states of buddhi 

are refleetd in the Purusa, giving rise to the notion of enjoyer- 

ship in it, while the reflection of the Purusa in the states of the 

buddhi intelligises them, and makes them conscious cognitions. 

Bhiksu thus attempts to improve on his predecessor’s acoount 

with a theory of mutual reflections between Purusa and 

buddhi.1 But hereby the original problem is duplicated, and the 

cause of understanding is not served. 

Bhoja commenting on Yoga-Sutra3 IV, 22, makes some 

pertinent observations on the crucial nature of these reflections. 

“ Reflection is possible only in the case of a finite material 

object in a clear medium, e. g., a face in a mirror. Being all- 

pervading and immaterial, how can the Purusa be reflected 

in an inferior medium like the sattvic buddhi ? By reflection 

therefore, is meant the manifestation of the power of intelli¬ 

gence latent in the sdttva {of buddhi), on account of the proxi- 

1. During pralaya, the latent samskaras of the mind-stuff 

become indistinguishable from Prakrti. At the beginning of 

the world-cycle, they become energised and impel Prakrti 

to new evolutionary activity. 

2. Y. Vartika, I. 4 ; SPS. II, 35 ; VI, 28. 

3. drsyoparaktamoittam aarvartham. 
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m3^Y<pf ^he, Purusa.1 JLike the Puru«a’s own power of intelli¬ 

gence, its reflex, tacchiyd, ,also manifests itself." 2 

These various efforts at solving the problem of tbe contact 

between Purusa and Prakrti have not materially altered the 

original position The nature of the Purusa's bondage remains 

a mystery at heart. Somehow the Purusa has fallen into 

Prakrti s bondage. This fact is expressed by the phrase that 

Purusa is the victim of primeval ignorance or avidyd. As in 

many other systems, avidya in Sdtnkhya-Yog < also is a given 

fact so long as subjection to it continues. An explanation of 

avidyd’s inexplicability has been attempted by the Advaitic 

theory to which we shall advert in its proper place. 

Cause of Bondage or avidya : 

In the Sdmhhya, avidyi is beginningless; its essence is 

lack3 of discrimination between the evolutes of Prakrti and 

Purusa. Though without a beginning, avidya may be termi¬ 

nated by winning that vivelca whose negation is avidya. Aviveka 

is said to be the cause of conjunction, samyoga, between Purusa 

and Prakrti.4 

Whereas in the Sdmkhya Philosophy, the concept of avidyi 

is essentially negative as it denotes a mere absence of discrimi¬ 

nation, the Yoga understands it in a positive sense, as a form of 

false knowledge. It is defined in the Yoga sutras as the mis¬ 

taking of things which are ephemeral, impure, painful and of 

the nature of non-self as permanent, pure, pleasant and as 

selves. 5 The Bhisya on this points out that avidya is negative 

only in this form of its designation; it is. in fact, a positive 

1. yaiva sattva<iat5yah abhivyaigyayascicchakteh puru^asya 

ssnnidhyat abhivyaktih s-iiva pratibimbanamuo'yate. 

2. In this account, a radical departure has been made from the 

SY. metaphysics, due, no doubt, to the influence of the 

Advaitic theory of perception; for, the latency of the 

power of cit In the buddhi is assumed, as a factor, in addi¬ 
tion to Purusa. 

3. SPS. VI, 68 ; VI, 12; 

4. SPB. I, 19 ; 55 ; YS. II, 23, 24. 

5 YS. II, 5 ; 
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reality. vastusatatUvam, just as the term ’J’clSiiuiBtTflp.fc 

the absence of a friend, but the reality, "bf an ini1 lliy»~ ‘ 

The entire pith of bondage is denoted by avidya and its 

off-shoots. To treat the wprld of objects which, as the evolutes 

of Prakrti, are unstable, impure, painful and non-selves as the 

opposite of all these is of the essence of the state of bondage. 

Thus the avidya of the Yoga is psychological in its nature. Its 

difference from the mithyIjaJna of the Nydya system also is 

remarkable. False knowledge there denoted one’s ignorance of 

the sixteen categories, and had but a remote relation to the 

bondage of the dtman in that system. The off-shoots of avidya 

in the Yoga are asmitx or egoism, rdga or attachment, dvesa or 

aversion, abhiuives'a or the will-to-live.1 * Due to the positive 

error of mistaking things for what they are not, arises 

egoism, i. e., the sense of unity between the Purusa and the 

intellect,2 and the consequent clinging to pleasures, aversion 

to pains and the instinctive desire to live, which all living 

beings share. 

From the nature of bondage as wrong understanding, it 

follows that it is a state of buddhi or the mind-stuff in its 

essence.3 This point needs great emphasis; for, this implies 

that in the Simkhya-Yoga System, bondage, properly, is a state 

of Prakrti and not of Pumsa. It only comes to be attributed 

to Purusa. Thus Vijtlana Bhik«u writes4 that bondage, striving 

for liberation, etc., characterise the mind-stuff, cittam ; tbeir 

attribution to the Puma is 6fitly verbal, vanmatram and 

resembles that of the red colour of a flower to the crystal 

near it. 

Bondage implies pain in this life, but also the inevitability 

or transmigration. The entity that transmigrates is the 

litigam or the subtle body consisting of all the evolutes of 

Prakrti, minus the gross elements. 5 The subtle body endowed 

with dispositions, bhivdh, sattvic or tdmasic, transmigrates from 

life to life. These dispositions are virtue, wisdom, detachment, 

power and the oppoBites of these.6 

1. YS. II, 3, 4. 2. YS. II, 6; 

4. SPB. I, 58 ; S, Karika, 62; 

6. S. Karika, 23 ; 

3. S. Karika, 37 ; 

5. S, Karika, 40 ; 
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Prakrti binds Purusa with seven of the dispositions of her 

evolute buddhit{ or, speaking more rigorously, she binds herself 

with the seven dispositions and liberates herself with one, viz., 

knowledge. Virtue or dharma cannot liberate, for, as was said 

above, bondage is a malady of understanding and so, only a 

rectification of it can cure, the plight of the Purusa. What 

virtue can accomplish is transmigration to higher realms as of 

the gods, while its opposite, vice, entails lives in the lower 

kingdoms of subhuman beings. Of bondage resulting from 

ignorance, or viparyaya, Samkhya recognises three varieties, 2 

viz., prakrtika, vaikarika and daksipalca which have been 

rendered as natural, incidental and personal. 3 Vacaspati4 ex¬ 

plains that those who adore Prakrti as self suffer from the first 

variety of bondage and their reward is merger in Prakrti for a 

lac of years.5 Those who look upon Prakrti’s evolutes, or 

vikardh as-the Purusa are subject to the incidental bondage 

and have to linger on after casting off their gross bodies, for 

varying stretches of years.6 Personal bondage pertains to 

those who repose their faith in works prescribed by Sruti and 

Smrti - istdpartaklrinah and yearn for their rewards. 

Suffering or Duhkha : 

Preponderant suffering in life is the specific characteristic 

of bondage; honce the urgency to secure liberation. The very 

inspiration of the Simkhyan inquiry derives from the assault of 

the three-fold suffering or sorrows of life,7 and the consequent 

desire to discover a sure and final remedy for it Duhkha falls 

under three heads - the ddhydtmika, arising from the psycho¬ 

physical nature of man; the ddhibhautika, arising out of 

external world; and the adhidaivika, arising from super-natural 

agencies. In view of the gwaa-constitution of the world, it is 

natural to expect pleasure as well as pain, enjoyment as well as 

suffering; still, both Samkhya and Yoga insist on the pre- 

1. S. Karika, 63. 2. S. Karikas, 44, 45. 3, jp. ip p 310 

4. Tattvavaisaradi on YS. I, 24; S. T. Kaumudi on S. Karika, 44 ; 
5. Ibid. 6. Ibid. 

7. S. Karika 1 ; SPS. VI, 6-8 ; YS. II, ig ; 
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ponderance of pain. Samkhya Sutra 1 VI, 6 points out that 

men’s dread of suffering is far greater than his craving for 

pleasure. It is but rarely that in the vast world one meets a 

really happy man.2 Even this rare happiness is so mixed up 

with pain that men gifted with discrimination would treat it as 

a form of sorrow.3 Bhiksu quotes from Visna Purina, to the 

effect that even the objects which yield immediate joy turn out 

to be the seeds of future sorrow.4 Explaining this pre¬ 

ponderance of sorrow in life, Yoga Bhasya on II, 15 s points 

out that all pleasure born of sense contact is of the essence of 

ignorance in so far as it is the result of mistaking the impure 

for the pure and so forth.6 Sense pleasures constitute the 

ultimate goal of the vast majority of human beings.7 But 

there is no satisfying the mounting demands of the senses for 

gratification. Besides, they end in bitter disillusionment and 

and grief.8 The proneness of pleasures to transform them¬ 

selves into pains, parinamaduhkhata, casts its shadow on sensi¬ 

tive and discriminative men even in states of enjoyment. 

Again, the incessant search for the meanB of pleasure 

entails sufferings for others as well. Besides, the very suffer¬ 

ing leave impressions on the m.nd-stuff which make for a 

future crop of sorrow. This stream of sufferings, like ignorance, 

its cause, is without beginning in time and its floods encompass 

all life.9 But, of course, only the sensitive mind is aware of 

this awful truth. 

A testimony to the validity of this view is given by 

Jaigisayya.10 “Whatever I have experienced, born over and 

1. 

2. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

'S VI 6 - yathaduhkhatklesah purus»sy» natatha sukha- 

bhilasah. __ 
>s vi 7 3. SPS. VI, 8 ; YS. II, 15 ; 

dyadp’ritikarampumsamvastumaitreya jayate; tadeva 

duhkhavrksasyabijatvamupagacchati. 

pariaamatapasamskaraduhkhairguuavrttivirodhacoadubkha- 

O'- H-*********** s»h» 
Introdn. to BSS. 

8. BG. V, 22 ; XVIII 38 ; Manu II, 94 ; 

10. YB. Ill, 18 ; 

9. Nyayasara. 
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ovei? again among gods and men, was nothing bnt pain.” He 

adds that in his view h& has been largely influenced by the 

sufferings of subhuman creatures. Even the joy of content¬ 

ment is pain, compared with the bliss of isolation — kaivalya- 

sukhapeksaya duhkhameva. 

Adhik irin or Candidate for Moksa : 

The right candidate for the liberation from the sorrows of 

life,1 it follows, is the man of discrimination who realises the 

nature of the predicament of all life in samsdra. The consola¬ 

tion of the Samkhya-Yoga philosophy are not confined to the 

trivarnikas.' This generosity of outlook is already in evidence 

in the great epic, 2 where the result of Yoga is declared to be 

open even to women and S'udrcta. Perhaps this was due to the 

fact that the Sdmkhya- Yoga system was not exclusively built 

on.the foundation of the Vedas. Neither was insistence made 

on the candidate accepting any special rlS rama as pre requisite 

for following the S~imkhya-y0ga way of life. The knowledge of 

the theory of life as held by the sohool was the sole indispens¬ 

able qualification.3 

Means of Moksa : 

The practical problem for the Sdmkhya-Yoga was to 

prescribe the means to get rid of the pain which all life was 

pronounced to be. For, once the reality of suffering is granted 

the highest goal of life must needs be its removal.4 Quite 

rightly Bhiksu points out that life’s goal cannot be the getting 

rid of pain as such, but rather the suffering of that pain 

” Duhkhabhoganivrtteh purusdrthatvam, duhkhanivHlistu na 

svatah, purusarthah ”.s Yoga sutras also make the point that, 

since past and present pains are not properly the fit objects of 

any intelligent endeavour, ohly the future pains may be sought 

to be eliminated—heyamduiikhamand.gatam,.6 Therefore the 

entire Sdmkhya-Yoga Philosophy assumes a four-fold character 

like the medical science.7 Corresponding to the four main 

1. Cf. BS. 1, 3, 34 ; 

3. SSS. IX. II ; 

6. YS. II, 17; 

■2. XIV, 19, 61. 

4. SPS. I, 1 ; 5. SPB. I, 1 • 

7. YB. II, 15 ; 
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sections of the latter, the SamJchya-Yogn also deals with suffer¬ 

ing, its cause, liberation from it, and the means thereof. We 

saw that the nature of samsdra is suffering or duhkham, and 

that its cause is the contact, sa>»yoga, however, interpreted, 

between the Purusa and the evolutes of Prakrit. 1 The means 

to break this contact is unsullied discrimininative know¬ 

ledge, vivekakhyatiraviplava. 2 Thus viveka alone is potent to 

effect the release of the spirit — a truth which follows from the 

point made earlier that, in strict fact, bondage is a state, not 

of Purusa but of Prakrti. Did the Purtisa in fact suffer bondage, 

no means would have availed to secure its final release. 3 So, 

the aim of the Sdra/chya-Yoga is to bring about a state in which 

the false attribution of bondage to Purusa may no longer take 

place. It is clear also that Prakrti, contact with whose 

evolutes results in Purusa’s bondage4, cannot be abolished; 

she is as real as Purusa. The requisite means, therefore, is 

discrimination between buddhi etc ; and Purusa. 

The way of the Samkhya : 

The dictum Jndndnmuktih 5 -Liberation comes from 

knowledge - determines the way of the Sdmkhya to the sum- 

mumbonum. Of the eight intellectual or baudda dispositions, 

virtue, vice, wisdom, ignorance, attachment, non-attachment, 

power and infirmity6 , wisdom or Juana alone is helpful to 

the candidate for moksa. These eight causes and their results 

have again been grouped into four and styled ignorance, 

infirmity, complacency and attainment. 7 The first throe with 

their 42 subdivisions 8 , being forms of subtle or gross bondage 

and impediments on the path to the saving knowledge, must 

be eschewed. Attainments or siddhis alone are related to 

knowledge and liberation. ‘ Siddhi ’ comprises the various 

steps to the cessation of suffering and may be noticed in some 

detail. 9 __ _ ___ 

1. YS. II, 17; 2. YS. II, 26; 
3. SPB. I, 7 ;Yadyatma malino'svaceho viksrisyad svabhsvatab 

nahi tasya bhavenmuktirjanniantaras'atairapi 1; Karma Purapa, 

4. SPS. Vrtti, VI, 44. 

5. SPS. Ill, 23 ; S. Karika, 2, 44, etc.; 
6. Ibid; 44, 45. 7. Ibid ; 46 ; 8. Ibid ; 47 ; 

9. Ibid; 51. 
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Among the attainments may be noted two groups, one 

consisting of the principal ones, and the other the instrumental 

ones. The three suppressions of sorrow, duhkhavighdtdh trayah, 

are the main attainments. They are approached through 

study, adhyayana', understanding or gabda\ proper reasoning 

or uha; friendly discussion or suhrlprapti; and purity or d~ma. 

Study consists in the mastery of the texts dealing with 

self-knowledge ; the teacher chosen to impart it must himself 

have attained the highest goal. This first attainment is 

known as tdra. This leads on to the next siddhi entitled 

understanding or sabda — sabdajanitam arthajHanam 1 . Here, 

clearly, the effect is being denoted by the term suited to the 

cause. It technical name is ‘ sutdram ’. These two, referring 

to the word and its understanding, represent the ‘ sravanam ’ 

of the upanisadic tradition, according to Vacaspati. 

Next comes uha, reasoning, which conforms to sound tradi¬ 

tion; it involves the examination of prima facie views and a 

final decision. This step corresponds to ‘ manana ’ and is 

technically named ‘ tdratdram ’. 

The fourth stage is the submitting of the conclusions 

arrived at by oneself to the scrutiny of one’s teacher, co¬ 

disciples, and disciples, so that they may be tested and 

confirmed and so it is styled ‘ friendly discussion ’, suhrtprdpti. 

Its special title is ‘ ramyalca 

The last of the preliminary attainments is ‘ ddnd ’ or the 

clarification of the knowledge of discrimination secured 

through the previous process. Thus, it exactly corresponds to 

Patafijali’s declaration, Vivekakhyatiraviplava. 2 This involves 

the overcoming of doubts, errors and their impressions in the 

mind-stuff and the consequent even flow of the realization of 

the distinction between Purusa and Prakrti. This state is 
called ‘ saddmuditam ’. 

The three final attainments consisting in the abolition of 

the three-fold sorrow are styled pramoda, mudita, modamdna. 3 

1. S. T. Kaumudi, 51. 2.~YS. II, 26 ; 

3. An alternative explanation is noted by Vacaspati taking the 
words uha, &c ; less logically, but more literally. Cf. Jaya- 
mangala on this Karika. 
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The saving knowledge itself is the result of the repeated 

study of the principles taught in the Samkhya, tattvdbhydsdt 

and the mastery of the three main categories of the Samkhya 

system — vyaktdvyaktajhah. 1 The final form thi3 knowledge 

takes is as follows : I do, not exist (i. e., as a phenomenon); 

nothing belongs to me ; I am not. Thus is put an end to the 

confusion between the Purusa and the buddhi by which life in 

the body so far went on.2 With the dawn of this pure 

knowledge, kevalajndna, the object of Prakrti’s activities 

is attained. 

The Yoga Way: 

But, from very early times, it was frankly realized by 

many thinkers that the unaided efforts of man, or a mere 

process of discrimination, may not suffice to liberate Purusa 

from the clutches of Prakrti. Thus, tendencies of a theistic 

nature, in contrast to the deliberate rejection 3 of God by the 

Samkhya, asserted themselves. A systematic discipline was 

developed in course of time to effect the isolation of the spirit 

through meditation on God, and with His grace. Hence, in the 

Yoga "system, a clear picture of the psychological processes 

leading to the liberation of the spirit emerges. So great has 

been the prestige of this Yoga method that later Samkhya 

writers likeViJNANA Bhiksu accept it as a part of the Samkhya, 

even, 4 and practically all religious disciplines in India find a 

place for it at some stage or other as indispensable for the 

attainment of their several goals. 

As in Samkhya, in Yoga also, the problem is to euhance the 

purity of the mind-stuff so that Purusa may catch a clear 

reflection of itself in the mirror of buddhi. The object is to 

secure the ‘ aviplavi vivekakhyaiti According to the Yoga 

psychology, the mind stuff is in a state of perpetual flux , it is 

a sort of stream flowing towards good and evil, at once.5 

What is necessary is, in the first instance, to arrest its move¬ 

ment towards evil, papa and strengthen its impetus towards 

good, puny a or kalydna. __ 

1. S. KarikaT^ 27 Ibid ; 64 YS. II, 6. 

3. SPS. I, 92-95; 4. SPB. I, 5o, 56. 
5. cittanadinamobhayatovahini vahatikalyanSya, vahatipapa- 

yaca. YB. I, 12 ; 
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The modifications of the mind stuff are of five types 1 , 

and they are eithef afflicted or unafflicted (or hindered or un¬ 

hindered), klista or aklisla. They are sources of valid ideas, 

misconceptions, predicate-relations, sleep, and memory. So 

long as the vrttis, like waves, rise and agitate the lake of the 

mind, Purusa cannot perceive itself as it iB in that mirror. 

Hence mind’s proneness to break itself up into waves must be 

stopped, and the vrttis must be arrested. Therefore, the very 

definition of Yoga is ‘ cittavrttinirodha,’2 the restriction of 

the fluctuations of the mind-stuff. 

The method of achieving this end is to apply oneself 

repeatedly and with passionlessness 3 to steadying the mind. 

The effort to stop the flow of the mind, to keep it fixed to a 

chosen theme, is abhydsa ; it gains in effectiveness when 

persisted in for a long time, without break and with faith. 

Passionlessness or vairagya has a decisive part to play in the 

endeavour to calm the mind. 

From among the four traditional forms of detachment4 

the Yoga system singles out the highest5 as the goal of the 

lower forms. It is the consciousness of being master on the 

part of one who has rid himself of thirst for either seen or 

revealed objects. 

Now, before the seeker after liberation can achieve utter 

passionlessness, vaiiklrasanijHI, he has got to take certain 

indispensable preliminary steps. The natural propensities of 

the mind, like thoughts of injuring others, deceitfulness, desire 

for unlawful possession, sex, etc., have to be conquered. Hence 

the Yoga system insists on the abstentions or yamas 6 , viz., 

1. YS. I. 5, «. 2. YS. I, 1 ; 3. Ibid. I. 12.“ 
4. '1 atvavais'Sradi on YS, I, 15. The four forms of passion¬ 

less are sty led yatamanasa njSa, vyatirekasarnjaa, ekendriya- 
samjnS, and vasikarasamjfia. The first denotes the initial 

determination and effort to restrain the sense-organs from 
flying to their objects. Vide Kath. Up. I, iii, 6 ; the second is 

the perception which ‘affections ’ Kasaya of the mind stuff 
have matured and whioh have not; the third refers to the 
stage when the matured ‘ affections ’ merely abide in the 
mind without hustling it. 

5. YS. I, 15; 6. YS. II, 30; 
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abstinence from,injury, from falsehood, theft, incontinence and 

acceptance of gifts. Along with these'have been prescribed five 

observances or niycimas with the same end in view, though 

these niyamas are not as comprehensive as the yamas in their 

scope. They are 1 cleanliness, contentment, austerity, study 

and devotion to God, or the dedication of all actions to Him, 2 

sarvakarmnrpanamva. So long as mind control does not include 

these in their widest connotation, the mind’s proneness to dis¬ 

traction will remain. It will thus break itself into fluctuations, 

vrttis, which are either knipla, restless, mR Lha, infatuated, or 

vikaijita, distracted. ! As an effective aid to overpower and 

uproot the undesirable vrtlis of the mind-stuff has been recom¬ 

mended the cultivation of friendliness, maitrl, towards the 

happy and pity Icaruiia, towards the distressed ; one should 

take delight in the virtuous deeds of one’s fellow-beings, muditu, 

and practise indifference, upeks'i, towards the vicious. 4 

Devotion to God prescribed above is meant only for those 

with a theistic bent of mind. It is recognised as one of the 

quickest ways of getting rid of obstacles to concentration 5 . 

But even when God is meditated upon, the purpose of Yoga 

remains'the same; i. e., to stop the fluctuations of the mind 

stuff. Meditation on God is a means to achieve samndhi, and 

the final isolation of the Purusa. 6 

Meditation on God or any other object one chooses 7 must 

be conducted in a comfortable seated posture. 8 When the 

posture has become easy and habitual, regulated breathing 

exercises have to be undertaken. They have been classified 

into four kinds,9 the object being to attenuate the karma- 

.T YsTTl, 32~ 2. YB. II, 32; 

3. YB. I, 1 ; 4- YS- r- 33 : 
5 YS. I, 29. The obstacles to yoga have been enumerated in 

YS I 30. and their accompaniments in the next Sutra. 
,< Sickness, langour. doubt, heedlessness, listlessness, world¬ 

liness, erroneous perception, failure to attain any stage (of 

concentration), and instability in the state are the obstacles. 

What aooompany them are pain, despondency, unsteadiness 

of the body, inspiration and expiration.” Transln. by 

Woods, HOS., Vol. 17. 
6. YS. II, 45. 7. YS. I, 39. 
8. YS. II, 46 ; 9. YS. II, 49-51 ; 
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stuff1 which normally envelopes the light of buddhi’s sattva 2 

and to enhance the mind’s powers to function steadily. The 

next step in Yoga is pratydhara or withdrawl of the sense- 

organs from their respective objects with a view to induce in 

them a state of abstention similar to* the mind’s own. 

So far, only the relatively external part of the Yoga-praxis 

has been sketched. 3 The next three steps constitute the Yoga 

proper, viz., dhdran'i, the fixing of the mind on a select spot 

either within or without the body,4 dhydnam, contemplation 

or the unbroken continuity of any given state of the mind stuff, 

and samddhi, concentration, in which the mind becomes trans¬ 

formed into the objective form it contemplates. These last 

three steps are but stages oi a single process. With the 

mastery over these dawns the light of wisdom, prajndloka. 5 

In the beginning, the mind may have concentration or 

samyama (the last three steps of yoga taken together 6 ) on a 

concrete object and identify itself with its name, concept, etc. 

This samadhi is termed savitarka, (with deliberation). When in 

the next stage, name and concept are ignored, the samddhi is 

termed mrvitarka, (without deliberation). The next higher 

stage of concentration relates to subtle objects like the 

tanmatras, when also, as above, it is called savicdra, reflective 

or ntrvtedra, super-reflective according as it is accompanied by 

reflectron or not. These four stages are often counted as two 

vilarkcinugata, associated with deliberation and vicaranvgata 

associated with reflection. There are still two higher forms of 

concentration, accompanied either by happiness or ' I-sense’, 

IsnJTt l' Fr+rv, kindS °f Kama With diffe^T^Ws 
associated with them are referred to in the Yoga system-the 

black the white and black, the white, and the neither white 
nor black. Wicked deeds are black ; the white and black 

are those achieved through external means, involving both 

merit and sm. The white are purely meritorious cons s.ing 

of austenty, contemplation, &c„ and are purely internal 

The last are the deeds of Sanyasins who are in their last 

kinds 7081118 ai® g8t "d °f the first three 

Tattvavisaradi on YS. II, 52 ; 3 YS ITT 7 • 

YS. Ill, 1 ; 6. YS. Ill, 6 ; 6! Ys‘. Ill’, l’ 

1. 

2. 
4. 
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anandanugata and asmitdnugata. In the last-mentioned stage, 

the mind-stuff is in a state of pure being, and the Purusa is one 

with the buddhi — drgdarsanasaktyorekatmata• 

Again, the first two- types of concentration have been 

styled grahyavisaya as they are based on objects, grahya, gross 

or subtle; in the anandanugata, the empirical self has raised 

itself above the object-based concentration and become one 

with the blissful.aspect of the senses ; hence it is styled grahya- 

visaya. The last or asmitdnugata is the one in which the buddhi 

turns back to itself, the Purusa becomes one with buddhi and 

there shines forth the steady light of satlva ’ 

These four types of samddhi have the common mark of 

being based on an object gross or subtle and so are styled 

samprajhdta. When full mastery over sampraghdta is achieved, 

and the sattvic intellect rid of rajas and tamas is unshakably 

becalmed,2 the Yogin’s powers of intuition come into evidence. 

Now, he is in a position to get the non-diacursive knowledge ot 

things - kramdnanurodhiprajhd. The inerrability of his intui¬ 

tion at this stage of yoga is denoted by the title it tradition¬ 

ally bears rtambhardprajhd, truth-bearing knowledge. This is 

the result of a normal prooess and has nothing magical about 

it.3 “ One wins the highest yoga by developing one’s intuitive 

powers, prajhd with the help of traditional wisdom, a^ama, 

reasoning, anumdna and the unremitting practice of Yoga.” 4 

Whereas dgama and anumdna yield the knowledge of the 

universal and the ordinary perception cannot reach out to 

subtler strata of reality like the tanmdtras and the spirit, 5 

the rlambhard faculty operates in regard to these latter and 

yields precise knowledge in regard to them. The tendencies 

and impressions imparted to the mind-stuff by this yoga-born 

faculty prove stronger than its latent impressions and cancel 

1 BhiksiTholds That lier eTPur ushines forth in its proper 

nature ; 2. YB- l' 47 ’ sthitipravahah ; 

3 YS I 48 • 
4; These’three steps correspond to the Havana, manana, and 

nidhidhyasana of the Upani^ads. 

6. YS. I, 49. 
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them out; for the mind has a natural preference for truth 1 

and once the real is seized, the vagaries of the mind stop. The 

impressions of rlambhard would not impart to the mind their 

own impulse to further restlessness ; rather, they liberate the 

mind from its inherent propensity to‘wander and break up into 

modes. 

The mindstuff that has been purged, disciplined and 

elevated to the level of rtambhard now steadily forges ahead to 

isolation, bent solely on discrimination—vivekanimna/m> kaivalya- 

pragbharam. 2 Nevertheless, in the intervals of this steady 

mental flow, there still may shoot up, from the roots of deep- 

lying, age-old, impressions, alien notions of the form ‘I am’ or 

‘ asmi ’, ' mine are ’ ‘ mama ’, ‘ I do know ’ or ‘ I do not know ’, 

‘ janami na janami oi’. But these impressions, too, like the 

afflictions 3 of the mind-stuff, klesa no longer reproduce them¬ 

selves; for, they have beon burnt up in the fire of discrimi¬ 

native knowledge and now are fast dying out. 

The knowledge of discrimination between Purusa and 

Prakrti is perfected only when the mind-stuff is purged from 

the last traces of rajas or tendencies to distraction. This state 

is entitled pararn prasartikhydna-m, supreme knowledge or 

highest elevation, ‘identifying the property with what it 

pertains to ’. 4 Here, the perception of the fundamental differ¬ 

ence between Purusa and Prakrti stands out in all its 

vividness. 5 The spirit is pure, i. e„ non-Prdkrtic or essentially 

other than what is pleasurable, painful, or apathetic. Thus 

to have reached the acme of discrimination is to rise above 

all feelings, 6 including the feelings for beauty; ,for, the most 

beautiful object, even, being finite, antavat, occasions sorrow. 

Hence the Yogin who discriminates renounces beauty, too. 

All along, the Purusa perceived what was presented to its 

gaze by the mind-stuff, dar&ilavisaya, without forfeiting its 

immutable nature. Never was it interfused with the states of 

1. Tattvavaisaradi on YS. I, 50; 

2. YB. IV. 26. 3. YS. I, 24 ; 

4. Tattvav.aiferadi on YB. I, 2 • 
5. Ibid on YS. I, 2. 

6. BG. VI, 20-23 - identifies this state with blissfulness ; 
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the mind-staff — apratisamkrama. On tji® con-trary, the highest 

sattvic state of buddhi or the fluctuation as vivekakhyati is in 

all respeots, the opposite of Purusa. Such a perception as this 

is naturally followed by an. attitude of detachment even to this 

prasamkhydnait is felt that even this, with its liability to 

occasional, though harmless, interruptions due to dying impres¬ 

sions, must be rectified. The result is the achievement of the 

concentration known as dharma megha - the cloud of virtue. 

The mark of this highest perfection of the samprajhatasamadhi 

is that the knowledge of discrimination, for good, ceases to 

be interrupted; all seeds of samsJcdras have been finally 

destroyed. 1 

Jivanmukti: 
The result of achieving dharmamegha is the destruction of 

all afflictions such as avidyd and actions like sukla and krSna. 

With the abolition of these two groups, the wise yogin is 

liberated even when alive- Jivanneva vidvdn vimukto bhavati. 2 

The. Samkhya also recognises the status of Jivanmukti or 

liberation in life.3 It also indicates why, notwithstanding 

liberation, the body of the sage remains functioning for some¬ 

time. The surviving momentum of earlier samskara is the 

reason advanced. As the potter’s wheel continues to whirl due 

to the prior impulse even after the pot has been fashioned fully, 

the body of the sage, too, keeps functioning. Vacaspati.V 

writes that the seeds of karma can sprout only when the soil of 

buddhi is watered by kleias, such as avidya. The sun of right 

knowledge has dried up that soil and the seeds will sprout'--no 

more. Though, in the Yogabhdsya, the cause of the survival^ 

of the living body has not been specified, it is clearly none- 

other than the force of the prdrabdhakarmas, actions that have, 

already begun to bear fruit. 5 

The stages of Yogio wisdom leading to the Jivanmukti 

stage and beyond have been specified as follows.6 The first 

1. 
3. 
6. 

YB. IV, 29. 

S. KBrika, 67. 
S. T. Vasanta, 

2. YB. IV, 30. 

4. S.T. Kaumudi, 67. 
Qd. P. 117, S, S. S. Edn. S. KSriki ; Ch. Up. 

VI, 14, 2. 
6. YS. II, 27. 

MUKTI—9 
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fous are states of consciousness and are associated with the 

four stages of the satnprajndtasamddhi. The primary stage of 

the Yogin’s wisdom or prajnd takes the form : ‘ I have known 

the world of objects as essentially painful and so it must be 

discarded; nothing more remains to be known.’ Next comes, 

the perception that the roots of sufferings have dwindled away. 

The third stage is the direct realization of the removal of 

sorrows in the concentration of restriction. 1 In the fourth 

arises, the conviction that the means of escape, viz., discrimina- 

tive discernment, has been firmly secured. 

The next three stages of that advance towards isolation, 

follow automatically; they are not psychological stages at all. 2 

Theyrepresent metaphysical facts of the involutionary move¬ 

ment ol Prakrti s evolutes. They are the three moments of the 

final lapse into their cause of the psychical apparatus of the 

liberated spirit. Thus the mind-stuff has performed its two¬ 

fold function of promoting the experience and liberation of the 

Purusa. The gunas, constitutive of the mind-stuff concerned, 

plunge baok into the Prakrti like loose stones from a hill-top. 

No longer will they emerge from their cause to reform the 

psychical apparatus again. Now the Purusa shines forth as 

pure cit or intelligence. Liberation has been achieved, 

Videhamukti: 

The Jivanmukta is established in the clarity of discrimina¬ 

tive wisdom, abovo all sorrows; he beholds suffering humanity 

like a man on a hilltop who watches the people below. But the 

Purusa achieves isolation outside all embodiment, videhch 

kaivalyatn, 3 in the asamprajndta sarnidhi in which whatever 

impressions may remain promote isolation, kaivalyabhdgiyah 4 

and the mind stuff is resolved back into Praib-fi. Now the 

Purusa’s position is described as svarupapralisthdcitiiakti-the 

energy of intelligence grounded in itself.» This is the highest 

1. Vacaspati on YB. II, 27. " 

2. Yoga Phily. P. 346, Das Gupta. 

3‘ T^K.?rika' 68 J 4> YB‘ l' 61 : 5* Ibid> 1‘ 3 J IH, 50. IV, 34; 
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goal of man. 1 Ail the envelopes of the energy of perception 

having been destroyed 2 ; the Jivanmukta’s knowledge is prac¬ 

tically infinite. Still, compared with the ineffable grandeur of 

the Videhamukta, he is called a madhyavivekastha (established 

in partial discrimination) 3 . But his reality and effectiveness 

are proved by the validity of the teaching he imparts. Rebirth 

for the Jlvanmukta is inconceivable. 4 

From the Videhamukta, Prakrti, finally, withdraws herself 

like a danseuse5 after exhibiting hex' art to an audience, or 

like a bashful lady who avoids the stranger to whose gaze, 

inadvertently, she exposed herself. 6 

Moksa : 

The moksa in the Sd'mkhya-Yoga system is not a state of 

of bliss, nor, as in the Nydyavai&esika, does it resemble the 

state of a stone. In the first place it is a state of freedom 

from pain. In this respect, it agrees with the Nydyavaiiesika 

concept of liberation. True, in the Upanisads, Atman or 

Puruna is often described as bliss.7 But the word ananda is 

used there figuratively to denote the fact that the Self is free 

from pain. 8 Besides, pleasure, Sukham is only the cessation of 

both pain and pleasure. 9 Also, there are passages in * Sruti 

which deny that the nature of Self is pleasure - e.g., ndnandam 

na niranandam. The self is an object of absolute attachment 

only because it is free from pain. The aim of the Upanisads 

in using the word ananda to denote the self figuratively is to 

recommend its realization to those who are weak of intellect.10 

In an effort to make its own view of moksa plausible, 

Sdmkhya argues 11 that the self cannot be consciousness and 

delight; that would be to admit a duality in the Self which the 

* Ch ~Up. nahavaisasarirasya satah priyapriyayorapahati- 

2. 
4. 
6. 
8. 

10. 
11. 

rasti; 

YS. IV, 31; 
YB. IV, 31 ; 
Ibid. 
SPS. V, 67. 
SPS. V 68 - vimuktiprasamea mandaDBm ; 

Ibid. V, 66; 

3. 
6. 
7. 
9. 

SPS. III. 77-79 SPB. on the same ; 

S, Karika, 69, 61. 

BU. TU, &o. 

SPB. V, 67. 
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Advaitins cannot allow. Nor can both consciousness and 

delight be regarded as transcendental; if so, how are they ever 

known at all ? If they are proved to be distinct, of course, 

Advaita has to be ruled out. 

The delight of the self may not be regarded either as being 

hidden or obscured by ignorance, which is incorporeal; for, the 

the Self, and so its delight are all-pervading realities. All the 

more so, if this ignorance be deemed to be illusory. Besides, 

the self has been declared to be ‘ asanga’, unrelated. 

To say that the delight of the Self is experienced is to 

make one and the same thing subject and object at the same 

time. Also, the experience of bliss in moksa would set up a 

triputi (the subject, object and experience) there and destroy 

Advaita. In empirical experience, delight and knowledge are 

always felt as distinct from each other. 

For the same reason, it may not be held that in moksa 

there is a manifestation of bliss, 1 bliss and manifestation not 

being properties of the Self.2 Of course, moksa is not, as the 

Nydya-vai&efika system contends, a cessation of the speoific 

traits of the self or Atman ; for the latter has no property.3 
The Sarnkhya denies that absence of pain is a property of the 

self or Purusa ; this absence of pain or moksa is not related to 

any object of experience or bhogya.4 

The liberated spirit, of course, no more returns to the state 

of bondage or re-enters the weary rounds of samsdra. This 

position is held with the help of declarations in the S'ruii to 

the same effect.5 

A criticism of this concept : 

Such is the theory and practice relating to the concept of 

moksa or apavarga in the Sdmkhya-Yoga School. The differ¬ 

ences between them affect only the means of achieving moksa. 

But can this end, as conceited by this school, stand scrutiny ? 

Moksa is the dissociation of the Purusa from the psychical 

apparatus with which it finds itself in association. This is an 

1. Ibid. V, 74. 
4. SPB. V, 75. 

2. SPB. V, 74 ; 
5. SPS. VI, 44. 

3. SPS. V, 75. 
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essentially unintelligible idea. The Pu,ru&a as conceived by the 

Samkhya cannot fall into bondage at all, for it has nothing in 

common with Prakrti into whose clutches it falls. If it is the 

innate disposition of Purusa to identify itself with matter, the 

possibility of its liberation, except with its destruction, must 

vanish for ever.1 If this identification with matter or bondage 

is contingent, there must be a cause for it. Can it be the 

presence of Prakrti or the proximity of Purusa ? Either way, 

release must remain impossible; for both these conditions 

persist for ever, Prakrti and Purusa being equally eternal. 

It has been argued that Prakrti, after accomplishing the 

experience and isolation of Puruaa by virtue of her inherent 

double tendency,2 will retire of her own accord, and that, 

thenceforward, for ever, they will coexist without mutual inter¬ 

ference like a blase' couple. But it is impossible to conceive 

how inert matter can be credited with so much discretion. It 

is a piece of sheer special pleading. 

Again, the essential nature of Purusa requires no extra¬ 

neous aid for self-fulfilment; it has no lack, being pure cit, 

self-sufficient and free. Why should it crave for a sight of 

Prakrti or the adventures resulting therefrom ? The author of 

the Sarnkhyataruvasanta observes that Purusa,who is the Power 

of sight, was so long lost in Belf-oontemplation that it got sick 

of it and turned to the marvellous creations of Prakrti,3 
Then it forgot itself, got interfused in Prakrti’s evolutes, acted, 

reaped the results of acts, and finally, grown sick, turned to the 

goal of isolation. Now this fanciful account entirely ignores 

the metaphysical nature of Purusa. For one thing, self- 

consciousness is unintelligible except as the result of confronta¬ 

tion with a non-self, and it is just this possibility that requires 

explanation. Before turning to Prakrti, Puruaa cannot develop 

self-consoiousness. Secondly, this self-disgust may recur even 

1. Nyayaratnakara, Benares Edn./P. 669. 

2. Bhojavrtti on YS. IV, 22 - anuIomapratiloruatak?a9aparina« 
madvayam. 

3. Dars'anasvabhavah pum5n purStmanamekamevapas'yan* 

nityadarsanadatmani virakta atmanamupeksyaprak^tidarsita* 

mindraj&lam pa^yati; 
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after isolation and the whole process repeat itself. Finally, the 

idea of time implied in long self-contemplation and subsequent 

turning to Prakrti has no application to the timeless spirit or 

Purusa. 1 Thus Purusa’s bondage remains incomprehensible. 

This feeling was obviously shared by some thinkers of the 

Sdmkhya school themselves ; for it is declared 2 that Purusa is 

neither bound nor liberated ; nor does it transmigrate. It is 

Prakrti alone that undergoes these states, in fact, Purusa does 

so only in appearance. This position is, if anything, still more 

incredible. To speak of inanimate Prakrti as bound or liberated 

simply makes no sense. Concepts of freedom and bondage are 

essentially bound up with those of intelligence and will, neither 

of which has been ascribed to Prakrti. Assuming that some¬ 

how bondage has oocured, the prospect of release is very remote 

and gloomy. Why should Prakrti’s mechanism, once set going, 

ever stop at all ? The Sdmkhyan explanation is that there are 

two tendencies in Prakrti, parts of her inherent teleology - one 

making for evolution, and the other for involution. But this is 

merely a statement of the facts as assumed by the Sdmkhya 

which demand an explanation and no intelligible reply is 

forthcoming. 

Can we make the God of Yoga philosophy responsible 

either for the bondage or the liberation of the Purusa ? In 

Yoga, livara’s role is strictly limited ; he helps Prakrt’s evolu¬ 

tion by removing obstacles in her path as a peasant removes 

Obstacles to the flow of Water from one fieldto another ; 3 he 

ftlso helps the Jlva in the effort to achieve isolation by 

bestowing grace. The liberated Jiva or Purusa resembles 

'Hvara in its purity * and independence, but the two have no 

closer relation. Thus in Purusa’s liberation God may be said 

to play a part, while its bondage remains inexplicable. 

The basio difficulty of the Szmkhya-Yoga system is its un¬ 

satisfactory metaphysics of a dualistic pluralism. Neither 

Purusa nor Prakrti is a fact of experience, being mere abstrac- 

1. Time and space are only aspects of Prakrtis evolute, aka 'a. 
2. S. Kariks, 62 SPS. II, 1. 
3. Thattvavaig'aradi on YB. IV, 3 
4. Mu. Ill, 1, 3. 
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tions set up to account for it. It is true that consciousness 

cannot be derived from matter. But as an empirical item Of 

experience, consciousness is always mediated by matter. The 

Sdmkhyan metaphysics ignores this elementary fact and lifts 

the Pitrusa above all mental states. Not being experienced in 

any way, such an entity should not have been introduced into 

a sound metaphysics at all. Of the Samkhyan Purusa nothing 

positive can be affirmed. Actually, what we experience is an 

integral Jiva and when we split him up into a Purusa and 

Pralcrti, sundering the one from the other, nothing can bring 

them together again to explain phenomena like bondage. 

The Sdmkhyan arguments in support of the plurality of 

Purusa’s establish only that of the empirical selves. For 

example, death, etc., of one self would affect others only if 

death, etc., pertained to the spirit which the opponent may 

claim is one. Of course, events like death befall the organism 

and have nothing to do. with the indwelling spirit.. The facts 

of experience prove only that the Jivas are many. Differences 

of interests,1 i. e., of payehological make up, may account for 

the variety of their experiences. 

Again, the notion of plurality or number, a derivative from 

the realm of matter, ought not to be illegitimately transferred 

to the realm of spirit. The Sdmkhyan makes all purusas 

absolutely alike, they being nothing but all-prevading intelli* 

gences. Then, why are they said to be many t Multiplicity 

without distinction is irresponsible. 2 Hence, perhaps, this 

Sdmkhyan oommentator Gaudapada is inclined to the theory of 

one Purusa, 3 

A Purusa who i3 said to enjoy cannot, at the same time, be 

passive, or akartd ; rather the contrary. Aotually, the dance of 

Prakrti is meant not for the impassive purusa, but. for the 

embodied Jiva only who is both agent and enjoyer. And, the 

Jivas, or reflected Purusas are, of course, many. 

Were the being of Purusa necessary for the play of Prakrti, 

one Purusa should suffice. If all Purusas are absolutely alike, 

SSs^XII, 68, 69; 2. I. P. II, 322; 
3 Gaudapada on S. Karika 11, 44. 
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then, being equally close to Prakrli, they should all have 

simultaneous experiences. 1 

Now, the concept of Purusa is meant to explain experience. 

Purusa is the subject of all experiences, in some sense. But if 

we abstract it from t^em all and make it a mere symbol, it 

oeases to explain anything, and becomes a problem in itself. 

Consciousness is a fact of experience and so cannot be severed 

from it, hypostatised and made the cause of that consciousness 

which characterised experience. An unchanging Purusa can 

neither cognise nor enjoy. Not can Prakrli do any of these. 

Hence, there arises no question of superposition, adhyasa, due 

to proximity, as in the case of the crystal and the hibiscus. 

Only an intelligent being can indulge in superposition through 

error. Thus, facts of experience, properly criticised, lead to 

the plurality of the Jlvas, and not of the pure spirit, who must 

not be confounded with any individual. The latter is, at best, 

a distortion of the spirit. The striving for liberation means 

that every Jiva is potentially spirit. 

Prakrli in Sdrakhya is as much an abstraction as the 

Purusa; its name * avyakta ’ testifies to its vagueness as a 

concept. It is the formless substrate of objects. The three 

gunaa of Prakrti represent three moments of all being. To look 

upon Sattva, Rajas and Tamas as mutually opposed and still 

constituting all objects suggests that these are states of 

conflict, unreal aDd uneasy, seeking to transcend themselves. 

There can be neither rest nor harmony in nature. Even in 

pralaya, there is a tension of gums. To give this state any 

meaning, a Purusa has to be introduced who will determine it 

one way or another. The real is that in which the opposition 

of gums is overcome. Prakrli cannot be that, being an endless 

process relative to something other than herself. This inherent 

dependence is the hall mark of the unreal. Hence the Advaitio 

position that the world is relative and non-real, in a word, 
mdydi. 

The activities of Prakrti in regard to immutable Purusas are 

purposeless and uncalled for. To make her an agent and still 

to deny her the capaoity of enjoying the fruits of her activity 

1. BSBII, 3,5. “ _'~J “ " 
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is purely arbitral^. ' To make God responsible for the initial 

movement of Prakrti as the Yoga and Bhik?u have done is the 

first-step to rob Prakrti of her independence and reality 2 . 

The difference between Purusa and Prakrti can be under¬ 

stood only on the presupposition of their initial unity. The 

distinction between the subject and object, on which the 

concepts of Purusa and Prakrti depend, is derived through 

analysis of an original, impartite, experience. This last escapes 

our notice due to our ignorance or avidya. This is no excuse 

for splitting up that original unity and netting up two indepen¬ 

dent principles in its place between which there can be no 

relation at all. 

The main weakness of the Samkhya syslem is this - that 

an unacknowledged chasm has been created between the only 

two principles it acknowledges as primary. Nevertheless, a 

deep unity between them is implied throughout the system. 

Experience of the world and the achievement of the final goal 

are impossible without the unity of purpose and action between 

Purusa and Prakrti. Purusa informs Prakrti in all its evolu¬ 

tion ; buddhi, prakrti's first product, acts as Purusa through¬ 

out life. 

Were Prakrti exclusively mechanical, there could be no 

freedom of will, will being a product of Prakrti. Yet the 

Samkhya feels man has duties to -perform, vices to avoid, and 

virtues to cultivate. There is something in^maa "wbrnfii is free. 

With the full recognition of this truth, it is difficult to reconcile 

the independent and co-ordinate reality of Prakrti. One of the 

two has to be given up. The Advaita system gives up the 

independent reality of Prakrti,'. But before turning to a con¬ 

sideration of the concept of mUkti developed in that school, we 

shall discuss a few other systems to see how they meet the 

persistent claim of the human spirit for liberation and inde¬ 

pendence. 

vyafijansdikam ; | 

bhoktum na oavjjanati kimayuktamatah param ; || 

Tattvasamgralia> s** . 
2 Vijganamrta I, 1, 2. ’Prakrtipurusasamyog*. is/varepaknyate. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE BUDDHIST CONCEPTION OF NIRVANA. 

Among the Indian concepts of man’s deliverance, that 

which is associated with the teachings of the Buddha reveals 

several novel features. In our study of the Advaitio concept of 

Mulct*, the teachings of the Buddha on Nirvana and the chief 

interpretations placed on them by his followers deserve close 

scrutiny, because of the striking resemblances as well as the 

significant differences that emerge from a comparative study. 

Nirvana or deliverance is the central idea of the teachings 

of the Buddha, the raison d’etre of the religious discipline he 

recommended to his followers. “As the vast ocean, O monks, 

is impregnated with one flavour, the flavour of salt, so also, 

O monks, this my Law and Discipline is impregnated with the 

flavour of deliverance ” 1 . This remarkable preoccupation 

with the problem of the deliverance of man points to a view of 

life as utter suffering and a sense of urgency to indicate a way 

out of it. By virtue of his having personally tackled this 

problem in all its intricacy and successfully solved it throngh 

the enlightenment he won under the Bo-tree at Uruvella, the 

Buddha confidently places before all living beings a comprehen¬ 

sive plan for securing deliverance from the pain which is life. 

We shall analyse below the salient points of the Buddha’s 

scheme of liberation, the path and the goal to which that path 

leads. 

Life of man : 

For Buddhism which is largely a scheme of deliverance, the 

life of man is inevitably a mass of suffering. Had life not 

partaken of the nature of intolerable suffering, few would have 

paid any heed to a teaching which promised hardly aught more 

than relief therefrom. In this initial pessimism, the Buddha 

agrees with his predecessor K'^pila, the founder of the SdmJchya 

system, who also undertakes a philosophical enquiry fo rescue 

1. Cullavagga, IX, 1, 4. ~~ " 
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man from his three-fold pain.1 But the Buddha’s impression of 

the painfulness of life is far more comprehensive and appalling : 

“ In the whole history of thought, no one has painted the 

misery of human existence in blacker colours and with more 

feeling than the Buddha 3 Perhaps, he deepened the shadows 

in the picture of life with a view to make people long for 

deliverance. The pilgrimage of beings, samsara, has its begin¬ 

ning in eternity. No opening can be discovered from which 

proceeding creatures, mazed in ignorance, fettered by a thirst 

for being, stray and wander. “ What think ye, disciples, 

whether is more the water which is in the four great oceans or 

the tears which have flowed from you and have been shed by 

you, while ye strayed and wandered on this long pilgrimage and 

sorrowed and wept, because that was your portion whiah ye 

abhorred and that which ye loved was not your portion ? A 

mother’s death, a brother’s death,.all this have ye ex¬ 

perienced through long ages. More tears have flowed from 

you than all the water which is in the four great oceans. 3 

The life of a man, teaches the Buddha in his celebrated 

fire sermon,4 is a sheet of flame. “ Sabbam bhikkhave adittam” 

Everything is on fire. How? The eye is burning. Visible 

things or rupa, impressions formed through the eye, cakkhu 

vinnanas and contacts of the eye with visible things are burn¬ 

ing. Whether the sensations produced by the eye-contact be 

pleasant, unpleasant or neither, they are burning. With what 

fire ? With the fire of lust, hatred and delusion, rdgdggind, 

dosaggina, mohaggind, as also with the fire of birth, decay, 

death, grief, lamentation, suffering, dejection and despair. 

Similar is the case with the other sense-organs like the ear, the 

nose, the tongue, the body (i. e„ the skin). In view of all this, 

concludes the Buddha, a noble disciple, ariyasdvaka, gets weary 

of the eye, the visible things, impesssions based on sight, etc., 

divests himself of possessions, virajjali, and is freed.5_ 

1 Sam. karika, S'k i; 2- IP< p‘ 362: 
3'. Samyukta Nikaya. Quoted by Oldenberg in Buddha PP. 216-217 

4. Vinaya. I, 21, 1-4 or BT. PP. 350 ff. 

6. Of. The sermon at Saranath; 
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It is noteworthy that to the thinking or, learned observer 

alone life appears'to be a scene of intense suffering.1'2 All life 

is suffering is the one inexhaustible theme of Buddhist philo¬ 

sophical speculations. Birth, old age, and death are the three 

main forms of earthly sorrow. “ But for these, the Buddha 

would not have appeared in the world.”3 The theme of the 

impermanence and sufferings of man here below is poetically 

handled in the Dhammapada.4 

Duhkha or misery: 

Whereas Buddhism emphasized the misery of life, it is 

necessary to understand by the word duhkha something more 

than the corporeal sufferings of man. It rather denotes in 

Buddhism the widest possible concept of the unidoal.5 Together 

with anicca and anatta, duhka denotes the basic character of 

early Buddhism. Steherbatsky6 points out that duhkha in 

philosophical Buddhism is a more comprehensive concept than 

that of suffering, sorrow, etc. Expressions like : the element of 

vision, cakau, is duhkha all elements influeneod (sasrava-influ- 

enced by desire to live) are duhkha, become unintelligible with 

Buch a sense attached to the word. What is meant is that the 

elements referred to are in a state of perpetual commotion or 

unrest, and that the ultimate goal of the world-process consists 

in their gradual appeasement and final extinction. This wider 

sense is already suggested by the old Buddhist credo, ye 

dharmdh hetuprabhavdh, etc.7 Vasubandhu 8 uses it in*this 

eens& when 116 says that the Buddha’s method of salvation 

1. Of. YS. II, 15, ~~ 

2. The insistence of the Buddha on the fact of suffering may be 

likened to the remark of Kant; Would any man of sound 

understanding, who has lived long enough and has meditated 

on the worth of human existence care to go again through 

ife s poor play, I do not say on the same conditions, but on 
any conditions whatever 7 Qd. IP. i, p. 364. 

3. Anguttara NikSya. 4. XI, 146-150 ; 

5. Buddhism, P. 160 ; Mrs. Rhys. Davids, 1928 Edn.; 
6. The Central Concept of Buddhism FP. 48 ff. 

1. yedharmah hetuprabhava, hetum te«5m Tathagato hyavadat ■ 
tesim cayonirodha evamvijdi mahasramanah 

8. Abhidhama Kosa i, 3. 
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consists in converting all utpattidharmas into anutpattidharmas 

i. e., in stopping for ever the commcxtion of the forces in the 

process of life. With this meaning of duhkha attached to all 

the elements of life, Buddhism, of course, becomes a doctrine 

of salvation. From the point of view of Nirvana, all the 

elements of life may assume one of two characters : they may 

either tend towards life, commotion, and turmoil; then they 

are called sdsravah, 1 or influenced by passions. Or, they are 

anasravah i. e. uninfluenced by them and exhibit the opposite 

tendency towards reduction of life and appeasement. 

Anicca or impermanence : 

As important as the trait of duhkha and indeed its cause, 

is the anicca or impermanence which characterizes all the 

elements of life. Nowhere does the Buddha see permanence; 

everything is in a state of flux or becoming. As soon as there 

is a beginning, there begins, at that very moment, to be an 

ending. Everything, animate and inanimate, is putting together, 

a confection, samskara. Even the eternal hills and the deepest 

ocean-depths grow into being and pass away as surely and 

quickly (when compared with eternity) as the butterfly. In 

fact, there exists no static moment when, becoming attains to 

beinghood. The duration of the life of a living being is 

exceedingly brief, lasting only while a thought lasts. Just as 

a chariot-wheel rolls only at one point of the tire, and in resting 

rests only at one point, in exactly the same way, the life of a 

living being lasts only for the period of one thought. “ The 

being of a past moment of thought has lived, but does not live, 

nor will it live. The being of a future moment of thought will 

live but has not lived, nor does it live. The being of the 

present moment of thought does live, but has not lived, nor 

will it live.”2 

Of course it is obvious that an old man or a full grown tree 

is not identical with the babe or the seed. 

Strictly speaking, the elements of existence are momentary 

appearances, momentary flashings into the phenomenal world, 

1 Cf BG. Ch. II, S'l. 26. 
2, Vi’suddhimagga, Ch. VIII, Translated BT. P. 160. 
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out of an unknown source. 1 They are not related to each other 

either in time or in space, since they last only one single 

moment. 2 Thus a moment becomes a synonym for an element 

or dharma. The result is that elements in Buddhist thought 

do not change, but disappear, 3 and the world becomes a sort of 

cinema show. Disappearance is the very essence of existence. 

What does not disappear does not exist.4 

Anatta or Self-lessness : 

Why are all elements of life, without exception, anicca, 
nay, momentary ? The answer is furnished by the third funda¬ 

mental concept of Buddhism, viz., that of self-lessness or 

anatta. This latter concept is inseparable from the dootrine of 

impermanence.5 6 The pith of the doctrine of self-lessness is 

that there is nothing changeless in things, nothing like an 

eternal Atman or self. “ The world is empty, O Ananda, means 

that it is empty of a self. What is empty ? The five seats of 

the five senses, the mind, the feeling related to the mind - all 

these are void of a self or aught self-like.” « Every object, 

including living beings, thus, is a process or stream of moments 

and is no more constant than a flowing river into which one 

cannot step twice. Whatever continuity it possesses is, there¬ 

fore, that of an everohanging identity. 

The term Atman in the expression anatta means a person- 

ality, an ego, an individual, a living being, a conscious agent, 

etc.7 The point is that whatever is denoted by these terms is 

not an ultimate fact, but a mere name for a multitude of inter¬ 

connected facts. The self-lessness or nairdtmya is but the 

opposite of dharmata or the existence of ultimate realities. 

It must be emphasized that Buddhism never denied the exist- 

1. The Central Concept of Buddhism P. 37 * 
2. SDS. II, P. 20 ; 

3. Katha Vatthu, XXII, 8- ekaoittakhaniks sabbe dhamma ; 
4. Cf. The truth is that we change without ceasing and that 

the state itself is nothing but change ” Creative evolution, 
P. 2. 

5. Buddha & the Gospel of Buddhism, P. 96, A. Coomarft- 
swamy. 

6. Samyukta Nikaya IV, 64; 

7. The Central Concept P. 25, 
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enoe of a personality or a soul in the empirical sense. What it 

asserts is that soul or self is not an ultimate reality. Hence 

the technical term denoting the individual in Buddhism is 

santana, i. o., a stream of interconnected facts, both physical 

and mental. 

The Individual: 

At this stage the question what according to Buddhism is 

the individual or Jiva must be directly raised ; for, the doctrine 

of deliverance concerns the individual and the nature of tho 

deliverance will be determined, as we have seen in other schools 

of thought, by the concept of the Jiva. 

M. Poussin1 observes that the facts are well-ascertained 

and beyond discussion: (i) Sakyamuni does not admit the 

existence of a self or atman, a permanent individual; (ii) He 

teaches that the so-called self is a compound of material and 

spiritual elements called skandhas; (iii) but, nevertheless, he 

teaches rewards of actions in a future life. 

Skandhas : 

In Buddhism, then, man, the seeker after deliverance, is 

an assemblage of different properties or qualities, none of which 

is equal to self. These constituent qualities have been grouped 

into five classes each being called a skandha. These are (i) the 

material qualities or rupa skandha; (ii) Peelings or vedana,- 

skandha : (iii) abstract ideas or samjnd skandha ; (iv) tenden¬ 

cies of the mind or samskdra skandha and (v) the forms of 

consciousness or vijhana skandha. 

(i) Rupa skandha comprises 28 items in all. They are the 

four elements earth, water, etc., each being composed of atoms ; 

the five sense organs, the eye, the ear, etc., the five attributes 

of matter such as colour, sound, smell, taste, touch, the two 

distinctions of sex; the three essential conditions, thought, 

vitality and space ; the seven qualities of living bodies, buoyancy, 

elasticity, power of adaptations, power of aggregation, dura¬ 

tion, decay and change ; and the two means of communication, 

gestures and speech._ 

1. The way to Nirvana, P. 34. 
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(ii) Vedana Skandha or feelings are divided into six classes 

as they are immediately apprehended by each of the five senses 

and, sixthly, by the mind, through memory. Further, they 

have been subdivided into 12 classes, for each of the six may be 

either agreeable, disagreeable or indifferent.1 

(iii) Samjna Skandha denotes abstract ideas or the percep¬ 

tions which are divided into six classes corresponding to the six 

classes of feelings, e g., the idea blue or the idea of a tree is 

classed under sight, the idea of sweetness under tastes and 

so on. 2 

(iv) Samskdra. Skandha or pre-disposition group has 52 

divisions (51 according to Warren’s Translation). These are not 

mutually exclusive. Besides, some of these include, or, are the 

same as, the items shown in the classes given above. The 

distinction is that while the members of the samskdra group 

are given from a subjective point of view, those given in the 

earlier groups are more objective. Instances of the samskdra 

are contact, phassa ; feelings, vedana ; abstract ideas, samjna ; 

the regrouping of ideas, cetana, etc. 

(v) Vijhdna skandha or the conBciousness-group is, in fact, 

only an amplification of thought, a member of the Samskdra 

group. It is divided into 89 classes according to the merit or 

demerit resulting from different thoughts. According to T. W. 

Rhys Davida,3 these subdivisions are not very vital for under¬ 

standing the Buddhist scheme of Nirvana. 

“ The first or the form-group i. e., Rilpa Skandha is like a 

mass of foam, gradually forming and vanishing. The second, 

the Vedana Skandha, is like a bubble dancing on the face of 

water. The Samjhd skandha is like an uncertain mirage in the 

sun-shine. The Samskdra group is like the plantain stalk 

without firmness or solidity. The Vijhdna group is like a 

1. BT. P. 488 gives a different account of a five-fold division, 

viz., happiness, misery, gladness, grief, and indifference’, 

each of which may be conjoined to consciousness either 
meritorious, demeritorious or neither. 

2. Here also Warren’s account differs-vide P. 488, Ibid. 
3. Buddhism; 
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spectre or magical illusion.” 1 These five skandhas may bo 

understood as respectively standing for matter, feelings, ideas, 

volitions and other faculties and pure sensation or general 

consciousness. According to Stcherbatsky, 2 the group of rnpa 

or matter represents only'sense-data. The self or soul is re¬ 

placed by feelings, ideas, volitions and pure sensations. Thus 

the entire scheme suggests that man is an epitome of matter 

and mind. 

The physical elements of personality including its outer 

environment are represented by the rnpa, skandha The mental 

elements are distributed among the remaining four. The 

Upauisadie expression, nama-rupa is often emplo3’ed to denote 

the enire individual. Then nama would denote ti e last four 

groups or mind, while rupa stands for the material frame. 

The absence of an enduring self, atman or substance, is the 

distinctive thesis of Buddhism, as already pointed out above- 

Then is there no single agent responsible for the actions per¬ 

formed by the individual and obliged to reap the fruits of such 

actions ?; none transmigrating and destined, eventually, to 

achieve Nirvana? The Buddha clearly declares 1 that form or 

rupa is not the atman or agent in question. For, were it so, 

form would not tend towards destruction and it would have 

been possible to say of it:—“ Let my form be this way ; let not 

my form be that way But form in fact tends towards 

destruction and it cannot be altered at will. Therefore, it is 

net the atman. Similar is the case with regard to all the 

remaining four groups. So none of them may be deemed the 

self of man. All these groups are equally transitory and evil. 

Hence, none of them deserves to be the self or * I ’. “Aocord- 

Ingly, as respects all forms whatsoever, past, future or 

present, subjective or external, gross or subtle, mean or 

exalted, far or near, the correct view in the light of the 

1. Spence Hardy’s Manual; Samyukta Nikaya iii, 142. 

* phenapin^Hpamamrgpam vedanft bubbulnpataa | 

marioikupamasanna, sankharakadalgpama | 

msyupauiah oavinSanam dipitadiccabandhuna ” || 

2. The Central Concept P. 0. 

3. Mahavagga, 1, 6. BT. PP. 146-7. 
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highest knowledge is as follows : “ this is not mine ; this am I 

not ; this is not myself.’5 This formula is extended to the 

remaining skandhas also. 

Thus, in Buddhist thought, right from the beginning no 

self i, e., no unity or a permanent feeling or thinking entity has 

had a place. There is only the body which is a visibly com* 

posite, growing, decaying thing and a number of associated 

phenomena like feelings, perceptions, etc That these inner 

states depend on a self is an unwarranted surmise; for, there 

can he no connection between being and becoming. “ There 

are perceptions, but we do not know a perceiver. ” 1 The 

conclusion of the above discussion is that man, the seeker 

after deliverance, is made of the five skandhas; he is a 

compound and no compound can be an individual; a being. 

This striking concept of man may be best illustrated by 

the simile of the chariot given in the Milinda Panha.a 

Milinda asks Nagasena, the Buddhist sage: “What is your 

name? ‘I am known as Nagasena, but Nagasena is only a 

term, appellation, designation, mere name, mere empty sound, 

for there an individual does not exist ”. “ But ”, says Militida, 

“ if the individual does not exist, who is it, then, tvho furnishes 

you with robes, food and so On ? Who is it who keeps the 

preceptB of the Buddha?. Do answer me. Are not your 

body, feelings, sensations, volitions, cognitions, Nagasena?” 

Nagasena answers in the negative and Milinda concludes: 

“ You speak a falsehood, a lie.” Now Nagasena asks Milinda : 

“ Did y°u come on foot or in a chariot ? ” “ I came in a 

1. Cf. For my part, when I enter most intimately into what 
I call myself, I always stumble on some particular percep¬ 
tion or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, 
pain or pleasure. I never can eatoh myself at any time 

without a perception, nevor can observe anything but the 
perception.and were all my perceptions removed by 
death and could I neither think nor feel, nor see nor love, 
nor hate, after the dissolution of my body, I should be 
entirely annihilated, nor do I conoeive what is further 
requisite to make a perfect non-entity ”, Hume’s Works, 
Vol. I, PP. 13 ff. Qd. IP. i, PP. 393-4. 

2. SBE. XXXV, i, P. 40, BT, P. 129 ; 
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chariot.” “ If yop came in a chariot, explain to me what a 

chariot is. Is the pole, the chariot ? ”> Milinda confesses that 

neither the pole, nor the axle, nor the wheels, nor the frame, 

nor the yoke, nor any part of the chariot, is the chariot. 

Nagasena concludes: “ When you said ‘ I came in a chariot,’ 

you spoke a falsehood, a lie; there is no chariot ” For, as it is 

said elsewhere: ‘‘Just as the word chariot is but a mode of 

expression for axle, wheels and other constituent members 

placed in a certain relation to each other, but when we examine 

the members one by one, we discover that, in an absolute sense, 

there is no ohariot, just as the words ‘house’, ‘fist’, ‘lute’, 

«army ’, ‘ city ’, ‘ tree ’ are only modes of expression for collec¬ 

tions of certain things disposed in a certain manner, in exactly 

the same way, the words ‘ living being ’ and * ego ’ are only 

modes of expression for a complex of bodily and non-bodily 

constituents ”1 , 

“ If you infer an entity behind an individual man, you 

must also logically infer it behind every individual thing, such 

as a chariot. Buddhists reject both entities and Plato, equally 

logically, accepts both, when he recognizes in a bed the exist¬ 

ence of some one form which includes the numerous particular 

things to which we apply the same name. ” 2 

None the less, may it not be suggested that, among the 

constituents of man, the mind or consciousness is his enduring 

self* responsible for the unity of his thought and action ? The 

Buddha rejects such a suggestion. Even the ignorant, un¬ 

converted, man may conceive an aversion for this body, whioh 

increases or wastes away. But that which is called mind, 

intellect, consciousness -- here the ignorant man is not equal to 

conceiving an aversion. Because, from time immemorial the 

ignorant man has held the notion :—This is mine. This am I, 

this is myself. But it were better if the ignorant man regarded 

the body as the self rather than the mind. Because it is evident 

that this body lasts for some time, a year or twenty, or a 

hundred years. But what is called the mind or consciousness 

incessantly perishes and springs up,3 

~ I. Visuddhimagga. BT. P. 133 ; 
2. E. J. Thomas, Buddhist Scriptures, 110. 
3. Summarised from the Samyukte Nikaya. vide BT. PP. 160 S, 
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The conclusion that seems to follow from the considera¬ 

tions so far adduced may be expressed in Rhys Davids’ words: 1 

“ Sakyamuni acknowledged the reality of the emotional and 

intellectual dispositions, but he refused absolutely to look upon 

them as a unity. There should be no mistake about it. Yet 

the position is also so original that there is a great temptation 

to attempt to had a loop-hole through which at least a covert 

or esoteric belief in a soul and in the future life (of a soul) can 

be recognised in some way. There is no loop-hole and the efforts 

to find one have always met with unswerving opposition both 

in the scriptures and in extra canonical works.” 

Notwithstanding this categorioal assertion, Mrs. Rhys 

Davids in several of her books insists that the conclusion drawn 

above is a falsification of the original intentions of the Bnddha. 

She argues 2 that great world religions like Buddhism invari¬ 

ably show a More of some kind in man and never a less as the 

Buddhism which has survived in the Pitakas does.3 This un¬ 

fortunate result she attributes to the work of monks who 

allowed their ideals qf life-and-self-negation to obscure the im¬ 

manent self which the Buddha originally assumed in consonance 

with the Upanisadio teaching on the subject. Monkish ideals 

have made Buddhism pessimistic. Their pre-occupation with 

the study of t he mind has led to the ignoring of the ‘ minder ’. 

That, in fact, the Buddha taught a more in man and assumed 

man s self to be identical with the Upanisadio Atman is proven 

by the 4 fragments 1 which have survived in the Pitakas. In the 

Vinaya Pitaka4 the Buddha is shown as asking the thirty 

sportive young men looking for a woman: “ What think you, 

young men ? What is better for you ? that you should seek a 

woman or yourself?” This passage has striking resemblance 

to the Clnmdogya. VIII, 1, l s and the Buddha is evidently 

referring to a supremely significant reality immanent in the 

young men whom he was addrossing. Again, his words in Idle 

1. Dialogues of the Buddha, I. P. 189 ; 

z. Buddhism, its birth and dispersal; revised edition, 1984. 
3. Sakya or Buddhist origins. PP. 54 S. 

4. 1, 13 “ kutamam nukhu tumh&kam varam yam vfi t»mhe 

ittimgaveseyyatha, yamva attanatn gaveseyys.tha ti ” ■ 
5. tadanvestavyam tadvava vijij.iasitavyam. 
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Mahaparinibbdna ‘sutta: “ Live as they who have the self for a 

lamp, for a refuge, as they who have dkamma for a lamp, for a 

refuge, and none other ” 1 refer to the self as God in man and 

not mere self-reliance or self-confidence. No weak transient 

creature can be lamp or refuge. Atta in this context means, 

rather, the God Self, the innate power, in every man, to evolve 

from his actual into his potential self, to grow from manhood 

into the Godhead latent in man.2 

This positive interpretation of atta, seems to gain further 

support from atleast one celebrated sermon of the Master on 

‘ the Burden and the Bearer of the Burden ’3 “ And what, 

O priests, is the burden ? The five attachment groups, viz., the 

five skandhaa. And who is the bearer of the burden ? The 

individual, the venerable so-and-so of such-and-such a family. 

He is the bearer of the burden.”4 This passage apparently 

contemplates a something other than the five groups who bears 

them, the burden. 

On the other hand, it must be recognized that while the 

Buddha tells us what the atta, is not, he does not state what 

it is ; so that there is room for divergence of views. A wander¬ 

ing monk Vaochagotta puts the Buddha the direct question: 

Is there the ego ? (atta). The exalted one was silent. “ How, 

then, is there not the ego r” Still the Budha maintained silence. 

After the questioner went away, the Buddha explains that by 

his silence he meant to disagree with the two heresies of the 

permanenoe and annihilation of the atman or self. Frpm this 

episode, Oldenberg,5 concludes that the Buddha’s silence arose 

from his reluctance to shook a weak-minded hearer by asserting 

that, in fact, the self is a fiction. But, were it so, Nirvapa 

must mean annihilation, a suggestion that the Buddha 

repudiates. Nirvapa is only a negation of the flux. What 

seems to follow from the Buddha’s silenoe is that the Self of 

man is nothing empirical, that, without transcending experience, 

we cannot make assertions about the reality behind the 

phenomena of life-6 __ 

1. The Dialogues - ii, 28 ; 
2. Cf. The Dhammapade versa* 130 and 380 } 

3. BT PP. 159 ff. 4. Adapted ; 

5, Buddha P. 273 ; «. IP. *, R 667 i 
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Man’s moral responsibility : 

The individual, caught up in the incessant flux of life and 

-.aware that all life is suffering, is naturally eager to seek a way 

.out of it. He may not take comfort in the thought that he 

has no permanent self or that he is just a combination of 

skandhas and avoid the responsibility to seek the path leading 

out of sorrow. Buddhism has always waged incessant war 

against the mere nihilists or ndstilcaa and the fatalists 1 who 

deny the law of causality, especially in the realm of acts and 

their consequences.2 The Buddha taught: to say that man, 

when the body dissolves, is cut off, perishes, does not exist any 

longer, that is heresy, heretical belief, heretical jungle, heretical 
wilderness. 

Indeed it is the heresy, the mithyddrsti, the most 

dangerous among human errors and sins.3 To reconcile the 

position that man has no permanent self to transmigrate with 

the doctrine of the inescapable reward for his actions, one has 

to agree with H. C. Warren 4 that Buddhism recognizes rebirth 

of character and not transmigration of a self. What is reborn 

is not a self but character, as Rhys Davids says. Thus the 

mofal responsibility for oners actions is squarely placed on 

Oneself and there is no way to shirk it. The way out of the life 

of suffering must be trodden by each seeker after Nirvana. 

No grace from on High, no miraculous salvation through the 

efficacy of vicarious suffering, is there for the Buddhist aspirant 

td rely on. The last reported words 5 of the?Buddha inspire 

him, “ Behold now, brethren, I exhort you saying, “ Decay, is 

inherent in all component things: Work out your salvation 

with diligence. ” The Buddha only gives guidance but does not 

save. His teachings indicate the manner in which one must 

strive to reach the goal of holy \ife-brahmacariyam In his 

1., Brahmajalasutta 2. Way nirvana, P. 45 ; 

3. “To believe in a self is a heresy,drsti, the satkayadrsti, 

but not a sin. A believer in the self may be reborn as a 

god and even as Brahma. On the contrary, the denial of 
the reward of aotions in a future life is a sin like murder, 
theft etc." Way to Nirvana, P. 46 F.N. 

4. BT„ P. 234. 

5. The Maha Parinirvana Sutta, BT., P* 109 ; 
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sermon at Saranath, for instance, the Buddha declares . If ye 

walk according to my teaching, ye shall be partakers, shortly* 

of that for which noble youths leave their homes and go into 

homelessness, the highest end of religious endeavour. \e shall, 

even in this present life, apprehend the truth itself and see it 

faoe to face.”1 

The four noble truths : 

The teachings of the Buddha which the seeker after 

Nirvana, the arya&ravaka, must heed and master indeed, which 

constitute the essence of Buddhism—are the four celebrated 

aryasatyas, sacred or noble truths. The first is the saeied 

truth of duhkha or sufferilg, viz., birth, old age, Bickness, death, 

contact with the unloved things and separation from loved ones 

'are all suffering.2 The second sacred truth is duhkha-samudaya 

or the origin of suffering. It is the thirBt, lartJhd, leading from 

birth to birth together with lust and desire, nandiragasahagatd 

■the thirst for pleasures, kamatanha ; for being, bhavatanhd ; for 

power or prosperity, vibhavatanhd. The third saeied truth 

relates to the extinction of suffering, duhkhanirodha. It 

consists in the extinction of this very thirst by the total wiping 

“Out of desire, a&eiavirdganirodha, letting it go, expelling it, 

separating oneself from it, giving it no room. The last sacred 

truth is the maggo or the path leading to the extinction of 

suffering, viz., the noble eight-fold path. 

While a general discussion of the first sacred truth was 

attempted above, a clear understanding of it in accordance 

with the Buddhist scheme is necessary to get an adequate idea 

of that state of bondage, whence deliverance is sought. The 

two tenets of the origin of suffering and its extinction duhkha- 

mmudaya and nirodha comprise the sum of all human destiny. 

How does duhkha arise is tantamount to the question how does 

human life arise ; for, as was stressed above, all life is suffering. 

The second and third sacred truths state in general terms that 

suffering is born of the thirst (for being) which leads from birth 

to birth and that its extinction is secured by the annihilation 

1. Vinaya Pitaka I ;• 
2. The nature of the truth of suffering, duhkha, has been die- 

cussed above. 
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of this self-same thirst. A complete picture of the process Ivy 

which suffering (or life) is engendered is furnished by the 

Buddhist formula of paticcasamuppdda which is second in 

sacredness only to the four ariyaeaccas. In the Mahddiddna- 

sutta 1 the Buddha affirms that it is through not understanding 

this doctrine that mankind is like to an entangled warp or to' 

an ensnarled web and fails to extricate itself from punishment, 

suffering, perdition and re-birth. The chain of dependent origi¬ 

nation in a generally accepted form is as follows : “ By reason 

of ignorance or avidya, dispositions or samakdras arise : 2 by 

reason of dispositions, consciousness or vijnana arises; by 

reason of consciousness, name and fowu or ndmarupa arises; 

by reason of name and form, the six fields, i. e „ senses and 

objects, the sadayatanas arise ; by reason of the six fields, the 

co-operation of the organs and consciousness, spar§a, begins ; 

by reason of this co-operation, definite sensations, vedand, 

arises: by reason of sensations, the awakening of the tr?nd or 

craving takes place ; by reason of this awakening of the sexual 

instinct, various pursuits in life, upddana, arise ; by reason of 

these pursuits, life, i. e., various conscious activities, bhava, 

ensue ; by reason of life, rebirth, jdti, follows ; by reason of 

rebirth, new life, decay, death, pain, lamentation, etc., jard- 

marana&okaparivedanaduhkhadurnanastd, ensue.3 

Of these twelve links, avidyd and samskdra refer to the 

former life of the individual concerned ; the next eight from 

vijnana to bhava pertain to the present life ; and the last two 

jdti and jardmaranadi, belong to the future life. In his The 

Central Concept,4 Stcherbatsky points out that the twelve 

linked ohain does not represent an evolution in which one 

member produces the next, e. g ., vijnana does not produce the 

ndmarupa, as the sdankhyan buddhi produces the rest of the 

psycho-physical organism. In fact, as soon as the first moment. 

1 BT. PP. 202 ff.; ~ ---——— 

2. Stcherbatsky equates this with karma; the Central Concept 

3. In the translations of the Sanskrit terms Steherbatskv’s 
renderings have been mainly followed. Cf. PP 2ft ff nt 

The. Central Concept. 
4. P. 28. F. N. 
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life, i. e., vijnina; appears, all the five groups are already 

present.1 Vijndna must be understood in this * wheel of life ’ 

as a technical term denoting the first moment of a new life 

arising on account of pre-natal forces, avidyd and sa-niskdras. 

The next seven members mark the stages of the develop¬ 

ment of the embryo into a child, youth and grown-up map. 

The trendi stage corresponds to maturity, when new karma 

begins to be formed. The two last members briefly refer to 

future life. 

Tn depicting the origin of life, this formula, at the same 

time, depicts that of all suffering, too. By removing the 

earlier links, the succeeding links of the chains are broken and 

sufferings are annihilated. What comes out prominently from 

this delineation is that “ We be, because we thirBt for being ; 

we suffer because we thirst for pleasures.” Whomsoever this 

fierce craving, full of poison, overcomes in this world, his 

sorrows increase like the abounding birana grass. 2 

Avidya: 

From the chain of dependent origination, it is clear that, 

according to the Buddha, the ultimate cause of life and suffer¬ 

ing is avidya or ignorance. But who is ignorant and of what is 

he ignorant ? So far as early Buddhism- or the Buddhism of the 

Pitakas is concerned, avidya has no cosmogonical power as it 

has in Advaita Vedanta; 3 it simply stands for the ignorance of 

the four sacred truths. The question is discussed irr the 

Vi&uddhi Mdrga :4 “ What is ignorance ? Want of knowledge 

1. “ Suppose consciousness or vijhana were not to descend 

into the maternal womb, pray, would name and form 

consolidate in the maternal womb?” the Buddha asks 

Ananda ; BT. P. 207. 
2. Dhammapada XXIV, 335 ; 

3. Later Buddhist texts support the correspondence between 

the Advaitio M^yd and the Buddhist avidyd. The Buddha 
says to s'ariputta in the Prajn&paramits: Things exist in 
so far as they do not exist in truth. In so far as they do 

not exist, they are called avidya i. e., the non-existent, or 
ignorance. Quoted in Buddha. PP. 237-S, Oldenberg. 

4. BT. PP. 170 S; 

MUKTI—12 
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concerning misery, dtihkha, the origin of misery, the cessation 

of misery and the path leading to it.” 1 The Buddha sometimes 

spoke of avidya as beginningless. 2 At other times, he used to 

say : On the arising of the depravities depends the arising of 

ignorance.3 Similarly, the desire for existence also was treated 

as without beginning, though possessing a definite dependence. 

All this adds up to the position that the wheel of existence is 

without known beginning and that both ignorance and desire 

are its roots.4 

Thus avidya is a positive entity in early Buddhism and not 

a fictitious category as conceived by Advaita Vedanta. 5 The 

significant idea that the origin of the world of suffering has 

been conditioned alike by avidya and trsn't has been graphically 

expressed in the Lakdvatira : 6 trSnd or desire is the mother 

and avidya or ignorance is the father of the individual and his 

sorrows. 7 

Of avidya the Buddha says : 8 Just as in a peaked house, 

0 brethren, whatever rafters there are, all converge to the 

roof-peak, resort equally to the roof-peak, all go to junction 

there, even so, whatever wrong states there are all have their 

root in ignorance, referred to ignorance, fixed together in 

ignorance, go to junction there. Again : Whatever misfortunes 

there are here in this world, or in the next, they all have their 

root in ignorance, avijjdmnlakd, and are given rise to by 
longing and desire. 9 

1. Sammaditthi suttanta, Majjhima Niksya. 

2. “As I have told you, O priests, the first beginning of 
ignorance cannot be discerned, nor can one say, ■ < Before a 

given point of time there was no ignorance; it came into 
being afterwards ” ; ” BT., P. 171. 

3. Ibid. P. 171. 4. Ibid. P. 175. 

5. The Buddhist Dootrine of Flux, P. 268. In later Buddhism 

there is a change towards assimilation to the Advaitic view 

of. S'^listambasutra: tattvepratip&ttimithyaprtipattitve 
ajnanarp avidya, Qd, in the S'iksasamuceaya, P. 222 

6. P. 140, Qd, in The Basic Conception of Buddhism V 
Bhattacarya, P. 38 ; ’ 

7. Cf. Dhamma Pada verses 294, 295. 
8. Samynkta Niksya XX, 1; 

9. Itivuttaka, 40. Cf. The BU. IV, 4, 6/7. 
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Dharma as Lavy: 

Here may be noted the basic agreement between the 

Buddha and the Vedic tradition 1 as regards the cause of suffer¬ 

ing and bondage. The entire chain of dependent origination 

throws into relief the Buddhist conviction that the whole world 

including the life of man is subject to the reign of law or 

dharma. For the Bnddhist what has been made, samskrta, has 

existence only and solely in the process of being made. 

Whatever is, is the process of a being. The world is the 

world’s process, the formula of causality is the expression of 

this process, at least of that part of it which concerns man. 

“ Life according to Buddhism is neither a metaphysical thing 

nor a physioal thing, but a metaphysical grasping itself, a 

mental self-contained process. It is not a self-identity, but an 

ignorance about itself.” 2 

The category of samakdra also implies the doctrine of 

karma, the law of moral retribution. What appears to be a 

man’s body, is in truth, “ The action of his past state, which, 

assuming a form, has become tangible.3 

Samskdra and dharma are the two buddhist terms for all 

things whose being consists in their mutual relation. All 

dharmas are anattd or not-I. But in this world of imperma¬ 

nence and selflessness, there reigns the absolute law of 

causality, a fact on which rests hope of man’s full deliverance 

from sorrow and bondage. 

The Adhikarin or Candidate for Nirvana : 

Now, the question rises as to who, according to Buddhism, 

are entitled to strive for complete deliverance. Who are the 

proper candidates for the highest result of religious life, 

Nirvana ? “ One deep divergence must be named. The Buddhist 

scheme proclaims the ultimate salvation of all beings. Christia- 

1. The Rgvcda, X. 129, 4 - kamastadagresamavartatSgre 
msnaso retah prathamamyadasit; - also makes desire, the 

root of the world process kamabandhanamevedani nadya- 

dstiha bandhanam Vygsa: also Cf. Atbarva Veda IX 2 
19-20. ’ ’ 

2. Buddhism, its place in the mental life of mankind! P. 8K 
Da hike, ’ 

3. Anguttara Nik&ya. 
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nity in its moat widespread historic forms.still condemns an 

uncounted number to endless torment and unceasing sin. ,! 1 

lliis absolute catholicity of Buddhism follows from the injunc¬ 

tion of the Buddha himself: O ! monks, live and preach the holy 

life for the good of all people, for the happiness of all, out of 

compassion for all; ( for promoting) the goal of all, atthayd for 

the good, weal of gods and men.2 While all are entitled, nay, 

expected, to tread the path leading to deliverance, the actual 

stage of deliverance is deemed attainable by the monks alone. 

For, “ full of hindrances is household life, a path defiled by 

passion ; free as the air is the life of him who has renounced all 

worldly things. How difficult is it for the man who dwells at 

home to live the higher life in all its fullness, in all its purity, 

in all its bright perfection!”3 However, an exception was 

made in favour of pious lay disciples, updsakas and updsikas. 

“1 tel1 thee 0 '• Mahanama, that between a lay disciple who has 

attained the stage of deliverance and a monk freed from all 

impurity, there exists no difference as regards the state of their 

deliverance.”4 But lay or clerical, all aspirants to Nirvana are 

expected to be intelligent enough to grasp and act upon the 

teachings of the Buddha. “ The doctrine may be mastered by 

any intelligent man for himself; such a one may be enlightened 

and is expeced to aot accordingly.” 5 

It is well-known that irrespective of caste and class 

distinctions, all people could and, indeed, did join the Buddhist 

order and attain Nirvana. 

The means to Nirvana, or the ethical life: 

The way out of the Bufferings of life, duhkha, which the 

candidate has to tread is set forth as the fourth sacred truth 

otherwise known as the noble eight-fold path, ariya a?tdngiko- 

maggo. The principle underlying it derives from the conviction 

of the Buddha that there operates in the actual world dharma 

as the norm, and a strenuous moral life in consonance with the 

1. J. E. Carpenter. Buddhism & Christianity, 1023, P. 30fi 

2. Vinaya Pi^aka I, 1], ]. yassattbaya kulaputfca sammadeva 
agarasma anagSriyam pabbajanti. 

3. Tevijjasutta, i, 47 ; 
4. Samyukta Nik&ya. 

5. Samyukta Nikaya XVI, 3, BT. P, 419.; 
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dharma must eliminate all sorrows, which are but the symptoms 

of deviation from it. The morl ideals embodied in the noble 

eight-fold path are not subjective fancies or the casual 

products of the evolutionary process. They are rooted in the 

soul of the universe. They are the only realities on which wo 

can safely count. The redemption of man in the grip of 

manifold sorrows consists in the actualization of the universal 

dharma. Insight into dharma, dhammavipassand, is enlighten¬ 

ment. The end of the eight-fold path is the winning of insight, 

“ the attainment, comprehending and realizing, even in this life, 

of emancipation of heart and emancipation of insight. Iho 

light which the seeker after deliverance is advised to seek 

amidst the encircling gloom of sorrow and suffering 1 is none 

other than the wisdom embodided in the eight-fold path. 

The eight factors or ideals constituting the path are 

right views, samyakdrsti; right aspirations, samyaksamkalpa ; 

right speech, samyakvxcd; right conduot, samyak karma; 

right livelihood, samyakdjiva; right effort, samyakvyayama ; 

right mindfulness, samyaksmrti; and right contemplation 

samyak samddhi. 

The right views are those which are free from supersti¬ 

tions and delusions. What we do refleets what we think. 

Wrong acts result from wrong beliefs and not from any original 

sin. The most deadly of these wrong beliefs is the superstitious 

and persistent clinging to an imaginary self or individuality. 

All sufferings may be traced to the vain endeavour to maitt$pih 

one’s ego or self against the rest of the world. All wrong and 
immoral behaviour stems from this pathetic faith in one’s 

private self. The first step, therefore, towards final deliverance 

consists in getting rid of this superstition and the rest which 

follow in its wake. To remove wrong views, right knowledge is 

needed - knowledge which is to issue in proper conduct; for, 

in Buddhist psychology, will and intelligence go together. 2 

A more technical sense attached to the right views refers 

to the knowledge regarding the four noble truths. 3 
« -  ... ■  _____ ,,mm ■ -a. «- - 

I. Dhamma Pada XI, 146, 

3. IP. i, P. 420 ; 3. BT. P. 3? 3; 38, 
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Eight aspirations is a product of right .vision. It should 

be such as is worthy of Un intelligent, earnest, than. “ It is the 

longing for renunciation ; the hope to live in love with ail, the 

aspiration of true humanity.”1 Giving up the idea of separate¬ 

ness, the aspirant works for the whdle.2 

Aspirations must be translated into actions. Hence, upon 

its heels follow right speech, right action and right living. “ To 

abstain from falsehood, to abstain from backbiting, to abstain 

from harsh language and to abstain from frivolous talk is 

called right speech.” 3 It is kindly, open and truthful. 

Right conduct is peaceful, honest, pure, in a word, un¬ 

selfish, behaviour. Sacrifices, spells, prayers, which usually 

figure prominently in other religions have no place in Buddhism. 

" Better homage to a man grounded in the dharma than to 

Agni for a hundred years.” “ No river can cleanse the doer of 

evil, the man ot malice, the perpetrator of crime... ...Have thy 

bath here, even here, O Brahmin, be kind to all living beings. 4 

Not superstitious rites but kindness to servants, underlings, 

respect to those deserving of respect, self-control coupled with 

kindness in dealing with living creatures — these and virtuous 

deeds of like nature are verily the rites that are everywhere to 

be performed.” 5 What the Buddha did was to infuse moral 

significance into the forms of ceremonialism rather then seek to 

uproot it altogether. “ Anger, drunkenness, deception, envy, 

these constitute uncleanliness, not the eating of flesh.6 With 

rate ethical insight the Buddha proclaims the eternal moral 

law that should govern the dealings of man with man and 

nations with nations : “Never are enmities appeased through 

enmity; they are appeased through non-enmity (friendliness) 

only - this is the eternal law.”7 

1. Ibid; Sutta vibhanga ; 

2. In the MahaySna, the aspirant resolves; I must boar the 
burden of all creatures - Vajradhvajasutra. 

3. BT„ P. 373.; 

4. Essence of Buddhism, P. 230. Lakshminarsau ; 
5. Asoka's Pillar Edict (vii) ; 

6. Cf. ” It is not that which entereth into a man that defileth 
him, but that which oometh out/* 

7. Dhamma Pada I, 5.; 
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Right action issues forth in right livelihood, which brings 

hurt or danger to no living being. It must be free from l}ing, 

deceit, and fraud. Manufacture of arms, service in the army, 

etc., are obviously out of bounds for an aspirant to Nirvana. 

So far, the uprightness and purity of external conduct 4 

have been emphasized, but inner purification is necessary 

for integrity and sanctity. The last three steps, right effort, 

mindfulness and contemplation refer to the achievement of 

inner purification. 

Selftraining and selfcontrol form the essence of right effort. 

The object is to prevent the rise of evil impulses. This implies 

the inhibition of the wicked, and the reinforcement of virtuous, 

impulses.” 2 “AH that we are is the result of what we have 

thought; it is founded upon our thoughts ; it is made up of our 

thoughts. If a man speaks or acts with an evil thought, pain 

follows him, as the wheel follows the foot of the ox that draws 

the wagon”3 “Karma is volition and the bodily or verbal 

action which follows volition.” 4 So great, indeed, has been 

the emphasis on the purification of will and the consequent 

rightness of action that an oft-quoted verse 5 runs thus: The 

eschewing of evil, the perfecting of good deeds, the purifying of 

one’s mind - this is the teaching of the Buddhas. 

In this connection, it is expedient to refer to the well- 

known brahmavihaarajhwas, 6 the divine state contemplations, 

than which Buddhism knows no better way of purifying the 

mind and raising it to the zenith of tranquillity. “He (the 

aspirant) with amity-eonsorted-mind abides suffusing one 

quarter, thus also the second (quarter), thus also the third, thus 

also the fourth. So above, below, across, every way, by every- 

whereness, the entire world with amity-consorted mind, -with 

abundant, expanded, immeasurable unhate, unill-will suffusing 

l7 The-fact-that sonduct is the beginning of this religion 

appears from the passage : What is the first of the meritori- 

oious qualities 1 Purity oonduot, BT, PP. 285-287. 
2. BT. P. 373 ; Dhamma Pada I, 1.; 

4. Way to Nirvana, P. 70 ; 5, Dhamma Pada XIV, 183, 

6. Anguttara Nikaya and Abhidhamma quoted in S'akya, 
PP. 217-218, 
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abides he. Aud thus again with pity-consorted mind he abides 

suffusing one quarter—And then again with gladness-consorted 

mind he abides.Aud then again with poise-oonsorted mind 

he abides suffusing one quarter with abundant, expanded, im¬ 

measurable unhate, unill-will suffusing abides he.’ 

The practice of this formula forms a part of the training 

of each aspirant who seeks to reach Nirvana in this very life. 

Here is a recognition that one’s real welfare, spiritual uplift- 

ment, and inner purification are bound up with those of the 

rest of tne world. Moreover, it implies an effort, atonce at 

self-qualification and the upliftment of follow-beings. The 

process has been rightly described as tele-volition.' This 

distinction is noteworthy when it is remembered that in the 

Yogasutras, in which the self same practice is recommended, 

the aim is limited to self-purification.1 2 

Another way of expelling undesirable states of mind is by 

aiubhabhavana or reflection on the evil of life. Thus is en¬ 

gendered disgust ior all that is corrupt., “ Whosoever under¬ 

stands the truth of suffering in its four-fold aspect will 

acknowledge the falsehood of vulgar notions and will see 

pleasures and existence as transitory and painful, but he will 

not destroy his inuato desire -for pleasure, his thirst after 

existence. What is to be gained is a profound and efficacious 

feeling of the miseries of life, of the impurity of the body, of 

universal nothingness, to such a degree that the ascetic should 

see a woman as she really is, as a skeleton furnished with 

nerves and flesh, as an illusion made up of carnal desire. Mind 

will thus be freed from love, hatred, and from every passion.”3 

1. sabbesatta sabbepa^a sabbebhsta ca kevala sabbe bhaddani 

passantu mgkanoipapam Sgama; Qd. S'akya, P. 221; 
Cf. YS.Ii S3. ; 

2. The current view among the scholars is that the Buddha was 

the author of the 4 Brahmaviharas meant to be used by 

monks & laymen for self-culture. Mrs. Rhys Davids holds 

that here ia an enjoining of man to work for the welfare of 
his tellomen. S'bkya, P. 232; 

3. M. Poussin.: Transactions of the third international congress 
of religions, Vol. II, P. 41. 
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The effort to attain such clarity of vision through self-training 

and self-control is right effort. 

So far has been considered that part of the noble eight¬ 

fold path which may be subsumed under iilam or the moral 

life. It has a three-fold character, the cltla §llam, the majjhi- 

maillam,, and the mahdsilam. 1 The cula&Uam which is obli¬ 

gatory on all the followers of the Buddha consists of the 

following items:—ahimsd which includes not only non-killing, 

but also the practice of modesty and pity and results in 

kindness to all creatures; asteya nonstealing, brahmacarya, 

continence, satya, truthfulness in speech. The aspirant at 

this stage must practise other positive virtues, e. g., he must 

bind together those who are divided and thus be a peace maker. 

He should avoid all harsh language,2 vain talk and speak with 

nice regard for truth, inculcate the good doctrine and discipline. 

He does not seek gold or silver or collect uncooked grain. 

Thus, the aspirant eschews all possessions as well as worldly 

activities. 

The majjhimayilam has a wider scope. Injury even to 

plants is forbidden. The monk cannot store property like 

meat, drink, clothes, etc. Public spectacles and games detri¬ 

mental to virtue must be avoided. The use of elevated couches 

and ornaments is taboo. No mean or vain eon ersation is 

allowed, much less noisy wranglings. Servile forms of duties 

and hypocritical craft must be avoided. 

The highest form of 311am consists, besides the above, in 

not seeking a living by low arts and lying practices like divina¬ 

tion, dream-reading, etc. It is at this stage that the Brahma- 

viharas, ‘ far-reaching, great, measureless ’ prove indispensable. 

Such a bhikkhu who practises this highest form of conduct will 

have nothing to do with woman, wrath and malice ; he is pure 

and self-controlled.' 

Right mindfulness, smrti, must go along with right effort 

in order to make the latter effective. It denotes the active 

watchful mind whose tendency to roam about has been checked. 

1. Tevijja sutta ; 

WttKTI—1? 

2. Cf. BG. XVII15. 
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All emotions have to^ be disciplined for they are ‘ failures, 

disturbances of moral health and if indulged, become chronio 

diseases of the soul.’ 1 Spiritual pride also must be carefully 

avoided through right mindfulness. “ Whosoever is pure and 

knows that he is pure and finds pleasure in knowing it becomes 

impure and dies with an impure thought. Whosoever is impure 

and dies and knows that he is impure and makes effort to 

become pure dies of a pure thought.” On the mind depends 

dharma; on the practice of dharma depends enlightenment.2 

The next step is right samddhi under which may be 

subsumed the last three steps of the eight-fold path. Samddhi 

may be defined as an intentness of meritorious thoughts, 3 and 

may be analysed into the four Jhdnas or trances. The first 

Jharta is a state of joy and happiness. It is bom of seclusion 

and is full of reflection and investigation into the theme the 

aspirant has chosen for his contemplation. He has, of course, 

already isolated himself from sensual pleasures and demerito¬ 

rious traits. The second Jhdna is also a state of joy and 

happiness, but they are born of deep tranquility. No longer is 

there either reflection or investigation. It is an interior 

tranquilization and intentness of thoughts. At this stage 

there is the predominance of intuition In the third Jhdna, 

there is the paling of joy. The aspirant is indifferent, contem¬ 

plative, conscious, and in the experience of bodily happiness. 

This state the arahants, eminent men, describe when they say, 

“ indifferent, contemplative, and living happily.” In the fourth 

Jhdna there is the abandonment of happiness and misery, the 

disappearance of all anteceden t gladness and misery. Now the 

aspirant has samddhi, as refined by indifference.4- Here, 

perhaps, the reference is to a moment of unusual conviction 

and insight, followed by exalted religious ecstasy ending in 

abiding religious peace. 5 

1. Qd. IP. i, p. 423. " 

2. « oittadhinodharma dharmadhino bodhih ” Cf. Suttanipata, 
stanza 916; 

3. Visuddhimagga Ch. iii, BT., P. 288; 

4. Anguttara Nikaya iii, 88 - BT., P. 288 ; 

6. T. W. Rhya Davids, Buddhism, P. m! 
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When once the stage of samadhi is reached, there is no 

possibility of falling back to a lower stage of life. What chiefly 

strengthens samadhi is the preceding state of conduct or 

Both §ilam and samadhi are associated with prajha which 

stands for the highest activity of the human mind and has 

supreme value from the religious point of view. Attempts have 

have been made in the Pali cannon and the Visuddhi magga 

to bring prajha, under one of the skandhas. In Buddhago«a’s 

day, samjhd, vijhana, and prajha were regarded as simple and 

complex modes of human insight. The skandhas represent the 

empirical point of view where the individual is treated as a 

separate entity. But when the individual nature is trans¬ 

formed into unity with the whole, prajha, displaces the 

empirical knowledge. The unregenerate experience vijhana while 

the regenerate develops prajha. SenBe-cognition or vijh^na 

steadily develops, through ilia and samadhi, into true insight 

or prajha. It is prajha which terminates in bodhi or en¬ 

lightenment. 1 

In the Buddhism of the Pali canon there is no place for 

grace. The aspirant has to be aImiarna, almadipa, self-reliant 

and self-guided. Through right effort, the supreme exercise of 

wiB, he can, just as the Buddha did, attain full enlightenment 

arid 'Nirvana. “ Not even a god can change into defeat the 

victory of a man who has vanquished himself.2 The faith in 

the method of yoga to secure the highest insight or the saving 

knowledge is shared by Buddhism with other schools of Indian 

thought. But of conr'se, the actual contents of the final insight 

are not identical in all these schobls. In the Nydya-Vaiiesilca 

and the Sdpxkhya-Yoga schools, e.g., we eaw that the jogic 

insight related to the qualitylessness of the self and the complete 

otBe'rness of the self, respectively. In Buddhism, the succesful 

aspirant realises through samadhi and with prajha the utter 

etnptiness or anatta of the world, including himself. What the 

Bilddha himself realized at the supreme moment of illumination 

M expressed in the Dhamma Pada3 as follows: I have been 

1- IP. i, PP. 423 - 424. 

8. Xf, 133,354; 

2. Dhamma Pada, VIII, 105. 
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through a course of many births looking for the maker of this 

dwelling and finding him not; painful is birth again and again. 

Now are you seen O ! builder of the house; you will not build 

the house again. All your rafters are broken. Your ridge-pole 

is destroyed; your mind, set on the attainment of Nirvana, has 

attained the extinction of desires. 

What is perceived in the light of prajhd is the real nature 

of desire, tophi, the co-worker with avidyd, which, together, 

fashioned this tabernacle of flesh. To perceive them truly is to 

destroy them for ever. “ Delusion fashioned it, safe pass I 

them - deliverance to obtain.” 1 The knowledge and the insight 

sprang up within the Buddha :—“ My deliverance is unshakable ; 

this is my last*existence; no more shall I be born again. 2 ” 

Arhatship: 

As a result of the conjoint practice of &ila, samddhi, and 

prajnd or moral self-culture, the aspirant treading the eight-fold 

path reaches the goal of Nirvana. The interdependence of these 

factors in effecting Nirvana is emphasized in the Maha-Parinib- 

bdna sutta : Samddhi perfected by the s'ila or conduct proves of 

great advantage and yields the supreme fruit, mahapphalo ; 

insight, panhd, perfected by samddhi proves of advantage and 

„ „ *• Kg*? of Asia, Book VI,; 2. Majjhima 26Tbt 
P. 338. The eight-fold path fs often divided into four stages where 
each is marked by the breaking of the fetters, samyojanas,\ binding 
man in samsara. The first of these fetters is satkayadrsti - the 
delusion of a personal self, the source of all sufferings. The second 
is scepticism or vicikitsa - about the Teacher, Dhamma, Order, the 
system of training, the past, present and future action of Karma 
and about the validity of the way. The third fetter is the 
sxlabbata pardmassai.e,, the faith in efficacy of good works and 
ceremonies. Mere morality and good works would not suffice to free 
ourselves from lust, hatred and ignorance. One who has broken 
these three fetters is the sotdpanna: - he who has entered on the 
stream and cannot be turned back. C'f, Dhamma Pada, XIII, 178. 
The fourth and fifth fetters are Kama sensuality and patigfia or 
malevolence. When these are reduced, one becomes a sakadagSmi, 
he who will but once be reborn in the world of men. But when 
these two fetters are completely destroyed, one becomes anUgdmi • 
he has no fear of falling back. The last five fetters are rnpardga, 
the love of life on earth amidst forms, ctrapardga, desire for life in the 
formless worlds, mu.no, pride, uddhacca, self-righteousness, and 
apijpi, ignorance. To have got rid of all these 10 failings or fetter* 
is to become an arahat, to win the blessedness of Nirvana. 
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yields the supreme fruit. And the mind, citta, perfected by 

panhd is purged of all dsavas, viz., sensuality, individuality, 

delusion, and ignorance, kdma, bhava, dittha and avijjd. 

The crown of the moral life in Buddhism is arahatship. It 

is known by several names like emancipation, mukti, the island 

of refuge, the end of craving, etc. This is Nirvana in which the 

three fires of lust, ill-will and delusion, ragadve?amoh%, are 

extinguished. One may almost say that arahatship is early 

Buddhism. 1 The significance and spirit of the arahat ideal 

has been faithfully expressed by J. A. Symmonds in the following 

lines: 

*' < Tis self whereby we suffer, ‘ Tis the greed - 

To grasp, the hunger to assimilate 

All that earth holds of fair and delicate, 

The lust to blend with beauteous lives, to feed 

And take our fill of loveliness, which breed 
This anguish of the soul intemparate. 

‘ Tis self that turns to harm and poisonous hate 

The calm clear life of love that Arahats lead. 

Oh ! that’t were possible this self to burn 

In the pure Same of joy contemplative ! 

Then might we love all loveliness, nor yearn 

? With tyrannous longings ; undisturbed might live 

Greeting the summer’s and spring’s return 

Nor wailing that their bloom is fugitive.” 

An idea of arahatship may be got from several of the utter¬ 

ances of the Buddha and those of his successful followers in the 

Theragdtha and the Therigatha. The liberated or inlywashed 

saint is in the first place self-less and so no more craves for 

future lives. 2 He is proof against all objects of senses, because 

feelings no more tempt him ; he has lost all tastes for them. 3 

He has safely crossed the Rood of samsdra even while living in 

the body, i.e., he has become a Jivanmukta, delivered in life 4. 

The sage is unconcerned about reports fair or foul; his 

heart is ever light. Of course he can never be guilty of self- 

1. T.W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, JP. 151. 

2. Suttanipete, afthaka, stanzas 777, 780 ; 

3. Ibid. 778. 4. Ibid, 779 
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praise 1 . Having no mental propensities of his own, the sage 

can hardly be characterized as this or that;* he is absolutely 

unique. His freedom from theories regarding the ultimate 

nature of things is very often stressed.2 

Not only is he free from theories, but also from all kinds 

of earthly possessions. In his detachment from the world he is 

likened to the lotus in the water. ^ The equality of vision 

which sees none inferior or superior and the absence of the very 

tendency to compare are stressed. He knows no grades. 4 

The truly wise homeless Brahmana is he who is free from 

8amam and visamam ; he never wrangles. 5 

In the portrait of the perfect man which the Buddha 

draws in the PuTO/bh&di(i ffuttathe sage is depicted as free 

from cosmological theories. He does not seek preferences. 

Devoid of wrath and dread, remorse and vaunts, the saint 

controls his words in teaching sanely. He has neither future 

hopes nor past regrets. No sense-impressions mar his inner 

life. Aloof, guileless, free from envy, meek, the saint scorns 

and slanders none. He is courtly but not credulous, riasaddho. 

He does not seek gifts. Dainty fares do not allure him. Poised, 

vigilant; he never ranks himself as ‘ high ’ or 1 low ’ or ‘ equal 

to the best’; for saints can never indulge in self-assertion. 

He is a man whom mastery of truth, dhatnma, has made 

independent. He harbours no desire to be or not to be. The 

saint at peace, upasanto, has no chains,'7 no sons, herds, 

fields; no ‘yes’ or ‘no’ he has for views on self. He is 

timeless, akappiyo, as he no more transmigrates. Whoso owns 

Nothing in the world, nor grieves over what is transient, nor is 

subject to sense impressions is the saint. 8 

Though sick and hungry, let him put up with cold and 

heat, 9 and let the houseless wanderer, alone like the rhino- 

1. 
3. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Ibid. 782-783 ; 2. Ibid. 788; 

Cf. BG. V. 10 ; 4. Sutta Nipata, stanza 842 • 
Ibid. 843, 844 ; 6. Verses 848 ff. 
Cf. KU. VI. IS; MU. II, 2,8; 

Adapted from Chalmer’s Translation P 205 HOS 37 ■ 
Cf. BG. II, IS ; . 
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oeros, 1 bear up and struggle on. He,must under no circum¬ 

stances be stung to sharp retorts. He must even welcome 

reproof if necessary.2 

Two forms of Nirvana: 

When the bodhi or enlightenment is won, what happens is 

the final destruction of the fires of lust, hatred, and ignorance. 

But the body of the saint - the five skhandas - need not fall out¬ 

right, as indeed it did not in the case of the Buddha who won 

enlightenment at the age of 35 and spent the next 45 years in 

active preaohing and doing good. This form of Nirvana 

‘ resembles a town all of whose criminals have been killed ’ 3 . 

To refer to this-class of liberated saints and mark them all from 

those who do not live after liberation, a distinction is made 

between sopddisessa nibbdna and nirupadisessa nibbdna. Accord¬ 

ing to Childers the former denotes the condition of a perfect 

saint where the five skandhas are still present, though the desire 

which binds one to life is extinct In the nirupadisessa there 

takes place the cessation of all being, consequent on the death 

of the saint. This form of Nirvana may be likened to the state 

of the city of which not only the criminals have been destroyed, 

but also the very being 4 . The second type of Nirvana has also 

been styled parinirvdna, which may be described in the language 

of arithmetic as a remaiuderlessness. s Obviously, those two 

types of Nirvana exactly correspond to the Jivanmukti and the 

Videhamukti of the Advaitins. 

The concept of Nirvana : 

Arhatship is Nirvana, it has been said, and we have given a 

picture of the arhat’s life which strikingly resembles that of the 

Upumsadic mukta or the sthitaprajnd of the Oita. Nonetheless, 

the question what exatly is the connotation of Nirvana has 

been widely discussed and conflicting views have been expressed 

by competent scholars. Many of the earlier scholars s»db> as 

Bigandet, Buraouf, and Hardy were inclined to interpret 

Nirvana as annihilation or Uccheda, though as a matter of fact, 

1. Sutta Nipata, Verse, 35 ; 
2. Ibid, 973.; & MadhyamikaTrtti, P. 51». Hi ©, 7, 

4. Ibid, P.520; 6. Q. Waid, Hiqay&na, P. liQft, 
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the early Buddhists weie opposed to this very dogma. 1 As M. 

Poussin points out, this conclusion of those scholars was an 

inevitable result of the denial of the atta by the early 

Buddhists. 2 There have been scholars who considered Nirvana 

to be (i) a state of annihilation 3 ; (ii) that Nirvana is an in¬ 

conceivable and inexpressible eternal state ; (iii) that Nirvana 

has been left undefined ; avyjkyla, by the Buddha; 4 (iv) that 

the Buddha held Nirvana to be eternal, pure and infinite con¬ 

sciousness. All these opposing views may be supported by 

quotations from the Nikayas which do not present a coherent 

system of doctrines. It must also be remembered that several 

sulras have been lost. 5 But if those passages suggesting that 

Nirvana is annihilation are read in the light of others according 

to which Nirvana is an inconceivable existence, 6 we will be 

obliged to modify the first impression. Prof. Keith explains 7 

that the simile of the extinction of the flame, on which the 

theory of Nirvana as annihilation is based, has been interpreted 

very differently in the Aggivaccagottatutta. What it signifies 

is not the extinction of fire but its disappearance into a state of 

existence which is ‘ deep, immeasurable, difficult to fathom \ 

“ The flame returns to the primitive, pure, invisible state of fire, 

in which it existed prior to its manifests f ion in the form of 

visible fire. 8 Buddaghosa refers to the following : 

Viftganam anidassanam anantam sabbato pabham, 

Etha gpo ca pathavi tejo vayo na gadhati, 

Ettha dighaft ca rassag oa anumthulam subhasubham, 

Ettha namagea rupag oa asesarn uparujjhati, 

VinnarLassa nirodhena etth’etam uparujjhatjti. 9. 

This is the answer the Buddha gives to a bhikkhu who puts the 
question ; What is that place where distinctions like the water 
and earth, fire and air have no footing, where long and short, 

1. Samukta Nikaya III, P. 109- Yamaka harboured the wrong 
*lV... '? Buddha taught that: Khmasavo bhikkhu kayassa 

bnedS bhijjati, vmassati na hoti param marana; 

n jji.- ; 3> Suzuki, Outlines of Mahay&na 
Buddhism, P.352, quotes Vimalakirtisutra; Non activity and eternal 
annihilation were cherished by S'ravakas and Pratyekabuddhas; 

ERE, 11, P. 377. 5. Abhidhamma, Kosa ii, 55, P. 278- 
SutrSpi ca bahunyantarhitSni mulasangjtibhranvat; 

conversation with King PaBenaei - Sarnyukta Nika- 
ya IV, PP.374 ff; 7, 8. Keith. Buddhist Philosophy P. 66 ; 

9. Digha Nikaya 1, P. 223, and Majjhima I, P. 329, 
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fine and ooarse, good and bad or name and form cease absolutely ? 

The Buddha’s answer quoted above is : it is vihhdna or conscious¬ 

ness which is signless, infinite, radiant on all sides, where all 

distinctions cease, and where vinnann (as constituted), after 

cessation, disappears. Buddhagho^a says that the first 

vihhdna is another name for Nirvana while the second is one of 

the five tkandhas. 1 Buddhaghosa’s interpretation is baaed on 

certain Nikdya passages Speaking of the parinibbana of 

Vakkali, the Buddha said that his vihnana cannot be localised, 

apalitthita 1 2 * . Apatitthita vihhdna is explained as consciousness 

which requires no support, patitthd, lor its origin. It is free, 

steady, happy and fearless. Thus, according to Buddhaghosa, 

Nirvana is inexpressible and infinite. It is a transcendental 

state. 

Poussin distinguishes two forms of Buddhism : (i) popular 

and devotional; (ii) clerical and mystical. 8 The first holds out 

the prospect of paradise for the laity, a sort of intermediary 

state; for, in later lives, lay men could become monks and take 

to the clerical and mystical aspect of Buddhism and ultimately 

reach Nirvana. Nirvana itself, according to Poussin, is the 

highest happiness as it puts an end to duhklia and transmigra¬ 

tion. - That is to say, in Nirvana there is neither merit nor 

demerit. It is reached by a purely ascetic discipline. 4 What 

the monks seek is, of course, not perishable paradise, 5 but a 

state of eternal beatitude. 6 This state is denoted by the term 

amatapadam, immortality - a very old designation of Nirvana. 

According to Poussin, in ancient Buddhist literature, the 

notion of Nirvana is clear and definite. It is an abode, 

supreme and definite ; as yet, it is not coloured by theological 

and philosophical notions. Nirvana was not oonoeived in oppo¬ 

sition to any Br5hmanioal theories of Brahman or Atman. 

Nirvana is an invisible abode where the saint disappears, often, 

in the middle of a flame or in a kind of apotheosis. 7 The 

Blnayana Buddhism aimed at the immortal, inexpressible state 

1. Sumangala Vilgsini; 
2. Samyukta III, P. 124 ; Dhammapada Atthasalini; 

8. Nirvana PP. 1, 7, 8 ; 4. Ibid, P 2 ; 

. 5. Cf. OU. VIII. 1,6; 0. Nirvana J*P. 48, 0Q. 

7. Nirvana, p. ; 

JSVKTJ—14 
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as a deliverance from birth and death. Immortality is the 

name given to Nirvana, viz., perfect happiness, extinction (of 

passions), detachment. What Poussin is concerned to maintain 

if that Nirvana is not annihilation. 1 He -would not, however, 

id.cntify it with the Bliss of the Vedantic Para Brahman, for 

the early Buddhists were not metaphysically interested and 

had no such notion as Para Brahman. 

Stcherbatsky disagrees with Poussin. He holds that 

Nirvana is a sort of conceivable ultimate existence as suggested 

by the expression, amatapadam.2 But he does not examine the 

passages referred to by Poussin. For his estimat.e, he relies 

mainly on the Abhidharmakosa ofVasubandhu which does not 

profess to present the Pitaka view of Nirvana. Following the 

Kos'a, Stcherbatsky ascribes to the Buddha the following 

views ; (i) The Buddha was led to a denial of every permanent 

principle; (ii) the originality of the Buddha consisted in deny¬ 

ing substantiality altogether ; (iii) forsaking the monism of the 

Upanisads, and the dualism of the Samkhya, the Buddha 

established a system of the most radical pluralism. 3 These 

views, which have a bearing on Nirvana, were perhaps held by 

the later Vaibhasikas, but do not represent the position of the 

early Buddhists or the Buddha. So long as the texts of the 

1. Poussin has collected the following uses of the term 

Nirvana: (i) the absolute, the uncaused which is by itself 
the destruction of passion of duhkha. (ii) the reduction 

of all passions and all new existences to the quality of 

anulpattika, not being capable of reproducing i. e., N. is 

saintship or sop^disessu N. with corporeal residue ; (iii) The 

consciousness of the possession of N. obtained in ecstasy ; 

(3V) The possession of the samddhi of the cessation of ideas 

and sensations (Samjn,jvedayitanirodha) open to saints, 
they are conscious of it through the body only, since 

thought is then stopped; (v) The entering into N. at the 

last moment of thought - transition to anupddisessa N, 

without corporeal residue ; (vi) An incomplete sanctity 

enjoyed in ecstasy relating to the cessation of particular 
passions. 

2. ‘ na m'tyum paiyati ' in CU. VII, 28, 2 refers to pramUa 

moha. Cl. Dhammapada, Pamado macounopadam. 

3. Stcherbatsky, Nirvana, P. 3. 
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Piiakas which represent Nirvana as a reality are ignored, no 

justice to the views of either the Buda'ha or the early Buddhists 

can be done. The Thera-and the Thengathas and the Milinda 

Pahha * support the eternal reality of Nirvana. 

But with a view to prove that Nirvana, in early Buddhist 

thought, is eternal death, Stcherbatsky quotes a passage from 

the Mahd Parinibbdna sutta commented upon in the Madhya- 

mikavrtti: Pradotyasveya nirvinam vimoksastasya cetasah. 

According to him the commentator makes cetasovirnoksa tanta¬ 

mount to extinction of consciousness. 3 But, according to 

Buddhaghosa, vimokkho, the removal of all screens hindering 

vision, and the extinction of the flame, indicates the state of 

non-manifestation. 4 

That Nirvana is a vastu or material reality may apparently 

follow from its inclusion, along with dkdsa, in the asankhata 

dhatus or unco impounded dhatus. But similarity to dkd&a is 

misleading if it is pressed too far. Like dkdsa, Nirvana is in¬ 

expressible, beyond empirical determination, 5 but it is not a 

material substance. In the Mahdniddesa, 6 a large number of 

bhikkhus is said to attain aunpddisesanibbdnadhdtu without 

causing any increase in it. 7 The Milinda Panhd compares 

Nirvana to dkdsa or samudda implying that it exists, but that 

its form, location, age or measure cannot be ascertained. It is 

like fire without a continued objective existence, until called 

forth into being when the necessary conditions are put 

together. 

1. • It exists and is perceptible to the mind - like the wind 
colourless and formless.’ Pp. 104, 107, Part (i) Milinda. 

2. P. 520. 3. Nirvana, P. 191, 

4. Dr. N. Dutt, Aspects of MahaySna Buddhism, p. 162. 

G. Cf. ‘Atthi, bhikhava, tadayatanaip yatthana eva pathavinft 
apo...nayamlokonaparaloko ubbe candimassriyS, tadaham, 

bhikkhave, na eva agatim vadami nagatirp nacutim na upa- 

pattirm appatittham appavattam anarambhanam evatam 
esa evgnto dukkhass&ti ’ Ud&na, VIII, 1. ; 

6. Mahgniddesa - 1, P. 132 

7. Aspects of Mahgyana, P. 165 ; 
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Stcherbatsky’s description of Nirvana ‘as a kind of entity 

where there is no consciousness ’ 1 represents only the sarvdsti- 

Vadin’s view of the matter ; not of the Buddha or the early 

Buddhists. This view of Nirvana resembles one of the heretioal 

notions condemned by the Buddha, viz., asanniatti, hoti arogo 

parammarnd, the self remains after death as an unconscious 

but healthy entity. 2 If Nirvana is extreme happiness, parama- 

sukha, a place of perfect peace, santivarapada, 3 an object of 

realisation, saccikiriyd, it comes closer to Poussin’s view as the 

highest conceivable paradisiacal existence. 

Keith holds4 that there are in the Nikayas ‘positive 

assurances of the reality of something over and above the 

empirical world ’. He adds that * the great sermon at Benares 

on the characteristics of that which is not self does not deny 

in express terms that there may be another realm of existence 

exempt from empirical determinations and which, therefore, 

must be regarded as absolutely real ’.5 But he would not say 

that the Buddhist Niryana is ‘ essentially the absolute, parallel 

with the Brahman.’6 Thus, according to Keith also, the 

NiJcayaa do not teach that Nirvana is annihilation or eternal 

death. In Nirvapa he finds only a negative aspect of the 

absolute and so he would not identify it with the Upanisadic 
Brahman. 

This view, acoording to Poussin is true only of the Maha¬ 

ys11’0 Nirvana ; in the Hinayana, according to him. Nirvana is 

something real and definite. Stcherbatsky has no hesitations ; 

for him the Hlnayanic Nirvana is eternal death while the 

Mahayanic Nirvana is eternal life. 7 Against Keith and Poussin, 

Stcherbatsky asserts that ‘ it is quite impossible to maintain 

that Hinayana is an advaita system.8 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
7. 

8. 

The Central Conocpt P. 53 ; 
Kevaddhasutta, Digha. I, P. 223. 
Majjhima I, P. 257 ; 

Buddhist Philosophy, P. 67 ; 

Ibid, P. 61 ; 6 Ibid. P.68; 

Dr. F. 0. Sohrader favours the metaphysical conception of 

the Absolute as the right interpretation of Nirvana. Artiola 
on N. J. P. T. S. (1904-5) 
Nirvana p, 42, f. n.; 
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Now Poussin’s contention th&t, in Nirvana or scftiTMiveda- 

yitanirodha, the body is pervaded by’an extremely pleasant 

feeling while the mind is inactive and feels no pleasure is 

paradoxical.' The Pali texts nowhere mention a blissBful 

sensation enjoyed by the body apart from the mind.2 The joy 

the saint feels in this highest meditation is a foretaste of what 

he is going to experience permanently. At the arhat stage, one 

is assured of the fact that supreme bliss in the inexpressible 

form of existence is his, after the dissolution of his body. The 

close relation between the meditation of sahhdvedayitanirodka 

and Nibbdna is expressed in the Uddna thus : 

Abhedikayo nirodhi sannapitidahamsu sabba ; 

VupasamimSu sapkhara vihnanam atthamagamati; 

“ The body is disintegrated, perception stops, all sensations are 

burnt away, the activities cease and (the constituted) concious- 

ness disappears.” The Majjhima 3 adds that a perfect saint 

not only attains it (i. e., the sahndvedayitanirodha) but also 

destroys his asavas, impurities, by knowledge and goes beyond 

the clutches of mdra. 

Summing up, it may be pointed out that the early Buddhist 

concept of Nirvana has three aspects: (i) ethical; (ii) Psychi¬ 

cal ; (iii) metaphysical, (i) So many are the ethical discussions 

on Nirvana in the Nikayas that statements to the effect that 

Nirvana is purely and solely an ethical state have been made.*4 

Throughout the Nikdyas, Nirvana has been described as the 

destruction of passion, rdga, hatred, dosa, and delusion, moha ; 

as the destruction of oraving tanhd ; of impressions, sankhara; 

of impurities, asavas, etc. Positively the Nirvdnic state is very 

happy, accantasukha, imperishable, steady, tranquil and free 

from lear. It is a state of bliss, amata. 

(ii) The Jh&nas bring out the psychological aspect of 

Nirvana. They are meant to raise the mind to a level above 

empirical pleasures and pains. The method adopted was to 

detach the mind from ail worldly matters by means of the 

ITTbid, Pp. 83-84. 
2. Mahayana Buddhism, Dutt, P. 160; 

3. I, P. 60, III, P. 45. 
4. Mahayana Budfahism, Dutt, P, 167. 
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trances or Jhanas. In the highest of them, sanndvedayita- 

nirodha, this detachment is fully achieved. This is identical 

with Nirvana provided the other conditions of arahathood are 

also satisfied. 

(iii) The most notable passages on Nirvana of the greatest 

metaphysical significance occur in the Uddna 1 and the Iti- 

vuttaka, 2 “Atlhi bhikkhave abhutam alcatam asankhatani,” etc. 

They show that to the early Buddhists, Nirvana was not 

annihilation,3 bat a positive something, infinite and ineffable 

like the Alcana. It is a lokultara dhatu, a transcendental 

reality, a state to be realized within one’s own self, paccattam 

vedltabbo virHiuhi. It is homogeneous, ekarasa and devoid of 
individuality. 

I • VIII, i, Qd. f. n. 6, P. 107' above ; 
2. P. 107. 
3. Keith Buddhiet Philosophy, PP. 67-68. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE BUDDHIST SCHOOLS ON NIRVANA, 

A BRIEF REVIEW 

Vaibhasika School 

The teaching of the early canonical texts on Nirvana, we 

found, are open to more interpretations than one, and, in fact, 

numerous interpretations arose among the early Buddhist sects 

themselves. For our present purposes, we shall refer to four 

schools of Buddhist thought which constitute the Hlnayana 

and the Mahdyana divisions of Buddhism.1 

The Vaibhdgikas, whose devotion to the Vibhasa, the 

commentary on the Abhidharma, earned for them their appel¬ 

lation, 2 are radical pluralists. In regard to their thought they 

are the continuators of the oldest of the schools, viz., the 

sarvdstivadins,3 

The Vaibhdsikas inferred things from words, i. e., they set 

up eternal, objective, realities corresponding to the ideas ex¬ 

cogitated mentally. For them existence is of a double kind, 

either transient or eternal. The former, the phenomenal part, 

is then analysed into matter, mind and forces, while the latter, 

the eternal, consists of space and Nirvana. Then two sets of 

elements are constructed,-! representing the ever-lasting 

1. A word about the terms Hmaydna and Mahdyana would 
not be out of place. These titles are known only to the northern 
school of Buddhism, the Mahdydna, developed between the 2nd 

century B. C. and the 3rd century A. D. From the time of 
Nagurjuna, who was not the founder of the Mahdyana, the two 
terms oame into vogue. Synonyms of the Hmaydna are Dviyana, 

Triyma, Arhatyuna, S'ravakaydna, etc; those of the Mahdyana are 
Ekay&na, Agray&na, Bhadrayana, Paramartha.ytS.na, Bodhisattvayana, 

Buddhayana <&c. “ Those who worship the Bodhisattvas and read 
the Maha.ya.na Sutras are the Mahay Snists ; those who don’t are the 
HtnayaniBts ”—Using - Hmaydna <Ss Mahaydna, a historical study 

R. Kimura. 
2. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, P. 155 ; 

3- Stcherbatsky, Nirvana, P. 23 ; 
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nature of elements, dharmasvabhavah ; (ii). their momentary 

manifestations, dharmcllaksanah. This analysis closely resem¬ 

bles that of the Samkhya which also posits an eternal matter, 

avyakta and its incessant transformations—the vyalctnh 

In accordance with the naive realism of the Vaibhdsikas 

the mind becomes conscious of objects existing apart from it, 

in their own right. These latter are presented in knowledge 

and not created by it. But the objects as we see them have 

only a brief, nay, momentary, duration, - though their under¬ 

lying permanence is admitted.3 

The self called pudgala has no existence apart from the 

elements of personal life, viz., the five gioups. The unity of 

the individual is an appearance due to the rapidly shifting 

states of the mind as in the case of a flame. 

Of Course, the dryasatyas are cherished by all schools of 

Buddhism, so that the evaluation of the world as sorrow and 

the obligation to tread the eight-fold path to reach Nirvana 

hold good for all alike.4 But the actual interpretations of 

Nirvana by the various schools naturally differ. 

According to the Vaibhasikas, Nirvana is the same as what 

the Hwaydna calls Pralisamkhydnirodha viz., the dissociation 

of (consciousness) from the dsravas and kle&as, .passions and 

unpurities.5 Here the individual is essentially regarded as a 

series of momentary states of consciousness which constitute a 

stream, pravaha or samtana. Jn the case of the unregenerate 

man, this stream is impure or mixed with passions, born of 

ignorance,, such as lust, hatred, delusion. As a result of 

increasing knowledge or pratisamkhya or prajhd6 aided by sHam, 

and samadhi, the individual stream consciousness is purged and 

the passions are reduced to impotence. The last moment of 

1. Cf. NihsattSsattara nihsadasad nirasad avyaktam alingam 
Pradhanam - YB. II, 19 ; 

2. SDS. P. 20 ; 

3. IP. 1, P. 615 ; 4. SDS P 40. 

5. Tarkasamgraha Pagjjka P. 140, 11. 8-12 ; 
6. BSS. II, 2, 2, 22 and Bhamationit, “ Bhavaprattipabuddih- 

santamasantamkaromiti.” 
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consciousness is severed from the potency of selfreproducfcion 

and thus rebirth is stopped. Thus is Nirvana attained and 

the liberated individual becomes the Arhat. 

This Pratisamkhyanirodha or dispersion of ldeias is the 

summum bonum of life and is the Nirvana according to the 

Vaibhdslkas. Vasubandhu observes : “ The essential character¬ 

istic of it is everlastingness. Its description is beyond power 

of the tongue of man. It can only be realized by the self¬ 

experience of a perfect man. Generally speaking, it may be, 

for all practical purposes, designated as the highest good, 

eternally existing, which may be called also visetmyoga or 

deliverance.” 1 

“Pratisamkhyanirodha is neither quite the same as the 

skandhas, nor quite different from them, but its nature is 

different from the sdsrava dharmas.” 2 It is an entity, dravya, 

real, good, eternal and distinct from others. 

Poussin maintains that prathisdmkhydnirodha, i. e., Nir¬ 

vana, is a dravya which the arhat enjoys in his life time in the 

highest trance, samjndvedayitanirodha; but it remains when 

the arhat passes out of existence after death. The mind does 

not exist, nor any consciousness in the final Nirvana. But this 

position runs counter to the Vaibhdsika metaphysics according 

to which no real element of existence can be absolutely ex¬ 

tinguished. 3 

Stcherbatsky holds that to the Vaibhasikas Nirvana is 

vastu, real, which is interpreted by Poussin as denoting a 

simple faith in immortality on the part of the earliest 

Buddhists. 4 “ When all manifestations are stopped, all forces 

become extinct, remains the lifeless residue. It is impersonal, 

eternal, death and it is a separate element, a reality, the reality 

of the elements in their lifeless condition. This reality is very 

similar to the Sdmkhya’s undiflFerentiated matter, Prakrti; it is 

eternal absolute death.5 He explains that the moral law, 

1. Systems of Buddhist Thought; P. 165 ; 

2. Ibid; P.116; 
3. The Buddhist Phily. of Universal Flux, S. Mookerjee, P. 253; 

4. Nirvana, P.25, Stcherbatsky; 

5. Ibid ; P. 27; 

MVXT}--15 
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through a long process of evolution, converts the living world 

into a state of final quiescence, in which there is no life. “ In 

this sense, the Vaibhdsika outlook resembles the materialism of 

modern soience.” * 

Now, it is agreed on all hands that the imperishable exist¬ 

ence of dharmas in their noumenal state is a doctrine of the 

Vaibhdsikas. Therefore, the mind, manas being one of the 

elements of existence must be present in the state of Nirvana, 

so far as the noumenal character of the mind goes. The 

relevant question now is: does consciousness also exist along 

with the mind ? Stcherbatsky observes : ‘‘ Nirvana is a kind of 

entity where there is no consciousness The theory is that 

consciousness cannot appear alone without its satellites, the 

phenomena oi feeling, violition, etc.” 2 vis-a-vis this question, 

Abhidharmakoia says : Will not the last moment of (the arhat's) 

consciousness (before entering the unqualified Nirvana) be a 

manodhdlu, since it would not emerge into being ? No, it existB 

in the form of manas, but there is no emergence of tainted 

oonsoiousness which might link it to another birth and another 

phenomenal embodiment; for other co-operative causes (like 

karma and passions) are absent. 3 Can this manodhdlu be the 

same as consciousness ? It has in fact been regarded as the 

substrate of mental phenomena like samffid, concepts, cetand, 

will, vedand, feeling, etc.4 Thus manas is distinct from ita 

phenomena. But whether consciousness is an essential mark 

of it is not clear. In arranging the skandhas according to the 

increasing degree of their subtlety, Yasomitra, the commentator 

on the Kosa places vijnana last; ” Vijndnamtu sarvasuksmam 

upalabdhimatralaksanatvdt, etc.”5 In other words, vijUdna ia 

pure consciousness without content. If one could equate 

manas with its subtlest phenomenon, then it will be of the 

nature of pure consciousness, and as manas remains in the 

state of Nirvana in its utter purity, as the Vaibhdsikas 

1. Ibid ; P. 29^ 

2. The Central Conoeption of Buddhism, P. 53.; 
3. I, 17 Qd. Phily. of Flux. P. 251 ; 

4., Abhidharmavyakhya, P. 70, citiadarthSntarabhute samjna‘ 
vedane die.; 

5. Ibid p. 61; 
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maintain, the nirvana of the Vaibhasikas may be regarded as 

essentially spiritual.1 Thus it would resemble the Sdtnkhya Yoga 

conception of Kaivalya. On the other hand, manodhdlu, may 

be regarded as the mere substratum of phenomenal conscious¬ 

ness and different from it, Then the Vaibhdsika Nirvdmm 

will be the same as that of the Sarvastivada school which has 

been described by Stcherbatsky as a ‘ materialistic kind of 

annihilation.’ 2 

1. Philosophy of Flux, P. 252. 

2. Nirvana, P.26. 



THE SAUTRANTIKA VIEW OF NIRVANA 

The Sautrantikas take their name from the fact that 

while neglecting the authority of the Abhidharma texts and 

their commentary, the Vibhdsa, they asserted that whatever 

abhidharma the Buddha taught is contained in the sntras them¬ 

selves.1 Hence they adhered to the sutras solely, while accept¬ 

ing such views of the vaibhasikas as did not conflict with 

their own. 

Objects: 

Their characteristic epistemological position is that the 

variety of our cognitions leads to the inference of a corres¬ 

ponding variety of objects external to our consciousness. 

Unlike the Vaibhdsikas who were content to maintain the 

impermanence of objects, the sautrantikas reduce all things to a 

series of moments of coming to be.2 

Self: 

lhe doctrine that self is a continuum, samtati, of 

momonts of consciousness3 takes definite shape in the 

Sautrantika theory. The consciousness that appears at birth 

and that which disappears in death, aupapattyaniika and 

maranantika, are in essential relation. Each moment impersses 

itself on what follows it or perfumes it, just as the jasmine 

assumes various hues if, in seed form, it has been imbued tfith 

a dye. Thus, at every moment, man carries within himself his 

future. The ever-changing continuum of consciousness has no 

beginning in time, but may come to an end in Nirvana. Also, 

consciousness is self-conscious.4 

1. Buddhist Philosophy, Keith, P. 138. It is^saidTo^haTe 
been founded by Kumaralata. KPEW. P, 177) • 

2. Ibid ; P. 167. F. N. 2. We noted above, that ’according to 

bDS. uiomentariness is a feature of things in the VaibhaAka 
theory also. Cf. HPEW. P. 178. 

3. Ibid. P. 170, 

4. IP. 1, P. 623 ; Buddhist Philosophy, Keith, P. 174 HPEW. 
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Bondage: 

According to the saulrTntika-s, bondage or sams ira is a 

positive fact, the effect oi real causes. It connotes the 

presence of avid yd in -the subjective centre, involving birth, 

decay, death, etc., according to the for inula of paticca- 

saynuppdda. 

Means: 

Passions and ignorance, kle&an, vanish as soon as the truth 

of nairdtmya, selflessness, is realized, just as darkness vanishes 

with the dawn of light.1 There are two kinds of hindrances 

to spiritual perfection :—(i) the veil of ignorance and passions, 

kle&ivarana, which impedes the realization of purity and truth; 

(ii) the veil hiding the reality, jncyavarana. The first veil is 

destroyed by the realization of the nairdtmya and the second 

by unremitting meditation on this very nairdtmya continued 

for a long time.2 The Sautrdntika view is that the nature of 

consciousness is to apprehend the object only and that, in its 

healthy state, it does not apprehend a self or atrnan. Nonbbe- 

less, if consciousness is felt to reveal the self, it must be 

condemned as an illusion.3 Therefore, long meditation on the 

principle of selflessness has a good chance of abolishing the 

illusion of self, truth being stronger than fiction. 

This saving conviction of selflessness grows and develops 

by degrees. Thus, first one comes to believe in the truth of 

selflessness from the teaching of an expert. This has been 

styled yrutamayajiicina, or knowledge consisting in verbal 

instruction. In fact, this is more belief based on trust iu the 

teacher than knowledge based on conviction. The next stage 

is reached when the aspirant convinces himself by ratiocination 

of the selflessness of things. This is the stage of intellectual 

conviction based on logical arguments. This has been called 

1. Pratyakiikrtanairatmye na doso labhate sthitim | 
Tatviruddhatayadipre pradipe tsmiraiTiyatha ,| 

Taraksamgraha. SI. 3338. 

2. Cf. YS. satudirghakalanairaptaryabhyasa 

sevito drdhabhumih ; 

3. Philosophy of Plus; P. 262 ; 
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cintdmayajndna. The climax of the progress is reached when, 

realizing the truth in its fullness in meditation, all doubts are 

dispelled in regard to selflessness. This is intuition born of 

contemplation or bhavanumayadar,,'ana This last alone can 

finally abolish passions and egoity alike.' This state of freedom 

from all illusions of the self and the passions and afflictions 

born of them is the supreme good or Nirvana.2 The realization 

of selflessness is the unshakable foundation of the fearlessness 

ol the wise, though the unregenerate individual naturally 

contemplates it with dread.3 

Nirvana: 

According to Santaraksita, mokua or Nirvana is the 

purity of the consciousness from which all defiling passions and 

their causes like avidyd have been expelled.'’ Both bondage and 

liberation, samsara and nirvana, are.depicted as positive states 

by Santaraksita and his commentator, Kamalaslla5 and it may 

be noted that these writers have described themselves as 

Saulrantilcas in more places than one.6 But according to 

gunaratna, the commentator on the Saddarsana Samuccaya, 

the Nirvana of the Sautrantikas is the absolute cessation of the 

consciousness continuum, brought about by the steady medita¬ 

tion on selflessness.7 Professor Stcherbatsky writes that, 

according to orthodox Sautdntika theory. Nirvana is the abso¬ 

lute end of the manifestations, the end of passions and life 

without any positive counter part.8 Nirvana is only the end of 

the life-process. It is no life-less substance or dharma in which 

1. The Three steps referred to are obviously the counterparts 

of the Upanisadio sravana, manana and nididhyasana. 

2 & 3. Advitiyam sivadvdram: kudrs'tjnunibhayamkaraxji | 

Vineyebhyo hituyoktam naiastmy’aip tenatusphutama 

a v- _ . TS. SI. 3322. 
*• ixarya korana bhsta^oa tatravidyadayo matah | 

Bandhastadvigamadiyto muktirnirmalatadhiyah [ 
5. Cittamevatu samsaro ragadimalad[jsitam | 

Tadevafcairvinirmuktam bhavanta iti kathyat© i| 
TSP., P. 184. 

6. Philosophy of Flux. P. 255 ; 

7. Nair&tmyabhavanato jpanasantanocohedomoksah 
SDS. with Gunartnas' Com. P. 47 ; 

8. Nirvana. P. 29. 
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life has been extinguished, as the Vaibhusikas were inclined to 

held. Thus, for the Sautrantikas, Nirvana is no longer 

materialist. 

But the question remains whether any sort of conscious¬ 

ness may be associated with the Nirvana of the Sautrantikas. 

Obviously, there is no room in Nirvana for any sort ol indi¬ 

vidualized consciousness. But the possible survival of an 

impersonal consciousness in Nirvana cannot be ignored. Accord¬ 

ing to S'antaraksita, true knowledge is that of pure conscious¬ 

ness alone,1 and pure consciousness, as such, is free from the 

subject-object relations. Bat his teachings on this topic need 

not represent those of the Sautrantika school at all. The 

epithet Vainaiikas applied to the Sautrantikas by Sankara in 

the jBrahmasutra Byasya2 implies that traditionally, extinc¬ 

tion of consciousness in Nirvana was aseociated with them. 

Besides, the materialist contention that consciousness is ex¬ 

tinguished in death is based on the analogy of the extinction of 

the saint’s consciousness in Nirvana3 ; Siintaraksita does not 

challenge the validity of this analogy. 

The Sautrantikas argue that Nirvapa is abhdva (absence of 

passions etc.); for, as one of the asamskrta or nonproduced 

entities, it must share their common characteristic of unreality 

Consider, e. g., the nature of dkdsa which is an asamskrtadhatu, 

according to the sarvdstivddins. Akdia or space is nothing but 

the absence of anything tangible, i. e, of resisting entities. 

Now, Nirvana has been identified with the second asayyiskvta 

dhdtu, viz., pratisamkhydnirodha, 4 and so it is also nothing 

more than the absence of desires and existence, with the 

certainty that they will no more be produced. 

In support of their contention that Nirvana is only an 

absence, or, purely negative, abhavamatra, Sautrantikas quote 

1. etadeva hi tajinSnam yadvis'uddhatmadars'anam. 
TS. S'l. 3535. 

2. BSSB. II, ii; 18 ; 
3. sarsgamarapam oittana na oittaQtar&sarndhikrt j 

maranajnanabhavena vitakles'asyatadyatha il 
1 TS. S'l. 1863, 

4. Cf. Supra. Vaibhgsik* section. 
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a Samyukta text,' where Nirvana is described as a disappear¬ 

ance, Vyanlihhdva, a decay, ksaya, a destruction, nirodha an 

appeasement, ryupa&ama, a passing away, apratisamdhi, of 

sorrow. Jhey also take advantage of the simile of the extinc¬ 

tion of the flame quoted earlier. 2 Finally, they quote an 

Abhidharma text which contains the statement What are 

the avastuka dharmas 1 They are the asamskrtas. To the 

Sautrantikas, avastuka means unreal or without true nature. 

Thus, on this point of unconsciousness in the state of 

Nirvana, the views ol the Theravdda and the Sautrantikas seem 

to agree. Nirvana is a blank and as such it has been severely 

criticised by the Brahmanical writers like Sankara, Udyotakara 

and Jayanta. 

ut this view of the Sautrantikas is really inconsistent 

with their own stand-point. For, a santdna or entitative series 

can be wiped out only if there is a hostile entity. In fact, 

the pure consciousness of the saint is not opposed by 

anything hostile to it How, then, can it be extinguished ? So 

long as the passions, etc., are not part and parcel of conscious¬ 

ness so that the destruction of the former must entail that of 

he latter also, it is illogical to argue that the purified 

consciouaness of the saint is extinguished in Nirvana. 3 

Again, the conscious -continnum is not susceptible to 

destruction; for, the last moment of it, whose destruction 

entails that of the whole, must either produce an effect or not. 

f it does not, it is not real at all, since reality consists in 

causal efficiency, arthakriydkaritd. And, with the unreality of 

the last moment, that of the entire continuum of conscious 

moments aiso follows, the cause of the unreal being itself 

unreal, 1 here fore, in accordanc with their own standpoint, the 

Sautrantikas must hold that Nirvana is the emergence of a pure 

impersonal consciousness. Santaraksita adopts such a view in 

1. Samukta Agama, 13, 5 ; 

2. “ pajjotassevanibbapam vimokkocetaso ahu ” 
3. Philosophy of Flux. P. 270. 

4. BhSmati on the BSS. II, 2, 22; 
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certain places of his, work 1 to which Jayanta 2 and Sarva- 

dar&ana Samgraha 3 refer. Professor Stcherbatsky also 

states 4 that besides the elements which are extinguished in 

Nirvana, there is a subtle consciousness which survives after 

achieving Nirvana and of winch the phenomenal forms of 

consciousness are manifestations. This is the germ which 

developed into the full-blown concept of Alaydvijndna in the 

Vijnana Vada School. 

1. “ muktinirmalatadhiyah ”—TS. ST 644 ; 
2. nirvajjadipadakhyeyam apavargamtu saugatah : | 

santatyueohedamioohantiBvaeohsmvaihanaiantatini n 

Nyftyamahjari, P. 512. 
3. tadubhayanlrodhastadanantararaV vimalajganodayova- 

muktih. SDS. P. 42 ; 
4. Nirvana, P. 80, 



THE YOGACARA OR VIJNANAVADA 

VIEW OF NIRVANA 

The Vijnanavada, the idealist school founded by Maitreya- 

natha1 and developed by Asanga and Vasubandhu, is a legiti- 

mate development of the Sautrantika theory of a continuum of 

moments ol consciousness. The followers of this school were 

also known as Yogacaras since they adopted the way2 of Yoga 

for the attainment of samadhi and vipas'yand, abstract medita- 

tion and transcendental wisdom. The fundamental teaching, 

attributed to the Buddha himself, on which Buddhistic idealism 

is based, is the following: “ 0 ! sons of the Victorious One! 

all these three planes3 are only consciousness.4 The teachers of 

this school also declare that this objective world is naught but 

an appearance,...The objects do not exist apart from their 

percipients.”5 

The Vijhana alone is real : 

The VijMnavddinm&int&ms two propositions : 6 (i) Vijndna 

is real, not apparent; (ii) Vijnam alone is real. The first is 

urged against the Madhyamilca school of Buddhism for which 

neither the subject nor the object, being correlates, is inde¬ 

pendently real. The second is held against the realistic 

Sautrantika who treats the subject and the object as equally 

real. The reality of Vijndna is sought to be established by the 

argument that illusions imply a ground which sustains them 

and so outlives them. The world of illusory objects is sus¬ 

tained by consciousness, which, unlike these objects, can stand 

y itself, and, therefore, is real. On the other hand the illu- 

siorzness of the objects of cognitions may be inferred from the 

invariable concomitance in experience of cognitions and their 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

HPEW. P. 209 ; —- 

Ibid., P. 180 ; IP. (i) p, 025 ; 

Kamaloka, Rupaloka, and Arapaloka. HPEW P 188 

Cf. Lankavatara, X, 15. * There is no external thing a 

fancied by the unwise, the mind is moved by the vSsana an 
objects appear; 

HPEW, P. 180 ; 6. Trimsikabhasya, P. 15, 
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objects, 1 the .sahopalambhaniyama. An unknown object is 

inconceivable. That consciousness can create its own objects 

is proved by dream experience where the consciousness itsel 

plays the part both of subject and object. 

Three grades of Vijnana •' 

Having affirmed that Vijnana is the sole reality, the 

Vijnanavadins distinguish three strata in consciousness,^ viz., 

visaya vijnana or pravrttivijiidna, manovijnana and alaya- 

vijnand. The first refers to the six kinds of objectivity of 

which we are aware, the five groups of external sense-data 

and the datum of the inner sense. The second or manovijnana 

is the process of intellection in which the potentialities of the 

Store-consciousness or alayavijnana are actualized. The last 

or the alayavijnana constitutes the distinctive concept of the 

Vijndnavada Sohool.2 

Alaya : 

The alaya in this school has been identified with the 

absolute citta-BtuS and made the foundation of the whole 

Fijfiana group. 3 It is regarded as the self, the object of the 

notion ‘I’. Suzuki notes 4 that the philosophers take the 

Tathdgatagarbha or the alayavijnana for the empirical ego or 

self, which, however, is not in keeping with the Buddha’s 

teaching. " The philosophers think that the alaya is the seat 

of thought and one with the self; but such are not the 

teachings declared by the Buddhas. “ 5 That, in its inmost 

essence, the alaya is not to be identified with the ego-sub- 

Btanoe or self also is set forth in the Sandhinirmocana Sutra. 

"The Adana 6 vijnana is deep and subtle, where all the seeds 

are evolved like a stream... the ignorant are apt to imagine it 

an ego-substance.” But later psychologists came to designate 

1. BSSB. II, 2/28. 

2. HPFW. pp. 210-211; 
3. Studies in La&kSvatarasutras, Suzuki, P. 254. 

4. Ibid. p. 254; 

5. GathS 748, Qd., p. 258, Ibid; 

6. Adana=Alaya, Ibid, P. 258. 
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oitfca as alaya.1 In the Lankavatara itself, sometimes a distinc¬ 

tion is made between the Tathdgatagarbha or the religious 

Absolute 2 and the dlayavijndna, treating the latter as an 

impure phase of the former.3 

The relation between the alaya and other forms of mental 

functions is expressed thus : depending on the alaya, there 

evolves the mind or manas ; and depending on manas there 

evolves Vijnana. From the alaya are stirred up all the mental 

activities like waves, their cause being vasanas or the 

impressions accumulated in the alaya from times without 

beginning. 4 

The alaya, with its internal duality of subject and object 

becomes itself a little world. The constantly changing stream 

of consciousness which is the alaya may be contrasted with 

the static hitman of the Upanisads. If the pravrttivijndna be 

taken to represent our waking cognitions, the alaya may be 

treated as equivalent to the vast subconscious region of the 

mind of which the former is but a fragment. 4a 

Alaya, the sustainer of experiences : 

It has already been said that vijnana alone is real. The 

objects of relative experience, then, are regarded as super¬ 

impositions on states of consciousness or vijnana, which are 

but waves of the mighty stream that alaya vijnana is. 3 

What keeps the continuity of mental life practically unbroken 

is the inexhaustibility of the Maya. The distinctions of mdna, 

the means of knowledge, meya, its object and phala the result¬ 

ing knowledge are made within a whole of vijnana and are 

illegitimate being the results of vdsana or the habit-energy as 

1. Ibid; P.258; ~ 

2. Ibid ; P. 254, F. N. 3 ; 

3. Ibid. P; 262. 

4. IP. i, P.629; 

4a. tarafxga hyudadheryadvat pavanapratyaayeritah ; 

nrtyamanah pravarttante vyuoohedascanavidyate ; 

alayaughastathHnityam visayaparaneritah; 

citraistarangavijKanair nrtyamsnah pravrattate • 

6. HPEW; P. 211 ; LA. II, 99, 100, X, 56, 67. 
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Suzuki calls it. 1 The reality outside knowledge or conscious¬ 

ness is the creation of the mind. Thought is the only reality, 

at once what knows and what is known. Al-aya Vijndna is 

the absolute totality, unconditioned by time and space, which 

are modes of existence of the empirical individuals.2 

Three forms of truth : 

In this school, object, i. e., thought, is viewed from three 

different points of view and is, thus, associated with three 

degrees of reality. Thought may have an imagined or 

parikalpita nature, a dependent or paratantra nature and an 

absolute or metaphysical, parinispanna nature. Our dream 

experiences or illusory experiences such as of the rope-snake 3 

come in the first class. In these cases, thought externalizes 

itself and sets up imaginary objects. Even our so-called 

wakeful cognitions of trees, houses, etc., are parikalpita only, 

being as false as dream experiences.4 The modifications of 

consciousness are of the dependent or paratantra character. 

They are unreal because they depend on the objects which are 

unreal for their determinate character.5 Pure consciousness or 

the Absolute is the parinispanna with which the paratantra 

modifications are essentially at one. The parinispanna is also 

identified with tathata or suohness, immanent in all things ; it is 

reality as it is or mind in itself which transcends all reasonings 

and discriminations. 6 This is realized in transcendental cons¬ 

ciousness, jRanamlokottaram. Being beyond all dualities, one 

may not claim to have realized the tathata, for such a claim 

introduces the dual element. “So long as consciousness is not 

rooted in pure consciousness, the tendency to apprehend 

duality will not cease. Even the experience, * This is all pure 

consciousness ’ is a process of objectification and so does not 

represent the highest state of pure consciousness.” “ When 

consciousness does not cognize any object, then it is pure 

consciousness. In the absence of the object, the subject as 

1. Studies, P. 251 ; 2. IP. i, P. 831. 
3. IP. i, 636 ; Buddhist Philosophy, PP. 242-3, 
4. HPEW. P. 211 ; 6. Trimsika, 21 ; 
6. Studies, P.99, 
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apprehending also ceases. How are we to describe that state 

of pure consciousness1 V’ Even the alaya ceases to function in 

the highest state of realization where is present only ‘ the 

undefiled essence, the unthinkable, benign, eternal, blessed,- 

the free dharmakdya of the Buddha ’ 2 

S'unyata : 

The Vijndnavdda does not deny the doctrine of the void of 

the Mddhyamika school. But it argues that illusions cannot 

exist by themselves. There must be thoughts which suffer 

from illusions. Again, the conception of the void connotes a 

receptacle without content. Hence the Vijndnavdda conception 

of pure thought free from all distinctions of subject, object and 

knowledge.3 Popularly, Mahaydna Buddhism is identified with 

the Philosophy of S'unyata. It is right only in so far as the 

denial of the substance theory of the Hinaydna schools is a 

distinguishing mark of the Mahaydna schools.4 But these 

latter have their positive phases also. In the Vijndnavdda this 

positive side is represented by its doctrine of the tathata. 

Thus the Lankdvatdra always balances the frUnyatd with 

tathata, i. e., when the world is viewed as &iinya or empty, it 

is also to be grasped in its suchness. This combination or 

Gunyatd and tathata really belongs to the realm of intuition 

completely transcending the sphere of our normal disoursive 

understanding.3 The supreme object of the yoga, after which 

1. Trims'ika, 26 ; 2. Ibid ; 30. 

3. Buddhist Philosophy p. 244 ; 

4. The Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, Pp. 39-42. Non-existence or 

S'unyata is of 3 kinds; (i) Lakaa^a nihsvabhgvata—non¬ 

existence of the signs, attributed to a thing and hence of 

the thing ilself, i. e., parikalpita ; (ii) Utpattinihsvabhsvata 

non-existence of a thing considered from the stand point 

of its origin, i.e., paratantra ; (iii) paramgrthanihavabhavata 

non-existence of a thing in the highest sense i.e., pari- 
nispanna, 

6, Lanka, P. 196. tathatvam ananyathatvam tattvam anayuha- 

niryahalaksaijam sarvaprapaKoopasamam. Anayaha=non" 

taking; Niryaha=Nonrejeotion. vide Aspects. Dr Dutta 
P.231; 
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this school is known, is precisely to lift the understanding to 

the realm of the intuition of tathata and thus to deliver it for 

ever. The goal the Vijnanavadins set before themselves is to 

realize, not only the voidness of the Pudgala (the aim of the 

Hlnayanists), but also that of all elements ; dharmaiunyatd. 1 

Bondage : 

That bondage [depends primarily upon satkayadrsti, or 

belief in the reality of the self is clear from the remarks in the 

Bodhicaryavatarapancilcd, pages 491 and 492. To believe in 

the self is to be attached to the skandhas and ayatanas which 

are products, samskytcis. To increase their comforts and 

remove discomforts, people act. What moves them is attach¬ 

ment to agreeable means and aversion to obstacles. What aids 

us becomes ‘ ours ’ or, even, 'us ’. What opposes us is branded 

* foe ’ and rouses hatred. Thus, gradually, the flood gates of 

suffering are thrown open. It is clear therefore, that egotism 

is the cause of suffering-egotism based on the satkayadrsti. 

atmamohapravarttito duhkhaheturahankdrah.2 

Pre-bodhisattva stage: 

The condition to be fulfilled for treading the' path leading 

to the goal of deliverance is different in the Mahayanu from 

that in the Hinayana. In the latter, the essential condition 

is the understanding of the four noble truths together with 

faith in the teachings of the Buddha. The Mahayanists 

demand that one must develop the bodhicitta before one is 

entitled to commence the practices of the bhumis culminating 

in the Buddhahood.3 By bodhicitta is meant the forming of 

a resolution to attain bodhi and save every being of the world 

1. Aspects; Dr. Dufcta P. 238 (Some of the seeds of action 

stored within the alaya are full of defilement, sasravabija 

and make for samsara ; others are au&srava and so tend to 

liberation). 
2. yahpasyatyatmanam tatrasyshamiti iasvatahsnehah J 

snehatsukhesu tj-pyati tr§na dosamstiraskurute | 

Stmanisati parasamjgn svaparavibhSgat parigrahadvesau | 

anayoh sampratibaddah sarve dosah prajayante II 

3. BO. III. 22; PramSijavarttika 
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from misery by leading it to Nirvana or bodhi. The immense 

importance attached to this may be judged from the extra¬ 

ordinary virtues associated with it.1 Only one who, in nu¬ 

merous prior lives, has performed meritorious acts and has had 

many spiritual guides, kalydnamitras, is destined to attain 

bodhi though he may commence the career of the bodhisattva. 

Before becoming the bodhisattva, the aspirant must strenuosly 

practise adhimukti or aspiration. 2 This period before the 

bodhisattvahood is styled prakrlicaryd. In this stage, the first 

attempts to cultivate the bodhicitta are made by practising the 

bhdvanas in a limited degree. One is expected to possess the 

power of discriminating knowledge, pratisamkhydnabala, and 

one applies oneself to the duties of a bodhisattva. As yet the 

aspirant is not above the five fears, of livelihood, dispraise, 

death, evildestiny and censure by the assembly.3 Often he 

may be discouraged by the immensity of the work he has 

undertaken. Nonetheless, through persistent endeavour, he 

succeeds in developing the bodhicitta, at last, and thus dis¬ 

cards his status as a worldly person, prthagjana, completely. 

Now, he is entitled to perform the duties of the stages of the 

bodhisattvahood. 4 

Bodhisattva : 

While the conception of the bodhisattvahood is not 

entirely foreign to the Hlnaydna,5 the goal of spirtual life 

as Buddhahood, the olimax of the career of the bodhisattva, is 

not entertained by it; rather, the arhathood is the goal of 

1. Ibid, P. 20. I, 13; 2. Aspects, Dr. Dutt. P 243 ■ 
3. Ibid, P. 245 ; 

4. Mahayanism (including both the Vijfianav&da and the S'unya- 

vada) is ohiefly associated with the following : The concep¬ 

tion of the Bodhisattva; the praotice of the pdramilas; the 

development of the bodhicitta; the ten stages of spiritual 

development; the conception of the Trikdya and that of 

Dharmajmyata or TcUhatd. Bodhisattva or the future 

Buddha need not neceesarily be a monk, as is evident even 

from such HsnaySna texts as the Jatakas. 
5. Aspects. Dr. Dutta, p. 36 ; 
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Hinaydna practices. Powers, privileges, and even omniscience 

associated with the Buddha arc held to be beyond the reach of 

the arhat, while the Mahay ana proposes that every religiously 

inclined soul or aspirant should aim at Buddhahood via the 

bodhisattvahood. Bodhisatl-va is the aspirant to Buddhahood 

who has developed the bodhicitla and accumulated merit or 

ku&alamiilas. 

His Progress : 

The first stage of the bodhisattva's career to Buddhahood 

is styled pramudita, since here he experiences joy, pramodyii; 

faith, prasdda', pleasure, priti ; elation, utplavani ; exaltation, 

udagrl ; fragrance, usi; energy, utsnha; freedom from pride, 

asamrambha ; from malice, avihimsa; and from anger, alerodha. 

The status of a Bodhisaltva is that of a member of the 

Tathagata family and so he is styled a jinaputra, the son of 

the conqueror, the Buddha. He is conscious that he has 

vowed to work for the welfare and salvation of all beings and 

that he is within the direct gaze of all the Tathagatas. Being 

rid of all love for self, the Bodhisaltva is entirely fearless. He 

expects no service from others; rather, he is out to serve all. 

In fact, all the actions of the Bodhisaltva are actuated by the 

supreme virtue of mahdkarund, great compassion and maitri, 

love. The stress on these virtues of the Bodhisaltva may well 

be deemed one of the major distinguishing marks of Maha- 

yanism.1 Not only their own virtues, but the assistance of 

spiritual guides, kalyanamitras, also enable the Bodhisaltva to 

establish himself in the first bhumi or stage of sanctification. 

Among the resolutions formed in the first stage are: to 

preserve and protect the doctrines of Tathagatas ; to practise 

all the bhumis along with the paramitas ; 2 to help all beings 

reach omniscience ; and to attain bodhi and ultimately reach 

mahdparinirvdna.3 In the first bhumi, the bodhisaltva develops 

compassion and love and applies himself to mahatyaga i.e, 

1. BC. yadamamaparesamcabhayam duhkhamcanapriyam | 
tadatmanah ko visesO yat tam raksaminetaram || 

2. The paramitas are dana, generosity ; siia, morality ; ksanti, 

endurance ; vlrya, energy ; dhyana, meditation ; prajaa,, 
wisdom ; 

3. Aspects. P. 267, P. 258 ; 

MUKtj—17 
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giving up of everything such as wealth, sons, wife, eto. The 

vow to help all beings implies that the Bodhisattva must bo a 

lokajna to judge what is good and what is evil for them. By 

worship and observance of the doctrines, he acquires the ten 

virtues needed for the purification of the ten bhTimis, viz., 

faith, sraddha ; compassion, lcarund; love, maitrl ; sacrifice, 

tydga; endurance, khedasahisnutd; scriptural knowledge, 

nastrajxiata ; knowledge of the world, lokajxxata ; modesty; 

bashfulness ; steadiness and the ability to worship the Tatha- 

gatas.1 Of the ten pdramitas or perfections, in this stage, the 

ddna or charity of the bodhisattva is the most developed. 2 

In the second stage, the Bodhisattva develops ten 

cittdsayas or mental attitudes, viz., plain, rju; soft, mrdu; 

pliable, Icarmanya; submissive, dama-, tranquil, sama; bene- 

ficient, kalydna ; unclogged, asamsrsla; indifferent, anapeksa ; 

noble, uddra ; magnanimous, mdhdlmya. When these are fully 

developed, he is established in the second bhumi, viwald. Here 

he avoids taking life, stealing, misconduct, lying, backbiting, 

harsh or frivolous talk; ho becomes, rich, in right views, 

samyagdrsti. Also, he seeks to persuade others to do the same 

as he clearly sees that their sufferings are due to their failure 

to cultivate these virtues. 

To reach the third stage styled prabhdkari, the Bodhisattva 

must develop the following mental states or cittdsayas, pure, 

suddha ; firm, sthira ; disgustful, nirvid ; nondetaehed, avirdga ; 

non-returning, avinivrtla; strong, dnjha; energetic, uttapta; 

never satisfied, atrpta; noble, vddra ; magnanimous, mdhatmya. 

In this stage the realization of the impermanence, sufferings 

of beings, comes to the Bodhisattva, as well as the fact that 

all things are subject to the causal law. He discovers that 

beings can be saved only by means of andvaranavimoksajudna; 

the open knowledge of emancipation, which is attainable only 

through the practice of dharma, viz., dhydnas and the four 

brahmaviharas. He gets rid of rdga, dvesa, and mohu and pays 

special attention to the perfection of knd.nti or endurance. 

1.1 bid ; P. 258~; " 

2. The Hinayana has no parallel to the first stage of the 
Mahayana, Aspects ; P. 259. 
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After obtaining insight into the ten dharmalakas 1 or 

worlds, the Bodhisattva enters the fourth stage arcismafl. By- 

acquiring virtues like unbending aspiration, taith in the three 

Tutnas, 2 perception ot the origin and decay of samskaras, etc., 

ho becomes an accomplished member of the 'Lathagatu family. 

In this bhumi he gets rid of the sulk:: yadr^li, and performs acts 

leading to sambodhi, specially cultivating the viryapdramitd, 

the perfection of energy. 

By developing the uniformity and purity o! intention, 3 

the fifth stage sudurjoyd is reached. Here he understands the 

four dryasalyas and becomes proficient in the grasp of conven¬ 

tional truth or samvrli, transcendental truth or paramdrtha, 

the truth of signs by studying the generic and particular marks 

of things, svasdmdnyala,k$ana, and the truth of analysis or 

vibhdga, etc. As a result he realizes the essencelessness of all 

things, renounces the world, and specially cultivates the perfec¬ 

tion of dhydna or meditation. 

In the sixth stage, abhimukhi, the Bodhisattva realizes the 

sameness of all dharma< because they are baseless, signless, 

originless, etc. Due to his mahdkaruyd he feels for those who 

takes the things of the world as having origin, decay, and 

essence, behave wrongly and accumulate abhisamskdras or 

thought constructions. Due to his comprehension of the law 

of causation, pratityasamutpdda, the Bodhisattva knows that 

there is no doer or creator; he fully realizes the idnyatd- 

vimoksamukha, the release of essencelessness. As he under¬ 

stands the &unyatd and animittatd of the links of causation- 

chain, the Bodhisattva ceases to seek any release, though he 

apparently does so. Thus ho gains the release of desireless- 

ness, apranihitavimoksdniukha. In this stage, he practises the 

1. The worlds referred to are : sattvadhatu; lokadh&tu; 
dharmadhatu ; akasadhatu ; vijnanadhatu ; kamadhstu ; 

rupadhatu; arupyadhatu; udaradhyayayadhimuktidhatu, 
mahatmyadhyayaya Ihiinuktidhatu ; Bodhisattvabhumi; 

PP. 14-5 - appendix to the Das'abhumlk&sutra, Ed. by 
J. Rahder ; 

2. The three ratnas are the Buddha, Dharma & Sa^gha. 

3. The uniformity and purity refer lo the dootrinee of the 
Buddhas, moral peroepts, etc. Aspects, P. 271 ; 
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perfection of praj'm. By this time the Bodhisatlva acquires 

all the qualities of an arhat; for, now, lie is free from thought- 

constructions, vikalpa of dhynna, meditation, dhyeya, objects of 

meditation, saniddhi, vimoksu, etc. 1 The remaining four stages 

oi the bodhisatlva s progress have nothing parallel to them in 

the Hinayana and are concerned with the development of the 

Bodhisatlva into a perfect Tathiigata. 

Before commencing the ascent to the Tathfigataliood, the 

Bodhisatlva is in possession of a mind trained by the medita¬ 

tions of sunyatd, animittald and apranihita (essencelessness, 

baselessness, dissociation from worldly objects). He does not 

give up Icavuua, ifiailvl, etc. While acquiring merits, he is not 

attached to them. He realizes the non-duality of things which 

are like a mirage or an echo, and comprehends in one moment 

all time with its three fold division - ekaksanatryadhvdnubodha. 

In the seventh stage, dnrangamd, the Bodhisatlva practises all 

the ten 2 pUramitas and duly qualifies himself to be a teacher. 

Bor performing his tasks and duties he may not hesitate even 

to take to worldly rites or the enjoyments of the worlds and 

heavens.3 The special perfection he develops in the seventh 

stage is the updyakau&alya. 

The result of completing the first seven stages of his career 

is that the Bodhisatlva comprehends that all things are without 

origin, growth, sign, decay, charge and are by nature non¬ 

existent ; that their beginning, end, middle are all the same. 

In short, he comprehends the tathatd of all things. He 

establishes himself in the faith that things have no origination, 

anutpattikadharmaksdnti. And now he is in the eighth stago' 

acald, above all enjoyments. He has no longer the need to 

practise the rules of conduct, samuddc.nras of Buddhas, 

Bodhiaattvas and Srdvakas. In this stage, he is bidden by the 

Buddhas to strive to resemble them in respect of the im¬ 

measurable body, knowledge, worlds, and purity. The omni¬ 

science he acquires thus is necessary to enable him to help all 

beings in all conditions of life. The name of this stage signi- 

fies that from here the Bodhisatlva cannot possibly fall back. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Lanka ; P. 120, Ed. by B. Nanjio ; “ 
Over and, above the 6 paramitas enumerated above are 
upnyakaua-%lya ; pranidhana; bala. jndna ? 
Aspects ; P. 279. J ’ 
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In the niueth stage, sddhumati, t,he Bodhisattva comes to 

know of the duties of the 4r nxikas, prut y *}< ub/i <ldl} a y Bodhi- 

sattvas and the TathngaUibhnmi. Besides, hi» omniscience 

enables him to help all beings in exactly the way most useful 

for them. Thus, lie modifies his teachings to suit the needs 

of each being he decides to further in the religious life. 

In the last state, dharmamegha, the Bodhisattva masters 

numerous forms of samddhis, finally establishing himself in 

that of omniscience, sarvajha jiianavi<b dhhi^ela. The rays 

from the Tathdgatas fall upon him, consecrating him as a 

Samyalcsarnbuddha. In this bhumi the jndnapdramitd reaches 

its climax. Since, after the attainment of the tenth bhumi, 

the Bodhisattva becomes a Tathdgata, the Lafikd.vatu.ra calls it 

the Tathagatabhumi, Whereas the Hinaydna stresses the 

uniqueness of the Buddha, the Mahay ana shows how each 

aspirant, progressing through the ten stages of spiritual 

discipline, may become a Buddha himself. 1 

Nirvana: 

With the attainment of the Buddliahood, the aspirant has 

leaped from the dualistic shore of this individualistic world to 

the other shore of Nirvana, where there are no egoistic 

impulses or desires. According to the Vijhanavadws, Nirvana 

consists in the mind’s ceasing to dichotomize itself into subject 

and object and in realizing that citta or consciousness alone is. 

The Lahkdvatdra holds that in Nirvana, the intellect which 

imagines is eliminated.2 Nirvana is not the absence of any 

real existence ; bhdvasvabhavabhdv, or of the various forms of 

existence, laksanavicitrabhdvabhdva. But, in it, there is the 

transformation, paravrtti of vijhdnas and mind. There the 

distinctions of existence and nonexistence eternal and 

non-eternal do not obtain. It resembles neither death 

nor destruction.3 In Nirvana, the citta or consciousness has 

no object or dlamhana, and perceiving nothing, it rests in itself. 

1. The account of the passage of the Bodhisattva through the 
ten bhumis is a summary of the one given by Dr, Dutta in 

his Aspects, pp. 256—285 ; 

2. vikalpasya manovijnSnasyavysvrttirmrvaijamityucyate, 
Lanka ; p. 126; 3. Ibid, p. 66. 
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Cf. sthitam vijnnamatratveThis state of The citta has been 

described as lokottarajndna or transcendental knowledge and 

diraya-pardvrtti or the turning back of the dlayavijiidna to its 

natural state of advayajixdna or nondual knowledge. Again, 

in the characteristic language of the Lankavatara, Nirvana may 

be described as yathabhutdrthasthdna darianani 2 i. e., insight 

into the abode of suchness. To attain Nirvana, then, is to 

see into the truth of things, yathabhutam, as unaffected by the 

categories of understanding Again, true Nirvana in the 

Mahayana is realized in the oneness of Nirvana and samsdra 

both being absolute or idnya in its nature. 3 The Lankdva- 

tara's view of Nirvana may be expressed thus : To attain 

Nirvana is to be disengaged from the four propositions, 4 to 

abide in the yathabhuta view of things, to be free from the 

errors of dualism, to abide in the realization of the truth 

revealed to one’s in most consciousness, to perceive the two-fold 

truth of egolessness5 . for ever to go beyond citta, manas 

and mano-vijnana. 6 

The vijnanavadins recognize, over and above the well-known 

forms of Nirvana — the sopddi^esa, and Nirupadiyc^a, two more, 

viz., the prakrtis'uddha Nirvana and the apratisthita Nirvana. 

The first of these refers to the state of one whose dlaya has 

become completely purified, having undergone the revulsion 

away from the apparent world outside. The second is the 

state of one who after obtaining sopddis'esa Nirvana develops 

maitri, benevolence or charity, for the suffering millions and 

chooses not to let himself automatically pass, as he otherwise 

might, into the nirupddiiesanirvdnadhatu. Hence this form of 

Nirvapa has been styled altruistic Nirvana.7 As the Bodhi- 

sattvas are full of compassion in this stage or bhumi and do 

not fix their minds on their own Nirvana, they are said to be 

in the aprali^thita Nirvana. 

1. Trims'ika, 28; ~ " 

2. Lanka ; P. 200 ; 3. Ibid ; P. 76, P. 216 ; 

4. The catuskotis to be described in the next section. 

5. Pudgalanairstmya ; and dharmanairatmya 
6. Lanka ; PP. 182 ff. 

Cf. MV. P, 641 • atyantaparinirv^ta. 

7. Nirvana, Stoherbatsky, P. 186. 
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The Madhyamika Philosophy may be traced back to 

the original teachings of the Buddha himself. 1 he name 

Madhyamika harks back to the original designation of the 

ethical way, the drydstangikamdrga, taught by the Buddha1 to 

reach Nirvana, the way which steered clear of the extremes of 

asceticism and self indulgence,2 and stuck to moderation, the 

majjhimdpalipadd. But in the M.~tdhyamika school, the middle 

path is not ethical in its significance; it refers to an ontology 

which avoids the extremes of existence and non-existence. 

“Those ignorant people who see existence and non-existence do 

not see the cessation of the visible which is blissful ’ 3 declares 

Nagarjuna. The Madhyamika Philosophy is essentially what 

its greatest teacher, Nagarjuna, made it. It is a complex of 

scepticism and mysticism,4 the former deriving from the 

relativity of the thought and the latter from the faith in an 

absolute reality. Nagarjuna bases his philosophy on the 

teachings of the Prajftd'pdramitd. 

The Real in the Madhyamika: 

The Madhyamika Philosophy is usually regarded as an 

expression of pessimism and scepticism ‘ a complete and pure 

nihilism.’5 It is accused of teaching that all our ideas are based 

on a non-entity or void.6 It is usually said that whereas in. the 

Advaita Philosophy, negations have a positive counterpart, 

there is none such in the Madhyamika system. Opponents of 

the system in India have also dubbed it, * all-negating ’ 

sarvavaindsika. 7 But a study of its main texts will reveal that 

these accusations are ill-founded. 

The real, for this system, is what has a nature of its own, 

which is unproduced, akrtaka, and not dependent on anything 

else, paratranirapeksam. In the Hinaydna the elements are 

1. Mahavagga, I, 6, 17 ; 2. Cf. BG .VI, 16; 

3. MK. V. 8 ; 4. IP. i, P.644 ; 

5. Kern, Barth, Poussin ; 6. AOJ. XXXI, P. 1, 7. 

7. S'V. Niralambavada. 
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real, vastu, though they are interdependent, but in the 

Mahaydna generally and especially in the Mddhyamika, they are 

unreal for precisely the same reason. For example, to say that 

the nature of fire, its svabhdva, is heat is not right in so far 

this heat is generated by causes and conditions, disappears in 

the absence of these causes and conditions and, thus, does not 

exist in its own right, independently. But apart from its heat, 

has fire any .svabhdva of its own, which it is, unconditionally ? 

Yes. This svabhdva is dharmata, the state of being an element 

of existence. But what is dharmata ? Dharmatd is svabhdva or 

own being. What is this own being ? Nature or prakrti. 

And what is prakrti ? That which is called snnyatd or void. 

What is sunyatd 1 The state of being devoid of one’s own 

being, naihsvdbhdvya, viz., suehness or Tathatd. What is 

Tathata? The state of being not liable to change, avikdritva 

or sadaivasthdyitva 1 

Nagarjuna defines the real as follows : 2 Aparapratyayam 

idntam prapancairapra pancitam; Nirvikalpamananarthametat- 

tattvasyalaksanam; 

(i) It is aparapratyaya, i. e., it cannot be imparted by one 

to another. 3 The real has to be realized within oneself, 

pratydtmavedya, and not from verbal instructions even of the 

wise, since they are bound to be replete with samdropa or 

superimpositions or interpretations of reality. 

(ii) It is yantam, or svabhdvavirahitam, 4 i.e., it has the 

nature of cessation, being undisturbed by origination or des¬ 

truction. 

(iii) It is prapancairaprapancitam or undifferentiated in 

words or inexpressible. The point is that the sense of &unyata 

is not be formulated in words. 

(iv) It is nirvikalpa or unrealizable in concepts. The real 

is not the object of thought-constructions. 

1. HPEW. P. 185; 2. MK. XVIII, 9^ 

3. Stoherbatsky translates this as ‘uncognizable from without.’ 

Concept of Nirvana P. 41; but Candrakirti’s comment does 
not bear it out; 

4, Vide MV, P. 160 ; 
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(v) It is andnartha or devoid of different meanings. It 

follows from this verse that just as the real is the independent 

and the unique, 1 the dependent existence cannot be real, even 

as borrowed money is not wealth. 

The real has been equated with iunyatd in this system and 

the definition of the real given above may be taken as des¬ 

cribing ittnyata as well. 2 Formally, also, Nagarjuna has 

defined it as: yak pratltyasamutpadah yunyatdm tarn pracalc.<?- 

mahe 3 - Dependent origination, we call s'nnyatd. All pheno¬ 

menal objects, like seeds, sprouts, cognitions, etc., are only 

relatively existent; hence, in reality, they have no origination 

and the fact of this non-origination in reality is sunyatd. That 

which is really non-originated can neither be said to exist nor 

to vanish. Hence it is neither existent nor non-existent, and, 

as such, it is the middle path which keeps clear of the two 

extremes.4 

If the world were real, i. e , existed independently in its 

own right, no change, progress, or enlightenment would have 

been possible. Hence the orthodox position of all forms of 

Buddhism, viz., the world is anattd and anicca. 

Two forms of truth : 

Nagarjuna’s theory of yunyata does not make short work 

of all the categories of common sense. He makes provision 

for them by distinguishing two forms of truth with reference 

to which, he asserts, all the teachings of the Buddha are to 
be understood 3 -viz., samvrtisatya and paramdrtha satya. By 

1. Of. Spinoza’s definition of substance: quodinse sost et per 

conoipitur, 

2. Aspeots, P. 214; 3. MK. XXIV, 18 ; 

4. Ibid ; sa prajnaptirupadaya pratipat saivamadhyams : The 

real has also been designated the Dharmakaya or the body 

of the law both in the Madhyamika and the Vijftanavsda. 

It is defined as neither one nor multiple, of unmanifest 

nature, blessed, unique, etc. Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 267- 

269. 

6. dvesatye samupasritya buddhanarp dharmadesana [ 

lokasamvrbi satyatvam satyain ea paramarthatah || 

MK, P, 492 ; Cf,* BC. I£, 2, 

MVKTI—IS 
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samvrti is meant, in tie first place, ignorance as it envelopes 

reality, i.e., it is the same as avidyd,1 which superimposes the 

form of non-existent things and shuts off the vision of reality. 2 

Secondly, samvrti means an object which depends on another 

for its existence; i.e., whatever is subject to the law of 

dependent origination. It is thus a synonym for the pheno¬ 

menal. 1 Thirdly, samvrti refers to words current in the 

world, denoting objects which the popular view recognizes, hirt 

which may turn out to be illusory, on examination In the 

light of this elucidation, whatever the Buddha taught about 

skandhas, dhdtus, etc., must be treated as conventional or 

samvrta only, accepted for the purposes of instruction, from the 

point of view of the populace and not as final truths. 

In contrast to the samvrtisatya is the paramdrtha satya or 

the Absolute Truth. It is truth as apprehended by the Aryas 

who see things, yathabhutam, as they are. But on this level of 

Truth, distinctions of subject and object are irrelevant.4 It is 

indeterminable by speech. Hence the highest truth is inexpres¬ 

sible and must be realized within oneself. 5 Prom the point of 

view of this Absolute Truth, objects of this world have no 

more existence then the creations of a magician. Thus 

paramdrthasatya consists in the realization of the dreamlike 

or echo-like nature of samvrtisatya. The object of preaching 

both is to enable the aspirant to make use of the latter to 

attain the former ; for without having recourse to the conven¬ 

tional truths, the highest truth cannot be imparted. 6 

The self: 

The general buddhist doctrine of the absence of the self 

is established by Nagarjuna in his own way. “ The subject of 

1. BO. P. 352. avidyahisamvrtirupapadyate ; 

2. tattve’ pratipattirmithyapratipattirajnSnamavidya 
s'alistambasutra qd. BC. P. 352. 

3. BC. P. 352, pratityaaamutpannarn vasturopani samvrtih ; 

4. Ibid ; P. 366 paramarthaaatyarnsarvavyavaharaBamati- 
krgotam, etc. 

5. Ibid ; 367. \ryanam eva pratyatmavedyam- 
6. MV. P. 494. 

vyavaliaramanasrityaparamarthonades'yate | 
paramarthamanagamyanirvajjam nadhigamyate y 
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seeing, hearing, ’etc., cannot exist prior to these acts. If the 

presumed subject or soul did exist prior, then the acts in 

question may very weli take place without a subject at all. 

The soul and the acts of .seeing presuppose each other. Again, 

if it did not exist prior to all these acts, how can it exist prior 

to each ? If one and the same entity is the agent in all these 

acts, it must have existed prior to each. But the soul cannot 

be known before these acts take place. So it did not exist 

before them. Nor can it come into being after these acts ; 

no purpose is served by such au entity. I hoy cannot be 

simultaneous with each other, either. Unless they are inde¬ 

pendent of each other, how can they exist simultaneously 1 

Again, the arguments which the vijndvddins employed to 

disprove the reality of external objects may be directed against 

that of an entitativo Belf. The continuum of momentary 

conscious states is what we mean by the self, but what con¬ 

sciousness in itself is we do not know. The reality which the 

external objects lack cannot be ascribed to thought either; for, 

the reality of the subject is no greater than that of the 

object. Thus the concept of the Alayavijndna is as unsustain¬ 

able as that of the external world. 

Still, it is true that we admit the reality of the self for 

practical purposes. “ The doer is called so in relation to the 

deed and the deed is so-called in relation to the doer. 

Absolutely speaking, there is neither doer nor doing.”2 

Means : 

The practical steps leading to Nirvana are the same as 

those set forth in the section on the Vijftdnavida. The Maha- 

yana has its own characteristic interpretation of the four 

aryasatyas. “ He who realizes that no dharmas have originated 

has known the truth about duhJcha. He who realizes tho non- 

lTMK. CK IX. ~ 
2. Ibid. XVI, 10; Though in piramlrthi,, there is neither 

bondage nor liberation, this paramurth i lies concealed in 

aamvrti or the conventions of our common life. To remove 

this veil, religious effort is necessary, vide, IP. i, P. 568. 

vyavaharam anasrtya paramarth.ouade3''yate. MK. CH, XXIV, 
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existence o1 all dharmas has suppressed the Source of misery, 

samudaya, He who realizes that all dharmas are completely 

extinct, parinirvrta, has grasped the truth of nirodha or cessa¬ 

tion. He who realizes the means by which the absence of all 

things is known is said to have trodden the path or marga.” 1 

According to the explanation given by the Pancavimiati 

siihasrika prajUdpdramitd, the truth of Duulcha consists in the 

attitude of detachment (i.e., neither yukta nor ayukta) on the 

part ol the Bodhisattva to the skandhas, dryasatyas, definitions 

of &unyatd, etc. The second truth regarding samudaya consists 

in his not considering whether skandhas have origination or 

destruction. He knows that one dharma cannot be converted 

into another, both being equally unreal, prakriisunya. The 

point is that the so-called objects of the world have really no 

existence and so the bodhisattva must remain unconcerned 

about their samudaya. The nirodhasatya is the knowledge that 

sunyata has no origin, decay, contamination, purification, etc. 

Thus, theie is no room in it for skandha,s, or dryasatyas or 

sadhaka or the Buddha. In other words, nirodha is the realiza¬ 

tion of the real nature of s'iinyatd. Of course, in this inter¬ 

pretation of the matter, mlrga has no place and so has been 
ignored in this text. 

Nirvana : 

Nagarjima’s conception of Nirvana may be appreciated 

from his criticism of the Hinayanist Nirvana. The Hinayanists, 

we saw, distinguish between a sopadis'esa Nirvana and a 

nirupddiyesa Nirvana and hold that it consists in the extinc¬ 

tion, nirodha, of Mesas and skandhas. Now, Nagarajuna asks 

how, if fclesas and skandhas be real, they can be destroyed at 

all? In view of t he impossibility of destroying any thing real, 

the s'unyavddin’s Nirvana is defined as : 2 

aprahjijam asampraptam anucchinnam as'asvatam | 

Aniruddhamanutpannam etannirva^amuoyate || 

Nirvana is that which is neither discarded nor attained ; it is 

neither a thing destroyed nor a thing eternal; it is not sup- 

1. Manjusiipariprccha, Qd. Aspects, p. 225. 

2. MK. XXV, 3 ; 
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pressed nor does it arise. In his comment Oandrakirti says 

that like passion, etc., rilgadi, Nirvana is not to be eradicated 

nor like the fruits of a saintly life, such as srotalpati, is it to be 

won. It is not eternal like the Nirvana of the Hinayanists or 

the Pradhana of the Slmkhyas. By its very nature, it is 

without origin or decay. Its sole characteristic is that it does 

not admit of any descriptions. Nirvana is realized only when 

all attempts at definitions cease. 

But is it not enough to hold that klesas and slcandhas do 

not exist in Nirvana ? Why not admit their reality in the state 

of samsdra ? Nagarj una’s answer is that there is not the 

slightest difference, in truth, between what are called Nirvana 

and samsdra.' 

Ya ajavam javibhava upadsya pratjtyava | 
So1 pratityanupsdaya nirvanamupadis'yate || 

Either with regard to causes or conditions, this phenomenal 

world is; the same world, i. e., samsdra, when causes and 

conditions are disregarded, is called Nirvana. More explicitly 

still, is the identity of samsdra and Nirvana affirmed in the 

following; 2 

Na samsSrasyanirvanatkiincidastivisesftrtam | 

Nanirvaijasya samsaratkijpcidastiv is6sanani (( 

The clue to this apparent paradox lies in the fact that tha 

Absolute reality > non-dual and it is indifferent whether it is 

styled Nirvana or samsdra. This identification also implies 

that the realization of Nirvana requires, not the eradication of 

real entities (an impossible proposition), but the disappear¬ 

ance, ksaya, of all figments of imagination such as kUs'as 

and skandhas.3 The s'any aid theory is designed just to promote 

this very elimination of figments. On the contrary, schools of 

thought like those of Kaijada, Kapila, the Vaibhasikas, which 

cherish the theory of the reality of objects, can never put an end 

to sufferings in as much these are conceived as real. Others* 

whose views on Nirvana are rejected by Oandrakirti, the 

commentator of Nagarjuna, are the Atheists, the Sautrixntikas, 

~lT MK. XXvTiT 
2, Ibid; P. 19. 3- . Aspects, P. 187. 
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and the Vijhdnavddins. The reason for condemning the last 

mentioned is that they admit the reality of the parinispanfia or 

pure consciousness, vijnaptimdtrata. What yields the Nirvana 

of Nagarjuna’s conception is just the getting rid of the baseless 

fancy of bondage. It may be said to consist in the avoidance 

of the conception that anything exists. Nirvilpa, in so far as 

it is unproduced or asamskrta, cannot be said to be either 

existence or non-existence, bhdva or abhdva. In support of this, 

he quotes the Buddha as saying that desire for both existence 

and non-existence should be given up ; thus Nirvapa which is 

the goal of life cannot be either the one or the other. 

Comparing this account of Nirvana with the definition of 

the real given above ; 1 it is clear that Nirvana and the real 

are identical. Among the names of the real are Idamta 

Bhutatathata, Tathdgatagarbha, s'tinya, etc. Besides, the real is 

non-dual or monistic. Therefore, strictly speaking, predication 

of Nirvana in the case of an individual is wrong. Cf. yadis'unyam 

idam sarvam udayondstinavyayah | prahdnddvdnirodhddvdkasya- 

nirvanamisyate ? 2 Now it is possible to define the ultimate 

real or Tathata, as has been done by the Vijndnavadins 

tathabhdvo vikdritvam sadaivasthdyitd, Bameness, changeless¬ 

ness and everexistence ; 3 But Nagarjuna affirms that to the 

extent Tathata has been defind at all, it is non-existent ; i. e., it 

cannot be identified with Nirvana. His sole point is that the 

latter is the inexpressible Absolute, and so should not be 

identified with aught definable such as Tathata or Tathagata. 

Candrakirti quotes a stanza from the Prajndpdramitd to the 

effect that Tathagata is an image of good and pure dharma; 

in reality, there is neither Tathata nor Tathagata ;-only images 

are visible m all the worlds. 4 If, inspite of the indescribability 

of the real or Nirvana, descriptions have been attempted in 

the texts, the purpose is only prajnapti or communication 

From such a procedure, it is clear that the object of Nagarjuna 

1. Supra, P. 145. 2. MK XXvTT; 
3. MV. P. 265 ; 4. Ibid. PP. 449, 540. 

Tathagatohipratibimbabhutah | 

Kus'alasya dharmasaya anSsravasya || 

Naivatratathata natathagato’sti j 

B ini bam oa Bamd^s'yatisarvaloke || 
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was to establish a unitary reality corresponding to the 

Vedantic Absolute. 1 But, in Nagarjuna’s Absolute unity there 

is no bliss. It is only S'dnta and S'iva. 2 “ The vedantic meta¬ 

physicians could find no term to predicate of Brahman, the 

absolute, transcendental Reality, but ‘ nay ‘ nay ! And it is 

rather in this sense that we should interpret the negations of 

the Mahaydna philosophers 3 

L Aspects, P. 194 ; 2. MK. XVIII, 19, XXV, 24. 

3. Dr. Barnett, Introduction to The Path of Light, Pp. 29-30. 

Qd. Aspects, P. 194; “when a being attains a state of mind 

in whioh he cannot distinguish himself from any other being 

of the world or from the Absolute, he is said to attain 

Nirvapa in the Mahay anie sense, 



A CRITICISM OF THE BUDDHIST 

CONCEPTS OF NIRVANA. 

The Vagueness of the Concept of Nirvana : 

The Concept or, rather, the concepts of Nirvana have so 

much variety as to make them practically independent of one 

another. From the point of view of an aspirant, this variety is 

bewildering. So many conflicting instructions in regard to the 

supreme good of life seem to be addressed to him. Even in the 

Pali canon itself, the concept of Nirvana is not clear-cut or 

unequivocal; it remains open to opposing and rival inter¬ 

pretations. In the first place, it seems to have a purely 

negative import, as denoting an exit from the sphere of our 

sorrows, i. e., from samsdra-,1 or, as the extinction of con¬ 

sciousness, implying an eternal death. Now, it is obvious, 

that this purely negative concept regarding the goal of life 

cannot appeal to the imagination of thinking men. Nor can it 

claim, in any adequate measure, to meet the needs of man’s 

head or heart. 

The Concept of Nirvana gives no room for worship : 

Among these needs is the impulse innate in man to 

worship a something great and good and true, endowed with 

consciousness and ready to respond to the approaches of the 

meek and the lowly through aspiration and prayer. Early 

Buddhism takes no account of these vital needs; instead, it 

bidB2 man be a lamp and refuge unto himself and exert himself 

for achieving his deliverance. This command, however lofty 

and stimulating to the spirit of man’s moral heroism, completely 

ignores the realities of his aotual predicament - his weakness, 

blindness, and craving for a sure anchorage. 

The refusal of the Buddha to speculate on the nature of 

the ultimate reality, hi3 deliberate rejection of all metaphysics, 

again, ignores the philosophical huDger of the spirit of man. 

The Buddha, perhaps, had a very sound reason for his refusal. 

1. Poussin, EBB. . 2, Mahaparioibb^asuttf* 
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The Buddha’s system is a yana, not a philosophical system; 

hence it leaves room for irresponsible speculations. He was 

only concerned to pluck out the poisoned arrow from the 

living flesh and, like a good doctor, would not endanger the 

patient’s life by first trying to solve the irrelevant problems as 

to who shot the arrow or with what kind of poison it was 

smeared. The Buddha’s exclusive pre-occupation with man s 

practical needs as he conceived them and his refusal to deviate 

from the four dryasatyas into the sphere of metaphysics have 

made the system of the Buddha a yana or vehicle, a method 

leading to liberation ami not a dars'ana or philosophical 

system.1 But the results have been far from reassuring, 

veritable jungle of metaphysical theories spuing up to 

void and divide the buddhist fold into rival sects T ese 

latter have made confusion worse confounded m regar to le 

real, pristine, teachings of the master. Still the outstanding 

impression left by the Pali canon on the mind of the attentive 

reader is that the Buddha’s silence ou mataphysioal questions 

is due to his conviction that their solution is ethically un¬ 

important, that ultimate deliverance or Nirvana is more bound 

up with right conduct than with intellectual satisfaction. 

Nonetheless, while acclaiming his ethical fervour and accepting 

his ethical insights as an essential part of a satisfactory 

spiritual life, one cannot help deploring the studied vagueness 

in which the Buddha left such questions of perennial interest 

and importance as the nature of the ultimate reality, man’s 

metaphysical Self and the character of the goal of his life or 

Nirvana If early Buddhism became identified with a negativist 

metaphysics it was due to the refusal of its founder to take 

an unequivocal stand on ultimate questions. In view of the 

fact that the Buddha claimed to know more 2 than he chose to 

reveal, his stern silence on the ultimate issues becames all the 

more mysterious. Writers like Mrs. Rhy Davids argue that, in 

fact the Buddha’s view of man’s self or Atman was the same 

as that of the Upanisads. In that case it must be concluded 

that his silence indicates, as his brahmanio opponents allege,3 

1. IP. i, P. 464. . 
2. Cf. The illustration with the aid of the s'imyipa leaves. IP. i, 

400 ■ 3. BSS. II, 2, 32 ; 

MVRTt—1? 
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a certain lack of candour or, even, worse. Dr. Radhfikrishpan 

holds that the silence of the Buddha only implies his reluctance 

to shock and bewilder weak minds by announcing to them 

truths they cannot comprehend,1 and he draws attention to 

the warning of the Gita. 2 But, however laudable the motive 

behind it, the result of the reticence of the Buddha has been 

to cloud his message of Nirvana in a haze of doubts and 

speculations. People at large, admittedly weak of under¬ 

standing, expect clear guidance on the issue of life’s goal and 

supreme good. A meie assurance of deliverance from sorrow, 

good as far as it goes, is clearly felt not to go far enough. 

Does the delivered sage survive?: 

The bewilderment grows with the Buddha’s reluctance to 

answer the question whether the niritpodi^em Nirvana involves 

the extinction of the Sage or not. Both Vacchagotta 3 and 

MalunkyaputtaJ? are left with their initial doubts about the 

survival of the Self in Nirvana. The Buddha’s firm refusal to 

help them on this point might be quite legitimate. The solution 

of their problems might in no way help to reach Nirvana. But 

theirs was a philosophic problem which interests all i thinking 

minds and the world has to go without the light which the 

Buddha might have shed on that problem. 

Nirvana in the schools of Buddhism 

That the difficulties about the precise nature of Nirvana 

are quite real and serious is demonstrated by the treatment 

it receives in the later Hmayanist and Mahayanist schools. 

For the Vaibyasikas, Nirvana means the full stop of all the 

manifestations of life, all elements or dharmas having spent 

their forces. What remains is a lifeless residue, an impersonal 

and eternal death, a view which closely resembles that of 

modern science in regard to the final end of the Universe. ^ 

It is a separate reality of the elements in their death. 6 This 

1. IP. i, P. 466; 2. BG. Ill, 26 ; 

3. Samukta. IV, 400; 4. Majjhima 1, 426. 

5. Concept of Nirvana ; Stcherbatsky, P. 29 ; 
6. Ibid ; P. 28 ; 
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ia of course not a cheerful prospect anti’ it is hardly different 

from the materialist moltsa — dehocchcdo moksa.' The only 

difference is that Hinaydna Buddhism promises this annihila¬ 

tion as the reward for a virtuous life in numerous existences, 

while the materialist or Gdrvaka offers it at the end of every 

life. 

The Nirvana of the Sautrantikas is hardly more attractive. 

If it is wha t Gunaratna represents it to be, vi?< ; the cessation 

of the consciousness-conthmum-jhanasantancccheda, 2 Nirvana 

is a blank of unconsciousness, kles'ajanmanoh Icsayah 3 without 

any positive counterpart. A purely negative ideal of the 

absence of passions is not a very stimulating one, unless it is 

made the adjunct of a life of active goodness, or, atleast, it is 

consciously experienced. The Nirvana of the orthodox sautran¬ 

tikas has no room in it for anything of a positive kind. 

That the ideal of Nirvana held by the Hlnayanists is far 

from satisfactory also emerges from the criticisms to which it 

has been subjected by the Mahilyanists. They point out that 

the Nirvana of the Arhat is not a perfect state in so far as it is 

the culmination of an ego-centric life aimed at the deliverance 

of the self from misery without taking into account the 

miseries of others. “ The S'rdvakds and the Pratyekabuddhas, 

the followers of the Hinaydna, being devoid of love, fix their 

minds on Nirvana consisting in the cessation of all misery.” 4 

The Arhats pass directly from the Sopddi&esa to the Nirupadi- 

6esa Nirvana; they are not entitled to seek the Apratifthita 

Nirvana to which only the Buddhas may asjTire. The in¬ 

adequacy of the Hinayanist ideal of Nirvana is revealed also 

by their conception of the Buddha after Nirvana. According 

to the Milinda panha, 5 the Buddha has neither love nor fellow- 

feeling. As one who has reached parinirvdna, the Buddha is 

extinct. It is not possible for ordinary people to fall in love 

with annihilation. 

1. SDS. ; 

2. SDS. P. 47; 

3. Concept of Nirvana P. 29. 

4. The Sutralamkara, PP. 126-7. Qd. Aspeots, P. 200, P. N. ; 

5. P. 160, Vigatamtathagatassa pemam vigatosineho | 
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The Mahayanist view of Nirvana: 

When we turn to the Mahay.inist ideal of Nirvana, an 

entirely different picture comes into view. The grim self¬ 

centredness of the arhat, is replaced by the world-wide 

sympathy of the bodhisattva. Together with the moral 

earnestness of the s'rbvaka, the philanthrophy of the bodhisattva 

must make for a healthy, even sublime, moral ideal. The 

Mahdydna Buddhism gives us positive ideas of the human 

destiny. The very name Mahaydna is significant; ‘It offers 

to all beings in all worlds salvation by faith and love as well as 

by knowledge, whereas the Hinaydna only avails to convey 

over the rough sea of becoming to the farther shore of nibbdna 

those few strong souls who require no external spiritual aid nor 

the consolation of worship. The Hinaydna, like ‘ the unshown 

way ’ of those who seek the Nirguria Brahman, 1 is exceedingly 

hard, whereas the burden of the Mahaydna is light and does 

not require that a man should immediately renounce the world 

and all the affections of humanity. The manifestation of the 

body of the Law, dharmaJedya, says the Mahayiina, is adapted 

to the various needs of the children of the Buddha; whereas 

the Hinaydna is only of avail to those who have left their 

spiritual childhood far behind them. The Hinaydna emphasizes 

the necessity of saving knowledge and aims at the salvation of 

the individual, and refuses to develop the mystery of nibbdna 

in a positive tense; the Mahdydna lays as much or greater 

stress on love and aims at the salvation of every sentient 

being and finds in Nirvana the one Reality, which is «void ’ only 

m the sense that it is free form the limitations of every phase 

of the limited or contingent experience of which we have 

empirical knowledge.” * The liberated man in the Mahdydna 

the Buddha, is a “guard” to them that have no protection’ 

a guide unto the traveller, a ship, a well-spring, a bridge, for 

the seekers of that shore. He is a lamp to such as need a 

lamp, a bed for the weary that need a bed, the very slave of 
such as need service.” 3 

1. Of. BG. XII, 5; - 

2. Buddha and the Gospel of Buddhism ; P. 220-27 • 
A, Coomaraswamy; 

3. BO, Qd. IP. i, P. 590. 
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The vijiiunavadin's position examined : 
> 

Apart from the religion of the Mahdydna which is hardly 

to be distinguished from that of the BTiagavad Gita, 1 the 

metaphysics of its two schools is a challenge to the philosophic 

mind. Between them, the Vijndnavadins and the Mddhyamikas 

seem to indulge to its limits in a pla3' of negations. While the 

former denies the world of objects, taking their stand on the 

reality of consciousness, the latter does one better by directing 

towards this lonely truth the same criticism which demolished 

the external world. The Vijhdnavdda account of the world 

does not recognize that it is something more than the contents 

of this or that private consciousness. By maintaining that this 

so solid-seeming world is but a bundle of ideas of the finite 

mind, that, instead of objective entities, we have only 

mentities, the Vijndnavdda position becomes crudely subjectivist. 

In their eagerness to fight the naive realism of the Hinaydna, 

the Vij&anavadins confused the psychological and the meta¬ 

physical points of view and came to uphold an immature 

mentalism. The confusion of their position is increased by 

using the same word Vijhdna to denote both the changing and 

stable aspects of our mental life Though the existence of an 

absolute consciousness is entailed by the existence of objects, 

it is a logical leap to conclude that objects are nothing but 

consciousness. And Vijndnavdda is guilty of this logical leap. 

With true philosophical insight, the Vijndnavadins go 

behind mind and matter, subject and object, into VijRana 

itself, and recognize that the distinctions of subject and object 

arise within this Vijnana, which they style Alaya. The Alayci 

Vijndna is the foundational fact of reality revealing itself in 

individual minds and things and containing within itself the 

knower and the known. At the same time, within this school 

is observable a tendency to identify the Alayavijndna with 

skandha vijndna. 2 A good deal of needless confusion is due to 

the arbitrary way in which the Vijndnavadins make the Alaya 

Vijndna also as momentary as every other category of this 

school. To account for knowledge and memory, a continuous 

principle of cognition has got to be postulated. 3 Alaya could 

1. IP. i, P. 599 ; 2. IP. i, P. 632 ; 

3. s'aokara on BS. II, 2, 28 ; 
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fulfil this role if made stable; but then it would mean the 

acceptance of the Upanisadic theory of Self as Vijndna. 

The force of auidya which this system, like other monistic 

systems, is obliged to assume for explaining the contingent 

world appearances is left without any explanation. “Though 

all modes of consciousness and mentation are avidya, avidyd is, 

in its ultimate nature, identical and not identical with en¬ 

lightenment. In one sense it is destructible, in another, it is 

not.” 1 The consequence of this assumption is to leave the 

meaning of Nirvana extremely equivocal. “ Enlightenment and 

non-enlightenment are one, as all kinds of pottery, though 

different, are made of the same clay.”2 This is reminiscent 

of the Mddhyamika assertion that Nirvana and Sammra have 

nothing whatever to distinguish them. Commonsense naturally 

asks : Where then is the need for spiritual striving ? What is 

the significance of the noble eight fold path ? 

The Madhyamika Theory of Nirvana examined : 

When we turn to the sunyavada of the Mddyyamikas, the 

metaphysical position seems to bristle with difficulties for the 

average mind. The main stumbling block is the very term 

Sanya. A good deal of honest criticism has been evoked by it. 

For instance M. Poussin writes3 : “ Ultimately, there cannot 

be true religious life, deliverance, as long as the faithful do not 

know that the Buddhas are mere names, the enlightened 

devotee adores celestial persons whom he knows to be pure 

phantoms, the enlightened giver pities beings while knowing 

that they do not exist. ” This criticism may sound somewhat 

exaggerated. But in the Vajracchedika we read: 4 “ He who 

has entered on the path of the bodhisatlvas must thus frame 

his thought: All beings must be delivered by me in the perfect 

world of nirvana, yet, after I have delivered these beings, no 

being has been delivered. And why ? Because, O ! Subhuti, if a 

bodhisattva had any idea of beings, he could not be called a 

bodhisattva.” The Mddhyamika school pushes its notion of 

s'unyatd, or void to impossible limits, indulging in a very orgy 

1. Suzuki, P. 67, Qd. ilpTTTffikT; ~ 

2. Ibid ; PP. 73-74. ; 3. ERE. IX, P 851. 
4. SBE. XLIX, P. 132. 
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of negations, actuated, as it were, by the desire to give no 

foothold whatsoever to the acutest understanding. Suzuki 

writes 1 about 18 different forms of ^ynyal.n according to the 

Mahaprajnaparamita which include varieties such as Adhyntma- 

s'unyata, Bahirdhdsunyatd, innyatds’iinyatd, Paramdrlha 

s'unyatd, etc , and by way of comment, he adds : S’Unyatd or 

emptiness is not nothingness ; it is not an object of thought. 

It is not relativity as Stcherbatsky translates the controversial 

word. 2 Now, it may be that the word sTinyala is used to 

signify an absolutely ineffable reality which can only be ex¬ 

perienced by the mystic.3 But, by applying it to all conceivable 

categories of life, religious life has been made incomprehensible 

for unsophisticated minds. The remark of s'ankaia vis-a-vis 

this system, namely that it flies in the face of all means of 

right cognition, 4 may be taken to represent a very intelligible 

reaction to the inordinate zest for negation displayed by it. 

For instance, Nagarjuna condemns as unreal sufferings, 

bondage, liberation, and even the Tatkagata. 5 In extenuation, 

it may be urged that the point of the s'unyatd doctrine is its 

demonstration of the untenability of all logical standpoints in 

regard to the Absolute. Nagarjuna says that doctrine of 

s’unyatd is meant to destroy all theories and to establish the 

principle of direct, mystic, intuition: it is not to be taken as a 

new theory at all. Taken as a rival theory, he says, it is as 

bad as or worse than other theories. “ If aught were other 

than the relative, then ytinya, i. e., the relative, would have 

made some sense. But, in fact, there is naught which is 

other than the relative: how, then, can there be anything 

1. The Philosophy & Religion of the PrajnaParamita : Essays in 

Zen Buddhism ; 3rd series PP. 21, ff. ; 

2. Concept of Nirvana - P. 42 ; 

3. Cf. "s'unyamiti navaktavyamag/unyam itivabhavet | 

ubhayam nobhyayam oetiprajffaptyarthanjtukathyate || 

Ed. IP ; P. 663; 

'* The truth is that the concept of Nirvana is the Buddhist 

interpretation of what the Christian calls God Time and 

Eternity, New Jersey, 1962, W.T. Stace ; 

4. BSS. II, 2, 31, “ sarvapramapavipratsiddhahs'unyavijdi- 

pakaah.” 

6. ME. Chs. XII, XVI, XXII, 
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relative ? ” 1 The question answered in the affirmative here is 

whether ‘ relativity ’ ( gunyam ) itself is not ‘ relative.’ This 

does not mean that we must reject the doctrine for it has been 

advanced by the Jinas only as a means of deliverance from 

bondage. Instead of treating it as a means, one should beware 

of taking it as an end, viz., as the one right theory. For such 

as do so are incurable indeed.2 The position then would be as 

ludicrous as if one sought to purchase from a man, who said he 

had nothing to sell, that very nothing.3 The medicine itself 

should not prove a source of disease.4 

However plausible this argument may be, the march of 

nagations in the M ldhyamika system, though impressive as a 

dialetical display, completely fails to carry conviction. In¬ 

capacity to explain a thing is not a sufficient reason to deny 

its existence. Nagarjuna’s theory of phenomenalism or * relati¬ 

vity’ requires us to abandon the whole scheme of values as an 

illusion. When everything becomes unreal, good and evil also 

are unreal. The effort to attain Nirvana, to escape from the 

sorrows which do not exist, is obviously pointless and a mere 

waste of time. Moral life cannot be based on a detected 

illusion.3 Many of the statements of Nagarjuna suggest that 

this world is no more real than the beauty of a barren woman’s 
daughter. 

A concept such as the sunya may appeal to a world-weary 

mind. As a description of the ultimata principle or the 

Absolute, it suggests the latter to be an immobile negation of 

all becoming. A pure being would require a principle of nega¬ 

tion in itself to account for the world manifested by or in it. 

But Nagarjuna’s absolute is completely frozen and can account 

for nothing, and so, hardly serves any philosophic purpose. 

The Vijnanavada is historically held to have appeared as a 

reaction against the sTinya of the MadhyamiJcas. 6 The amend¬ 

ment which it thought out was to make the Absolute universal 

consciousness or cit or Vijnana. As an answer to the negative 

absolute of Nagarjuna and the fluctuating Alaya Vijnana, 

Advaita Philosophy formulates a stable and positive absolute. 

1. MK. XIII, 7 ; 2. Ibid; XIII, 8 ; 

3. MV. P. 247, 2. 6 ; 4. Concept of Nirv&pa ; P. 60 ; 

6, IP. i, P. 657. 6. Ibid, P. 665; 
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It was pointed out above 1 that ip Nagarjuna’s absolute 

unity there is no bliss. It is only, Santa and Siva. Even 

consciousness or cit cannot be ascribed to it. Naturally, this 

absolute is Nirvana as well. Nevertheless, Stcherbatsky 

states 2 that Sankara is in full agreement with the' Madhya- 

mika view of Reality and Nirvana. No doubt for bolh Advaita 

and the Mddhyamika yunyavada, the Real is one without a 

second and the manifold is, from the point of view of the 

Absolute, a mirage,. But the conception of this Absolute is far 

from being the same in the two cases. S'ankara’s Absolute is 

Sacciddnanda raised no matter to what ineffable degree it 

may be and it is atleast conceivable how such an Absolute may 

bo the source of a world in which all these thiee factors of 

existence, consciousness and bliss are experienced side by side. 

Therefore it is not sheer hatred of Buddhism 3 as Stcherbatsky 

affirms which prevents S'ankara from professing his agreement 

with Mahaj/ana metaphysics.4 These points of agreement and 

profound difference must be held over for more detailed 

treatment in a later section. 

1. P. 161, section on the Madhyamika view of Nirva^^a above. 

2. Concept of Nirvapa, P. 38 ; 

3. Ibid ; 4. Cf. S'ankara, BS. II, 2, 31, 

MUKTI—20 



CHAPTER VII 

THE CONCEPT OF LIBERATION IN JAINISM 

The Uniqueness of Jainism 

Among the Indian concepts of the bondage and liberation 

of the self of man, those elaborated by the ancient school of 

Jainism are in several respects unique. Like Buddhism, Jainism 

also arose and developed outside the pale of vedic speculation 

and proceeded on lines opposed to the latter; but, unlike 

Buddhism, Jainism held fast to the concept of a persistent self 

or atman which experiences both the states of bondage and 

liberation. Like the Nyayd-Vai^c^ika and Sdmkhya-Yoga Schools, 

Jainism recognized realistically a multiplicity of selves, but the 

Jaina notion that these apparently spiritual entities are of 

limited and varied dimensions marks it out from all other views 

of the self. No other thinkers in India have associated the 

idea of a real change and development with atman.' Equally 

unique is the conception of the bodage of this dtmam as due to 

its envelopment in a karmic stuff and its deliverance as escape 

therefrom into a space above, though continuous with, the 

region in which the universe of matter and bound souls is 

situated. As ancient as the Stiinkhya-Yoga systems and 

Buddhism, Jainism shares in their theoretical pessimism as 

also in their practical ideal, viz., deliverance or moksa. In its 

rejection of God-worship and acceptance, in its stead, of man- 

worship (i.e., of the siddha) in Jainism may be seen an anticipa¬ 

tion of Positivism. 2 

The Jaina View of Reality. 

Unlike the doctrine of the immutability and permanence of 

the Upanisadic Being, the Jainas hold that Being is joined to 

production, continuation, and destruction. This is the theory 

of anekdntavada or indefiniteness of Being. 3 This implies that 

existent things are permanet only as regards their substance : 

accidents or qualities orginate and perish. Any material thing 

L IP. i, P 323; 

3. ERE. Vol. VII, P. 467. 
2. The Heart of Jaiqism ; 
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continues to exist for ever, as matter ;• still, it may assume any 

shape and quality. Jainas evidently are not concerned with 

transcendental Being, but with being as given in common 

experience. Thus, to the Jainas, reality is a unity-in-deffer- 

ence. Theirs is a bhedabhedav Ida, i. e., difference in identity. 

Substance is what persists in and through its own qualities and 

modifications. It has infinite attributes : anantailharniatmakam- 

vastu 1 — “ The relation between substance and qualities is one of 

coeval identity, unity, inseparability and essential simplicity” 2 

The anekdntavdda of the Jains is upheld by the dialectic 

of syadvada. 3 

The Jaina Conception of the Universe 

The concept of the Universe according to Jainism is 

expressed by Mahavira in reply to a question put by his dis¬ 

ciple, Gautama Indrabuti : O Lord ! What is this Universe ? 

“ Gautama! this universe is composed of the five extensive 

rriBs. ST 55, P. 204 ; 
2. Pancastikayasamayasara, P. 56, Qd. IP. i, P. 314 ; 

3. syddavdda is defined as anekdntdtmakdrthakathanam - the ex¬ 
pression in propositions of reality which is indefinite. It consists 
of seven forms of metaphysical propositions, saptabhafigis; The 
point stressed in syddvuda is that all knowledge is only probable, 
syad: may be. This dialectic points to the extremely complex 
nature of reality of which no one categorical prediction can be 
absolutely valid. Every proposition is ture, but only hypothetically. 
There are seven smjh propositions, (i) syadasti. From the point of 
its own material, place, time and nature, a thing is or exists as 
itself. E. G., the jar exists as made of clay, in a given place, and 
time, as serviceable, (ii) syddndsti. From the point of the material, 
etc., of another thing, say, a cloth, the jar is not (i, e. as made of 
thread, etc.) ; (iii) syddaslindsti. From the point of view of the same 

4 conditions of material, etc., relating to itself and oloth, it may be 
held that the jar is and is not; (iv) syddavaktavya. The two oontrary 
propositions in (iii) may be asserted only successively and not 

simultaneously. This impossibility of simultaneous prediction of 

opposites is expressed in (iv). (v) syadasti avaktavya. The facts of 

the existence of the pot and its indescribability expressed in (iv) 
are combined here. The post is and is indescribable ; (vi) syddndsti 
avaktavya oombines (ii) and (iv), relative nonexistence of the pot 
and its indesoribablity as expressed in (iv); (viii) syddastindsti avak- 
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substances or astikdyasa 1 They are the medium of motion, 

dharnia; the medium of rest, adharma; space, dk isa ; soul, jiva; 

and matter, pudgala. 2 In other chapters of the Bhagavatl- 

sutra 3 time is mentioned as a separate entity. This two-fold 

enumeration, perhaps, shows that in the days of Mahfivlra 

there were two currents of thought in Jainism, according to 

one of which the universe consisted of five astikdyas, dharma, 

adharma, alcxsa, pudgala, and jiva, while the other added the 

sixth, time, to this list. 4 Time, however, is not regarded as an 

astilcaya 5 as it is not a spatially extended entity, nirvibhd- 

gatvat. A shorter, but exhaustive, way of describing the 

universe is to say that it it made up of the two categories, 

Jiva and Ajiva, the latter including all the five of the principles 

enumerated above.6 

Jiva 

Most important among the constituents of the universe for 

our present purpose is the Jiva or the living individual. The 

proof of the reality of the Jiva is direct introspection. 7 Jiva 

has been defined as that whose characteristic is Upayoga or 

the power of consciousness.8 Upayoga is of two kinds, deter¬ 

minate and indeterminate,9 the first being identified with 

Jndna or knowledge and the second with dar&ana or intuition.10 

What knows and perceives the various objects, desires 

tavya synthesizes (iii) and (iv). Pot exists, does not exist and is 

indescribable - all these, relatively. The high esteem in which their 

syddvuda is held by the Jains is expressed thus: syddvada and 

kevalajauna illumine the whole reality. Their difference is this : the 
former illumines objects indirectly ■ the latter does so directly. 
Aptamimamsa, Qd. Outlines; P.122; 

1. Astikaya : Spatial existences, IP. i, P. 323 ; 

2. Bhagavati Sutra, XIII, 4, 481 ; 

3. XXV, 2-4 ; 

4. Guriaratna’s commentary on SDS. Calcutta, 1905, P. 162-163 ; 
6. Idid ; P. 163 ; 

6. Idid ; S'l. 47 & Comm ; on it. ; 

7. HIP. Das Gupta, P, 189 ; 

8. TAS. II, 8 ; 

9. Idid ; II, 9 ; 

10. Studies in Jaina Philosophy ; P. 71, N. Tatia, Banaras, 1951 j 
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pleasures and dreads pains, acts beneficially or harmfully and 

experiences the fruits thereof that is Jiva.” 1 

According to Jainism,, there are infinite Jivas in the world 

and each Jiva has innumerable pradegas.2 By pradeia is 

meant the space occupied by a material atom. 3 But Jiva is 

not all-pervasive. “ By contraction and expansion of its 

pradegas, Jiva cr soul is capable of occupying varying propor¬ 

tions of the countless pradegas of the universe, just like the 

flame of a lamp whose light can fill a small room as well as a big 

hall ”4 One or more of the countless parts of space the soul 

can occupy through contraction and expansion and, in special 

cases, a soul may fill the whole universe,5 i. e., a soul can 

occupy the smallest possible body as of a bacterium or the 

biggest body of a fish. This notion that the soul’s size is equal 

to that of the body it occupies is peculiar to Jainism. The 

Jaina view that the soul is a changing entity may be traced to 

primitive notions reflected in the synonyms of the soul such 

as saltva, prana bhuta. 6 

In its intrinsic nature, the soul is pure and perfect, its felt 

imperfections being due to its contact with kdrmic matter. 

Jivas are infinite in number. The whole universe packed 

with souls resembles a box filled with powder. Baoh soul is an 

eternal substance, of indefinite size. Its characteristic mark of 

intelligence, upayoga, may be obscured but not destroyed' 

Among the attributes cf the jiva are knowledge, intuition, 

conduct, pleasure, pain, energy, goodness, badness and emotions 

like anger, pride and greed. 7 As for the relation between tho 

soul and its attributes, it is held to be an identity indifference; 

for absolute difference is incompatible with perceptions such 

as : I know ; I am happy ; while total identity is incompatible 

with perceptions implying any distinctions. Knowledge, anger. 

1. 
2. 
4. 

6. 
7. 

Paficastikaya samayasara, Qd. IP i, P. 314 ; 

TAS. V, 8 ; 3. XASB. V, 7 

TattvarthaWra, III, 14; Qd. Outlines of Jaina Philosophy 

P. 301, M. L. Mehta, J. M. Society, 1954 ; 

TAS V lo; 6- Studies ; P. 229. 

§DS. S'l. 48 and Comm : P. 138. 
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etc., are the attributes and the soul is the substance to which 

they belong. Thus, the truth is neither total difference between 

substance and attributes as the NydyamVai&esika holds, nor 

identity as the Buddhists aver. This position of the Jainas is, 

of course, in conformity with their anekantavada, described 
above. 

Again, the Jlva is subject to transmigration, is the agent 

of actions both good and bad, and the reaper of their 

consequences, viz., pleasure and pain. This, of course, implies 

that the Jlva undergoes real changes. It is the updddnakdrana 

or material cause of bhavas or thoughts. Yet, throughout its 

modifications, the soul or Jlva maintains its identity. Birth 

and death also are only parydyas or modifications of the soul. 

According to the theory of anekdntavdda, the liberated soul is 

one with the soul in bondage. This view is more natural than 

that of the Sdmkhya-Yoga school, viz., the Jlva is only the 

enjoyer, bhoktd, and not also the agent or kartd. The Jaina 

view of the inherent intelligence of the soul marks it off from 

the Nydya-Vaiiedka dogma that the dtman is inert in itself. 

The past existences of the Jlva is sought to be proved, as in 

the Nydya-Vai&esika, with references to the instinctive re¬ 

actions of new-born babies.1 

There are, quite uniquely, in Jainism nine classes of Jlvas, 2 

viz., those living in the four elements, earth, water fire and air; 

those living in vegetable bodies ; and these having, respectively, 

two, three, four or five sense-organs. Even the Jainas felt 

that the presence of the Jlvas in the four elements is not 

obvious and so they argue that their presence is unmanifest, 

just as the Jlva of a dead-drunk man is.3 Though other Indian 

thinkers alBO have maintained that plants have souls, the 

Jaina theory has certain peculiarities. The grosser plants, in 

each of w hich a single soul resides, exist in the habitable parts 

of the world. But there are invisible plants distributed all 

over the world each of which is a colony of plant lives. These 

subtle plants are called nigodas. They are composed of an 

infinite number of souls, forming a very small cluster with 

I. SDS. P. 151 ; 

3. ibid; P.153 

2. Ibid ; P. 153 ; 
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respiration and nutrition in common. The function of these 

nigodas is to supply souls in the vacancies created by the souls 

who attain liberation. 1 

A more relevant division of the Jlvas is into the class 

of the liberated, mulctas, and that of the worldly souls, 

samsdrins.2 Of the worldly Jlvas, only those dwelling in hells 

gods and mammals are held to have minds. Other inferior 

orders of living beings are mindless. 3 Jainism avoids the 

defects of both mentalism and materialism by recognizing the 

correlativity of mind and matter. 

Bondage of the Jiva 

The life oi the Jlvas in samsdra or conditions of trans¬ 

migration has no beginning in time. In fact, rebirth and 

Jcarman, as pointed out in the very beginning of our study, are 

among the iinpoitant presuppositions of all Indian Schools of 

thought. Obviously, the sdmsaric experinces of the Jlvas 

constitute their bondage. The ancient Indian felt that 

emancipation of the soul from bondage necessarily entailed 

numerous existences4 for its realization. This conviction 

muBt have led to the theory of rebirths. 

Now, emancipation of course presupposes a corruption of 

the spirit or atman, which, intrinsically, is pure and perfect. In 

Jainism also this basic corruption or bondage of the self is 

traced to the beginningless nescience or avidya about truth. 

Thus Jaina thinkers also trace the malady of the samsaric soul 

to the same cause as thinkers of other schools. Just how or 

why the pure soul becomes impure is never asked ; for, frankly, 

the question does not admit of an answer. The condition of 

bondage of the soul is accepted as a fact to be remedied. 

Still, the Jaina concept of avidya, the cause of soul’s bondage, 

is not the same as that of other schools. An elucidation of the 

Jaina concept of avidya is thus necessary to make the bondage 

of the soul intelligible. 

1. IP. i, P. 322 ; 

2. TAS. II, 10 ; 
3. Ibid; II, II, and 25 ; 

4. Cf. BG. VI, 45 ; VIII, 19, 
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The Jaina idea of the Jiva’s avidyd may .be gathered from 

the way the Jlva under its influence thinks and acts. “Iam 

this, this is I, I am of this, mine is this — everything that is non¬ 

self, living, or non-living or mixed. Mine was all this formerly; 

I was all this in the past; again will this be mine and I shall 

again be thus. The deluded one, sammiujha, possesses all these 

false notions about the Self.,J 1 The term generally used by the 

Jains to denote the idea of avidya, is mithyatva ; other 

synonyms are mithyddars ana, mithyddrsti, daryanamoha, moha, 

etc. Now, darsanamoha is one variety of karmans which attaches 

itself to the soul, and deludes and misguides it. Wrong notions 

about the truth and the reality to which the truth refers are 
due to dars'anamoha. 

Avidya, or mithyatva may also be rendered as perversity of 

outlook. It is due to this perversity that adharma or wrong 

religion is taken for dharma, amagga or wrong path is taken for 

rnagga, the a.jiva or non-soul is taken for jlva, the asdhu or 

sinner is taken for sahn, the amuita or the unemancipated is 

taken for the mutta, and also, of course, vice versa, 2 Umasvati 

distinguishes two forms of nescience, viz., abhigrhita, firmly 
s.nd anabhigrhita, lightly held. 3 The former is the 

tenacious clinging to a wrong view once accepted, while the 

latter is acceptance without obstinate adherence. Kundakunda 

considers perversity, mithyatva, nescience, ajiidna, and attach¬ 
ment, avirati, to be the three timeless forms of deluded 

consciousness.4 Another noted Jaina writer, Pujyapada 

Devanandi, distinguishes between an inborn form of nescience 

and another, acquired from instructions by others. According 

to a more informative account he gives, five forms of nescience 

may be distinguished. Prejudice in favour of absolutism is the 

variety known as ekanta. A conviction to the contrary of truth 

is styled viparita. Radical scepticism is the third called 

sams'aya._Indiscriminate faith in every god and scripture is 

1. Samayapr§,bhrta of Kundakunda, 25-27 Qd. SJP., 144; 

2. Sthanangaastra, X, I, 734, Qd. SJP. (PP. 144-45)• 
3. TASB. VIII, 1; 

4. Uvaogassa apai pari^ama tinpi mohajuttassa | 

Micoattam anpanam aviradibhavoya pSdavvo || 
Samayasara,' 96. 
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the fourth, vaindyika. Absence of discrimination between good 

and bad is the last, ajiidnika-mithyadar^ana'. All these distinc¬ 

tions merely point to the various ways in which the same 

nescience or mithydtva operates. All bondage and sufferings 

consequent on it are ultimately traceable to nescience or 

mithyddars'ana. Samsdramfilabiam miccattam.2 

Once again, conformably to the unanimous Indian view of 

the matter, the Jaina thinkers hold that mithydtva or nescience 

has no origin in time. 'J hat is to say, atman and avidyd are 

coevals in the sphere of samsdra The subjection of the one to 

the other has to be accepted as a matter of fact, which does not 

admit of a why. It is one of the ultimate facts of life and a 

question regarding its why is no more reasonable than a ‘why’ 

regarding the atman. 

On the basis of unimpeachable fact, mithydtva has been 

indicated as the root-cause of the. soul’s bondage. But there 

are four more conditions promoting bondage, viz., avirati, or 

non-abstinence; pramdda or spiritual inertia; kasdya or 

passions ; and yoga or activity.-1 Of these the succeeding ones 

necessarily exist when the prior ones come into being, though 

the contrary is not necessarily true.4 Or, still more comprehen¬ 

sively, the causes of bondage may be counted as three, namely, 

mithyadarnana, perverse view ; mithyajndna, perverse knowledge; 

and mithydcdritra, preverse conduct. This is a conclusion which 

follows from the fact that in his very first aphorism, Uma- 

svati5 enumerates the opposite of this trio sarnyag dars'ana 

jnana cdritrani, as constituting the path leading to emancipa¬ 

tion.6 The significance of this three-fold condition is that the 

Jiva’s bondage does not consist in a mere intellectual flaw or 

error, but affects his entire life - both thought and action. 

Illustrating the force of mithyadars'ana, Umasvati writes that 

the three forms of knowledge known as mati (ordinary cogni¬ 

tion born of normal sense perception) sruta (cognition through 

signs, symbols and words) and avadhi (knowledge by clairvo. 

yance), when informed by mithyadars'ana, fail in their function 

I. Quoted in SJP. P. 145 ; 2. Ibid ; 

3. TAS. VIII, 1 ; 4. TASB. VIII, I. 1 ; 

6. TASB.-1,1; 6. Tattvarthasiokavgrttika, Qd.SJP, P.147 ; 

MVKTI—1\ 
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and become forma of wrong cognition or ajndna.' Just as the 

knowledge of a mad man is necessarily ajndna, notwithstand¬ 

ing its accidental correspondence to facts, the cognitions of 

one vitiated by mithyddarsana also are essentially ignorance.2 

Bondage of the soul means that its many capacities like 

consciousness, vision, knowledge, energy, bliss, etc., are 

obstructed by different types of karmans; and are but im¬ 

perfectly manifested in its sdrnsdric life. When its capacity 

for right vision is obstructed, there results mithyadarsana; 

when its capacity for right knowledge is shackled, there is 

mithyajnana; and when its innate energy is stifled, there 

supervenes mithydcdrilra Thus, bondage in its essence consists 

in the obstruction and mutilation of the various capacities of 

the soul. It must be noted that the Jaina view is that the 

soul s bondage is the result, not of perverted knowledge alone, 

but also of the other two equally vital factors, viz., perverted 

attitude and perverted conduct, mithyadarsana and mithyd- 

cdritra, Ihey argue that if mithyajnana alone caused bondage, 

upon winning tattvajnana or right knowledge the soul should 

forthwith become free, whereas, as a matter of fact, it remains 

embodied, reaping the fruits of operative karmans. On this 

latter point there is unanimity among the thinkers of the 

Sdmkhya, Vais&sika, Buddhist and Advaitic schools of thought. 

The experience of the world even after the dawn of right 

knowledge argues the presence in the soul of other factors 

which the Jainas identify as perverted attitude and perverted 

conduct. 

The Karma theory 

The basic cause of bondage has been traced to avidyd or 

mithydtva, wrongness, which characterizes the three factors of 

dars'ana, jiiana and caritra and produces the life of limitations 

and sufferings. Another term for it, it was remarked above, 

is dars anamoha, delusion of vision, a variety of karmans which 

attach themselves to the soul. In other words, the root of 

bondage may be said to be karman, according to the Jaina 

thinkers3, and an exposition of their theory of karman, “ the 

1. TASB. 1,32; 2 Ibid; I, 33. 

3. SDS. s'l. 51 ; P. 180, 
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keystone of the ’Jaina system is necessary for an apprecia¬ 

tion of the condition whence deliverance is sought. 

In other Indian systems, by karman is understood an un¬ 

seen potency, adrsta, a predisposition, v&sand, energy, s’akti, or 

even trap, pds'a (e. g. in gaivaism). The theory of karman 

is the grand Indian hypothesis which explains the varieties and 

inequalities in the conditions and fortunes of humnn beings. 

The nature of the vdsanas, klesas (afflictions), and kasdyas 

(passions) determines the character, quantity, duration and 

intensity of the karman or unseen potency, adrsta. This potency 

brings about life in samsdra, i. e., the relation between the soul 

and non-soul. All Indian systems which accept the doctrine of 

deliverance also recognize that the transmigrating soul is 

encased in a subtle body that mediates between the pure soul 

and gross matter. For the Jains this subtle body is made up 

of karma, which, therefore, must partake of the nature of 

subtle matter. The Jaina view that karma is material is the 

result of their conviction that emancipation means tho 

emancipation of both matter and spirit. The various passions 

constitute the bondage of the spirit, while the change of the 

material atoms into karmic material makes up the bondage of 

matter.2 

We have already pointed out that tho soul in Jainism is an 

everchanging principle. In its state of worldly existence, the 

changes of the soul are determined by the nature of the karma 

associated with it. On the other hand, according to the jaina 

theory, the nature of the karma-pudgala (or karma matter) is 

determined by that of the passions or kasdyas of the soul and 

the nature of the passions by that of karmic matter. This 

mutual determination of karma and passions has no beginning 

in time. With a view to explain the crux of relation between 

a spiritual soul and material karma, the Jaina philosopher goes 

to the extent of saying that, in the sdmsdric stage, the soul is 

partly corporeal or murta.3 Thus, due to its passions like 

iT eRE. VoL VII; P. 409. 2. SJP., P. 22S; 

3. SDS. with Guparatna on sd. 51, P.181; Also, of. ahavape- 
ganto'yam samsari savvaha amutto'tti | jam anfidikammasantati 

pariuamavannaruvoso II Dharmasangrahaplgatha, 626, Qd. SJP., 

P. 227.; 
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greed, aversion, etc.,-the soul is, as it were, sticky and karma, 

matter sticks to it as dust to a wet or oily clotli. “ Even as a 

lamp, by its tmperature draws up the oil with its wick and 

converts the oil into its body, i. e , glow, the soul-lamp attracts 

the material aggregates by the wick of its activities and 

transforms it into /carman.”1 

The Jciinas distinguish between the material /carman called 

draiyakarman and its spiritual counterpart called bhiivakartnan. 

ihe first is also called avarana or cover and the second dosas 

or defects. The dosas are the passions, the privations, and 

the perversions of the soul’s capacities. The avaranas consist 

of the karmic matter that produces the perversions of the soul. 

Thus material lcarma and its spiritual counterpart are related 
to each other as cause and effect.2 

The Jainas hold that the relation between soul and karman 

is one of concrete identity in the soul’s state of bondage. The 

karmic matter mixes with the soul in much the same way as 

milk does with water or fire with iron. 

Eight main classes of karma have been distinguished in 

Jainism. What obscures the innate omniscience of the soul 

and produces degrees of knowledge and ignorance is called 

Jnandvaranakarman^. What obscures right intuition like 

sleep, eg., is the second, the daniandvarana. The karma 

matter which obstructs the natural bliss of the soul is the 

third, vedamya, which, thus, produces both pain and pleasure. 

The type that disturbs the right attitude of the soul with 

regard to faith, conduct, passions, etc., and produces doubt, 

error, passions and so forth is the fourth variety mohaniya- 
karman. 

1. TASB, Qd., SJP. , P. 232 ; 

2. cf. dos&varanyaorjivapudgalapaidjjamayoranyonyakaryaks.. 
ra^abhava - Astasahasn, P. 5j, Qd. SJP., P.J227 ; 

3. Five kinds of Jifana ate recognized, mati or ordinary 

cognition; srruti or testimony; avadhi or supernatural 

cognition ; manahparyayab, direct knowledge of the though/s 

of other unnds; kevala or omniscience cf TAS I 9 20 21 
24 and X, 1. ’ ' /1’ 
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The next four kinds of karman concern the individual •> 
status of a being. That which breaks up the continuity of 

immortal existence into so many mortal fragments of shorter 

or longer individual lives is ayuska or longevity—determining 

karman. The embodiment of the bodiless soul with the 

determination of faculties, etc., is the function of nama,karman. 

The seventh, gotrakarman is what determines the differences of 

racial, social or genealogical status of the embodied souls. The 

last, anturdyakarman is the type which obstructs the infinite 

energy of the soul and handicaps the enjoyment of wealth 

and power. Each of these varieties of karman has its 

predetermined limits within, which it must work itself out. 

Prom among the numerous sub-divisions of these eight 

main varieties of karman, two classes of mohaniya or deluding 

karman may be noticed: (a) what deludes the right vision, 

dar&ana mohaniya1 and (b) what deludes the right conduct, 

cdritramohaniya. The former has three sub-types, viz., (i) what, 

by its rise, makes the soul lose vision of truth, and see a thing 

as it is not, milhdtvarnohaniya ; (ii) what is a state of purity of 

the sub-type (i); (iii) what is a mixed tyye of purity and 

impurity of the same.3 

The length of duration, sthiti and intensity of fruition, 

anubhaga of the soul’s bondage due to karmic matter depend 

upon the nature of the passions of the soul3 The stronger 

the passions, the lengthier and intenser are the duration and 

fruition of the bondage. This applies only to the bondage of 

inauspicious or a&ubhakarmans which produce sufferings. In the 

case of auspicious karmans, though the duration varies directly 

with the strength of the passions, the intensity of the fruition 

varies inversely with their strength; for, strength of pasaions 

means a small degree of soul’s purity and a loose connection 

with auspicious karmans. 

The Jainas hold that the maximum duration of jaznavarn/t, 

darianavarana, vedaniya and antaraya-karmans is thirty 

1. Vide reference to this variety as cause of bondage, supra, P.168 

2. SJP. P. 233; 
3. •« Thii anubhagarp ka^ayo ku0ai - S'ivayaramasuri’s S'ataka- 

karmagrantha, gatha, 99, Qd. SJP., P. 235; 
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sagaropamakoti-koti years. 1 Equally formidable stretches of 

time are indicated during which the other forms of karmic 

bondage also remain in operation. 

The overpowering nature of the soul’s bondage can be 

appreciated better when it is remembered that the Bpace 

occupied by the souls is densely filled up with karmic matter 

and that there is an incessant flow or dsrava of it into them 

from all sides so long as the souls are involved in activities, 

yoga, of one kind or other. Till complete freedom is won, the 

influx ol karmic matter must continue. The volume of the 

matter -absorbed by the soul depends upon the measure of 

its activities or vibrations. The greater the soul’s activities, 

the heavier the intake of karmic material. It is obvious that 

the nature of these activities of the soul depends on its passions 

or kasayas. Another factor contributing to bondage is avirati, 

non-renunciation. Thus the causes of bondage according to 

Jainism are perversity, mithydtva; non-renunciation, avirati, 

spiritual indolence, pramdda; passions, kasayas; and activity 

yoga ( a technical use of this celebrated expression ); still, the 

Jaina thinkors accord to yoga or activity of the soul a 

preponderant force in bringing about its bondage.2 

Of the eight main types of karman enumerated above, 

the knowledge-covering, the intuition-covering, the deluding 

and the obstructive are styled obscuring or ghdtin and the 

remaining four are non-obscuring or aghdtin. The innate qualities 

of the soul are warped by ghati karmans. Love of truth or 

samyaktva3 is the innate character of the soul and it is obscured 

by mohaniyakarman or mithydtva. Similarly omniscience or 

kevalajhana is also obscured by karmic material. Ofoourse 

such obscuration of the innate virtues and perfections of the 

soul does not amount to their extirpation, as, in that case, the 

soul would cease to be soul and the question of its deliverance 

would not arise. A fraction of its original and immortal fire 

1. TAS. VIII, 15-18; The tika says Koti-kofi is the result of 

multiplying one orore with another, while the simile of the 

sea, sagara, suggests the immensity of the time involved 
2. TAS. VIII, 1 ; 

3. SJP..P.239, f.a. (i); 
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remains with it in all its conditions; hende its ceaseless craving 

and striving for perfection. 

In dealing with the concept of bondage in Jainism, it is 

necessary also to refer to,its characteristic dogma of le$'ya or 

transformation of the soul, due to the activity of the mind. It 

is a sort of transcendental colour or complexion taken by a soul 

through karma amalgamated by it.1 There will be legya so 

long as the soul retains its association with the mind. Actually, 

the transformations of the soul due to contact with mind are 

infinite; but, for convenience sake, these have been classified 

into six main types, viz., krSna or black ; nlla or blue; kapola or 

grey ; tejo or red ; padma or yellow, snikla or white. These 

colours are symbolic and have a moral bearing ; the first three 

mark the bad and the last three the good character.* 

The karma matter which mixes with the soul does not 

immediately yield its fruit ; it remains inactive fora period. But 

when it matures and begins to produce its results, it iB said to 

be in the state of udaya or rise, and the souls in the audayika 

state. When karma is prevented from producing its results for 

sometime by appropriate efforts of the soul, the karma thus 

held up is said to be in the upasamita state and the soul itself 

in the upa&amita state.3 It is through the holding up of the 

mohanlya or deluding karma that the soul gets a glimpse of the 

truth which saves. In its turn, the soul’s inherent love of the 

truth helps its endeavours to hold up the functioning of the 

deluding karma. The upasama or subsidence of the deluding 

karma is only a temporary state ; its antithesis is the total 

dissociation of that karma from the soul which involves its 

disintegration or ksaya. Now the roul is said to be in the 

ksdyika state, one which it is necessary to maintain for reaching 

Nirvana. There is a fourth state of the soul called ksayopasamika 

in which some karma is in the process of dissociation and others 

in subsidence. It is virtually a complex of the three preceding 

states, viz., dissociation, subsidence and rise of karma stuff. 

The goal which the active aspirant to Nirvana should 

keep in view is to get rid of all karma matter from the soul and 

1. TASB on II, 3, says : tatlvarucih aamyaktvam. 

2. ERE. Vol. VII, P. 469 ; 

3- TASB. II, 7, 4. ERE. VpJ. VII, P.469. 
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acquire no fresh matter from outside ; in other words, to achieve 

samvara, defined as the stopping of the four asravas, milhydtva, 

avirati, kasaya and yoga by means of right knowledge, renuncia¬ 

tion, vigilance, and guptis or controls like patience, etc.1 

Adhikarin 

On the question of eligibility to moksa or deliverance, there 

are some noteworthy differences of views among the Jainas. 

According to the Digambaras or ‘ sky - clad ’ Jainas, women are 

not entitled to liberation-, because they are inferior to men. 

But Gunaratna demonstrates at great length that women are 

men’s equals in theii ability and readiness to stand the rigours 

of austerity and win liberation. Generally, the fit candidate for 

liberation is styled a bhavya, viz., one who is fit to wait upon a 

siddha or fully liberated man. Phis qualifying fitness, however, 

differs with time, place, teacher and other relevant circumstances; 

otherwise, all should achieve rnukti at once. On the other hand, 

according to Jainism there are people who never become fit 

for deliverance from bondage. Such are styled abhavyas. No 

explanation is offered to throw light on this Bharp division of 

human beings in to the bhavyas and abhavyas? 

The virtues which qualify the candidate are knowledge, 

intuition, and conduct, jhana, dar'sana and edritra.4 Their 

combination makes the candidate eligible for that liberation 

which consists in an infinitude of knowledge, intuition, bliss, 

energy. Neither mere knowledge nor mere activity on the part 

of the candidate will suffice to yield moksa. But all who wish to 

qualify for moksa must take up the life of the monk through 

renunciation; for, the common man is asleep while the ascetic is 
always awake.5 

Means of Liberation. 

In all -Indian disciplines leading to liberation, it is recog¬ 

nized that the final achievement is to be won through medita¬ 

tion or yoga. The object of this meditation is in most cases 

1. Guparatna on SDS. P. 180 ; 2. Ibid ; PP, 197 ff. 

3. SJP., P. 206, f. n. 6; 4. Gupratna on SDS. P. 203 ; 

5, SJP„ P. 19, sutta aauiji mupinosayayamjagaranti, Qd. Ibid. 
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the nature of the self or atm an, or, in Buddhism, the absence of 

the ntman, nairatmyabhavann. This -implies that the earnest 

aspirant cannot afford the luxury of scepticism and still hope 

for self realization. Whatever the system he follows, he must 

have wholehearted faith in it, and with the strength of that 

faith carry out the practical steps it prescribes. Implicit 

faith in the truth, whether gathered from the words of the 

preceptor, or achieved through one’s own intuition, is the 

starting point of spiritul life. Thus in Jainism is stressed 

tattvarthaaraddhdna faith in the truth.1 The process which 

in other systems is known by the term yoga is in Jainism 

referred to by the word carifra.2 

As bondage results from the influx of karmic matter into 

the soul due to its activities and passions, it is obvious that 

their eradication is the means of stopping that inflow and 

securing liberation. By the activities of the soul in bondage 

are meant those of the mind, organ of speech and body. 

Therefore, the first condition for the arrest of the inflow of 

karmic matter is control or gupti, of thought, speech, and 

bodily movements 7 - samyagyoganigrahoguptih. Other condi¬ 

tions have also been laid down for achieving the requisite 

arrest of karmic matter, viz., (i) The five-fold regulation* 

samiti, for maintaining life ;4 (ii) the acquisition of the ten 

moral virtues, viz., consummate forbearance, modesty, candour, 

contentment, truth, self-restraint, austerity, renunciation, non¬ 

attachment, and celibacy; 3 (iii) contemplation, or anupreksa 

of twelve themes, viz., transience, helplessness in worldly life, 

the sorrowful nature of the world, the loneliness of the sojourn 

here below, the otherness of the self, physical impurities, the 

inflow of karmic matter, its arrest, its destruction or nirjara, 

the constituents of the universe, the rarity of illumination, and 

the rightness of the path chosen for winning moks,a; 6 (iv) The 

uncomplaining endurance of afflictions or parisa,h<xs 7 such as 

hunger, thirst, cold, heat, mosquito-stings, etc., (v) the five-fold 

conduct, cdritra, viz., abstention from all harmful activities. 

1. TAS. I, 2 ; 2. SJP., P. 262. 

3. TAS. IX, 4 ; 4. Ibid ; IX, 5 ; 

5. Ibid ; IX, 6 ; 6. Ibid ; IX, 7; 

7. Ibid; IX, 9. 

MUKTI—22 
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samayika; reinititiation, chedopasthapdnd, after rectifying rites 

due to carelessness or p^amada ; austerity; conduct attended 

with only the subtlest passions, suksmasampardya and perfect 

oonduct, yathakhydta? The six factors enumerated above, 

namely, self-control, gupti; self-regulation, samiti : moral 

virtues, dharma; contemplation, anuprtksa; endurance and 

conquest of afflictions, parTs,ahajaya ; and conduct, caritrct, are 

the means to secure samvara or arrest of the inflow of karmic 

material. Besides, tapas both physical and mental is esteemed 

as a means to both samvara and nirjard. The stress on the 

mortification of the flesh which Jainism prescribes as a means 

for the regeneration of the spirit is altogether its special 

characteristic. It comes out most vividly in the tremendous 

importance Jainism attaches to the vow or vrata of ahimsa, 

non-violence, which may rightly be regarded as the foundation 

of the entire edifice of Jaina ethics and morality. The four 

accompanying vows of truthfulness, non-stealing, celibacy, and 

non-possession, only help one fulfil the supreme vow of non¬ 

violence or ahimsa. 

The Jaina ascetics are obliged to maintain these virtues as 

mahdvratas or great vows, and the rigour involved in so doing 

may be judged from the relevant sections of the Acdrdnga 

Sutra? The first great vow runs thus : I renounce all killing of 

living beings whether subtle or gross, movable or immovable. 

Nor shall I myself kill living beings nor cause others to do it 

nor consent to it. As long as I live, I confess and blame, repent 

and exempt myself of these sins in the thrice three-fold way,3 

in mind, speech and body. The carrying out of this vow 

involves carefulness in walking lest living beings be hurt 

displaced, injured or killed ; searchings of the mind to exclude 

all thougnts of inflicting injury and pain or of causing death; 

and guarding of speech to avoid all blamable and harsh 

sentiments. The Jaina ascetic or Nirgrantha must be careful 

in laying down his utensils for the same purpose, namely 

avoiding injury to living beings. The same circumspection and 

vigilance must be exercised in regard to drinking, eating, etc., 

1* Ib3d;IX, 18. 2. SBE. XXII, PP. 202 ff. 

3. The there-fold way i.e., acting, commanding, consenting 
either in the past or the present, or the future, 
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also and with tHe same object in view. With regard to the vow 

of truthfulness, the monk i. e., the Nirgrantha, should speak 

with deliberation to avoid falsehood ; he must renounce anger, 

for an angry man might utter falsehood; and, for the same 

reason, he must also give up greed, fear, and mirth. To keep 

the vow of non-stealing, he must beg for alms only with 

deliberation ; he may consume his food and drink only with the 

permission of his superior; should take possession only of a 

limited part of ground and for a fixed time ; and should 

constantly have his grant of ground renewed. To maintain 

the vow of celibacy, the monk should avoid all topics of discus¬ 

sion relating to women ; should not contemplate the forms of 

women ; should not recollect his previous relations with womenj 

should avoid too much eating and highly seasoned dishes ; and 

should avoid all proximity to women, eunuchs, etc. The monk 

who takes the vow of non-possession should not take delight 

in of be disturbed by agreeable and disagreeable sounds, 

agreeable or disagreeable forms, such as smells, tastes and 

touches. Only one who is faithful to all these vows in the 

manner indicated can be really regarded as Houseless, a true 

monk, who observes the mahavratas. 

But the members of the laity may keep them as anuvratas 

or minor vows with considerable relaxation. 

The value of equanimity for the maintenance of the 

mahavratas was recognised and as an aid to equanimity was 

prescribed the cultivation of maitrl or friendship for all living 

beings ; of appreciation or promoda for superiors ; of compassion 

or karunya for the afflicted ; and of indifference or madhyasthya 

for the unruly.1 

Path to Moksa 

Right attitude, right knowledge, and right conduct consti¬ 

tute the Jaina path to final deliverance - samyag dardana jhana 

cdrilrani moksamdrgah, 2 Most Indian systems emphasize one 

or the other of these factors as of supreme importance for 

1. TAS. VII, 6; of. Brahmavihara ia Buddhism and tho 
viparjtabhavanS in the Yoga system; 

2. TAS. I, 1; 
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achieving the goal of life. The Jainas maintain that all these 

must be combined to produce the desired effect, viz , salvation. 

liiV’en as a patient must have not only faith in the doctor’s 

words, not only know the medicine prescribed, but also actually 

take it, in order to win health, the aspirant who would be 

delivered must cultivate all the three elements of the path 

alike.1 Collectively they are known as the ratnalraya. 2 

Though sometimes the influence and instruction of good people 

help the aspirant, the main urge to achieve sumyagdar&ana 

comes from within his own soul. “ Man ! Thou art thy own 

friend: Why wishest thou for a friend beyond thyself?.... 

exerting himself in the rule of truth, a wise man overcomes 

Mara. 3 Samyaktva or rightness is a basic change of the soul’s 

direction or tattvaruci, love of truth. When it takes place, 

the entire horizon of the soul changes. Sarnyagdar&ana is a 

kind of purified state ox consciousness in which things are 

comprehended as they are. This purified state is presupposed 

by right knowledge or sarny agjn.ru a ; for, without the attitude 

or faith being right, right knowledge cannot be attained. In 

the same way, both right attitude and right knowledge are 

presupposed by right conduct, sayiyak caritra. Umasvati 

defines right attitude as sraddhdna for the truth 4 explaining 

iraddhana as praiyaydvadhdrana, discursive determination. 

Samyag dariana is an ‘ invariable grasping of all the objects of 

the sense-organs and the mind.3 In other words, it is a kind of 

knowledge The two, samyag dar&ana and samyag jndna, are 

born simultaneously and are related to each other as cause and 

efTect. “Even as a lamp and its light, though simultaneously 

born are separate as cause and effect, so is samyaktva the 

logical pnus of right jikma. Though born with jndna samyaktva 

PU1t ,6 ceV6D ^ the P°Wder °f kataka Puritles ^rbid rain 
water Samyag darsana has been ranked above samyag 

gaana, because the latter derives its rightness from the former • 

right attitude is the ground of right knowledge. 

SDS. P. 667 - “ --— 

SDS. P. 62 & HPEW. P. 148 ; 

Acarajjgautra, SBE. XXII, P. 33 • 
TAS. I, 2; 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. avyabhioariijisarvendriyanindriyarthaprgptih. TASB I 1 ■ 

Qd. SJP.Pp. U8-49 i 1,11 
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Next comes right conduct or samyag caritra. The Jainaa 

stress conduct as much as they do knowledge and attitude. 

When right attitude turns the soul in the right direction and 

right knowledge illumines -its path, right conduct or rectified 

will leads it to the goal of deliverance. “ One devoid of right 

attitude cannot have right knowledge; and there cannot be 

rectitude of will, caranagima, without right knowledge. One 

devoid of the rectitude of will cannot have emancipation 

from evil will, and without such emancipation, one cannot 

attain the final deliverance.” 1 According to the Avaiyaka- 

niryukti, carana is the fulfilment of scriptural knowledge or 

irutajndna, while Nirvana or deliverance is the fulfilment of 

carana, or conduct-toAAaw sdrocaranam sdro caranassa nivvdna m. 

Training and discipline of the intellect without those of w ill do 

not lead to freedom. Without a disciplined will, the intellect, 

however w^ellcultivated, is a cripple, while will, without a 

cultivated intellect is blind. “A lame man was burnt inspite of 

his sight, while a blind man caught fire even though fleeing.” 2 

Knowledge enlightens, penance purifies, and restraint pro¬ 

tects. 3 According to Jinabhadra, right conduct is superior to 

right knowledge, for, with the achievement of perfect know¬ 

ledge, one does not win emancipation while with that of 

consummate samvara, discipline, i. e., caritra, one is emanci¬ 

pated. The Jainas contend that perfection of conduot is 

reached only in the last moment of worldly existence, when the 

soul is in the fourth stage of sukladhyanaA 

The earnest spiritual life of the aspirant begins with a 

compelling impulse to realize the truth of things. This 

impulse has been identified with a kind of manifestation of 

energy known as yathdpravrttakarana. This is not invariably 

effective. Its essence is a tendency to move away from the 

soul's normal life of self-contained or ego-centric narrowness. 

The karmic forces which keep the soul shut up in its normal 

1. nadamsajjissaanaijam naijenavinsnahunti carajjagu^a | 
agu^issa natthi mokkho natthi amokkhassanivva^am y 
Uttara ; Su. XXVIII, 30 ; 

2. Vis'egSvas'yakabha^ya. Qd. SJP. P. 150 ; 

3. Ibid; na^aippayasayanisohaotavo ea,njamoyaguttikaro; 

i. SJP. P. 153. 
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narrowness ihave been picturesquely called 'a granthi or knot. 

Before tbo soul can begin its active spiritual liie of progress 

towards mok^a, tbis granthi has to be cut. The struggle to do 

so has two aspects each of which is known as apttrvakarana 

and anivrttikarana. Both of these arc spiritual impulses that 

push on the soul to fulfil its mission of self-deliverance. Only 

when these impulses are sufficiently strong can the soul 

initially succeed in cutting the knot of ego-ccntredness. The 

immediate effect of success is that the soul experiences the first 

dawn of spiritual vision known as samyagdarsana. 

Apropos the progress to the goal of deliverance, the Jainaa 

have developed the doctrine of gunasthdnas or stages of 

spiritual development of the aspirant.' * Fourteen stages have 

been specified. The lowest is the stage of perversity of 

attitude towards truth - mithyddrdigunasthdna. Here the soul 

has the minimum possible degree of right vision; for, as has 

been said above, no soul can be completely bereft of all en¬ 

lightenment. Even advanced sddhakas are liable to lapse into 

this lowest stage due to the influence of the relevant karmic 

material. 

The second stage is styled sdsvddana samygdrsti. The 

soul does not actually pass on to this stage from the first but 

halts here during its fall from a higher stage. But it is held 

that, having come to this stage, the falling soul must neces¬ 

sarily go lower down to the first stage. In the third gunaslhdna 

the soul combines the right and wrong attitudes and hence it is 

known as samyagmithyadrati. The soul has to fall back to 

this, if, after the dawn of the first enlightenment, there rises 

up the semipure, vision deluding-karman. The fourth stage of 

spiritual development is called right vision without abstinence 

aviratasamyagdrsti. Now the soul has right vision, but lacks 

spiritual strength ; hence it fails to abstain from wrong lines 

of conduct. In other words, its self-control is not equal to 

its vision. On the contrary, real spiritual development implies 

strength of vision, knowledge and self-control. In the fifth 

stage, des'aviratasamyagdrsti, the soul achieves right vision 

and capacity for partial abstinence. Here complete freedom 

1. Cl. The dootrine of the Bodhisattvabhumis in the mahaySna. 
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from immoral acts remains to be achieved. A partial over¬ 

coming of this weakness is effected in the sixth stage, pramatta- 

samyata, where, nonetheless, remains spiritual inertia, 

pramada. In the seventh stage, apramattasdmyata, spiritual 

inertia also is overcome, 'it is the Btage of self-control with 

freedom. In the eight gunasthana named apnrvalcarana or 

nivrtti, the soul attains special purification and finds itself 

competent to reduce the duration and intensity of previously 

acquired )barmans. Besides, now it absorbs new karmans of 

reduced duration and intensity. The final result at this stage 

is that the soul enhances its purity. The next stage is known 

as anivrttibddarasamparaya wherein the soul performs the 

process of anivrltikarana or advance upto the point of spiritual 

vision. But even at this stage, the soul remains liable to 

attack by gross passions. In the tenth stage, suksmasamparaya, 

only the subtle form of greed disturbs the soul now and then. 

This subtle greed may be the form of subconscious attach¬ 

ment to the body. The soul which has advanced so far by only 

suppressing the subtypes of deluding kartnan (mohaniya) now 

goes up to the eleventh stage of suppressed passions, upaganta- 

Icasaya. Now, even subtle greed is suppreseed and the soul is 

free form all passions. But even so, it is subject to the 

influence of Icarmans other than mohaniya; hence it is said to 

be still chadmastha, or enveloped, though it is vllardga, having 

suppressed all attachments. 

The soul that has advanced by annihilating the subtypes 

of mohaniyakarman proceeds straight from the tenth to the 

twelfth stage styled ksiuakasdya the stage of annihilated 

passions. In the last instant of this stage all the subtypes of 

Jnandvarana, darianavarana, and antardyakarman are annihi¬ 

lated. The soul is now free from all the four types of 

obscuring karmans (ghdtikarmans). 

As a result, the soul enters the thirteenth gunasthana, 

which in Jainism is equivalent to the Jivanmukti state of other 

sohools. The Jainas call it sayogakavali gunasthana. By now 

four out of the five conditions of bondage, viz., perversity, 

non-abstinence, spiritual inertia, and passions have been totally 

annihilated; the last, namely activity, alone remains, wheno« 
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the qualification saycga of this stage. The soul now is omni¬ 

scient, kevalin and manifests perfect intuition and spiritual 

energy. But the four nonobscuring or aghati karmans viz., 

vedanlya, ay us, ndman and gotra still keep rising. Freedom 

from embodied existence, which corresponds to videhamukti in 

Advaita, is attained only with the expiry of the ayuskarman 

which has already determined the Jlva's longevity. Though, 

now, the activities of the mind, sense-organs, and body take 

place, no bondage is possible. Existence in this stage covers a 

period from a muhurla (less than 48 minutes) to a pfirvaJcoti 

(a huge number of years). 

The entry of the soul into the final stage of absolute 

motionlessness is preceded by its efforts to stop all kinds of 

activities, gross and subtle. First the gioss activities of the 

organ of speech and mind are stopped ; then, the gross activity 

of the body and the subtle activity of the sense organ and 

mind are stopped by the subtle activity of the body. Next 

the soul enters upon the third type of yukladhydna 1 which is 

steady, accompanied by subtle vibration (etiksmaJcriya) and 

which stops the subtle bodily activity. As a result of s>ukla- 

1. The Jainas define dhyana as • the concentration of thought 

on a particular object ehlgracintunirodhodhydnam. TAS. IX, 27. 

It may be either inauspicious, aprasasta, or auspicious, prayasta, 

each, respectively, leading to inflow of karmic matter and its 

destruction. The second or prayasta consists of two types, viz., 

dharmadhy&na and s'ukladhydna. Among the objects of the former 

are the fact of universal suffering, apf,ya and the nature of the 

fruition, vipr,ka of karmans. Umasvati defines dharmadhyUna as 

the collection of scattered thought, smrtisamvUhana. Forberance 

humility, straight forwardness and freedom from greed are the 

conditions of the yukla dhydna. In the dharma dhyfma the mind 

concentrates on the general features of wordly existence ; but in the 

s'ukla dhyana the mind narrows the field of concentration; it con¬ 

centrates on the atom and becomes steady and motionless. It 

includes 4 types. The first two, savitarka, collect and concentrate 

the mind on the minutest entity. With success here, the soul 

attains enlightenment. Now no more is conceptual thought possible. 

The last two types, saksmakriydnivartin and vyavacchinnakriyU.- 

pmtipiitin of the s'ukla dhySna stop the activities of the sense organ 
pf speech and body. 
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dhyana the soul .contracts and fills the. cavities created ip 

the embodied state. It is now reduced,in size. Then it enters 

the fourth stage of the dhyana which is bereft of all vibration, 

samucchinnakriya and infallible, apralipdtin Now the soul is as 

motionless as a rock. Here all the remaining karmays are 

annihilated. This state of absolute motionlessness is the 

fourteenth gunasthdna, styled ayogakevalin. This lasts only for 

the brief time needed to pronounce five short syllables. At the 

end of this period, the soul attains disembodied emancipation 

or videhamukti. 1 

Mok?a and Mukta 

' It was pointed out above that the aspirant who has 

reached the thirteenth guv.a.sthnna called sayogakevalin enjoys 

a state equivalent to that of Jlvanmukti. A picture of such a 

kevalin or liberated soul in the body may be gathered from the 

Acaranga antra the first of the eleven ahgas.z 

Without discontent and pleasure he lives, giving up all 

gaiety, circumspect, and restrained. He has conquered wrath, 

pride, deceit, and greed and, of course, he injures no living 

beings. Offers of assistance he courteously refuses preferring 

to suffer. 3 Ho may go to the extreme of vowing not to eat at 

all: practising thus, one becomes tranquil, averted from sin, 

guarded. This method of death he may well adopt without 

blame; but to the end, he remains truthful, passion-free, 

crossing samsara, knowing all truth. 4 

On the other’hand, ‘the matchless sage’ may cbqpfe $p 

live on alms, though insulted with words ; he remains uiuqpyed 

like an elephant in battle. s Sustaining the words and blows 

of hostile folk, he remains as a rock, not shaken by the wind. 

He never dreams of hurting, but bears all. “As the lustre of a 

burning flame increases, so increase the austerity, wisdom and 

glory of a steadfast sage who, with vanquished desires, 

1. The account of the gunasthdnas and dhyana has been adapted 

and largely summarised from SJP. Pp. 261-292. 

2. SBE. XXII, P. Xlvii. ; 

3. Aoijrafigasutra I, 7, 3, SBE. XXII, P, 67 , 

4. Ibid ;P. 73; 6. Ibid ; P. 211; 

MVKTI—23 
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meditates on the supreme place of virtue, though suffering 

pain.” The unbound one, living amongst the bound, (i. e,, 

the house-holders) leads a life of celibacy. He speaks with 

reverence. Not desiring this or the next world, the learned one 

is not measured by the qualities of love. His previous sins 

have all vanished, as dirt on silver in a fire. As a snake casts 

off its old skin, so is the Brahmaga freed from the bed of pain. 1 

Ho has quitted the path of births. 

Complete deliverance or moksa has been defined in Jainism 

as the annihilation of all karmic matter,2 or tho final dissocia¬ 

tion from the body - dtyantikodehaviyogah3 meaning, of 

course, not only the gross body but also that made of tho 

karmic stuff. Thus final deliverance implies the emancipation 

both of soul and of matter. 4 The defects of the jiva such as 

attachment and aversion, although beginningless, are cast out 

in moksa. What survive in the state of moksa are the innate 

attributes of the soul like Jndna. After the fall of the body, 

the liberated soul shoots up to the end of tho world called 

Siddha&ila 5 or alokakaia which is absolutely void and empty, 

.an abyss of nothing. 6 In fact, the Jaina moksa has been 

defined as the eternal upward movement of the soul- 

nityordhvagamana-mmuktih.7 In explanation of this upward 

movement of the liberated soul, it is said that the momentum 

of its previous actions, the removal of the forces which bound 

it down to tho world of matter, its native upward gravity 

urdhvagaurava, will carry the soul to its destination in a trice. 

This movement has been likened to the upward rush in water 

of an empty submerged gourd, originally smeared thickly 
with mud.8 

■■ *,’ie ulokakaSa, the mukta dwells without visible shape, 

but is said to possess an immaterial dimension two-thirds of 

that which it had during its last existence.9 In this final 

state, the soul enjoys the infinite, indestructible, and incom- 

1. of. BU. IV, 4, 7 ; 2. TAS. X~ 3 ; 

3. SHS. SI. &S; SJP. P 228 • 
5. IP. i, P. 333 & Outlines. P, 155 ; 

6. ERE. Vol. VII. P. 468 ; 

7. IP. i. P. 333 ; 
9, Outlines. P. 155 ; 

8. TAS. X, 6; 
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parable bliss of 'Salvation. 1 Besides, it ’shines with infinite 

knowledge, intuition and power. Such a liberated soul is the 

only God Jainism rocognizes. God is only a symbol of all that 

is great and good, moral and virtuous. Jainas do not believe 

in a creator God or one who is the preserver and sustainer of 

the world. The Jivct who works his way to liberation - the 

Jlva as the liberated soul — is God.2 

But the Jainas distinguish between an ordinary omniscient 

and a tlrthankara. The latter has the additional power, while 

on earth, of revealing and practising the truth and founding 

a religious community. 3 But after the final Nirvana, no 

tirtankara ever more cares for, or has any influence over, the 

world.4 

The state of moksa, admits of no more prooise determina¬ 

tion. In words which echo the upanigadic description of 

ultimate reality, 5 the Acarangasutra 6 declares : All sounds 

recoil thence where speculations have no room; nor does the 

mind penetrate there. The saint knows well that which is 

without support. “ The liberated is not long nor small, nor 

round nor triangular nor circular ; he is not black, nor blue, npr 

red nor green nor white.he is without body, resurrection t 

or contact (of matter); he has no distinctions of gender; he 

perceives, he knows, but there is no analogy. There is no 

condition of the unconditioned.”7 Causality has no hold o>n 

the redeemed soul. “Know that from the ordinary point of 

view, perfect faith, knowledge, and conduct are the causes of 

liberation, while, in’reality, one’s own soul consisting of these 

three (is the cause of liberation).”8 While such is the ulti¬ 

mate truth about liberation, the positive descriptions given 

above are, of course, inconsistent. Their plurality, size, eto.f 

also must be regarded as inconsistent features ascribed to the 

l7 SDS. P. 186. Cf. 
na viatthi manussanam tam sukkam neva savva devSgSip’) 
jam siddhajjam sukkam avv&vaham uvagayaijam || 

Qd. Ibid; 
2. SJP., P. 268. ; 3. SJP. P. 269; 

4. ERE. Vol. VII, P. 466 ; 6. TU. II, 4; 

6. SBK. XXII, P. 62 ; 

7. Ibid ; 8. IP. i, P.332; 
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liberated souls. They enjoy a kind of interpenetrating status, 

as .they are all alike in the liberated state. Hut, perhaps, for 

retaining their identity with tlieir pre-liberation state, it was 

held that the form of the last physical life of the soul persists 

in the mukta state. 

A criticism of the Jaina view. 

At the very outset, the Jaina view of a place above the 

lohUkasa, reminiscent of the vedio puramvvayoman, where the 

liberated souls dwell, may be treated as a naive one meant for 

popular understanding. The quality of the Jaina mok^a must 

be Evaluated, in the first place, from the Jaina conception of 

the jlva; for its moktsa is nothing more than the recovery by 

.the jiva of its essential and inalienable nature. 

Now, initially, it may be observed that the theory of 

indefiniteness or anekdntavada upheld by the Jainas makes it 

difficult to take their doctrines seriously. For, the validity of 

their doctrines may or may not be real, applying the dialectic of 

etfadvada, to the Jaina position itself. For instance, the number 

Of the constituents of the world may or may not be five or 

whatever the number they prescribe. Nor can they be in- 

deScfib&ble; for, the Jainas themselves are describing them in 

Home detail. No stable system of philosophy can invoke a 

system of dialectics snch as the syddvdda and hope to escape 

from the consequences of the tables being turned against 

Itself.1 

Secondly, the Jaina position on the variability of the 

8,tman or soul is difficult to sustain. A finite entity is bound 

to be evaneBcent, The device of treating it as liable to expand 

And contract grossly materializes the spiritual self. The 

explanation that the dtman is partly corporeal, marta, 

aggravates the difficulty ; for two such concepts as those of 

spirit and matter have nothing in common ; they are mutually 

exclusive and the effort to mix them up is pathetic. No doubt 

the Jaina thinkers were driveu to such desperate devices to 

make their karma theory and the relation of dtman and karma 

plausible. But in the result, they have brought together two 

1. BSS. II, 2. 33; " 
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impossibilities, a partly corporeal spirit and wholly corporeal 

karmans. From the point of view of the Jainas themselves 

it is illogical to hold that atman is finite and yet has infinite 

parts. 1 The Jaina doctrine of the plurality of souls is the 

result of treating the empirical view of the world as final. 

The empirical view yields a pluralistic world, but a more 

critical look at the world may lead to other conclusions. • 

A Jlva for Jainism is whatever lives or is not mechanical. 

It does not seek to distinguish clearly between Jlva and atman 

Jlva liberated from matter is called the atman which is pure 

consciousness, untainted by matter. Besides, it excludes all 

space and externality. Atman is spirit or being, while matter 

is the negative principle of non-being. Jlva is a combination 

of the two-it is material-spiritual, a soul loaded with matter. 

Throughout experience, there is interaction between soul and 

matter and a struggle for domination by the one over the 

other. What makes the Jlva a centre of private interests, a 

limited expression of the omniscient soul, is its invasion by 

matter, the antithesis of spirit. It follows that what distin¬ 

guishes the Jlvas on their varied levels of elements, plants, 

animals, men and gods is their varying embodiments, and not 

anything intrinsic to themselves. The spirit which inhabits 

them all is one and the same ; the matter which limits it in 

various ways alone differs. “ The separateness of individuality 

of a Jlva is only from the point of view of vyavahdva or ex¬ 

perience. Truly speaking, the essence of all Jlvas is conscious¬ 

ness.” 2 

Therefore, the plurality of Jlvas is a relative truth we 

reach when stress is laid on sensations, feelings, and bondage. 

These, of course, are not ultimate and are admittedly trans¬ 

cended in moksa. The Jaina theory of knowledge also points 

to the non-plurality of souls as its final implication* The 

subject is a persistent fact for which alone the world exiBts. 

Only through imperfect abstraction may the universal subject 

be reduced to a finite miud, conditioned by the limited 

organism. Thus, from the plurality of the adjuncts, we pass 

on to tb$t of the subject qualified by them. Also, the doctrine 

1. Ibid; 11,2,34. 
{j. Dravyasaipgraha, of Nomioandra, Quoted in IP• i, P. 337. 
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of the plurality of the Jlvas is arrived at by treating the 

knowing subject as something which may bo objectified and 

known, an illegitimate procedure. On the contrary, if the sub¬ 

ject is disentangled from all objectivity, it would be found to be 

only one in reality. Jainism did not press its enquiry to this 

logical conclusion and, hence, it doctrine of the plurality of souls. 

Jainism argues against the oneness of the absolute, thus': 

If there were but one soul common to all beings, they could not 

be known from one another ; nor could they experience different 

lots.We thus make equal both those who lead bad or 

blameable life and those who, in this world, practise right 

conduct.1 Now nobody denies plurality on the psychological 

level among the different subjects of experiences. But accord¬ 

ing to the Jainas, these psychological, states of the soul are not 

permanent; they are shaken off in molc^a. How, then, can 

plurality of soul substance in moksa be deemed as the final 

truth regarding the dtman 1 In other words, plurality of souls 

is merely actual and not real. 

With the plurality must fall also the Jaina account of 

bondage, based that it is on this very doctrine and the 

materialistic notion of karma. If the spirit is in fact nondual, 

a very different account of its apparent bondage will have to 

be attempted, and, consequently, the concept of moksa also 

will undergo radical modification. Even according to rigorous 

Jaina thought, there is nothing in the state of moksa, to dis¬ 

tinguish souls from one another. The kevalajMna of the 

liberated also points to monism of spirit ; for, in perfect and 

infinite knowledge, we transcend the psychological self which is 

exclusive and reach a unity of content and consciousness. 

When total freedom of spirit is achieved, no duality will remain 

to obstruct it. Perhaps, sensing this philosophic necessity, the 

Jainas have accommodated the liberated spirit in a region 

where there is nothing, not even dharma and adharma, so that 

neither movement nor rest could be predicated of it. The 

Jaina insistence on the perfections of the kevalin also, thus, 

suggests a monistic view of the soul for which the world of 

'matter is a shadow and the spirit is all in all. 

1. Sutrakjdanga, ii, 7, 48, 51 Qd. in IP. i, P. 338. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CONCEPT OF MUKTI 

IN THE PDRVA MlMAMSA SCHOOL 

The early attitude of the school to this problem 

According to the view that the PTirva, Mirndmsa and the 

Uttara Mimdmsa constitute but a single ‘ S'delta’ it is not fair 

to look for an independent solution of the problem of mulcti in 

the PurvamimamSi of Jaimini. As a matter of fact, in the 

earliest available text-book of this school of thought, viz., the 

Sutras of Jaimini, no references arc available either to the self 

atman, world, or God, or to any of the problems of the seifs 

bondage and deliverance. The work which this system sets 

itself to accomplish is to systematise the Karmakanda of the 

Vedic literature, i.e , all Vedic literature minus the upanisads, 

and clarify the concept of dliarma understood as purposeful 

action enjoined by the Veda2 Indeed, it goes further and 

claims that all that is significant in the Veda including the 

Upanisads has a bearing on action, and what has no bearing 

directly or indirectly on ritualistic action is null and void.3 

According to the rigorous science of sacrifice, the content of 

the Purvamimamsii sutras, the proper aim of life is the attain¬ 

ment of heaven. 4 No higher aim is consistently contemplated 

even in the Kalpa Sutras, though there are a few stray 

references in them 5 to self-realization or Atmalabha and 

Brahmasdyujya.6 If, nevertheless, in later texts of the 

] cf. The Ses'vara Mimamsa of Vedanta Des'ika; Introduction 

to Purvamimamsa of Pas'upatinatha S'Sstri, P. 4. 

2. Jaimini Sutras I, 1, 2. ( = JS) 3. Ibid. I, 2,1. 
gmn&yasyakriyarthatvat gnarthakyamatadarthanam ; 

drstohitasyarathah karmavabodhanam -S'abara. 

4. Yannaduhkhena sambhinnam naoa-grastamanantaram | 

Abhilasopanjtam ca tat padamBvahpadaspadam II 
Vispu Purapa . 

cf. Prakatapa Paflcika C. S. Seris, Pp. 102-103. 

5 Outlines of Indian Phly. Hiriyanna, P. 300, FN. i, P. 00 
G. ApWmba Dharma Sutras I, 22, 2, fl. Gautama Uham* 

@utras, VIII, 22-3 ; III, 9, 
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PurvamlmdmsZ like the works of Prabhakara, Rumania, 

S'alikanatha, Parthasarathi Mi^ra and others, we actually see 

strictly philosphical problems like the nature of the self, world, 

God, bondage, liberation, etc., discussed and their characteristic 

solutions offered, it is due to a radical change of direction of 

the current of thought in this school, ascribable only to the 

desire of these later exponents to bring their school into line 

with other systems of Indian thought. To be a dar&ana, every 

school of thought has to tackle the perennial problems of 

Indian philosophy and propose solutions, one way or the other. 

The World 

The Purva Mimdrrisd, in the Sutras as well as in the works 

of its later exponents is a realistic school This follows from 

the fact that according to the PTirva Mlmdrp,sd, perception 

arises only when the sense organs come into contact with real 

objects.1 All writers of this school including s'abara have 

vigorously repudiated the idealism which dissolves the world 

into a stream of ideas. Thus, S'abara says 2 that because cogni¬ 

tions of walking life, and those in a state of dream are both 

cognitions, the former may not be condemned, though, of course, 

the latter are; for, dream cognitions are condemned, not 

because they are cognitions, but because they are sublated 

by the cognitions of the waking state. Again, the fact that 

all particular cognitions take the form of particular objects, 

far from proving the identity of objects and cognitions, (as 

Vijftdnavadins contend) establishes the reality of a world of 

objects, existing independently of cognitions; for, in itself, 

cognition is formless. Nirakarahinobuddhih. 3 But its forms it 

owes to the things it objectifies in the world outside. That a 

cognition must have as its object an external entity, and not 

just another cognition (as the Buddhist idealist insists) also 

follows from the faot that the Buddhist theory will not work * 

for the Buddhist theory makes all cognitions momentary. 

Thus, the cognition which knows cannot last till the cognition 

whioh is known appears on the scene. The reality of the 

1. JS. I, I. 4 satsarpprayoge, &c. 

2. S'abara on JS. I, 1, 5 

?. S'abarabhasyam on JS. I. 1, 5, 
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external objects is also proved by the fact that the cognition of 

a cloth, say, arises only when the cloth is out there, and not 

also when a pot is in its place. In short, the objective control 

exercised over our cognitions proves the reality of the objective 

world. 

According to Prabhakara, the samvit, perception or 

objective ideation, 1 which is the result of Jhdna or cognition, 

appears with its object in every act of perception. Here Jhdna 

is postulated as the cause of samvit, and not the atman, which, 

being eternal, would make samvit also eternal, were it the 

cause of the latter. It may be noted that the Jhdna or 

cognition is inferred from its effect, samvit, which is self- 

luminous ; 2 but since the inferred Jhdna has the form of 

external objects, the reality of the latter must be conceded. 

Kumarila establishes at great length the reality of the 

external world ; for, were it purely ideal or an empty void, the 

activities that the Vedas enjoin, and their fruits, both here and 

hereafter, would all prove futile.3 He is not satisfied with the 

Buddhist concession of samvrti satyatd or phenomenal reality 

to the world; 4 for, he asks how truth can abide in what is 

essentially false.5 Kumarila rejects the theory of two classes 

of truth6 as essentially indefensible.7 His position is : what¬ 

ever is is real, and whatever is not is unreal.8 The idea that 

cognitions have a real basis in the external world must be true, 

1. Pflrva Mjmamsa in its Sources, P. 67 ; GN. Jha. BHU. 1943 

2. Brbatj with Rjuvimala, pp. 80 ff. Madras Edn. The argu¬ 

ment leading to the postulation of Jftana is : Samvit is an 

effect; so it must have a cause ; this cause is Jhanrz or cog¬ 

nition which is fleeting and so, not perceptible, 'of. PMS. 

P. 68. 

3. S'lokavarttika, Niralambanavada, si. 3 and Nyayaratnakara 

on it. 

4. Ibid. sis. 6 ff. 6. Ibid. sis. 7, 8. 

6. of. dvesatye samupas'ritya buddhsnam dharmades'ana | 

lokasamVrtisatyamoa satyamca paramarthatab || 

7. Nir. Vad. til. 10. 

8. Ibid - tasmatyannsstinastyevayattvasti paramarthatah | 

'bat satyamanyanmithyetj pa eatyadvayakalpans || 

MUKTI— 
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because it is never sublated.1 In sober truth, even dream 

cognitions have an objective referenoe, though their temporal 

and spatial relations are confused. 2 

The Categories of the World. 

Sahara makes but a passing reference3 to the categories 

constituting the world. According to him they are substance 

dravya\ quality, gu,ia ; action, karma ; and constituent parts, 

avayavas. There is no indication that this list is exhaustive 

nor has any effort been made to define them. 

The view of the Prabhakaras may be gleaned from the 

Prakaranapancika. 4 The categories enumerated there are sub¬ 

stance, quality, action, generality, inherence and ultimate 

particularity - dravyagunakarmasamanya-samavdyavisesah. Of 

these Fais'esifca categories, the last is rejected as' it is 

not acceptable to the masters of this science, i. e„ Purva 

Mimamsa.5 On the other hand, the Prabhakaras add force, 

'saktt, similarity, sddrsya, and number, samkhyd to the list, 

thus admitting eight categories in all.® Abhdva or non-existence 

is rejected as a distinct category on the ground that it is 

nothing apart from its basis in space where it is supposed 

to exist. The substances include the elements, dtman or self, 

manaa or mind, time and space - the same as those admitted bv 

the Nyaya-Vais'esika system. J 

Rumania divides categories into positive and negative, 

bhava and abh’>vrl-. the usual four kinds of the latter being 

admitted. 7 The positive categories are four - substance, 

quality, action, and generality. Force, 'aakti and similarity, 

aadrsya, are subsumed under substance, while number is counted 

2. ~ 1. Ibid. gd. 79. 

3. JS, x, 3, 44, 

6. 
Ibid. sds. 107, 108. 

P. 110, C. S. Series, 1904. 

7. 

PP. P. 110. 

VWesakhyamtu padartham pramapavadinonsnumanyamte 
The inclusion of number is an error made by the Sarva 

siddhantarahasya ; for in the PP. p. 54, number is mentioned 
as a quality, of. PMS. P. (54. 

The 4 kinds of abhdva are are prior, absolute , mutual and 
posterior. M 
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as a quality. OVer and above the nine’ substances admitted 

by the Prabhakaras, Kumarila recognizes darkness and sound 

as such. 

God 

The world as a whole has no absolute beginning according 

to the thinkers of the Purvamimamsd school. Sahara 

contents himself by saying that the relation between word 

and its meaning has not been created by any one : apauruzeyah 

s’abdasyarthenasahasambandah.1 What prompted these thinkers 

to deny the divine authorship of the Vedas, the Naiyayika 

view of the matter, e.g., was their conviction regarding 

the self-sufficiency of the Vedas. But once the step was 

taken, it was natural to extend the view to cover the rest 

of the world, and assert that the world as a whole does not 

stand in need of a personal oreator. 

According to the Prabhakara view as set forth in the 

Prakaranapancika, 2 there is nothing to prove that all people 

were created at one and the same time or that they would all 

pass out together. Parts of the Universe may each rise and 

disappear at its appropriate time. The bodies of men and 

animals, for instance, are not brought into being by any ex¬ 

ternal or supernatural agenoy. Merit and demerit, dharma and 

adharma, being unintelligent, are supposed to need intelligent, 

supervision by a deity, and this is used by the Naiydyikas, e.g., 

as a basis to prove the reality of a personal God. But, however 

intelligent he may be, God cannot supervise or even know the 

dharma and adhprma inhering in other beings. Nor can any 

contact between him and them, i. e., dharmadharma, be 

established, both conjunction and inherence being ruled out. 3 

Besides, supervision is possible only by an embodied being, 

judging from our experience in life and the atoms out of which 

the Universe is fashioned are not regarded as constituting the 

body of God. Again, why should God choose to supervise the 

1. S'abara on JS. I. 1, 6 2. P, 137. 

3. Contact is not possible with dharma and adharma as these are 
qualities, and inherence does not apply to the case, sinoe 
dhaffha and adharma inhere not in God, but in individual 
beings. 
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functioning of atoms or merit and demerit ? He, a perfect 

being, presumably, can have no motive for doing so. To make 

God an embodied being is to invite the question who is God’s 

creator and so on, ad infinitum. Nor can God be regarded as 

omniscient, for there is no cause to make him that. 1 Thus a 

supervised creation being out of question, it has to be regarded 

as an endless process of things coming into existence and 

passing out of it under the influence of the dharma and the 

adharma of the atmans. 

Kumarila is equally emphatic in denying an absolute 

beginning of creation. 2 The idea of world-creation cannot be 

proved, and equally impossible is to prove the reality of a 

personal God. 3 A period before creation, when all this world 

did not exist, is inconceivable. How could the Creator, 

Prajapati, then exist ? Had he a body or not ? How could he, 

without a body, etc., desire to create ? And he created a world 

full of feufferings, at a time when merits and demerits of souls 

did not exist! Creation could not have been motivated by 

coinpassion. For whom, where no jivas as yet existed, could 

he feel it ? Was God finite ? Had he a purpose in creating the 

world ? Of course, even a fool does not act without a purpose 

in view. Even Ilia, which might have at least furnished a 

motive for action suggests some lack and limitation on the 

part of the Creator. Why should he desire to dissolve the 

world after creating it? There is no means to know the 

actuality of such a Creator. None ever saw him in the act of 

creating the world. Without having created it at all, he might 

boast of having done it. If the world process depended upon 

the whim of the Creator, the basis of the doctrine of karma 

would disappear. 4 A pure being such as God is assumed to be 

cannot put forth impure things out of himself. 5 Therefore, 

Kumarila concludes, the Vedic references to creation and retrac¬ 

tion of the world are not to be understood literally; they only 

Beive to magnify the might of karma which brings forward or 

retracts parts of the world. 6 No total creation or destruction 

1. PP. P. 139. jSanahetvabhSvena jnSnabhavani^cayatf. 

2. A. Parihara, s'l. 42. tadrkkalonavidyate (A = Ak«epa } 
3. Ibid; P.44 • 4. Ibid ; si. 72 J 
6. Ibid ; si, 84 

6. Ibid.si. 112 & Nyayaratnakara on it. 
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of the entire world is demonstrable. 1 * there was never a time 

when the world order was not as it is at presents 2 Jaiminlyas> 

however, are not averse to the theory of khlfiia pralaya or 

partial retraction of the .world. 3 * 

Kumarila’s denial clearly refers only to God as world. 

creator, but whether it applies also to the Supreme Self or 

Paramatman is not clear. Sarvasiddhdntasdrasamgraha,4 a 

comparatively recent work, ascribes to Kumarila the view that 

there is a Paramatman,one and eternal, in all the jlvatmans. 

But this is the teaching of the Vedanta also. Kumarila’s 

atmavada ends with the declaration 5 that - sound knowledge of 

the atman should be gathered from a thorough study of the 

Vedanta. From this it appears that Kumarila believed in the 

Paramatman, in its impersonal aspect, though he was opposed 

to the idea of a personal creator of the world. That Kumarila 

had some sort of faith in God seems also to follow from his 

invocation of God as S'iva in the beinning of the Blokavarttika, 6 

though this verse has been interpreted in the sense of a glorifi¬ 

cation of Vedic sacrifice. 7 

Self or atman 

The concept of the self in the P urvamlmd iiisd, as in other 

aohools of thought, has a deoisive importance of its own in 

determining the nature of the goral it seta for human life. 

While, on the one hand, the Pxtrvamimdmsd firmly refuse^ to 

1. Ibid. S'l. H3 
tasmat adyavadevfttra sargapralayakajpana | 

samastaksaya Janmabhyam nasiddhyatyapramanika || 

nakad!J,cidamdrsam jagad; the whole discussion abov is 

summarised from the SauabandhakeepaporihSra chapter of the 

S'tokavarttika, s'ls, 42-113. 

8.. Bbaattoifttamani, CSS. 1900, P. 47, 4. 35-40 

5. Atmavada, si. 148 ; ityahanascikyaairakari^uratmastitatp 

bha^yakrd atrayuktya | drdhatvametadvi§ayayca bodhah 

prayati vedSntatib'evajyena il 

fi. visuddhajnana dehaya trivedidivyacak§u§e | 

t4^eyah praptinimittayanamah so mgrdhadhSrine )| 

7. P. N. Sasfcri tries to explain away Kumarila’s apparent 

atheism vide P. 11 of An Introduction to the Purvamimamss, 
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recognize God as the’ dispenser of the fruits of the sacrifices 

performed by eligible persons, 1 holding that dharma. is com¬ 

petent to do that, on the other, it has to affirm faith in 

individual selves who will reap the consequences of their actions, 

sacrificial or other. The performance of a sacrifice will become 

pointless unless there is a self or aiman whe will survive the 

dissolution of the body to enjoy the fruit of that sacrifice, viz., 
heaven, &c. 

Sabara under Jaimini Siitra I, 1, 5 writes that in the body 

dwells an entity ensouling it who will reap the rewards of 

actions even after death. The presence of that entity is 

inferred from vital phenomena likfe breathing, winking and so 

forth, all of which are absent in the body after death. That 

certain qualities like pleasure and pain are cognized only by the 

individual concerned, while others like the colour and size of his 

body are cognized by all points to the reality of a cognizing 

agent in the body known only to itself. The self, in other 

words, dwelling in the body, is the agent of the act of cognition : 

Jnanasyakartur abhidhdnamanena sabdenopapadyale. Again, the 

act of desiring, which entails recollection of what is desired, 

points to an atman: no mere momentary cognition by itself can 

recollect and desire - ksanikavijnanaskandhamdtre smrtiranupa- 

panna. The atman, the agent of the acts of knowing, feeling 

desiring, &c., can be directly cognized by each man for himself- 

for, it is svasamvedya, and not capable of being seen by anyone 

else.2 The fact that the atman cannot be demonstrated 

objectively to others no more justifies us in denying its reality 

then one s inability to make the blind see colour justifies the 

denial of its reality. 3 Sahara quotes the Brhadaranyaka to 

show that this atman is self-luminous. « To others, the atman 

can be expounded only in the words of the same Upanisad, viz., 

‘ neti, neti ’. The atman is not desire or feeling or body or 

anything else that is finite and determined. Just as one 

becomes aware of one’s atman, another’s atman may be inferred. 

1. dharmatpjaiminirata eva - BS. Ill, 2, 40 

2. svasaipvedyah sabhavati nasavanyena s'akyate drastttm • 
S'abara on JS.1.1,5 ' ‘ ' 

3. Ibid ; P. 16, Sabara Bha9ya, Benares Edn. Vol. I. J 

4. Atmaiv&syajyotih, BU. IV. 3, 6 
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This atman is ‘an eternal purusa. 1 In the words of the 

Brhaddranyaka it is indestructible, but comes into contact 

with perishable things like the sense organs. 2 

Prabhakara in his Brhati makes it out that the atman is 

doer and experience^3 altogether different from the body; 

sense-organs, and buddhi 4 ; that it becomes manifest in al 

cognitions , and that it is eternal and omnipresent. In each 

body there is such a separate self, answering to the notion of 

‘ I ’ and excluding all elements corresponding to ‘this ’ or ‘ that ’. 

The atman’s presence is proved by the notion of * I ’ which is 

self-luminous,5 i e, this notion is cognized by each person 

for himself. 

That the agent of cognizing is different from buddhi or 

mind follows from the fact that in deep sleep, while buddhi 

does not function, cognition takes place.6 It is clear that 

neither the body nor the sense organs can be regarded as the 

oognizer, the body being inert in itself and the sense organs 

being only instruments of cognitions. To account for the fact 

that cognitions are intermittent though the atman is eternally 

present, the Prabhakara posits itB contact with the mind and 

the operations of the sense-organs as conditions of cognitions. 

But the common cause of all cognitions is the contact of mind 

and atman. The Prakarana Paficika says that the self is the 

agent and experiencer, the body is the receptacle of experience, 

and the sense-organs are its instruments.7 After rejecting the 

view that the atman is self-luminous (else in deep sleep also it 

should reveal itself).8' S'alikanatha writes that the view of 

those who know the truth, tattvavidah, is as follows: The atman 

does not reveal itself without being related to objeots nor are 

1. S'abara Bhasya, P, 17, 

2. Ibid, P. 18 avinSs'i vaarefyam5tm8 anuoohittidharms 

Qd. from BU. IV. 5, 14. 

3. Brhati P. 235-237. Madras Edn. 

4. Ibid. P. 231. 5. Ibid. P. 245. 

6. Buddhi — Manas, says the Rjuvimala, P. 75 Comm, on the 

Brhati. 

7. PP. p. 151. so'yamatma bhokta bhogayatanam sarjram 

Bhogasadhanam indriyam, &o. 

8. ibid. p. m 
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the objects revealed without the cognizer shining forth. The 

proof of the reality of-objects, viz., the perception, samvit, 

engendered by them, as it comes into being reveals the atman, 

and the objects. Through thus sharing in the fruitfulness of 

perception, atman does not become its object; it remains the 

subject, just as one who walks, though sharing in the fruits of 

the action of walking, is only its subject. 1 Perhaps this view 

of the dependent revelation of the atman is responsible for 

the ascription in the Siddhdnta Bindu of Madhusudana 

Sarasvatl to Prabhakara of the view that the atman is agent, 

experience^ inert, and omnipresent kartd bhokta jadovibhuh. 

The plurality of atmans follows from the differences of 

their qualities like pleasure and pain exhibited by different 

individuals. In the Brhati 2 Prabhakara says that the notions 

of ‘ I' and • mine ’ imply misconceptions, such as mistaking 

the non-self for the self. But none who has not shaken off all 

impurities amrditakasdyah, may assert this fact. Those who 

are addicted to actions are not entitled to take such a view 

of the matter. Hence the warning of the Lord inthe Oita : na 

buddhibhedam janayel ajUanarri karmasanginam. 3 Therefore, 

Prabh5,fcara adds, has Sahara not discussed this question which 

concerns only those who have transcended karma. 4 

Kumarila conoeives the atman as an eternal, continuous, 

principle of the nature of consciousness, as a self-subsisting, 

self-revealing lighL It is not distinct from buddhi, as the 

Sd'xnkhya affirms. Atman is a dynamic principle, ever changing 

with the changes of its states, but, nevertheless maintaining 

ihe identity. This dual character of change and identity is not 

1. The object or karma is parasamavetakriyaphalas&li. 
Ibid, p. 153. 

2- P. 266. 3. BG. Ill, 26. 

4. P. N. S'aatri on P. 16 of hi? book refers to a quotation in the 

NyayaratnSvaU, Comm ; on the Siddantabindu, from an un¬ 

specified work of Prabhakara : NigprapaScam Brahmaivatma, 

tathapi karma prasafige na tatha vaoayam. Uktam hikrspena 

bhagavata: na buddhibhedam &c. Perhaps the unknown 

source referred tp is the Brhati quoted above, 

6. Atmavada si. var. si. No. 142, 
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« • 

incongruous. The aiman may he likened to a snake, which 

despite its changes of postures, remains the same. 1 The self 

does not totally disappear with its states as the Buddhists 

hold, nor does it remain completely unmodified as the Naiyayikas 

maintain. For, in the first case, there is the contingency of 

unmerited rewards and sufferings, while in the second, no sort 

of experience on the part of • the self is conceivable. 2 The 

agent and the enjoyer in all activities is the continuous self, 

and not the changing moods. 3 The Buddhist theory of ideas 

connot account for the experiences of the self. Two judgements 

like ‘ I knew ’ and * I know ’ remain inexplicable upon such a 

hypothesis. The first idea which is now irrevocably past 

cannot entertain the second idea which occupies the present 

time. There must be a continuous knowing entity which owns 

both. 4 

Now if the self is eternal, cognitions must also be so. 

Kumarila says' that self and cognitions are one and eternal. 

The cognitions are not outside the self; their plurality is due 

only to that of the objective data, 5 Nydyaratndkara explains 

that cognition is the power of the Belf, citis'aktik, it is one and 

eternal, being of the nature of the self. Still if every self is 

not experienced as omniscient, it is due to the limitations 

imposed by the physical organism. 6 

The self is thus omnipresent, eternal, endowed with the 

power of cognition and capable of assuming, without moving, 

other bodies for^ the sake of reaping tho rewards of its 

actions. 7 Parthasarathi on s'loka 73, Atmavada writes that 

the self must be recognized as spiritual to account for the 

1. Atmavada S'V. si. 28. 

2. Ibid. s'l. 23. 3. Ibid. si. 29. 

4. Ibid. S'l. 135. 

tenasmat pratyabhijnilnat sarvalokSvadharitat | 

nairatmyavadabadhah syat (ete oapratihetavah) || 

5. buddhinsmapi caitanyasvabhavyat purusasya nah | 

nityatvamekatfi, ee^ta bhedastu vi^ayaiirayah II 

Sabdanityatvadhikaraijam. S'V. si. 404 
6. Tfi'U»Buddhist Theory of Universal Flux, P. 157, S. Mookerjee 
7. At. vada, si. 73 

MUKTi—75 
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status as experience!1, bhokta. Of course, the self is unlike the 

puru^a of the Sdmkhya system ; it is also an agent.1 Though 

in the common actions of daily life, the self acts through the 

body, there are actions such as existing, knowing, &c., of which 

it is directly the agent.2 

Kumarila also holds that the self is apprehensible through 

the notion of * I ’ - ahamprabyayagamya. 3 The I-cognition, 

aharnbuddhi, has for its object: the cognising self, or this latter 

is; the .substratum of that cognition. 4 In the TcmtTCi VcLrtlikd, 

K^tmaiila argues, that themself can .neither be atomic nor of the 

sige of the body (as, eg,, the iJainas hold ) ;> for.were it atomic, 

it-oould not have cognitions all over the .body, while the second 

alternative would involve gratuitous assumptions such as that 

the self has parts, and yet is eternal, &c. 3 The plurality of 

the selves is upheld by Kumarila for the same reason as 

Prabhakara has advanced, viz, the variety of human ex 

perience,. The Upaniaadie deration that the- Self is „„,y 

» eaplamed a. raeaai„g that all ,«lve» are alike being „f the 

nature of con.cou.ne.e, « Though the act of cognition involve, 

:ZXTa°n °f ‘he ** Sooa not militate ogain.Mts 

rarthasar.thlm«ra tot point, „nt that th„ 

in - the atmci7i is not to be regarded as fai_ i-ness 

sens^with^regard to the^sense-organs, ClTfor! evl 

1. 
2. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

3- Ibid, s'l. 107; 

Ibid. si. 8. 

Ibid. si. 76. 

Ibid. i\. HO. 

PMS., p. 34. 

Tant. var. qd. in PMS. pp. 34-35 

A53l“;'"ry‘ ”a,lily*tTO rir0t^“' - 

uni... the Z, *h" “"T* f6 °b*°,,°° *!>•' 

cognize, at all " '? *T °‘ 0°g',.i,l“’ “ “»«■* N 
.. ., ’ if it does, it is ephemeral, cf 

, Pa Jain ki,,, vyomuasoarmanyoati tayoh phalam J 
earmopamayoet olly.h 1 
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the greatest adept in yoga, even Krsna,, refers to his Self 1 as 

‘ I But unlike Kumarila, Parthasar.athi apparently treats the 

atman both as a subject and object in the cognition and 

recognition of the self.2 3 In the recollection of the self, self as 

related to the past time is the object, and as related to the 

present time is the subject -tasmadahampratyayakarmatayaivat- 

manah siddhih iti ramanlyam. Nor is the self svaprakdda or 

self-luminous ; for, all objects including the self stand in need 

of being illumined by some other agency. Were the atman self- 

luminous, it should have revealed itself in deep sleep, as 'well, 

which it does not.’ Further, he denies that in deep sleep, there 

is the revelation either of the self or of its bliss.4 The proof of 

this denial is that people regret having slept if, on awaking, 

they discover they lost opportunities of sense-enjoyments. 

This regret is unintelligible if in sleep they, in fact, enjoyed the 

bliss of the self. Therefore, the usual reference to the bliss of 

sleep, only points to the absence of grief during that period. 

Indeed, on getting up from deep sleep, one may feel: I slept 

without knowing oven myself. Parthasarathi concludes, deBpite 

his statement in the Nyayaratnakara quoted above,5 that-the 

ctlwiaw is not self luminous, but has to be perceived with the 

mind.6 7 

It must have been due to such distortions by his own 

followers that Kumarila’s view of the atman came to be mis¬ 

represented in other schools of thought. Thus, eg., Vidyaranya 

in the Pahca da&i1 asserts that in the sohool of Bbattas the 

atmam, is held to be a composite entity, partly conscious and 

partly inert, resembling a fire-fly -xtprakds'apfakdddbhydmdtinu' 

khadyotavadyutah. In this contest it’may be1 pointed out that 

the later writers of the Bhatta school like Gaga Bhatta, author 

of the Bhdttacinl imani, explain away Kumarila’s reluctance to 

1. BG. VII, 6 ; IX, 16; XVlII, 66 &o. 

2. S'aatra Dipiks, p. 123, Nirnayasagara Edn. 1915 

3. acetayanneva su^upta ityueyate. Ibid ; p. 24 

4. nabi suptanam atma sukhaqi va prakasate. Ibid; P. 124 

5. Supra, P. 193; 
6. mSnasapratyaksagamya eva. ibid; P. 124 

7. VI, 95-97; Vedantakalpalatiks, Pp. 4 ff; 

Advaita Brahmasiddhi, Pp. 170 ff. 
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recognize a personal God. According to Gaga Kumfirila’s inten¬ 

tion is to establish that the reality of God can he proved, not 

by inferences, but through Vedic statements only. 1 

Bondage- 

Strictly speaking, the Purva Mimdmsd school cannot 

entertain the idea that man’s life in the world is in a state of 

bondage ; for it deals with actions, their agents, the fruits of 

those actions either here or hereafter, and so, naturally 

considers life’s normal activities, as regulated by the Vedic 

injunctions, proper and healthy. Thus, in contradistinction to 

all other schools of thought, the Purva Mimdmsd is obliged to 

pursue the ideal of dharma, and not molcsa. Till a certain point 

of its growth, it did not concern itself with the ideal of 

moksa. 2 Thus Prabhakara in his Brhati 3 says that S'abara 

had the man addicted to Vedic action exclusively in view and 

not the one who renounced them. Hence Sahara did not deal 

with the theme of renunciation and liberation. During this 

early period of the Purva Mimdm.su, apparently, the trivarga- 

dharma, artha, Icama - were accepted as the only values of 

hfe * . In the Brahma Sutras, 3 Jaimini’s view that renuncia¬ 

tion and effort for liberation are non-obligatory, indeed 

antivedic, is clearly stated'. But later writers like Rumania’ 

Salikanatha, Parthasarathi mi^ra, &c„ discuss the problem of 
tnoksa. 

Salikanatha says that bondage and the transmigration of 

the self result from merit and demerit, dharmddharmau, which 

inhere m it. 6 But Parthasarathi has something more to say 

on tins topic, though the general indifference of the Purva 

1. The Bhattacintamani, P. 43 CS. 8^Tl900 ; Arthasa^Iw 

P- 26 > Al80 Max Muller in his Six systems. 

2. Jaimmi and S'abara did not face the problem of ultimate 
release - IP. ii. p 422. 

3. The Brhati, p. 266, Madras Edn. 

4. The Nyaya Maujarf, pp. 514 ff. 

6. Paramarskm Jaiminiracodanam eapavadatihi BS. III. 4,18 

cf. virahava e9a devanam yognimudvasayate : prajatantumma 
vyavacchetish, &c. 1 

Prarkarajja Pagoika, p. 156 6. 
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mimamad writers to this topic once more proves how much of 

an afterthought the discussion of moksd was in this school. 

Bondage of the self, according to Parthasarathi, 1 is threefold ; 

i.e., the world of action, prupailca binds man in three different 

ways. The physical body as limited by which the self experiences 

pleasures and pains is its first fetter. Secondly, there are the 

sense-organs which mediate between the self and the world of 

objects outside Lastly, there is the objective world itself 

which is experienced, pleasantly or otherwise, by the self. 

Bondage is the relation of the self with these three classes of 

entities. This relation is real, and not a result of avidyd or 

lack of discrimination, as in the Advaita or the Samkhya-yoga. 

There is not even any question of false knowledge or mithyajhdna 

involved as, for instance, in the Nyaya-vaiiesika school, Why, 

then, should the three-fold relation of the self be regretted or 

abolished ? Where is the compelling motive to seek liberation ? 

The truth is that normal men, according to the. Purva- 

Mimamaa,, are expected to carry out the injunctions of the 

Veda and thus accumulate dharma. Sahara writes that dharma 

which is a Vedic mandate impelling men to action 2 leads them 

to the supreme good, nih&reyasam. 3 Evidently, by the 

supreme good he means in this context nothing other than 

svargah. This result must needs follow from the performance 

of Vedic rites 4 since the infallible Veda promises this result. 

1. S'&stra Dipika, p. 125. 

2. Codana iti kriyaysh pravarttakatp vaoanam - S'abara.Bhi^ya 

P. 3 

3. Ibid. 
4. The Vedic rites or acts have been classified in several ways, 

but, the most important classification is as follows: First 

there are the nityakarmas or obligatory acts like the Samdhya, 

i.e.,the devotional rites in the morning, midday, and evening. 

Secondly, there are the naimittika or contingent aots to be 

done when appropriate ocoasions arise, eg., the performance 

of the jyotis sacrifices on the advent of spring. Thirdly, 

there are kamya or optional acts to be performed when special 

ends are sought to be won, eg,, the karvri saorifioe for obtain¬ 

ing rain. Finally there are the forbidden aots, nisiddha- 

karmas, like the killing of a brahman, whioh are to be avoided 

to escape punishments like hell &o„ of. PMS. P. 268. 
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Those people, then, who are content to take the Vedic promises 

literally, in faith, and carry out the injunctions hope to reach 

hetlven' after death through the agency of apurva. 1 

Atlhikffiri 

But a time will come in the life of an individual when he 

becomes disgusted with the experiences of j Measure and pain ; 

indeed,- he is bouad to find life predominantly painful.2 Even 

the pleasures of life cease to interest a man at a certain stage, 

when he perceives that all pleasures are attended with pains. 

Indeed, men of discrimination, viveicinah,• treat the pleasures of 

life as pains; for; they often depend on the painful process of 

securing the means of pleasures and theyr are evanescent. 3 

This realisation turns their attention to the thought of libera¬ 

tion. Both the members of the three higher castes, the 

traivarnikas, and the S'udras are entitled to liberation. 4 

Means' of Moksa. 

As regards the means which the seeker after liberation 

should adopt, there seem to be general agreement between the 

Prabhakaras and the Bhattas. In the Prakarana pa&cika,5 for 

instance, it is said that an aspirant for moksa must abstain from 

such acts as have been prohibited by the Veda, or as entail sin, 

or as lead to some sort of happiness here or in heaven • nisiddha, 

pratyavayahetubhuta and abhyudayasadhafia. He must cause the 

already acquired merit and demerit, dharmadharmau, to 

1. Apurva is the power presumed to arise from the oorrect per- 

fotottahee of ‘ acts chained by the1 Veda; for, without such a 

pVhSttmption, the- vedic promises! of heaven, &c. will remain 

unfulfilled. This sacrifice itself perishes once it is completed, 

and ed it'must engender a force,'an 'unprecedented potency or 

apurva* to'effeotu'ate heaven by the time the saerifieer leaves 

the body aftd becomes ready to enjoy' it; cf. PMs*. p. 256. 
2. Prakarana Pagcikj; p. 156 

3. cf. samsSradadvigante ye dr^talokapar&varah | 

ti eVakhalu muoyantenatuyah prakrto iSnah II 
Qd. SfD,1 pi 129. 

4. BhSttadipikg - p. 68, 

6, P. 157; 
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dwindle away by undergoing the experiences resulting there¬ 

from. By means of self - knowledge (yielded by the philosophy 

of the Prabhakaras ), aided and enhanced by qualities such as 

tranquility, self-control, celibacy, &c., must the accumulations 

of his karmic potencies, karmdiayas be entirely extirpated. 

The role assigned to self-knowledge here cannot be explained 

away ; for this self-knowledge is enjoined by the upanisads in 

its own right, and therefore, must have its own independent 

fruit, viz., moksa. 1 Thus, according to the Prabhakaras, 

neither mere self-knowledge nor mere, vedic action suffices to 

yield mofca. Knowledge prevents the further accumulation of 

merit and demerit. 2 

According to Kumarila, too, thq procedure for the.mv,t»y,ksu 

is, as above, the avoidance of ni&iddh.a. and kdmyakarm(is; 3 for 

both would entail future embodiment^,and e^pjatory sufferings. 

But he should continue to perfqrm,the obtliga,tory and occasional 

acts. Not to do,so is to court the. sin of pmjcsion or pratyavdyq,, 

Nyayaraindkara 4 adds that the . performance,of the nifyck^:nd 

the naimillika acts also serve to liquidate the sins already 

committed, purvakrtddharmafojaydya. The worship of the self, 

also functions in the same way by exhausting karma 

already performed. It. is to this upasa/na,not to discriminative 

knowledge,, that Krsna refers as thehre that reduces all actions 

to ashes’. 5 The , question naturally arisps whether, the per¬ 

formance of nilyakarma yrjiX not ealwdhtbe-.reapmg. efi fruits like 

life inheaven,,&c. Kumar.il a .answers 6 thatthe obligatory acts 

like.the ayv-ihaira will not yield their, naturakresults like heaven, 

pr ovided they afe»ppr£<»i5*uedjwithoufc the desire for their results 7 

Unlike, the Sdnukhyaa, and . the ,Admitin$^, Kemarila holds 

that the knowledge ofi jbhe.pelfi the.,direst cause of ftbera- 

tion.. The Vedic injup,tionjenjqiningf-Seif-knowledge/viz., dima- 

jnd,ta,vy.Qtfy, .does not .assert t that .this ;-knowledge promotes the 

1. Ibid; in 137. 
2. IP.'ii. p, 423. ' Gaga Bhatta adds that the non-accumulation 

of further merit and demerit is due to the .performance of 

nilyakarmas. ’ Bhstta ointSmani, p. 67. 

3. Sambandhaksepa Parihara SfV, yl. HO 

4. NR. *Si’. 110. 6. BG. IV. 37. 
6. S'V, s'!. Ill ; 7. BG. VI I, 
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liberation of the Self. Self-knowledge here subserves Vedic 

actions for procuring heaven, &c., by setting forth an agent, 

viz., the self, which survives the death of the body to enjoy 

life in heaven. The declaration which follows in the Upanisads 

regarding the non-return of the knower of the Self to this 

world of men, manavamdvartam, must, then be treated, as an 

arihavTida or eulogy, only. 1 

There is only an apparent • contradiction between what 

Rumania says in the Sambandhiksepaparihlra,2 viz., the 

knowledge of the Self is not meant for liberation, and the 

position he adopts in the Tantravarltika, given in F. N. 1. 

The Nydyaratn^kara explains that there are two kinds of 

self-knowledge taught in the Upani?ads. The first only discri¬ 

minates the atman from the body, &c., and the second helps in 

meditation. It is the former which fails to lead to moka • 

for, rts purpose is only to point to an entity which survives’ 

dr!h*nd reaps the conseq«ences of acts. The latter tvpe 
ot Self-knowledge leads to moksa. 3 

meanshl ^ ^ 8oh°o1 031 the question of the 

”Yeir,y st,“ inth° 

-^^What sel^owledge does is to destroy dC^Tud 

Klmifia1?' (‘IS. I, 3, adl.ikarapa 9) 

TZI J it' ? arifi68 hiS StaDd re°ardia« knowledge 
of the Self -This knowledge is both kratvartha, helpful to 

sacrifice, and puru^artha, helpful to man. Unless one knows 

he self one cannot undertake the performance of a sacrifice 

ead.ng to results after death. Vedic texts such as : The self 

ree rom evil is to be sought after, CU. VIII, 7, 1 &o., 

mo^eTilt\ekn0WinS oftheSelf through reflection. &c., 
promise botu happiness and liberation. Again the text, 

OTTVin T! a/98ir6S and Pa89e® Wood all sorrows ’’ 
a u , ’ j6’&0 > speaks of perfections accruing to the 

'• p*“i“* “■“*■ ii«“. >>. ...oh.. 
l-f 1 ° Brsima and thence never returns”. OU. VIII, 

2. 'sis. 103, m. 6 &c” direot,y 8peak of liberati0«- 

3. Nyay&ratnakara on 'Sis. 103, 104 

4. PP. 56-57 
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adharma which have already been accomplished and have 

accumulated - sancitanam utpannadharmadharmdnam. The 

performance of nityakarmas (without the desire for the fruits 

thereof, as Kumlrila himself has stated) prevents the further 

accumulation of dharma and adharma. Their non-performance 

would entail the sin of omission and the consequent re-embodi¬ 

ment of the self. Thus, together, Juana and Karma prevent 

the re-embodiment of the self and promote moksa As for the 

karmas which have already begun to bear fruits, prdrabdha 

karmas, they have to be exhausted through the experience of 

their results. It is useless to quote the Gita to the effect that 

the fire of knowledge burns up all karmas, and eliminate the role 

of lcarmas from the scheme of moksa. Foi, even the knower of 

the self is liable to commit the sin of omitting the enjoined acts 

and performing the forbidden ones.1 Giga also refers to modern 

Mimdmsakas, navyas, who hold that Juana alone directly yields 

moksa. The function of karmas is only to purify the mind, 

antahkarana and make it fit for jndna. By jiiana *s meant not 

merely the knowledge or the self, but also that of the contents 

of the sacred texts like Purdnas. 2 The moderns also appa¬ 

rently hold that the knowers of the sell' need not and do not 

perform the nityakarmas, for the potency of their knowledge 

suffices to prevent the formation of the sin of non-performance, 

pratyavaya.3 By a scheme of doing kamas alone, viz., the 

destruction of accumulated karmas through expiatory acts, 

prdya§cittas, the exhaustion of prarabdhas through experience of 

their fruits; and the non-origination of dharma and adharma 

through the performance of nitya-karmas - the need for the 

knowledge of the truth cannot be eliminated ; for the latter is 

necessary to destroy the accumulated dharmas which, otherwise, 

1. cf. sve svekarmanyabhiratah samsiddhim labhate narah | 

svakarmapa tamabhyarcya siddhim vindati manavahj| 

BG. XVIII, 45. 

Gaga says abhyareva -- jnatva, Bhstta cintSmani, P. 58 

Also avidyayu mrtyumtirtva vidyayamrtamaenute 

Jsa up. 11 

tameva vedanuvaoanena Brahmans vivrdi8anti &c. 

BU, TV, 14, 2? 
2. Bhrittacintamapi, P. 58 

3. Ibid;’P.59. 

MUKTi—25 
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may cause embodiments for the enjoyment of happiness. A 

minority view is that the knowledge of truth destroys prarabdha 

karmas, too ; but moto will come only after the dawn of a 

particular tattvajnana entity, taLlvaj'ninavyalctivi&esa. The 

theory of jlvanmukti is treated as merely figurative in this 

school. 

In the Arthasamgraha of Laugaksi Bhaskara, it is said that 

the vedic acts, dharma, performed in a spirit of dedication to 

God, will bring about nih&reyasa, the supreme good, * 

Molcsa. 

As explained above, dealing only with Vedic acts, S'abara 

had no occasion to discuss the nature of liberation. Prabhakara 

also did not discuss the problem, for, like Sahara, he also was 

dealing with the KarmaMnda alone. But the views of thinkers 

of his ^school on molcsa may be gathered from the Prakarana 

Panelka.2 They start with the repudiation of the Advaitic 

notron that moksa consists in the dispelling of avidyd, the cause 

of samsara as we experience it. Non-dualism, the metaphysics 

behind this notion, is not proven. Perception yields a plurality 

of principles like colours, sounds, &c. Nor can the dgama 

or scripture be quoted in favour of Advaita ; for, dgama deals 

exclusively with action, karyaikavieayatd, and has no validity 

with reference to accomplished reality, siddhavastu. Nor can 

‘ neti ‘ neti ’ be appealed to ; for there can be no absolute 

negation, but relatively, an entity may be denied in regard 

to a limited substratum.3 And where the Veda comes in 

conflict with perception, the latter must prevail. Avidyd cannot 

set up a world which is altogether false.4 

In fact, moksa consists in the absolute abolition of the 

body, consequent upon the total exhaustion of dharma and 

adharma. 5 As was said above transmigration and bondage of 

1. Thibaut’s edition, Banaras 1882 P 26 

2- PP- I6* * 3. Ibid. 155; 
4. Ibid; P.156 

5. Styantikastu dehoochedo 

nibaodhano mofeah - Ibid; 
nihsesadharm adharmapariksaya- 

P. 15g’ 
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the self result from dharmct and adharma. When, therefore, 

these basic conditions are abolished, once for all, the bonds of 

the self, viz., the sorrows of the transmigrating life, are 

eradicated; the self is liberated. 

An inference is adduced as evidence of the liberated state 

of the self. Whatever is real and uncaused is eternal, eg., ether 

or dkdsa. The self is both real and uncaused, and so is 

imperishable. But in this state of liberation, it has no 

qualities, whatsoever; for, the non-material causo of the 

qualities of the self is its contact with the mind, manas, which, 

situated in the body, is, of course, not in contact with the self 

in moksa. 1 

But Sarikaramisra in his Vddavinodini2 notes that 

according to Prabhakara liberation is the anterior absence, 

prdgabhdva, of pain, together with the total absence of pain, 

atyantabhdva. This amounts to saying that moksa- is a state 

of the self in which there is no pain and no possibility of its 

appearance. 3 

Kumarila begins by saying that if moksa consisted in the 

enjoyment of happiness, it would only be a synonymn for Svarga 

or heaven,4 and it would be evanescent. Besides, moksa is 

not a positive state of happiness brought about by self- 

knowledge. 5 Were it so, it would, like pots, etc., be peri¬ 

shable. Therefore, maksa takes place with the exhaustion of all 

karmas. As bondage consists in the relation of the self to the 

body, liberation ftnplies the absence of this relation, ie., the 

destruction of the present body and the non-production of 

future ones. Liberation can be eternal only if its nature is 

negative, and not, if it is held to be essentially bliss.6 The 

Nydyaratnikara adds that in liberation the self has no contact 

with sense-organs and merit and demerit. 7 The liberated 

self has no cognitions.8 This view makes Kumarila’s concept 

1. Prakara^a Paficika, P. ) 57. 2. P. 40 

3. PMS. P. 37 4. S'V S'l. 106 

5. NR. on s'l. 106 6. S'V. si. 107 & NR. on it. 

7. Atmavada jl. 147, & NR. on it 

8. NR. on si. 147, Atmavada 
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of moksa identical with that of Priibhakaras. 1 But, as 

already pointed out, according to Kumarila, atman is self- 

luminous by nature and so, that essential nature must persist 

in moksa too. The Nyayaralndkara notes2 that the nature 

of the self is nityah celanah. In regaid to the self, Prabhakara 

and Kumarilla do not agree. In case his view of self was that 

it is inert, Prabhakara’s moksa, too, must be identical with 

that of Ny7ya-vai4esiIsa school - it is in effect, a petrifaction of 

the self. 

In the ifdslradipikd, the view of Parthasarathi Misra is 

reasserted that molcsa is the snapping of the self’s relation to 

the world. He denies that the nature of the self is bliss; 

consequently there can be no bliss in moksa But then, how 

can it be an end worth pursuing ? The prima facie view is that 

the bliss of the Self is not a product of dharma in which case 

alone it would be perishable. The very essence of the Self is 

bliss which remains eclipsed in the samasdric state of bondage 

but shines forth in molcsa. The proof of this is furnished by 

numerous upanisadic utterances like dnandam, Brahma,4 &c. 

On the other hand, statements like asariraynvdvasantawvna 

jjriydpriye spriatah,5 &c., denying the Self’s apprehension of 

pain and pleasure, refer to the absence of sense-born experiences 

only in the state of moksa. References to dnanda cannot be 

explained away as denoting only absence of pain ; bliss is too 

valuable an attribute of the Self. The absence of the sense- 

organs need not destroy the reality of the Self’s bliss; for it is 

self-luminous. 

But the mimdmsaka will not accept this claim; for if the 

bliss of the a tin an be self-luminous, does it or does it not shine 

forth in the samsdric state as well ? “ Well, it does shine 

forth ; how else do we come to treat the Self as our dearest 

possession ? ” No, the Purvamimamsaka will not hear the rash 

and impossible assertion that in the state of bondage, one 

1. Karmamimamsa; A. B. Keith, P. 73. 

2. Atmavada, si. 147 cf. Ibid ; si. 26 

3. S'astradipikB P. 125. 4. BU. Ill, 9, 28 

5. CU. VIII, 12, 1. 
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apprehends the -blissful Self.1 Also, if there were bliss- 

experience in satnslra, no motive would be left to pursue 

wofea ; moksa becomes otiose. 

In the other alternative, what is meant by the non-shining 

of bliss in samsara ? And why should such bliss suddenly shine 

forth in moksa alone ? Only cognition, vijndna, can produce the 

effect known as revelation or shining forth. But vijxmna 

depends on sense-organs, which do not exist in moksa. The 

upholder of the ananda view may say that mind is present 

in moksa, and only external sense-organs are lacking. Witness 

upanisadic statements like, nahivijndturvijnaterviparilopo- 

vidyate,2 &c. Thus, in moksa, bliss is apprehended with the 

mind mdnasapratyaksena. 3 

Parthasarathi’s answer is that no cognition is possible in 

moksa and that the quotation given above only refers to the 

cognitive powers, Jn&nas'akti, of the Self; otherwise, in the similar 

instance of deep sleep, why is no cognition experienced ? That 

the reference is to the power of cognition follows from other 

upanisadic utterances, 4 in which, expressions like draft, iruti, 

ghrdti &o., refer to the respective powers of the sense-organs to 

have the appropriate sensations. 5 In sleep as well as in molcsa, 

the self retains the power of cognitions ; but, due to the absence 

of auxiliary causes of perceptions such as the mind, senses and 

object contact, no such perceptions arise. Thus, references to 

to Brahman or Self as Vijnana and so forth only denote the 

powers of the Self, not its essence. In moksa, the Self cannot 

know itself; for the mind is indispensable for Self-perception, 

and the mind is not present in the state of moksa. Hence, it 

follows that in moksa the self is completely isolated and devoid 

of bliss.6 In fact, the state of liberation may be likened to 

1 s'astradipika, P. 126 - tasyatisahasikasya nottaram vgoyam. 

2. BU. IV. 3, 30 ; 

3. S'astra Dipika, p. 127. of. 
nijam yattvat-macaitanyam anandas'oe,<?yate oayah | 

yacoanitya vibhutvaditairatmanaivamucyate. il Qd. ibid. 

4. BU. IV. 3, 23-30. 

6. S'astra Dipika, p. 128 
6, Ibid, tasmannihsambandhoairanandasca mok^ah. 
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that of sleep ; 1 only, in sleep the sdmsdric stage is involved, 

while moksa is free from it. 

It is the absence of pain in moksa which makes it the 

highest goal of human life. Hence the upanisadic state¬ 

ment, navai sa&arirasya satah priyapriyayorapahatirasti. 2 The 

liberated self, then, experiences neither pain or pleasure. The 

self has none of the fluctuating qualities which characterized 

it in its state of bondage.3 

But the Manameyodaya, a manual of the Bhdtta school of the 

Purvamimdmsd, makes it out that moksa is a state of bliss.4 

While such is the view of moksa which may be gathered 

from the later writers of the P urvamimasd school, Jaimini’s 

own viows on the subject may be gauged, not indeed from the 

Purvamimdmsd sutras which discuss the vedic actions, but from 

the Brahmaslitras in which references to them are to be met 

with. Ihus, in IV, 3 12,5 Jaimini is represented as holding the 

view that the liberated self is led to the Supreme Reality or 

Brahman.6 His view is supported by Upanisadic passages 

referring to the departure of the liberated Self via the susumna 

nadi 7 to enjoy the state of deliveranco, amrtatva. This 

passage suggests that Jaimini’s own view of moksa was nearer 

to Badarana’s view.8 If so, surely, Prabhakara and Kumarila 

appear to have widely departed from Jaimini’s ideas on moksa. 

A criticism of the Purvamimams i view of mok§a. 

At the very outset, it may be noted that the views on 

moksa set forth above are strikingly similar to those of the 

1* Ibid. p. 29. ta eta prajSaharahrbrahrbrahmalokatn yanti 

aharaharagacchanti. Brahmaloka here means sleep, susuptb 
explains Parthasarathi 

2. CU. VIII, 12; 1 ; 

3. tasmatsukhaduhkhadisamastavaisesikatmagu^oochedo 
mok?ah, S'astradipika P. 130 

4. TPH. Edition, Madras, PP. 57-59. 

5. Param Jaiminir mukhyatvat. 

6. Saenan Brahma gamayati, CU. IV, 15, 6. 
7. CU. VIII, 5, 6; KU. VI, 16. 

8. The Karmamimamsa; P. 77, A. B. Keith. 
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Nydya-Vai&esika ’school, and many of the objections urged 

against them hold good here also. Apart from it, the most 

striking feature of the Purvamlmamsa position is the excessive 

reliance on karma, i. e., ritualistic action, for the promotion of 

happiness and liberation, svarga and apavarga. Though the 

founders of the Purvamlmamsa attached some importance and 

reality to the deities to whom the sacrifices were offered, the 

excessive potency which later came to be imputed to the 

sacrifices pushed the deities out of the picture. The later 

theory was that the sacrificer has nothing to do with the gods, 

but should confine his attention to the mantras used in the 

sacrifices.1 The reliance on karma means faith in the apiirva 

an inert principle, held capable of achieving the harmonious 

and unerring results which justice demands.2 But, for us, the 

question is can karmas be depended upon to yield liberation? 

The Purvamimdmsd view that, by the judicious perform¬ 

ance of certain vedic acts and the avoidance of others, mok$a 

can be achieved seems to be extremely unsatisfactory. For 

one thing, there is no authority for recommending this method 

as adequate for the end in view, viz., moksa. No idstra has 

advocated the proposed course of action as a path to moksa. 

But let us judge the worth of the minidmsaka prescription on 

its own merits. Bondage, it is argued, is the consequenoe of 

acts and so with the abolition of its causes, viz., acts, bondage 

must disappear, and liberation ensue. This argument is 

extremely precarious. How are we to make sure that all the 

karmas which brought about samsara have indeed been 

exhausted ? The number of acts which have accumulated in the 

beginningless past is literally infinite, and each living being has 

to reap their results, good or bad. Such of the acts as bear 

results of a contradictory nature cannot, of course, simulta¬ 

neously be exhausted through the experience of their results. 

Only a few of the acts which may, more or less, go together 

have brought about any given life of an individual; a countless 

host of others await their proper time and place for fructifica- 

lT IPTii. P. 426. 
2. This was felt to be very unsatisfactory and slowly God came 

to ’ be, recognized by later writers like Apodeva, Laugakgi 

Bhaskara, Gaga bhat^a and others. 
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tion. How can all these be nullified by merely avoiding the 

forbidden acts or optional acts and performing the obligatory 

and occasional ones ? Therefore, there is no guarantee whatso¬ 

ever that further embodiments do not await the individual who 

dies after faithfully carrying out the Purvamlmama prescrip¬ 

tion. But, may not the performance of the obligatory and 

occasional acts, nityanaimittikakarmas, destroy the accumu¬ 

lated store of unfructified acts ? No, for there is no conflict 

between the two. What hostility can there be between the 

store of past virtuous acts and the obligatory and occasional 

acts of the current life ? All of them are equally upright and 

pure. It is just conceivable that the evil acts of the past may 

get liquidated through the performance of the obligatory acts. 

But this, by itself, will not suffice to obviate the need for 
rebirth. 

Besides, it is a mere conjecture that all the evil deeds of 

the past are destroyed through tho doing of the nitya and 

naimittika karmas. Where is the proof for the assertion that 

the latter (viz., the performance of the nitya, &c.), will not 

produce independent results, besides saving the sacrilicer from 

the sins of omission, or pratyavdya ? As Apastamba says, 1 

just as shade and scent are produced by the mango tree 

though it was planted for the fruits, so dharma or righteous 

acts, performed, maybe attended by other desirable results. 

In the course of a life-time, one cannot make sure that one has 

not done optional or forbidden acts. The best and the most 

skilful of us commit these subtle errors. If the self, as the 

Purvamlmdmsd holds, is both agent and experiencer of 

results, how can it, in any state whatsoever, be divested of its 

inherent character * 2 Moksa for the Self, then, must be ruled 

out logically. The inborn nature of the self is no more 

eliminable than heat from fire. Nor is the theory that the 

abidance of the self with its inborn powers is moksa any more 

tenable. Bor, to postulate powers of the self is to make their 

expression in appropriate effects inevitable. But powers, it 

may be argued, require their accessories to produce effects and, 

i. tatyathgmrenimitechayagandh&vanutpadyete 

evam dharmam oaryamgnamarthE anQtpadyante 
g. PMS. V. 37 
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as these are absent in moksa, no question of effects can arise. 

This plea also is weak, for powers ’must be conceived of as 

relations, and so they imply the presence of their telata also. 

Therefore, to posit powers of the self is to affirm the existence 

also of those entities with which the powers are eternally linked. 

Thus, once more, the effects of these powers must become 

manifest in moksa. Therefore, its concept of mohsa is entirely 

incompatible with the Purvamlmamsa concept of a Belf, 

endowed with real powers of agency and experience of the 

fruits of acts.1 

And, small wonder; for we know that the basic spirit of 

the Purvatnimdmsd is opposed to the very concept of liberation, 

and that the latter was an after thought introduced for 

establishing its claim to be treated as a full fledged dara'ana. 

1. BSS. IV, 3, 14 

MUKT1—27 





PART II 
MUKTI IN VEDANTIC SYSTEMS 





CHAPTER 1 

BRAHMAN OR THE REALITY IN ADVAITA 

i. A resume and plan 
So far we have been studying the problem of mukti as 

tackled in some of the major schools of Indian thought with 
a view to set against the solutions they offer the Advaitic 

concept of mukti as historically evolved in the Prasthanatraya, 

viz., the major Upanisads, the Brahma sutras, and the 

Bhagavadglta. The conclusions regarding mukti set forth in 

Part I have an intimate bearing on our main theme; for, what 

Madhusudana Sarasvati says in his Prasthana bheda 1 about 

Nyaya-Vaisesika, and Samkhya-Yoga may be extended to all 
Indian schools of thought. “ The founders of these schools of 
thought, the Sages, were not deluded. All of them knew the 
full truth. But, since people preoccupied with the external 

world of objects cannot directly be initiated into the supreme 
good, and with a view to ward off crass materialism, those 

sages established different schools of thought (to suit the 

varying tastes and powers of various classes of inquirers.)” 

All schools, including that of the Carvakas, represent efforts to 

solve the problem of the supreme goal of human life. They 

take more or less adequate views of the problems of reality, 

man, and the world. The solutions they offer of the question 

of the supreme goal of man or liberation, as seen in Part I, 

have obvious draw-backs. How far these have been rectified, 

and success has been attained in the formulation of an adequate 

view of the summum bonum in Advaitia thought are to be 

examined in Part II of the present thesis.2 

In order to elucidate the Advaita view of mukti, not only 

shall we follow the lead of S'ankaracarya’s commentaries on the 

1 Anandasrma Edition, P. 10 : oahitemunayobhrSntah ; 

sarvajnatvatte^&m; kimtu bahirvisayapravapanamapatatah 

puru^arthe praveso na sambhavatiti nastikyavaraijaya taih 

praksrabhedsh pradarsitah. 
2. of. Dar&nas mutually complete and elucidate one another - 

Man and his becoming, P, 5; R. Guenon, London. 
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basic toxts above cited, but also supplement his conclusions 

with the significant views of post-Sankara thinkers of the 

Advaita school. Besides, Sankara’s conclusions on the subject 

in hand often represent a repudiation of the views of 

pre-Sankara Advaitic thinkers like Bliartrprapanca, Braknia- 

datta, and Mandana Mis'ra. Therefore in developing the 

Sankarite solutions of the relevant problems, reference to these 

thinkers becomes unavoidable. And, finally, the character and 

merits of the Advaitic concept of mukti can be exhibited best 

only by comparison and contrast with the parallel views of 

other schools of Vedanta, chiefly the Visistadvaita and the 

Dvaita. Thus, in the course of the following pages, references 

to the thought of Ramanuja, Madhva, and a few others will 

also prove advantageous in realizing the main purpose of the 

present undertaking, viz.f the elucidation and assessment of the 

Advaitic concept of mukti. We shall start with the problem of 

reality in Advaita; for, in Advaita, more explicitly than in any 

other school ol Indian thought, the supreme good of man has 

been identified with the absolute reality. Man’s chief goal is, 

of course, also the highest truth ; for a good which is notj at 

the same time, true is hardly worth pursuing. Thus an 

examination of the Advaitio view of truth is intimately bound 

up with the assessment of the Advaitic good ; but, as Bradley 

observes 1 “ to seek to discuss the nature of truth apart from a 

theory of ultimate reality ends and must end in futile self- 
deception.” 

The reality in Advaita is styled Brahman or Atman 

according as we approach it from the objective or the subjective 

point of view. These words represent the two fundamental 

ideas in the Upanisads. Usually they are used as synonyms. 

Where a difference appears, Brahman is the older, less intelli¬ 

gible, expression, while Atman is later and more significant. 

Brahman is the first principle so far as it is grapsed [in the 

Universe as the enduring self of the latter. In the Upanisads, 

the expression Brahman may be regarded as denoting that 

eternal reality which was intuited and expressed in the Rg Veda 

in suoh passages as : Ekam sad viprdbahudhd vadanti Agnim 

1, Essays on Truth and Reality (= ETR.) 1st Edu: 1914; P. 149 
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Vamarn. Matarisvanamahuh 1 ; Anidavatam, svadhayatadekarn 

Tasmdddhdnyanna parakimcundsa. 2 Not only does Brahman 

denote the eternal Self or the reality of the external world : 

the inner Self of man, too, more often referred to as hitman, 

is Brahman. 3 To get a full picture of the Advaitic concept of 

reality, i. e., Brahman or Atman, we have to present it both 

from the objective and subjective points of view. 

Two kinds of definitions of Brahman, the Advaitic Abso¬ 

lute, have been attempted in Advaita Philosophy.4 The first 

is the svarupalaksana, definition with reference to the essence, 

and the second is the talasthalaksana, definition with reference 

to accidents. 5 A preliminary doubt whether the essential 

nature of a thing may serve as its definition may be noticed. 6 

Normally the definition of a thing should serve, by pointing to 

its differentia, to mark it off from others ; or, in other words, 

its distinguishing attribute alone can serve to define it. But in 

what is called svarupalak^ava, the very essence of Brahman, 

and not its specific attribute, is chosen as the content of 

definition. This objection is met with the remark that the 

usual practice cannot be a bar to a special procedure in regard 

to Brahman. The mere denotation of the word Brahman 

present in the mental mode, may be deemed the object defined, 

while the meanings of expressions like satyam jnanam, 7 etc., 

may be treated as the definition proper. 8 As regards the 

1. 1,164,46. 2. X, 129, 2. ~ ~ 

3. S'atapatha Brahmana ; 10, 6, 3; CU., Ill, 14, - 
sarvamkhalvidam Brahma esama atmantarhrdaya etad 
Brahma; idam sarvarpyadyamatma BU. II, 4, 6,; 

sav&ayam atmg Brahma BU. IV. 4, 5; Yajfiavalkya in his 

discourses refers to Brahman and Atma as synonymous ; 

ayamatmS Brahma Mau. 2. 

4. Vedanta Paribhaga (VP) PP. 278 ff.. University of Calcutta 

Edn., 1930. 

5. Ibid ; P. 278 - svarupamevalakgarjam svarupalak?apam; 

yavallaksyakalamanavasttitatve satiyadvyavarttakam 

tat tatasthalak^apani. Ibid., P. 281. 

6. VP. PP. 279 S. ’ 7. TU. II, I. 

8. Vide, Laghu Candrika ( = LC) of Brahma^arida Sarasvati, 

quoted in his Paribh&sa PrakagfikS by Anantakrjshna S'^stri 

P, 279, * 
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exact nature of the svarhpalaksana, there are a few minor 

differences of views All are agreed that Upanisadic 

affirmations such as satyam jnanam anantam Brahma 1 anando 

Brahmeti vyajanat 2 , vijndnam dnandam Brahma 3 constitute 

the essential definition of Brahman. But the question has 

been mooted whether all these are to be taken together as 

constituting a single definition of Brahman, or each of these 

like Satyam, Jaanam, and so on is to be treated as a separate 

definition. The view of Brahmaananda Sarasvati, the author 

of the Ratndvali, an authoritative gloss on the Siddhdntabindu 

is that the three expressions Satyam, etc , together constitute 

the essential definition of of Brahman. To take each by itself 

is to suggest falsely that there are three reals. The author of 

the Veddnta Paribhasa, on the other hand, maintains that the 

question of a plurality of Brahmans would not arise at all in 

view of the reference to one and the same world-cause in the 

TU III, 1. 4 and, so, the three expressions, Satyam., etc., may 

be deemed three independent definitions of one and the same 

Brahman.5 But that these niceties did not weigh much with 

S'ankara is clear from his exposition of the essential definition 
of Brahman. 

ii. Brahman as sat or Existence. 

To begin with, Sankara points out 6 that the word 

itself, derived from the root brh- to grow, denotes the 

unparalleled greatness of the Advaitic Absolute vrddhatamatvat- 

Brahma 7 The three words satya, etc., are functionally 

adjectives, the word Brahman being the ‘ substantive. It may 

be plausibly objected that Brahman being an entity without a 

second, ought not to require any adjectives ; for, adjectives 

1 Deussen proposes to read dnandam in lieu of anantam with a 

viow to bring this definition into line with the formula 

sacoida-nanda ■ vide 13 Principal Upansads, E R Hume, 
P. 283, FN. i. 

2. TUTII, 6. 3. BU. 111,9. 28. 

4. yatova imam Bhutani jayante yena jatani j jvanti &o. 
5. Vide ParibhasSprakasikS, p. 279 
6. S'ankara Bhasya on TU II. i. 

7. Vanamala-Vaijivilasam Edn : of TU, with BhSsya p. 95. 

9. s^devaeomyedainagraasjt ekamevadvitiyam CU. VI, 2,1 
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serve to distinguish an entity from others of like nature, * 

whereas Brahman is absolutely unique, with noihing else like 

unto it. Sankara meets this objection with the remark that the 

three words in question do not, strictly, qualify as adjectives 

do. Rather, they serve to indicate indirectly - upalaksandrthd- 

nitani. The Vanamdla on S'ankara’s commentary 2 makes the 

point that the purpose served by the three expressions is to 

mark off Brahman, not from similar entities as adjectives do, 

but from all kinds of objects whatsoever. To rebut the 

original objection that no objects other than Brahman are 

there at all, similar or dissimilar, distinction from which may 

be aimed at, Vanamdla asserts that while a plurality of 

Brahmans is, of course, ruled out, a number of illusory 

entities, kalpitapaddrthdh like space, time, the unmanifest, 

avyakla, are there which may be mistaken for Brahman. To 

forestall such confusion, therefore, quasi - adjectival expressions 

like satya may very well be employed. 

Another significant point made in this connection by the 

Vanamdla may be noticed. A proposition consisting of adjec¬ 

tives and a substantive conveys the idea of a relation between 

what qualifies and what is qualified. Sense-objects alone, in 

which substances and attributes may be analytically distin¬ 

guished, lend themselves to such description. But there is a 

class of propositions like So'yam Devadatlah 3 whose purport is 

a simple notion of identity, eschewing all relations. The defini¬ 

tion of Brahman we are examining belongs to this class. It 

conveys the simple, integral nature of an indivisible whole. 

The three words are not mutually interrelated. They are 

severally and independently related to the substantive 

Brahman, so that, in effect, we have three affirmations here: 

Satyam Brahma : Jndnam Brahma : Anantam, Brahma. 4 

1. TUB. samsnajatiyebhyaevanivarfcakani vis'eganani. 

2. TU. II. 1. 
3. This is that Devadatta. 

4. Vanamala bears out this contention of S’afrkara with 

reference to the MimSmaa principle sannidhanadakanksaysh 

prabalyafc ie., not juxtaposition, but logical relation, decides 

the relation of words. Vide the P.M.S. anantaryam acodana; 

guj^aRamoa parkrthatvadasambandhah samatvijtsyad, 

MUKTI—J8 
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What is Satya or the real ? It is the immutable tested 

nature of things, established as such after repeated verifica" 

tions. Thus it is opposed to anrta or what just appears but is 

subject to constant changes. It has been declared elsewhere 

vdcdrambhanam vihdro nimadheyam 1 in contrast to the 

relatively stable mrttikd or clay. The expression Satya is 

meant to mark off Brahman from all kinds of appearances 

which, like unto a mirage, now are and now are not. 

Further light on Brahman as Sat or Satya 2 may be 

gathered from Sankara’s remarks on the text: sadeva 

somyedamagra asid efcamevadvitiyam. 3 He explains sadeva as 

pure undifferentiated being, astitamatram vastu. It is all- 

pervasive, one, unsullied, partless - thus declare all vedantas. 

Underlining his fundamental monism, Sankara adds that, not 

only before world-manifestation, agre, but, even now, Sat alone 

is the real or the Absolute without a second. Only, now, i. e., 

in the state oi world-manifestation, Sat is, as it were, qualified 

by name and form ’ or individuality. Thus it becomes the 

content of the notion ‘ this,’ idamiabdabuddhivisayah* But, 

in itself, apart from the world-manifestation, the Absolute is 

the object of the pure notion Sat-kevala sacchabdabuddhimdtra- 

gamyameva.5 Just as in the state of deep sleep, so, apart 

from the world-manifestation also, there exists nothing marked 

by individuality and liable to objectification as * this.’ Of the 

condition of deep sleep, one who has woken up can only say that 

there is pure and simple being, bare existence, sattvamdtram. 

Ekameva,' one only, points to its freedom from distinctions 

eit er within or without - sajdtlyasvagatabheda&unyam,6 and 

o e act that it has no real effects or modes setting up a 

plurality - svakaryapatitamanyanndstlti. ‘Without a second,’ 

a vitiyam, denotes the absence of all distinctions of the 

Absolute from dissimilar entities - vijdtiyabhedaiunyamd For 

1. CU.VI, 4-the modification irinerely a ' verbai distinction. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
7, 

cf. etasya Brahmanonuma satyamiti CU 
CU. VI. 2, 1. 

VIII. 3, 4. 
CUBA ; Anandas'rama Edn. p. 297. 

Ibid ; 6. Ibid ; p. 298. 
Cf. PD. II, 21. 
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'* •> 
example, a lump of clay depends uppn a totally dissimilar 

entity like a potter for it to undergo modifications. No such 

‘ second ’ may be conceived as existing side by side with the 

Absolute or Sat. 

Such a view of Sat is obviously different from that of the 

Vai&esikas, according to whom Sat or generality of existence 

is compatible with categories like substance, quality, etc. 

satsamanyddhikarnyamsarvasyaBut this compatibility applies 

only to the actual world of objects. Before these objects 

came into being, agre, no effects could exist, according to the 

Vai&esika metaphysics. They are asat or non-existent before 

their effectuation. 2 

Pure undifferentiated existence such as Brahman has been 

defined to be may very well be mistaken for pure emptiness or 

non-being. Hegel, for instance, has declared that pure being 

devoid of all predicates is not different from non-being.3 But 

the Advaitic concept of Sat is entirely different from an empty 

abstraction. This vital difference may be appreciated by 

noting that the concept of empty being or pure existence is 

reached by a process of abstraction from the concrete manifold 

given in sense-experience. But the Advaitic Sat, which is 

Brahman, is conceived as the source whence this concrete 

universe is derived. Far from being an empty nothing or a 

bloodless abstraction, the Advaitic Sal is the source of this so 

solid-seeming world, of the objective manifold. This idea is 

expressed in the Chandogya by referring to the Sat as that by 

knowing which all else becomes known.4 This amounts to 

Baying that there is nothing real other than the Sat whioh is 

one only without a second. The various particulars and 

universals constituting the world find their ultimate basis and 

receptacle in the most comprehensive of all universals, Maha- 

sdmdnya, viz., Brahman. As all waters meet in the sea, all 

sensations in their respective sense-organs, as a lump of salt 

1. CUBA. P. 298. 
2. cf. The arambhavada or the asatkaryavada of the NV. 

School, IP. ii pp. 96-97 

3. IbijJ. P. 538 & of. PD. II. 26 

4. CU. VI. I. 3. yenSs'autaip s'rutarp bhavtyamataqi tnataqi 

avijSatam vijSStaip. 
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melts without remainder in water, so all forms of existence 

melt and merge in Brahman, the Sat.' 

There is a view current in European Philosophy which 

treats existence or Sat as something less than reality* ^ There 

a difference is made out among reality, existence, and uureality. 

The phenomenal space-time world is said to exist. The 

ultimate reality beyond space-time alone is reality. Imaginary 

or illusory things are uureal. What is beyond all contradictions 

is reality. For example, Bradley observes : 3 “ Existence is not 

reality and reality must exist. Existence is, in other words, a 

form of the appearance of the real.” That this view is not 

satisfactory can be easily shown. The fact that the pheno¬ 

menal world is experienced can scarcely make it an existent; 

for, in that case, even an illusory object, say, a rope-snake, 

must exist, since it is unquestionably experienced. But most 

western thinkers would dismiss the rope-snake as imaginary or 

llusory, and not treat it as existent. Contradictions as of the 

illusory object, which is now experienced and later sublated, 

are present even in the phenomenal world. Therefore, true 

existence cannot be predicated of it. True existence, like 

reality in Western Philosophy, is beyond contradictions. 

Therefore, it may be equated with reality. When Brahman is 

defined as Sat or Satya what is meant is that it is beyond all 

contradictions, that it is reality. “The Vedanta regards 

existence neither as the appearance of reality, nor as a species 

of the real.”4 Existence understood as elucidated by Sankara 

is Brahman. Brahman, as pure existence never ceases to be ; 

nor does the non-existent ever come into being.* This idea of 

Brahman as reality or true existence, is expressed in the phrase 

that it is traikilikabadhya, i. e., what remains uncontradicted 

1. BtT. II, 4, 2 ~ ~~~ 

2. Idealistic thought of India, p. 100, London, 1953. 

irrr,r .< 
4. PA. p. 108. 

5. cf. BG. II, 16. 
nasatovidyate bhavpnabh&vo vidyate satah. 
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at all times, past, present and future. 1 It conveys the idea 

that the Vedantic Absolute is a timeless reality. With this 

may be compared the statement ot Bradley.- “Ultimate reality 

is such that it does not contradict itself.” 

The significance of defining the Advaitic Absolute as Sat is 

not only that Brahman is pure uneontradicted existence but 

also that Brahman alone is such existence. 3 Thus, wherever is 

experienced existence, Brahman or Sat may be identified. On 

the verse II, 16 of the Bhagdvat Gltd, Sankara writes: In every 

single instance of phenomenal experience may be noted two 

cognitions, dvebuddhi, of an appoBitional character. It is not, 

however, parallel to the experience of the blue lotus (where, 

despite grammatical apposition between nilam and utpalam, 

there obtains between them the relation of substance and 

attribute). Eg., the pot is, the cloth is, &c. In each of these 

instances, the cognitions of pot, cloth, &c. are variable factors, 

but the cognition of existence or sadbuddhih is constant. 

Therefore, the cognition of the persistent existence in all such 

instances points to the eternal and true existence (which is 

Brahman), while the variable factors pot, cloth &c., are by the 

same token, unreal or superimposed, kalpita, as Ananda Giri 

points out. 4 Any single variable like a pot may perish, but 

the cognition of existence persists in other objects like cloth, &c. 

The case of the variables also is not parallel on the ground that 

though one of them perishes, its oognition is still possible in 

respect of another member of the same class ; 5 for, their 

particularity and‘finitude may be clearly seen in the fact that 

a oognition of pot is impossible in respect of non-pots like cloth 

and so on. True, the cognition of existence also is impossible 

in regard to the pot destroyed. But, then, it is not due to the 

destruction of existence, as such, along with the pot; rather it 

is a consequence of the fact that in the cognition, “ the pot 

.l".yadvisayabuddhirna vyabhicarati tat sat-S'aftkara on BG. II 

16. sat kim ? kalatraye'pi tisthatjti sat - S'a^kara’s Tattva- 

bodha, p. 27. 
2. Appearance & reality, p. 136. 

3. PD* II, 67, 68. *■ The BG- P- 68 ; 
5. eg. When one pot is destroyed, a cognition of pot is possible 

in respect of another pot. 
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exists,” existence appears as qualifying the pot, and, when the 

qualified entity, pot, is absent, the qualifying existence has no 

medium for self-manifestation. Ananda Giri adds 1 that the 

imperishable nature of existence is obvious from its appearing 

as the substratum of the negation of the very pot in the cogni- 

tion-the negation of the pot exists. 

The point so far made is that existence or Sat alone is 

imperishable, and the particulars like pot, &c., as qualifying 

which, it manifests itself, are contingent and, so far, false. 

But should not the appositional cognition, ‘ the pot exists ’ 

guarantee the coordinate reality of both pot and existence? 

Or, if one of them, pot, is unreal, should not ‘ existence ’ also 

be equally unreal ? ‘ Sankara answers that an appositional 

cognition is quite compatible with the unreality of one of the 

members: eg., ‘ the rope snake is’, in which, of course, the 

rope-snake is false, while the ‘ isness ’ or existence is real. 

Even the Madhyamika assertion that “ non-existence of 

* emptiness,’ i. e., Siinya, is ” proves the irrefragable nature of 

existence; for, here as well, the notion of an emptiness is 

merely superimposed on Absolute Existence which is Brahman.2 

From the above discussion, it is clear that Brahman alone 

is real existence. Sat or S'atya, while all the objects of pheno¬ 

menal experience appear to exist through association with it • 

or, in the technical language of Advaita, appear as super¬ 

imposed on it. With this conclusion may be compared the 

remark of Dr. Calderwood in his Limits of Religious Thought 

(P. 200): ' The Absolute is that which is free from all necessary 

relations, i. e., which is free from every relation as a condition 

of existence ; but it may exist in relation provided that relation 

be not a necessary condition of its existence.” 3 

Now, it may be objected that when Brahman has been 

identified with Sat or absolute existence, the expression 

Saddsit 4 is redundant or even meaningless, for no distinction 

1. BGC. p. *58. ghatadin5s'ades^e taduparaktakare0a sattva- 

bhane'pi nasattvam, ghatBdyabhavadisthanataya bhanat 
2. PD. II, 34 ; also cf. PA. p, 113. 

3. Mill in his Hamilton p. 116, observes that a better defini¬ 
tion of an absolute being could scarcely be devised. 

4. CU. VI. 2, 1. 
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can be made between existence, Sat, and / was ’ asit on pain of 

setting up a second, which is expressly denied in ekamevddviti- 

yam. The Advaitic answer is that the usage is not meant to 

be taken strictly, but is addressed to a world wedded to 

redundant phraseology, Such as to ‘ dream a dream ’, to 1 bear 

a burden ’ &c. The reference to time in ogre and asit 1 is not 

meant to subject Absolute Existence to the sway of time in 

any way, but is merely the result of addressing these words to 

the time-bound mind of man. 2 The fact of the matter is that 

both questions and answers belong to empirical language whose 

sphere is the realm of duality. The language of the non-dual 

spirit does not lend itself to questions and answers, 3 

1. ,lbid; 

2. PP7II. 36-38. 3. PP. II, 39, of. PA. P. 115. 



III. Brahman as consciousness or 

Intelligence : Cit or Vijnana 

Brahman as consciousness is best appreciated when ap¬ 

proached subjectively, i. e., from the side of the thinking man_ 

though the Upanisads do not entirely confine themselves to 

this approach. Thus in the Tailtiriya Upaniaad, the essential 

definition of Brahman includes the expression Jndna. This 

denotes a vital feature of the Advaitic concept of ultimate 

reality. In view of the Chandogya declaration that Sat is one 

without a second, and the illustrations adduced there, 1 2 pure 

existence may be deemed as on a par with clay, ah inert, causa 1 

stuff however refined. To obviate this contingency. Brahman 

is also described as Jndna or intelligence. Brahman is not 

essentially the agent of knowing or Jnatr, which, like any other 

act, entails the alteration or vikdra of the agent; but is 

knowledge or intelligence itself. Thus S'ankara says bhdva- 

sddhanahmbdah. - Brahman is no mere accessory of the act of 

knowing. Were it the agent of knowing, it could not be satya 

or immutable and ananta or infinite; for, to be associated with 

any action is to change. Also, an infinite intelligence cannot 

conceivably indulge in an act of knowing which is suited to a 

finite intelligence which may seek to remove its native 

ignorance through such an act. Besides, an act of knowing is 

inconceivable without an object, jneya but a real jneya will 

limit Brahman and jeopardise its infinitude. 3 The Vanamdla 

adds the important note that what undergoes transformation 

is material, jada, which, by definition, is what is superimposed 

on intelligence or cit.4 

With a further refinement of thought, Sankara affirms that 
Brahman may not be said even to know itself; for, activity in 

regard to one’s own self is self-contradictory, ndtmani-kriydstit- 

vam. If, somehow, Brahman is reduced to the status of an object 

1. CU. VI. I, 4 ff. mrttiketyevaaattyam. 
2. V. p. 104. 

3. of. yatrananyatpas'yati.nanyatvijanatisa 

bhuma'thgnyat.vijanstitadalpam. CU. VII 24 1 
4. V. p. 104. 
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of knowledge, there will be no knower or jhatd to know it; for 

all intelligence is confined to Brahman. On the other hand, 

without a difference between the knower and the known, no 

knowledge can arise. The hypothesis of the Bhattas 1 that 

the self is partly sentient and partly inert is, of course, 

inadmissible; for Brahman is a partless, integral whole of 

intelligence - Prajnanaghanah, e Icdtmapratyayciscira 2 . To have 

parts is to be transient 3 whereas the expression Satya denotes 

that Brahman is pure, undifferentiated, existence, sanmdtram.' 

Jnana in its familiar empirical forms is a transient 

phenomenon. 4 To describe Brahman as jnana may seem to 

make Brahman also transient. To guard against this doubt, 

Brahman is further characterized as ananta, endless, i.e., 

infinite. An entity defined as pure Being without attributes, 

as intelligence without limits, may strike commonsense as an 

empty abstraction, an impossible myth, like the hero described 

in the verse : 

mrgatrsnambhasi snatah khapuspakrtasekharah | 

esa vandhyasuto vdti sas'as'arngadhanurdharah n 5 

But it must be noted that Jnana, like satya, is not an adjective 

but the very essence of Brahman, in which the dualism ol the 

knower and the known has absolutely ceased to exist.6 “ Every 

form of knowledge is different from_every other in the degree 

of identification of the object in itself with the object for 

consciousness, and the only resting place for knowledge is where 

1. Wrongly attributed to Kumsrila Bhatta by his opponents, 

vide supra 
2. BU. IV 5, 13; MU. 7; 

3. V.P. 105 
4. of. The Buddhist theory of momentary cognitions. 

Supra. Part I. section on the Buddhist concept of Nirvapa. 

5. Here goes the barren woman’s son, having bathed in the 

water of the mirage, decked himself with the flowers of the 

sky, and armed with the bow made of the hare’s horns Qd. 

in V. 
6. jnatrjficy® jnana s'unyamanantam nirvikalpakam | 

kevS^akhandaoinmatram paramtattvam vidurbudhan || 

Vivekaoudamaiji, 241. 

mukti—2 9 
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the agreement becomes absolute. Now, if knowledge deals 

solely with the self which knows, it is entirely self-conslituted, 

self-determined, self-contained. To be completely self-sufficient, 

however, is precisely what is meant by being Absolute. Absolute 

knowledge is the presence to consciousness of its own self¬ 

thought”. 1 It goes without saying that the presence of self 

to consciousness is not by way of its bifurcation into a subject 

and an object - ndtmani kriyastitvam. In fact, there is no 

distinction between the Brahman as Sat and Brahman as Cit; 

the Sat, which is Brahman, is identical with Brahman tfye 

Cit.2 

If it is all Intelligence, Brahman cannot require an other to 

become conscious. To say that it does is to deprive it of its 

absoluteness and freedom. But, of course, the consciousness oj 

Brahman is not to be understood as a relation between a subject 

and an object. 3 Thus, in his commentary on the Kena, 

Upanisad, S'ankara says that in regard to Brahman without 

attributes, there is neither itself nor knowing by another* 

svaaavivedyata, and parasamvedyatd-, for, it is of the essence of 

knowledge, samvedunasvampam, 4 and therefore it stands in 

no need of further knowing of any kind. 

The definition of Brahman as Intelligence is developed at 

great length in the BU. 5 King Ajata^atru explains how, in 

deep sleep, the self of intelligence, vijadnamayah puru&ah, 

gathers the sensibilities of the senBe-organs and rests in the 

space within the heart. It is characterized as the Beal of 

1. Hibbert Journal, Vol. I. pp. 609-610. ~ 

2. S'attaiva bodho bodha eva ca sattg; SB. 

3 cf. Vivarapa p. 210-anena sarvajKasabdena sarvavaMssak- 

samam vijKapatimatram avhayopadhikam vijnapameva 
brahmasvarupa laksapam. 

cf. svayamevanubhavatvadyadyapyetasya nSnubhavyatva.m 

sakrdapyabhavasanka na bhaved bodhasvarupatvat || 
Svatmanirupapam. 

4. cf. Sankara on the BS. Ill, 2, 16 ahacatanmatram. nasyat- 

manontarbahirvaoaitanyadanyadrnpamaBti, cajtanyamevatu 
mrantaram asya ,svarnpam | ' ’ ' 

5. II, 1, 17. 
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the real • satyasyasatyam. 1 Sankara clarifies the idea as 

follows : 1 2 “ Brahman is, in the first,place, the pure subject or 

seer dra$ta who never becomes the object or seen, drsya. In 

the wakeful and dream states as well as in the sleep state is 

present Brahman as intelligence, ‘like a ruler among servants’. 

But a distinct appreciation of Brahman as intelligence is possi¬ 

ble only in the state of sleep. The point of the king is that 

Brahman is never an object and that no object can be treated 

as Brahman”. The arguments implied in this passage have 

been reduced to a syllogism by Ananda Giri 3 thus: Sense- 

organs, &c., of the individual subserve a Seer other than them¬ 

selves; for, they form a complex, aamhatatvdl, just as houses, 

&o., do. This seer is none other than Brahman. All forms of 

knowing emanate from Brahman and the entire objective mani. 

fold exists for it. The reason for designating Brahman as 

vijftandntaya is that it appears in the antahkarana, the internal 

Organ of cognition and cognizes it as its witness.4 * 

The nature of Brahman as intelligence may be further 

expanded in the light of the text yat aaksddaparoksdd brahma 

ya dtma earvantarah. 5 By its very nature it is not possible to 

objectify this self-luminous presence that is Brahman for 

Brahman in the Seer of seeing, the Hoarer of hearing, the 

Thinker of thought, theKnower of knowing. 6 Sankara explains 

that there are two kinds of seeing, one phenomenal and the 

Other transcendental, laukiki, paramdrthikica. The first is a 

mode of the internal organ, antahkaranavrttih in contact with, 

dr iadhced by, the eye. Being an effect, it arises and perishes 

The second is the’native seeing or vision of Brahman, its very 

essence and nature; svar\xpa, just as light and heat are of fire. 

Hence it is not a product, and, so is imperishable. It is, 

however, limited, as it were, by the effectuated vision or vritti. 

This apparent association with vritti is denoted by the ex¬ 

pression seer, drasta. 7 The mode of seeing of the anlahkarana- 

1. BU. II. i, 23. 
2. BUB. p. 250, Anandasrama Edn. 

3. Ibid ; p. 256. 4. Ibid ; 268. 

6. BU. Ill, 4, 1, of. AU. V. 4. 

6. *BU- HI. 42 nft dfsterdra?tarampa4ye &c, 

7. BUfc. p. 423. 
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vrttih, even as it arises is, as it were, pervaded by the eternal 

eight of the seer. It is only a reflection of the latter and, in 

the very ken of the seer, it perishes too. This finitude of tbe 

mode - its rise and dissolution - is imputed to the eternal seer- 

Hence, though always seeing, the seer is said to see and not to 

see. The permanence of the seeing that is Brahman is later 

referred to in the passage : dhylyatlva leldyatlva ; nahi drastur 

d esterviparilopo vidyate. 1 In the expression the ‘ seer of seeing’ 

seeing refers to the seeing mode of the inner organ, while the 

seer is Brahman. Obviously, the mode cannot pervade, i. e., 

objectify, the seer thereof. As pointed out earlier, 2 the very 

expressions seer, hearer, &c., involve a restatement, anuvada, 

of empirical usage, and are not meant as precise determinations 

of Brahman. 

The most impressive passage, perhaps, in which Brahman 

as intelligence is revealed occurs in answer to the query, 

kimjyotirayarfi purusaiti ? 3 - what light does a person here 

have? After recounting the external aids by which man per- 

ceives, such as the sun, the moon &c., Yajrlavalkya mentions 

Atman4 (Brahman) as the light of all man’s seeing. This 

supreme light is distinguished from the rest, as it does not 

stand in need of yet another light. It shines in the antahJcarana. 

Being immaterial, it can not be grasped by the senes 5 . The 

immaterial nature of this light may be shown from a considera¬ 

tion of dream phenomena and memory. In dreams and 

memory, a percipient other than sense-organs and antahkarana 

has to be postulated, for, these latter, as being objects of 

perception, are material 6 . The argument that only the like 

can cooperate, that only material light may aid the material 

organism, is entirely inconclusive. Fire, eg., is fed by fuel 

whose constitutive principle is earth, or even by water, in 

cert.un cases 7 . Distinct as it is, Brahman as intelligence 

vivifies the entire psychophysical organism, just as ‘an 

1. BU. IV. 3^23 ~~ 

2- Supra. 3. BU. IV. 3, 2. 

4. BU. IV. 3, 9. atrayampurusah svayamjyotirbhavati. KU V 
15; CU.III, 1,42; BG. XIII, 33. ' ' ’ 

6. KeU. I, 2-5. 6. BUB. p. 530. 

7. Ibid p. 530 Eg. Lightning and the gastrio heai. 
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emerald or a ruby cast in a cup of milk renders it wholly blue or 

red’ 1 . All lights other than Brahman subserve it and there¬ 

fore, are entirely instrumental ; for, without it there will be 

no intelligent being who sees with these lights. 

The implication of the statement that Brahman is light or 

avayamayotih is that it is spirit, caitanyasvabhavvm. Can it 

then cease to know in any state ? Yet, in deep sleep, it 

apparently knows nothing. Yajnavalkya explains this paradox 

thus : While in sleep it (Brahman as intelligence) does not see, 

it is verily seeing, for the seeing of the seer ceases not, being 

imperishable 2 . Brahman, then, is like the sun which shines 

even when there is nothing to shine on 3 . In the state of deep 

sleep what is absent is the object of seeing, not the intelligence 

that is Brahman 4 . 

In the passage s explicating Brahman as intelligence, func¬ 

tions such as seeing, hearing, and so on have been referred to. 

These are not to be regarded, along with the bhedabhedavadins 6 , 

as different functions or properties of Brahman. For the 

bheddbheda theorists Brahman is at once one and many, just 

as a cow, eg., is one as a substantial entity, but has several 

parts like the dew-lap, horns, etc. But this view of the nature 

of Brahman is based altogether on analogy and ignores the 

vital distinction between material and spiritual entities. 

Sankara points out that references in this passage to seeing, 

hearing, &e., have an entirely different purport, viz., to set 

1. Ibid, p. 535, of. yathapraksgayatyekhkrtanajn lokam imam 

ravih. B£}.. XIII, 33; yena suryastapati tejaseddhah; 

tamevabhantamanubhati sarvam tasyabhasa sarvamidamvi. 

bhsti MuU. II. 2, 10 &c. 

2. BU. IV. 3, 23. 

3. BSS. I, 1, 5. asatyapikarmajji savita prakasata iti 

kartrtvavyapades'adaryanat. evamasatyapi jffanakarm&ni 

Brahmanah tadaiksata iti kartrtvavyapadesopapatteh. Vide 

also CUB. p. 308. 

4. Natudvitiyamasti tato’nyadvibhaktam BU. IV. 3, 29. 

5. BU. IV. 3, 23-30. 

6. Bhedabhedavsda has been espoused by BhartrprapaSca, 

eg., before Sankara, and Bhsskara, &c. after him. The 

expression means Identity-cwm-differenee. 
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aside the objection that Brahman or Self, being sight, must 

exercise the function of seeing even in sleep. The Sensory 

activities referred to serve only to connote cognition- 

vijnanas'ab tavacyatd 1 . 

Brahman as intelligence may be appreciated in its integrity 

if we examine the three states of consciousness, viz., waking’ 

dream, and sleep. Just as we found in the case of existence, 

which runs like an infinite thread through all particulars of 

experience 2 , intelligence also remains one and indivisible, 

despite the plurality of its objects in the states of waking and 

dream 3 . bights, sounds, touches, &c., differ, of course, 

among themselves and from the intelligence which apprehends 

them; but that intelligence itself, styled samvid in the 

Pancadad, remains homogeneous and integral. No distinction 

in that intelligence, clearly, may be made out without 

associating it with aljuncts l.ke sound, &c., which form its 

objects4 . live same is true of dream cognitions. What 

differentiates waking from dream is not any distinction in 

intelligence or awareness, but the nature of the objects cognized 

in these states. “ If it were one intelligence that was 

awake and another that dreamt, there would be no case of iden¬ 

tity at all”. 5 The persistence of intelligence in dreamless sleep 

is borne out by the recollection on waking. “ I knew nothing.” 

What is recollected must have been experienced.6 Thus 

unaffected by time, without rising or setting, shines forth the 

steady light of the intelligence that is Brahman.7 

This intelligence, of course, is self-luminous. Self-luminosity 

consists in the fitness to be treated empirically as immediately 

1. BUB. p. 595. ........ 

2* cf.Bhamati-ye9Uvyavarttama.nesU yadanuvafttate tattebhyo 
bhinnam yatha kusumebhyah sutratn - Bha bn the 
Adhyasabhagya ; 

3. PD. 1,3. 

4. PD. I. 3 vide Rama'trishna’s comm, on it. etasysh samvido 

visayavisesaih sambahdhanSm utpattivinay&bhyamevatat* 

siddhau samvidopyutapattivingselyorgauravat VPS P 70- 
5. PA. p. 117 

6. PD. 1.5 

7. Ibid, 1,7-no’detinastametyaka samvide^a sVayamprabha, 
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present, while not being an object of copit’ion. ' None doubts 

self’s reality, much less denies it - a fact, which can be justified 

only by its self-luminosity.2 When Brahman is said to be fit to 

be treated as immediately present empirically, the point is not 

that this fitness is eternally coexistent with it; for, evidently, 

in the state of rnukti or release, where no empirical usage 

obtains, the fitness as above defined would not hold good. What 

it means, then, is that Brahman or Sell is the non-locus of the 

absolute non-existence of fitness, just as substance or dravya, 

according to the Nyaya-vaiiesika is the non-locus of the 

absolute non-existence of quality. 3 The fitness in question 

is imputed to Brahman as intelligence only phenomenally, with 

a view' to make a useful distinction between it and all other 

entities which are inert. 4 This procedure of phenomenal 

imputation may also be looked at in the light oi SureWara’s 

observation: Why are you impatient at the explicatory assump¬ 

tions we make? Do you not realize that the whole world is 

superimposed on Brahman through nescience? 5 

1. TP. p. 9, Bombay 1915-avedyatve satyaparoksavyavaharayo- 

gyatvam; also pp. 21-22. cidriipatvsdakarmatvat svyamjyoti- 

riti srutehatmanah svaprak&satvam koDivftyitum ksamah || 

2. BU. IV. 5, 15-vijSa.taramarekena vijaniyat. cf. Cogito ergo 

sum sounds like a syllogism, but is the embodiment of a self- 

evident truth. Also, cf. The man who calls this a syllogism 

must know little more about a syllogism save that word 

‘ergo’ ocours in it. Where shall we look for the middle term? 

It was as a self-evident or immediate truth that the cogito 

ergo sum, the maxim on which the whole history of modern 

philosophy was built, was started by its author - Hegel. Qd. 

in PA. p.120. Also, cf. To be real is to be indissolubly one 

thing with sentience. Being and reality are one thing with 
sentienoe. Appearance & Reality, p. 146, 2nd Edn. 

3. TP. p.9. yogyatvatyantabhavanadhikaranatvasya tattvatgu^a- 
vattvatyantabhavajiadhikaranatvasya dravyatvavat. 

4. cf. apando visayanubhavo nityatvam ceti santidharmah- 

pagcapadika. “What is believed in and understood as litterally 
unspeakable may be said to be self-revealing”. K. C. Bhatta- 
carya. Contemporary Indian philosophy, p. 84; What is meant 
by svayamprakasata comes to this, viz,, “There shines no 

light save its own light to itself unto itself”-Qd. Headquarters 

of reality. Holmes p. 107. ^ 

5. BV. 1.4; 1279 aksam^bhavatah keyam, &c. 
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Thus, though at the time of mokua, Brahman will own no 

attributes at all, viewing life as a whole, Brahman may be 

deemed the non-locus of the absolute non-existence of attributes 

like the fitness defined above. 

IV. Brahman as Bliss. 

Brahman we have seen is existence that is intelligence; 

besides it is bliss also. The emendation suggested by Deussen 

that in Brahman’s essential definition ananta should be read as 

Ananda has already been referred to. 1 Even taking the 

expression as it stands, ananta may bs understood as referring 

to Brahman’s nature as bliss. Thus in the CU. IV. 10, 5 the 

sacred fires teach Upakosala Kamalayana: prdno Brahma kam 

Brahmakham Brahmeti; ie. Brahman is life, Brahman is joy. 

Brahman is space. But joy as empirically experienced is brief 

and fugitive, while space is well-known to be inert or material. 

How then can either of them be identified with Brahman? 

S’ankara explains 2 that the terms kam and kham, joy and 

space, must be understoood as mutually qualifying each other. 

Joy as qualified by space ceases to be the brief, sensuous, 

pleasures of common life; the infinitude of space thus comes to 

distinguish joy. Similarly, space qualified by joy is no longer 

inert, elemental, space. The sense of this teaching is, obviously, 

that Brahman, which is existence and intelligence, is, at the 

same time, joy infinite. 

This grand idea is most elaborately worked out by Sanat- 

kumara in the graduated instruction he imparts to Narada 3 . 

Narada approached Kumara in search of the knowledge of 

Brahman or Self. The teachar offers him a series of ideas on 

Brahman increasingly subtler and more comprehensive. Finally, 

they culminate in the sublime idea of the bhuma, or infinitude. 

Name, speech, mind, conception (Samkalpa) thought (citta), 

meditation, understanding (vijUana), strength, food, water, 

heat, space, memory, hope, life, truth (phenomenal), faith, 

growing-forth (nistha), activity, pleasure (mkha) are the ideas 

thrown together in no recognizable order and offered as closer 

1. Vide supra; 

2. CUB. p. 206 

3. CU. VII, i, &c. 
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and closer approximations to Brahmap. Finally, the teacher 

declares: yo vai bhuma tat tukham, nalpaukhamasti. 1 “Verily 

a plenum (ie., infinitude) is pleasure: there is no pleasure in the 

small’’. The plenum thus identified with pleasure is further 

explicated thus. “Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing 

else, understands nothing else, that is the plenum”. 2 But any 

state which is characterized by dualities, subject-object relations, 

as of the seer and the seen, is finite, exclusive and petty. In 

such states there being limits and unresolved oppositions, of 

course, there can be no unalloyed joy. 

S'ankara raises the question 8 whether Brahman as joy is 

characterised by the non-perception of objects of any kind or 

whether there is self-apprehension involved in it. Briefly, is 

the joy of the plenum known or unknown ? If all objective 

perceptions are totally negated in respect of plenum, it becomes 

altogether transcendantal, having nothing in common with life 

as we know it—dvaitasamvyavaharavilaksanobhumd 4 . But if 

the plenum knows itself, its self-identity will be shattered by 

introducing into it elements of plurality, such as actions, 

accessories and fruits of action. In other words, the plenum, 

too, would be infected by the conditions of phenomenal life. 

S'ankara disposes of this argument by reaffirming the strict 

monism expressed in such passages as, yatrananyat pas'yati 

nanyatvijanati, <fcc 5 . Even the expressions used here, 

yatra nanyat, which verbally set up a distinction between the 

container and the contained, adhikarancLdhikcirtavyabhedah, 6 

are supposititious,; for, they are based on the empirical 

usages of daily life. The point of this passage is the negation, 

in regard to Brahman as bliss, of distinctions which distin¬ 

guish empirical life. Nothing characteristic of empirical 

usage finds lodgement in Brahman the plenum 2 * Still, it is 

pertinent to ask whether Brahman as bliss is cognizable as 

such; else, a statement affirming their identity must remain a 

dogmatic expression of faith. There are Upanisadic state¬ 

ments (some, already notioed) denying all possibilities of 

1. CU. VII, 23, i L. of. KUV. 14 anirdes'yam paramam sukham 

2. Ibid. VII, 24, 1 3. CUB. p. 398. 

4. Ibid >p. 399. 5. CU. Vil, 24, 1. 

6. CUB. p. 399, 7. Ibid, p. 400. 
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perception in the Absolute 1 . On the otherhand, schools of 

thought like the Samkhya and the Yoga and the Nyayavaisesika 

hold that Atman in itself is devoid of bliss 2 . In the absence 

of body and sense organs, no cognition of bliss is conceivable. 

The argument that the intelligence that is Brahman can 

cognize its bliss is fallacious ; for Brahman is a homogeneous 

integral whole and its division into subject and object is out of 

question. Again, if Brahman is perennially aware of its own 

bliss, there is no sense in talking about its cognizing that 

bliss. The idea of cognition makes sense only where the 

possibility of ignorance is real as in the case of a finite mind, 

which, being ignorant, makes a cognitive effort to know. But 

Brahman is an eternally ceaseless blaze of knowledge ; hence, 

the question of a specific act of knowing on its part does not 

arise. To imagine that Brahman that is intelligence functions 

intermittently is to make it mutable and perishable. 3 Theie* 

fore, Brahman as bliss is not cognizable as though it could be 

objectified; rather, Brahman must be understood as real, 

self-luminous, bliss.4 

The nature of Brahman as bliss may be further eluoidated 

in the light of Yajnavalkya’s discourse on the subject addressed 

to Maitreyl. 3 * He explains that the various objects held dear 

in life-husband, wife, children, wealth, social rank, worlds of 

men and gods, etc., etc., are dear, not for what they are in 

themselves, but for the sake of the self; ie„ Brahman or 

Atman; atmanastukamdya sarvampriyambhavati6 . This 

affirmation is an echo of the earlier teaching - tadetatpreyah 

putrat preyovittatprevyonyasmat sarvasmadantarataram yadaya. 

malma 7-. That Self, subservience to which makes all other 

objects instrumental to joy and so desirable, must itself be 

essentially blissful. While these yield conditional joy, the Self, 

dear for its own sake, felt and aocepted as the supreme end of 

1. BU. IV. 4, 15, II, 4, 14 - yatratvasya sarvamatmaivabhut tat 
kenakam pasyet, &c., also, cf BU. IV, 3, 21. 

2. Supra, part I. 3. BUB. p. 500. 

4. Ibid, of. PD. XI, 23. 5. BU. II, 4, 4 & 5 
6. BU. II, 4, 5. 

7. Ibid ; I, 4, 8- That self is dearer than a son, is dearer than 

wealth, is dearer than all else, since this self it nearer, 
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all possessions, must be unconditional bliss and the final goal of 

life. That the self is of the nat’ure of bilss follows from 

the fact of craving forself-persistence, for immortality * . 

Attempts at suicide, due to pressure of abnormal circumstances, 

are aimed, not at the self, but at the body which imprisons 

and fetters the self 2 . That Brahman which is existence and 

intelligence is also bliss isexpressly affirmed. vijMnamdnandar,% 

Brahma3 . S'ankara explains that Brahman transcends the 

dualities of the pleasant and the unpleasant which characterize 

all instances of empirical cognitions. It is transparent, 

prasanna; good, s'iva; unparalleled, free, perennially content 

and homogeneous 4 . 

Even as all real existence and intelligence is Brahman, all 

bliss, in whatever disguises it may appear, is also Brahman- 

Brahman is the highest bliss; on a tiny fraction of this 

Brahmio bliss, all living beings subsist5 . It is autonomous, 

necessary, and enternal, whereas, joys born of sense-contacts 

with objects, being contingent and ephemeral, are miserable, 

drtta 6 The wholly transcendental and transfiguring character 

of Bramic bliss is sought to be conveyed in certain eloquent 

passages of the BU7 . No breath of desire disturbs the 

hallowed joy. In it the self becomes the solo object of desire, 

dtmakdma, beyond cravings and sufferings, good and evil. 

That Brahman is bliss is expressed in yet another 

significant way in the TU8 - raso vaisah. Brahman is the 

essence. Rasa or essence has been identified with ananda or 

bliss. It does not denote the highest oommon factor of all forms 

of pleasant feelings, something abstract and universal, a mere 

jdti or class notion. As one with Brahman, this rasa is the 

most concrete of all realities, determinations of which by 

contingent factors being the particular instances of empirical 

joy. All forms of sense pleasures, visayasukha are in essence 

1. TP. p. 358. 2. PD. XII, 28, 29. 
3. BU. Ill, 9, 28. 4. BUB. p. 495. 
5. BU. IV, 3, 32 - eso’sya paramaSnanda etasyaivanandasySnyani 

bhutSni matramupajivanti. 
6. of. BCr. V, 22. 7. IV, 3, 19-33. 

8. TU.il, 7. 
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this rasa. They take their specific forms through association 

with concrete modes of tho internal organ induced by the 

objects concerned. 

All activities of life are ultimately aimed at satisfactions 

of various kinds - these being the states of the anntahkarana in 

which the bliss of Brahman shines forth. Not all satisfactions 

are bound up with external objects; for, minds which practise 

detachment are often marked by serene contentment and pro¬ 

found joy. 1 In fact the greater the detachment from external 

objects, the purer, in tenser, and more enduring is the inner joy. 

The secret source of this inexhaustible joy is Brahman which is 

rasa or dnanda. Thus S'ankara writes: bahydnandasadhanarahita 

api nirlhd niresa-nd brahmand bdhyarasalabhadiva sdnanda 

driyante vidvdmsah.2 So unshakable is the seer’s intuition of 

Brahman as bliss that he exclaims: kohyevanydt kah prdnyat 

yadesa dkd&a dnandona sydt. 3 “Who, indeed, would breathe’ 

who would live, if there were not this bliss in ether?” Akdsa in 

this passage refers to the ether present in the living core of all 

living beings. 4 There dwells Brahman the bliss in all, sustained 

and inspired by which life goes on ail round. This fountain-head 

of bliss keeps all the world in unfailing joy - esahyevdnandaydtiS 

An idea of the intensity and supremacy of the bliss of 

Brahman is sought to be conveyed in the section styled dnanda- 

sya mimamsa 6 - an inquiry into bliss. Pleasures of different 

grades of living beings are arranged in a hierarchy>f intensity 

and purity. The starting point for human purposes is the joy 

of a cultured youth, well-read, quick of understanding, firm and 

strong, at whose command is the whole earth full of wealth. 

His joy is defined as one human bliss. There follow, in due ■ 

order, hum-Anggndharvaj, divine gandharvas, the manes, the 

1. cf. Bhartrhari, Vairagyas'ataka 12. 

2- “ Fhe Brahmana sages are observed to be blissful, as though 

they possess object-born joy, while, in fact, they have not the 

— to secure it and are free from desires and cravings” 

3. TU. II. 7 

!' L?'1,86 ‘ &'k&Sa ananda ' Parame ^mani guhayam nihitah 
5- TU. 11.7 6. Ibid; II, 8; 
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gods by birth, the gods by work, gods, India, Brhaspati and 

Prajapati. The bliss of each of the succeeding beings surpasses 

that of the preceding by a hundredfold. Finally, it is asserted 

that a hundred blisses cf Prajapati is one bliss of Brahman. 

Deussen calculates 1 that a human bliss is just a hundred 

billionth part of the bliss of Brahman. This, of course, is but 

a vivid way of affirming that the bliss of Brahman surpasses 

all human reckonings and conceptions - that the eye has not 

seen nor ear heard nor hath it entered into the mind of man to 

conceive the bliss that is Brahman. But at the same time, it 

is not beyond the experience of the right type of man; for it is 

reiterated ten times that this bliss is also of a man who is 

versed in the scriptures and is not smitten with desires. In 

other words, by rightly disciplining oneself, every man can realize 

within himself the Bliss that is Brahman ; for, as was pointed 

out above, Brahman is not other than the Self of all the 

world 2 . Of this sea that is Brahmic bliss, one and indivisible, 

all forms of pleasure are the drops 3 . 

The significance of Brahman as bliss is even more far- 

reaching. The entire manifested world with its endloss variety 

of joy is declared to be an overflow, an expression, of that 

infinite and immutable bliss 4 . This raises the problem how, 

nonetheless, much suffering and sorrow is experienced empiri¬ 

cally. But the contention of the seer is that one who knows 

Brahman as bliss has vanquished all fear 5 , and is lifted above 

all moral self-reproach. 

The question whether Brahman is bliss or only has it in 

superabundant measure has assumed great importance in 

Vedantic disoussions. The Advaitic position may be clarified 

in the light of S ankara’s commentary on the Anandamayddhi- 

karana of the Brama sutras 6 . After explaining these Sutras in 

the sense of an affirmation that Brahman ^s predominantly 

l7 TUD. 2. Supra. 

3. BU. IV, 3, 32. 
4. TU, III, 6, Snando brahmeti vyajanat, anandadhyeva khal- 

vimani bhutani jayante, &c. 

5. Ibid, II, 9- anandam Brahmano vidvannabibheti kutascana. 

6. I,i,V-19. 
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blissful,1 S'ankara 'critically reviews the entire question 

starting with the remark : idamlviha vaJctavyam. 2 The suffix 

mayat in ' dnandamaya ’ ought not to differ in sense from what 

it means in the expressions annamaya, prdnamaya, &c., for 

‘ dnandamaya ’ occurs in the same context 3 . In all these 

earlier expressions,"mayat means only transformation, vikdra. 

No distinction in sense may be based on the plea that ‘ dnanda¬ 

maya ’ is the last of the series and so should denote Brahman ; 

for, in regard to this dnandamaya it is said : Pleasure is its 

head, delight the right-side, great delight the leftside; bliss 

the body; Brahman the lower part, the foundation4. 

Brahman, the theme of the entire passage with which the 

section opened is referred to, not as dnandamaya, but as 

puccha, the lower part, the foundation. By foundation id 

meant that all forms of phenomenal joy are based on, of 

culminate in Brahman, that is bliss. Besides, if dnandamaya 

is taken as Brahman it becomes a complex whole with attribu 

tes; for pleasure, etc., are indicated as its parts. But the 

upanisad, in fact, concludes with reference to that Brahman 

* whence words together with the mind recoil ’5 . In other 

words, it is Brahman without attributes or parts. Also, to say 

that Brahman is predominantly blissful is to admit that in it is 

some little alloy of pain, the opposite of bliss. This is an 

impossible admission regarding Brahman which is bhumd or 

plenum. Therefore, dnandamaya does not refer to Brahman 

as bliss. On the contrary. Brahman as bliss is altogether 
beyond predicates, it is transoendental. 6 

1. In ‘ anandamaya ’ ‘ maya ’ denotes abundance—pracurya ; see 
BSS. I, 1, 13. 

2. BSS. I, 1, 19. 3. TU. II, 1-5. 
4. TU. II, 5. 5. Ibid; II, 9. 

6. S'ankara on BS. I, 1, 19—naceha savis'e^am Brahma pratipi- 
padayisitam vahmanasagocaratikrama£/ruteh p. 128. 
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V. Brahman is ‘nameless’. 

So for we have examined the contents of the essential 

definition of Brahman as Existence, Intelligence and Bliss. 

The celebrated expression sacciddnanda, positively connoting 

Brahman and summing up the essential definition, occurs for 

the first time in the Nrsimhottaratnpanlyopanisad. 1 But 

these positive definitions ought not to mislead us into the 

assumption that the Advaitic Absolute is capable of determina¬ 

tions of any kind. Descriptions like Brahman is existence, 

intelligence, &c., are only approximations, at best, to a 

reality that defies the power of words and thought, a reality 

that is, strictly, transcendental. Words like Satya are at best 

symbolic and only serve to tell us what Brahman is not. Or, 

these words indicate the fact that Brahman is other than non¬ 

existence, non-intelligence, and non bliss. 1 2 It would not answer 

to anything less than the concepts denoted by these words but 

it is, in itself, infinitely more. 

In the Upanisads, therefore, two kinds of descriptions of 

Brahman may be met with: in one, positive traits are attributed 

to it,3 while, in the other, all positive traits are negated. 4 The 

purport of the first set will be considered in another seotion of 

the present chapter. It is with the second that we are immedia¬ 

tely ooneerned. Brahman in itself should be regarded as free 

from all anthropomorphic attributes.5 Hence, the Advaitic 

1. Sections 6, 7 &c. 

2. cf. Ramanuja BhSsyam on HS. p. 14, Reprint from the 
Pandit, 1915 and IP. ii. p. 537. Also HIP. vol. IV, pp. 208 
209 & TP. P. Ill, Sures'vara’s varrttika on TU. Qd. P’ 112 
in TP. 

3. CU. Ill, 14, 2-saravakaratna sarvakamah &c. 

4. BU. Ill, 1,8 ; KU. Ill, 15; MukU. 11,72 &c. 

5. cf. Saftkara on BS. Ill, 2, II ff:- anyataralinga parigrahepi 
samsta visesarahitam nirvikalpakameva Brabmapratipat- 
tavyam, na tatviparitam. BS'S. P. 641, also cf, 
Spinoza saying “the intellect which would constitute the 
essence of God must differ toto coelo from our will and 
intellect; nor can they agree in anything save in name, 
nor any more than the dog as a celestial constellation and 
the dog as barking animal agree Ethics i, 17, Scholium, 
Qth £P. ii. p. 536> FN. 2, 
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Absolute is most adequately expressed in the language of silence. 

To this summit of vision, Yajnavalkya leads step by step. 1 

Sankara reports in his commentary on the Brahma Sutra III, 

2, 17, 2 that Badhva, asked by Baskali for a definition of 

Brahman, expounded it in the language of silence. But when 

he was repeatedly pressed for it, Badhva exelaimed : We are 

telling you; only you do not understand. This Atman is silence 

Upaaanto yamatma.3 Such negative expressions, in fact, repre¬ 

sent the inability ot the human mind to conceive the transoen, 

dental essence of the Absolute. “Brahman, free from space 

attributes, motion, fruition, difference, being in the highest 

sense and without a second, seems to the slow of mind no more 
than non-being.”4 

That the divine Absolute is Nothing (no thing no object of 

apprehension) is a refrain occurring in the religious literature of 

the world. In Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism, Christianity, the 

Absolute or God is referred to as Nothing. Non-being, Emptiness, 

the void, the Abyss.5 But no grosser error can be made than 

1. BU. II. 3, 6 &c. athata adesoneti neti, cf. KeU I, 3 
anyadevatad viditad a tho aviditadadhi &c. 

2. dars'ayaticstho apismaryate 

3. cf. TU II. 4 & 9. MuU. II, 2, 10. 

4. digdcsagunagatiphalabhedasunyam hi paramarthasad advayam 
brahma mandabuddhinam asad iva pratibhftti CUB III 1 1 

5. Eckhardt, for instance avers: “God is as void as if He were 

not”. “Thou shall love God as He is, a non-God, a non-spirit, a 

a non-person, a non-form”. “The end of all things is the hidden 

darkness of the oternal Godhead”. Again Dioysius the Areao- 

pagite speaks of‘the divine darkness’. Augustine asserts that 

God is best described by negatives, ‘that we can know what God 

is not, but not what He is’. Quoted in Time& Eternity pp. 9 

ff. W. T. Stace, Princeton, 1952. and IP. ii. p. 538, fn. 2; cf. 

S'ahkara, the last verse of the Dasasloki & Sri Ramakrspa, to 

Isvara Candra Vidyasygara. “All things in the world-the Vedas, 

the Puranas, the Tantras, the six systems of philosophy, have 

been defiled, like food that has been touched by the tongue. Only 

one thing has not been defiled in this way, and that is Brahman. 

No one has ever been able to say what Brahman is”. The gospel 

of Sri Ramakrishna p. 28, Madras Edn. 1947 Eckhart: “Would 

thou be perfect, do not yelp about God”. Qd. M/sticxsm East & 

West, R. Otto p. 5. 
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ito suppose that'this Nothing, this nameless Brahman, is a mere 

negation. For everything that is experienced,-the worlds of 

facts, dreams, thoughts-has sprung out of it, without, however, 

diminishing or damaging it in anywise.1 It and its expression 

are equally infinite, and yet there are not two infinites. It is 

Brahman that appears as the world 2 This great truth about 

the Advaitic Absolute finds expression in the celebrated verse : 

The yon is fulness; fulness, this; withdrawing fulness fulness 

off. E’en fulness then itself remains. 3 Brahman is all in all, 

integral, infinite and eternal; there are not two spheres of 

reality “yadeveha tadamutra, yad amutra tadanviha.4 No one 

experiences two infinites ; when the world is experienced. 

Brahman is not, and when Brahman is experienced, the world 

is not. To say that Brahman is eternal does not mean that it 

persists in time, like the motionless being of Parmenides, ‘ the 

mindless, unmoving structure.” 5 The point is Brahman is 

timeless, and incorruptible, pure and unpierced by evil. 6 It is 

eternal because its completeness, purnatd, is not related to 

time.7 

We started with the observation that in the Advaita 

philosophy, the real or the Absolute is denoted by both the 

terms Brahman and Atma, though Brahman more often refers 

to the Self of the Universe and Atma to the Self of man. Thus, 

the purely objective is also the purely subjective. In other 

words, the Self of man is Brahman whose best available positive 

definition is Saccidananda, but which is strictly absolutely 

1. 

2. 
4. 
6. 
7. 

nirgupogupi; s’unyamevatarhitat, ns, mithyavikalpasya nir- 

nimittatVanupapatteh-S'on GPK. also cf. “The Infinite in India 

was .not a thin non-entity void of all content. Know Him by 

realizing Him in nature, family, society, state”. Tagore, 

Sadhana P. 20. 
Vide infra. 3- ®*J. V. 1, 1. 

KU. IV, 10 5. IP. ii- P- 537. 

iu.8; 
of. Spinoza. Eterniry cannot be defined in terms of time, 

nor can it have any relation to time. Ethics V, i Scholium, 

Qd. TP. ii. p. 537 

WOKTl—31 
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beyond all determinations. 1 being ‘neither personal, nor moral 

nor beautiful, nor true’.2 

VI- Saguna Brahman or Is»vara. 

We saw that, in itself, Brahman is other than non¬ 

existence, non-intelligence, non-bliss and that, as absolute 

reality without a second, it defies all verbal determinations. 

But from the point of view of man in the phenomenal world, 

Brahman appears as the cause of the world. 3 Being the non-dual 

reality, in so far as the world of plurality may be said to have 

a cause at all. Brahman is bound to be that cause. But a 

cause which does not undergo changes in producing its efFect is 

no cause at all. On the other hand, if Brahman, the Advaitio 

Absolute, changes, it ceases to be Brahman. Remaining 

entirely transcendental, i.e., above the sphere of Bpace, time 

and casuahty, Brahman cannot serve to explain the experienced 

world of phenomena. Nor can the world be traced to an 

unintelligent principle like the Prakrti of the Sdmkhyaa.* 

True, Prakrti is the principle of ceaseless change or be coming 

as against Brahman which is immutable being. But to posit 

Prakrti by the side of Brahman which is one without a second 

is to limit it and finitise it. Without a second, however, the 

solution of the world-problem is impossible. The way out of 

this impasse was to recognize a saguna Brahman or Brahman 

answering to a tatasthalaksana. Such is the logical origin of 

the concept of Is'vara in the Advaita system. The essence of 

Is'vara is a synthesis of the Being of the Absolute and the 

becoming of Prakrti. Thus the self-subsistent Absolute becomes 

a personal God, the cause of the world of flux, jag at or samsara. 

Pure Brahman beyond all attributes, considered in relation to 

1- cf. niskalam nbkriyam s'Untam niravadyam nirafijanam 

divyohyamurtah Purugah sabahyabhyanttaro hyajah. 
2. Bradley, qd. IP. ii. p. 540 

cf. drstaguriakriyajati sambandhBh sabdahetavah 1 

natmanyanyatamo hyosam tenatmauabhidhiyate li 
Vartika, qd in ABS; P. 105 

ajahkalpitasamvrtya paramarthe nanapyaiah 
GPK. IV, 74 

3. IP ii. p. 555. 4. BS. II. 2,1. 
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the principle of becoming, becomes a subject dealing with an 

object. This principle of becoming, Prakrit or maya apart from 

and independently of God, is a blank; as such, it has no 

existence or meaning. For, by itself, it can accomplish nothing. 

But as the other and object of the self-conscious Is 'vara, it 

becomes the fecund source of the world of phenomena. 

A vital point has to be clarified in this connection. How 

can we, in the light of strict Advaita even talk of a principle 

of becoming styled Pralcrti or maya? On the other hand without 

such a principle, how can a transition be effected from 

nirguna Brahman to saguna Brahman ? The answer is that in 

discussing nirguna Brahman we are adopting a transcendental 

point of view, that of paravidyd, for which no dualities exist and 

the sole, non-dual reality is the Advaitic Brahman. But in 

talking about the world and God, we are shifting our position to 

the world of space-time in which casuality reigns and which 

demands a cause for its own existence. From this latter posi" 

tion the world of prakrti or maya is without beginning, anadi. 

By abstracting from it, a principle of change and becoming, the 

most characteristic feature of the world, may justly be 

postulated. In attempting to trace the genesis of the world 

we are not positing an absolute beginning, a creation out of 

nothing or from pre-existing matter. We seek rather to account 

for the system of phenomena which appears as the world of 

experience. From this empirical standpoint3 the Advaitin 

contends that this world must be credited to the association of 

Brahman and maya, the principle of intelligence and that of 

change. It may be noted that in viewing the absolute from 

the empirical stand-point, three principal factors are simultane¬ 

ously posited maya, jiva, and l&vara. 4 Their interdependence 

in Advaita philosophy is a factor of the greatest importance. 

1. cf. tadaik§ata CU. VI. 2, 3. 

2. mSySmtuprakrtirp vidyat S'U. 

3 cf. To consider Brahman in relation to the world is to adopt 

the point of view of avidya PUD. p. 159, 

4 PD V. 55; NTU. 9 e§5maya jivesavabhasena karoti, m&ya 

cSvidyaca savayamevabhavati cf. The world was not created 

ip time but together with .time, St. Augustine, Qd. by P, 

Pattison, Idea of God, p. 303. 
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The definition peraccide,ns which the IJpanisads offer ia 

meant to apply to Brahman associated with mdyd viz., /svara. 

The principle of mdyd which constitutes the mark of Is'vara 

has been defined by Sankara thus :—There are names and forms 

conceived in nescience, which constitute the very essence of 

Isvara, and which are incapable of determination either as true 

or false-names and forms, which are the seeds of this world of 

flux and are called prakvti or the power of mayo, of the omnis¬ 

cient Lord 1 . This conception of mays shows just how I&vara 

may be defined per accidens as Janmddyasyayatah.2 The origin, 

sustentation, and retraction of the world are solely due to him. 

Such a definition as this is arrived at only in the light cf the 

iruti and not by independent ratiocination. Reliance on 

yruti, ie., the spiritual insight of the seers as recorded in the 

scriptures, is our sole guide to certainty regarding God, because 

the reality of God transcends our finite powers of understan¬ 
ding.3 

The incapacity of unaided reason to establish God may be 

briefly elucidated. The epistemological argument points to the 

necessity of a perfect subject for whom all existence is an object. 

Both common sense and science assume that the intelligible 

world is a system of interconnected events; else, all hope of 

knowledge will have to be renounced. But, actually, no finite 

intelligence can experience the entire world as a unified whole 

1* BSS' 1L 1 14, Wlth Sankara’s idea of the status of Namarupe 
names and terms which are non-different from God, atmabhate, 

may be compared Plato’s notion of Ideas. The latter are not 

the creative conceptions of God. God knows the Ideas 

existing independently of Him. God thus is secondary in Plato’s 

system. Ideas, not God, are the ens raliseimum for Plato. In 

S'ankara’s Advaita, namarupe, apart from God, are nothing, 

and the essence of God is the supreme reality. See Plato 
pp. 44 ff. A.E. Taylor. London, 1908 

2. BS. I. 1,2. ■ 

3. cf. Schweitzer ; If we take the world as it is, it is impossible to 

explain it in any way which will give meaning to the ends and 

aims of the activities of men and of humanity. We can 

discover no trace in the world of any purposive development 

which might lend significance to our action. Preface xii 

Civilization and Ethics, Part II. Qd. IP. «. p. 545, FN 1 
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since there is far* too much of the world heyonci DUJ.<JW UUt3I t5 ictl J IAiiAV/U vuv wj -—  — ' v/,' ;;; {\j > ^ ^ 

the range of any finite intelligence. * Even the-'knowledge we 

actually have is scrappy compared with the richness of reality* 

Only a complete knowledge of reality as a whole can justify the 

proposition that God is, and is the creator of all. The finite 

mode of thinking itself rules out the possibility of an integral 

knowledge of reality; for, we know through an opposition 

between subject and object. Even when all the objective world 

is reduced to a single concept such as of the prakrti of the 

samlchya, the knower or the subject must remain outside and 

Opposed to it. Thus, it cannot be proved that the whole world 

including the thinker is a logical whole expressing the mind of 

God, though scientific thinkers like Sir James Jeans ventured 

to advance such a hypothesis.1 

The Cosmological argument turns on the concept of a world 

oause. What we do here is to apply to the entire world a 

concept derived from our limited experience within it. In our 

experience every event is caused, and there is no room for an 

uncaused cause. Must, therefore, the world as a whole have 

an absolute beginning in time ? Time, obviously, is a part of 

phenomena, and to assume that the whole including it can be 

expressed in terms of that part is clearly illogical. All systems 

of Indian Philosophy have held that the world has no absolute 

beginning, and so the question of God creating it out of nothing 

does not rise at all. 

The Nyaya-Vais’esika inference of God based on the assump¬ 

tion that the world is an effect like a pot is unavailing. Assuming 

that it is a finite effect, the inference takes us only to a finite 

creator or creators. The nature of the cause inferred is bound 

to share with the effect its finitude, for, the effect is related 

to the cause. Thus, if Is’vara be the cause, he must fall with 

in space-time. He will be only a magnified potter and will be 

far from being either infinite or omnipotent. 

The moral argument is equally fallacious. It is hard to 

make out that a good and omnipotent God has made the world 

p'f experience in which evils and sorrows abound. It is futile to 

j. The Jdysterjous Universe. 
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place responsibility for them either on men’s free-will or on a 

satan who will prove a formidable rival to the good God. 

A beginningless opposition between the good God and the 

wicked devil at once reduces God to the status of a finite being. 

The device of making individual souls parts of God will subject 

him to the experiences of the parts, and, in a predominently 

sorrowful world, God’s sufferings must be immense. No finite 

being in these circumstances could desire to hold communion 

with him, much less to seek identity. Again, if God is perfect, 

why should he create the world ? Also, perfection militates 

against all action which points to unsatisfied needs and imper¬ 

fection on the part ot the agent. A God with personality, 

with likes and dislikes, can hardly be perfect. He will, like the 

rest of us, be a samsarin, however exalted. 

Nor can the ontological argument help us to reach the 

reality of God. Because we have the idea of perfection, 

according to this argument, perfection actually must exist. Of 

course, that in which it exists is God. But the fact of the idea 

need not prove the fact of its reality. For, surely, an idea 

may be put together from elements taken from various 

sources. Such a synthetic product cannot prove that its 

conterpart exists outside the mind that entertains it. Thus 

the ontological argument cannot prove the reality of perfect 
being or God. 1 

The conclusion from the failure of unaided reason to 

establish the reality of God who will satisfy the religious temper 

is not that there is no God, but that other means than mere 

ratiocination should be sought to reach him. 2 At best 

arguments may point to the possibility of God ; at the worst, 

they make atheism plausible. Thus, Advaita falls back upon 

the direct experience of the sages recorded in the s’ruti as the 

foundation for our belief in God.3 This faith in the s'ruti is 

pot necessarily irrational, for the s'ruti which is significant is 

1. Appearance & Reality, pp. 149 ff. 

2. BS.I. 1, 3. s'astrayonitvat. 

3. The only strong argument for the reality of God is one that 

appeals to the reality of the intuitions of mankind. No logical 

proof is available. Form & Spirit; p. 151. j. h! Badley. 
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the record of the experiences of specialists in the life of the 

spirit. As such, sruti will not contradict reason, though it may 

transcend it. The teaching of the s’ruti on God being the source 

and ground of the world fe not opposed to reason, much less is 

it contradicted by it. Only, adequate rational demonstration 

of it is not practicable *. Above all, acceptance of the s’ruti 

does no violence to the spirit of genuine inquiry in so far as it 

is meant strictly to be tentative; the position of sruti on 

Is'vara, eg., is to be tested in spiritual experience by every 

earnest seeker after truth. 1 

In the light of these premises, we may examine the Advaitic 

concept of God. Explaining the definition, janmadyasya yatah * 

Sankara writes: The cause from which proceed the origin 

sustentation and dissolution of the world which is extended in 

names and forms, which includes many agents and enjoyers, 

contains the fruit of works, specially determined according 

to space, time and cause - a world which is formed after an 

arrangement inconceivable even for the mind * this omniscient 

and omnipotent cause in Brahman (i. e., saguna or Is’vara). 4 

That Is'rvara is both the material and efficient cause of the 

world is both directly expressed5 and mataphorically sug¬ 

gested 6 in the upanisads. The significance of this contention 

may be brought out by contrasting it with the dualistm notion 

of a personal God who creates the world out of nothing and 

remains outside it. In his Idea of God Pringle-Pattison obse¬ 

rves ’ “The idea of creation as a special act or event that 

took place once upo* a time represents the universe as in no way 

organic to divine life... such a conception of creation belongs 

to the same circle of ideas as the waving of a magician’s wand.” 

All metaphysical and moral perfections are ascribed to Is’vara 

in Advaita8 . __ 

2' ^Hikara-amfbhavSvasanatvat-BrahmajSknasya. BSS. p. 52. 

3. BS. 1,1,2. . 

t %l0k%^v\™uut\\7’,n,u 1.3; 

R T' 3T0Svara03'isQsiniessPAorP' good : CU, VIII, 7, 1-yaatma 
8. eg. Isvarat is sinless , 20-21 ; He is blissful, I, 1 

SSTTlH! 'H. 6 ft-wV~m.il aouli* 111,3, 36, 

he is life I, 1, 28-31; I, 4, 16-18., 
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A consequence of his being both the material and the 

efficient cause of the world 1 is that Is’vara in Advaita is also 

the.immanent Self of the world, the antaryamin 2 . In a series 

of symmeterieal passages, Yajriavalkya proclaims God the 

indweller and the inner-controller, immortal. “He who dwells in 

the earth, yet is other than the earth, whom the earth does 

not know, whose body is the earth, who controls earth from 

within, is the self, the inner-controller the immortal.” 

Similar statements are made with regard to all typical members 

of the objective and subjective worlds. Commenting on 

®-G. Ill, 7, 3, Sankara says that the referanoe in this 

passage is to God, Is’varo Nardyandkhyah who has neither body 

nor sense-organs, but whose mere presence as witness causes 

other beings to act. He is free from traits of transmigratory 

life.3 The implications of the immanence of God in the world 

especially in man, is of the utmost importance in our study. 

By the fact of immence, God ceases to be an unapproachable 

being beyond the reach of man ; he can be a fit object of worship 

and emulation. Perfection such as God’s becomes attainable, 

howsoever difficult4 . That God and the individual are in 

essence.one is the implication of the doctrine of immanence * . 

Having accepted the reality of God, both immanent and 

transcendent6 , on the basis of s’ruti, S'anlcara fervently argues 

to establish his reality. “For the apard vidyd S’ankara is a 

passionate theist. His references to Parames’vara are fervent7 
S ankara seeks to show that God alone can be the cause of the 

world; neither the atoms of the Nyayd-Vaisesika theory, nor 

the Pradhdna of the Sdmkhya-Yoga system. Is’vara is the first 

1. BS. I, 4, 23-27^ ~ 

2. BU. Ill, 8, 3, etc.; BG. XVI, 15; S’U. VI, 11. 

3. sarvasainsaradharmavarjitah. BUB. P. 450. 

4. cf. The remarks on ‘ Be ye therefore perfect even as your Father 
in heaven is perfect Mathew 5 48 on P. 1, supra Introdn. Pt. I. 

5. In Advaita God is not a principle separate from the jiva, BU.III, 

7, 16-23 : CU. VI, 3, 2; by means of this Stma, this jiva, God 

enters the world of phenomena. Cf. BU. II 5' 18 ; Upadesa 
Sahasri, IX, 4; BG. XIII, 2. 

6. cf. padosya visva bhutani trip&dasyamrtam divi. 

7. R.Otto, Mysticism East &, West, P. 106. Map. & Co. 1932, 
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cause, for he in h*is turn can have no origia 1 . Being essentially 

pure being, sad-dtmak5, I&vara cannot? have another source of 

origin. Pure sat cannot be imagined as arising from another 

sat for without some excess one entity cannot be the cause of 

Another. In other words, since nothing superior to Istvara can 

be conceived, he is uncaused. No differentiated being, sadvi^'esa 

can give rise to God; for, particulars spring from general 

causes and not vice versa. Asat or non-being, of course, 

cannot give rise to God who is sadatraaka \ for, how can being 

proceed from non-being?2 I^vara cannot be a modification;■ 

for this would require an endless search for cause, an infinite 

regress 2 ■ If Isvara also be an effect, all effects from aJcas'a 

downwards would be empty alike and the result would be 

nihilism 4 . What gives reality to the entire world of effect is 

I&vara. 

An objection to the Advaitic theory of Is’vara being the 

material and efficient cause of 'the world may be considered. 

Normally, material causes are not intelligent, only efficient 

cause are so. ’‘True”, answers Sankara, “but it is not 

necessary that in the matter of world causation normal 

experience should furnish any analogue; for, this subject is 

known only by revelation and not inference ”5 . But the 

whole1 question will be clarified later. 

How far may •> the Advaitic Is’vara be held responsible 

for the moral and physical imperfections that loom so large in 

the world which is caused by him ?. A full' answer must await 

consideration of the status of the world, but here it maybe 

pointed ont that Hvara is not regarded as bringing about these 

inequalities and imperfections irrespective of the moral deserts 

1. BS. II, 3, 9. asambhavastu satonupapetteh. 

2. CU. VI, 2, 2, cf. S'U. VI, 9, sakS*rnam kara^adhipBdhiponaca- 

syakascijjamtsnacadhipah- 
3. malaprakrtyanabhyupagame ‘ navasthaprasang&t, BSS. P.514. 

4. yadihyatmapivikarahsyattasmadanyaoa srutamiti akssadisarvam 

karyam uiratmakam syad, BSS. P. 508. 

5. ‘ nalokavadiha bhavitavyam- nahyayamanumanagamyorthah 

s'abdagamyatvattvasyarthasya - yathas'abdhamibabhavitavya,,i 

S'ankara on BS. I, 4, 27. 

MUKTI—32 
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of the individuals concerned 1 . Sankara compares Is'vara to 

rain which helps the plants to grow, while what they grow 

into depends not on the rain, but on the nature of the seeds. 2 

To account for the multiplicity of the effeots he manifests, 

Is'vara is held to possess an infinite variety of powers.3 

But why should Is>vara bring forth a world at all ? He is 

perfect and so may not be moved to any activity, which presup¬ 

poses a prior want. He can have no unfulfilled desires 4 . But 

if he created without a definite aim, his action would be 

irresponsible and erratic 3 . The answer is that God’s creative 

activity need not be regarded as determined from without by 

an as yet unrealized purpose. It is best to picture it on the model 

of sheer sport 6 , in which all motives are intrinsic to the activity 

itself. Thus, S ankara says that the activity of the Lord may 

be supposed to be a mere sport, Lila, proceeding from his own 

nature, without reference to any purpose. 7 The implications of 

the concept of divine sport are noteworthy. The creation of 

the world becomes, instead of a particular act in time, an eternal 

and continuous act of self expression on the part of the Lord, 

1. BS. II, 1, 34. 

2. ‘ Isvarastu parjanyavaddragtavyah. Yatha hiparjanyo vrihiya- 

vadisrstau sadhara^akgrapam bhavati, vrihiyavadivaisamyetu 

tattadbijagatanyc vasadharanani samarthySnik&rangni bhavanti, 

evamisvaro devamanusyadisrstau sadharanam karapam\ 
BSS. PP. 407, 408. 

3. CU. Ill, 14, 4 ;VIII, 7, 1, MuU. I, 1, 9 ; BU. Ill, 8, 9, S'U.VI. 8 

4. Cf. aptakamasyakasprha ? GPK, I, 9. 

5. BSS. II, 1, 32. unmatto buddhyaparadhadantrenaivatmaprayoj- 

nam pravartamanodrstah. P. 405. 

6. BU. II, 1,33. 

7. S'. On II, 1, 33. evamlsvarsyapyanapeksyakigcitprayojanam 

svabhavalevalfiarupa pravr':tirbhavi§yati. Cf. Purpose implies 

(i) a desire for an as yet non-existent state of affairs; (ii) the 
conception of a plan for bringing the desired state into 

exis ence by selection of appropriate means, (iii) the act of will 

proper which carriers out the plan. Only a life in time can have 
purpose in this sense ; so a finite individual alone can have it. 
Idea of God. P. 323, 
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unmotivated by any selfish interests.1 TLis concept hormonizes 

with the TU 2 which affirms that the entire world is born of 

anada or bliss of Brahman, sustained by it and returns to it. 

Like the respiration of man is the spontaneous overflow of 

Brahmic bliss. The Lord cannot help expressing himself in 

creative activity. There is neither chance nor thoughtlessness 

at the back of the world. Out of the fulness of his joy, Is'vara 

creates worlds on worlds. 

By insisting on the blissfulness of God as the secret 

source of his activities, an ideal is set before the aspirant 

to emulate and realize, the picture of a dynamic perfection to 

spur one in one’s spiritual life 3 . The creative expression of 

God makes him and the world one in essence, though, as forms 

and modifications, the world seems to differ from him, 4 

Is'vara has forms corresponding to the Btates of Jiva of 

the individual, a consequence which follows from the mayic 

association of both. Corresponding to the wakeful state of 

the Jlva, technically called Vis'va, is the state of the comic self 

which owns and sustains the entire gross universe as its body. 

The cosmic self as exclusively associated with the gross 

world is known as the Virdt or the Vaia’vanara 5 . The 

form of the Virdt, is the fully developed universe. In the 

Vis’varupadhyaya of the Yajurveda and in the Purusastikta 6 . 

Firat is described as having a cosmic form. Corresponding to 

the dream state of the Jiva or the taijasa is the sutrdtmd or 

Hiranyagarbha aspect of the cosmic self. Hiranyagarbha ia 

associated with the subtle universe 7 and is regarded as the 

1. Cf. Creation is the expression on the plane of spacetime of 

what exists already in God, IP. II, P. 551. 

2. Ill, 5. 
3. Cf. BG. Ill, 22-25, where the divine Teacher asks Arjuna to 

follow the example of his own ceaseless, selfless, activity. 

4. astibhatipriyam ruparn ngmacetyamsapancakam; adyatrayam 

brahmarupam jagatrupam tatodvayam ; Vakyasudhs, Cf. PD. 

XIII, 62. 

5. CU. V, 18 ; MuU. II, 1, 14. 
6. Rg. V. X; BG. XI, PD. VI, 204, 205. 

7. VP. P.301. 
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,unity of all taijasac. Anandagiri in his gloss on Sankara’s 

commentary on the Muntjakaverse I, 1,8 remarks that Hiranya- 

garbha arises from the avydkrta or the adjunct of Is’vara. 1 

i He is called the sutrdtman also as he pervades the subtle world 

,*s its .self; the world, then, is said to be experienced as 

indistinct, as though seen through a veil of light darkness 2 3 . 

The Is'vara state proper is the saguna Brahman, the cause of 

the world or its seed-state. This state corresponds to that of 

the Jlva in deep sleep state when he is associated with the 

causal body of nescience and is known as Prajna 3 . When the 

■ world is retracted in pralaya or dissolution, Is'vara is related to 

. to the seedfoxm the world, as the Jiva in deep sleep is to 

nescience. 

The concept of Is’vara so far dealt with gains in breadth 

and depth of significance in the Bhagavat Oita, which Sankara 

- interprets on strictly Advaitic lines. From the way he develops 

the different aspects of this concept, so vital for the practical 

realization of the Advaitic ideal of liberation, one may assert 

with Otto that Sankara’s standpoint is not the exclusive one 

pf the old.monistic upanxsada. and that his Advaitic philosophy, 

in its substructure, represents theism of high type.4 

In the Qitabhasya, Sankara develops the concept of God 

already formulated in the Upanisads, and the Bramhasutras. The 

• fresh advances he makes on the earlier upanisadic position may 

be described under two broad headings, (i) God’s metaphysical 

nature and powers ; (ii) his activities both as he is in himself 

and as avatar. Earlier, it was stated that nirguna Brahman 

in association with may a or prakrti is saguna Brahman or God. 

In the Giro a clarification of this associated power is given in 

Chapter VII, 4-6. Two powers or prakrtis of God are distin¬ 

guished, one lower & the other higher. The Prakfiti of the 

.Samkkyas.bhe source of the inorganic world and the faculties of 

the mud, is the lower of the two. It is lower because it binds 

1. Hira^yagarbha is the world-soul, the first born of God 

S’U, III. 4; IV, 12, VI, 18. 
2. PD. IV, 201. 
3. VS, PP. 

4. Mysticism East & West, PP. 103-105. 
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the spirit of nan.and subjects himtothe travails of tr&nB- 

migratory life. 1 The higher is wh.at constitutes the living 

principle in all the world. Sankara interprets the expression 

mepardm 2 to mean my very aeli-mamdtmabhutdm■ Thus, the 

living principle in all living beings is the same as the Lord 

himself. But, it has become embodied, the kuower of the field, 

kgetrajna. The inorganic world is held in being by the principle 

of life which has entered it as Jiva Jagadaniahpravistayd. For 

the Advaitin, the prakrti that is the source of the objective 

world is not an independent principle as in the Siimkhya but 

implicated in the being of I&vara.3 The designation of prakrti 

assigned to immortal principle of Jiva is explained by 

.dnandagiri as due to the Jiva being a limitation of caitanya or 

intelligence by avidya or nescience.4 Thus, through the instru. 

mentality of these two powers, inert and intelligent, Iivara 

operates as the cause of the empirical world.5 

A notable reaffirmation of the nature and status of 

Ifivara may be noticed in the Oita XVI, 16-18. The two 

principles of this fleeting world of phenomena and its persistent 

cause, named ksara and aksara, have been designated persons, 

purusas, because, as Anandagiri points out, they from adjuncts 

of the purusa or intelligence proper 6 But Is'vara is other than 

both and altogether unaffected by their flaws like inertness, 

transience, etc. He is eternally pure, intelligent, and free, 

nilyasuddhabuddhamukutasvabhdvah. He is. the inner intelligent 

self, the pratyakcetana, of all living beings and also the soverign 

JLardwho, by his,mere preeenoe,. upholds and rules the cosmos. 7 

Due to his real transcendence of both the realms of effects and 

-£f. apara naparS nikrsta, 6uddh8nafthakausanisBrabandhaniitini- 

keyam. BGC.' P. 346. 

2. BG. VII, 5. 
3 Cf. Tbe Caturdhan of Nilakaptha on BG. VII, 5 ; tasmadav- 

yaktamutpmannam triguPamdvijasattam8; 'avy&ktaippuru,,© 

Brahmanniskale pravihyate BGC: P. 346. 

* 4. "Ibid, P. 346. 
5. BG. VII, 6 & 7. 

■ 6.' BGC. P. 627. '• PurusopSdhitvftf puru9attvaipnasik$at, 
7 samyuktametad ksarsmaksaratp cavyaktavyaktam bharate 
' vi^vamisah—Qd. byGirl, BGC.P. 629 ; sa uttamapurdSah CU. 
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causes, i. e., the phenomenal world and mayd, i3 the Lord styled 

ultamapurusa, the best and highest intelligence 1 

Throughout the Gita, the divine teacher represents God. 

In Chapter XIV, 27 2 , he makes an affirmation which has an 

important bearing on the nature and status of God and his 

relation to Brahman. Apparently, the assertion is that God 

is the support of Brahman, immortal and immutable as well as 

the Seat of eternal dharma and absolute bliss. Understood 

thus, the verse seems to invert the relation between Brahman 

and God as Advaita conceives it. But S’ankara explains it in 

keeping with his own metaphysics. 1 Ahatn’ in the verse, viz., 

the Lord is identified with the pratyagatma, the inner self of 

all the world. This agrees with the sense of uttama purusa 

given earlier 3 . Brahman, the supreme self, the paramatma 

1. Aksarat paratah parah. cf. The interpretation which Sri 

Aurabindo placed on these three verses is entirely different 

and in several respects noteworthy. He holds that they refer 

to a triple consciouness, three and yet one present in the 

whole scale of existence. The ksara refers to the spirit visible 

to us as all natural existence ; it moves and acts pervadingly 

in the immobile and eternal Aksara. The Aksara is, in effect, 

the same as the nirgupa, Brahman of S'ankara. Aurobindo 

holds that it exceeds even the highest subjective principle of 

nature in our being. The final experience is of a unity of all 

beings a oneness in the spirit, an identity of conscious being 

beyond all plurality. The ksara and Aksara are a dual status 

of one eternal and universal existence. This principle of 

oneness, is the vision of the Purusottama. Aksara is 

Purusottama in the freedom of his self-existence unaffected 

by the action of his own power in Nature. Purusottama is 

the Lord in the ksara as well in the heart of all creatures. 
In short, what is Is'vara and antaryami to S'ankara is 
Purusottama to Aurobindo. What is Brahman Nirguijam to 

S'ankara is Ak§ara to Aurobindo. This reversal of views has 
its bearing on their views of mukti, too. Vide Essays on 

the Gita (II series) PP. 229 ff. 

2. Brahmapohipratisthahamam^tasyavyayasyaca; S'Ssvatasyaca- 
dhar m a syasukh a s yaikan tika sy aca. 

3* Supra. 
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identified with the nirguna Brahman 1 is established in ‘me i.e., 

abides in the Lord, the inner Self. Of* course, expressions like 

amvta and avyaya will admirably suit this sense of Brahman, 

What is meant is that the,inner Self or Is'vara, may, by right 

knowledge, be identified with the supreme reality. Brahman 

can act only though the power of livara and in so far as power 

and its possessor are identical, livara and Brahman are one. 

It is noteworthy that in this important passage, livara is 

identified with a power of Brahman, but this Brahman can 

hardly be the nirguna Brahman of Advaita Vedanta. That 

Sankara felt some difficulty over this passage is shown by the 

alternative explanation he offers in which the Teacher, i.e., 

Srikrsna as Igvara is identified with the supreme reality- 

nirvikalpako'hameva and Brahman is taken as savikalpaka i.e., 

Igvara. The upshot of the whole passage is, for Sankara, 

that Iivara is an immense reality, essentially one with the 

Absolute; he is the abode of values like external righteousness 

and absolute bliss. 

In the genuine spirit of the Advaitic doctrine, all. this is 

Brahman2 , the Gita declares that the phenomenal world is 

but partial manifestation of God 3, But this is not to 

deny the faot of inqualities, of high and low, which we meet 

everywhere in life. In accordance with the gradation of powers 

and capacities of the phenomenal objects, divine manifestations 

in. them also are held to differ in degree, but never in kind. 

The foremost in each class of phenomena more adequately 

represents the Lord than the lesser members of the same. This 

applies as much to the so-oalled inorganic realm as to the sphere 

of life and intelligence. Most of the tenth chapter of the Gita 

is devoted to an enumeration of such phenomena in nature as 

impress the mind with their majesty and uplifting power, which 

are nothing but a reflection of those of the Lord. In keeping 

with bis infinitude, it is declared that there is no exhausting 

the list of his vlbhutis - the manifest powers of the Divine. 

1 Anandagiri: Brahraasabdasyastibadhakemukhysrthagrahanaru 

BGC. P. 606. 

2. CU- IH, 14, 1. sarvamkhalvidam Brahma. 

3. BQ. X, $2—viijtabhyahamidamkrtsnamekamiena sthitojagat. 
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but whatever has power, glory and energy may he taken as an 

expression of a fraction ot the divine prowess 1 

As the culminating concept of the docrino of tho Vibhutia 

and its natural fulfilment may be regarded tho idea of tho 

divine Avatar, which is, perhaps, the most epoch-making 

revelation of the Gita. The idea of the Avatar brings God 

down from divine transcendence into the life of man groping for • 

guidance and strength in his spiritual endeavours ; it sets face 

to face the God who is hidden in the heart. 2 The fervour and 

spirit of adoration evident in S'ankara’s interpretation of the 

Avatar serve to indicate the place of I&vara in tho lifo of 

the Advaitin. Still, S'ankara’s religion does not force him to 

compromise his philosophy. Tho Avatar as much as God it 

a vision of reality caught through m iya’a distorting medium. 

The Lord styled Baghv In} resorts to his all pervasive creative 

power, sampralcrtim which is of the nature of the three guna* 

and appears embodied, as it were, and to be taking birth, 

as it were4 . In these terms ‘Sankara is expressing the 

mystery of the transcendent and infinite Lord disguising 

himself in the forms and circumstances of finitude. Here is. 

recognized the fact of the direct intervention of God in history 

testifying to the Advaitin’s awareness of the purposefulness, 

within limits, of the historical process of life. What motivates 

such intervention is, of course, not any selfish end of the 

Lord himself. He has neither unrealized nor yet-to-be realized 

ends5 . But the divine compassion for all living beings, 

bhutanujighrk^a6 and need to safeguard tne the cosmic law 

of righteousness, dharma, explain the phenomenon of the 

1. Ibid, X, 41—yadyadvibbatimatsattvam srimadurjitamevava; 
tattadevavagaebatvam mama tejomsasambhavam. 

2. ’ Cf. KU. I, 2, 12. tamdurdarsam gudhamanupravistamguha- 
hitamgahvarestham puranam. 

3. Cf.'BGG. P. 5. The word Bhagavan denotes the possession 
by the Lord of 6 inseparable attributes—jfianai6varya6akti* 

balaviryatejamsi—knowledge, freedom, executive power, 
strength, energy, grandour. 

4. BGC. P. 5, Sankara—svam&yay* dehavanivaj&ataivaca. 
5„ BG. Ill, 22. 6, BGC. P, 5, 
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Avatar1 . Tticyo is a spiritual luw, according to the Gita 

whioh expresses itself in tbo apparent embodiment of the 

Lord when moral forces decline and tbe forces of unrighteous¬ 

ness threaten to gain the uppor hand. The pliilosophio 

truth of the phenomenal quality of tbo world is no bar to 

the uttermost precision in the operation of this law2. 

As regards tbo divine incarnation and the way the 

Avatar functions, the following remarks of Aurobindo may 

be cited. In the Avatar the real substance (of divinity) shines 

through the coating, the mark of the seal i3 there only for 

form-the vision is that of the secret Godhead. The Avatar is 

also meant to leave the influence of the manifestation 

vibrating in the . earth-nature. The Avatar is always a 

dual phenomenon of divinity and humanity, the object being 

to show that the human birth can bo made a means of divine 

birth and realization. He is the divine leader of huminity. 

The Avatar comes as the divine power and love whioh calls 

men to itself so that they may take refuge in that. 3 

The bias which Sankara reveals towards treating the 

tOguna Brahman as a truth of the greatest spiritual significance 

Js equally present in several later Advaitins. It finds expression 

in the cognate doctrine of devotion to and grace of the teacher, 

guru 4 , who plays a decisive part in leading the aspirant from 

darkness to light. As typical of them all may be taken the 

Utterance of Madhusudana Sarasvati, the author of the classic, 

Advaitasiddhi: I know of no greater reality than Krsna.3 

L~BG. IV^ & 8. 
2 IU. 8. yathatathyatorthsnvyadadbat s'Ssvatibhyahsamabbyah. 

3. Adapted from The Essays on the Gita; Ch. XVI, PP. 232 ff. 
Cf. Incernations are the crests, so to speak, of waves in the 
tide of spiritual evolution. They furnish a divine ideal for 
humanity. Form & Spirit. P. 147. J.H. Badley. 

4. Cf. iyvaro guruvatmetimurtibhedavibhagine; Vyomavad- 
vy&ptadehayadak^ipamurtaye naraa, yasya devc parabhaktir- 

yathft deve tathagurau—S'U. VI, 23. 
5. Vamsivibhusitakar&nnavaniradabhat pitambarSdarupabimba- 

phal&dharogthat PurpendusundaramukhadaravindanetrSt krypStparam 

kimapi tatvaraaham najane. 

nurri-33 
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Thus, it follows that saguna Brahman or Rvara in Advaita is a 

spiritually significant principle from which derive all life and 

its values. 

(VII) Nirguna Brahman and Rvara. 

The question whether there is room and justification for 

the distinction between nirguna Brahman and saguna Brahman 

may be briefly examined. In the first place it is vital to note 

that the Advaitin does not maintain that there are two 

Brahmans; his position is that there are two angles of vision 

from which the nondual reality of Brahman may be viewed. 

Nirguna Brahman or the Absolute refers to reality as it is 

in itself without distortion by the power of maya or its product, 

the logical, discursive mind of man. The description of the 

same reality, logically oonceived as the world-cause, yields the 

concept of the saguna Brahman.1 On this question Sankara 

has important remarks te make. In the introduction to his 

comment on Brahmasutra, I, 1, 12, he writes that in the 

upauisads Brahman has been depicted in two different ways ; 

(i) as qualified by the adjuncts of names and forms; (ii) as devoid 

of them all. 2 In the sphere of the empirical life or avidya, 

Brahman or the Absolute becomes an object of religious 

activities like worship. However much the forms of worship 

may differ, they are all directed to the same Rvara 3 

The nirguna Brahman is distinct from I§vara in as much 

as the former is beyond the sphere of all activities.4 It 

oannot be related to time, space, cause, etc. 5 The multiple 

powers associated with Rvara do not apply to the Absolute 

whose freedom from all adjuncts is unqualified. 

In the case of Rvara, on the contrary, attributes such as the 

authorship of the world, are meant to aid the effort of the mind 

1. BSS. P. 117 ; Cf. PaSca Padikavivaraija pp. 222-223. 

2. BU. IV, 5, 15; II, 3,6; 111,8, 8, etc. CU. VII. 24,1; 

T Ar. Ill, 2, 7—'SU. VI, 19. 

3. ekaevatuparamStma is'varastaistairgupavise^airvisi^ta upj- 
sayah—BSS. P. 118. 

4. BSS. PP. 883 ff. 

5. na desakaladivis'esayogah paramatmanikalpayitumyakyate 
BSS. P. 884. 
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to comprehend the ultimate unity of the real, 1 and not to be 

taken as the final truth about the re&l. This position cannot 

be reversed and the teachings on nirguna Brahman subordinated 

to those on I&vara, because, on realizing the former as the 

final truth of things, no further need, cognitive, conative, or 

emotive, remains to be satisfied — nirdkankssdrthatvat 2 . In 

other words, the knowledge of Brahman is the supreme end of 

life 3 , whereas the perception of difference, entailed in the 

awareness of God, leads to bondage and transmigration 4. 

Besides, in the Brahmasutras 5, it is clearly laid down that the 

Absolute cannot be regarded as both having and not having 

differences and distinctions. To do so would be self-contradic¬ 

tory. Mere contact with adjuncts cannot alter the nature of 

reality. For example the proximity of the hibiscus flower does 

not make the crystal red ; the cognition of it as red is an 

illusion. Even the upadhis, or adjuncts of Brahman are false, 

being the produots of nescience. That Brahman is free from 

all attributes is the ultimate truth. 6 

1. Ibid. ekatvapratipadanaparatvSt. 2. Ibid. 

3. Cf. IU. 7; BU. IV, 2, 4; TU. II, 9, 1. 
4. mftyoh sa mrtyumapnotiyaihansnevapailyati. KU. II, 1, 10, 

5. Ill, 2, 11-21; na svata eva parasya brahmajja ubhayalingat- 
vamupapadyate, BSS. P. 641. 

6. samastavis'csarahitam nirvikalpakameva Brahmapratipattav- 
yam na tadviparitam. BSS. P. 641. Kokilesvara Sastry in his ‘An 
Introduction to Advaita Philosophy’, Calcutta University, 1926, asserts 
(P. 5) that nirguna Brahman and sagunu Brahman are the trans¬ 
cendental and immanent aspects of Brahman. The »uguna is revealed 
partially in prana’s activities. What is present behind these activities 
as their infinite source is the nirguna Brahman. For him, this is the 
meaning of the statement that Brahman is both the material and 
efficient cause of the world. But that this does not represent S'ankara’s 
position is clear from numerous passages in his commentaries. Here 
is one, for example. Avidyatmakanamarupabijavyakaranapekijatv&t 
sarvajgatvasya. Natatvikam aitfvaryam sarvajnatvamca Brahmanab, 
kimtu avidyopadhikamiti. AvidyStmakopadhiparicchedapeksameve- 
svarasyesvaratvam sarvajgatvam sarvas'ktivamca na paramarthatah, 
etc. BSS. on II, I. 14 and Bhamati on it. Sastry denies that Sankara’s 
final doctrine relates to a pure undifferentiated Being (P. 5).- But this 
is unavailing in the teeth of S'ankara’s repeated affirmations to the 
contrary cited above. Sastry quotes a passage from S'B bn I, 4, 26— 
P5rvasiddhopisannatm& vise$ena vikftr&tmana parinamaySmasatms- 
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As regards the purpose served by the postulations of two 

points of view towards reality, we may quote the tradditional 

Advaitio opinion. 

Nirvis'esam parabrahman siZkiatkartumanis'varuh ; | 
Ye manduste' nukampyante savis'esa nirupanaih ; n 

The doctrine of sagu-ga Brahman or I&vara, is taught in order to 

assist the slow-witted who find it too dificult to realize the at¬ 

tributeless reality. Therefore in Sankara’s philosophy, I&vara, 

is only an empirical postulate, of the greatest practical conse¬ 

quences, but, nonetheless, distinct from the plenary reality. 

For him, personality, even of Isvara, is not the ultimate 

truth, it is but a feature of the empirical world. To reach 

the absolute truth, personality has to be transcended. I&vara 

may be conceived as the self-assertion of Brahman, the pure 

light, in the darkness of may a, 1 He is Ndrdyna the spirit 

brooding over the face of the primeval waters. 2 I&vara must 

be conceived as the principle which mediates between the 

phenomenal world and the plenary reality. In essence the same 

as parabrahman, I&vara is related to the world, he is the bridge 

of immortality 3 , by which one reaches the goal of life. 

nam—but ignores S’ankara’s clear reservation—Puna’scetad sarvam 

visterena prativaksyamah, I, 4, 27, BSS. as well as what Vacaspati and 
A. Giri have to say on it. Of a pariyamah Sankara speaks only in 
the sphere of phenomena. World is the parinama of Isvara and the 

vwarta of Brahman. Sastry seems to have ignored the basic signifi¬ 

cance of the standpoints of paravidyd and aparavidyd in S’ankara’s 
teachings. For Sastry, Brahman is pure being, but he would not face 

the question whether this pure Brahman or Isvara is the world-cause. 
On P. 22, when he says that namarupe are always in Brahman, he 
ignores that para Brahman is ekutnevadvitiyam and so is svagatabheda* 

sfanyam for Advaita, Cf. The Vedanta of Sankara. PP. 127 fif. But 
Singh contradicts himself on P. 390 when he asserts that for S’ankara 

®^man ani Isvara are synonymous. Vol. I, R.P. Singh. Jaipur, 

1. Cf. And the Light Shineth in darkness, St. John I, 5. 

2. Cf. Sponar5itiprokt3 apovainarasunavah; 
ayanamtasya tah purvam tena Naraya^ah smrtah; 

Qd, by A, Giri, in his gloss on BGC. P. i. 

3. CU. VIII, 4,1, sasetuh ......... naitamsetumahor&tte taratah 
MuU II, 2,5—am^tasyaisa^etuh. 
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“There is,‘thus, a gap between intuited Brahman which 

is devoid of logical determinations arid the conceived Brahman 

(i.e. Hvara) which is the productive principle. The highest for 

thought is absolute subject with the object in it, but behind 

the subjeot and the object, we have Brahman. ’ 1 

(VIII) Brahman as Value- 

We have seen that the nondual Brahman, the Absolute 

beyond all concepts, becomes saguna or Hvara, when associated 

with the principle of becoming. Thus, it becomes the source 

and ground of the world; by a fraction of his devine power 

does Hvara manifest the world which, for man, is full of good 

and evil, beauty and ugliness, truth and error, happiness and 

misery. These value-concepts are, of course, the products of 

of the mind of man who contemplates, experiences, and seeks to 

comprehend the world. But, still, he does not spin them out of 

his mind as the spider emits its thread wholly from within ; they 

arise when the mind reacts to the world whose source, ground 

and substance is Is vara. In other words, for the Advaitin, the 

values are not wholly subjective; they are bound upwith the 

given world, the objective manifestation of the divine Being 2 . 

Thus, in an important sense, is Is'vara the essence of values 

whose perception and cultivation may be said to constitute the 

spiritual evolution of man’s mind. In this section we shall 

consider the nature of Is/vara from the point of view of human 

valves Ahd show that, hi so far as religion is a belief in the 

Ultimate conservation of values3 or, rather, of what has 

value 4 , Is'vara in Advaita is the inspirer and goal of the most 

fervent religious life. An objective idealism, such as Sankara’s 

Advaita, is bound to attach the highest importance to the 

concept of Hvara as the abode and secure ground of values 

for Idealism, as such, stands on the conviction that * values ; 

aru real, that the higher forms cannot be explained by the 

lower, that beauty and goodness are not boro of the clash of 

lT IP. It, P. 561. 
2. S'afikara repudiates the subjective idealism of the vijS&nav&da 

Buddhism - vide BSS. on the BS. II, 2, 28 and 29. 

3. The Philosophy of Religion—HoSding, 

*. ’ Introduction to the Problems of Philosophy, by Hoffding 

P: riii, W. James. 
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atoms, but that they are effluences of something more perfect 

and more divine 1 . 

“ Philosophy is concerned not with phenomena but with, 

their meaning, not with facts but with values, not with what 

is but with what ought to be, not with means, but w'ith ends. 2 

This view of the function of philosophy is pre eminently 

true of ^artkara’s Advaita whose sole theme is the parama- 

purusarlha - the supreme end of life or value, viz: moksO’ or 

emancipation. In a recent book3 the contention that 

Sankara’s system is above all a philosophy of values has been 

advanced and maintained. It is pointed out that the traditional 

assessment of Sankara’s philosophy fails to do it full justice 

precisely because it has ignored “ the great truth that 

Sankara’s is a philosophy of values primarily and not an 

existential system. He concerns himself with the problem of 

appearances and reality only to bring out the value side of the 

universe. For him the truth of the universe is constituted by 

the value it possesses ” 4 . Before showing how in Avaita the 

concepts of reality and values coincide as they must in a 

rigorouB non-dual system, we shall elucidate to the extent 

required for our purposes, the highly controversial notion of 

value itself; for, the determination of its exact significance is 

indispensable for interpreting the Advaitic reality in terms of 

value. 

Two basically different types of theories regarding value 

may be noticed, viz., the idealistic and the realistic 5 . Both 

1. Idea of God; P.421, Pattison. 

2. Philosophy for our Times, P. 25, C.E.M. load, 1940. 

3. The Vedanta of Sankara, A metaphysics of value, Vol. I, 
R. P. Singh, Jaipur, 1949. 

4. Ibid, P. 11. 

5. True, an out and out naturalistic philosophy may very well 

describe the whole of existence without referring to the concept 

of value at all. Indeed the sciences which are solely concerned 

with the determination of phenomenal facts and their inter¬ 

relation cannot and do not concern themselves with values. 

The remarks in the text refer to those who recognize value* 

as the chief objects of human concern. Cf. The philosophy 

of value, PP. 16-21, H. Osborne, Cambridge. 19§3, 
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hold that vahie is a non-natural, .unanalysable, quality. 

According to one of them it is a pure* quality, while the other 

deems it a relational quality. The Idealistic theory of value 

maintains that it is a non-naturalistie relational quality, 

whereas for the realistic theory, value is a non-naturalistic and 

non-relational, i.e., pure, quality, A typical champion of the 

realistic theory of value is Mr. G. E. Moore for whom “ value, 

though not itself intrinsic, yet shares with intrinsic properties, 

the characteristic of depending solely on the intrinsic nature of 

what possesses it.” 1 It may be noticed, however, that Moore’s 

position is not altogether free from ambiguity. For instance 

on the same page he remarks that predicates of value alone are 

non-intrinsic properties which share with intrinsic properties 

the characteristic of depending solely on the intrinsic nature of 

what possesses them. But he cannot see what distinguishes 

intrinsic properties from predicates of value 2 . Perhaps, the 
recognition that the concept of value cannot make any sense 

without noting that all values are values for some evaluating 

mind may be the simple explanation of Moore’s difficulty. The 

realists are obliged to postulate two irreducible concepts—one 

of value which is non-relational and the other, of the moral 

ought which is relative to a moral agent. Further, for the 

realists, the moral ought is synthetically entailed by value, i.e., 

value is what a moral agent ought to maintain in being. 

Realism in this sense tends to picture the universe as a 

manifold’of scattered existents each with its own index of value, 

irrespective of their relation to man. Leaving man out of the 

picture as they do’, it is not surprising that for the realists, 

"value is a simple, indefinable, unanalysable object of thought,” 

of whose concrete nature we have immediate non-sensuous 

perception.3 On the whole, the realists seem to agree that 

only mental states, or states of affairs which contain mental 

constituents, have intrinsic value. But actually, we have an 

immense diversity of intuitions of intrinsic value and of these 

the realistic theory is unable to furnish an explanation. It is 

inconceivable that there should be value judgements which are 

1. Philosophical studies, P. 273, G. E. Moore, London, 1922. 

2. Jbid. P. 274. 
3: The Philosophy of value, P. 66. 
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not expressions of subjective responses on the part of the 

assessors of values. Therefore, the theory that values are 

objective qualities of things independent of the relations of 

valuebearers to valuing minds rests upon an alogical and non- 

provable basis. 

In contrast, the idealistio theories acknowledge only one 

ultimate concept, viz,, oughtnsss, in terms of which value is 

defined. ‘Oughtness’ is an underived factor in the structure of 

reality, in virtue of which somethings are said to be ‘more 

fitting to exist or ‘ought rather to exist’ than others. That is 

to say, where existence of things at all depends upon the 

voluntary action of a moral being, he is morally obliged to act 

in a way that will further the existence of the thing which is 

most fitting or ‘ought most’ to exist. A valuable thing thus 

means that the thing ought to be valued, or actively desired to 

exist, by moral beings. 

This view involves, clearly, the recognition of a moral 

obligation. It is a non-natural relation between moral beings 

and the rest of existence and may be treated as a non-natural 

quality. Besides, to the idealistic theory man as a moral 

agent is central. The idealistio theory defines value in terms 

of right or ought; e.g., “we call something good when the love 

relating to it is right” . As already said, the notion of right 

or ought is ultimate, unanalysable, normative, and antecedent 

to particular mental processes 3. Ultimate ethical norma are 

to be intuited immediately. 

Among value-philosophers who hold that value is indefinable 

is W. M. Urban for whom, “ value is not a quality of objects. 

Value is not a what at all, either quality or relation. It is a 
1' 1' -j ^ - 1 ——■    . ■ i., ... _  __ 

1. The Philosophy of value, P. 78. 

2. Brentano, Qd. The Philosophy of value, H. Qsborne, P. 92. 

3. Is ought necessarily ultimate? All propositions asserting an 

ought are but as pocies of prospositions asserting matters of 

fact,' Ought becames a form of is : “ You ought not to do 

this * implies “ in view of the consequences to you as far as 

can be foreseen into the future.’* The pro blem of * ought ’ 

has been illuminatingly thrashed out in «The Forms of value’s 
PP. 130 ff, Hilliard. . 
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that. Value is ' never part of the nature of anything.” 1 

Without defining it, he points out that* to feel the qualities, the 

good, the true, etc., is one thing ; but to judge: ‘the object 

ought to be so’ , or ‘is worthy to be so felt’ is another. The 

latter is value. Value is thus not an adjectival predicate. That 

a thing is valuable is no new quality of it. The value predicate 

corresponds to a notion we understand but not to a concept we 

can define. Following the lead of Urban, R. P. Singh also 

affirms 2 that ‘value is an ultimate and underivable concept 

with which we understand the world. It is no more definable 

than are the concepts of being, existence, reality’. But we 

cannot help feeling that this is a highly unsatisfactory position. 

It needlessly mystifies the significant concept of value. As for 

Urban’s position regarding value, viz., that it consists in the 

judgement, ‘the object ought to to be so’, it hardly makes sense. 

As D. Warren Fisher has pointed out: 3 “An object ought to be 

is meaningless. Objects do not, cannot, possess the obligation 

to be. They have no ear for an imperative.” We, therefore, 

deem it proper to turn to a class of value-philosophers for 

whom value is both intelligible and definable, and who are 

likely to help interpret Advaitic reality in terms of value. 

R. B. Perry in his latest work,4 while recognising that 

value has no established sense, offers the lollowing definition. 

A thing, anything, has value or is valuable in the original and 

generic sense when it is the objeot of an interest, any interest. 

Or, whatever is object of interest is ipso facto valuable. By 

interest is meant a train of events determined by expectation of 

its outcome. Munsterberg also recognizes that the word value 

is often used for the things desired (i. e. in which we are 

interested). He draws a distinction, however, between the 

relative and absolute values, the latter being such as are 

valuable in themselves, without reference to this or that 

individual or his wishes.* But the concept of value can be 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

The Journal of Philosophy. Psychology and Scientific 

methods, Vol. XIII, 1916, P. 458. 

The Vedanta of S'ankara, P. 22. 

?.P.S. Vol. XIV, P. 573. 
ealms of values, PP. 2, 3; Massachussets, 1954. 

le Eternal values, PP. 26 fif. H. Munsterberg, London, 1911, 

MVKti—34 
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still better elucidated ia the light of a definition such as the 

following: Value is an affectivity occurring in the relational 

contexture determined by the reaction of an organism to a 

stimulus object. 1 Aflfectivitv, in the definition, is a class of 

which the solo members are pleasantness, indifference, and 

unpleasantness. 2 - Pleasantness, e. g., denotes that quality 

attaching to experienced events in virtue of which they are 

reacted to as pleasant. This definition of value has the merit 

of bringing the concept down to the level of wide intelligibility. 

The salient points of this view of value may be noted. Every 

object in the universe according to this definition has value, 

(and not is value), actual or potential, for every organism 

capable of response to it. Again, all value is basically of onO 

sort, viz., affectivity. Thus, all instances of values are 

commensurable. A well-known distinction made regarding 

values as instrumental and terminal may be expressed, in the 

light of the definition given above, thus. An object is said to 

have terminal value when the affectivity determined by a 

reaction to it is for its own sake, i.e., when the object is a last 

means to the end of affectivity. An object has instrumental 

value when the affectivity determined by a reaction to it is in 

reality ' for the sake of ’ some consequent object proximate 

or remote. The positive end in all cases is the pleasure of the 

individual concerned and, as such, is ‘ beyond good and evil.’ 

But, is there not good pleasure and bad pleasure and shall it 

not be laid down that only good pleasure ought to be pursued 1 

If the distinction between, the two is granted, would it not 

follow that pleasure is nob the final 1 end ’ or ‘ value ’? Ail 

important distinction ha9 to be made in this connection. In 

itself, pleasantness or positive affectivity has nothing b&d 

about it. It leads to no results 3 . Except in respect df 

1. The Forms of value, P. 42, A. L. Hilliard, New York, 1950. 

To make value essentially a form of happiness or pleasure is not to 

make it no more than a psychological feeling of pleasure; this 

latter, according to Advaita, is but a reflection of the whole reality 

which is bliss or bhuma. Cf. Can there be ethics without metaphysics ? 

The I.P.C. 1952., P. 130. T. M. P. Mahadevan. 

2. The Forms of Value, P.l 4. 

3. Cf. All pleasure in itself is probably more or less good, but 

pleasures are not good in proportion to their intensity—Philosophical 

Essays, P. 56. Bertrand Russel. 
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degrees of intensity, affectivities do not differ. But it is 

indisputable that the attendant circumstances of one pleasure 

may be better or worse than those of another, meaning they 

may lead in the sequel to further pleasure or displeasure. 1 

Bad pleasure, thus, refers only to objects or actions which lead 

to the specific pleasure in question. But the objects and 

events are means only, and pleasure alone is the end, here, as 

in all cases. 2 

Value as defined above is relative ; it depends not only on 

the object or event of which value is predicated, but also on the 

individual for whom value exists. It may be remarked that 

value is always and only value for, so that if the reacting and 

evaluating individuals are removed from a given context, it 

1. Cf. BG. XVIII, 36-39. 

2. The view of value above adumbrated is based on what is 

known as psychological hedonism. This is distinct from the ethical 

hedonism which contends that man ought to pursue pleasure as the 

sole or chief end. Psychological hedonism maintains that, as a matter 

of indisputable fact, human beings (as well as other sentient beings) 

pursue pleasure as their sole end. There is a universalistic or 

altruistic hedonism which asserts that it is primarily the pleasure of 

others which may and ought to be the end of conduct. But, with 

more scrupulous (regard for facts, psychological hedonism, which 

may also be called egoistic hedonism, maintains that man can and 

does act only to the end of his own pleasure. Cf. Rumania’s remark | 

Prayojanamanuddisya namandopipravartate. Epicurus, for instance, 

holding this view also taught that pleasures of the mind and of friend* 

ship are greater and of more value than bodily pleasures. Even 

martyrs are impelled by the desire for satisfying the impulse to 

secure some rare forms of pleasure. But vis-a-vis this theory, J. S. 

Mill remarks: It is better to be a human being dissatisfied than 

a pig satisfied (Qd. in load’s Philosophy for our Times P. 266). The 

remark is not seriously meant, it would seem. The differences 

between a maniand a pig are not confined to the former being dis¬ 

satisfied and the latter being satisfied, so that a preference may be 

sl^own by the man for the state of the pig. To make it fairer and 

to the point, the choice must lie between a satisfied man and dis¬ 

satisfied man, other things being equal. Dissatisfaction is not, in 
itself, attractive. The prospect of perpetual dissatisfaction, perhaps 

may even make the status of the satisfied pig worthy of consideration. 

Vide The Forms of Value P. 262. 
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will cease to have -any value. 1 In this seiise, value may be 

regarded as a tertia'ry quality as distinct from spatial 

properties which are primary and sensa which are secondary 

qualities 2 3 . Further, the definition of value adopted above 

makes happiness not only identical with value, but with the 

highest form of value. All other time-honoured forms of value, 

such as truth, goodness, beauty become the last means to 

happiness, the highest form of value. As ordinarily understood, 

happiness implies a balance of pleasure over a considerable 

period ot time. But in its highest and most enduring form, 

happiness implies non-dependence an any extraneous factors. 

The more an individual becomes sufficient unto himself, the more 

happy, the richer in values, he is bound to be. The means to 

such'happiness consists, as Aristotle has pointed out, in the 

actualization of the potentialities of the individual concerned. 

With these general ideas of value for guidance, we may 

turn to the main question regarding Brahman (laguna) as the 

abode of value in general and all its varied forms. According to 

the definition that value is an object of interest, we shall show 

not only that Uvara is or ought to be an object of interest, 

but also that, in so for as any object haB any interest at all, it 

owes to Is'vara its power to excite that interest. Or, again, 

according to the second definition of value as an affectivity, 

we shall show that feelings of pleasure, eto,, point to Is'vara as 
their final source and reality. 

An Advaitic definition of value is furnished by the Vedanta 

Paribhdsd in the following words. That Vhieh, being known, 

is sought to be realized in one’s experience is end or value— 

yadavagata'insatsvavrttitayd isyate ialprayojanam 3 . The same 

work proceeds to explain that this end is two fold. The first 

and foremost end is happiness or sukha and absence of 

unpleasantness, duhkhabhava; the second is the means which 

1. It is the truth in the soul, the mental state of clearheaded¬ 

ness, insight, etc., that is the value. Mind and Deity, 

P. 211; John Laird, Allen and Unwin, 1941. 

2. Reality and Value, P. 176. A. Campbell Garnett, Allen & 
Unwin, 1937. 

3. VP. PP. 366-338. 
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leads to the result chiefly desired. Qr, in the terminology 

adopted above, the terminal end is always happiness and 

absence of unpleasantness, while the instrumental ends are 

objects or actions, which, directly or indirectly, bring about 

the final end. 1 Happiness also is chiefly of two kinds : (i) those 

forms of happiness which admit of higher and lower degrees 

and which, therefore, may be arranged in a scale of increasing 

quality, (ii) what is unsurpassable, absolute—sati&ayam, 

nirati'sayamca. The happiness which admits of a more or less 

is the bliss of Brahman manifested in the mould of the internal 

organ, antahkarana, due to contact with objects, 2 whereas 

unsurpassable or absolute happiness is Brahman itself 3 

In sections (ii) to (iv) we showed that Brahman is 

essentially absolute existence, intelligence and bliss and that 

Is'vara is the same Brahman associated with the power of 

maya. Further, it was pointed out that the terms sat, cit, 

ananda do not stand for three mutually distinct concepts; 

rather, they indicate that nirguna Brahman cannot be less 

than these. Nirguna Brahman is other than asat, acit, or 

anananda. The reason for insisting on these negative forms of 

description is that, being a strictly non dual reality. Brahman 

does not lend itself to conceptualization at all whereas Is’vara 

or Brahman associated with maya, and posited simultaneously 

with the Jiva or individual self, may be conceptualized. 

The significance of conceptualizing Brahman, i. e,, viewing it 

from the human end through the medium of maya is, that, then, 

Brahman appears as sat, cit and ananda under optimum condi¬ 

tions (i.e , when the contemplating mind is perfectly adtlvic or 

pure). In other words, Is'vara in Advaita is saccidananda, 

essentially, despite his association with maya. In so far as tat, 

cit and ananda are human concepts, they represent Is’vara par 

excellence, while, as applied to nirguna Brahman, they should 

be understood symbolically only. Now we shall proceed to 

interpret the significance of these concepts in terms of 

value. 

1. Cf. SiddhantamuktSvali, stanza 146. 

2. etasyaivanandsySnyanibhutani matramupajivanti, BU. IV, 3, 32. 
3. Vijg&nam&nandam Brahma, BU. 111,9, 28; Anando Brahmeti 

vyajan&t, TU. Ilf, 6. 
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The True: 

In the Byhadaranyaka 1 , it is said : It is with the mind 

truly that one sees ..that one hears. Desire, imagination, 

doubt, faith, lack of faith, steadfastness, lack of steadfast¬ 

ness, shame, meditation, fear - all this is truly mind - sarvam 

mana eva. Sankara also frequently likens the world to the 

rope-snake, thus making it out that the world is superimposed on 

Brahman that is pure consciousness and therefore is, in [itself, 

false 2 . These trends of thought in Advaita may suggest that 

S'ankara’s philosophy is an epistemological idealism-a view which 

will be reinforced by the drstisrstivada 3 - the theory that to 

perceive is to create. But that the significance of the theroy 

of adhyasa or superimposition is not exclusively epistemological 

will be evident if we ask what Sankara intends to convey by it. 

His point is that the world has no more independent truth than 

the rope—snake, and whatever truth it seems to have it owes 

to its substrate Brahman which is sacciddnanda or, as he in¬ 

sists times without number, nityas'uddabuddhamulctasvabhdva. 4 

In other words, the adhyasa theory points to an axiological 

approaoh to the problem of reality as well. This point is, well 

brought out by the definitions of falsity given ! by the 

AAvaita&iddhi, all of which add up to the preposition that what 

wviithyd or false has the same locus as that of its own absolute 

negation. 5 The world of facts, in other wordp, is an appearance 

through which shines the reality and truth of Brahman. 

When once Brahman is completely realized, as the,rope, is. in 

the ,oase of. the rope-snake, like the snake, the,, world , #111 

have vanished. Then comes the realization that Brahman .alone 

wuSj is, and will be real and true. The Advaitin is interested 

1. 1,5,3. ~ 
2. Cf. The Adhyfisabh&sya. 

3. Vide Infra. 

4. ever pure, awake,, free. 

5. brahmapramatirikt5badbyatve sati saMvsaapratj^yatl%p, P. 20, 
Cf. PP. 94 ; 160, 182 and 195. 
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in the logical aspect of the rope-snake simile. The logical 

relation between the snake and fhe rope is the same as 

between th6 world and Brahman. It is not implied that 

just as the illusory snake may be ignored as harmless, the 

world and its values also may be neglected as useless. The 

world is not asat, viz., that which nowhere appears existent, 

or imaginary 1 ; it is only mithyd. The sky flower or the 

horns of the hare are imaginary, but the rope-snaks is mithya. 

The non-existent is asat, while the mithya exists ; only it is 

liable to be sublated. But (he point is whatever reality the 

world has is derived entirely from its substrate Brahman. 

In Advaita real sattva or existence is the same as reality 

and reality is identical with truth 2 . Satyara and sattvam are 

the same. We have already noticed the difference in this 

regard obtaining in western philosophy . There, we pointed 

out that true existence, like reality in western philosophy, is 

beyond contradictions and so is identical with it. Thus 

Brahman is trikilabadhyam4 , or the ultimate truth which 

knows no change. The full significance of this position may be 

brought out by a statement such as Gandhiji’B 5 . Denial of 

God we have known; denial of truth we have not. I hold not 

that God is Truth, but Truth is God. 

The point is that in Advaita the trtith that is Brahman 
ietaf be reached logically from the falsity of the world, which 

consists in its liability to sublation or badhyata. Even those 

Who are not prepared to accept the intuitions of 'sruti regarding 
Brahman as unoontradicted reality or sat may logically satisfy 

themselves about the need for such a conception of the 

noumenal reality 6 . For, if to be contradictory is to be false, 

1. kvacidapyupadhau sattvenapratiyamSnatvanadhikarapatVam 
asattvarp—AS. PP. 50-51. 

2. Cf. One cannot defend truth which is external to knowledgejor 
knowledge which is external to reality. Reality is not outside 
truth, the identity of these three is necessary and funda¬ 
mental. Essays on Truth and Reality. P. 113; Bradley, 
1st Edn. 

Si P. 232, supra. 4. AS. P. 50. 
5. .Contemporary Indian Phily, P. 1. 
6. I.O.C. 1937, The Empirical and Noumenal Truth in S'ankara’s 

Philosophy, P.T. Raju, 
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then the categories of the phenomenal world like cause, 

substance, relations, etc., are false, being contradictory 1 . 

But what is false implies something non-contradictory and ti ue 

with reference to which the falsity of the false stands exposed ; 

for,an illusion without a real basis, tiiradhisthanabhrama, makes 

no sense. This real basis in Advaita is Brahman whose realiza¬ 

tion exposes the falsity of the phenomenal world. Now, logically, 

morally and aesthetically, the world is experienced as imperfect. 

This means we have glimpses of perfection in all these 

directions - the ideas of an uncontradicted, self-contained whole, 

or realized perfection, and of undisturbed restfulness. Do we 

actually perceive the falsity, etc., of the phenomenal world ? 

Rather, it is a conclusion drawn through, manana or reflection 

upon temporal experiences guided by normative considerations. 

We critically look for self-consistency and endurance in 

phenomena. No idea of the world is found to be self-sufficient. 

All objects in it are seen to be self-discrepant and to tend to 

transcend themselves. Hence they are treated as unreal, for 

we have a natural intuition that the real or true must not 

contradict itself but be a self-consistent whole 2 . 

Thus when Brahman is said to be true in relation to the 

world what is meant is that it is the absolute criterion of 

reality or truth with reference to which phenomena must be 

judged to be more or less true. 3 The Advaitie view of perfect 

Truth as reality or Brahman implies that irreconcilable 

opposition between error and truth is unwarranted. As 

Vivekananda says 4 , man never progresses from error to truth, 

but from truth to truth, from lesser truth to higher truth. 5 

1. Vide Infra. 

2. Cf. Ultimate reality is such that it does not contradict itself 

this is an absolute criterion also, for, in doubting it, we 

tacitly assume its validity. Appearance & Reality. 

3. Cf. BU. II, 1. 20, asm&datmanah sarveprSnah sarvelokJtb... 

satyasyasatyamiti pranavaisatyam te^ame^asatyam. 

4. Complete works, Vol. II, PP. 363r364. 

5. Cf. That the truth itself is one and whole and complet eand 

that all the thinking and all experience move within its recogni¬ 

tion and subject to its manifold authority—this I haye never 

doubted; The nature of truth P, 178, Joachim. 
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In other words, nothing is wholly true exaept the whole truth 

or Brahman ; isolated truths such as the Sciences embody are 

true only in the sense that they form part of the whole and 

implicate it. When isolated, they become false, i.e., partial; 

for, thus, they are deprived of aspects and relations which 

make them organic to the whole.1 

One important consequence of the Advaitic concept of 

truth, as primarily and fully saguna Brahman or Isvara and 

only derivatively applicable to phenomena is that there can be 

neither Truth, nor falsehood, unless there are minds to 

apprehend them, This does not make truth altogether 

subjective; for, it is not determined by the apprehending mind, 

but by the phenomena apprehended2 . But judgements of 

phenomena which are but isolated appearance of Isvara re¬ 

present only partial truths which, as Buch, point beyond them¬ 

selves to that whole of which they are appearances. Thus 

every partial truth may be said to demand of the cognitive 

subject an effort to complete it by including more and more of 

reality within the sphere of his cognitive activity. The 

systematic effort to do so is the cognitive discipline which 

passes in Advaita under the name -of Jnanayaga. Besides, in 

so far as reality and truth are ultimately identical, cognitive 

aotivity may be deemed, at the same time, a valuational 

aotivity as well. For, the effort to comprehend more and more 

of reality is guided by the primary intuition that reality and 

truth are basically one. An important distinction must in this 
connection be made between truth that is instrumental and 

truth that is identical with the terminal value of Brahmio 

bliss. What is called vrttijficina or truth in the form of the 

mould of the internal organ determined according to the law of 

validity is always instrumental in Advaita Philosophy 3 . The 

1. Cf. Philosophical Essays, P. 151, B. Russel; also Cf. There is 
no truth which is entirely true and no error which is totally false. 

AR P. 362. 
2. Cf. BSS. on I, 1, 4. atojffSnarn kartumakartumanyathavft 

kartuma^akyaip kevalavastutantramevatat. 
3. Strictly speaking truth is a property or characters tic'of prama 

as opposed to bhrama or illusion. Frama is cognition whose object is 
both novel and unsublated- anadhigatabadhitSrtli a v igay akajsanam (VP. 
P. 15) But,what is truth which characterizes prama ? Four views may 
be distinguished; (i) Truth consists in its practical utility—Cf, 

mukti-35 
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less inclusive or ephemeral vrtlis are sublated by the more 

inclusive or enduring ones 1 till the most inclusive, viz., 

brahmakaravrtti is generated. It is the last means for attaining 

the supreme end or value, viz., Brahman as sat identical with 

cit and ananda. When, therefore, truth or jadna (pramd) is 

deemed instrumental to the final end directly, what is meant is 

this final vrtti which objectifies Brahman 2 . Thus when it is 

affirmed “ That Indian Philosophy does not stop with the 

discovery of truth, but utilizes it for a higher end 3 there 

should be no mistake about the kind of truth that is meant—it 

is the vrtti jndna alone that can be subordinated to the supreme 

goal of life, viz., the realization of sacciddnanda or Is’vara 

who is non-different from the Absolute. Thus, the Brahma- 

jijnasa, with which the Brahma sutras open is inquiry into the 

nature of Brahman or Truth as end. In the light of this 

elucidation, it is philosophically sound that sutras should open 

with a definition of Hvara, for only Uvara, posited simultane¬ 

ously with maya and jiva can properly become an object of 

brahmdkardvrtti. * As a result of the operation of this vrtti 

arthakriyasamarthavastupradarsakam samyakjnanam or yatascsrtha 

siddhistadsamyakjsanam—Nyayabindu Ch. I, (ii) yatrayadastitatra- 

tadanubhavah or tadvatitatprakarakanubhavah, i. e. what predicates 

of something a character owned by it. Tattvacintamani Pratyakga. 

(iii) samvada or harmony of experience is the mark of truth. This 

resembles the coherence theory of truth in western philosophy, (iv) For 

Advaita, truth of pramu consists in its non-contradictedness. This 

criterion holds good only in the sphere of phenomena; for all 

phenomenal truths are sublated or transmuted by the knowledge or 

pramd of I^vara or saguna Brahman cf. dehatmapratyayoyadvat- 

pramajjatvenakalpitah laukikarntadvadevedam pramarjaip tvatmanis- 

cayat BSS. P. 99. Vide The Six ways of knowing, D.M. Datta. 

1. Cf. The three-fold knowledge set forth in the BG. XVIII, 

20-22. 8dttvika refers to the most inclusive and tdmasa to the 

most exclusive type of cognition. 

2. Vide Infra. Cf. tattvajnanatnihsreyasadhigamah. NS. I, 1, IS 
tameva viditvatimrtyumeti. S'U. VI, 15. 

3. The Quest after Perfection, P. 27 ; Hiriyanna. 

4. Remarks of Thibaut on this point, vide P. 92 may be seen 
to be wide of the mark Cf. 'Sankara on BS. Ill, 3, 59. 

satyakamahsatyasamkalpahityevamadya i^varapratipattipha- 
laialaksyate. BSS. P.776; AS. P. 886 and Candrikd on it. 
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and its subsequent spontaneous self-abolition 1 , there remains 

the Absolute or nirguna Brahman beyond all possibilities of 

conceptualization, whence “ the mind and words turn back 

baffled ”—a point we shall elaborate later in its proper place. 

The Beautiful 

The place of beauty as a value has not been directly 

discussed by the thinkers of the Advaita school, but an Advaitic 

approach to the problem of beauty is feasible in view of the 

nature of Brahman as bliss 2 . Now, beauty may be predicated 

of objects which occasion us pleasure ‘ for their own sakes ’ 

immediately, and not because of their causal connections, real 

or imagined, to other valuable objects. Whatever delights us 

irrespective of consequential considerations is beautiful. 3 

Disinterested delight, according to Kant, is the feeling for the 

beautiful. There are objects which chase away all eagerness 

of temporary desires, subdue the egoistic will's proneness to 

self-assertion and possession, induce in the mind the contem¬ 

plative mood, and bathe it in the calm joy which makes it 

oblivious of time itself. Such are recognized as beautiful. 

When Plato writes 4 that beauty alone among the forms is seen 

in the world of becoming as she really is, he is referring to this 

power it has in ampler measure than either truth or goodness 

to liberate the mind, however temporarily, from the grip of 

the egoistic will. What morality achieves through a prolonged 

discipline of negating the egostio claims of will, beauty achieves 

immediately, by inducing a temporary mood of disin teres ted - 

TTSLS. Ill,lv 105. ~ 
2. Hiriyanna writes (vide Quest after Perfection PP. 31. S’) that 

Indian Philosophers do not recognize the value of beauty, 

except for their use of similes of artistic values as in the SK. 

59. Some of the rhetoricians busied themselves with this 

question on the basis of the Upani§adic teachings. Cf. The 

Rasagangadhara. 

3. The Forms of Value. P. 276. Any material object which can 

give us pleasure in the simple contemplation of its out ward 

qualities without direct, definite, exertion of the intellect is 

in someway beautiful. Ruskin. Qd. Beauty and other forms 

of value, P. 22. Alexander. 

4. * Phaedrus, P. 250. 
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ness. The attitude appropriate towards beauty is perfectly 

expressed in the verse : Prakrtim paSyati purusah preksakavada- 

vasthitah svasthah 1 . 

In Advaita Philosophy, however, the world of objects as 

well as the sentient individuals who contemplate it are only 

the objective and subjective self-formulations of causal 

Brahman or Is'vara 2 . The delight which aesthetic contemp¬ 

lation engenders is, therefore, none other than the delight 

which is Brahman’s very essence. Again, for Advaita, the 

world of objects and subjects has been specific ally held to be 

manifesatations of that ananda which is Brahman. ^ Further 

Brahman has been identified with rasa 4 which denotes in later 

theory, aesthetic delight whose differentia is disinterestedness 

or absence of all egoistic reference. 5 The significant point 

involved in the concept of rasa may be elucidated thus : The 

eultnred man or the sahrdaya6 contemplates a work of art or 

a character in a drama; by an exercise of imagination, he 

eschews the particularities or purely private upddhis which 

distinguish them from himself as spectator and thus partici¬ 

pates in the universalized emotions embodied in them. This 

imaginative participation or commingling of emotions is 

experienced as aesthetic delight or rasa, which as seen above, 

is the essence of Brahman. Thus, traditionally, aesthetic 

delight has been esteemed as close kin to the delight that is 

Brahma-Brahmas vddasahodara 7 . 

1. SkT65. 

2. sarvajnodeva atmanameva atmantaratvenajagadrupena nir- 

mimite; tat srstva tadevanupraviyat, tadanupraviyyasacca'tyacca- 
bhavat, vijfianara cavljnanamca...yadidam kimea. TU. II, 6. Also 

vide S'ankara’s comm, on this-tabhyam copadhibhyam jnatrjne- 

yajn5nasabdarthadisarvasamvyavah«rabhag Brahma. 
3. T U. Ill, 6. 4. rasovaisah-TU. 11, 7, 

5. Cf. “ bhftvanavisesamahimnavigalitaduayantaramaniyatvadi- 
bhi...nijasavarup5nandenasaba gocaffykriamaporatyadirevarasab. Rasa- 
gangadhara, P.P. 21.22. 

6. Cf. yesam kavyanus'ilansbbyaysvasstviyadibhutemanomukure 
vamanlyatanmayibhavanayogyatate hrdayasmvadabhajah sahrdayah. 
Dhvanyalokalocana. P. 11. Kavyamala series, 1891. 

7. Sahityadarpa^a P. 72. SI. 2. Bombay Edn. 1910. 
Cf. Sattvodrekadakhandasvaprakayanandacinmyah | 

VedySntaras'pars'ayunyo BrahmSsvadasahodarah II 
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For our present purpose, the follawing points may be 

emphasized. Every object may be contemplated disinterestedly 

and made the occasion of aesthetic enjoyment. Of course, as 

a matter of empirical experience, the Advaitin recognizes 

ugliness in the world, but, with Alexander, he is inclined to 

treat it as a form of difficult beauty 1 . In other words there 

is no object in the world which will fail to yield aesthetic 

pleasure, i. e., appear beautiful, if contemplated with sufficient, 

enlightened, disinterestedness. It is the conflict of the egoistic 

will of the spectator and the will of the objeot (whether in 

nature or in art) that is experienced as ugliness or aesthetio 

unpleasantness. When the egoistic will is laid aside or the 

attitude becomes more and more objective, more and more 

aesthetic pleasure also becomes available. Ihis explains how 

lagos in art and toads, etc., in nature may be contemplated 

with aesthetic satisfaction by the enlightened art-critic and 

naturalist. But objects more commonly recognized aa 

beautiful induce the contemplative, objective attitude in the 

spectator without his having consciously to exercise his 

imagination and will. As was said with reference to truth, 

for the Advaitin all examples of beauty are oases of the 

delegated beauty of the divine source of things. No object may 

be discarded by him as entirely bereft of the value of beauty. 

Or, in more technical language, variations of beauty in objects 

are due to the qualitative differences of the upddhis (conditions 

of manifestations) whioh body forth the divine essence. Also, 

the forms of beauty in the world of phenomena are instrumental 

to the realization of the supreme examplar and source of them 

all, namely Brahman himself. All finite forms of beauty may 

be regarded only as fragments or reflections of the full-orbed 

beauty that is God, so that, as with truths, beautiful objects 

also must be treated as means to-reach him by following the 

hints and suggestions they throw out. Thus, the famous words 

of the Oita 2 may be understood in a non-traditional way as 

proclaiming God, the mightyr ancient, poet and the world as 

his work of art, produoed effortlessly 3 , in a spirit of play 4 . 

1. Beauty and other forms of Value, p. 164. 

2. VIII, 9. kavimpur&ijammJs'Ssit&ramaijorajjiyamsamanusmare- 

, dyah, etc. 
3. BU. II, 4, 10. BSS. 1,1, 3. 4. S'. B. H, I, 33. 
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The interpretation of the world as a work of art has certain 

advantages when we turn to the consideration of the problem 

of evil, physical, moral and aesthetic. 

In yet another way, the world may be treated from an 

aesthetic point of view. The declaration in the Brhaddran- 

yaka 1 - People see his pleasure-ground, Him no one sees at 

all — is suggestive of an aesthetic solution of the problem of 

the relation between Brahman and the world; these words need 

not be taken exclusively as referring to the relation between 

the self and the dream state. The world which is the self¬ 

manifestation of God is a wonderful garden in whose charm and 

beauty the spectators get lost, completely oblivious of him 

whose glory it proclaims. On the other hand, the objects of the 

world severally or in group may very well serve to guide the 

susceptible mind to the experience of the transcendent glory 

and bliss which is God. To the seeker after God, or mumuksu 

the entire world in its aspect of beauty is meant to serve as an 

upalaksana or index of God, as a dhvani or suggestion, whose 

reference is God 2 . But, as a matter of fact, the fair visage 

of beauty revealed in phenomena tends to arrest spiritual 

evolution by inducing premature self-satisfaction. Hence the 

warning in the Isfopanisad followed by the petition to discover 

the divine essence disguised in beauty. 3 

The Holy 

A writer in the Hibbert Journal 4 points out that R. Otto 

has discovered in his book, The Idea of the Holy, a new value, 

viz., holiness, the specific religious value. “Holiness, the holy, 

is a category of interpretation and valuation peculiar to the 

sphere of religion.”5 Otto proposes the term ‘numinous’ to 

denote the value of holiness Which is not exhausted by the 

1. arSmmamasya paSyanti natam pas'yanti kas'cana, IV, 3, 14. 

2. Cf. The Parable of ‘Sri Ramakrishna’; 

3. Hiranmayena pStrejja satyasyapihitaip mukbam: tattvaip 

pusannapav^nu satyadharmSya d^aye ; IU. 15; 

4. Vol. XXVIH, 1929-30, PP. 493 ff; 

5. The Idea of the Holy, P. 5, E. T., 192$ ; 
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concept of goodness. Being an ultimate category, it is not 

capable of definition in terms of simpler concepts, but it may 

be evoked by a consideration of the experience of the Holy set 

forth in religious literature 1 . Among the elements consti¬ 

tuting the numinous may be mentioned the following :—(i) The 

creaturely feeling and the sense of dependence consequent on 

experiencing the ‘numen’ as e. g. Arjuna felt during the vision 

of the Vi^varapa in the 11th chapter of the Oita (ii) The 

mysterium tremendum consisting of the elements of awfulness, 

over-poweringness or majestas and the sense of the wholly 

other, (iii) The sense of fascination. On the rational side of 

this non-rational element of fascination may be noted love, 

mercy, pity and comfort raised to the highest conceivable 

degree. 2 Further, Otto adds that the experience of the value 

of the holy is invariably accompanied by moral self-depreciation 

on the part of the experiencer which he may express thus: Thou 

alone art holy. He affirms 3 that the consciousness of moral 

delinquency is a condition, for feeling the numinous value. 

Whatever may be the truth of the'last assertion, in the light 

of the remarks made above, it can be demonstrated that the 

holy as a category of value finds a prominent place in the 

Vadantic conception of Brahman. In the Rgveda itself, the 

unique majesty of the divine ‘whose greatness is proclaimed by 

the snowy Himalayas4 ’ was recognized and trumpeted in 

various forms. Thus it is said ‘that the great divinity of all 

the Gods is one’ - mahaddevanam asuratvamekam. 5 In several 

passages in the Upanisads, the awe-inspiring character of the 

divine is stressed : ,e. g. “ Through fear of Him the Wind doth 

blow. Through fear of Him the sun doth rise ; Through fear of 

Him * both Agni and Indra And Death as fifth do speed 

along ” 6 . Again the Katha declares 7 : 

He for whom the priesthood and the nobility 

Both are as food, And Death is a sauce - 

Who really knows where He is 7 

No passage brings out the majesty and sublimity of the divine 

better, perhaps, than the description in the Brhaddronyaka 8 

1. Op. Cit. P. 7; 
2. Ibid; P. 31; 
3. • Ibid* P, 55, 
4. Rg. V. 10; 121; 4; 1 ; 

5. Ibid ; P. Ill, 55, 1 
6. TU. II, 8, VI, 3; 
7. II, 25; Cf. also VI, 2. 
g. Ill, 8, 9, and 10. 
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of the cosmic order in which the divine expresses itself. 

“Verily, 0 Gargi, at the command of that Imperishable the 

sun and the moon stand apart, the earth and the sky, the 

moments, hours, the days, the nights and the years stand 

apart. Verily, O Gargi, at the command of that Imperishable 

some rivers flow from the snowy mountains to the east, others 

to the west, in whatever direction each flows. Verily, O 

Gargi, he who departs from this world without knowing that 

Imperishable is pitiable.” 

The complete otherness and transcendence of the divine 

is brought out in expressions like aksarat paratah para}i Higher 

than the high imperishable 1 . 

The sense of overppweringness or majesty of the divine 

is best illustrated with reference to that * theophany of 

terrific grandeur which seeks to give a feeling of the un¬ 

approachable essence of the divine ’ 2 , unfolded in the 11th 

chapter of the Oita. The -whole universe, moving and un- 

moving, was seen solely lodged in the divine form, whose glory 

was such as though a thousand suns rose all at once in the 

heavens. “ As many currents of rivers flow to meet the sea, 

so these warriors of the world pass into His blazing mouths.” 

Upon beholding the vision Arjuna is smitten with amazement; 

with hair standing on end, he bowed his head and with clasped 

hands spoke to God. 3 The combination of the sense of 

fascination and awe is expressed thus .' Beholding this form 

never seen before I am thrilled; at the same time, my mind 

is gripped with fear — let me look on they familiar figure. 

Arjuna’s petition to comprehend the incomprehensible remains, 

of course, unfulfilled, but the Deity’s love, mercy, .pity find 

vent in the comforting assurance :— He who does what he 

does for Me alone, who is given over to Me, who is devoted 

to Me, void of attachment, without hatred, to any born being, 

Q son of Pon<Ju. comes to Me. 4 

1. MU. Ill, 2; Cf. BG. XV, 18 ; 
2. The Idea of the Holy, P. 191; 

3. BG. XI, 7, 12, 28, 14; 

4. BG. XI, 45, 46, 31, 55; 
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Examples could be multiplied to illustrate the Separate 

elements of the value of the numinous present in Brahman or 

Vedantic I&vara. The Kena represents him as a wondetful 

Being, yaksa, as also the Bhagavad Oita 1 . The sense of 

dependence, helplessness, of an urgent need for succour such 

as overwhelmed Arjuna 2 is certainly a sine qua non of the 

experience, of the numen in the divine Being ; hut, whether a 

sense of moral delinquency is also necessary, as Otto asserts 

in the light of Biblical examples, may be doubted3 . The 

essence of the numen as revealed in the Vedantic Literature is 

the apprehension of utter transcendence of the Deity in 

relation to all phenomena. Hence the expressions such as in 

the Kathtt repeated in the Mwndaka : The sun shines not there, 

fldr the moon and stars; These lightnings shine hot, much 

leas this Are; After Him, as He shines, doth everything shine. 

The Whole world is illumined with Hie light.4 Perhaps 

the most eloquent description in the whole range of this 

literature is the Taittiriya text: Where from Words ttith 

back together with the mind, not having attained. s Of 

course, in the Advaita Philosophy Whose foundation and 

crown is the sense of absolute identity between the seif of 

man and the self of the universe, the negative sefcse of 

delinquency and creaturelinesa oan at best be only temporary 
and Unreal- Nonetheless, the holy as a category of value as 

Qttd expbwhda it is most indubitably felt and expressed in 

regttfd to the divine Being as the illustrations cited above 

amply demonstrate. 

fhfe Good 

The Good is the most comprehensive value in Advaita arid, 

AS et*6h, it is identified with Brahman as §anta and Sica,6 

Jttst US truth or Sat has been. In fact the term sat denotes 

ndt merely the true but also the good. But a distinction 

1. KeU HI, TTi^lT^ 
2. Ibid, II, 7 - KarpanyadogopahatasvabhSvah, dharmattm- 

miidhacetah; 
%, cf. ft. Luke VII. 1-10; The Idea of the Holy, Pf. 58 ff. 
4. KU. V, 15, MuU, IV, 10; 

5. tV II, 4 & 9. 
$. l^tJ. i, bantam s'ivam advaitam caturtham manyante, 

MUST}— 36 
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between the true and the good may be drawn. The concept of 

the good is wider than that of the true ; the supreme good is 

not mere sat or truth, but Brahman as sacciddnanda. 1 For 

instance, among the four purusarthas or ends of life, viz., 

dharma, the moral good, artha, the economic good, karna the 

psychological good and moksa, the spiritual good, the last is 

supreme; and as such, it has been identified, not with sat only, 

tut with Brahman, the unity of sat, cit and ananda. 2 Of these 

four yalues, it is obvious that wealth and love, artha and 

kama, cannot be ultimate ends or values being neither sure, 

ahaikantika, nor stable, andtyantika 3 . Dharma and moksa 

the moral good and the spiritual good are in a different class. 

In his commentary on the'Nydya Sutra. I, 1,2, Vatsyayana 

represents dharma or merit born of right conduct as a means 

to a higher form of good. The instrumental status of dharma 

was also recognized by Kumarila for whom it is a means to 

procure svarga. 4 But Prabhakara and his followers sought 

to raise dharma to the status of a final end by insisting that 

yedic injunctions should be carried out in utter disregard of their 

fruits. The sense of duty induced by the niyoga alone should 

suffice to enforce obedience to the vedic imperative. Thus they 

Upheld the idea of duty for duty's sake, though the scope of 

1. Cf. The Plantonic concept of the Good, i.e., the Idea^fthe 
Good which is to the world of concepts what ‘ its offspring • the sun is 
jo the sensible world. The Good is not itself Being or Truth, but the 

fqa"SCwfnt,>SOmrCe °[ both-Flato- P- 58. A. E. Taylor; London; 
19°8. When Bradky, (Appearance and Reality, P. 411) writes that 

e Good is not the whole and the whole as such is not the Good he 
is positing a finite will over against the totality which may contain 
featUrps unmeaning and painful to such a will. But where the destiny 

of he mdmdual xs to realize in itself the divine unity which alone is 
Ultimately true and good the whole must needs be the Good ‘in which' 
one can rest with contentment.’ 

P. 27. BSS‘If *’ P' 82 & alS° Vid* QuCSt after Perfection, 

3. Kama = Love for finite things; even when directed to Atman 
ij is obviously instrumental. * 

Dharmau for the P5rva Minamsa of both the Bhattas and 
Prsbhakaras is the right accomplishment of the Vedic imoeritives 
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duty was confined to that of vedic injuctions 1 . But in their 

zeal, Prabhdkaras ignore the plain fact that, however dis¬ 

interested human activity may be, Its total divorce from all 

forms of satisfaction of the agent is impractical. In a word, 

it is not feasible to ignore the basic truth of psychological 

hedonism. Action divorced from purpose, which implies 

fulfilment of desire, is impossible; then it becomes sheer 

drudgery 2 . Therefore, even the moral good or dharma has to 

be subordinated to a more comprehensive good, which, unlike 

svarga, is not ephemeral, but eternal and absolute. 3 

This supreme good in Advaita is moksa, conceived as identical 

with Brahman or saccidananda. In its instrumental character 

dharma is held to promote the purity of the mind which 

conditions the achievement of moksa. 4 

A detailed account of the good in Advaita, viz., 

moksa is not undertaken at this stage; for that 

is the theme of this entire thesis and its full picture 

will emerge in the course of this work. But how saguna 

Brahman or God ih the good from the human end may be 

indicated here. Good and evil, as categories of moral life, 

are a condition of ethical endeavour. Good is the tendency 

* Cf. Kant’s view of the categorical imperative in its final 

form: Act so that you use humanity in your own person as well as 

in any other always as an end, and never as a means only.-The 

misinterpretation of man, P. 22, Paul Roubiczek, 1949. 
2. vihitasyakaraijttkaranayorduhkhamatraphalatvat * Sankara s 

Introduction to the B.G. Ill, 1. 
3. Cf. praninttrp sak^adabhyudayanit sreyasaheturyahsadharmah—• 

S'ankara’s introduction to the Gita Bha?ya. This of course implies 

that dharma is a means not only to moksa but also to abhyudaya or 

worldly prosperity— . ■ 
’ Cf. fjrdhvabahurviraumyesa nacakascicchruotimam | 

DharmSdarthascakamasca sadharmah kim na sevyatc II 

As. a means to moksa, dharma produces purity of [Ma.Bh. XVIII, 

5, 62] mind or cittasuddhih. 

4 There is an important sense in which dharma is regarded as 

equal to rta or. cosmic order. What sustains this order is identical 
'with satya. Cf. BU. I, 4, 14; II, 5, U; tasmat dharmat paraift 
n&sti- yovai sa dharma satyam vaitat, etc. But the Advaittc Good 
jp jtg wholeness is more than dharma; Cf. KU. II, 14 anyatra* 

dharm&danyafcr&dhannat, etc. 
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towards unification and evil the proneneBS to division and 

conflict. As was observed in regard to error and truth, 

ugliness and beauty, so evil and good also are not utter 

contradictories. Rather, their opposition is the effective 

means of producing higher grades of good. As all oppositions, 

this ethical opposition also belongs to the realm of 

appearances ; it implies the failure to manifest the harmonious 

nature of the divine who is the good beyond all partial goods 

and evils 1 , and who is immanent in all moral agents. The 

so-called evil is what is ever becoming good. 2 Keats made 

the celebrated remark that this world is a vale of 4 soul¬ 

making at the same time rejecting the pessimistic notion 

that it is a vale of tears 3 . His point was that pain and 

trouble are essential for the evolution of a mature soul. 

U,p(|ei'Btq,pding the word soul to mean rqind. (aa Bpstvpquot 

d,oe?), the Advaitin will fully endorse this statement., He 

seeq in evils of all kinds nothing but the ineluctable conditions 

for the progressive refinement and development ofthqmj$4, 

the instrument of spiritual apprehension. 4 The process off 

oqnyqrting evil into good is the same as affirming in one’s o.wp 

life the infinijte will of God present as antaryamin. It iipplipS 

the abjuration of the private will, or, in the language of the 

Gita, its sacrifice in the will of God - a process of converting 

fh® ego-centric life of the moral agent into a theo-centric 

1. KU. It, 14. . 

2.. Cf. The article on the Vedantic Good ; Mind, Vol. XXIV, 

P. Narasimha. Cf. Also Russel’s remarks in Philosophical essays, 

Pp. 12-16. He quotes Spinoza :—“ By reality and. perfection I mean 

the sa^e thing ”, and Abt Vogler; “The evil is nuU, is nought,, is 

sVePJrP;.WP.lyin8 sound ”, and remarks that all this seems like special 

pleading. Pain, hatred, envy do exist. Nor is- the Buddhist.yiew 

that all existence is evil right Both these are extreme viejwSi and 

equally wrong. The Advaitin does not deny the phenomenal, reality 

of.evU, neither does he suspend judgement as Russel prescribes. He 

affirms that it is feasible to transcend the evils and goods; of.difie 

and makes it his, life's business to do so. 

3. The value and destiny of the Individual—Second seems. 
Lecture HI, B. Bosanquet. 

4. Cf. djsyate tvagryayabuddbyas5k9maya. KU. Ill, 12 Cf. 

Evil is a condition of good, not a mere necessary acpordpanirq.ent of 

it—Ideals of Religion P. 267. A. C. Bradley, Gifford Lectures, 1907* 
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one * . The prirate will is basically divisive; it is a separatist 

fttrce, while in its denial is automatically manifested the divine 

force of harmony, unity, and continuity. The effort thus to 

lift the lower mind with the higher mind 2 is a solution, at 

best, only of the moral problem. The question of the evil in 

nature - nature red in tooth and claw - remains. The Advaitin 

would face it with the stoic spirit inculcated by the Gita, 3 

for he recognizes in * all sorrows of life the will of God - and 

that is to get rid of them 4 . The Vedantic ethics consist in 

training an individual involved in the dualities of life to rise to 

a state of monistic realization. The Advaitia’s duty is to 

assert more and more the God in him, his real self, as suggested 

by the sense of universal kinship and unity of spirit: The 

practical ideal of the Vedantic ethic is the divine solidarity of 

of the world-life as a fact of one's immediate consciousness -5 . 

With this end unfalteringly kept in view, the Advaitin stresses 

hie duties, leaving, the* rights to take care of themselves.6 

Tbft.i46R.of rights implies their enforcement against opposition 

RPdLdjtRAah The Vedantic ideal implies, rather, the denial of 

tbft. self-wilk true ahimavL and this coincides with the ethics 

pyftRCkftd by higher Christianity. Man is regarded in the 

VedantiQ discipline as an, evolving spiritual unit, realizing his 

self through countless pseudo selves- The difference 

b&tweeJPk the .Vedantic and the Christian ethics is metaphysioal. 

the identity of the huinan self and the divine Being 

aQd4 therefore, of. all selves, ia the fountain-head of the 

VetJaptio e,thiqs ; the.senoe of the fatherhood of God and the 
brotherhood of man is that of Christianity. As a transitional 

idea, the” fatherhood, of God. as. well as his motherhood is 

1. ibi^.. p, ^2.0rv*To denyevil, with, ,tbe whole, self, to will it 
awsate tQib»o» it awoflte is- to be, religious, Cf. 

ajtp thftdBC-. 1% 27., 
2r> 5; 3*-' Ibid; H,i 14*15.; 
4. Cf. Ideals of Religbm Pt 2®: a*d .Gandhi,’R comment on 

ritLatw, Bapthotakar df 1^34. Bradlfflf exdaimr* how few 

G8SiiSjith**iyt-i. takflaftlt, sowowfc- a®,Go<4& will. 

5. Hence the command to work < fbr> th*iwfitf*i»ivef the world, 
• lokasaqtgraha*?. Cf, BP-HI, 20. 

6. Cf. Gandhiji’s reaction to H. G. WellfJatformRlRiiftn of tho 

•univorsaii«i*kts of.*toao. • 
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acceptable to tbe Advaitin 1 . In all cases of doubt and 

conflict between wills, ‘the ought’ for the Advaitin is self- 

denial which is negative only in form, its implication being 

highly affirmative ; for this involves the extension of the limits 

of his interests, and the inclusion cf a greater stretch of 

reality within them 2 . The moral rule for the Advaitin is: 

begin to act as if you have already realized unity, or atone¬ 

ment with God 3 . This implies the slaying at every step of 

kama, self-will, whose affirmation posits differences. There¬ 

fore, kdma has been declared to be the foe of the higher life 

leading to spiritual unity 4 . To reach this unity is to go 

beyond all forms of empirical good and evil, beyond truth 

and error, beauty and ugliness 5 . When we study the nature 

•of the mukta or the emancipated Self, we shall show that the 

status of being beyond good and evil does not imply moral 

indifference or any sort of antinomianism. 

Religion is the apprehension of the Divine sub specie valor is, 

as the Being who is felt to be supremely satisfying and good, 

the Being who satisfies the profoundest desires of the human 

heart. For Bradley inclusiveness or internal coherence as a 

necessary feature of his Absolute is a purely logical principle 

which he erects into a metaphysical principle of perfection. 

That reality satisfies one’s whole being is only an assumption, 

an act of faith, for Bradley6, But the Advaitin takes his 

stand on the realized identity of Brahman and Atman and 

makes no assumption in this respect-7 . God is the supfeme 

value demanded by the needs of man’s mind - its inherent 

craving for truth, beauty, and goodness. These values are in 

2. Cf. ayamnijah paroveti gapanS lagtaucetas&m | 

' udaracaritanUmtu vasudhaivakutumbakam || 

Eluttaccha, a malaySlam Poet,- prays :• May I never assert 
the egoistic sense of ‘ I’; or if 1 do, let me feel that I am 

the whole. Harinamakirttana. 

3. Cf. sarvatraiva hi adhyffitmas'astre krtarthalaksanSniySni 

tanyeva sSdhanfl.nyupadis'yante, yainasadhyatv&t-GitS, Bhasya 
of S'ankara on II, 55 ; 

4. BG. Ill, 37. 5. BU. IV. 4, 22 & 23. 

6. AR. pp. 159 ff. 
7, The Vedanta of Sankara; p.77, R. P..Singh. 
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fact the visions of God which the mind 'of man obtains in its 

varied approaches to reality 1 . Religion for the Advaitin is 

not merely a faith in ‘ the conservation of values but 

realized and realizable fact in the life of man. For Kant 

religion is * the recognition of our duties as divine 

commands ’ 2 , and his proof for the reality of God is stated 

thus: There is a God, for there is a categorical imperative of 

duty before which all knees do bow 3 • But in such a view of 

the matter no room for any metaphysical elements remains. 

Nor can religion be a form of knowledge, a relation between a 

subject and an objeot 4 . Religion must be understood as 

realization of God as the value of all values, the supreme 

Good, which is identical wi h bhuma or infinite bliss, besides 

being the non-dual peace which passeth understanding. 5 

It may be remarked that the holy need not be regarded 

as a fourth value, coordinate with truth, beauty, and 

goodness ; rather, it may be conceived as “ the common plasm 

from which the others are differentiated and derived, their 

common fons et origo .” 6 The holy, the characteristic religious 

value, is the richest and most inclusive of all the human values. 

The traditional triad of values may be treated as exhausting the 

entire province of psychic activity, with its cognitive, conative, 

and emotive compliments 7 . Each type of value experience 

is, so far as it goes, a valid way of approach to the religious 

experience of God. The three human values of truth, beauty, 

and goodness when elevated to thejdane of the Divine, become 

sacred or holy. They are paralfel lines that meet in God. 

Raised to their highest power, these values come to partake 

1. cf. God and Evil, p. 235, Joad. 

2. The critique of practical reason. 

3. Opus Postumum, p- 197 Kant. 
4. cf. We must affirm that religion, so for as it is truth is 

identical with philosophy, or, as can also be said, that 

philosophy is the true religion. When religion does not 

dissolve into philosophy it reveals itself as effective error. 

Croce, Logic, ET. pp- 439-447. 

5. CU..VI1, 23, MU. 7 
6. Hibbert Journal Vol XXVIII, pp. 493 ff. 

7. Ethics p. 72. A. C. Ewing, Londott>'1953> 
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of the numinous quality; they become Intrinsic elements in 

holiness. Each value emanates from God and partakes of his 

nature - hence its value character. The pleasure its contempla¬ 

tion and possession yields is no mere feeling of the moBaent( 
a mundane excitement which accentuates the feverish passion 

for further excitements, but the fcranquillising, impeTsOnalising, 

divinising, joy, that is God’s essence 1 . Considered as the 
unity and fusion of the true, the beautiful -and the ’good, 

saccidatumda or God in Advaita is the highest good ©rwcois#* 
itself. Of God or the real Self of man akme ©an-it fee -said, 
not that He has value, but that He is value, for here there is 
no finite self enjoying God as an object. He is ever the 

supreme subject, and being eternal, conscious bliss, is the 

end-value whose echoes and reflections make human 'vatned 

valuable 2, All through the growth and evolution of the mind, 

it was the emperical self that, through the discipline erftailed 

by the cultivation of values, strove to triumph over 'the vforld 

of distractions and reach the summit of all values, viz , God. 

There the individuating medium of the finite mind disappears, 

and idle highest value or God is attained 3 . Thus is 'reached 

the swrttmiim bonum or emancipation of the individual. 

1. cf. atmanaatnkftnaaya Sarvam priyasn bhavati ®U. II, 4, 5 
najatukamah kamanam upabhegena s'a.mayati | 
haviijSkrsnavaartmeva bhuya evabhivatdh&te li M*hu If 

2. BU. Ill, 6, 23 

3. MuU. Ill, i, 1-3 



IX. Ramanuja’s concept of Brahman. 

With a view to throw into relief the Advaitic concept of 

Brahman, we propose to bring together in this and the follow¬ 

ing sections the salient features of the Visistddvaitic and 

Dvaitic concepts of the Supreme Reality. In the course of this 

brief survey we shall make but occasional references to relevant 

points held by certain other schools of Vedanta also5 since 

limitations of space forbid a more detailed exposition of the 

same. 

Ramanuja interprets the Brahmas ntras in the light of 

the now lost vrtti of Bodliayana, the Pancardlra Affatna-S, and 

the devotional literature of the Alvars. 1 Unlike Sankara, he 

does not make any distinction between Brahman with 

attributes and the same without them. Therefore he ignores 

the conceptions of a svarupalaksana and tatasthalaksaria of 

Brahman. Janmddyasya yatah,2 thus, is the only definition of 

Brahman or God in the Visist&dvaita system of Ramanuja. He 

believes that Brahman is the sovereign Lord, the repository of 

auspicious qualities like omniscience, bliss, truthful volitions, 

omnipotence, supreme mercy, and, of course, be is the cause 

of the origination, sustentatiou, and retraction of the world. 3 

Whereas in Advaita satyam jnanam anantam 4 constitutes the 

essential definition of Brahman, Ramanuja explains it as 

follows. ‘Satyam’ denotes that Brahman alone has ‘uncondi¬ 

tional existence’ - nirupadhikasattayogi. 5 and marks him off 

from matter, acit, Which is mutable, and from individuals, cit 

associated with matter. These latter are subject to real 

changes of states and so cannot be said to own unconditional 

existence. Jnanam denotes the eternally constant knowledge- 

nature of the Lord - nitydsamkucila-jmnaikdkara, and thus it 

marks off the liberated souls whose cognitions were for some¬ 

time subject to contraction. Atlanta denotes the freedom of 

Brahman from the limitations of space, time and objects. 

Since, howevel* Brahman has qualities his infinitude refers both 

1. Ramanuja bbasya - P. 1, Benares, 1915; HIP. Vol. Ill, P. 105 

2. BS. 1. 1, 2 3. RB. on I, 1, 2 

4. *TU. II, i. 5, RB. p. 92. 

mukti-37 
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to his substance and qualities. 1 Only &astru can reveal this 

Brahman, and not any other means of cognition. The fact 

that Brahman pervades all space and time does not mean that 

his. is the only reality or that he is identical with world-reality, 

all else being false. The Srutaprakasika2 points out that 

what is implied is that there is no measure with which the Lord 

may be limited by any spatial relation. But Venkatanatha 

interprets all-pervasiveness to signify the absence of any limit 

,to the qualities of Brahman. 3 

Brahman or Ia'varah is Lord over all, is the whole, Sesi, of 

which all others are parts, is to be adored by means of all acts, 

is the awarder of their fruits, and is the ground of all. Every¬ 

thing save himself and his self-cognition constitutes his body. 4 

In the ultimate reality of God there is determination, limita¬ 

tion, difference, held together and harmonized. In other 

words, Brahman has internal differences unlike the Advaitio 

Brahman which eschews svagatabheda as well. Ramanuja’s 

Brahman is a synthetic whole with souls and matter, cil and 

acit, as his adjectives. 5 Souls and matter are thus compre¬ 

hended within the unity of the Lord and are related to him as 

attributes to a substance, parts to a whole or body to a soul 

which animates it. « Again they have been described as 

prakdras or modes, seset or accessories, niydmya or the 

controlled, 7 while God is what has modes, the prakdrin, 

the controller, niyantd, and the principal, &esin. 

The relation between God and the rest of the world, 

animate and inanimate, is best brought out by the analogy of 

soul and the body it animates. Ramanuja defines a body as 

1. Sagupatvat svarupasya svarupewa svagunaisca nantyam - RB. 
P. 92 

2. On RB. on I, 1, 2, Qd. HIP. Vol. HI, p. 157 

3. NyayasiddhSnjana - iyadgunaka iti paricchedarahitah - Qd. 
Ibid. 

4. Yatindramatadipika IX, i. 

5. Cidacidvastusarjrataya Brahmabiva tatprakaram II 1 15 
RB. p. 312. ’ ’ 

6. Jagacchanri Isvarah - YMD. IX. 13. 

7. niyamyatvam - tatsamkalapSdhinasatta sthitj pravrttikatvam- 
Vedantadesika, Qd. IP. ii. p. 684 
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that which may, as a whole, be held fast and prevented from 

falling by the volitional efforts of spirit. 1 The body has only 

a derivative being. Its movements are subject to the will of 

the soul. So does the world derive its being from God and is 

subject to his will. A distinction may be made in this 

connection. The living individuals or Jivas constitute the 

inner body of God, while the inanimate world or acit is his 

outer body. 2 The unity of the world is accounted for by the 

suprme spirit which organically unifies the plurality of spirits 

and matter. While the three elements of reality, bhoktd, the 

individual soul, bhogya, matter, and preritd, God, are distinct 

from one another due to natural differences or svarupabheda, 

they form a unity due to their mutual relations as modes and 

substance, prakdra and prakarin. 3 The unity of the three 

elements implies only their inseparability or aprathaksiddhi. 

The relation between God and the other two elements of 

reality has been further elucidated by Ramanuja in the light of 

the upanisadic concept of the antaryamin or the inner ruler. 4 

The Lord is present in all worlds, all beings, all divinities, all 

vedas, all sacrifices, as their inner self and rules them all 5. 

The causality associated with Brahman in the Fisista- 

dvaila brings out the equal reality of the world and Brahman, 

the effect and cause. As cause, Brahman is characterized 

by a body consisting of cit and acit in their subtle state, when 

they cannot be properly referred to as earth, water, &o. 

As effect, the same Brahman is characterized by cit and 

acit in their gross or evolved state of elements such as 

earth &c. 6 The conscious and unconscious elements of the 

Universe coexist with God, but, still, they owe their reality 

to him and are sustained by him. Though God is immanent in 

cit and acit, he is not immanent only ; for, then, he would have 

1 yasya cetanasya yaddravyam sarvStmana dharayitumsakyam 

tat tasya s'ar»ram—Qd. HIP. Vol. Ill, p. 298 FN. 4. 

2. IP. ii, p- 685. 
3. bhoktabhogyampreritaramca matvasarvamproktamtrividbam 

Brahmametad - SU. I, 12. 

4. BU. Ill, 7, 3-23. 
5. RB.1,2,19; cf. BG. XV, 15. 

6. RB. II. 1. 15, pp. 312-313. 
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been wholly dissipated into the many. God is also a 

transcendent spirit. 1 God is a person, and not a mere totality 

of other persons.’1 As qualified by cit and acit in their subtle 

state,God is not only the material cause of the world, 2 but, 

also, at the same time, the efficient cause, a unique feature of 

Brahman alone. 1 The body of God is the material cause and 

his soul the efficient cause; thus it is that God is said to be the 

meterial and efficient causes of the world in one 4 . The 

Yatlndramatadipik'i adds 5 that Brahman is, moreover, the 

eooperant cause also, sahakdrikdranamca. 

The fact that cit and acit constitute the body of God does 

not entail his participation in the impurities of that body, viz., 

the evils and sufferings associated with cit and acit. Commenting 

on the Brahma Sutra II, 1,14,6 Ramanuja says that wbat 

necessitates sufferings is not mere embodiedness, but the 

same brought about by karma, either good or evil, and since 

God’s body is not the result of good or bad actions, the 

questions of his sufferings and impurities can hardly arise7 . 

l/Jamanuja quotes Dramida, an earlier commentator, in this 

oomnection with approval. As a king, though he finds himself 

in a place infested with snakes. See., is not pestered by them 

ashe^is well protected and, at the same time, he protects 

others whom he desires to do so, enjoying special pleasures of 

perfumxes and so forth, so the Lord of the world also, being 

possessed of his special powers, is untouched by evil, protects 

all the w orlds, and enjoys unique pleasures. 8 

God may be envisaged in several ways. He may denote 

the central unity when cit and acit are regarded as his 

1. IP. ii. ft. 686. 

2. tatrapyavibhaktanamarupam karapavastham brahmaivaprakrti- 
sabdenabhidhiyate, RB. I. 4, 23, p. 271. 

3. Sakaletaravilak^apasyaparasya brahmanak sarvasakteh sarvajfia- 
syaikasyaiva sarvam upapadyate, RB. p. 273. 

4. IP. ii. P- 115 ; BS. I, 4, 26 ; CU. VI, 2, 3. 
5. IX, 27. 

6. bhoktrapatteravibhagas'cetsyallokavat. 
7. apahatapSpmanastu parama.manah sthnlasuk?marupakrtsna* 

jagaccharirakatve’pi karmasambandhagandhonastlti pataram 
apuru^arthagandhaprasangah—RB. II, 1, 14; IH, 3, 11. 

8. Ibid. 
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attributes or he may stand for the compiex whole when reality 

s said to be Brahman alone, without a second 1 . The world 

of cit and acit may be manifest as in creation or unmanifest as 

in pralaya or retraction when both cit and acit exist in a subtle 

state. 

The Upanisadic passages which explicitly assert that 

Brahman is devoid of attributes and that he is beyond the 

reach of words and thoughts 2 Ramanuja seeks to explain in 

a manner of his own. Of course, he rejects the advaitic 

distinction between the saguna Brahman and nirguna Brahman- 

He explains that the denial of Brahman’s attributes means 

only the denial of finite and undesirable attributes, and not of 

all attributes, as such 3. Interpreting the Brahma Sutra 

III, 2, 21 4 , Ramanuja writes that Upanisadic expressions like 

neti neti 5 do not entirely negative Brahman’s attributes but 

only deny that Brahman is exclusively qualified. In other 

words, Brahman has not only the attributes previously 

ascribed but countless others as yet unspecified 6 . In contrast, 

Sankara affirms in this context that what is denied here is the 

entire world superimposed on Brahman7 . Ramanuja argues 

that the denial cannot envisage Brahman’s attributes, for, 

first to teach them and then to negative them is nothing short 

of madness.8 God, understood as Ramanuja teaches, 

is experienced direotly9 by the devotee as the bhumd or 

.plenum in which one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, 

find knows nothing else 10. Ramanuja explains that 

1. CU. VI, 2, 1. 
2. KU. Ill, 15; IV, 10, 11, MuU. II, 1, 2; II, 2, 10; SiU. VI, 

14, 19 ; BU. Ill, 8, 8, &c. 

3. nirastanikhilado^atvakalyapagunakaratvalaksanopetam. RB. 

on III, 2, 11, P- 429. 
4. Prakrtaitsvattvam hi pratisjedhati tato bravitica bhnyah. 

5. BU. il, 3, 6, &c. 

6. ye brahmapo vistajah prak*t8 stadvi9'i9tatays brahmanah 

pratiyamaneyatta neti netiti pratisiddhyate. Ukteprakftramat* 
ravisdijtam nabhavati brahma—RB. p. 436. 

7. BS^S. 656-57. 8. RB. p.436. 

9. BS.'III, 2, 23. 

10. CU. VIII, 24, 1; BS. I, 3, 7. 
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“When the devote’e experiences Brahman whose essence 

is supreme bliss, nothing else falls within the soope of his 

consciousness ; for the entire world, krtsnam vastujdtam is 

included in the nature and powers of Brahman/’ 1 

Unlike the Advaitin, in strict accord with the letter of the 

sutra II, 1, 22, 2 Ramanuja holds that Brahman is not 

identical with, but more than, the individual soul or jlva, and, 

in support, quotes the well-known antaryami texts 3 . On the 

the other hand, the text ‘ tattvamasi ’ is explained by Ramanuja 

in accordance with his theory of knowledge. Every judgment, 

for him, is a synthesis of distincts. Tat and tvam, Brahman 

and jlva are placed here in the relation of subject and predicate 

or admdnddhikaranya.'rn 4 . Thus, there is a difference between 

the two. The subject and predicate are distinct meanings 

referred to the same substance. The text * tattvamasi ’thus 

brings out the complex nature of the ultimate reality in which 

the jivas inhere. Brahman and jiva are related as substance 

and attribute or soul and body 5 . Without difference between 

the two, one cannot be the other. Indra’s statement “ Meditate 

on me” and Vamadeva’s affirmations “I am Manu, I am 

Surya”, according to Ramanuja, mean only that Brahman is 

the innermost of all. 6 As the infinite Brahman dwells in each 

jlva, with Prahlada one may say that each jlva is the source 

of all, each jlva is all, in each jlva is all 7 . 

Theologically, Ramanuja’s system identifies Brahman with 

Narayana or Visnu8 . As this system is based on the 

Vedas, the Pancdratragamas, the Pur anas and the JDravida 

T RB. p. 195. 

2. adhikamtu,bhedanirdes'at. 

3. BU. Ill, 7, 22 ; S'U. I, 6PMuU. Ill, 1, i. 

4. samanamekam adhikaranam - vi^esananamadharabhutam 
vis'Cayam. 

5. jivaparamatmanoh s'arfratmabhavena tRdatmyam na virud- 

dham—vide the Vedarthasamgraha, pp. 32, 38, 44, &c. 

6. BS. I, 1, 31. 

7. sarvagatvSdanantasya sa evahmavastitah | 

mattah sarvamaham sarvam mayi sarvam sanStane | 

Vignu pur&na, 1,19, 15; Qd. RB. I, 1, 31. 

8. YMD. XI, 4. 
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Prabandhas of .the Alvars, which respectively refer to the 
» 

Absolute and the inner ruler, the Yyhhas or manifestations, 

avatars like Rama and Krsna, and the images in the South 

Indian shrines, the Vi&istddvaita holds that the Absolute as 

identified with Vishnu exists in five different modes, (i) Para 

or the highest mode is Nardyana otherwise known also as 

prabrahman, paravdsudeva, &e. (ii) Vyuha or manifestations 

consist of Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha 1 . 

(iii) Vibhava refers to the incarnations of Visnu like Rama 

and Krsna. In the Gita Bhdsya, Ramanuja writes that God 

incarnates himself without sacrificing his godlike nature, both 

for relieving the burden of the earth and to be accessible 

to men such as we are. The avatars descend from the 

supernatural, aprakrta, to the natural or prakrta order. 

(iv) The form of the Lord as antaryamin is ever present in the 

jiva, whether he dwell in heaven or hell, as his friend and is 

visible to the yogin in meditation. Though, thus, present in 

the Jiva, the Lord is undefiled by the impurities of the jiva 2 . 

The God in man is like a flash of lightning in the heart of a 

blue cloud 3 . 

(v) The area, refers to the Lord as present in the duly 

consecrated images. Thus, he mekes himself immediately 

available to the devotee, accepting a tangible form such as the 

devotee chooses, depending altogether on his services, with 

infinite tolerance 4 . 

1. YMD. points out that the concept of the vyuha is related to 
the needs of meditation as well as creation, &c. of the world. 

Vasudeva possesses all the six divine attributes Samkarsana 
has jndna and bala; Pradyumna, a i^ vary a and virya; 

Aniruddha s'akti and tejah. The last three vyuhas are respec¬ 

tively the rulers of the jiva, mind, and egoity. IX, 19. 

2. Ibid ; IX, 26. 

3. nilatoyadamadhyastha vidyullekheva bhasvara—MNU, 11,12. 
4. YMD. XI, 27. cf. “Though omniscient, he appears as 

ignorant, though spirit as non-spirit, though his own master 

as one in the power of men, though omnipotent as powerless, 

though entirely free from needs as having needs, though all- 

protecting as helpless, though lord like servant, though 

.invisible as visible, though unseizable as seizable.” Qd. 
IP. ii. P. 690, FN. 2. 
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Thus it is obvious that Ramanuja’s God or saguna 

Brahman is not an impassive absolute unrelated to aught else 

due to the very absence of things other than itself ; but is a 

personal being who joins us in the experiences of our life 1 , 

shares our ends, and works for the well-being of all the 

world 2 . However plausible Ramanuja’s picture of God may 

be from the point of view of a devotee, the question may well be 

asked how far it agrees with the Vedantic texts and how far it 

is logically sustainable in itself. In the first place, the fact that 

the Pdacaratra views are included in the Becond book of the 

second Adhyaya of the Brahmasulras by Badarayana suggests 

that like the others in that book of animadversions, the 

Pancaratra also found no favour with him. Again Ramanuja’s 

view that Brahman with differentated names and forms 

qualifying him is the effect-3 is incompatible with the contents 

of the section on 4 Divergence of the nature of effect from that 

of cause,’ 4 for, Brahman as effect is not divergent, essentially, 

from the same Brahman as cause 5 . A palpable inconsistency 

resulting from the concept of Brahman with subtle cit and acit 

as body may also be noticed. In Brahmasutra II, 1, 26 6 , 
an objector points out that in case Brahman transforms 

himself into the world of effects, either Brahman as a whole 

will pass into the effect state, or, he will have to be deemed to 

possess parts, while the Upanisads declare him to be partless. 

Now thiB objection is utterly irrelevant to Ramanuja’s 

position; for Brahman, according to him, has always a body 

consisting of cit and acit, and in the actual transformation 

also, not Brahman, but only the acit part of his body, 
undergoes transformation7 . Prom these and similar 

considerations, we cannot help concluding that the Bhagavata 

system which Ramanuja upholds is far from being the system 

1. Cf. suhfdam sarvabhutanSm BG. V. 39 
2. Ibid ; III, 24. 
3. Yad&vibhaktanamarupam tada tatdeva bahutvenakaryatvena 

coCyate RB. on I, 4, 23, p. 271. 
4. BS. II, 1, 4-12. 
5. Vide Introduction to the Vedanta Paribhasa by Mr. A. K. 

Sastry, Gal. Uny. Edn. 1930, p. 3. 

6. krtsnaprasaktirniravayavatvas'abdakopova. 
7. Vide VP. Introduction, p.9. 
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of lhe Brahmasulras 1 , and, by the same,token, the concept of 

Brahman which Ramanuja sets forth *in his system is not true 

to the Vediintic texts taken as a whole. 

Apart from textual inconsistencies, there are also insuper¬ 

able logical difficulties in Ramanuja’s concept of Brahman. 

The relation of attributes like Satyani J tv in am, &c., and 

substance, viz., Brahman, is of course, left entirely vague. 

If substance and attributes are really identical the distinction 

made between them serves no useful purpose; if, however, they 

are different, their relation must be purely external, demanding 

other relations in an infinite regressus. Nor can the relation in 

question be an internal one like sarnvdya ; for, even so, this 

samavdya itself requires to be related to the two relata, 

substance and attributes. 

The question of the relation of souls and matter to 

Brahman is a special case of the problem of relations. Their 

eternal dependence on Brahman suggests that they are 

essential to him, svarupanubandhi 2. Thus, in fact, the world 

is not a mere attribute of God, but a manifestation of his 

inner determination. To admit cit and acit, as coeternal with 

Brahman is to limit his infinitude. Besides, cit and acit also 

are infinite in time and, thus, we have three classes of infinites 

held together in an inexplicable mystery. 

For Ramanuja, Brahman is a perfect personality which 

includes all finite selves with their distinct personalities. But 

no sense can be made of inclusion of one se.lf in another ; thus 

all distinctiveness of selves must be abolished and a single 

super-self must emerge, eventually. The status of the Absolute 

predicated of God alone is unsustainable so long as cit and acit 

are distinguished from him and assigned a unique status of 

their own. 

The distinction which Ramanuja makes between the Self of 

God and his body, the former being immutable and the latter 

changing, cannot, in faot, safeguard God’s immutability. Real 

ll Th^Vecteata, P. 181. vTs. Ghate7Poona 1926. 

2. RB. orfllt 4, 14. 

MVXTl—38 
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agency entails the change of Self as much as the transformation 

of the body means the change of the latter. To assert 

otherwise is to hold that one half of a fowl may be used for 

cooking while the other half may be kept for laying eggs. 1 

Ascription of contradictory features like cit and acit, 

consciousness and matter, to the same reality, viz., God is an 

illogical procedure; for, then, either the unity of that reality or 

the distinction between the attributes, must be sacrificed. 

There is no means of verifying the reality of such a concept of 

God. It remains unintelligible how the immutable perfection of 

God is compatible with the mutability of his body. In fact, 

Ra,manuja‘s position is no sounder thap Bhaskara's whom he bo 

severely criticises. 2 For, according to Bhasskara also, God, 

though partless, transforms himself into the world by means of 

his varied powers which get modified according to his will. 3 

1. Ananda Giri on BS. I. 2, 8. 

2. Cf, Vedarthasamgraha 

3. According to Bhaskara, God has two powbrb, bhegynsahti 

and bhoktrsakti. By virtue of the former, God becomes the world of 

experience and, through the latter he becomes the individual souls 

who experience the world. None the less, Bhaskara asserts God 

remains unchanged in his purity; for, his powers alone are involved ih 

mo hfications. It is obvious that in the place of Ramanuja’s oit and 

cicit m Bhaskara we have the Bhoktrs’akti and bhogycisfakti of God. 

Logical incomprehensibility equally characterizes both. cf. The 
Bhaskara Bhasya on II, 1, 18, 



5£. Madhva’s Concept of Brahman. 

Madhva’s Concept of Brahman has the unique distinction of 

being based, not on the Prasthdnatraya, but “on the entire range 

of Hindu sacred scriptures from the Vedas to the upanisads 

and from the semi-vedic expositions thereon to the Purdnas 

and samhitas” 1 . But, in fact, Madhva’s effort shows notable 

disregard qf the major upanisads and the wording of the Brahma 

Sutras', so much so that Dr. Bhandarkar has observed that “all 

the sutras of Badarayana which set forth the dectrine of 

Brahman being the material cause have been interpreted by 

Madhva in an entirely different way. Probably, he would have 

get aside the Brahma Sutras altogether; but he could not do so, 

since the work had acquired an uncontested authoritativeness. 

He had, therefore, to show that his system did not go against 

the Brahma Sutras and accepted them and interpreted them in 

almost a fantastic manner. Texts from the upanisads which 

did not agree with his doctrines he treats similarly ” 2 . In 

extenuation, Madhva’s followers plead with some justice that 

no commentator is altogether free from text-torturing 3 . 

However, let us bring together the chief features of Madhva’s 

concept of Brahman whom he expressly identifies with Visnu. 4 

Madhva and his followers are very much concerned to establish 

Visnu’s claims as the supreme God above all other gods, both 

vedic and non-vedic and they cite in support a large mass of 

quotations from scriptures. But, for our present purposes, we 

shall confine ourselves to the philosophic ideas involved in this 

concept of the supreme Lord, whatever the sectarian name 

assigned to him. 

God ia defined by Madhva as the source of eight categories, 

mddirqy five more to the usual three, viz., origination, susten- 

tafcion and retraotion. The additional ones are: control 

T. CSB. P. IV; 

2. Vaisnavism, ‘Saivism &c. P. 58. Bhandarkar, Strasburg, 

1913; 

3. CSB. P. XVIII; 

4. Brahma sabdas'ca vigpftveva ... tanno vi^uritivacanat. Ibid; 
TP. 4i; 43. 
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niyamana; knowledge, jndna, ; ignorance, ajndna; bondage, 

bandha ; and liberation, moksa 1. The main chacteristic of the 

Lord, apart from his activities, is that he is a plenum of 

infinite excellences 2 . Commenting on the definition of the 

Paramdtman in the Madhavasiddhdntasara, Padmanabha writes 

that each of the Lord’s excellences has to be deemed perfect, 

paripurna, i.e., without limits and, therefore, unsurpassable 3 . 

Among the qualities of the Lord are knowledge, bliss and 

prowess. The proof of his omniscience is iruti 4 . Though the 

supreme being and his qualities are identical, they may be 

spoken of in different terms. The Madhvasiddhdntasdra 

writes5 : bheddbhave'pibhedavyavahdranirvdhaka, ananta, eva 

vi&esah. That is to say, there are infinite particularities, 

vi&esah, distinguishing the countless excellences of the Lord 

which make it possible to refer to them as distinct, though 

there are no differences, bhedabhave’pi, infaot 6 . 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

CSB. P. 54 utpattisthitisamhara niyatirjnamavrthih | 

bandhamoksauca purusadyasmad sa harirekarat II 
Skanda, ii,'7, 19, 8. 

tatraparamatmanantagunapari purpah M.S.S 59. 

Cf. mayyanantagune' nanteguqato' nantavigrahe-Bhagavata, VI 
Cf. MuU. II, 2, 7. 
MSS. 21. 

In this connection reference may be made to the characteristic 
Dvaita theory of vi^aa. Vi^a is defined as the particularity which 
enables one to refer to a substance and its quality as different, while, 
in fact, they are identical 

Gf. bhedahme tvaparyayas'abdantaraniyamakah J 
visesjonamakathitah so stivastusvas'esatah || 

Madhava, QJ. Reign of Realism p. 102; Particularity is not difference, 
ere it so we could not have experienced substance and quality as 

i entical, e.g. a cloth and its whiteness. Now this viaesa is the core of 
reality. Everything is what it is due to visesa. To explain the properties 
and aspects of things, resort must be had to visesas It is obvious that 
to attribute a viaesa to each quality and aspect of a thing is to load 
it with fresh attributes. But the Dvaitin denies it by the assertion 
that W6Sos are those that explain the presence of the attributes of a 
thing without making them different from it. Cf. Dvaita Philo- 
sophy. pp. 181-184. But that this is a mere verbal device which 
does not touch the problem of substance and attributes goes without 
saying. 
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Unlike the Advaitins, the Dvaitins objeot to treating 

Brahman as knowledge, bliss, etc. Brahman cannot be pure 

knowledge or consciousness, argues Vyasatirtha, for such a 

concept is meaningless.. Knowledge which does not reveal its 

object makes no sense. In the state of mukti, it is well-known 

there are no objects distinct from Brahman as knowledge to be 

revealed. Brahman cannot be pure bliss either, if bliss means 

agreeable consciousness anukiilavedanatva-for, obviously, such 

agreeableness depends on extraneous factors. 1 To both these 

contentions, Madhusudana in his Advaitasiddhi answers that 

pure illumination without objects and bliss as sheer desirability, 

nirupadhikestarUpatvam, as forming the essence of Brahman 

are beyond cavil. As a matter of fact, objectless knowledge 

is pure bliss—etena visaycinullekhijnanamevdnundam ityapiyuk- 

tam 2 . The very fullness of Brahman’s qualities distinguishes 

him from matter, individual souls and prakrti, identified, in 

this system, with Mahalaksmi 3 . 

The body of the Lord, according to Dvaita, is constituted 

by his auspicious qualities like knowledge, bliss, etc., hence, 

unlike material bodies, it is imperishable. Indeed, Brahman’s 

very perfection is his body. 

Perhaps the most distinctive of the Madhva doctrines is 

that the Lord alone is absolutely independent, while all Jlvaa, 

and material objects are dependent on him. 4 The independent 

is that which has aattd pravrtti and pramiti 5 irrespective of 

other objects. In the light of this doctrine Madhva interprets 

the upanijsadio phrase ekamevddvitiycun, i.e., there is no God 

but God who is Visnu 6 . At the same time, he is capable of 

assuming countless forms, unlike the Jivas. His infinitude, 

anantya is said to be with respeot to space, time, and 

excellences 7. _____ 

1. HIP. Vol. IV, P. 306; 

2. AS. P. 751; 

3. BG. XV, 16-18 ; 
4. MSS. 65; 
5. Existence, activity & knowledge ; 
6. Cf. svatantrobhagavan visgureka eva na samsayah. Bh&gavata, 

vin 7. 
7. snantyam ca dee'atahkalatagunataaca. MSS, P. 25, 
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As regards the casuality of God, the Dvaitins hold that 

it must be conceived as due to an overflow of his perfection, 

especially, of his joy 1 . God is regarded as the ground of the 

world which is dependent on him. But on the question, what 

kind of cause is God vis-a-vis the world, the Dvaitins take up a 

position of their own. Brahmasutra I, 4, 24 2 is an unequivocal 

statement that Brahman is both the material and efficient 

cause of the world. But according to the Mddhvite interpreta¬ 

tion of it, the sutra merely states that the word prakrti 

denotes Visnu 3 . The explanation of this view is that God 

being independent, his being must remain unaffected by the 

mutations of the world and so he cannot be its material 

cause 4 . So God is only the effioient cause of the world. A 

passage in the Nyayaaudha of Jayatlrtha explains what exactly 

is meant by the immanence of God in the world, though He ia 

only its efficient cause. God’s immanence is more than the 

mere fact that he is the controller of the world; besides, 

he imparts to it its satta, pravvtti andpramiti. 5 Raghavendracar 

in his Dvaita Philosophy comments on this passage that this 

Madhvaito view makes this V edanta Brahmadvaita or 

Svatantradvaita6 , but he does not explain, how, without 

being its material cause, Brahman can impart to the world 
its satta. 

In directing the worlds God [is said to follow the lines of 

the karmas of the Jivas, An obvious objection is that this 

view deprives God of all his independence. Vanamali 1 feels it 

to be so; still, he asserts that God’s dependence on karma does 

not deprive him of his independence. Madhava himself adds 

that the very existence of karma and other things depends on 

-the Lord.8 Again, the eight-fold activity of God mean* tha<t 

1. B.S.S.M. II, 1, 34; . : ' ' 

2. Prakrtisca pratijnad^tant&nuparodhSt; B.S.S,M. 
3. B.S.S.M. on I, 4, 24. 

4. The Dvaita Philosophy, p. 202. 

5. Nyayasudha on I, 2, 5 nar5jadivatniyamakatvamatram- antar 
yamitvam, apitarhi, sattadipradatvam ityuktam bhavati. 

6. Dvaita philosophy, p. 202 F.N. 1; 
7. B.S. II, 1, 35; 

8. BS. Bh^ya, II, 1. 37 and III, 2, 39-42. 
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he is the author of both the bondage and liberation of Jlvas. 

Being svatantra, he is not obliged to do anything ; still all his 

actions are for the good of the world 1 . This assertion rest3 

on faith alone and no arguments are available in support of it. 

Similarly, the assertion that without his favour nothing can be 

good 2 together with actual presence of evil in the world suggests 

that the Dvaitins' God is indifferent to the problem of good and 

evil. But they explain away this indifference on the plea that 

badness is neoessary for spiritual advancement 3. What is 

even more remarkable is the dvaita doctrine that the bondage 

of the Jlvas is due to the fact that so far they have had not 

the favour of God. What can save them is his grace. 

The dvatins admit that here and there upanisadic 

passages like tattvamasi seem to teach the identity of God and 

the individual4 , but the obvious meaning is rejected on the 

ground that the context in which the teaching occurs requires 

the.]difference between the two to be stressed. Hence it is 

suggested that the passage be read as 1 atattvamsi \ Indeed, 

even in mukti, the difference between God and Jlva will persist 

according to the Madhvaite teaching 3. Nonetheless, some 

modern exponents of madhvaite teachings feel rather diffident 

about the suggested emendation of taltvamsi and content 

themselves by saying that this suggestion must be carefully 

considered6 . It appears that even Madhva did not expect full 

agreement with his view7 . So he explains the passage as it 

stands, thus : God and Jlva resemble each other as proved by 

Jiva’s guidance by God. The expression of identity is merely 

meant to ‘ cajole and encourage man in his spiritual 

endeavours8 . As regards those upanisadio passages which 

assert that Brahman is beyond words and thoughts9 , 

1. Dvaita Philosophy, p. 203 ; 

2. Ibid; Ibid; 

4. Ibid ; p. 204 ; 

5. ato jivaikyamapi sa niracakre jagatprabhuh j na 
hijanmSdihetutvam jiVasya jagatobhavet || AmivySkhyanam, p. 5. 

6. Religt^of realism p. 72, Nagarajasarraa, Madras, 1931; 
7. Ibid ; 8. Ibid ; p. 73. 

% TG. Ik * 5 KU. I;-3,; NUT 7 r hvacanenaiMaprovita; K'eU. 
I, 4/ etc. 
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Madhva’s view is that^they only point to the reoonditeness of 

Brahman - avacyatvadikazntvaprasiddhatvai. 1 In fact, Brahman 

is visible, tksctniya and so may be delineated in words, 

vacyameva 2 ■ 

Theologically, the devaitins attach much importance to 

the concept of Lakshml, the consort of Visnu. She is described 

as dependent solely on him while being different from him 2 3 

Like the Lord, she also (.is eternally free, nityamukta and is 

capable of assuming diverse forms. Again, like him, she has a 

body which is non-material or spiritual. Both the Lord and 

his consort are denoted by all words, sarva&abdavacya and are 

oopsrvasive 4. In fact the distinction between Visnu and 

Lakshml is more or less poetical and the one may be conceived 
as the expressive power of the other. 

The Madhva concept of Brahman presents a basic difficulty 

as regards his alloged independence. True independence is incom¬ 

patible with the co-presence of the principles of Jivas and matter 

which are entirely different from God and which must, therefore, 

limit him from without. A radical pluralism such as Madhva’s 

makes the independence of God impossible 5. The mere 

assertion that Jivas and matter depend on Visnu is unavailing 

so long as there is nothing in the nature of either Jivas or the 

world of matter to make suoh dependence necessary or even 

plausible. Neither Jivas nor matter proceeds from the Lord. 

They are entirely different6 from him. To make G»d the 

source of both bondage and liberation, and, further, to think 

of Jivas as essentially three-fold7 is to depict him as an 

irresponsible despot for whom justice, not to speak of mercy 

and love, has little value. We have already referred, at the 

outset, to the violation by Madhva of both the spirit and 

letter of the Brahma Sutras and upanisads. 

2. Ibid; 

3. Pram&tmabhinnatanmatradhins Laksmih MSS. 70 ; 
4. desakalabhyameva paramatmans samavyapta, 74, Ibid • 
5. Vide IP. u 750 ; 

6. sarvejivah paras param paramatmana ca bhinnSh, MSS, 85; 
7. muktiyogys nityasamsaripstamogySs'eti, (bid; 79, 



CHAPTER II 

Maya 

In the section on God or saguna Brahman it was pointed 

out that viewing nirguna Brahman from the human end entails 

the simultaneous positing of maya, I&vara and Jlva. In fact, 

the entire world of phenomena, the sphere of multiplicity, the 

scene of life, its bondage, sufferings, and liberation falls within 

the boundless realm of maya, according to the Advaita system. 

Thus it is obvious that the concept of maya occupies a pivotal 

position in Advaita. This section wo shall devote to an 

examination of its salient features. 

Historically, the word has had different meanings at 

different times. While Yaska’s Nighantu 1 equates it with 

prag£id or intelligence, Say ana notes that its most common 

meanings in the Rg Yeda are prajnd and kapata (deceit) 2 . In 

many ancient hymns, maya is praised as a world-sustaining 

intellectual power. 3 in the oft-quoted Rg Vedio verse, VI, 

47, 18 4 , maya, means the power to transform oneself into 

or assume strange forms - anekarUpag rahanasdmarthyam 5 • 

Striking resemblance to the later meaning it bears in Advaitic 

writings may be found in the use of the word maya, iq the 

Rg Vedio verse X, 84, 2 : “ When grown to fulness by bodily 

fqnm thou didst wander among mankind proclaiming thy 

strwagtk, O, Indra; then all thy battles of which men tell 

wen but a product, a creation of maya. For never hast thou 

3. iqitmte jaqite, karmamiyate anaya it va maya. Ssiyapa on 

gg. y. 27, 7. On Rg. V. 1V-30-21 and V, 30, 6, Sayaqa 

gives s'akti-power as the meaning of maya Cf.—NTU— 

IUj 1—rtasmanmaySmetam yaktim vidyftt. Generally in the 

Rgveda the word mayH indicates the supernatural power 

attributed to the gods, especially to Varu$a, Mitra and 

Indra. 
3. Rg. V. Ill, 38, 7 ; IX, 83, 3 ; I, 159, 4; V, 85, 5. 

4. BU. II, 5, 19—rupam rupam pratirupo babhuva, tadasyarfipaip 
pratic^kjjaqayaj | 

Indro mSyabhih qurutqpmiyate yuk(q hy-asya haray%h s'atada^a || 

5. cf. Sayana^on Rg. V. Ill, 53, 8. 

mukti—39 
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yet, either today or in former times, found an enemy ” 1 . The 

Rg Vedio verses III, 53, 8 and VI, 47, 18 ^illustrate the use of 

the term may a to oonnoto the distinction between tho one 

and the many, the possibility of one becoming many, 

deceptively, through a mysterious power 3 . Again a striking 

anticipation of the later concept of maya, may be seen in the 

opening words of the celebrated hymn on oreation ndsadasit 

no sadaslt tadanlm 4 . This phrase, ‘neither non-existent nor 

existent ’, is the same as the later definition of maya, as a 

tertiumquid other than *sat and asat 5 , In the late. 

Satvasdropanisad, 6 the description of maya, is practically 

identical with what it is in the fully developed Advaita 

philosophy. “ Anadirantarvatni pramdndp ram dnasddh dr and 

nasati nasati”.—It is without beginning, big with (the world 

of effects) common to both the proven and the unproven, 

neither real nor unreal. It is explained that not being subject 

to real change, svayamavikdrat, maya, turns out to be non¬ 

existent, when the cause of observed changes is inquired into ; 

but, superficially, it seems to be existent or satl. Thus in 

itself it is indefinable, laksanaianya. 

Gau^apada’s use of the term 7 crystallizes the meaning of 

maya, as an illusive power which, in reality, does not exist8 . 

In the Gita tho meaning of this term is naturally disputed by 

1.1 yadacarastanva vsvrdhano balanindra prabruvapo janesu | 

mayetsa tcyani yuddhsnyahurnadya smtruinnanu puravivitsc {| 
2. VI, 47, 18 is quoted above, vide N. 4. Ill] 53, 8 is j rspam. 

rupam maghava bobhaviti mayah krpvanstanvam parisvam 1 

triryaddivah parimuhiirtamagst svairmitrai ranrtupa ytava || 

3. Other important upanisadic references to maya are: PU. I, 

16 ; S'U. 1,10 : IV. 9, IV, 10; In the later Upani^ads among 

notable references.to mays are the following NPU. Ill; V, 1; 

NTU. 9. The teachings of Yajgavalkya in the BU. are 

obviously based on the perception of the nature of mays. 
4. Rg V. X. 129, 1; cf A. Girl on the BUBV. I, 182 & PD. 

II, 50. 

5. Sgyapa understands by the phrase in question maya or the 

mtilakaranara of the world ; vide his comm, on it. 
6. Section IV. 

7. He uses it 16 times thus—1,16 & 17; II, 12, 19, 31; III, 10, 
19, 24, 27, 28, 29;. IV. 44, 58, 59 61, 69. 

8. cf. IV, 58. 
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the exponents of rival schools. In two cases 1 , Sankara 

interprets it as meaning God’s power whose essence is the throe 

qualities of sattva, rajas, and tamas and which deludes all 

living beings* sarvabhutamohini. In the Gita verses IV, 6 and. 

XVIII, 61, he takes mdya to mean the power of mere 

appearance, naparamarthatah, chadmana 2. In the Brahma* 

sutras the word occurs but once 3 where S'ankara takes it to 

mean the utterly unreal - naparamarthagandhopyasti - being 

devoid of stable relations in regard to time, space and cause 

and being liable to sublation. 4 But Ramanuja understands 

by mayd in this sutra dscarya or the marvellous. 5 

In his commentary on the Brahmasdtras S'ankara often 

uses the terms mithydjndna, ajndna, mayd and avidya more or 

less interchangeably. Thus on Brahma Sutra I, 3, 9 he 

explicitly identifies mayd and avidyii.6 The power of theworld- 

eeed, i.e., the world-cause whose essence^ is avidya and which 

depends on God parame&uardiraya is otherwise oalled avyakta, 

aksara mayd, &c. 7 Maya, is avyakta or unmanifeBt being 

neither real nor unreal tattvdnyattvanirupanasydiakyatvat 8 9. 

Similarly, avidya, also is avyakta 9 . Sankara offers a discription 

of mayd 10 which makes it out that it is a power of God con¬ 

sisting of ‘name and form’ which are falsely superimposed 

IT BG. VII, 14 & 15. 

2. S'B on the, verses referred to above. 

3. BS. Ill, 2, 3. 4. BSS. on III, 2, 3. 

5. RB. on III, 2, 3. 
6. avidyaya mftyavivadanekadha vibhavyate S'B. p. 238. Ratna- 

prabha writes : may a vidyayoraikyad—BSS. p. 9 & P. 624- 

Again Sankara write3: avidyatmika hi bijasaktiravyakta 

^abdanirdesya paratnesvarSsrya mayamayi. BSS. p. 297. 

8 BS'S p 298. cf. VC. v. 110. avyaktanamni paramesasakti- 

ranadyavidya trigupatirnkS. para | 
karyanumeya sudhiyaiva mayiS yaya jagat sarvarnidam prasuyate II 

9 Ibid. avidyahyavyaktam. A. Giri in his Nyaya Nirpaya on S'B. 

I 4 3 p. 297, points out that avidya is not many but one 

only; as for the manifold results it produces, they may be 
referred to its inherent capacity—svasaktya vicitrak&rya- 

karatvam. 
10. Qd. supra ; p. 256 ff. 
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ou him; which are, as it were, hiH very Self, arid 

■which cannot be defined as either real or unreal1 Ndtnttrupe 

■constituting, as it were, the essence of God or livara are of 

oourse material, jada, while God himself is a spirit2 . In this 

sense mayo, is often referred to as Prakrti 3 . Through fthe 

instrumentality of mdyd which literally means measure bb We 

saw above4 , the nirguna Brahman or the Absolute appearb to 

be measured out or finitised ; it enshrouds Brahman and the 

objective manifold takes the place of Brahman5 . Thtls 

associated with maya, the Absolute is more appositely styled 

livara, and mdyd in relation to him may be deemed his energy. 

Commenting on the Brahma Sutra 1, 1, 17 6 Sankara writes: 
“Just as the real juggler, mdydvi, standing on the ground is 

different from the juggler who, sword and shield in hand climbs 

into the sky on a rope ” (God is different from thte Jivct). 

While it is clear that in this last instance by mdyd S'arika'rh 

means wizardry or illusion, in the earlier cases cited above it 

is by ho moans obvious that mdyd means illusion. Rather, ft 

denotes a material power of livara, a power to phJdtlbe 

material effects. The conclusion seems to be that for f^atfkttra 

mayd* signifies both an illusive and a creative power which the 

8vetd*8valara Upanisad calls devdtrnas'akti7 . In the 'VivekU- 

'oaddmani* , ’Sankara further amplifies the otincept of ht&ifE 

by distinguishing two powers of it, rather, two ways in which it 

operates. By its dynamic operation, initiated by its component 

of rajas, maya, projects the cosmic manifold. It is Otherwise 

known as the Viksepaiakti of mdyd. By its static function due 

to it's component of tamas, may,d conceals the nature of reality 

thus opening the door for the full play of its dynamism 

1. BSS. on II, 1, 14, p7382. cf. Upadesa Satesff, I, 18. ' 

2. tabhyamanyah sarvajna isvarah, BSS. on II. 1 14. d 382 
3. SU. IV. 10. 

4. Sayana on £g. V. Ill, 27, 7. 

5. cf. God has covered all with His maya. *« God revealed to me 

that saccidananda is covered by the scum of maya.” The 

gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, p. 199, Madras 1947 
6. bhedavyapadesScca. 

7- J> 3* 8. Sis. 113-115. 
5>. cf. Some think creation’s meant to show him forth ; I say it's 

meant to hide him all it can-Browining : Bishop Blougram’s 
Apology, Qd. IP. ii, p. 57i, r ■ 
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The divine power of may a inheres in God even aB heat does in 

fire. Its presence is inferred from" its effects. 1 That for 

S'ankara may a is not a mere illusion, but a divine power also 

’follows from his discretion of it as the consort of ParabrizhmE, 

though fts power of creating illusions is fully recognized 2. 

Tt wan stated above that ’Sankara often uses the terms 

maya, avidya, ajnana, &c., as synonyms3 . But an important 

distinction which he makes deserves notice. Inhis introduc¬ 

tion to the commentary on the Brahmasutras S'ankara 

explains how, due to false knowledge, mithyajndna by 

combining the true and the false, objects and their 

‘attributes are naturally superimposed on the aubjeot and 

1. PD. II, 47—nbtattva karyagamyasya saktir mayagnisaktivat. 

2. tvamasi paramabrahmamahisi. Amandalahari, verse 97-Dr 
P.D. Sastri in his Doctrine of Maya, London, 1911, concludes after an 
examination of the instances of S'ankara’s use of the word that for 
‘Sankara maya - means illusion oh'ly. pp. 25 'ff. But such a conclusion is 
not bdftie out by the elaborate cafe S’arfkara bestows upon the effeCt 
of'ta&ya, Viz., the manifestation of'the World by God. True, When 
S*a£tkara wishes to emphazize the fact that the rounded perftdtiOn tJf 
Brahman is unaffected by the world-appearance, he likens-thte lather to 
a mirage, city in the sky, &c. But Sankara also speaks of the 
world as manasapyacinlyciracanariipd, of inconceivably grand work¬ 
manship, BSS. 1,1, 2; sambhavitatamaih s'iipibhirmanasapyalocayi- 
’tttblhsikydto-—beyond the imagination of the most consummate 
■arefiltedts. It. 1, 2; Hespeaks bf the ffiith of the world as a 
‘profound ‘thystery-^atigambLrwjm bhnvayfltHatrrfyam, BS. 'll, '1, ll, 
and does not just dismiss it as mere legerdemain. His elaborate 
attd spiflted refutation Of the VijttenavSda of thfe Buddhist (B’SS. II, 
2, 28) also points fa the’satne direction. Therefore to do S'aftkara’s 
real intentions igreater justice, the term m4ya as he uses it in this 
connection must be taken to denote the creative pdwerof God, no 
less real than God himself, without which, indeed, ftewtfuld fee no 
God. Heace to say with Dr. fisrstri that m«y6 in "the Upahi^ads 
meant illusion and ’Sankara fixed on this sense of it (vide p. 29 ibid) 
would not suk all cases or even the most important cases of S'apkara’s 
use of the word. cf. ‘In general maya means a mysterious 
principle of creation, and rarely, even in S'ankara, absolute unreality’. 

Idealistic thought of India, p. 404. P. T. Raju. that maya, for 
’Sahkara, is some thing more than mere illusion is brought out in the 
Upadeda’sabayi II, 17, 26-28 Vide coMto.'orttamaliftfeh ifeo. 

3, Supra, p. 307. 
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vice, versa despite the gulf of difference that separates 
the object from the subject. ‘‘Enlightened men style this 

superimposition avidya.” * Here avidya is treated as an 
effect of mithydjndna which Anandagiri explains as * false 

knowledge i.e., it is beginingless, other than negative, and 
yet liable to sublation through jndna 2 . From this it follows 

that S'ankara sometimes conceived mot/a and avidya aB cause 

and effect. This impression is strengthened by the declaration 

in the VivekacUddmani3 that avidya is the same as manas, 

which is a product of the world-cause, mdyd. In the Upanisads 
themselves, the expression avidya, occurs 4 which Sankara 

interprets variously to suit the different contexts. In the 
Brhadaramyaka avidya is understood as the cognition of 
difference from the Self or the experience of the objective 
manifold in one case’5 and ignorance in another6 . In the 

'KathaTl, 4, S'ankara understands avidya to mean attachment to 

pleasure, while in the next mantra it is taken as a sort of 

dense]darkness, ghambhUtamtamas, suggesting the later idea of a 

positive ignorance.7 In the Isa where the term occurs in three 

mantras, S'ankara interprets it as ritual acts, agniholrddilaksa- 

nam karma or acts opposed to vidyd or knowledge vidydviro- 

dhitvat karmanah8 . But these special interpretations apart, 

’Sankara’s use of avidya as synonymous with adhydsa or super 
imposition is of fundamental importance in Advaita philosophy. 

It must be noted how he makes, in the description of mdyd 

quoted above, 9 the essence of mdyd, viz., ndmampe, a product 

of superimposition due to avidyd-avidydkalpite. “ Thus ai)idyd 

1. B‘SS. p. 9 & p. 19. tametam evamlaksajpam adhyasam 
■ pahditaavidyeti’manyante; cf, US. I, 50 & 51. 

2. B’SS. p. 10. tenanirvScyatvenabhavavilaksajjam jSananivarty- 
aman&dyajSanam. 

3. s'l. 171. 

4. BU. IV, 3, 20; IV. 4, 3; CU. I, 1, 10; KU. II, 4 A 5; IU. 9, 
10,11. 

5. IV. 3.20 yathavalagramstramapyanyatvena dr^yate n&hams- 
mititadavasthavidya. BUS. p. 356 Poona Edn. 1918. 

6. IV, 4, 3. 
7. ‘SB. on KU. II, 4 & 5. 
8. ’SB. on IU. 9,10, & 11. 
9. P. 307 supra. 
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becomes the force that launches us into the dream of life ” 1. 

It is the ‘innate obscuration of our knowledge 5 - the knolwedge 

or light that is the Atman,2 In another place 3 Deussen 

describes it as the realism innate in man due to the nature of 

our cognitive faculty, of which space, time, and causality are 

the forms. This implies that, however far we penetrate 

infinity on all sides, we remain for ever in the desolate cage of 
empirical reality. The term avidya expresses the fact of this 
inability of the mind of man, as it is at present constituted; 

to esoape from its inherent forms. Consequently, it ranges 

all sense-impressions on the thread of time.4 Then, by means 

of its inherent causality, the mind treats each impression as 

an effeet and refers it to a cause; and, finally, projects the 

complex of causes and effects into space, where it appears as 

material objectP. 5 The importance of the fact that causality 
is a form of avidya is that it is vain to seek for its cause; it 

has no cause. This is expressed by saying that the cause of a 
given act of adhyasa {avidya) is a tendency or samskara 

engendered by a similar prior act and so on backwards 

into a beginningless past. No proof of this innate avidyai 

defined as beginningless adhyasa is called for ; for it is patent 

to all. 6 In other words, avidya as a subjective phenomenon is 

identical with the current fact of man's finitude. 

Such is Sankara’s account of mdya and avidya. But the 
problem implied by them, was felt to require further elucidation. 

Writers on Advaita subsquent to Sfonkara have attempted to 

throw further light on them. We shall briefly refer to their 

discussions and the solutions they offer, treating avidya, mayd, 

and ajddna aa praotically synonymous. 

f. IP. ii. p. 574. 
2. System &f Vedanta, Deussen, p. 302. 
3. Ibid, pp. 100 & 109. 
4. The Elements of metaphysics P. 50, Macmillan & co., 1894. 

Deussen ; cf. Time is avidya only—SiddhSnta Bindu, p.379 

KSS. No.-65, 1928. 
5. The1 Elements, p. 53; cf. Comparative studies in Vedantism, 

p.63; Sircar, Oxford University Press,, 1927. 
6. B’SS. p. 25. ayamanadirananto mithyapratyayarupah. 

sarvaiokapratyaksah. 
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The difficulty about the expression avidya is its negative 

form ; it seems to be k negative entity, a mere absenoe of 
knowledge, abhavopadanam ajndnam 1 . But really it i® 

nothing of the kind as the following definitions will show 2 . 
Madhusudanasarasvati, the author of the Advaita aiddhi offers 
two definitions of avidya. According to the fiTst, avidya is a 

positive entity without beginning, but sublatable by knowledge; 
or it may be defined as the material cause of illusory percep* 

tions. 3 All forms of ignorance including even that of a given piecq 
of nacre whioh has apparently a beginning in time, a,re, strictljf 
speaking, beginningless. For the ignorance of nacre-which,, ip 

fact, engenders the illusory silver is held to have for its locus, 
timeless consciousness, delimited by the nacre. By its 
bhavarupa or positivity is meant only its difference from being 
a mere nullity. 4 Citsukha explains that while avidya ia other 
than being either positive or negative, describing it as positive 

ia figurative and meant to stress its difference from mere 

nullity15 . In fact, the philosophical significance of describing 

avidya as a positive entity seems to be that, thereby, a degree 

of reality is lent to the objective world of which avidya is the 

1. AS. p. 544. 
2. Cf. Thei expression avidya, especially if translated as 

Nescience, conceals the essence of the conception; for, the 
negative expression leads us in a wrong direction, as if the 
word signified something negative -and indicated merely a 
defect. This is an error. Avidya is a mighty power, for, 
through it arise-the Upddhis '(limiting adjuncts); from which 
again come the aggregates of names and forms, and t.h«t 
instruments of our activity, and hence ’alse suffering, birth, 
death, age, sickness, and so on. Happel, Grundanschauung 
der Inder, p. 89, Qd. The Concept- of MSyS, p. 103. 
Devanandan, Y.M.C.A. Publishing House, Calcutta, 1954. 

3. ansdibhavarupatve sati jnananivartya avidya, or 
bhramopadanamajnanam. AS. p. 544. 
cf, anadibhavarupamyad vijHunena viliyate | 
tadajnauamiU prajnalak¥apam sampracak^ate || 
TP. p. 57. 

or sadasadbhyamanirvacanjyam trigup&tmakam jn&navirodhi 
bhavarupam yat kimcit, VeS. 

4. bhavatvam catrSbhavavilaksajjatvmEttram vivak^itam AS. 
p. 544. 

5. TP. p. 57. 
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material cause. To treat it as merely negative is to dismiss 

the world as a phantasm and to opt for solipsism. The 

Advaitic writers from Sankara onwards, with but few 

exceptions, have maintained the empirical reality of the world, 

which entails that of its material cause, avidya, also. Hence 

their insistence that avidya is bhdvarupa. 

The proof of avidya, according to Advailasiddhi is direct 

perception, pratyaksa, both when awake and asleep - “ I am 

ignorant, I know neither me nor others ”, or again the 

preception “ I don’t grasp the idea you expressed “ So far 

I slept well and knew nothing.” These perceptions are said to 

testify to the presence before the witness-consciousness (saksi- 

caitanya - see below) of positive beginningless ignorance. 1 

l. AS. pp. 548, 550; also TP. P. 59. In addition to direct percep¬ 
tion, other proofs also have been advanced to establish positive avidya. 
Vivarapa p. 13 Viz., Edn. has the following inference : vivadagocara- 
pannam pramanajpanam svapragabhavavyatiriktasvavisayavarana- 
svanivarttya - svades'agatavastvantarapurvakam bhavitumarhati apraka- 
sitStrthaprakasavatvat andhakSre prathamotpannapradipaprabhavat. 
Right cognition is preceded by some positive entity other than its 
own prior negation , this entity, having veiled (so far) the object of this 
right cognition, being removable by it, and having the same locus as 
itself; because, the right cognition reveals an object, so far concealed, 
just as the fresh light of a lamp reveals objects so far shrouded in 
darkness. The force of this inference depends on the Advaitic 
view that tamas or darkness is a positive entity—vide VPS. p. 13 
Edited by Sastry and Sen, 1941. Arthapatti or implication is also 
advanced to prove the fact of positive nescience. The expression 
‘what is the nature of that thing? I don't know it’ is taken to 
imply that the questioner is aware of the thing in question as 
unknown, according to the'dictum, sarvam vastu jnStataya ajnanatayS 
va sak?icaitanyasya vi^aya eva — VPS. p. 20. This unknowness of 
which the questioner is aware is not a mere absence of knowledge, but 
rather of full and specific knowledge. Thus it implies a general 
positive nescience of which particular ignorances are more determina* 
tions. Again, the fact .of illusion implies positive nescience as its 
material or5substance-a fact which is brought out by Madhussdana’s 
definition of it as bhramopadanam. AS. p. 544. Quotations from the 
Vedas and Upanisads, given at the beginning of this section also point 
to the same conclusion; of them the following may be repeated 
Rg.V. X, 129, 3 ; CU. VIII, 2, 3 ; SU. IV, 5 ; I, 3. 

mukti-40 
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Avidya, is held by Vacaspaptimis'ra to have two forms 

known as inula or primevel, and tuia or temporary 1 of which 

the first is beginningless and positive, while the second is the 

impression left in the mind by a prior illusory experience. 2 

Vacaspati further maintains that Jlva or the individual is the 

locus of avidya, its object being Brahman”3 . More precisely 

Vacaspati s view is that avidya is bipolar, that it belongs to the 

Jiva in the sense that Jlva is aware of his ignorance; But it is of 

God or Ikvara that he is ignorant, ie., God is the content of his 

ignorance. Jlva, nevertheless, cannot control his avidya. That 

only Ikvara can do 4 „ Is there not mutual dependence, 

anyonyakraya, in Vacaspati s position ? The phenomenon of 

Jiva is the result of avidya’s operation, and yet Jiva is said to 

lodge it. The answer is 1 no for though nescience depends on 

cit or the consciousness of Jiva for its appearance, the later is 

self-luminous and does not owe its essential nature to 

nescience. As for their origin, both Jlva and avidya are held 

to be beginningless. As a spiritual entity the Jlva owes 

nothing to avidya 5 . Another point about the muldvidyd is 

that it is not a transphenomenal category-a fact that will be 

evident if we remember that it is posited by man in a state of 

ignorance to account for the apparent stability and begmaiag- 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Bhaamati verse i anirvdcydvidyudvitaysacivacya <£-c 

Kalpataru on the above. Here it may be’noted that 

Vacaspati's view on avidya are largely, if not wholly, borrowed 

from Mandana’s Brahmasiddhi, cf. tasmatagrahaijaviparyaya- 

graharie dve avidye karyakSranabhavenasthite. p. 149-50. 

Madras Edn. 1937. We noted above that’ Sankara also usei 

avidya as though it were an effect of mithyajndna which 

corresponds to maldvidyd. On the other hand, Madhusudana 

ignores this distinction and treats all avidyS as one. 

SLS.I. p. 22 SSS. Edn. Madras, 1937—najnSnani g-uddha- 

caitanyas'rayam kimtu jivayrayam Brahmavi?yam. This 

again is Mandana’s view also. cf. kasyavidyeti jivanSmiti 
brumah—AS. pp. 10, 11. 

4, 
1933°dUCti°n t0 Bh§,matI’ Catuhs5tri> P- XXXVI, TPH. Edn. 

5. ajsanasya cidbhasyatve’pi citeh svapraksSatvena tada- 

bhasyatvat. ajnSnasya cid&fhayatve cidadhinasthitikatve’pi 

oiU avidyaBmatvatadadbinastkitikatvayorabhav&t. AS. 
p. 585. 
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Iessness of the world. The causal relation between tulavidya 

and its products is different from tha't between muldvidyd and 

tiilavidyda; for mrddvidyd is not a cause in time. Time falls 

within it as an aspect .of it, and it is the logical ground of 

tuldvidyas. While muldvidyd is one, its effects, tuldvidyas 

are multiple. 

This view of the difference between muldvidyd and tula- 

vidyas is vehemently opposed by Suresvaracarya who maintains 

that Brahman is itself both the locus and object, dsraya and 

vigaya of avidya. 1 • In developing his arguments he also throws 

light upon the ontological status of this disputed category of 

avidya 2 * Suregvara brings out the fact that avidya is not a 

real entity, which may be determined by any valid means of 

cognition; only the real may be so determined3. In its 

ind&terminability consists its status as avidya 4 • It is posited 

ortly as an empirical category on the basis of current 

experience armbhavasamdraya,5. The proof that avidya’s 

object is Brahman is that knowledge of Brahman is enjoined 

by the dastras, as also the common experience of ignorance in 

regard to Brahman. But its locus also can be none other than 

Brahman, in other words, Brahman must also be deemed 

ignorant. This sounds paradoxical that the omniscient Lord, 

Brahman is at the same time ignorant. Surefcvara’s reply is 

that in view of the unreality of avidya, the contingency 

noted above has no real significance 6 . Bat when avidya is 

figuratively regarded as an entity, it cannot possibly be 

imputed to any ope other than Brahman, none other being 

metaphysically there to own it - tadanydsambhavddiha 7 . All 
actions and their accessories, real or unreal, have to be 

deemed as Brahman so long as its truth has not been fully 

comprehended * . It is this view of Suregvara that was later 

1. hlaijjkarmyasiddhi, p. 105—.p 106. Hiriyanna Edn. 1925 

BV. I, verses 175-182 ; Pt. II, 1215-1227. 

2. In the whole discussion avidya, its locus, and its object, 

the object referred to is Is vara or sagupa Brahman, cf. 
A. Gin on SV. II, 1218. 

2. BV. I, 180. 4. Ibid; verses 180, 181. 

i. Ibid; verse 182. -Cf. VPS. p. 19, Sec. 31. 
*. BV. fl, 1220. 7. Ibid; 1221-22. 
8. *Wd; 1225. 
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echoed by his disciple Sarvajfiatmamuni 1 and attained 

celebrity in Advaita as the position of the Vivarana school 2 . 

The position of the Vivarana, more precisely, is that nescience 

is located in pure consciousness ; but at the same time it is 

partial to the individual self or Jiva. This partiality accounts 

for the popular view that Siva and not Brahman is 

ignorant 3 . 

As a matter of fact, the question of avidya's locus need 

not be unduly pressed. Being essentially unreal, it cannot 

and need not have a real residence. Clearly, it appears to 

reside in the Siva who perceives the objective manifold. But 

iB not Siva one with Brahman ? Thus it is equally true to 

hold that Siva or Brahman is the locus of avidya, 4 5 . 

To the account of nescience as set forth above a number 

of objections have been advanced, and, in more recent times, 

some apparent modifications and amendments of it have also 

been suggested. We shall pass the more important of them 

under rapid survey s . Some of the most plausible objections 

1. Sarj]kyepas'ariraka I, 20 & 319 — as'rayatvavisayatvabhagini 
nirvibhagaoitireva kevala | 

purvasiddhatamaso hi pas'cimo nas'rayo bhavati nttpi gocarah || 
2. Introdn. to BrS. p. XXVII. 

3. VPS. I, 81. p. 59. atas'cinm5tra5'ritam ajnanam jivapaksapa- 
titvajjlvSs'ritamityucyate. 

4. cf. vide AjnSna, p. 21. G. R. Malkani. 

5. We shall briefly notice an attempt by Mr. Subba Rao, in 

his Sanskrit work Muldvidyaniraaa, to discredit the hypothesis of 

positive Nescience as set forth above. In an introduction to the work 

Mr. K. A. Krishnaswamy Iyer, the author of Vedanta or the Science 
of Reala’ny, maintains that it was post-s'ankarite authors other than 
Sures'vara who invented the notion of positive nescience, and that 
earlier Advaitic thinkers from Yajnavalkya to Sures'vara were unaware 
of it. Both the author of the introduction and Mr. Rao contend that 

S'ankara does not believe in the persistence of Nescience'in the 
dreamless sleep, (p. 4). But S'ankara writes on BS. Ill, 2, 9 that the 

-reason why the same individual gets up from dreamless sleep is the 
persistence there of kama and avidya - ihatu vidyate vivekak&ranam 

karma cSvidyi ca. sa evayamupadhihsvapaprabodhaydr bxjankura 
nyayena BSS. p. 637. Both Iyer and Rao dismiss the world of the 
waking state as merely private to the percipient, and deny its presence 
during sleep. In this respect, they are obliged to igdole, such BS. 
ns I, 1, 2 ; I, 4, 23, and II, 1,14 as well as S'ah^wals.-codjment on 
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are those raised by Ramanuja 1 . He pbserves that avidyd 

cannot have jiva as the basis of its operations and produce illu¬ 

sions ; for the jlvahood itself is a product of avidy a. Nor may 

it be associated with Brahman as the latter is self-luminous 

knowledge and, as such, opposed to nescience. This is the 

so-called d&rayanupapalti or inconsistency as regards the 

locus. 

Inianswer, it may be observed that this objection is based 

on the misconception that there are two distinct reals 

Brahman and JTva and that avidyd itself is a third independent 

entity. In Advaita, however, j iva is Brahman associated 

with the limiting adjuncts or upadhis, the products of avidyd. 

The latter is opposed, not to cit or pure consciousness as such, 

but only to vrttijnana or cit reflected in the mental mould. 

Even here the opposition lies between avidyd and cit as related 

to, or reflected in, the vrtti 2 . Therefore pure cit or Brahman 

may very well serve as the locus of avidyd. It may be 

observed that even j ivd in Advaita may be deemed the locus 

of avidyd as pointed out above 3 , for the phenomena of j Iva 

and avidyd are equally beginningless 4 , and neither, in regard 

to its origin, depends on the other. 

them. They both aver that for S'ankara avidyd means only adhydaa 

and thereby ignore such passage as have been quoted Both 
affirm that ’Sankara does not recognize jivanmukti in order to 
suggest that he denies the survival of traces of avidya in that 
stage. But S'ankara unequivocally asks in his comment on IV, 1, 15 
katham hyekasya svahrdayapratyam Brahmavedanam dehadhttraaam 

caparena paratikgeptum sakyate? BSS. p. 851. cf. also 848. Finally, 
in their eagerness to disprove the unreality of positive avidya in sleep, 

they both affirm that liberation is attained in dreamless sleep. To be 

sure, S'ankara does not subscribe to such a notion which will obviate 

need for sadhanS and make mok$a both cheap and worthless. 

Needless to add that neither Iyer nor Rao explains how after libration 

in deep sleep, the jiva wakes up to find himself the same bound Self 

that went to sleep. 

1. RB. pp. 58 ff. Benares 1916. 
1. vrttiphalitacaitanyasyajnanavirodhitveca vrttisambandha eva 

karapam, natu caitanyatvarar VP; Introduction p. 42 

3. P.314 supra. 

4. cf. JUa is'o vis'uddha cit tatha jives'ayorbhid3| 

avidyataccitoryogah ^adasmakamanidayah ii 
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The second objection is styled tirodhandnupapatti or the 

inconsistency of Brahman being obscured. “ To hold that 

avidyd. obscures Brahman, which is nothing but light, is to 

affirm that the own nature of Brahman is destroyed- 

svarupanaia evoktah, sydd. Obscuring of light must mean either 

the obstruction of the birth of light or destruction of the light 

that exists. But the light of Brahman is without beginning, 

eternal, and so its obscuration entails its destruction This 

objection is due to the wrong notion that obscuration refers to 

an actual blotting out of the light that is Brahman, i:e., pure 

consciousness. Actually lircdhdna means the jiva’a non¬ 

apprehension of the full light of Brahman which, of course, no 

more affects the latter than a blind man’s failure to see the 

sun affects the sun 1 . In fact, in Advaita nescience is credited 

with three functions : (i) to create the illusion that Brahman 

does not exist; (ii) that it does not Bhine ; and (iii) that it is 

not bliss as attvapadakabhandpadananandatapadakam ca. 2 The 

point of saying that Brahma-light docs not shine forth in 

regard to the jiva is that the jiva does not realize himself as 
Brahman. 

The substence of Ramanuja’s third objection, styled 

warupdnupap&tti or unintelligibility of the nature of avidyd 

is as follows. Avidya must be of the nature either of the 

percipient, or the perceived, or of perception - drstrlvena, 

driyatvena, drsitvenava, these three exhausting all possible 

objects. But it can be none of these ; for, to say that either 

the percipient or the perceived is of the nature of a vidyd is to 

make them superimposed entities like nacre-silver, and such 

superimposition requires a prior nescience as its cause. Thus 

obvkrady, a regreseua ad infinitum results. And, perception 

itself is not regarded as nescience by the Advaitins. 

The Advaitic answer is that avidyd may very wen be 

regarded as an object of perception, driya, though not either 

as the percipient or perception. By an object is meant what 

1. 

2. 

cf. ghanaechannad^stirghanacchannamarkam 

nisprabhamcatimudhah tath&baddhavatbhati 
.Hastftmalaka 

VP. Introduction, p. 43. 

yatb* manyate 

yo mgdhadfSteh 
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is identified with* ie., superimposed on, consciousness delimited 

by a vrtti or mental mould 1 , and nescience answers precisely 

to this definition, it being superimposed on consciousness. This, 

of course, makes the concept of avidyd unique, being caused by 

a prior instance, of adhyasa or its residual impression. The 

mutual dependence involved is of the logically tenable variety 

since avidyd is a beginningless force or entity. It may be 

reiterated that the demand for a cause of avidyd is futile in 

view of the fact that the notion of cause itself is an expression 

of avidyd, a mere form of mind (avidya's product), and so in¬ 

applicable to the parent thereof, viz., avidyd itself 3 . In his 

fourth objection, anirvacanlyatdnupaptti, Ramanja affirms 

that the status of avidyd as a category neither real or unreal, 

ie., indeterminable, is untenable. All categories must be based 

on experience, pratlti, and all experience points to entities, 

real or unreal. Experience being such can not have as its 

object something neither real -nor unreal. One may as well 

say that any cognition may objectify anything whatsoever44. 

But the Advaitins maintain that the definition of avidyd as 

sadatadvilalcsna - being different from sad or asad is valid 

enough. But the senses in which these terms are used must be 

carefully noted. By sad or real is meant trikdlabadhyam, 

what is unsublatable at any time, past, present, or future, viz., 

the timeless, and. by asad is meant what does not appear 

real hi any substrate, whatever. Ramanuja’s commentator in 

the $>rutaprakd$ikd observes that there is contradiction 

between sad and asad and so they cannot ooexist in an object 

like the rope-snak©, but, evidently, he was not thinking of 

the Ad^aitio concepts of sad and asad as set forth above. The 

appearance of the rope-serpent as real in illusory experience 

1. drstyatvamnama vrttyavacchinnacaitanyat&datmyam ; ibjd. 

2. Vide Sankara’s equation, avidya adhyasa. Introduction to 
BSS. 

3. cf. “ Casuality is the universal law of the empirical world ** 

—Kant, Qd. by Dr. Sastri, The Doctrine of mays, p. 125. A* 

a matter of fact, even in the empirical world, as shown by 

the quantum Theory, the sway of the casual law is not 
universal, vide. Einstein’s remarks on the subject. 

4. cf. sadasadakSrayah pratiteh sadasadvilakjaijam vijaya itya- 
bhyupagamyamsne sarvam sarvapra tifcrvisayah syad 
RB. p. 60. 
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makes it differeut fsom asad (such as, eg., the hares horn), 

while its subsquent suMation proclaims it is not sad like 

Brahman. Thus, in terms of the Advaitic definition, avidyd may 

very well be seen to be anirvacaniya or sadadviaslaksana. 

Fifthly, Ramanuja advances pramananupapatti against 

dvidya. Avidyd, cannot be established by any valid means of 

cognition. But advaitins assert that perception, inference 

implication and scripture are available to establish the 

category of avidyd 1 . According to Ramanuja the direct 

perception, ‘ I am ignorant, &c. ’ denotes only the prior 

negation, prdgabhava, of knowledge, and not positive nescience 

In this perception, clearly, the Self or pratygartha either shines 

forth or not. If it does, nescience must vanish in the light of 

that very perception. If it does not, how can nescience, minus 

its locus and object, appear at all ? It would not do’ to sav 

that m the perception, ‘ I am ignorant Self shines forth only 

vaguely, and so may will be treated as both locus and object of 

po.rtrve nescience. For, the view that the prior negation of 

knowledge alone is involved in the perception in question may 

also be substantiated in a like manner. It might be said that 

the prior negation abides in the Self but is indistinctly perceived 

w lie its correlate, pratiyogi, is a memory-percept (of this or 
that entity). Riminnja’. point j» that tbe j„n0 c . 

gneatton „ nothing and pclsjtivi>, bn, f . 

P„« negation of that yaiid know,edge „hich wffllLt 

TheAdvaitin points out that Ramanuja makes a mistake 

“ thfat Pri°* nation is a category acceptable to him 
{ ., he Advaitm) . In the expression, ‘ the pot will come into 

being what rs experienced is not the prior negation of the 

pot, but only its present non.existance. If the pot were 

not m some sense real now, how could it come into being 

at any time . Again, prior negation being a single category 

It should be appropriate to say of a pot to be manufactured 

tomorrow that it will brought into being today. Besides, 

hesoienoe is not experienced by us as opposed to knowledge, 

1. videpp. 31^3iT&FNrronP. 313 ~ - 

2. cf. Jnanapragabhavastu bhavatapyabhyupaganyate. RB. p. 62 
3. cf. nswato vidyate bhavo, BG. II. 1$, 
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but only in itself as a distinct empirical category, just like 

darkness. Hence it has no necessary’reference to a correlate. 

Further no cognition of absence involving a memory percept is 

a case of direct perception 1 . It is precisely for the cognition 

of absence that the Advaitins, along with the Bhattas, accept 

non-perception amipalabdhi, as the sixth means of valid 

knowledge. Therefore, the apprehension ‘ I am ignorant 

understood as a prior negation of knowledge, cannot become 

an object of perception or pratyaksa. Thus the apprehension 

in question must be treated as revealing positive nescience. 

Ramanuja also challenges the inference advanced by the 

Advaitins to establish positive ignorance 2 . His main point is 

that since this very inference is supposed to remove ignorance 

regarding positive nescience and thus establish its reality, this 

nescience itself must be supposed to be shrouded in a further 

and different positive nesoienee, and so, the first nescienoe 

would not be revealed by the saksin; thus it will be 

irremovable by the knowledge of Brahman 3. But this 

objection rests on a complete misunderstanding. The inference 

in question is not meant to establish beginingless, positive 

nescience, as it has already been by direct sdksi pratyaksa. 

What the inference does is to establish the positivity and 

sublatability of that nescience. Both these lattor are held to 

be shrouded by ignorance and this is removed by the valid 

inference. 

The sixth objection of Ramanuja-ntvarfo&dmtpapafft'- refers 

to the incapacity, .according to him, of Brahman knowledge to 

sublate positive nescience. For the Advaitin this knowledge 

must be of the attributeless Brahman. But Ramanuja says 

that Brahman is never without attributes - Brahmanah- 

saviiesatvadeva 4, and, in support, quotes passages describing 

Brahman as a personal being with exalted attributes 5 . We 

have already dwelt on the way in which Ramanuja explains 

1. cf. gfhitva vastusadbhavam smrtva capratiyoginam | 

mSnasam nasti tajnanam jayate k$finapek$au5t || SV. 

2. Qd. P- 312, supra, FN. 1 

3. RB. pp. 64 ff. 4. Ibid ; p. 75 

5. TA. HI, 13, 1; MNU. I, 8, 10-11 &c. 

MUKTI—41 
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even explicitly advaitic texts to suit his contention that 

Brahman has attributes 1 . The point at issue is mainly one of 

textual interpretation and it is enough to refer to the verdiot 

of a scholar like G. Thibaut who is no partisan of Sankara: 

“ But the task once given, we are quite ready to admit that 

Sankara’s system is most probably the best which can be 

devised. Sankara’s fundamental doctrines are manifestly in 

greater harmony with the essential teaching of the Upanisad 

than those of other Vedantic systems ” 2 . 

The last objection, nivrtyanupapatti, urged against the 

doctrine of positive nescience, is that it cannot be abolished 

at all. Ramanuja argues that since bondage is real, the 

knowledge of the identity of Brahman and Atman cannot 

abolish avidya. Only the grace of God, paramapurusa, moved 

by devotion, can abolish real bondage. Of course, this position 

also is dogmatic and turns on the concept of bondage. As a 

matter ol fact, Ramanuja s position involves all the in* 

consistencies and difficulties of the concept of a personal God. 

That it does not tally with the Upanisadic view of absolute 

reality has already been noted. The Advaitic view of the 

Absolute has also been set forth above 3 . That the Advaitins, 

too, empirically recognize the value of divine grace, the reality 

of bondage, and so forth will be evident from sequel. But 

they insist that ultimate and total liberation through th* 

abolition of nescience must ensue from saving knowledge alone. 

Following in the wake of Ramanuja, Venkatanatha in bis 

tfatadusani asks 4 whether avidyd is different from Brahman 

or not. If different, Advaita breaks down, and if not different 

Brahman can never free itself from it. But the Advaitic 

answer to this dilemma is that avidya is a category sui y&n&tis, 

not real enough to set itself up as a rival to Brahman, and yet 

not unreal like the hare’s horn. In short, whereas Brahman is 

a transcendental and eternal reality, avidyd is an empirical 

faot. The man in the street considers the world of avidyd as 

1. PP. 304 ff supra. ~~T ” 

2. SBE. Vol. XXXIV, Intrdn. pp. cxxii & exxiv. 
3. Supra, pp. 272 ff. 

4. 18th objection. 
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real. One who'is learned in the ha.8trasi viz , the man of the 

spiritual insight, regards it as unreal or tuccha while the 

metaphysician, intellectually, accounts it neither ‘ real nor 

unreal 1 . The failure to grasp the relativity of avidya is at 

the root of all ViHstadvaitic and dvaitic objections against this 

Advaitic category. Again Venkatanatha 1 commits the error 

of taking the avidya to be nothing but a psychological state 

- a lack of knowledge. Hence his reasoning that Brahman can¬ 

not be a knower and so cannot have nescience. Aotually, 

psychological ignorance is only a function of avidya, its 

operation of avarana or obsouration; it has a universal 

reference and status, albeit empirical, in the context of its 

association with Ihvara, when it is better known as tndya. 

Some of the typical objections urged by Dvaitins against 

the concept of nescience may also be briefly noticed. 

Vyasattrtira in his Nydydmrta 3 asserts that a jUdna has no 

Other meaning than then negation of knowledge. Therefore, 

to know ajfiana, it is necessary to know the correlate of the 

negated knowledge. In the case of the nescience described aa 

primeval and positive the correlate is Brahmajfiana, which, 

being eternal, rules out all possibility of its negation 4 . The 

Advaitin replies that the above suggestion is untenable, for, the 

knowledge ‘ there is no knowledge in me ’ (ahamajfiah), 

according to the Dvaitin, must reter to knowledge, implying 

a knowledge of knowledge - which, of course, contradicts the 

initial knowledge. Therefore the experience of negation of 

knowledge which does not involve reference to a correlate is 

possible only when the object of experience is positive 

ajffana 5. _____ 

1, cf. tucchanirvaccaaiya cavastavi cetyasau tridha | 

ifieva mava, trfbhir bodhaih srauta-yauktikalaukikaih || 
J J pn VT 130 

2. 19th objection- V1 
X HIP. vol. IV. p.266. 
4 apica bhSvarupajnSnavacchedakavisaysaySjnane ajnanajnana- 

voeat inaneca ajuanasyaivSbhavat kathaip bh5varupajnana- 

inknam ? - Ny*yamtta P. 313 Qd. HIP. vol. IV. p. 266. 

5v Ibtd, p. 2*9, 
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Vyasatirtha objects that the objects of the world being in 

time, the ignorance that limits the consciousness underlying 

the world-cannot be beginningless. But why a beginningless 

entity cannot produce effects in time is not clear. In fact with¬ 

out some difference between cause and effect, it is impossible 

to distinguish them. As between cases of illusions and their 

cause, viz., beginningless nescience, there can be a causal 

link, since this nescience is other than merely negative. On 

the other hand, Vyasatlrtha’s contention that the unreal may 

be, then, the effect of the real is invalid, since utter 

dissimilarity between cause and effect is unthinkable. TTi« 

further contention that cLjnavha cannot be beginningless being 

other than knowledge and negation is also untenable, for, the 

Advaitin recognizes also a category which is neither the one 

nor the other. Nor is it true that what is beginningless 

must be endless like the Self or Atman - for, this is true only of 

the Self. Again, the fact that knowledge cast in the mould 

of vrtti cannot intuit Brahman does not imply that 

ignorance regarding Brahman is irremovable, for, as a matter 

of fact, in so for as ignorance relates to Brahman, it is removed 

by the final vrtti. Finally, the fact that ajnana is manifested 

by the aaksi - consciousness would not make it eternal like the 

latter; for strictly, the sdkgi consciousness which reveals 

nescience is consciousness limited by the nescience, and with 

the cessation of the latter, that aaksi 1 also may be held to 
have ceased. 

Above have been given some of the majorobjections 

urged against the doctrine of may a or avidya, by two major, 

traditional, opponents of Advaita. Latterly, Sri Aurobindo 

has written much on this subject. He is a tdntric thinker 2 , 

and naturally he disagrees with Sankara’s interpretation of 

maya. He writes : Maya is one realization, an important one, 

whioh Sankara over-stressed, because it was most vivid to 

his own experience. For yourselves, have the word for 

subordinate use and fix rather on the idea of Hid, a deeper and 

more penetrating word than maya. Maya means nothing more 

than the freedom of Brahman from the circumstances through 

1. ajnanavfttipratibimbitacaitanysaiva sak?ipad3rahatvat-AS. p. 557 
2. Yogic Sadhana, p. 33. Qd. Idealistic Thought of India. 

p. 299. 
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which h6 express himself . . ...We must escape from the maya of 

ignorance which takes things as separately existent and not 

God, illimitable for the really limited, the free for the 

bounded 1 - But Aurobindo does not face the problem of 

a non-dual Brahman really becoming many, whether ‘ the 

oircumstances ’ referred to ‘ through which Brahman expresses 

himself ’ are real or not. In the Life Divine 2 he writes that 

infinite consciousness in its infinite action can- produce only 

infinite results. To produce a world of fixed truths, a selective 

faculty of knowledge commissioned to shape finite appearance 

is necessary, and that faculty or power is maya. But he 

does not raise the question whether any action is consistent 

with an absolutely perfect and infinite consciousness, such as 

the non-dual Brahman of the Upanisads is 3. It is to reconcile 

the actionless perfection of Brahman with the dynamisms 

of the world of sense-exprienoe that Sankara postulates maya 

as an adjunct of aa,gv>no> Brahman, i. e., as strictly relative to 

the peroiptent consciousness of the jiva. Aurobindo is either 

unware of this aspect of thq question or ignores it, with the 

result that he has to rest in the dogma of a real and un¬ 

intelligible ‘ obscuration of its own plenary light and power by 

a peouliar self-diminishing or self-effacing action of oonsoious 

force in the Being.’ 4 Not withstanding his effort to deduce 

the world of matter from an ' indivisible existence, ’ 5 he feels 

that in * a certain sense Matter is unreal and non-existent . It 

is precisely this apparent existence of unreal and non-existent 

matter in indivisible saceiddnanda that Sankara refers to as 

Maya. Thus Aurobindo’s criticism of Sankara’s maya seems 

to be very unconvlnoing. 

A reaffirmation of the Advaitic dootrine of maya by 

Vivekananda, “ the inaugurator of the neo-vedantio movement 

1. The Yoga and its objects, pp. 55-57 ; 

2. P. 174. Vol. I, Calcutta, 1939. 
3. cf. Nothing perfect can move. AR. P. 500, “ To attribute 

emotions to God conflicts with the very definite religious 

intuition that God is unchanging. He is without shadow of 

turning. ” Time & Eternity, p. 50 ; Stace. 

4. Life Divine, p. 414. 

5. Ibid *, p. 361. 
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in India ” 1 may also be notioed in this context. He points 

out that maya is not a theory of explanation of the world. It 

is purely and simply a statement of the faot of the paradoxes 

of thought and action as also of the startling vicissitudes of 

nature around 2 . Maya is the word' for the way in which the 

Universe is going on. M. Holland adds that Maya is a fact of 

observation insufficiently explained, if not actually un¬ 

explained 3 . Again, with remarkable insight Viveltananda 

points out that the essence of may a is relativity 4 . It is the 

relative link between absolute being and utter non-beiug. 

In other words, maya, the Hindu sphinx, represents the 

answer to the question, How the Infinite became the finite. 

Maya is the screen seen through which the infinite appears as 

the finite. “ The infinite never changes, all that changes is 

mayd ” 5 . Ultimately, on the question of mayd, one cam only 

appeal to experience of the Infinite and Illusion 6 . The memory 

and the influence of the tremendous moment of experience never 

leave the great mystic and cause him to attribute to the world 

a shadowy half reality. Accordingly, Brahman alone, the 

content of the pure mystic moment, is absolutely real; other 

tilings, in comparison, are more or lesa real according as they 

are nearer or further away from the divine order. Of. course, 

in pure Advaita, there is no lapse from the ultimate experience 

of the Absolute and so no question of a shadowy reality by 

the side of its full-orbed reality arises. But the hypothesis 

of maya or avidya, ot ajndna, is propounded to reconcile the 

mystic experience of the sole reality of Brabman and the 

empiric experience of plurality. In the words of Vidyaranya, 

it is a metaphysician’s account of the emperical world of 

shadows 7 . As such an intellectual account of facts, it may 

1. IPC. 1952-D.M.Datta. 

2. Jnanayoga, Vol. II, pp. 39 ff. 

3. Prophets of the New India, p. 375, F. N. 12 Cassei, London, 

1932. 

4* IVth Lecture on M&yS in Jnanayoga, Vol. IL 

5. Ibid. 

& of That the world is unreal is a mystical proposition, not a 

factual one and derives from the mystical vision of the 

eternal and infinite moment-Timeand Eternity, p. 78. 

7. PD. VI, 130, Qd. above P. 323. cf. PA.pt 2*6. 
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fail to convince those who have not themselves experienced 

the vanity of the world. Thus Deussen says: In reality 

there is nothing else besides Brahman. If we imagine that we 

perceive transformation .of him into the world, a division of 

him into a plurality of individuals, this depends on avidya. 

But how does this happen ? How do we manage to deceive 

ourselves into seeing a transformation and plurality, where 

in reality, Brahman alone is ? On this question our authors 

are silent 1 . Radhakrishnan comments that “ they give no 

information, simply because no information is possible ” 2 . 

1. DSV. p- 302, 
2. IP. ii. P- 578-i cf. That experience should take place in finite 

centre* and should wear the foruvof huta tiueaess is, in the 
end, inexplicable, AR. p. 225, 2nd Edn. . 



CHAPTER III 

THE CONCEPT OF JIVA IN ADVAITA 

(i) Jiva in the Upanisads or the real nature of Jivas 

Dae to the association of maya, or avidyd with Brahman, 

we pointed out, the individual self or jivatman and God or 

I&vara, the paramatman, are simultaneously posited. We also 

sought to elucidate the precise nature of maya which 

characterises, though in two different ways, both Iyvard and- 

Jiva- 1. Now we shall proceed to examine the nature and 

status of the jiva in Advaita before taking up the problem of 

the world in which he lives his life of bondage and attains 

liberation. 

In the upanisads various views in regard to the nature of 

the jiva are found expressed. The principle of their inter¬ 

pretation followed by Sankara is that the basic truth of the 

non-dualism of the real shall not be violated, this being the 

specific and distinctive teaching of the upanisads, as well as 

the neplus ultra of spiritual experience. In the older upanisads 

like the Brhaddranyaka and the Chandogya, the view firmly 

maintained is that the jiva and the supreme reality, Sat, are 

essentially one. Explaining the passage, anenajivendtmdndnu- 

pravihya 2, Sankara writes that the phrase anenajlvena refers 

to the real or Sat, which, in an earlier cycle of creation, 

underwent embodiment, and which, as such, is present in 

the cosmic mind of the creative Absolute”or I’svara3 . That 

which underwent individuation and became, jiva, i.e. the 

prdnadhdranakartf, is of course none other than the Sat which 

in itself is pure consciouness, caitanyasvarupam. Its 

embodiment is denoted by the term anupraviiya. i.e.,' having 

entered into the upadhie or inorganic element of world- 

manifestation 4. This ansupraves’a or entry means no more 

1. e^amaya sv&vyatiriktaniksetraijidars'ayitva jives'aravabhasena 
karoti, mays cavidya ca svayamevabhavati. NTU. IX 

2. CU. VI, 3, 2. 

3. svabuddhistham p5rvasr§tyanubhutapraijadharaijam atma- 
nameva smarantyaha. CUB. P. 3U. 

4. CU. VI, 2. 
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than the development of particular cognitions through contact 

with elements of the world of o,bjects labdhavike$avijndna. 

Discussing the question further1 , ’Sankara asks-why an all 

pervading principle like the creative Absolute should ‘ enter ’, 

to be in a given body. He explains that ‘ entry ’ does not 

mean the association of an omniscien t principle with specifio 

properties as in the case, say, of the milk in the cocoanut 

Phrases echoing the same idea elsewhere also 3 imply that 

without suffering any sort of mutations, the creator enters 

the complexes of effects. Of course, no sort of movements on 

the part of Ikvara is conceivable from one place to another ; 

for, He is a partless spirit 4 . Nor may this entry be likened to 

the formation of a reflection 5 , for, pure consciousness is not 

remote from the effects in which reflection is supposed to be 

formed. Nor can the praves'a in question be similar to the 

‘ entry ’ of qualities into substance; for, God, unlike qualities, 

is absolutely independent. Hence anupraveka is no more than 

the association of tho Sat i.e., God with organisms which differ 

only in their objective structures. In them all the same pure 

consciousness is present 6 . That the supreme reality is 

cognizable in the inner organ or antahkarana of the jiva is the 

sense of tho anupraveka referred to above. The individual 

or jiva is the supreme reality present in the psycho, 

physical complex, apparently undergoing all its experiences. 7 

1. S'ankara’s comm, on BU. 1, 4, 7. 

2. BUB. P. 112. 
3. TU. II, 6, tat snjtvatadevanupravisat. 

4. BUB. P.113. 
5. In view of this clear statement, it is questionable to hold 

that Sankara is in favour on the so-called pratibimbavdda 

which, later, found favour with several Advaitic thinkers as 
an explanation of the jiva’s status. Cf. The views of the 

Prakatarthakara, the Tattvavivekain PD. the Saipkgepas'ariraka 
and partly of the Vivarapa; vide VP. pp. 94, 95. 

6. SU. VI, 11. 
7. Cf. BSS. P. 234. On BS. I, 3, 19. Sankara writes : yadasya- 

pSramarthikam svarupam param Brahma tadrupatyanam 
jlvam vy3ca§te j also Cf. P* 528, BSS. on II, 317—avikrta- 
syaivabrahmapo jivabhtivSbhyupagamat; BSS. P. 537-538 
caitanyameva hyasya svarupamagnerivauspyaprakasau; BSS. 
P. 559 tasmat para evaikah sarve§5m bhutanamantaratma jjva- 
bhavenavashitahrBSS.il, 3,47. 

mokti—42 
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Discussing the views of the three teachers Ahmarathya, 

Audulomi, and Kafcakrtsna 1 on the nature of the jiva, 

Sankara points out that Kasakrtsna represents the true 

upanisadic position, viz, the paramalman is present in the 

body as jiva or, as he is otherwise called, vijtianatman 2 , 

A§marthya would introduce a casual relation between God 

and jiva, while Audulomi stands for bhedabheda, identity-cum- 

difference, between them. The names denoting God and jiva 

are, in truth, synonyms 3 4 . 

Above it was noted that jiva is the designation of Sat 

or the creative Absolute in association with upadhis or psycho¬ 

physical complexes. This term is of prime importance in 

Advaitaas it is invoked to account for all kinds of appearances, 

organio and inorganic. Sankara explains the term in two 

different contexts. The upadhis, psychologically, consist of 

vdsanas, or tendencies which constitute the mind of the 

Jiva 4 . The form of the mind which limits the pure light 

of consciousness is a product of the interplay of the formed 

and formless vdsanas, on the one hand, and the determinate 

ideas on the other 5 , Metaphysically the limiting adjunct is 

less than real. mdye.ndrajala mrgatr$nikopamam 6 . That the 

1. BS. 1, 4, 20-22. 

2- asyaiva paramstmanh nenapivijnanatmabhavenSvasthanat, 

BSS. P. 332 Cf. sarvaijirupaijivicitya dhiro namanikrtvkbhiva- 

danyadaste, avikrtah Paramesvaro jivonanya itimatam, 
BSS. P. 332. 

3. sthiteksetrajhaparamatmaikatvavisaye samyagdarsane kset- 

ra.ifiah paramstmeti namamatrabhedat. B’SS. P. 336. Cf. SU. 
IV, 3; 

tvamStntvamputnanasitvamkuniBraulavakumsri | 
tvamjirno dandenavancasi tvamjato bhavasivisvato mukhah || 

Also, S'U. IV, 4; US. 1, 23 ; cf. brahmadasa brahmadasa 

brahmaivemekitavah—Qd. in BSS. P. 555. 
4. BUB. p. 308. 

5. murtamurtavasanBvijnanasamyogajanitam lingasya rupam. 
Ibid. .... 

6. Madhusudanasarasvaii offers the following definition of the 

term upudhi: yah svadharmamanyaniijthataya bhasayatisau- 

padhih:—what apparently transfers its own attributes to 

another. Gudharthadipika, BG. P. 52, 
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jlva is no naofe than this complex of jdeas and tendencies is 

the tenet of the Vijhdnavddi Buddhists 1 . That they constitute 

the qualities of the substantival dtmans is the doctrine of the 

Nydya-vaisesika thinkers 2 . That these are the manifestations 

of the three-fold prakrti is the deliverance of the Sdtnkhya 

philosopher 3 . Even the followers of the upanisads do not agree 

on the character of the upddhis. The Advaitic view, in the 

light of the identity ■ of tat and tvam, ‘ That and Thou 

taught by the upanisads, is that the upddhis are only 

appearanoes so that a casting off or out-growing of them is 

feasible. All pluralily observed in the life of the jivae must be 

referred to the mind and its countless tendencies and 

impressions. Gau<^apada asserts that the upddhis which 

variegate nondual reality are on a par with dream bodies, 

projected by the mdyd of the self. That is to say they are 

imagined by the self through its own avidyd. No essential 

differences distinguish the upddhis among themselves 4 . 

It is possible to treat the concept of the upddhis in a less 

summary fashion, so as to do greater justice to the picture of 

life Sankara’s works unfold. True upddhis depend on that 

avidyd which, as Sankara has declared, drives us to associate 

with God nama and rupa, the very essence of God qua God, 

which constitute his mdyd5 . Upddhis are fashioned by 

avidyd avidydkrlu 6. Due to them the supreme Brahman 

becomes God, the world, and jivas. More specifically, the 

upddhis of the jiva consist of the gross physical body ; and 

of the subtle body or sukgmasarira 7 , which iucludes the 

mind also. It is important to note that mind or manah 

1. Vide PP. 130-133 supra. 

2. Vide PP. 17-18 supra. 

3. Vide P. 42 supra. 

4. GPK. Ill, 10 & ’Sankara’s Com. on it. 

5. BSS. P. 382. 

6. DSV. PP. 303, 304. 
7. In the Vivekacudamaiji, ’Sis. 98, 99, ’Sankara explains that 

the subtle body consists of 8 componets—purya^takam—viz. 

{i) the 5 sense organs of action; (ii) the 5 of perceptions ; 

(iii) the 5 vital breaths; (iv) the 5 rudimentary elements ; 

(v) fcuddhi or intellect; (vi) avidyA understood psychologi¬ 

cal!? only; (vii) k&tna* ^viii) Karma. 
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according to Advaita, is material or jada; i.e. it falls within 

the realm of objects and not that of the subject, which is 

pure consciousness 1 . The significance of the contention that 

the upddhis are made of such stuff as avidya cannot be 

exa6Sera,ted. If implies that with the dawn of the true 

knowledge of the Self, the upddhis will be_ abolished being no 

more than the creations of avidya. But for all that, they 

have an empirical or pragmatic reality and are responsible for 

the distinctiveness of each jiva’s personality 2 

We began with the observation that the older Upanisads 

firmly maintain the identity of jiva and Brahman. But in the 

latter upanisads, there are certain passages which apparently 

posit a difference between the two ; it is necessary to note 

how the Advaitin understands these passages. In the Svetaiva- 

tara, e.g., in numerous contexts I&vara and Jiva are Bharply 

contrasted 3 . The celebrated simile of the two beautifully 

plumaged inseparable birds on the same tree of life, one 

pecking at fruits, sweet and bitter, while the other majesti¬ 

cally looks on, brings out the normal relation between Iivara 

and Jiva in empirical life. Here Vidistddvaita insists that as 

the jiva alone is the subject of experience or bhoktd, his 

difference from Iivara is real and lasting. That they are 

similar and inseparable also suits the Viiistddvaitic position - 

but while the Lord is sinless, apahatapdpmd, &c., the jiva is 

both sin-smitten and grief-stricken. The Dvaitin adds the note 

that the inseparable companion, jiva, referred to is of the 

upright type, rju; for he holds that crooked jivas are fit only to 

suffer in shady hell 4 5 . Sankara takes this as a description, not 

of the ontological status either of the jiva or Iivara, but of 

the fact of life in the body. Man and God, with the same 

conditioning medium of self-manifesation s , viz., avidya or 

1. CU. VI, 5,4—annamayam hi somyamanah; also, BG.X11I, 5,6 
2. Whether the creative avidya has also not a cosmic reference 

we shall consider in the next chapter. 
3. ’SU. I, 9; IV, 6; MU. Ill, 1, 1. 

4. The Dvaitins maintain that there are three classes of jivas, 

(i) fit for liberation, muktiyogyah; (ii) perpetual wanderers 

in transmigratory life, nityasaipsaripah ; (iii) doomed to hell 
life- tamoyog&h. MSS. 79. 

5. samanabhivyaktikara^au—’SB. on MuU. Ill, 1,1. 
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mayd are present in the living body, samanam vrksam. The 

jiva or the emperical self, whose npddhis are avidyd kdma 

karma (nescience, desire, and acts) is alone subject to 

experiences, pleasant and painful. God, eternally pure, aware, 

and free, is a mere l6oker-on, without sharing in those 

experiences. Still, by his mere presence he may be said to 

cause the jiva to act. .This causation or prerayitrtvam consists 

merely in his presence 1 . 

The passage under notice introduces the important 

idea that the jiva as he is, in fact, is a bhokta, or subject of 

experiences. While his real basic nature is that of the Lord, 

nityakuddhabuddhamuktasvabhdva, unlike the latter, he has 

suffered a degeneration, has become a bhokta,. The Upanisadic 

explanation is that it is due to the association of the pure Self 

with the psycho-physical organism 2. But this can hardly becalled 

an explanation; it is only a statement of the fact of the jlva's 

finitude and consequent liability to experiences. The nearest 

approach to an explanation is given in the form of a simile 3 . 

As the one fire has entered the world and becomes correspond¬ 

ing in form to every form, so the inner Self (i.e. God or 

antardtman) of all things corresponds in form to every form 

and yet is outside. This simile is repeated with regard to the 

„ wind, and the Sun, and suggests how one God and Self appears 

to be many in different organisms, and yet does not forfeit 

its own nature4 . An apparent pluralism of jlvas finds its 

most patent expression in the Mundaka. 5 As from well- 

blazing fire, sparks by thousands issue forth of like form, so 

from the Imperishable beings manifold are produced and thither 

also go. The non-*advaitins will take these words more or less 

literally and find in them support for their doctrine of plurality 

of jlvas. This, of course, places them in irreconcilable 

antagonism to the doctrine of non-duality, the unique teaching 

of the Upanisads as a whole. S'ankara points out 6 that the 

production here referred to is to be understood as in the case 

1. darsanamStram hi tasya prerayitrtvam. Ibid. cf. dvSsuparnet- 
yades'ca lokasiddhabhedanuvadakatvat, TP. P. 371. 

2. KU. Ill, 4-atmendriyaraadoyuktam bhoktety5hurmam$ijjah. 

3. Ibid. V, 9, 10, 12. 

4. Cf. BG. IX, 4 & 5 

5. II, 1, 1. 
$, SB, on MuU. II, 1, 1. 
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of the production of ‘ pot ether * house-ether ’ &c. That is 

to say, just as the partless ether is apparently broken up into 

countless fragments due to association with objects like pot, 

house, &c; but in reality retains its indiscerptible unity, so 

the supreme Self, too, through association with ‘ names and 

forms ’ i.e, organic bodies, only appears to be pluralized 1 . 

Apart from these two types of upanisadic passages empha¬ 

sized by the Advaitins and Dvaitins respectively, we have a third 

where the supreme Self is described as dwelling in the Jlvatman 

as his immortal, inner, controller. In the Brhadaranyaka 2 

the Lord is described as abiding in all things including the jiva 

The entire passage known as ghatakairuti in Visistadvaitic 

literature is stressed in that school as according best with 

their characteristic doctrine, that God’s body consists of oit 

and acit or jivas and matter 3 . For Sankara this is a 

statement of the status of God as sdkfi or the witness Self of 

the jiva, using the latter as an instrument of its creative 

purpose 4 . As a matter of empirical fact, the jivas are not 

aware of their divine inner controller, their real Self; but that 

does not mean, explains Sankara, that there are two kinds of 

spiritual beings, viz. Jivas and Isvara “Other than he’’ 

points out the Upanisad, “ there is no seer, hearer, thinker, 

understander. He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the 

1. paramesvaramevahi sarirasya paramarthikam svarupam; 

upadhikftam tu ^arlratvam SB. P. 785-786 on BS. Ill, 4, 8, 

Cf. Consciousness is never experienced in the plural, bui only 

in the singular. Even in cases of split personalities, plurality 

is not manifested simultaneously. The idea of plurality arises 

through experience of the intimate connection of conscious¬ 

ness with a plurality of bodies. Plurality is produced by A 

deception, maya. Adapted from ‘ What is Life ? ’ PP. 89, 90; 

E. Schrodinger, Cambridge, 1944; Also, Cf. That experience 

should take place in finite centres and should wear the form 

of the finite * thisness * is in the end inexplicable AR. P. 226. 
2. Ill, 7, 3-23. 

3. RB. P. 268 on BS. I, 4, 22. 

4. parsrthakartavyatasvabhSvat parasya yat karyam karapamca 

tadevasya na a vat ah SB. on BU. Ill, 7, 3. Cf. BG. Ill, 22 ; 
XI, 33. 
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Immortal” 1 . Whereas he is devoid of all traits of the jivas, 

he apportions activities and their fruity to the jivas. 

Thus in the Upanigads three grades or positions of 

consciousness or cailanyam may bo distinguished - the pure 

unqualified Brahman; Brahman with qualities or l&vara , and 

Jiva involved in actions and subject to their consequences. 

How are they related, if at all, and how are they to be 

distinguished and to what extent? Sankara has'clearly set 

forth the Advaitic positions on these important questions 2 . 

In his commentary on the Byhadaranyaka III, 8, 12, he refers 

to the views of a predecessor Bhartrprapaiica, an old 

Vedantin 3 , whose metaphysical position has been described 

as bhedabheda, identity-cum-differenee. Bhartrprapaiica pictured 

Brahman, the imperishable as an ocean, stirless, unmodified. 

God or antaryamin, then, would be a mode or avasthd of 

Brahman, cox-responding to a slightly agitated state of the 

same ocean. The jiva or ksetrajha may be represented by a 

still more disturbed state of that ocean. Other thinkers invest 

Brahman with countless powers 4 and regard God and jivas 

as being among these powers ; or, explain these as vikdras or 

transformations of Brahman. Saiikara rejects the first two of 

thase hypotheses on the ground that the Upanisadic Brahman 

transcends all empirical traits like hunger and thirst. To 

subject Brahman to real transformations, as the third 

proposes, is to make it perishable. His own explanation is 

that the distinctions ,among Brahman, Isvara, and Jiva rest 

purely on upddhis., Apart from these, neither distinctions 

nor their negations may properly be predicated of the 

Absolute, which is a mass of undifferentiated consciousness, 

prajndghanaikasvdbhdvydt. The description netineti5 of the 

unconditioned Self underlines its ineflfability, its wholly 

transcendental character. But when it is associated with adjuncts 

like body and sense organs the absolute reality is designated the 

jiva or the empirical Self. The same Absolute, in conjunction 

L BU. HI, 7, 23. 
2. SB. on BU. Ill, 8, 12, & AU. Introdn. to second Adhyaya. 
3. Vide Hiriyanna's article in IA. April, 1924, 

4. Cf. S'U. VI, 8. 
?. BU. fV, 2, 4 J 
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with the power of eternal, unsurpassed, knowledge, is termed 

Iivara. All distinctions and difference, therefore, must be 

traced to upddhis in as much as the final doctrine of the 

Upanisads points to the ekamevadvitiyam 1 . 

Greater clarification is afforded in the introduction to 

Sankara’s commentary on the second adhyaya of the Aitreaya 

Upanisad. The jlva has been described as the agent of 

activities like hearing, seeing, thinking, &c 2 . Other 

Upanigadic'passages refer to him as the un thought thinker 

unknown knower, &c. 3 . Again the unknowability of the jlva, 

has been laid down thus : namatermantaram manvitha, navijfl- 

atervijnataram vijdniyat &c 4 . These statements, as they 

stand, are not easy to reconcile. Do these suggest that, 

while the jlva is directly imperceptible, his reality may be 

inferred from his activities like hearing ? Now, he who infers 

must, obviously, be the jlva concerned. But while hearing, 

surely, he cannot infer, as he is wholly absorbed in hearing. 

One’s mind can attend only to one thing at a time. Thus, 

it follows that the thinker of thoughts ever remains a thinker, 

an eternal subject who can never become an object of thought 

such as inference involves. Other than this sole thinker of 

all thoughts, there is no second thinker to make the first an 

object of his thinking activity. A self-division of the unique 

Self into subject and object needs only to be mentioned to be 

rejected as inconceivable. The analogy of two lights illustrates 

this point. Neither may be regarded as revealing the other, 

each being self-revealing in its own’ right. Nor can the 

eternal thinker pause a while to turn his thoughts back upon 

himself5 . If neither perception nor inference directly leads to 

the knowledge of the Self, how is it to be known ? What 

assertion may justifiably be made of it ? To hold with the 

Vaidesikas that hearing and so forth are contingent activities 

of the Self is no solution. An eternal spiritual substance has 

nothing contingent about it; it ought to remain immutable, 

1. CU.IV, 2, 1. ~ 

2. BU II, 4, 14. 
3. BU. Ill, 8, 1. 
4. BU. Ill, 4, 2. 

5. nacamanturmantavyamananavyararasunyafi kalo^cyatmama- 
nanaya. S'ankara’s Introdn. to AU. JI. 
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as contrasted "ivith changeable matter. , There can be neither 

conjunction nor disjunction of spirit or consciousness. Thus 

we are forced to conclude that the philosophy of the Upanisads 

recognizes two kinds of perceptions, one ephemeral and 

contingent due to sense-organs and mind, and the other, 

eternal and immutable, the very essence of the Self 1 , 

This position squares with expressions like drsterdrasta. 

■8'rutehbrotd, &c. 2 Experience also bears out this conclusion. 

The perceptive power of’ the eye, e.g., is conditioned by 

light, &e. Still, a blind man perceives objects in dreams. 

This latter perception must be ascribed to the eternally seeing 

Self. The eternal sight perceives the contingent seeing 

of the eye, &c. But due to lack of discrimination, to this 

eternal sight is often imputed the contingency of what it 

perceives, viz ; the ephemeral seeing of the sense organs and 

mind. 

Thus the basis of distinctions among jlvas, I&vara, and 

Brahman, is an unstable appearance. With its abolition, 

these distinctions vanish and the sole reality of the Self 

remains 

1. 107, sacavagatihkutasthasvayamsiddhatmajyotiljsvaru- US. I, 
paca | . 

2. BU. Ill, 4, 2, 
' 3. In his commentary on the Isa upani§ad, Aurobindo develops 

a theory in which jiva is treated as a real projection^ 
production of the Lord or t*he Saccidananda, into form. 

or self- 
Conscious- 

ness of the Lord dwells in energy upon its self-being to produce idea 
of itself, vijn^na and form and action corresponding to the idea. 
Brahman ( = Lord) is his own subject and object—the subject of his 
self-awareness This diva is however obscured by ignorance, but in its 
completeness it is the Lord. The multiplicity of the jlvas is explained 
as the Dlav or varied self-expansion of the one by force of which the 
one oeCupbs many centres of consciousness. Multiplicity is implicit 
or exolicit in Unity. While the Lord is t&a, man is anU, powerless, 
beine subject to \vidya. Aurobindo adds that this subjection is 
unrell- in essential fact or paramdrtha, a play of ignorance: it is real 
only in vyavahara, or practical fact The Jim soul only p ays at 
being bound. (P. 44. Isopamsad published by B. K. Ghose, Calcutta), 
ociug ouuuu. v the tivaa seems to be metaphysically weak. 

thlff of the LorTin many centres real? If real, how Is the self-distnbu on of the t-oro , ^ bQund through 
does he «ta'ahisumty?WhenJiv ^ self.distribution of the Lord 
avvdya, that he plays at.being dou^^ product avidy. Jt ceases to 

in many centres a f Aurobindo in this context unwittingly 

render his*p^tio^ind^stinguishable from that of Ankara whom he 
is ostensibly criticising- 
' ' ‘ mukti-43 



ii. Jiva and Saksin. 

Above it was pointed out that there are two kinds of 

perception associated with the jiva, one of which is steady 

and unfailing, and the other fluctuating and contingent. In 

Advaitic literature the former is usually referred to as saksin 
or Witness-Self. A determination of its exaot nature is 

important for grasping both the psychology of the jiva, and 
the character of his final liberation. 1 

The term saksin occurs rather late in Upanisadie 
literature, 2 but the idea, like that of maya, is in evidence in 

the earliest Upanisads 3. Commenting on the Brhaddranyaka 
III, 4, 2, 4 Safikara points out that there are two kinds of 
perception drstti, one empirical laukiki and the other eternal 
or tunelessly real, pdramarthiki. The first is only the modifica¬ 

tion of antahkarana when it operates, e.g., in contact with 

the eye & object. Being a product, an event in time, it is 

perishable. But the native sight of Atman the Self of the jiva 

is immutable, being its very nature, just as the fire never loses 

its light and heat. Still, being associated with the contingent 
vrtti or the mind’s mode, the Atman which is sight or drsfi 

is described as the dra9fd or seer. The distinction thus 

made between the seer and the sight is conventional and 

contingent. 3 Sankara’s point is that the status of the 

imperishable Self of the jiva as eakfin is not quite natural 

to it, but is contingent « . Thus Safikara urges that in each 

jiva, besides the evanescent modifications of its antahkarana 

which make up its congnitive and emotive experiences, there 

is a witness-consciousness, the spectator, who is identified in 

the Svetasvatara, 7 with the one God present in all * . But 

1. Cf. PD. Com. on VIII, 1 by Ramakrs^a. 
2. &U. VI, 11—karmadhyakgah sarvabhuiadhivasafi sak^I celS^- 

kevalo nirgu^as'ca 
3. BU. Ill, 4, 2, IV, 3, 23-30. 

4. nadrster drastararji pa&yerna&rutelj ^rotaraip ^uyah, &c. 
5. sUk^in literally means direct percipient; vide Pacini V, 2, 91. 

s&kaSddrastari satpjnayatp. 
6. cf. Sankara com. on ICena II, 4. 
7. VI, 11. 

8. Cf. karmadhyak$$t sarvabhutadhiySiat s4k$i9a$r BSS. P, 552, 
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later A.dvaitic thinkers have sought to delimit further the 

concept of saksin vis-a-vis that of the jiva and Ikvara. 

Citsukha, e.g., offers an inference in support of the reality 

of the sak$i consciousness in Jivas. “ Emotions such as the 

desire of Caitra are cognized by a direct perception of his 

which is different from his ephemeral perceptions, because 

they are direotly perceived by him ; just as in the case of a 

pot directly peroeived 1 He explains that emotions 

cannot be held to be directly perceived by the mind itself, 

because they are states of this very mind which cannot, at 

once, be both subject and object. Why not hold that mind 

as mind is the percipient, and as qualified by the perception, 

it is the object of its own perception ? One may as well say 

that De.vada.tta as such is the agent of walking and as adorned 

with ear-rings, &c., is the goal of walking. In ephemeral 

perceptions of empirical life, mind functions as an agent, but 

in the direct perception of the ea,k$in it may play the role of 

an;object or an instrument. 

This saksin is not qualified by avidya; were he so, his 

perception would have been tainted. But the Xtman 

wh» is pore consciousness is called sakfin when objects of 

perception are present. The Vedanta paribha$a2 explains 

that the distinction between jiva and saksin is that the 

former is consciousness qualified by the antahkarana, while 

sdksin is consciousness having antahkarana as an adjunct or 

tipadhi only. Antahkarana enters into the constitution of the 

jiva as an adjective, while it only serves to distinguish the 

aafcjin without qualifying him. Citsukha mentions that an 

important reason for positing sakp - consciousness is that, 

otherwise, the fact of memory will remain unaccountable. 

Without a persistent consciousness in the jiva, how can the 

U TP. P. 373* 

3, VP. P- 96 ff. Cf. visesapatpkaryanvayi vartarasnaip 

iyjawrUekaipem; utpsadhib karyananvayi vyavarttakovartta- 

m&nasca. Cf. TP. P. 374. 
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flux of his psychological states be unified and consciously 

owned as belonging to a single personality 2 1. 

Madhusudanasarasvati defines saksin as consciousness 

reflected either in avidya or its product 2 . This definition is 

intended to explain how, while caitanya is pure sight, 

drgrupam, it has nevertheless to function as seer, dra^td in 

its status as saksin. The point of making avidya the medium 

of reflection of caitanya is to render sdksin’s function 

possible in dreamless sleep where only avidya exists 3 , while in 

dream and waking states, saksin functions as reflection of 

consciousness in the vrttis of the inner organ which are 

products of avidya. Only through this association with avidya 

and its products does pure consciousness or drk operate as the 

seer. There is no fear of a circularity of argument involved 

m t w view, such as would be there if the being of avidya 

epen ed upon consciousness. Neither in regard to origination 

nor cognition does consciousness depend on avidya. Both are 

madi or without origin in time, time itself being a form of 

avidya , and cognition being the own nature of saksin. Saksin 

is i erent from both pure consciousness and jiva* . Madhu- 

eudana holds that sak9in is one and common to all 'jivas. Still 

2. 

naCaa"“rantar^ Puivaparabuddhmam anusamdha- 
nasxddhih TP. P. 374. Cf. If there is such a thing' as a 

onnected experience of releateij objects, there must be 
operative in comcioMw, a aniW„s principfe which 

presents the related objects to itself but at once renders them 

objects and unites them in relation to ,each by this act of 

presentation and which is single throughout the experience 

The unity of this principle must be correlative to the unity 

ol experience. Prolegomenato Ethics, P. 34, Green 

avidyatatkaryanyatarapratiphalitacaitanyasaivasak^itvat. AS. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Cf. US. I, 93; Cf. VPS. P. 73, Section XCVI(b). 

Siddhantabindu with Naraya0t, &c. P. 241 KSS. No. 65, 

Some hold that Isvara cannot be identified with saksin, for 

while Tinarm is qualified by mSya, sSksin is nifgupa, kevala. 

So they maintain. Brahman without attributes and identified 

Se TPPS 374*™' ThiS f°r thCm iS thC Sense of SU- VI* 11 > 
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there is no possibility of any one jivd's becoming aware of the 

experiences of all. For, saksin manifests itself as identical 

with the consciousness of each jiva individually 1 . 

From among a variety of views on the relation between 

jiva and saksin, the more important may be noted. In the 

Paficada&i 2 the saksin is designated Kutastha in view of his 

immutablity. His function is to illumine both what is 

revealed by the jiva, the reflection of pure consciousness in the 

antahkarana and what is not so revealed 3 . Saksin may be 

defined as pure consciousness which is the substratum of the 

phenomena of gross and subtle bodies, and which observes 

them both without any change 4 . It is pointed out that the 

reason why none doubts his own ego * I-ness ’ is that it is 

perpetually in the light of the saksin 5 . Since jiva is both 

an egoist and partisan, the saksin, the agent of impartial 

vision, has to be posited 6 . In the Natakadipa, the Witness- 

Self is said to illumine the psychological principles of egoity, 

aharpkdra, intellect, buddhi, and objeots, vi^ayah, and to 

continue to shine even after all these cease to be.7 

Ramadvaya, the author of the Kaumudi, in oonsonance 

with the Sveta&valara identifies the saksin with an aspect of 

Jivara which sanctions the activities of the jiva8 . The 

Siddhdntaleda also refers to a group of thinkers who identify 

the jiva with tho saksin, for he alone directly perceives. 

They would, however, explain the patent agency of the jiva 

as resulting from his more or less normal identification with 

his antahkarapa 9 . ____ 

SLS. P. 32, SSS. Edn. 

2. Ch. VIII. 
3. PD. VIII. 1, 2, 3. Cf. tasmat sarvaijivastujnatataySjnStata- 

yava sak§icaitanyasya vi§aya eva, VPS. P. 20. 

4. dehadvayadhisth5nabhutaipkuiasthacaitanyam svavacchedaka- 
syadehadvayasya sak§3dik?ar\at nirvikaratvacca sSk§|tyucyate. 

SLS. P. 32. 
5. Cf. antahkarapatadvrttisaksicaitanyavigrahab I 

anandarupah satyah sankim natmanam prapadyase, || 
Qd. in com. on PD. VIII, 25. 

6. Cf. MuU. Ill, 1, 1 - anasnannanyah 

7. PD. X„12, 

8. SLS. P., 33. 
9. Ibid. 



(iii) The empirical self of the Jiva. 

Having indicated the metaphysically real or paramarthika 

Self of the j iva according to Advaita and studied its represen¬ 

tative form in the individual, viz; the witness-Self, we may 

turn to the question of the empirical Self of the jiva as it 

reveals itself in the stage of transmigratory life. In succinct 

and realistic fashion, Sankara observes : there is the jivatmaw,, 

the superintendent of the cage of the body and sense-organs, 

who is the agent of actions and the reaper of their fruits 1 . 

The readiness to treat the empirical self of the j iva as a fact 

to be reckoned with, and not as a mere illusion to he repudiated 

nut of hand, pervades the elaborate treatment Sankara gives 

to this question in the Bahmaautrabhdjya. 

In the first place, the jiva, understood as the emperical 

self or jivatman, has no origination 2 such as ether, &c., 

have. That jiva has neither origination nor destruction has 

been recognized in scriptures as well \ In other words, the 

jiva has continuity of existence from all eternity through cycles 

of births and deaths - a continuity snapped only by mukti. 

What are known as births and deaths, of course, refer only 

to the moment of association with and that of dissociation 

from the upddhis, viz., the psycho-physical organisms 4 . But, 

neverthless, this intimate association makes it appear that th» 

jiva is merged in and blended with the organism. Hence, 

empirically, he may be described as “ made of knowledge, of 

mind, of breath, of seeing, of hearing, of earth* of water, 

&C’7 . The interfusion of what in essence iu puie-ftamsciou-S'- 

ness with basically non-spiritual principles can he»explained 

only as due to the non—manifestation of its distinctive nature. 

NodonjMi certain expression in the iruti seem to assert the 

origin and dissolution of the jiva6 , but they are to be 

1. asty&tma jivakhyalj sarirendriyapagjaradhyakjab karma- 
phalasamba^dhi—BSS. II, 3, 17, P. 525. 

2. ‘SB on, BS. II, 3, 17. 

3. CU. VI, U, 3. K.U. I, 2, 18 ; BG, II, 20, 
4. BG. II, 13, 18. 22-24. 
5. BU. IV, 4, 5. 

6. prajn§.naghana evaitebbyobhutebhyab saeauttfeayafSnyev&nu* 
vinasyati; napretya sarpjfiasti. BU. IV, 5,!f3. MuU;.ai, l> 1. 
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understood as referring to the origination and dissolution of the 

adjuncts of the atman 1 

The emprical self is an agent of actions like knowing, 

jnah 2 . His cognitive nature is of his very essence 3 , and 

not, as in the Nyaya-Vihegika system, a contingent quality 

of his due to special contacts with the mind, &c. That agency, 

kaftftva, is a mark of the empirical self also follows from the 

fact that the kruti enjoins activities on him, such as ‘ thou 

shalt sacrifice, shalt make gifts &o. Were agency foreign 

to the nature of the jiva, these idstraic injunctions would be 

in vain. Besides, both in worldly usage and in the kdstras, he 

is depicted as indulging in manifold activities 4 , Bnt it may 

be asked why, if jiva be a free agent, he does not always act 

to further his own well being ; why, in fact, he should so often 

act tragically. Is the empirical agent, the jiva, really free ? 

A preliminary answer is that freedom to act does not imply 

immunity from the unpleasant consequences of the act. For 

instance, in the matter of cognitive action, the jiva is free; 

j.e., once the cognitive situation presents itself, cognition* 

follows freely. None the less what he knows may be pleasant 

or unpleasant. It is realistically granted that the jiva acts 

under conditions of time, space, and causality, and to that 

extent, bis freedom is curtailed. Still, that the agent depends 

on appropriate accessories does not take away his agency from 

him. 

But it is important to determine the nature of the jiva’a 
agency. We saw. it is not unconditional. What precisely 

are its conditions and characteristics ? The answer may be 

gathered from S'ankara’s comment on the important suira, 

yathSeatakaObhayathd * . His conclusion is that the agency of 

the jiva is not inherent in his nature; were it so, all hope of 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

avinSsiva arfcyamatmanucchiUidbarma matrasamsargastvasya 
bhavati. Btl. IV, 5, 14. 
'SB. oh II, 3, 18 & 33. 
yadvaitannapasyati pafyanvflitannapatyati nakidratfurdr^er- 
viparllopovidyate. BU. IV. 3, 23. Cf. avidySkarmapurva- 
praifiopadbiko vijfianStm&, is one the definitions of jiva 
S'apkara gives BsS. B. 858 on IV, 2, 4. 
BS. II. 3, 34-36. TU. II. 5, I. 
BS.-H* 3,40, 
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tho ultimate liberation of the Jlva from his agency will have to 

be ruled out -anirmok§aprasangdt, 1 even as fire cannot be 

freed from its nature of heat. But why not remain an agent 

for ever ? By its very nature, agency is painful 2 . It is not 

sound to argue that tho presence in the jiva of agency as a 

potency or bakti would not militate against his final liberation. 

It is argued that in liberation, though the potency remains 

the jiva would not act, no occasion to act being there, just as 

the fire would not burn if no fuel be supplied. But potency to 

aot refers both to its abode, the jiva and its objects ; for, by 

its very nature potency or kakti is bipolar. So long as it is real 

its objects also are unavoidable 3 . Therefore, Sankara 

concludes, the agency of the jiva is an appearance due to 

superimposition, adhydsa, of the characteristics of the upddhia 

on the jivatman ; in other words, it is a product of avidya, 

-Thus the ftrt.fi teaches: “ He, the jivatman, appears to 

move. In this context it is useful to reiterate that for those 

who discriminate there is no jiva, either agent or enjoyer, 

other than the paramdtman, the supreme Self®. Still 

Atman in association with the products of avidya, vizj'the psycho¬ 

physical complex, becomes an agent in the states of dream and 

wakefulness, even as a carpenter, armed with chisels, hammer 

^&c., works at his labourious jobs in his workshop, but, at home’ 

casting them aside refrains from such work 7 . Th’e agency 

pf the empirical jiva, thus, is conditional, and altogether 

ceases when he returns to God who is our home. Divested of 

instruments like mind, sense organs, &c., the Atman is not an 

agent,. Hence hdatraic injunctions also remain valid and 

binding only on the avidya- bound, empirical jlvas,' and do 

not imply their innate agency 8 . The conclusion is that the 

fact of jiva’a agency must be traced to the upddhis like 
intellect, mind, &c. 

1. BSS. pT546] ~ --- 

2. . Cf. the Buddhist notion of duhkha. PP. 81-82, supra part i. 
3. See Bh&mati on 'SB. on BS. II, 3, 40 P. 546. 

adhyasa avidya ; vide, P. 309, supra. 

BU. IV, 3, 7. 6. BSS. P. 547. 7. BSS, P. 548. 

IS! b!?p?Is1^TbSs8 T'id,hiavrw p?™1;- 

laukiki vaidika scapravrttah ; vide BS. JU, 3, 4l. * 

4. 
5. 
8. 
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Moreover, this agency is dependent on Ikvara’s sanction 

or anujna. This of course, implies that the jiva’s transmigra- 

tory life is consquent on the Lord’s sanction, even as liberation 

thereform, too, is dependentt on his grace. 1 Still these facts 

do not make Ikvara guilty either of cruelty or partiality with 

respect to the obvious inequalities in evidence among the 

jivas. For the sanction of Ikvara is determined and guided 

by the moral deserts, dharma and adharma, of the jivas 
concerned 2 . The Lord’s role is like that of rain which is 

indispensable for the germination and growth of seeds into 

plants and trees, the differences among the latter being 

determined, of course, by the innate nature of the seeds 

themselves. The Lord’s sanction is necessary so that the 

jivas may act. but the actual empirical agents in these acts are 

the jivas alone 3 . Their ethical urges drive them to actions, 

which, however, materialise only because of the Lord’s general 

sanction 4 , manifest in the laws of the world, physical, moral, 

and spritual. These may be described as the ordinances of the 

Lord, constituting his very nature 5 . Without the divine 

sanction thus understood, the jlva’s initiative and effort must 

prove futile. 6 

In the result, the empirical jiva in Advaita is an agent in 

the widest sense - he knows, wills, enjoys, or suffers, but all 

these he does under the general sanction and guidanoe of 

Ikvara1 . 

What exactly is the relation of jiva to the Lord ? That the 

Lord’s status in th’e sphere of the empirical life of the jiva is 

that of a source of sanotion clearly suggests that there is an 

indisputable distinction between them. The obvious otherness 

L Isvarat tadanujfiayakartrtvabhoktrtvalasapasya samsarasya- 
- siddhistadanugrahahetukenaiva cavijfianena mokjasiddhir- 

bhavitumarhati. BSS. P. 552, also cf. KauU. Ill, 8. 

2. BS. II, 1,34 & II, 3, 42. 
3. parfiyatte'pihikartrtve karotyeva jivab, BSS. P. 553. 

4. Cf. BG. XVIII, 14, with Srldhara’s note ; also BG. XV, 15. 
5. “ The law and the lawgiver are one ” Gandhi. 

6. Wvarasya catyantamanapekgatve laukikasyapi puru?ak&rasya 

vaiyarthyam, BSS. P. 554. 

7. BG. xm, 22. 

MUKTt—44 
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and pre-eminence ofc the Lord is laid down in unmistakable 

terms : adhikamtu bhedatoirdesat 1 . 

In this status of pre-eminence the Lord functions as the 

creator, &c., of the world 2 . Being eternally free, pure, and 

ominiscient, the Lord has neither likes nor dislikes 3. 

Thus also is he the goal of the jivas’ seeking4 so long 

as the jivas’ empirical distinctions and differences from the 
Lord persist. 

It is natural to suppose that the relation between the 

jiva and Hvara is one of servant and master. But it is 

affirmed that their relation is one of amia and amM part and 

whole, as of sparks and fire. Of course, this is only figurative, 

for the Lord is spirit and as such is not a whole of parts as 

material objects are. So amia must be taken as am§aiva, 

part, as it were s . Non-Advaitie teachers, however, understand 

the word literally. Ramanuja, e.g., argues that since in the 

iruh both declarations of complete identity and total difference 

between Uvara and jmi are met with * , a sort of via media 

suggested by the term am&a must be deemed to denote the 

real relation between the two7. But he does not raise th& 

crucial question how pure spirit or consciousness which is 

I&vara can have ‘parts’, literally. Madhva of course insists 

On the total differences between Ibvara and jlva relying on 

passages like the S'vetddvatara I, 9.*, and even adds that the 

jivas have ultimate differences among themselves9. But 

Bhaskara takes amsa to denote distinction between Iivara and 

j«)a ffue to real adjuncts10 . His answer for the difficulty that 

1. BS.II, 1, 22. BS. I, j_2, 20 6arirascobhay6pi bi bhedenakis* 
madhiyate. 

2. BSS. P. 394. 3. Cf. BG. IX, 29 
4. BU. II, 4, 5 ; CU. VIII, 7, 1 &c. 

5. ams'aivams^o nahi niravayavasya mukhyo msah sambhavati 
S'B. on BS. II, 3, 43, P. 555. 

6- S'U. I, 9; CU. VI, 7-16, &c. 
7. RB. P. 389. 

8 JnSjnau dvajSvjIanUau, &c. 

9. vide MSS. 79 which classifies jivas into three groups (i) mukti- 

yogayah; (ii) nityasamsaririah; (iii) tamoyogyah. 
10. upSdhyavacchinnasyananyabbutasya vacakoyamam^aiabdah 

-Bhaskara Bha$ya, P. 140. 
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spirit cannot have literal parts is that since dgama, scripture, 

affirms this relation due to real upadhis, we must acquiesce 1 • 

The difference thus posited between Iivara and jluo must 

be traced to the exalted nature of the upadhi of the former, 

and the inferior grade of the upadhi of the latter 2 . This also 

suffices to ensure that the impurities and sufferings of the \iva 

do not taint the Lord. On the other hand, despite the 

low grade upadhis of the jivas, they retain their essential 

spiritual nature intact; they never cease to be “ the children 

of immortality ” — amrlasyaputrdh 3 • 

The problem of the relation between I&vara and jiva has 

been sought to be solved by means of a number of hypotheses 

some of which may be adverted to here. These may be 

distinguished as Abhasavdda, Pratibimbavdda, and Avaccheda- 

vdda. These are, in essence, analogies and serve only to 

euggeat certain aspects of the relation under consideration. 

The effort to understand these vddas, literally, is responsible 

far a somewhat fruitless exercise of ingenuity evident in the 

consideration of this problem 4 . 

The authors of the Praktarthavivarana 5 and Samksepai- 

ariraka 6 picture both iJvara and j iva as reflections, prati- 

1. Lbid-Triir 
2. nirati$ayop&dhisanipanna£ce£varonihinop5dhisampannan jivan 

pra45stt. BSS. P. 556; cf. M karyopadhirayam jivahkarano- 
padihiriivarah ”. 

3. flU- II, 5, 
4. The jhhamvada makes jiva a reflection which, as such is 

false, being ‘regarded as different from the thing reflected. 
Cf. Xbhsaevaca BS. II, 3, 50. Pratibimbavada also makes 

jiva a reflection but it is here held that both reflection 

a«Td the proto-type are equally true ; the reflection is taken as 
the pTOlo-type in another setting. Cf. BS. Ill, 2, 18-ataev 

acopamS suryakadivat. cf. YPS. I, CXI. The Avaccheda vMa 

makes the jiva a mode of absolute consciousness, but, still 

an unreal mode the agent of modification being avidyS. Cf. 
svaispatomithyabhatam pratibimbamitivadahsbhasavadah; 

svarupalahsatyam pratibimbatvarupei?a mithyabhutam bimba 

uveva ppatibimbamiti vadasya pratibimhavadatvamiti. Ratna- 

vali of Brahmananda P. 114. 

5. Madras University Edition PP. 3 & 4. 
6. Ill, 148,277,278. 
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bimba, of pure consciousness. The reflection in maya of pure 

consciousness is livdra, jiva being the reflection of the same 

in avidyd, which, here, is distinguished from maya as forming 

the latter’s infinite parts. These have the powers to obscure 

consciousness and project appearances or phenomena. This is 

the view of the Prakatarthakara. The view of the author of 

the SamksepatiairaJca differs only in holding that Idvara is the 

reflection in avidyd, and jiva the same in antahkarana, a 

product of avidyd.. This variation is guided by the scriptural 

statement karyopadhirayam jivah karanopadhirikvardh. 1 

In the Pancadatii a nnmber of views on this question have 

been expounded. In book one, Tattvaviveka, it is said that 

JSvara is the reflection of consciousness in mays, which is an 

aspect of mulaprakrti 2 in which the quality of sattva pre¬ 

dominates ; jiva is the reflection in avidyd, that aspect of mula- 

prarkrti in which rajas and tamas dominate 3 . In book six a 

more elaborate picture is attempted. Four states or grades of 

consciousness, instead of the usual three, are envisaged on the 

analogy of space delimited by a pot, space reflected in the 

water in the pot, space unlimited, and space reflected in the 

water particles in the clouds. Analogously, there is the 

immutable aak?m or kuta8tha, viz; consciousness as the 

substrate of and delimited by the gross and subtle bodies of the 

jiva. Then comes the empirical self or jiva proper, viz ; 

consciousness reflected in the antahkarana. Pure conscious¬ 

ness of course, is Brahman; and Uvara is its reflection 

m the mental impressions of all jiws, dhivdaandh, which 

abide m maya whose locus is Brahman In book eleven, 

jiva in hi? wakeful state is said to have as his adjunct 

antahkarana, but in his deep sleep, where the antahkarana is 

dissolved, as it were, the same jiva is styled dnandamaya 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

apqtana also upholds the reflection theory as regards the 
status of the jiva. His position regarding Is'vara is not clear. 

avyat‘rekepi brahmapo jivanam bimbapratibimbavat 
vidyavidyavyavastha. BrS. P. 12 

1?aJure of the SSmkhyas, the mulaprakrti has been 
subordinated to the Lord and appears as his power in a 

school of Advaita. For an accaunt of the Samkhyan concept 
vide Pt. I, PP. 36 ff. 

PD. I, 16,17. 

VI, 18-23. 
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or the blissful.' I’svara has two parallel aspects, microcosmio 

and macrocosmic, there being three forms for each aspect, 

Macrocosmically pure consciousness with maya as its adjunct 

is Is'vard ; with the collective subtle bodies as its adjuncts, it 

is Hir any agar bha,; and- with collective gross bodies as its 

adjunct, it is virat. Jivas are only appearances of pure 

consciousness, resembling the painted garments on a canvas. 

The three microcosmio forms of the jiva are termed Vikva, 

Taijasa, and Prdjna, corresponding to the Virat, Hiranyagar- 

bha, and Iivara 1. 

Feeling that the concept of God as a mere reflection, on 

a par with jiva, is altogether inadequate to account for the 

facts of religious experience in which God, free and sovereign, 

appears as the goal of all spiritual striving, the thinkers of 

the Vivarana school maintain that Idvara is the prototype or 

bimba and jiva a reflection of Id vara 2 . They also argue that 

both cannot be reflections in the absence of two different 

media, for mdya, or ajnana is one only3 . Jiva is the reflection 

of Idvara in ajnaraa but is only manifested in anthkarana, 

a product of ajnina, just as the sun’s reflection manifests 

itself best in a mirror. They also hold that consciousness 

delimited by the antahkarana is Id vara himself in his capacity 

as the antarydmin, the Inner Ruler4 . 

Opposed to the entire theory of reflection of consciousness 

is the stand of Vaoaspatimi&ra and his sohool of thought 5 . 

They point out the obvious faot that consciousness which has 

neither shape nor colour cannot be reflected, and especially so 

i n ajnana which' also has neither shape nor colour. The 

example of the so-called reflection of the sky is not helpful, 

for what is reflected is not the sky but the light in the sky 

The right view, therefore, is that jiva is a delimitation of 

consciousness by the antfykarana while Is vara is no such delimita- 

IT-Ibid. XI, 61-68 & SLS. PP. 15, 16. 

2. Cf. PA. P. 210. 

3. Cf. vibheda janake’jnane na^amatyantika^gate | 

atmano Brahmapo bhedam asantamka/i kari?yati- it 

Visnupurapa VI, 7,94. 

4. SLS. P. 18. 
6. Cf. AS. P. 585. 
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tiom. Scriptual passages and the Brahmaautra 1 which 

employ the idea of reflection to illustrate the relation between 

jiva and 1 ivara are not to be taken literally. They are only 

concerned to stress the dependence, similarity, contingent 

limitation, &c., of the ]iva on the one hand, and the freedom 

of fovara from all imperfections, on the other 2 . It may be 

added that avacchedavadu has been often employed by both 

Grauc/apada and Sankara for keeping I&vava apart from the 

taints of the jiva3; also we had occasion to note Sankara’s 

opposition to the theory of reflection 4. 

Before leaving this question, we may note that according 

to some Advaitins, jiva is neither a reflection nor a delimitation 

of oaitanya or consciousness, Jiva is only Brahman’s appearance 

through avidva, just as the sonof Kuntj appeared as the son of 

Badha5. The matter may also be illustrated with reference to 

the prince long lost and living among hunters as one of them 

through his ignorance of his proper identity * . According to 

this view, of course, along with all the world, Uvaru also 

is nothing but an idea or figment of the jiva's imagination. 

iv. The Size of the Jiva. 

A discussion of the size of the jiva in nut out of place in 

view of the doctrinal differences on this question among the 

schools of Vedanta, Of course, in Advaita the question has 

relevance only to the empirical jiva', for, of him it is true that, 

during his transmigratory life, he is born or he dies or wanders 

from life to life. And movement implies limited sitae7 . 

1. yathahyayam jyotjratma vivasvanapobhinna bahudhaiko* 
nugacchan | 
upa 1 hin S kn y atefhedarapo dcva/*k.se>tresvevarjiaJ6 yam&Uua |j 
ata evacopamS suryakadivat. BS. ill, 2,18. 
Madhusudana Sarasrati, however, attempts a defence ofthe 
reflection theory but has to rely entirely on the fact that 
the ’sruti employs the idea; the latter fact is not questioned; 
but the idea itself has not been made more hrteUigi-ble.Cf. 
AS. P. 579. 

2. BS. Ill, 2. 19 & 20; 
3. GPK. Ill, 3-8 and S'ahkara’s com. on them. 
4. Supra P. 330 FN. 9. 
5. The reference is to the story of the childhood of Karpa, a 

hero, of the Mahabharata war; 
6. ’SB. on BU. II, l, & the BV. PP. 970-9.72 YV. 506-51'd. 
7. KauU. I, 2; III, 3; BU. IV, 4, 6. 
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There are but three alternatives ‘.-that the jlva may be infinite, 

or of medium size, suited to his embodiment, or atomic. The 

first two are ruled out 1 . Denials of his atomic size in the 

hruii are not meant to apply to the jlva at all, , and it is 

laid down specifically that the size of the jlva is atomic 3. 

An atomic jlva may very well apprehend sensations all over 

the body from his permanent seat in the heart by means of the 

organ of touch, i.e., the skin spread all over the body4, 

finis the view that jlva is atomic seems plusible enough, and is 

in fact the view held by the theistie writers on the Vedanta 

Philosophy 5. But Safikara interprets the sutra, tadgunasara- 

tvattu ladvyapade&ah prdjhavat 6 in support of his contention 

that jlva is infinite and not atomic. His argument is that the 

question of size can refer only to the real jlva and not to his 

appearance and, in reality, as was seen above, jlva is 

Brahman 7 ; hence jlva is infintie 8 . Therefore references to 

jlva as atomic in the hruti must be taken to point to the 

superimposition of the atomic quality of the buddhi on the 

jlva itself, buddhi or intellect being the adjunct closest to the 

jlva. The association of the two, jlva and buddhi marks the 

aawwaric or transmigratory life of the jlva. The veryserip- 

tores quoted above in support of the jlva-’s atomicity also points 

to hi* real infinitude * sacdnanlyaya kalpate, 9 a statement 

that makes sense without strain only if infinitude is u»de>s> 

tood as inherent in the jlva. The term ayu may also point to 

the extremo subtlety of the nature of the jlva l0-. 

v. Is Jiva one or Many ? 

gafikara assumes through out his writings that, though 

pure consciousness or paramdtman is one, the empirical jlvas 

nahivibhos'calanamupapadyate; and Cf. S'B. on II, 2, 34; 
PS H 3 21; 3. S'U. V, 8 & 9 ; 
BU IV 3, 7,; CU. VIII, 3, 3; PU HI, 6 ; BS, II, 3 24; 

Cf. CSV., P. 126, 
ns TT 3 29. 
parSmeva Brahma jsvaityuktam, BSS. P. 536. 
sav&e5a mahSuja&tmA y6ya*n vtjfiaaamayafa pra^tf. BU. IV, 

4 22. 
S'U V 9 - And yet it partakes of infinity. 
BSS PP. 538-539. Bhaskara holds that in empirical life, jlva 
is atomic due to association with buddhi. He differs from 
the advaitin view in maintaining that the empirical state of 

% jiva, is also real. Cf. BB. II, 3, 29, Cf, ItfaskWM, F. 248. 

1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
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are many in so far as these are all appearances of the paramat- 

man due to association with upadhis *. And we found that 

these upadhis are not one. His insistence that the creator of 

the world is Iivara 2 , and not jiva is conclusive on this point 3 

One obvious result of contending that jiva is one is that the 

world or the objective manifold sinks to the position of that 

jiva’s ideas or figments. Then, indeed, all of us will be such 

stuff as dreams are made on. We shall have outright solipsism 

which will rob life of all its seriousness and value. For, in this 

view, there is and ever has been but one real jiva, whoever that 

happens to be. Still this sort of reductioad absurdum has not 

prevented some Advaitic writers from advocating such a view. 

For instance Frakadananda, the author, of the Siddhdntumulc• 

tavali, is an outstanding champion of the theory that there is 

only one jiva. He argues that ajUdna being one, the jiva 

whose adjunct it is can also be no more than one4. 

His solution of the problem of the bound and the liberated 

jivas, not to speak of the empirical distinctions between them, 

is to reduce all life to a dream in which such problems have no 

reality5. This solipsistic type of thought may Btem from the 

view above noted according to whioh jiva is Brahman with 

avidyd while Iivara. world, &c., are his ideas 6. Appaya 

Diksita styles this stand aB the theory of one jiva animating 
one body. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Cf. In all forms that surround me I behold the reflection 

of my being broken up into countless diversified shapes, as 

the morning sun broken up in a thousand dewdrops sparkles 

ZtTokTl,Qd'iaPhily- °f theUpds- P-45* 

BS. I, 1, 2; II, 1, 22, 28, 33, &c., 

IPii P. 610. Cf. “ There would be no gain in wiping out 

distinctions between one self and another in finite life; our 

limitations no doubt have a value. Still, in principle,’ our 

limitations are merely defects ”. Individuality & Value. P. 
XXXI. Qd. in Idea of God. P. 264. 

Siddh5ntamukta,vali, com. on V. 8. 

Cf. bandhamok§avyavastha syajjivabhedekatbam tava | 

yatha detain tathaivastu dr?tatvat svapnad^tavat || Ibid. V. 9, 
SLS* 20, 
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A less rigorous variety of the same view is that Hiranya- 

garbha, a reflex of Brahman, is the principal jiva, while all other 

jivas are only semblances of his, resembling the painted dresses 

of painted human beings. These latter appearances alone 

transmigrate. Such is the theory of one jiva with many 

distinctive bodies 1 . A third group argues that a single 

jiva animates all bodies alike ; if, still, pleasures and pains are 

not felt alike by all it is due to the difference of bodies. For 

difference of bodies destroys the ability to feel and think 

alike. 

These are fancies rather than theories and may be treated 

as suoh2. Gau<Japada maintains that Atman or pure 

consciousness through its own maya sets up a diversity of 

objects and apprehends them, such is the Vedantio conclusion 3. 

This looks like the ekajivavada considered above, but Gautfa- 

pada is not an ekajivavddin. He is an ekaimavadin, i.e., on who 

maintains that the Self or Atman is one, aB all advaitins do. 

That he held the theory of avaccheda or delimination in regard 

to the jivas may be seen from many of his karikas. The vital 

question of bondage and liberation cannot be convincingly 

discussed on the basis of ekajivavada. So most Advaitins 

including Gau^apada and Sankara maintain that jivas are many, 

eaoh inhabiting a body of its own. That the Upani$ads contem¬ 

plate a plurality of jivas follows from the Brhadaranyaka passage 

which refers to individuals attaining liberation 4. Among 

these moderate Advaitins, it is held that jivas are as many as 

there are antahkaranas, for those upadhis constitute the 

differential of the eiiapirical self of the jiva. 5 This means that 

though ajndna is one, it has parts, eaoh jiva being distinguished 

by a specific share of his own. In other words, each jiva has a 

personality of his own. The total destruction of his nescience 

means his liberation. Other jivas with their characteristic 

1. In his gloss on ’SB. on MuU. HI, 1,1, A. Giri refers to the 

ekajivavada and after pointing out its implications, rejects 

it as being unsupported by ’sruti. Cf. As. P. 539. 

2. GPK. II, 12; 

3. Ibid. Ill, 3-9; IV, 10. 

4. BU. I, 4, 10 ; SU. IV, 5 ; BG. IV, 10. 
5. Cf. Jivarapata manaakbya ; manaakhyo padhirjivah. SB. on 

CU. VI, 8,1; 
mukti-45 
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complements of nescience or personalities continue as empirical 

selves, of course. What determines the presence of ajnana in a 

jiva is that of the mind or antahkarana in its unregenerate form, 

and most Advaitins agree that minds are plural, one for each 

jiva. Thus the representative Advaitins may be said to uphold 

the plurality of jlvas and, as we shall see, an objective world 

common to them all. 

(iv) Kos'as and Avasthas. 

The Advaitic view of the jiva will not have been adequately 

presented without an elucidation of his sheaths or vestures 

and of his states. The theory of the five vestures or 

kokas of man, the ]ivd most concerned with the problem of 

bondage and liberation as expounded in the Taittiriya 

Upanigad, discloses penetrating insight into his nature and 

destiny.As stated in the Upunigads it has a two-fold application: 

(i) to the individual man and (ii) to his cosmic counterpart 1 . 

Man in the gross, i.e., his physical organism is obviously a 

product of food. The most patent aspect of man is bound up 

with the activities of his food-sustained body. Hence the outer 

most vesture which wraps him up and which, to the superficial 

observer, exhausts his reality is styled annamayakoba, the 

sheath of food. The significance of this physical aspect of 

man is underlined by the preliminary identification that food 

is Brahman2. This is but the starting point of the evolution 

of our knowledge of reality from the subjective side. The 

world of inorganic matter seems to give rise to all living 

beings 3 , Once born, they are sustained 'by the same matter 

consumed as food. Upon death they return to the bosom of 

matter and are resolved back into it, i.e., in so for as they 

are identified with their vesture of matter 4 . And, correspond¬ 

ing to the view that man is his body, there is the macrocosmio 

idea that food ( = matter) is Brahman, known as virat. 

1. Vide P. 348 Supra. 

2. TU III, 2 - annam brahmeti vyajanat. 

3. Cf. “ It we assume that life is not inherent in nature and that 
there was a time before it existed, it is an unwarranted 
assumption. It would make its appearance unintelligible.” 
J. S. Haldance, Qd. in Religion & Science, B. Russel, 1935. 

4. TU. Ill, 2; 
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In the search for the real Self of>s*n,-. Qnc/.gqujnQih,) 6f 

course, stop, as Virocana did 1 , with the gross nuTtPliarbtfuy. 

The fact of life which distinguishes the animate from- inanimate 

bodies leads to the deeper view that man is made of vital 

breaths, or pranas. This sequence suggest that all life springs 

from matter. The self made of vital breath is styled the 

sheath of prana. Especially is it the self, atman, of the 

material body and fills it as air fills a bag, adds Sankara 2 . 

Taking after the body, the sheath of breaths is invested with 

a head, the in-breath or prana, a right wing, the diffused 

breath or vydna, a left wing, the out-breath apdna, a body, 

space or akatfa (i e. samdna according to Sankara) and a lower 

part, the earth, puccha. On the self of breath, the senses 

depend for their proper functioning prdnam devaanuprdnanli 3 . 

All animate beings breathe and live through this second sheath. 

On a cosmical scale, the self of breath corrosponds to the 

sTitratman or Hiranyagarbha. The concept of sutrdtman seems 

to derive from notion of the integrated unity of the individual 

selves of all living beings. ’It emphasizes the truth that life is 

not a sporadic phenomenon appearing in a variety of isolated 

embodiments, but has a cosmic unity in which the individuals 

merely share. 

Even so, the view that the reality of man is his life or 

prana cannot be final. The next deeper view is suggested 

in the concept of the manomaya, the self of mentation or 

consciousness. This concept in. more adequate to the complex 

nature of man; for, consciousness denotes a higher stage of 

evolution than thht of mere life. Just as life manifests itself 

in matter, so consciousness manifests itself in life. As life may 

be viewed as the self of matter, so consciousness may be 

regarded as the self of life. Matter fulfils itself in life and life 

in consciousness. Consciousness or mind that can contemplate 

and comprehend the world of matter and of life suits better the 

description of the Self of man than either the annamaya or the 

prariamaya sheaths. The sheath of mind is pictured as made of 

the Vedas - the yajus being the head, the Rg. the right wing. 

1. CU. VIII, 8, 4 ; 

2. £>B. on TU. II, 2; 

3. TU. II, 3. 
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the adman the left wing, the Brdhmanas the body, and the hymns 

of the Atharvan and Angiras the fonndation 1 . The propriety 

of this description seems to consist of the fact that the most 

laudable forms of consciousness are the vedic mantras, which 

Safikara defines thus : Mantras are consciousness of the Self cast 

in the modes of the mind 2 . Only in this sense are the Vedas 

eternal. The higher degree of truth associated with this 

conception of the Self of man is indicated by the mantra pres¬ 

cribed for meditation on the manomaya 3 . At this stage of the 

inquiry man’s real Self is identified with manah or mind by a 

process of superimposition, as before it was with the gross body 

and the vital breath. 4 

The cosmic counterpart of the manomaya remains the 

Butrdtman. 

More determinate than consciousness in general is Self- 

consciousness born of understanding or Vijrtana. The 

manomaya was represented as made up of the Vedas; its Atman 

or Self is naturally the understanding of the Vedas s . Manafy 

or mind normally functions on the level of samkalpa or vikalpa, 

imagination and doubt. In these activities, consciousness is 

vague and indeterminate. With a wider and surer graBp of the 

nature of things due to the disciplined functioning of the mind,a 

clear distinction between Self and non-Self, subject and object, 

emergea.The evolution of self-con sciousness due to thediscrimina 

tive operation of the powers of buddhi is represented by the vij- 

nanamayakoka. It is made up of the elements of sure know¬ 

ledge and leads to activities like the vedic- sacrifice demanding 
precision of a high order 6 

Both manomaya and vijHanamaya sheaths pertain to the 

antahkarana, the inner organ; yet they are distinguished by the 

indeterminateness and determinateness respectively of consoious- 

1. TU. II, 3 & SB. on it; 

2 ;7nov^^-P-cc^Ilna^avii^ mantrab” - 

3. TU. II, 4, yatovsco nivarttante' prapya manasa saha. 
4. Cf. Vivekacudamapi VV. 170-182; 
5. SB. TU. II, 4. 
6. TU. II, 5; 
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ness! in these two inodes 1 . In his Vivekacuddmani Sankara 
* • * 

adds that the sense of egoity or Iness, the idea of agency, is 

bound up with the vijfidnamayako’sa, the seat of self-conscious¬ 

ness 2 . Corresponding to the individual phase of the vijftana- 

maya, there is the cosmi6 phase, the integrated whole of indi¬ 

vidual vijnana sheaths. But according to Anandagiri, this 

cosmic phase includes the collective prdrtamaya, manomaya, and 

vijHdnamaya sheaths, which together constitute the sutratman 

or Biranyagarbha 3 . 

Deeper and more comprehensive than sheath of self-cons¬ 

ciousness is the sheath of joy, anandamaya the core of human 

personality. The need to penetrate so deep into the essence of 

man arises from the sense of separation that self-consciousness 

imposes on the individual jiva, and from his impulse to inte¬ 

grate with all that is true, beautiful, and good in the world 

around. Did the world consist of a number of distinct isolated 

units, windowless monads, the joy of understanding harmony 

and love would be incapable of achievement. Actually man 

struggles towards peace, love and unity. A finite self, strictly, 

cannot achieve this goal of selfless dnanda or bliss. The two, 

self and not-self, must be embraced in a higher union through 

spiritual insight in order to achieve the goal of man’s evolu¬ 

tion 4 . 

The Taittiriyopcmisad declares that body, life, conscious* 

ness and self-cousoiousness are sustained by the sheath of joy 

hidden in man. It is his inmost self. By itself it is blind as it 

is preoccupied with the claims of the separatist ego. The sheath 

of joy has pleasure, priya, for its head; delight, moda, for itB 

right side, great delight, promoda, for its left side; bliss, dnanda 

for its body ; and Brahman for its foundation or puccha. This 

anandamaya is the subtlest of effects or vikdras, being closest to 

Brahman, or the absolute reality defined as ‘ rasa ’ or essence of 

1. Vanamala on P. 144 suggests alternatively that the manomaya 
may be identified with the antahkarapa pure and simple; the 
same blended with consciousness or cit, as a heated iron-ball 
with fire, is the vijasnamaya ; 

2. VV. 186-191; . , 
3. atraprSnomano vijs&naip ceti prakrtyarthabhutam koSatrayarft 

sutratroarupam - Qd. V. P. 144. 
4. Cf. Reign of Religion in contemporary Phil osophy - PP. 

423* ff. 
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joy. It manifests itself as the fruit of right effort on the part 

of the ego. 1 . Joy 'is the Self or as it were, the fruit, of right 

effort 2 . The sheath of joy, coming last in the series of sheaths, 

encases, so to speak, the Absolute, and is the closest approxima¬ 

tion to it: its cosmic counterpart is God or saguna Brahman, 

the cause of the world. 

An equally significant study of man, having much in com¬ 

mon with the five-fold analysis given above, is presented in the 

Mandukyo'panisad, and Gaudap^da’s kdrikas on it. It seeks to 

demonstrate that all reality is present in the individual and his 

states, an exposition of the text, ayamdtma Brahma 3 . But 

man appears as a a complex entity in this text, having four 

states or ‘ fourths ’, catuspdt. The explanation of this expres¬ 

sion virtually exhausts the entire sphere of reality. 

Empirically, reality is experienced on three different planes- 

of waking, dream, and sleep, and no study of reality can be 

complete which ignores any one of these planes 4 . Of them 

all, the experiences of waking life are of course the most vivid 

and, for most men, they constitute the standard of all reality. 

But without conceding this majority view, the Mandukyopani^ad 

nonetheless, notes that they make up the first of the four 

states of reality and names it Vaiivanara 5 . Here the "Atman 

is outwardly cognitive, experiences gross objects of the senses 

and has seven limbs or constituent parts 6 . Besides, Vaiiva¬ 

nara has nineteen mouths identified by Sankara as the ten sense- 

organs, cognitive and conative; the five vital breaths; and the 

1. vijaanamyajiTa.n anute - TU. 11,5; 
2. We have already noticed on P. 236 supra the important distinc¬ 

tion Sankara makes between anandamaya and ananda = 
Brahman; 

3. MU. II. 
4. Cf. European and American Philosophy is based on the 

data of the waking state; in other words, of a fraction of 

experience; while Vedanta takes all the three states of waking* 

dream and deep sleep, or the whole of experience, into con¬ 

sideration- V. Subramanya Iyer. CHI. vol. Ill, P. 216. 

5. The-common-to-all-men, MU. 3; 
6. Sankara identified them with reference to CU. V, 18. 12. Thu® 

brightness is the head; the sun is the eye; wind is the breath* 

space is the body; water is the bladder; the earth is the feet 

and fire is the mouth - 3B on MU. 3. 
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four divisions of the inner organ, viz., citta, manah, ahamk-ira, 

and buddhi 1 . 

Atman in the dreanrstate is his second state and styled 

laijasa, the Brilliant. Here he is inwardly cognitive, experien¬ 

ces refined objects, and has the same limbs and mouths as 

Vai&vanara. In the wakeful state, buddhi or intellect operates 

through the sense-organs to apprehend the gross objects out. 

side; but, in truth, the wakeful experience also is a mat;er of 

mental vibrations 2 . Still, impressions of the experiences of 

apparently external objects are stored up in the mind, which, 

thus, comes to resemble a painted canvas. Then, irrespective 

of external stimuli, and prompted solely by nescience, desires 

and prior acts, avidydkdmakannabhih, the mind functions as in 

wakefulness;- such is the dream state. In the Brhuddranyaka 

the dream state is likened to a junction between the familiar 

world of wakeful life and that awaiting man after his death 3 . 

It is recognized that, as a rule, dreams are the confused memor¬ 

ies of anterior experiences 4 . With the subtle essences of 

wakeful experiences, the dream world is fashioned. On this 

plane of dream experience, the jiva is self-luminous, svayam- 

jyotih ; hence he is taijasa, the Brilliant. Here as well as in 

the wakeful state the real agency of the Self consists of illumin¬ 

ing the objects of perception avabhdsakaivd tir c Jctna nakar- 

1. In the theory that the first quarter of every man is the 

Vais'vunara may be detected the germ of the ekajivavdda. 

viz., that jiva is one only. Sankara, commenting on this, 

remarks that the Self in the body is one with Virat, having 

heaven as head &c. This may have been taken to mean 

his support of ekajivavdda. In later theory Vaiyvdnara came 

to denote Virup ButintheGPK. the term Vis'va is emp¬ 

loyed to denote man in the wakeful state. Cf. GPK. v.I; 

Anandagiri declares that the entire cosmos as cognized in 

the waking state of man is his first quarter. This clearly is 

ekajlvavada. 
2. jagratprajna anekasadhana bShirvisayevavabh&samana ntana- 

spandamatrasati. SB. MU.4; 

3. BU. IV. 3, 9. 
4. Purvadfsstasmytirhi svapnafc prayeija SB. on BU.P. 554, 
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tftvam 1 . Hence the expression dhyayativa lelayativa 2 . The 

freedom of the self’s movement in the dream state is empha¬ 

sized:- it is the freedom of unfettered thought and imagina¬ 

tion. 

The third state of the Self, the PrajHa or Cognitional has 

deep sleep as his state, where no desires are cherished or 

dreams dreamt. There he is a unified mass of cognition only, 

blissful in nature. The bliss of sleep, according to the Chan- 

dogya, is a result of tht temporary dissociation of the Utmcm 

from the distractions of the mind, which is figuratively repre¬ 

sented as a return of the jiva to his real Self or Sat 3 . The 

flight of the jiva to the creative absolute or Sat iB likened to 

the going back to rest of a bird fastened by a cord to a pole 

after vainly exhausting itself in efforts to break loose 4 . Here 

in its status as Sat ( — Prajfta=I&vara) jiva has left behind all 

distractions of the two anterior stages; he is bathed in peace 

and joy 5. The glory of the Self is undiminished though it is 

not empirically manifest6 . Though no forms are distinguisha¬ 

ble, they are not abolished altogether; they are only blended to* 

gether, avivelcapannam, like a day engulfed in darkness. The 

plurality characterizing the two earlier states is latent in this 

third to emerge later as a sprout from the seed. Hence it is 

desoribed as the causal or seed-state which generates the dream 

and waking states 7. In other words, nescience and karma 

specific to each jiva, remain in deep sleep inactively, in seed 

state. PrajHa, the third state of the jiva in sleep is character 

ized as the Lord of all, the origin and end of beings8. Evi¬ 

dently in this passage the jiva’s empirical state is ignored and 

1. SB. on BU. IV, 3, 10 ; 
2. BU. IV, 3, 7; 

3. svamhyapito bhavati CU. VI, 8, 1; 
4. Ibid VI. 8, 2. 

5. ananvagatam pupyena, ananvagataip papena, tirpohitada 

sarvSfi choksn hrdayasya bhavati - BU. IV, 3, 22; 
6. Ibid. IV, 3, 23-30: 

7. Cf. SB. on Mu. 5. yadihi nirbijarapaip vivak^itaip brahma- 

bhavisyat neti netiti ... avaksyat. nirbijatayaiva cet sati prali- 

ntogm sampnnanam susuptipralayayofc punaruthanSnupa- 
pattib syat. SB on GPK. 2 Vide BSS. Ill, 2, 9. P. $37. 

8. MU. p. $. 
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only his identity with l&vara in sleep-state is taken account of. 

This also suggests the parallelism we .noticed more than once 

between the microcosm and the macrocosm. Vi&va corres¬ 

ponds to Viral; Taijasa- to Hiarnyagarbha, or Sutrdtman; and 

Prdjtta to Hvara or sagu'na Brahman i . 

In the three states under consideration, the objects of 

experience, the gross, the subtle, the joyful, are but three 

phases of one and the same stuff. Also the subjects in these 

three states referred to as ‘ I ’ in every case is one 1 2 . Both 

these objective and subjective aspects are only appearances 

of the real which admits of no bifurcation into subject and object. 

It is the presence of these that stamps the three states with the 

seal of unreality. That the fourth state of the jiva, representing 

the real without differences, is styled the fourth, Turlya, 

only conventionally will be clear from the following. “ The 

Turiya or the fourth is not externally cognitive, internally 

cognitive, or both ; it is not a mass of cognition, nor knower 

nor non-knower ; it is unseen, unempirio, ungrasped, undefined, 

unthinkable, unnameable ; its essence is the oognition of the 

unitary Self ekatmapratyayasdram : the worlds are extinguished 

in it; calm, good, non-dual, the seers name it the Fourth. It 

is the Self, it is to be known 3 . 

This, of oourse, is the description of the partless Absolute 

whioh we discussed in the beginning of Part II of this thesis, 

under the title of NirtfUna Brahman. It is the one of which 

the first three quarters are only appearances. It is the real 

nature of the jiva as we saw above. Before we indicate the 

steps ‘to know’"the Absolute, we have to explain the need 

for ‘ knowing ’ the Absolute. In short, we must describe the 

nature of bondage before we explain the prooess of liberation. 

1. A. Giri’s tika on S'B on GPK. P. 24. 

2. GPK. 5 & S'ankara’s comm, on it, 
3. MU/7. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE WORLD IN AD V AIT A. 

(i) Is'vara and the world. 

According to the definition per accidens of Brahman, he is 

the cause, both material and efficient, of the world 1 . The 

world is a complex of animate and inanimate existents. Of 

these, the problem of animate existents or jivas we have 

already discussed, and, in that connection, it was pointed 

out that though the real nature of the jiva is identical 

with that of Brahman, empirically Advaita admits a 

plurality of jivas. The world considered inanimate is the 

stage on which the jivas play their various roles in life; 

there they suffer bondage, strive to improve their lots, and 

achieve their varied goals, the highest of which is libera¬ 

tion. How a cause which is essentiallysaccUdnanda in conjunc¬ 

tion with mdyd, gives rise to the world as we know it; what 

its status is; and how it is related to the jivas living in it are 

the problems we shall examine in this chapter; for, without a 

solution of these questions the nature of jiva’s liberation 
will remain obscure. 

The different upanisadic approaches to the problem of 

the world may be reduced, according to gaftkara, to two 

chief patterns: (i) the parindmavdda or the hypothesis or 

real change, and (ii) the vivartavdda,. that of apparent 

change 2 . That is to say, Igvara or the creative Absolute 

may be supposed to have undergone a real change and 

become the objective mainfold, or, he may have suffered 

1. Vide P. 246, Supra7BsT,4,^24~ ~ 

2. Ss', II, 65 & 66. karaijasya tsttvikakaryatmatvaip parinamalj ; 

savayavasya satah karyatmatvaipva. Where a cause which has 

parts really changes into effects, there is parindma: 

harapasya purvarupaparitysgenabhinnaip rupantaram, atattvi- 

karupantarabhcdova vivartah : where without Joss of prior 

form, a new form is produced not different from the firs;, or 

an unreal change takes place, there is vivarta. Vide Sara* 

saipgraha of Madhusudana on the above. 
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only an apparent change, and therefore the world is only 

his appearance. Both these hypotheses have been adopted in 

advaita but, as we shall see, not as equally valid. 

Commenting on the _ Brahmasutra tadhinatvddarthavat 1 , 
Sankara writes that the causal state of the world, where 

the names and forms constituting its essence remain undifferen¬ 

tiated, is termed avyakta, but that, unlike the samkhyas, 

the Vedantins consider it as subordinate to I&vara 2 . I&vara 

cannot create the world except through the cooperation and 

instrumentality of avyakta, known also as mdyd, prakrti, 

avidyd, and so forth. It is essentially a causal power, 

bijasakti, with which Isvara is armed, and without which 
he cannot act 3. It may also be pictured as a great sleep, 

mahasusuptih 4 , in which the empirical jivas, oblivious of 

their genuine nature, remain submerged. In the Upani$ads 

this seed-power of the world has been styled sometimes as 

dkd&a 5 , sometimes as aksara 6 , and sometimes as mdyd 7 . 

The world cause in the upanisads, then, is I&vara 

equipped with the creative power of mdyd. It may be 
imagined, on the analogy of the potter and the pot, as the 

Naiydyikas are never tired of repeating, that I&vara is 

only the efficient cause of the world. Intelligence, plann¬ 

ing, and execution are the characteristics of efficient causes 

like the potter in the example. The Upani§ads urge: He 

thought, he created life”8 . It bethought itself; ‘ would 

that I were many.’ 9 Besides, on the same analogy, Ihvara 
also must be deemed to stand in need of numerous aeoes- _____ - __ 

2. Prakfti or avyakta is the independent source of the world 
in the Samkhya Philosophy, vide P. 42. Part I; 

3. s'aktirahitasya tasya pravrtlyanupapatteb BSS. P. 297. Cf. 

sivafc saktyayuktoyadibhavati saktabprabbaviturp necedevaip 
devo nakhalu kus'alah spanditumapi. AL. V. J; 

4. Cf. anSdimayayS supto yadajivab prabuddhyate, &C. GPK.I, 
16; 

5. BU. Ill, 8, 11; 
6. MuU. JJ, 1, 2; 
7. S'U.IV, 10; 
8. PU. VI, 3 & 4; 
9. CV. Vi. 2, 3. 
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eories of action when he sets about creating the world. 

Again the impure composite nature of the world argues a cause 

having these characteristics, since experience teaches that 

causes and effects share in the same nature. On the other hand, 

essentially IS vara is partless, actionless, quiescent, and taint¬ 

less 1 . How, then, can the world be said to be a product 

of I$vara’s real transformation or parindma ? 

The vedantin explains that the world-cause has to satisfy 

an important condition which will make Iivara not only the 

efficient, but also the material, cause of the world. In the 

Chandogya, where this point is elaborated, the world cause is 

laid down to be such that its comprehension includes that of 

everything, viz ; all its products 2 . Only the knowledge of 

the material cause can include that of the effects. The 

examples offered in that context, products of clay like pots 

and pitchers, &c., also point to the fact that the Upanisad 

is in quest of the material cause of the world 3 , Above all, that 

Iivara in the Vedanta is the material cause also of the world is 

borne out by the Taittiriya Upanisad 4 , where the world is 

said to originate and subsist in him; it also'goes back to him 

in dissolution. 

Having decided that Iivara is both the material and ’'effi¬ 

cient cause of the world, it is next affirmed that he transforms 

himself really into the world -dtmakrteh parindmat 5 . As a 

preliminary statement of causality, Sankara accepts that a 

real transformation Iivara into the world is involved 6 . But 

the Ratnaprabhd, the Bhamatl, and the Nydyanirnaya alike 

point out that the transformation here is meant to be taken 

generally, so as not to affirm that the spiritual essence of 

Iivara changes, an impossible assumption. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

STJ. VI, 19; 
CU. Vr, 1, 2; 

CU.VI 1, 4-6; MuU. I, 1, 2 & 7; BU. IV, 5, 6 & 8; 
111, z o, 

26; TU. II, 7 - tadatmanam svayamakuruta; 
purvasiddho'pihisannatraa vise§epa vikaratmana pariuamaya 
ma^manam ESS. P. 341 On this passage KokUe‘svar 
S ry ases his thesis that Sankara’s final position regardin 

S,carsyhty-is paripamavsda; but he ignores Sankar 
immediately following words; punkscetadsarvam vistarena 
prativaksjyamah -1, 4, 27. BSS. See Note 235 on P. 25 
aupra. 
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But objections to the view that Ihvara is both the mate¬ 

rial and efficient cause of the world arte easy to raise. There 

is a vast disparity between the nature of this cause and that of 

the effect, viz., the world. It is the difference between purity, 

integrality, consciousness, &c., on the one hand, and their 

exact opposites, on the other. True, as regards the inertness 

of the world as contrasted with the consciousness of Ihvara, 
it may be suggested that in the inanimate parts of creation 

there is consciousness present; only it is dormant; just as a 

conscious being appears inert in sleep or swoon. This plea is 

however, futile, for the hruti itself recognizes the gulf between 

the conscious and the unconscious parts of creation 1 . As 

for the disparity in regard to purity and impurity of cause and 

effect, it refuses to be explained away. The answer of the 

transformationist, parinamavadi, is that as a matter of experi¬ 

ence, conscious causes are seen to engender inert effects, e. g. 

the hair, nail, &o., arise from living bodies. True, bodies are 

by themselves inert. Still that they accommodate both cons¬ 

ciousness and inertness is significant 2 . Besides, to demand 

total similarity between cause and effect is to discard the 

distinction between them. As between Ihvara and the world, 

existence or satta, is a common trait. Even absence of cons¬ 

ciousness in the world cannot be demonstated. The Advaitin 

maintains, as indicated above, that consciousness is omnipresent, 

more or less patently. 3 

Another objection to the theory of If vara’a real trans¬ 

formation into the world is that at the time of world dissolu¬ 

tion or pralaya, he, the world-cause, will be infected by the 

grossness of the world. Again after such dissolution, how can 

the objective manifold, having lost all its distinctions in its 

cause, come forth again at the time of a fresh world-manifesta¬ 

tion or «rs/i ? And, if it comes forth at all, even the liberated 

soul stand in danger of returning to this world of effects. 

But these objections also lose their force in the light of com* 

mon experiences. Effects like pots and bracelets, when 

L TU. II, 6-tadnupravisya saecatyaccabhavad...vijfianamca vijna- 

namca; 

,2. BSS- P. 359. 

3. Ibid. PP. 361-62. 
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smashed and reduced to the state of clay and gold respectively 

do not infect the causal stuff with their peculiarities. In 

fact, dissolution of effects involves their loss of peculiari¬ 

ties;. else the effects will persist as Buch, and no real dis¬ 

solution will have been achieved. Moreover, at all times, 

according to the theory of transformation, the cause and 

the effect are non-different and the contingency suggested 

above always thereatens the cause. The danger of non¬ 

return of effects also is unreal; for, what determines the return 

■is the presence in dissolution of the nescience of the jlvas. So 

long as this persists, they come back the same as they were 

before 1 2 . The liberated souls, of course, being free from 

nescience are not liable to return to the world of effects. 

A subtler objection may still be urged against this preli¬ 

minary parinamavada of the Advaitin. At the time of dissolu¬ 

tion, will not the conscious subjects of experience, the jlvas, 

get blended and interfused with the inert objects thereof and 

vice versa, bhoktrdpattih 2 ? The answer may be suggested by 

an analogy. The waves, ripples, foam, bubbles, one and all, 

partake of the nature of water. That, however, does not make 

them identical with one another; they maintain their distinc¬ 

tions among themselves all right. Similarly, both subjects 

and objects of experience remain non-different from the 

causal Brahman and yet are distinct among the themselves. 3 

So far, the Advaitin has been arguing for arguments’ sake 

as it were - abhyupagamavdda, It is not as though his final* 

position on causality is based on the theory of real trans 

formation of I&vara. As Sarvajndtman, the author of the 

8amksepakarlralca, says the theory of real transformation in 

Advaita is only a propaedeutic to that of apparent transforma¬ 

tion. 4 The essence of the parinamavada is the recognition of 

the equal validity of the concepts of cause and effeot. Both 

1. CU. VI, 9. 2 & 3; 

2. BSII, l, 13; 

3. BSS. P. 372, 

4. II, 61:- vivartavadasyahi purvabhimirved&ntavade parigftmavadah 
vyavasthite’ sminparinamavsdc svayam gamaysti vivartavadah II 
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are held to be equally real 1 . But in reality, argues S'aiikara, 

there is no basis for a clearcut distinction between cause and 

effect. They are not two independent terms connected by the 

relation of inherence or samavaya as the Nyayavai&esika theory 

maintains or by any relation whatsoever 2 . The effect, 

namely the world is in reality not different from the cause, 

Ibvara, Ananyatd or non-difference between cause and effect 

is the truth about them 3 . This important term signifies 

the negation of the effect considered independently of the cause* 

vyatirekendbhavah kdryasya 4 „ Vacaspati points out that 

what is asserted is not absolute identity between the cause 

and the effect, but only the negation of difference between 

them 5. It follows, therefore, that effects considered by 

themselves are unreal, a matter of terminology vacarambhanam, 

good enough for empirical purposes, but lacking in metaphy¬ 

sical reality. In short, effects apart from causes, are mithyd 

or false. This is the sense of the upanisadic teaching, “ the 

firehood has gone from fire; the modification is merely a 

verbal distinction a name ” and so on for all the effect 

constituting the world 6. Thus, according to the vivartavada, 

which is a closer approximation to truth than parindmavdda, 

1. Cf. tatra (paripSmav&de) laadabhede pi karyakaranayoh 

Pfthaktvasyapi sattvad. Madhusduana on S'S II, 56; 

2. BSS. II, 1, 18; 

3. BS; II, I, 14- tadananyatvamarambhana’s abd&dibhyah; 

4. BSS P. 373. It may be noted that Ramanuja understands by 

ananyatvarp non-difference between the manifested world of 

cit and aciti i.e. Jivaa and matter and the same in the un- 

manifested state. In both states cit and acit constitute the 

body of Brahman; only, in the unmanifest state this body 

does not deserve to be treated as differenct from Brahman. 

This is the causal state of Brahman. When manifested, 

though still his body, the world of cit and acit may be 

treated as a distinct complex of effect. Then we have the 

effect state of Brahman. Of course, the two are non-different 

RB. PP. 312-13. The Dvaitins take the phrase as merely 

denying the independent status of the accessories which God, 

i.e., Hari,'employed in the creation of the world. BSSM. 

P. 127. 

5. riakhalavaoanyatvamityabhedam brumah, kimtu bhedam- 

vya&dh&mah. BSS. P. 373. 

6. CU. VI, 4, 1-4. 
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apart from Brahman the cause, there is no real world at all. 
Explaining why, apart from the cause, the effects must be 

deemed false,-Vacaspati writes ! that the nature of the real 

is immutability as in the case of pure consciousness or 

ciddimd: it knows no shadow of turning in any circums¬ 

tances. But objects of the world are evanescent, dra&ta-na$ta- 

svabhava like the rope snake’ since they have only a contingent 

existence. Were they also real, why do they not persit forever? 

But they are not entirely unreal, either, like the hare’s horn; 

for, then, they would not have been experienced at all. To be 

experienced means to be real in some measure. The world of 

effects cannot be partly real and partly unreal, theBe, being 

contradictory traits, sadastorekatravirodhdt. Nor may reality 

and unreality be contingent attributes of effects, so that their 

presence and absence would make effects cognisable or not. 

For, in that case, the effects themselves would be permanent 

entities apart from reality and unreality, and so would cease 

to be effects of aught else. Unreality cannot, of course, exist 

apart in its own right; it has perforce to attach itBelf to some¬ 

thing to make any sense at all. Possibly, unreality may be 

conceived differently. It is not an attribute attached to any 

entity, say, E. In the fact that E is not exists unreality. But 

the question may still be raised : is this mode of E’s existence 

the same as unreality ? or, is unreality of the nature of exis¬ 

tence, bhava 1 In the first alternative, all effects like E will be 

reduced to a sheer void, and thus there would be no world. In 

the second alternative, there would be no unreality at all, since 

its nature is that of existence. The conclusion, therefore, is 

that the world of effects considered apart from the cause is not 

real navastu sat 2i,-it is indeterminable, anirvacanlyam or 

false, awriam. 

But why not, in accord with the theory of nondifference 

cum-difference, bhedabheda, consider world and I&vara as partly 

identical and partly different ? The relation between them may 
be likened to that between a tree and its branches. Thus both- 
unity and plurality may find a place, in the pioture of reality 3 
As cause, reality is unitary, while as effects it is plural. The 
world cause of Brahman is held to have mainfold powers by 

1. BSS. P.374; 
2. Ibid; 
3. paramarthika evgyam bhedah BB. P. 94. 
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means of which he transforms himself in to,the world of effects 

This position, however, is unsatisfactory. For, as between the 

cause and effect there is bound to be some relation, either 

non-difference, difference or both. Of course, it cannot be absolute 

non-difference, for, then there is no point in speaking of causes 

like clay and effects like pot. The two will be synonymous. 

Difference between the two will make empirical usage such as 

cause and effect quite intelligible. But there will be no sense, 

then, in saying that reality as cause is one, and as effect is 

many.. One and the same thiog cannot partake of the nature 

of two entities which are entirely different from each other. 

E cannot share in the nature of both M and N, if M and N 

have nothing in common. The difficulty of treating cause and 

effect as both different and non-different is equally 

great. Unity and plurality, in this case, are said to distinguish 

cause and effect, respectively. But to hold that between cause 

and effect there is non-difference-cum-differenee is to mix up 

the attributes of the two, viz., unity and plurality. In other 

words, when substantives get mixed up through non-difference, 

their attributes also inevitably do the same. The plurality of 

the effects will communicate itself to the cause and the unity 

of the cause to the effects. Thus, total disintegration of the 

distinct natures of cause and effects will result. Therefore, the 

Advaita alternative of the inderminability of the effects must 

commend itself to the candid thinker. To be sure, there is an 

experience of empirical plurality ; but it is entirely a product of 

nescience2 . True, the Upanisadic example of clay and pots 

may suggest that the world-cause transforms itself really into 

the world of effeots. But such a suggestion has to be rejec¬ 

ted for the reasons given above as well as in the light of 

what the upanisad itself teaches, later, viz; the cause alone 

is real, the effects being a matter of words 3 . Besides, 

Brahman, being partless consciousness, a pure spiritual entity, 

cannot undergo real changes ; it can only apparently do so. 

But, even this apparent; transformation of Brahman demands 

L TahisvecchayS svatmanam pari^amayan svas'aktyanusareija pari- 

«amayati BB. P. 97. ‘SU VI, 8; CU. Ill, 14, 4. 
2. mithyajnanavijrmbhitarp canSnatvam BSS. P. 376; 

3. vScaraipbhaajjm vikaro namadbeyani mrttiketyevasatyam. 

CU. VI, 1, 4. 

MUKTI—47 
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an explanatian; a rigorously immutable entity should be 

beyond all conceivable changes. On the other hand, to insist 

on such immutability is to sacrifice the position that Iivara 

or sagunaRrahman is the sole cause, abhinnanimittopadana, of 

the world ; for, in strict non - dualisim, how can he create ? or 

be Iivara ? But, asserts Sankara, the very status of Iivara, 

his creatorship, his omniscience, and so forth, is a relative 

concept. Iivara is an empirical category, and so too are the 

world, and the individual jivas. livara’s omniscience, e.g., is 

relative to the world whoso essence is * names and forms ’, which 

are avidyalcalpite 1 . In other words, Iivara’s status, as such* 

is not metaphysically ultimate, tdttvika-, it is conditioned by 

the nescience of the jiva 2 . ‘Names and forms', which are 

ndeterminable as real or unreal, are superimposed on Ihvara 

through the nescience of the jiva. Whatever reality they have 

•or appear to have are entirely derived from Iivara 3 . The 

world and the activities therein are, thus, relative to the 

nescience of the jiva on the one hand, and the mdyd of Iivara 

on the other, making these distinctions in the same entity 

ajnana with regard to its two poles, Iivara and jiva * . 

(u) How is Brahman both the material and efficient 
cause of the World ? 

Brahman in itself is an impartite spiritual entity ; how, 

then, ean it be at once the sole cause of the world? This 

question may be discussed a little more thoroughly. True, 

Brahman has no parts, but through nesciene, parts have been 

falsely ascribed to it by the jiva, buddhjparikalpitdh , and, 

through them, Brahman may beheld to transform itself into 

the world. This idea has been echoed by Sureivara : by virtue 

of nescience, the material cause of the woild, Brahman is said 

1. BSsTp. 381~ “ 7 ' 

2. natsttvikam a svaryaip sarvajfiatvaipca brahmapah, kimtva 

vidyopudhikam Bhamati. BSS. P. 381 ; tadevam upadhipa 

pC<382^ai>e'CSanieVe^VaraSyeS,VarattVamnaparaniart^ata^ 

nifiaarapayorisvarattvam vaktumasakyam jadatvat; napls'vara 
P 382UVaiP kalpitasya PcthaksattaSphurtyorabhavit.RP. BSSr 

4. 
5. 

Vide P. 313. Supra. 
CUB. P. 304. 
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to be the material cause of the world. ** The position may be 

explained thus :— Brahman does not really transform itself 

into the inconscient world ; but, in as much as it is the 

locus of nescience or yivarttadhisthana, it is held to be the 

world’s material cause 2 . In this context by material cause 

must be understood what in itself gives rise to an effect3 . 

Brahman and ajfiana together must be treated as the material 

and efficient cause. Nevertheless, real transformation takes 

place only in nescience 4 , which has already been pointed out 

to be a positive, begiuningless, entity with its locus in pure 

consciousness 5 . Brahman with which aiMna is associated 

remains immutable 6 , though, from the point of view of the 

jiva, it may be said to undergo apparent change 7. The 

ontological status of the world is equal to that of nescience and 

less than that of Brahman ; for effects share the reality only of 

the cause which transforms itself really into them, as, e.g., 

the pots of their cause, clay. The world considered as a 

complex of effects requires a cause which really changes itself 

into it, and that cause is ajfiana, which, however, being inert, 

cannot function without the superintending intelligence of 

Ibvara. But, then, what is the point of insisting that Iivara 

is at once the material and efficient cause of the world ? As 

conditioned by ajfiana, Brahman is said to be the material 

cause, and as the locus of desire, action, &o.f which are only 

transformations of ajfidpa he is also said to be the efficient 

1 asyadvaitendrajalasya yadupadanakarapam ! ajfianamtadupaari 

tya Brahmaiaranamucyate ! BV. II, 371. 

2. AS. P.757. . f 
3. Ibid. stmanikSryajamheiutvam. 

5 vide *PP3.2312,P313, suPra > also A Giri oa V^ika II, 371- 
'nahikQtadhasangalvayarn brahmajagadakare^fianamank- 

daya paritjamibhavati. 

7'. nahyavldySsahityepi brahma pariapamate kiiptu vivarttate. 
y. - . ncc p 401* 

o Ac* p 759 With regard to the cause of the world and its 
8” 'there is divergence of views among Advaitms. 

pSre Brahman, and its conditional forms Iivara and jiva 
have all been held to be the sole cause of the world. The 
followers of the Samk9epaiariraka regard pure consciousness 
to be the sole cause, nescience serving only the purp°se of a 
medium through which that causality operates. (Vide SS. V. I, 
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Tho picture that emerges from the foregoing is of Iivara at 

the beginning of a cycle' of creation deciding to fashion this 

wonderful world in the manner of a mighty wizard. His agency, 

strictly, consists in casting a spell 1 ,as it were on the jivas 

ready to share in empirical life, while he himself remains, of 

course, the master of the spell. This status of livara is fully 

in accord with his omniscience and other attributes all of 

which are only due to the saffva-dominated maya functioning 
as his adjunct 2 . 

The author of the Istasiddhi however gives a slightly 

different picture of the world in his opening stanza 3 . In this 

aesthetic concept, the world appears as a miraculous painting 

on the wall of eternal consciousness which bodies itself forth 

as the Self of bliss. The status thus indicated seems to imply 

that the world as it appears is the harmonious patterns of 

divine thought. Its significance and unity derive from Brahman, 
its ground. 

If Brahman is essentially immutable, it may be asked why 

COIn'°n For t!le Vivarapa school, Iivara is the 
world-cause, and in support point to BSS. I, 1, 20 ; I, 2, 1 ; 

V- lu’ 2>,Anothcr view is that the objective w.orld of| 

?rVS iluS sole causc> whi,e the >"ncr world 
° cmmCr lnt? ect» &c> has both Jiva and Iivara as its 

withetVe™r’,- f ?iPr0d?f7t-j0fJ,va’s nescience in conjuction 
with the maya of Iivara (Vide PU. VI, 5, & MuU. Ill 2 7) 

ra?de ln this iast view is that. jiva alone is’the 
cause of the inner world. Another way of stating the 
difference between I ivara and Jiva as causes is to hold that 
the former is the cause of the empirical world, and the 
latter, that ol the illusory appearances like the rope-snake 
and, dreams. Vacaspatis view is that Brahman, object of 
jtva s nescience, unreally transforms himself as the world ; 
hence he n the sole cause, and maya only serves as an 
auxilary. Piakaiiananda holds that mayo's power alone is 
the world cause, and not Brahman. (Cf. BU. II, 5, 19 : SU. 

V, b) but since Brahman is the ground of this maya. 
Brahman also is figuratively referred to as the world cause. 
Cf. SLS. PP. 10-13. 

Cf' Jj is as if the Divine Mother'said to the human mind in 
u"CTLWi!ha sign from Her eye “Go and enjoy the 

World ’’-The Gospel P. 65. 

2. AS. P. 759. Section on Brahman’s authorship of the world 

-3. yanubhutirajameyanantatmanandavigraha 1 
mahadadijaganmayacitrabhittimnamanyaham || 
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his real tansforihation into the world has been inculcated in 

the Upanisads and the B rahmcts utraf ? 1 Sankara’s answer is 

unequivocal. The sole object of such teaching is to-provide a 

means for realization of Brahman 2 . Nay more, the entire 

Upanisadic account of ‘the world-creation serves no other 

purpose 3 . Sarvajhatman adds that the tenative employment 

of paririamavida by Badarayana also serves a polemical and 

constructive purpose. Thus has been demonstrated the inade¬ 

quacy of the Samkhya hypothesis of an independent Pralcrti as 

the cause of the world ; without an intelligent designer and 

executor, this world could not have come into being 4 . Also, 

the parlndmavada serves as the first step towards the realiza¬ 

tion of the final truth about the world. Strictly, there are 

three points of view that Advaita adopts towards the world, 

and not two, viz, the parinamadrsti, irivarttadr$ti, and apavada- 

kadrsti. By the first the empirical reality of the world is 

posited ; by the second, its partial falsity is suggested ; and by 

the third its total unreality is affirmed. According to parinama, 

the world of objects is affirmed as real by the least advanced 

of inquirers. For the intermediate position adopted by the 

middlings, the world is not real, nor yet a mere nonentity. 

But the first inquirers must pass on to the position that the 

world is' unreal with the complete abolition of the objective 

manifold 5. This highest level of Advaitic truth has been 

styled ajiti or ‘non-birth’ by Gaudapada, meaning thereby 

that the Absolute does no*t change at all really or unreally, into 

the world of efFects 6. 

(iii) Thd* empirical world in Advaita. 

Having shown what exactly is the status and purpose of 

1. MuU. I, 1, 7; BS. I, 4, 26. _ 
2. Cf Brahmapo jagadakaraparipS mi vadi^ yacchruyate tadbrah- 

_nrvpnaivavinivuivale. BSS. P. 381. Gf. AU. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

madarSanopSyatvenaivavimyujyate. BSS. P. 381. Gt. AU. 

SB II 1, 1; TU. SB. Ill, 1,1. 
sarvavyavaharahinabrahmtamabh&vapratipadanarthii tve§a (pa- 

rinamas'rutih); naceyam paramarthavi?aya snjtasrutih avidya- 
kSpitanamarupavyahs’ragocaratvat, brahmffiimabhavapratip5“ 

danaparatvacca. BSS. P. 401, P. 406 , Cf. also BSS. P. 320 , 
GPK. Ill, 15 ; BUB. on IV, 4, 25, &c., 
SS. II, 76. „ _, , 
Ibid II; 82, 83 with Madhusudana s com. , 
Gf. GPK. IV, 22 ; 28; etattaduttamam satyam yatrakuncinna* 

jsyate - IV, 71. 
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the world acoording. to Advaita, we shall study the nature of 

the empirical world, which, after all, is a fact staring us in the 

face and, as such, demanding close attention. Earlier we 

referred to S'aftkara’s sense of profound mystery whioh all 

sensitive and thoughtful minds experience in contemplating 

the world To begin with, the empirical world, which is a 

system ot movements, jagalydm jagat2 and styled samsara< 

has no absolute beginning in time 5 . This follows from the 

fact that avidyd, jlva, and Ihvara are simultaneously posited 

and that time itself is a product of avidyd 4 . 

The doctrine of the beginninglessness of the world has an 

important purpose to serve in Advaita. The obvious 

inequalities among the jlvas are sought to he explained as 

consequences of their own prior actions in preceding states of 

life. To posit an absolute beginning of the world means that 

Idvara, the cause of the world, arbitararily imposes invidious 

distinctions on the jivas. To safeguard the ethical purity of 

Ihvara, the doctrine of the world’s beginninglessness has been 

invoked. Further, it may be argued that this doctrine confers 

upon the jlvas themselves an incomparable sense of responsibility 

Their acts have made them what they are, and their acts may 

very well make them what they will be 3 . The doctrine of 

beginninglessness is reflected in the Upanisadic statement: 

let me enter these three divinities with this living soul- 
jivendimand 6 . 

The fact that thus a beginningless series of world cycles is 

empirically contemplated also implies that the world has an 

objective status of its own. It is not a figment of any single 

fiva 3 imagination as ekajivavddins are driven to maintain 7 . 

L Cf- BSsTon IF, 2, 1 ; II, 1, 11 &c„ ~ 
2. IU. I. 

3. BS. II, 1, 35-nakrmavibhagaditi cennSnSditvit; 

4. Cf. jivasgoviguddhs cittatha jive^ayorbhida | 

avidya taccitoryogah sadasmakamanadayah || 

5. Cf. Among the results of the theory of transmigration is the 
fact that the twin ghosts of fatalism and predestination arc’ 
laid. Rein : of the Veda, P. 262. Bloomfield M. 1908. 

6. CU, VI, 3, 2 ; also Cf. £gV. X, 190, 3 ; BG. 3. XV. 
7. The AS. PP. 533-37 attempts a partial defence of the d^lis^i 
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This ia beat brought out by Sankara’s spirited attack on the 

doctrine of the Vijfldnavddina for whom only a beginninglesa 

stream of cognitions without objective counterparts is real 1 

External objects exist independently of perceptions ; for they 

are perceived 2 . Like G. E. Moore in his refutation of 

Idealism, Sankara demonstrates that whatever is, ia not 

necessarily experienced. In other words, esse is not percipi' 

if this means the percipi of any given Jiva. External objects 

are real precisely because they are cognized as such. To deny 

the external objects which one perceives is like denying the 

satisfaction one derives from eating even while it ia being 

derived. Both are cases of mere lack of candour. Nobody 

perceives mere perception when looking at a pot out there. 

The pot appears as the object of perception. So much is this 

the fact that even the Buddhist idealist is obliged to refer 

to objects of perception as seemingly external, bahirvat. Were 

externality a pure myth, like a barren woman’s son, no 

comparison with it would have occurred to the idealist. 

To decide whether objects are external one must employ 

means of valid cognition like perception, &c., and not start 

with theoretical preconceptions. And these means, according 

to their capacities, establish the reality of external objects. 

Also, the close resemblance between perceptions and their 

objects proves, if anything, the reality of the latter. That 

perception and its object are always concomitant does not do 

away with the independent status of the latter. On the 

contrary. Note also that among pot-perception, cloth-percep¬ 

tion, &c., only the/adjectives differ, and not the substantive, 

viz., perception, which objectifies pot, cloth, &c. Thus, percep- 

vada or solipsism, reducing inevitably, all the problems of 

life and their solutions to the status of those in dream. 

P. 535. But the whole case is given away with the declaration 

that this doctrine applies only to sr?(i other than the begin- 

ningless - anSdyatiriktasr§tivi?ayaeva d^tis^tisvikarat 

P. 534. 

1. VideP. 130 Supra. 

2. BS. II, 2, 28. 

3. Vide*Mind N. S. 1903. 
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tion and its object are different from each other. Farther, it 

may be observed that two cognitions, anterior and posterior, 

cannot be subject and object, one of the other. To relate them 

thus is to give up, among others, the doctrine of the 

mementariness of cognitions. The reason for recognizing the 

reality of cognition, viz., its being experienced, also must 

suffice for that of its object to be recognized ; for the object 

also is experienced. Cognition cannot cognize itself, since this 

violates the rule that one and the same thing cannot be the 

subject and object of the same action. The right thing is to 

grant that, empirically, cognitions have objects other than 

themselves. Besides, cognitions also must have agents other 

than themselves; otherwise, they would resemble lights 

concealed in a chamber of impenetrable granite-walla, i.e. 

would remain entirely unknown. 

The empirical world of objects, again, is not on a par with 

dream-objects. The latter are sublated by waking experiences. 

Not so the objects of waking experiences. Dream experiences 

are only forms of memory in which objects are only recollected 

while in waking experiences, they are apprehended 1 . 

These arguments suffice to show that, for SaAkara, there 

is an empirical objective world, common to all percipients who 

cognize objects, given independently of any of them. In other 

words, SaAkara’s is an objective idealism. This impression is 

strengthened by the objective treatment he gives to the cons¬ 

tituents of the empirical world. Realistically, he considers 

Ibvara equipped with manifold powers aS the source of the 

world 1 . Before any world cycle begins, the complex of effects 

is held to reside in Ihvara as the seed power of the world to 

be 3 . This power is non-different from Ihvara, the cause ; 

and the effect the world, i8 non-different from the power 4 . 

This power may be called the will of Iivara, his iksapa 5 . 

1. S'B. II, 2, 28 & 29^ ;- 

2< BSS. dCVata ^hbyapagantavyam 

3’ I^l’ 1*6 1 ^ 4’ l* atmavedameka evagra asit; 

4‘ tasma.kara^asya mahhuta, Saktih Saktescatmabhutam karyam. 

vikiram s^jati. 

5. CU. Vi, 2, 3. tadaik$ata. Cf. Studies P. 15. V. J. Kirtikar. 
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From this unique oause, at once materia} and efficient, elements 

such as ether, wind, fire, water and earth evolve . In 

Advaita, ether or alcatel is as much an effect as any other. 

Brahman alone being eternal 2 . By the process of quintuple 

cation 3 , the simple elements get interfused, and the world as 

wo know it is held to arise - ,a complex of intermingled effects. 

Everything in the world save the sentient jlva is a product of 

the combination of the quintuplicated elements. Thus, e.g., 

the mind of man or antahkarana is of the essence of the food 

eaten, vital breath or prana, of water and vdg or speech, of 

fire 4 . The immannence of Itvdra in all the elements and their 

products is assumed 5, but he is not exhausted in the world, 

pantheistically; he also transcends the world. 6 The order of 

creation is reversed in the process of the dissolution of the 

world 7 . 

The whole of inorganic nature serves a purpose beyond it ; 

it is pardrtha 8 . In it may be reoognized a clear order and 

hierarchy of forms depending on the increasing degree of 

manifestation of the cause in which, as components of the 

world, they are all rooted or which they may be said to 

envelope9 . The various particulars and universals making 

up the world find their ultimate basis and receptacle in the 

most comprehensive of all universals *°. 

In the realm of the jivas or organic nature, again, there 

is a hierarchy of ascending forms of life, manifesting more and 

more the world-cause immanent in them all “ As in the series 

1. 
2. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

TU. II, 1 ; B4. II, 2, 8, 10, 11, 12. 
BS. II, 3, 7- 3- Vide VeS. 

VI, 5, 4 annamayam ; manah ftpomayah prapah ; tejo- 

mayi vag. ^ 

nalcsya’ viSvabhfitani • tripadasyamrtamdivi. RgV. X, 90 ; 
BG X, 42 vistabhyahmidamkrtsnamekamsenasthitojagat. 

BSS. II, 3 14. 
Cf. The Sa-nkhya idea that prakfti 'functions for the sake of 
the puruqa vide SK. vv. 56, 57, 58. 
Cf. amrtam satyena cchannam ; BU. l, 6, 4. 
sthSvarattvSdarabhya uttarottaram avistaratvamatmanah 
BSS AA II, 3. aneke hi vilakjajja scetanScetanarapan 
samanvavi'sesah, tesam p&Tamparyagatya ekamsin mfths- 
sSmanye’ntarbhSvah prajfianaghane. BUS. II, 4, 9. 

mukti-4# • 
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of beings which descends from man to blades of grass, a 

successive diminution of- knowledge, power, and so on is 

observed, though they are all alike animate, so in the ascending 

series from man upto Hiranyagarbha, a gradually increasing 

manifestation of knowledge, power, &c , takes place ” 1 . 

Including both the organic and the inorganic realms in one, 

the Aitarayopanigad declares : All this is guided by intelligence* 

is based on intelligence. The world is guided by intel igenee 2 ' 

Still the empirical difference between the two realms is maintain¬ 

ed in effect. While a stone, e.g., does not, obviously, live, a 

plant does 3 . Animals, in addition, also move about and have a 

fuller life in the senses. But human beings, though resembling 

other animals in respect of their instinctive reactions 4, have a 

much more evolved mind, are vyutpannacittas, who reflect, discri¬ 

minate, and act with remoter goals in view. Being the microcosm, 

man sums up in himself all that goes before his appearance on 

the world-scene and represents a fresh growth of the world 

in the direction of the perfection of God. Being most endowed 

with intelligence, he expresses and conceives what he has 

known, foresees the future, and seeks immortality through 

mortal means 5 . 

The empirical world is regarded not as a mere scene of 

sufferings and retribution, but also as a realm of opportunities 

for higher development, for the realization of the four ends 

of human life, viz., dharma, artha, k~\ma, moksa. It need not 

necessarily be a vale of tears, but may be made a vale of soul- 

making, i.e., the scene of the progressive realization of the 

divine which abides in it as its sole caus-.^. In other words, 

T. BSS. I, 3, 30. P. 262. r— 

2. AU. V.3. Cf. the Organic philosophy of Whitehead recognises 

no break (between matter, life, mind, and consciousness'. 

All things are living.e ven an electrona is low grade organism 

The deadness of inorganic existence is but a deep hypnolic. 

sleep of their consciousness. Time & Eternity. P. 81. 

3. Cf. tamasabahurupeijavestit5,h karmahetuna | 

antahsattvS bhavantyete sukhaduhkhasamanvitah ll 

4. pasvadibhis'cavises&t. BSS. P. 21. 
3. purusetvevavistaramatma. sahiprajnanena sampannatamo 

vijnStamvadati vijsatampatyati vedaVvastanam vedalokalokau 

maftyenam^tamipsatyevam sampannah—Aa. II, 4; 
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iho world in Advaita has a variable status and value, and it 

depends on every jiva to evaluate it at its highest, i.e., as 

I^vara himself 1 , or see it as a fortuitous concourse of atoms, 

amidst which life struggles in vain for self-maintenance2 . 

The Advaitin’s woild, which arose in bliss, is supported 

by bliss and is destined to return to bliss 3 , is a standing 

challenge to us to realize this astounding truth in our life* 

“ Not on the firm foundation of unyielding despair ”, but 

on the eternal truth of the world’s non-difference from, 

nay, essential identity with, God is man exhorted to raise his 

soul’s habitation. The world is the eternal aivattha whose 

roots are above and whose branches are below 4 . The world 

becomes a sore testing ground, even a hell, only if we get lost 

amidst the dark, gnarled, branches and ignore the roots above. 

The aim of the Advaita Philosophy is to point the way 

upwards. Thus, this world which seems to divide us from God 

will appear as bridge which connects and gives a passage unto 

Him. Forming the tafasthalak$ana of Brahman, the world in 

Advaita fulfils its sole purpose by awakening us to the truth 

that all is Brahman 5 . 

(iv) In what sense is the world Mithya ? 

The world in Advaita is often described as false 6 , mithya. 

This word has a technical sense and nothing can be farther 

from truth than to imagine that the world is either a fiction or 

even a mere illusion like the rope-snake. In this section we 

shall attempt to determine precisely what is meant by the 

expression, the worjjl is mithya. 

1. Cf. sarvam khalvidam Brahma. CU. Ill,"14,1. 

2. Contrast the world which, according to Russel, Science un¬ 

veils : The world which science presents for our belief is 

even more purposeless. That man and his aims and ideals 

are the chance results of fortuitous collocations of atoms, 

that no life survives death.is so very nearly certain that 

no philosophy which rejects these facts can hope to stand, 

vide. The Freeman’s worship. 

3. TU. Ill, 6. 
4. KU. Vi I, BG. XV, 1. 
5. KauU. I, 6; CU VI, 9, 4, &c. 
6. Cf. Brahma satyam • jaganmithyft. 
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In the Pancapidikd two meanings of the term mithyd have 

been noticed, viz., negation and idefinability 1 . Of these the 

second, viz., being indefinable as either sat or asat, sadasadvi- 

lak$anatvam, is the sense Advaitins have in mind when they 

desoribe the world mithya. Objections to this view have been 

raised by Vyaeatirtha in his ATydyamrta. He asks what is 

meant by sat and asat in the definition of milhydtva or faslity. 

Does it denote (i) negation of existence qualified by non- 

existence ? or (ii) two characteristics, viz., total negations of 

both existence and non-existence ?, or (iii) total negation of 

non-existence qualified by total negation of existence ? 2 The 

author of the Advaitasiddhi points out that the last two 

alternatives are entirely tenable definitions of falsity. The 

main point to note is that by existence and non-existence, 

salta and asattvu, the Advaitin does not understand contradic¬ 

tory or incompatible states - parasparavirahatvarxxpam Both 

the judgements * the pot. is existent ’ and ‘ the rope-snake is 

existent are intelligible. Yet obviously, existence in the 

first case is not the same as existence in the second* 

Existence in the first case denotes unsublatability or 

abddhyatvam in empirical experience, while existence in the 

second is liable to sublation, as shown by the later judgement, 

this is not snake ’. Thus sattva or existence in Advaita means 

non-sublatabihty at any time, trikdldbadhylvam » , whereas 

asattvam means unfitness to appear as existent in any locus. 

ie» the utterly non-existent4. Therefore, by falsity of the 

world is meant that it has not eternal existence, incapable of 

sublation while, at the same time, it does appear its locus, i.e , 

Brahman 5 . Thus understood, the negations of sattvam and 

asattvam may very well co-exist in the world, just as the 

negations of the universal* of the cow and the horse co-exist in 

the camel. Or, by falsity of the world, one may mean that 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

nirvacamyatavacanasea. CSS. No. I, P. 68 
“•thyeti amrvacaniyatocyatc. Ibid. P. 88. 

bh5.-uuupam V,9''#tam ? sattvatyantSbh&vavattvesat 
Ibfd P So" bhSVar5pam ? AS' PP* 48’9* “DDavava"vesat 

kvacidapyupadhau sattvena 
Ibid. PP. 50-51. 
trikal&badhyavilakganatve 
pratiyam&natvam; Ibid. P. 

pratiyamanatvanadhikaranatvam. 

satikvacidapyup&dhau sattvena 
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fche world is totally nonexistent at all times in Brahman, its 

locus 1 . The faot of this negation, of the world in regard 

to its locus would not, itself, contitute a rival to the non-dual 

reality of Brahman. For, the Advaitic view is that negation 

is not different from its ldous. The negation of a pot on the 

floor, eg., is the same as mere floor. Nor, again, will the 

truth of the world’s negation make its correlate, the world, 

equally true: For, in the analogous situation, the empirically 

true negation of the rope-snake does not entail the empirical 

truth of the rope-snake itself. Thus, from the point of view 

of pure Brahman, at no time is the world real2 . Neverthless, 

the idea of falsity does not imply that the world is like the 

hare’s horn. merely tuccha; for, both the world arid its 

analogue, the rope-snake, appear to exist before their 

sublation 3 , in their respective loci, Brahman and rope. This 

also is the main difference between the Advaitic position and 

Buddhist nihilism; for, while in the latter the world-appearance 

has no basis at all, in the former, it is grounded in the 

immutable Brahman 4 . A third way of expressing the falsity 

in question is that the world is sublated by jftana, i.e., the 

knowledge of its substrate, Brahman5 . Whatever is thus 

liable to sublation is false as borne out by the rope-snake, for 

instance. This concept of falsity is stated by Prak§atman» 

the author of the Vivaran** thus: bddha or sublation consists 

in the cessation due to knowledge, mvjrffi, of nescience together 

with its effeots, either in their solid or dissolved state6. 

Again, falsity may be understood as difference from reality 7 

where reality means what is established by valid means of 

cognition 8. Validity, of course, means non-liablity to subse- 

1. pratipannopadhau traikalikani?edhapratiyogitvam mithyatvam. 
Ibid. P. 94. 

2. Cf. nehananastikimcana. KU. IV, 11 ; 
3. AS. PP. 139, 140. 
4. Ibid. PP. 140. 150. vide also outlines of Indian Philosophy. 

PP. 372-73. Hiriyanna. 
5. jHananivartyatvam mithyStvam. AS. P. 160. 
6. ajftanasya svakaryepa pravilenena varttamanena vftsaha jnane- 

nanivrttir bsdhah, Qd. AS. PP. 164-68. 
Also Cf. tattvamasyS divakyottha samyagdhijanmamatratah 1 
avidyS sahaksryena nasidastibhavi$yati || 
Qd. Ibid. P. 168. 

7. sadviviktatvam. mithyatvam Ibid. P. 195. 
8 Valid means (=Pramftna) is defined as the flawless instrument 

of cognition do§asahakTtajitanakarapam Ibid, P. 159. 
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quent cancellation. This last idea of falsity may be amplified 

by providing that what is different from the real must also 

appear to exist; otherwise, the attributless Brahman and the 

non-existent here’s horn may fall within its scope, since 

neither of these is cognized as determind by sattva or 

existence 1 . 

The essence of these various definitions of falsity may be 

compared with what Sankara expressed as vyaiirekenabhiva 2 , 

or independent non-existence. The implication of this phrase 

is that whatever truth_the world has is properly Brahman’s, 

that, independently of Brahman, its ground, the world is 

naught. In and through the definitions of falsity appears the 

important Advaitic truth that, of the three orders or degrees 

of existence 3 , viz., the metaphysical, empirical, and illusory, 

the world as a whole has only the second type of satta or 

existence. The rel ation of the empirical to the metaphysical 

or real existence of Brahman is analogous to that of 

the illusory rope-snake to the empirical rope.* Thus the world 

is a sort of mean proportional between the illusory rope-snake 

and the Absolute. The world is of course not eternally 

real, i.e., unaublatable; nor is it merely illusory. It has a 

pragmatic reality which continues to hold good until the ground 

on which it is superimposed, viz., Brahman, is fully 

realized. In other words, the world’s empirically valid 

status will persist until one’s identity with Brahman is 

experienced in the fullest measure 4 . Till then the activities 

1. Vide AS. P.202 tayoh sattvakrakarapratitivisayattvabhavat 
2. SB. P. 373. *> 

3. The question whether this threefold order of existence or 

mtta is true is discussed in the AS. If true, will it not be 
a rival reality negating the noniuality of Brahman? The 
answer is that this threefold division also is only empirically 
valid, and so the said contingency does not arise. P. 657. 

4. The differentia of enaperical reality is this, viz., it is sublated 
only by the indeterminate knowledge of pure Brahman or 

consciousness. On the other hand, what sublates illusory 
reality such as the rope-snake is the determinate knowledge 
of its substrate. Cf. saprakrgakanijprakarajKanabadhyatva 

bhy&m vyavaharikapr&tibhSsikayorbbedah. AS. P. 658. 
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of the world, both sacred and secular, remain valid1. The 

falsity of the world, in effect, ia a^tasB; to be accomplished, 

rather than an empirically given fact. As Vidyararjya 

remarks , the worldlings would accept the world as rea 

vdstava ; the thinker who -ratiocinates will account it indefinable, 

and the saint, the accomplished philosopher, will treat it as 

naught. These three broad divisions include, of course, infinite 

degrees of varying attitudes to the world. The Advaitin stresses 

the fact that there is no stopping or rest for the fearless and 

ardent seeker after reality before he passes from the naive 

world-view of the worldling to the stable realization of the saint. 

Himself ever changing, he will find an answering change in the 

world also, till, having become Brahman, he finds no world 

apart from Brahman to account for. 

Discussing the important question whether the world is an 

illusion according to Advaita, Dr. Radhakrishnan brings 

together a number of considerations in support of his view that 

it is phenomenal only and not illusory 3 . There are several 

passages in ‘ Sankara’s writings 4 and in later Advaitic works 

like the Adcailasiddhi which maintain, taken by themselves, 

that the world is an illusion. Such a view, he urges, makes a 

tragic joke of life ”, and renders meaningless many statements 

of Sankara on the world of experience. Theinconscient avidyd 

by itself cannot be the cause of the world ; it is not a mere 

subjective force, but has also an objective reality. The pluralis¬ 

tic universe is an error of judgement, and correction of this 

error can mean only a change of opinion. The world of ex¬ 

perience, ultimately, becomes transfigured in the intuition of 

Brahman. It is not negated so much as reinterpreted. Virtue 

has significance for Sankara; for, it prepares man for Brahman 

realization. “ Unreal the world is, illusory it is not ”. The 

world is based on the real, not the real itself. So it can only 

be called the appearance or phenomenon of the real ”. It is 

true that for Sankara as we showed in the previous section, 

the world is not a dream, hut has empirical reality. But the 

1. Pr5kc5tmaikatv5vagateravyahatah sarvafc satyanrtavyavaharo 
laukikovaidikafccetyavocama, BSS. II, 1,14. P. 380. 

2. PD. VI, 130. 

4. BSS.Plf'3f7l8;fI,:4, 6; II,. 1, 14; II, 1, 27 & 28; II, 3, 46, *c. 
a 
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important point to stress, we think, ia not that, or even that 

it is not illusory afe some extremists in Advaita actually main¬ 

tain. The vital point is that the world in Advaita is a variable 

and that it has a value and significance which change with the 

culture and spiritual insight of the individual who evaluates 

it1 .It is allowed that in the intuition of Brahman the 

world is transfigured. But how ? Sankara insists that complete 

realization of Brahman, the ground of the empirical world, 

would not leave us with two entities, viz., Brahman and a 

transfigured world. Neither the knower nor the world remains; 

only Brahman remains, the bhuma, “where one sees nothing 

else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else ” 2 . Com¬ 

menting on the Brahddranyaka IV, 3, 20 3 , Sankara states that 

when all avidya vanishes and the knower attains sarvalmabhava 

i.e., experiences everything as Self, even in dreams his experience 

is “ I am all this ” sarvohmiti manyate. The perception of the 

slightest difference from the Self, to the extent even of a hair’s 

tip, balagramatramapi, is nescience 4 . The empirical world» 

samvyavaharavi$ayolokah, which is experienced before the final 

realization ia a sign of and due to avidya. The conclusion seems 

inevitable that the question, is the world an illusion ? iB not 

precise and is misleading. It raises the further question to 

whom ? No answer can be legitimate without specifying the 

nature and capacities of the inquirer. To the perfected saint, 

as we said above, there is no world at all, but only God 5 , to 

the Advaitic dialectician, even to the saint who comes back to 

the awareness of the empiric manifold, the world may be 

accountable as an illusion ; to the naive worldling it is the sole 

1. Cf. The concept of cause, in ‘ Sankara is axiological; it is 
the concept of essence, The Vedanta of Sankara P. 293. 
R. P. Singh. * 

2. CU. VII, 24, 1; Cf, We have an experience in which there 
is no distinction between my awareness and that of which it 
is aware. Essays on Truth & Reality. P. 150 ; 

3. ahamevedam sarvo^mTii manyate so Syaparmo lokalj; 

4. prapaficaparityagena sadaimanS. sampatternisprapaficasadat- 
matvam-BSS. P. 361. Cf. There cannot be time where there 
are no divisions or relations of before and after. Time & 
Eternity. P. 76; 

5. Cf. But looked at from within, the divine eternal moment is 
all inclusive. Nothing falls outside it to which it may bear 
comparison. The mystic therein is identical with all other 
mystics and God. Ibid P. 84. 
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reality. The case may be likened to that of a hundred-rupee 

note. To the playful child it is only a piece of paper as he is 

not aware of its worth and value ; but, to the adult who knows, 

it is not paper at all, -but so much purchasing power. The 

Advaitin is justified in taking the world as a problem which is 

solved only when the answer of God is wrung out of it. Once 

that answer is secured, the problem’entirely vanishes. That 

'Sankara consistently speaks of the entire creation as a means 

to realize the sole reality of Brahman lends support to the view 

of the world we have adapted above 1 . To the extent this 

view is valid, Deussen seems to be right in asserting that “ to 

treat the world as real is to deny reality to God ”. 2 The 

world, we said above, is a bridge leading to God. It may be 

added that it progressively vanishes, as such, as it iB pro¬ 

gressively crossed, till, finally. Brahman alone remains 3 . Thus 

we conclude that the question of the world’s being real or 

illusory is one of evaluation or axiology and that its answer is 

altogether relative to the spiritual insight of the individual 

concerned. Therefore, the world-views presented in Dvaita, 

Vihist&dvaita, Bheddbheda, &o., may be looked upon as varying 

evaluations of the world in the course of an inquirer's progress 

to the summit of Brahmio realization 4 . 

1. Vide P. 373, Supra; 

2. Phily: of the Upds. P.160; 

3. Cf. “ It was suddenly revealed to me that everythiug is pure 
spirit. The utensils of worship, the altar, the door-frame, 
- all pure spirit. Man, animals, and other living beings - all 
pure Spirit”. Sri Ramakrishna’s Gospel. P. 345. 

4. 4 The world is unreal * is a value judgement, and means that 
it is unblessed or worthless. - Stace. P. 128. 

Mukti - 49 



CHAPTER V 

BONDAGE ACCORDING TO ADVAITA 

The indispensable condition and presumption of liberation 

or mukti is the prior state of bondage or bandha 1 . The nature 

of this prior state, therefore, determines that of liberation. In 

vital respects, the Advaitic concept of bondage differs from 

what it is in all other schools of Indian thought. We shall in 

this chaptar set forth the implications of bondage or sarpsim in 

Advaita stressing its distinctive features. 

The main point in regard to bondage is to determine how 

Brahman, the sole reality in Advaita, lapses from its absolute 

perfection, purnatd, into a state of errors, cravings arid pains. 

In other words, how does Brahman become the jiva, or 

the infinite, finite? Earlier, it was generally stated that the 

association of Brahman and mayo, is responsible for the simul¬ 

taneous postulation of Jivara, jiva and the world. This 

association, it may be repeated, is a< hypothesis advanced by 

the philosophising jiva to reconcile the empirical experience of 

the objective manifold, and the metaphysical experience of the 

non-dual reality. From th statements of Yajnavalkya, 2 it 

is dear that the apparent lapse of Brahman from its non¬ 

dual state is not real. Were it real, one would have to conceive 

of reality forsaking its inherent nature, an impossibility as 

Gau^apada has so eloquently argued 3 . Bence the Advaitin 

offers the hypothesis '4of nescience or avidyd on the part 

of the individual jiva to account for his apparent limitations, 

his actual predicament of bondage. For instance, commenting 

on the Brhaddranyakopanisad I, 4, 17 4 t SsaAkara says that 

the world is the tree of sainadra which, sprouting from the 

seed of acts, karma, grows in the field of avidyd ; i.e., it is an 

1. bahddasya hi mok^ah kartavyah—BUB. P. 385. 

2- yatra hi dvaitamiva bhavati taditara itaram pa^yati— yatra- 

tvasya sarvamatmaiv&bhut tatkenakain pas'yet, &c. BU. IV, 

5, 15 ; also, cf. BU. IV, 2, 23-31. 

3. prakj-tih setivijSeya svabhSvainnjahatiyS. GPK. IV, 9, 

prakfteranyathabhavo nakatharpcid bhavi^yati; Ibid. Ill, 21* 

4. taddhedaip tarhyavy5kftam5sit, &c. 
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appearance resting on ignorance alone 1 , ignorance of thejiva’a 

metaphysical nature an Brahman. Explaining this statement 

Anandagiri adds2 that the seed state of the world Or the cause 

of the world is at bottom the ignorance in which the Self is 

reflected - sabhasapratyagavastha. The relation between the 

Self and nescience is limited to the fact of reflection of the 

former in the latter. Later 3, clarifying his meaning further* 

he writes that cosmic phenomena arise from Brahman as 

unknown, while clear knowledge of Brahman must inevitably 

sublate the world. In other words, the casuality of the world 

ascribed to Brahman 4 , is mark of the jiva’s nescience, and 

does not in reality belong to it. In fact, the status of 

jiva as jiva, i.e., his bondage, manifests itself in the imputation 

of causality to Brahman, in the innate tendency to perceive 

an objective manifold as effects and then to search for their 

cause. 

The bondage of the jiva may also be described in the 

words of the Maitrayanyupani«ad. ’‘There is indeed another, 

different soul, called the elemental soul (bhutatman) - he who, 

being overcome by the bright or dark fruits of action, enters 

a good or an evil womb, so that his course is upward or down¬ 

ward, and he wanders around overcome by the pairs of 

opposites”. Explaining that the alman in the body, the 

bhutatman, is overcome by the gupas of prakrti, the upanis&d 

adds that “because of being overcome, he goes on to confused¬ 

ness, sammudhalvam ; because of confusedness, he sees not the 

blessed Lord who stands within oneself; atmasthaprabhumbhaga- 

vantam. Borne along and defiled by the stream of qualities, 

unsteady, wavering, bewildered, full of desire, distracted, this 

one goes on to the state of self-conceit, abhimanatva. In 

thinking, ‘ this is I ’ and ‘ that is mine * he binds himself with 

his self as does a bird with a snare - jdlenevakhacarah. ” 5 

This important passage makes it clear that the cause of 

bondage of the jiva is the thought “ this is I ”, “ that is mine ”• 

In other words what is called personality, the finite ego. 

1. karmabijo’vidy&ksetro hyasau sarpsftravjkgah—BUB. P. 108. 
2. Ibid. P. 108. 
3. Ibid. P. 110. 
4. vide, BS. I, 1,2; 1, 4,23, Ac. 
5. Ml>. Ill, 2. Translation by Hume. 
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constitutes the bondage of the jivo 1 . But, as Sankara says 2 , 

“ even in the state of bondage or nescience, every living being, 

aarvojantu, is in reality Brahman 3 ; only through nescience, 

avidyayd, the jiva deems himself, as it were, by an act of 

superimposition 4 , or adhydropa, even as silver is superimposed 

on nacre. This idea of superimposition, known also as adhyisa, is 

of paramount importance for the elucidation of the concept of 

bondage. We have already pointed out that avidyd, the cause 

of the objective manifold, has been identified with adhydsa by 

&afikara . Now we shall proceed to show in some detail the 

implications of the act of adhydsa,; for it is responsible for 

the jlva’s being what he is, congnitively, conatively, and 
emotionally. 

The scope of superimposition is as wide as the world. It 

covers the total field of experience, subjective and objective. 

Its basic feature is a transference of the subject and his 

qualities to the object and vice versa. In view of the diametrically 

opposed natures of the subject and the object,-consciousness, 

and inertness-such mutual transference should be impossible. 

The Advaitin is the foremost to point out the fundamentally 

irrational nature of the adhydsa under consideration. Writes 

Safikara: Object and subject,';having as their province the 

presentation of ‘ the thou’ and ‘ the I ’ are mutually opposed 

as darkness and light. The transfer, with its qualities, of the 

object which has as its province ‘ the thou’ (or the not-self) to 

the pure spiritual subject which has for its province the idea 

of ‘ the I ’ (or the self) and conversely the transfer of the 

subjeot and its qualities to the object, should be false 6 • 

Nevertheless, it is a fact of empirical life which consists precisely 

in this very transfer and the consequences following therefrom. 

'* Yet” continues SaAkara, “ in mankind, this procedure resting 

on false knowledge of pairing together the true and the unirue 

1. cf. the Buddisht notion of anatta, PP. 83-84 supra. 
2. 'SBonBU. I, 4, 11. 

3. BUB. P. 143. 

4. kaipayatyatmanatmanamatma devahsvamSyaya. GPK. II, 12 
sa evabuddhyate bhedan. 

5. Supra P. 311. 

6. The opening of sentence of SaAkara’s commentary on the 

Brahmasutras. 
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(i e. the subject and the object) is natural, so that they 

transfer the being and qualities of the one to the other ” 1 . 

In other words, however irrational, adhylsa is a fact, sarvaloka. 

pratyak§a 2 , as borne out by expressions such as “ I am this ”, 

“Main is this”, &c. In such expressions, what stands out 

prominently is the association of consciousness, or the subject, 

and its opposite, the inert object 3 . Being an effect or karya, 

adhyasa also requires a material cause 4 , which is mithydjndna, 

the indeterminable and inert energy of nescience 5 . But what is 

the point of maintaining that rnithydjndna is the material 

cause of superimposition 1 Praka^atman in his Vivarana answers 

that it is so described because its presence is the necessary 

condition for the occurrence of superimposition ; at the same 

time, without mithyajvidna, there can be no superimposition at 

all 6 . As the efficient cause of adhyasa, however, the peculiarities 

and defects of its locus and of the sense-organs and bo forth may 

be counted 7 . Adhyasa denotes both the false objeot super¬ 

imposed and the cognition thereof. 

It may be asked how the empirical usage or procedure 8 , 

which is conditioned by mitaydjndna has none the less been 

described as natural. Padmapada in the Paflcapadilca urges 

the following considerations. The fact that both in the 

objective and subjective states the power of nescience is ever- 

1. Ibid. 

2. BSS. P. 25. 
3. satyam = anidam caitanyam ; anftam yu?madarthah because 

it is wholly fictitious being a by-product of super-imposition- 

PP. pp. 85, 86. CSS. No. I. 
4. sarvam cakaryam sopadanam bh&vak&ryatvad ghat^divat. 

Ibid. PP. 90-91. 
5. mithyetyanirvac&myatocyate. ajsanamiti ca jad&tmikSvidyS- 

gaktib_tannimittastadupadana ityarthah—Ibid. 188. cf. 

The expression * material cause ’ means a cause that is 

common and necessary to all forms of illusion and is itself 

not an effect • Introduction to the Itfasiddhi P. XXV, fn. 4. 

6. tasminsatyadhyasasyoday&t asati c&nudayaditi brumab P- 89 

CSS. No. I; 

7. Ibid. P.90. 

8. Vide l5. 388, Supra. 
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present has to be conceded. Otherwise, the appearance of 

false entities would be inexplicable. This power does not 

impede the appearance in cognition of inert objects, which 

remain uncognized only through the inadaquacy of the means 

of right cognition. In other words, the non-self is not the 

object of nescience 1 . In regard to objects, it operates by 

throwing up illusory appearances such as the rope-snake, while 

in regard to the subject or self, in which nescience is naturally 

located, the power of nescience cloaks the full revelation of 

the Brahmrc essence. Also, it throws up in the Self the illusory 

appearances of ahamlcara (egoity) and so forth 2 . During 

deep sleep and swoon the creative potential of nescience remains 

in the self to precipitate later, in the waking and dream states, 

its natural products, viz., the upddhis like intellect, egoity, 

mind, &c. Thus the empirical procedure of coupling the true 

Self and the false upndhis is both natural and conditional5 . 

In the definition of adhyasa as kmrtirupah paratrapurva- 

dfftdvabhdaa4 , what is emphasized is the object of super¬ 

imposition. It has, as it were, the form of memory s . It is, 

of course, not the object of an actual recollection ; for, it is 

in front of the victim of illusion and in contact with his organ 

of perception. The superimposed object may have an 

empirical status like the world or only an illusory status like 

the rope-snake. In any case, that which is perceived may 

not be said to be remembered. The> necessary condition of the 

illusory perception is that a like object should have been 

experienced before, purvadrsta; it is by no means necessary 

that it should have been real also 6 . Ond who has never seen 

a snake will not see an illusory snake either. The cognition 

1. najfianavisayo'n&tma. ibid. P. 106. 

2. Cf. shpi tujivasya jn&naitfvaryatirobhavo dehayogad dehendri- 

yamanobuddhivijayavedanadiyogad bhavati, BSS. on III, 
2,6. 

3. PP. 96-131 - Pancapadika in CSS. No. I. 

4. BSS. PP. 10, 13. 

5. smaryamaparupamiva rupamasya, napunafc smaryata eva. 

PP.,p. 158. 

6. tasya ca dystamatratvamupayujyate na vastusatta. Bha. BSS. 
P. U 
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of the illusory snake also is of '.he nature cf memory, meaning 

thereby that all cases of cognition, where the sense-object 

contact is absent, resemble memory. ' 

Before we ask what the exact status of the superimposed 

object is in Advaita, certain relevant questions have to be 

faced. Firstly, who is the agent of superimposition ? It is 

obvious that bnly the locus of nesoience, the ignorant jiva, 

can be the agent of erroneous superimposition. But even in the 

stage of ignorance, as has been pointed out above, the jiva is 

in reality Brahman. Nevertheless, no jiva, as such, is aware 

of his identity with Brahman; else, where is the necessity to 

teaoh him that supreme Advaitic truth? In other words, 

undeniably, the object of avidya is Brahman. Are we, theq^ 

to conclude that Brahman is‘ the agent of superimposition on 

itself of the objective manifold ? Safikara unequivocally 

declares that Brahman is not the agent of superimposition, or 

in other words, the victim of avidya. Brahman does not 

err, bhatatvevam ii&vidyakartr bhrantum - 6a brahma 2 . But, all 

the same, he denies that there is any intelligence, cetana, other 

than Brahman who is such an agent and who errs, Ananda- 

giri explains that due to the beginninglessness of the cosmic 

phenomena, i.e., the process of superimposition, nescience 

does not depend on an agent, kartd, for its operation 1 2 3 . But 

.this is not a satisfactory conclusion, and it is reminiscent of 

the Buddhist teaching tHat there is no one who suffers, but 

only suffering4 5.. But SaAkara himself, elsewhere, suggests 

a more tenable solution. Commenting on the Brahma Sutra IV, 

1, 3,5 he affirms that the identity Consciousness abolishes all 

duality. But an objeotor asks : Who is wanting in this identity- 

-consoiousness? In other words, who is ignorant? Who is respon¬ 

sible for the erroneous appearance of quality ? Sankara’s answer 

|8. yaatvamprcchasi tasya ta iti vadamah. You who raise the 

query are the victim of nescience. This means that the agent of 

1. na hyasamprayuktavabhasinalj purvapravrttatadvi?ayapram5- 
padv&rasamutthatvamantareija samudbhavafc sambhavati. 
PP. p. 163. 

2. BUB. P. 144. 
3. Ibid. P. 144. 
4. vide, PP. $1-90 supra. • 
5. atmethtupagacchanti grBhayantica. 
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superimposition is the jiva who has, as yet, not sbakeD off the 

illusion that he is finite, though, as a matter of metaphysical 

reality, he is never other than Brahman. 1 2 

The next question is how there can be any* superimposition 

on Brahman or Atman who is impartite consciousness' 

Without being cognized as object, nothing can become the 

substratum of superimposition, as is evident in the case of 

llusory perceptions like the rope-snake. And obviously, pure 

consciousness or Brahman can never become an object of 

perception as, in all acts of perception, it remains the 

subject1 . As the JBhamati elucidates, one object can appear 

as another only when some of its general features are cognized 

leaving out the specific features due to some defects or other3 . 

To be the substratum of superimposition, therefore, an entity 

has to have parts or be composite, as, e.g., the rope is. 

Brahman is not only not a composite object, but also is a 

self-revealing entity, so that no mistakes can possibly be made 

with regard to it. Thus both under conditions of complete 

cognition and complete non-cognition of the substrate, super¬ 

imposition must be ruled out. 4 

S'ankara’s answer is that pure consciousness is not entirely 

unknown; it is the object of the presentation of ‘ the I 

asmatpratyayavisaya. In reality, no doubt, pure consciousness 

is without limits, differences and agency, and, also, it is un¬ 

related to the fruits of all actions and is the object of no 
V 

cognition ; still due to association with intellect, mind, body, it 

appears as limited as the agent of actions, &c., i.e., it appears 

as the jiva. The possibility of superimposition on pure oona- 

1. cf. ‘SB on GPK. II16 and Ananda Gin’s gloss on it; also 

US. I, 65 and Ramatirtha’s introduction to it. 

2. yu§matpratyayapetasya capratyagatmano’ vi^ayatvam bravi^i— 

BSS. P. 17. 

3. P. 290. CSS. No. I. 

4. tasmadatyantagrahetyant&grahe canftdhyBsa iti siddbarn; 

Bha, P.291. Ibid. 
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ciousness arises from the fact that in its delimited phase as 

jiva, the distinction between it and itsjipadhis such as intellect 

and mind rem; ias uncognised. This lack of discrimination 

leads to the superimposition of the upadhis on it and the 

jlvahood results. The jiva, then, is ja composite product of 

superimposition. His constituent factors are the subjective 

consciousness and the objective upadhis. The jiva is anidami- 

damitmd, and, as such, may be said to be the object of the 

presentation of ‘ the I This may also be explained in another 

way. Pure consciousness is altogether passive; being free from 

both the powers of action and experience, kriyitsakti and 

bhoga Sakti. On the other hand, the upadhis, buddhi, &c., 

possess both these powers, but are devoid of consciousness. 

When the two get interfused through superimposition, the 

resulting jiva comes in possession of the powers of action and 

experience, and also becomes an object of the notion of egoity, 

ahamkara. In this predicament, the jiva is also styled jantu 

and kgelrajfla 1 . 

Still, it may be objected, this is a case of circular argu¬ 

ment. For, without presupposing superimposition, conscious¬ 

ness cannot be an object of cognition as a component of the 

jiva, and without such objectification, there can be no super- 

imposition. Vaeaspati points out that, just as in the case of 

the seed and the sprout, no vicious circle is involved in the case 

in hand. The series of * superimposition3 and objectifications 

of consciousness is without beginning in time. So, any single 

instance of superimposition may be explained with reference to 

the consciousness objectified in the immediately preceding act of 

superimposition 2 . 

1. cf. ahamkarasyakartftvamcityadhyasya, tathacitalj | 
sphurtim caharpkrtau granthiip kurySnmayatayordrdham || 
Citradlpa. 

2. P. 299 CSS No. I. * The PP. also gives a similar explanation. 
Egoiiy or ahamkara is the direct object of the ‘1-notion’, 
but it is a composite entity made up of the objective and 
subjective elements -aniiamidamrnpavastugurbha. PP. 302- 
303. Ibid In the same text another explanation of Brahman 
being the substratum of superimposition has been put forward 
on P.67. “Snando vigayanubhavo nityatvam itisanti dharmafi, 
apfthalctve’pi caitanyat p^thagivavabhasanta iti nadosah 
Though nou-different from consciousness strictly, when 
viewed from the human end, the satt3 or’ being alone of 

mukti—SO 
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So far we have bden dealing with the possibility of super- 

imposition on pure consciousness as pratyagdtmd, the inner Self 

of the jiva. In the cosmic context also, the superimposition of 

the objective manifold on pure consciousness may be similarly 

conceived. In the ekajivavdda ' , the world as a whole is held 

to be superimposed on Brahman by the only real jiva In the 

theory of the plurality of jivas also, each jiva may be held to 

live in a world of his own, having no doubt, similarities and 

common points of reference with those of other jivas based on 

similarities of samskdras. Bach jiva may then be considered 

to superimpose his world on Brahman. In this view, l&vava 

the world-cause must be deemed to be the jiva’s way of inter¬ 

preting pure Brahman. Like the world, livara also is 

superimposed on Brahman as the cause of the world 2 . Taking 

the two spheres of the microcosm and the macrocosm one gets 

a comprehensive view of the extent of the jiva’s bondage or 

alienation from the right vision of reality. Three basic forms 

of this bondage may be distinguished corresponding to the 

three basic tendencies of the human mind : (i) the bondage of 

the cognitive function ; (ii) the bondage of the conative 

function ; and ^iii) the bondage of the emotive function. We 

shall consider them in this order. 

(i) 

Bondage of the jiva on the cognitive side may he conceived 

as primarily flowing from the superimposition on the Self of 

cognizership or pramdtrtvam. Cogriizership is a mark of 

bondage, for, thereby, the jiva comes to perceive an objective 

manifold in lieu of pure undifferenced consciousness. The 

process of superimpossing cognizership on the pure Self is 

described by Sankara as follows Without the conceit of ‘ I 

and mine’ in the adjuncts of the jiva consciousness, viz., the 

body, sense-organs, &c., cognizership cannot arise, and, then, of 

Brahman shines forth, and not also its bliss and eternity. 
Hence as in the case of the rope, partial perception of 
Brahman in effect makes it a fit adhifthdna or substrate of 
superimposition. Cf. The Doctrine of maya, P. 132, A. K. 
Chaudhury, Calcutta, 1950. 

1. Vide PP. 354. ff. Supra. 

2. Ci'. avidy&tmakanSmarupabijavyakarapapeksatv5t sarvajnat- 
vasya...tadevamavidyatmakop5dhiparicchedapeksamev6svara* 
syesvaratvam. BSS. PP. 382-82; 
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course, the operation of the means of, cognition, pramina- 

pravrtli will also be out of question. The means of cognition 

like perception may operate only through sense-organs, which, 

in their turn, without an intelligent substratum, cannot 

function. Similarly, the body, too, without selfhood being 

superimposed on it, is inert. And, in the absence of this whole 

series of superimpositions, the unattached Self or pur cons¬ 

ciousness cannot function as cognizer. Just as animals act 

without discrimination on their level, man, too, functions as 

cognizer, &c., without discriminating the Self from the upadhit 

and vice versa”.1 

Cognizership of the pure Self, thus, being a product of 

superimposition, it follows that the result of such cognition 

must also be basically false or tnithyd 2 . In other words, 

the jiva in bondage as prarnitd commits a series of intellectual 

errors. Hia cognitions deviate more or less from the full truth. 

The Advaitio evaluation of both the object of superimposition 

and its cognition may be briefly explained since the possibility 

of the complete sublation of the world by the knowledge of the 

Self or Brahman depends upon its status as an object 

superimposed on Brahman3 . The Advaitic theory of 

superimposition is as follows. The causes of the illusion 

of say, silver in the nacre are sense contact with the 

nacre, impressions of prior cognitions of silver in the 

mind, the defects of^ the sense-organs, &c. When the 

defective sense-organ comes in contact with the nacre, the 

inner organ is modalized merely in the form of * this 

This mode of the antahkarana ooinoides with ‘ the this ’ aspect 

of the nacre and there results the coincidence of the intelligence 

inissrFp. 20-23; 

2. Vide PP. 381 ff. supra, for the definition and discussion of 

mithydtvam in Advaita. 

3. Though in his commentary on the Brahmasutras, S'ankara refers 

only to three theories of superimposition or illusory knowledge, 

or bhram*, later writers on Advaita consider a few more so as 

to throw their own theory of indeterminability, anirvdeani- 

yatd, into bolder relief. The theory of error current in the 

Vitfis'tadvaitic school -is based on the dictum sarvam sarvdt- 

«nakam : i.e.; all objects are in their nature entirely mixed up. 

Water 'is actually present in the mirage or silver in the nacre. 
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limited by the subjective mode and that limited by the objec¬ 

tive ‘ this As a result the same intelligence is revealed in 

both the forms. Next, the nescience abidingdn the intelligence 

limited by and revealed in the subjective and the objective 

How is this known ? From their interpretation of the Upani- 

$adic theory of triplication of element?, according to which the 

three original elements, fire, water and earth were each halved 

and to each half of each of the elements was added a quarter each 

of the remaining elements thus; \ + £ x 2 = 1: This theory 

would obliterate all distinctions between truth and error. But, 

for Ramanuja, the test of truth is pragmatic, vyavahuranuguQya. 

The nacre-silver, c.g., is called illusory, not bcause of the ab- 

sense of silver in the nacre, but only because it is not found in 

a sufficient measure to prove useful in practice. (RB. P. 

66-67). This theory cannot be taken seriously since as the 

Parimala says, the absence of silver in the nacre may be 

demonstrated by putting it in fire. 

In the Prabhakara school of the Purvamimams5., the theory of 

error is called the asatkhyati. The essence of this theory is 

that error does not represent an act of integral cognition but 

consists in the lack of discrimination between two distinct 
valid cognitions, one of which is a perception and the other is a 

memoryimage. In the rope-snake illusion, the cognition of 

‘the this’ is a direct perception while that of the sankc is a 

memory-image, awakened by the similarity of the rope to the 

snake. Due to defects of the eye, &c., the reference of the 

second cognition to past experience is left out of account. Thus, 

arising consecutively, the perception of ‘the this’ aspect of 

the rope without its ropeness, and the memory of the snake 

without reference to its past context, are mixed together due to 

lack of discrimination between the two. Error, then, is due to 

the failure to observe that the objects of the two cognition, 

are not in actual relation. (Vide the I§tasiddhi P. 43). Here 

again as in the satkbyati theory of Ramanujites, the test of 

error so-calied is purely pragmatic. The cognition which does 

not lead to fruitful action is erroneous, while all cogni¬ 

tions, as such; are valid. (Vide Intrdn: to the I^tasiddhi P. XVI) 

But this theory suffers from its complete divorce from the 

facts of experience. The victim of illusion who flees from 

the rope-snake is not aware of two cognitions. Activity can 

proceed only from the cognition of a single whole. Again, 

since knowledge or tamvit is self-revealing according to the 
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* this~form ’ is agitated by dosa or defect.. Thus there results 

a double transformation of nescience which assumes the form 

of silver and that of the mode congnitive of silver, aivdya- 

kdrdvrttih In the first transformation as silver, the auxi¬ 

liary cause is the awakened impressions of silver, and in the 

second, it is the awakened impression on the cognition of silver- 

Prabbakaras, the two alleged cognitions should reveal their 

character fully making non-discrimination between them 

impossible. The Prabhakara assumption that all cognitions 

must necessarily issue forth in action is also clearly too 

narrow. 

The theory of anyathdkhvati is professed both by the Naiyrtyikas 

and the Bha{{as among others. It stands for the notion that 

Juana, sometimes reveals an object as different from what it 

actually is. Due to some defect of the sense-organs, &c., a 

piece of nacre, say, is perceived only as something very lus¬ 
trous. Its sheen similar to that of silver revives the memory 
image of silver. Next silverness appears as an attribute of the 

object in front, and the cognition ' this is silver ’ results. The 

explanation proffered is that while ‘ the thisness ’ of the nacre 

is directly perceived through normal contact of the eye and 

object, silver itself is extraordinarily contacted by means of the 

congnitive relation, jflanalakfanapratyasatti. The relation 

between * silver and this ’ is of course unreal, but appears in 

cognition being attached to the two reals, ‘ this and silver \ 

Thus the remote silyer in the market, &c., appears in the 

congnitioa of * this 

The plain defect of this theory is, again, that it does not square 

with experience. The illusory silver is not felt as remote but as 

presented to the eye of the experient. Hence by the facts of the 

case, one is driven to conclude that the silver is present in the 

locus where it appears. What is deniedin the later correction is, 

not the relation between the silver and the nacre, but silver it¬ 

self. Were only the relation denied, the relata should have been 

separately available here as real. The perception of silver in the 

illusory experience can arise only from actual contact of the eye 

with a presented piece of silver. 

According to the Stmakhyati of the Buddhists, the object 

superimposed is really mental, and its perception as extra¬ 

mental and external constitutes the error. The stimulus to 

erroneous experience comps wholly from within, and not in 
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Both these transformations are alike illumined by the witness 

consciousness and this explains the experience of the illusory 

silver. Strictly, there are two cognitions involved here, repre. 

sented respectively by the mode of the inner organ and that 

of nescience. Still, their object being illusorily one, viz., the 

composite product of the true ‘ this ’ and the false * silver ’ 

the resulting cognition also may be considered one only 1 . 

In a previous section 2 , we showed that the object of 

superimposition is neither real nor unreal (sat nor asat) defin¬ 
ing sat as what is never cancelled and asat as what does not 

appear as real in any substrate whatever. This unique status 

of the superimposed object is technically styled anirvaaaniya 3 , 

the indeterminable. The anirvacaniya, is not only distinct from 

the real and from the unreal, but also from the real and the 

unreal 4 . This description would apply alike to the illusory 

object and to its analogue, the objective manifold, which is 

superimposed on pure consciousness as silver is on necre 5 . 

the least from without, (vide Introduction to the I8tasiddhi 
P. XXI). The difference between normal and abnormal 
perception is that among various kinds of predispositions or 
vasanas the weaker vasanas lead to illusory experience. But the 
actual experience proves that the object experienced is external. 
The cancelling cognition also only distinguishes the nacre from 
the silver and does not show the latter's internality, too. (vide 
Bhamatl P. 230 CSS. No. I). 

Asatkhyati is maintained by the Madhyamikas for whom the 
illusory object is altogether non-existent - a fact which 
in their view is proven by the la.er cancellation. The 
appearance of the illusory object is credited to the power 
of erroneous cognition itself, acting in league with the 
impressions or vasanas. The object manifested in illusion is 
non-existent. Error points to absolute nothing and not to the 
subject, predicate, or their relation. As for its refutation, the 
the words of S'aAkara may be recalled: Bunyav&dipaksastu 
sarvapramana viprati&iddha iti tannirakaranayanadara/i kriyate. 
BSS. PP. 478-479. 

1. VPS. Sect. LVIII; 

2. Vide P. 380 Supra; 

3. Cf. Bh&mati BSS. P. 13; 

4. sattv&nadhikar^atve sati asattvanadhikarapatve sati sadasatt- 
vSnadhikarapattvain anirv&cyatvam - Citsukhua on the 
Nyhyamakaranda, P. 115. 

5. Apropos the mutual transference of subject and object and 
their qualities, the Rattusprabha (SB. PP. 24-25) points out 
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} 

An important consequence of the bondage of the cogni¬ 

tive side of the jlva is that he experiences Brahman, not as 

pure knowledge or conscionsuess. cinmatTa, but as having an 

objective reference. On the one hand, the pure intuition of the 

sage vouches for the reality of the objectless consciousness , 

on the other, empirical reason never knows without there 

being an object which is known. We have already noticed 

how S'ankara’s repudiation of Buddhist idealism 2 proves 

that epistemological realism has a provisional status in Ad- 

'Vaita, Knowledge born of sense-contacts is of course bound 

up with, the empirical reality of objects. All forms of empiric- 

cognition consist of subject-object relations. But reflec¬ 

tion on such cognitions reveals their unreal nature. Reality, 

we saw, is inconsistent with fluctuations, corrections, deve¬ 

lopments. But sense-knowledge of the objective maifold 

consists just of these, and nothing else, from this general 

condemnation, even the so-called valid cognitions are not 

exempt. It is a common experience that often one percep¬ 

tion is cancelled by another, or has to be set aside by an 

inference3 . The lack of total certitude in inference is 

wellknown. The fact is that even in empirical knowledge the 

percept is illusory; only its illusory character is not grasped 

as long as the locus of the percept, viz., Barhman, is not 

perceived- But to understand the unsatisfactory character of 

the categories cognized empirically, one need not wait for the 

that the adhyasas involved are both dharm&dhyksa and dhar- 

myadhy&sa. When qualities alone such as stoutness & leannes 

are superimposed we have the former; e.g. * 1 am fat *1 

am lean ’ &c. When the whole entity or substance is super¬ 

imposed, we have the latter; e.g. I think, I feel, &c., where 

antahkaraiya is superimposed on pure consciousness. In the 

awareness of ‘ I ’ what is superimposed is the relation of 

consciousness to the antahkarana. This is an instance of 

samsarg&dhy&sa. 

1. Cf. BU. IV, 5, 15; IV, 3, 23-31. 

2. Vide P. 374 Supra. 
3. Cf. aparikjjitapratyakgamhi parik§itanum&nSpek$aya durbalam, 

nilam nabha iti pratyak^amiva nabhonirupatvS numanapeksayfi 

AS. PP. 369-70; also; prat>ak§aderhi parik^aya vy&vaharika 

pramfynyamstraip siddhyati, tacca nadvaitSgamena badhyato, 

badhyate tu tattvikam praminyam. Ibid. PP. 373-74. 
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realization of Brahman ; reasoning may very well expose it. 

As an example, consider the nature of parts and whole, 

avayavas and avayavins; assuming that the atoms are the 

parts of any given objective whole, it may be asked whether 

the whole is or is not different from it3 parts. If different, 

the two must occupy different positions in space, even as a 

pot and a cloth do. But, clearly, such is not the case with 

atiy] given whole and its parts. If the two are not differ¬ 

ent at all, there is no reason to draw a distinction between 

the two. Again, it may be asked whether the whole remains 

in each of the parts or in all of them taken together. In the 

first alternative there will be as many wholes as there 

are parts, while in the second, the whole will require fresh 

parts whereby it may be present in all its original parts 

at once. There is the further difficulty that in the second 

case, the perception of the whole iB impossible without all 

parts coming in contact with the eye - an impossibility- 

Reasoning thus exposes the pretensions of the empirical 

perception of parts and whole, substance and attributes, 

universal and particulars, &c 1 

The objective reference of knowledge is a result of the 

cognitive bondage, according to Advaita. But the object- 

free nature of knowledge appears under the name nirvikalpa 

or indeterminate cognition in several Indian systems of thought, 

such as the Nyiya, the Rauddha, the Saihlchya, the Piivvami- 

mamsa, and the Advdita. That even determinate formB of 

cognition, e.g., that of a pot, are preceded by indeterminate 

stages is a psychologically verifiable fact 2 . That they are 

logically implicit in the determinate forms of cognition is the 

view of the Naiyayikds 3 . Theists like Ramanuja, on the other 

other band, identify knowledge with judgements. For S'ankara 

indeterminateness is the mark of pure samvit. Empirical judge¬ 

ments like * this is a pot,’ have no metaphysical status. For, 

judgement is a relational,consciousness. This relation is two¬ 

fold : (i) The relation between subject and object, lii) that 

between subject and predicate. The Advaitic view is that 

1. Vide infra. 

2. Cf. SV. 112; 3D . p. 41; 

3. Muktavali Ksrika 58. 
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these relations cannot be established rationally. How can 

there be a relation between terms so diametrically opposed as 

subject and object? The relation between them has‘a meaning 

only to the subject. Actually, subject and object are distinc¬ 

tions made in a given whole of knowledge, nothing outside 

which can reasonably bo posited. The appearance in pure 

knowledge of terms like subject and object is one of the 

implications of the tnayz doctrine. Finally, it can only be 

accounted for as the result of superimposition. The point 

is illustrated by the illusory, cognition of which first there 

appears an illusory object, and then it is negated. Advaita 

suggests that the instability of the object marks all cogni¬ 

tions, however much it may appear to persist. Except for 

the time factor involved, all cognitions which point to 

objects related to them are alike sublatable by the final cogni¬ 

tion of the substrate of all objects, viz.. Brahman. And, with 

the abolition of the object, of course, its correlate, subject, 

also vanishes, and pure knowledge or consciousness alone 

endures for ever1. 

Again, the subject-predicate relation apparent in judge¬ 

ments is only emprioally valid, so that the tendency to 

formulate knowledge on this pattern is a sign of cognitive 

degeneracy. Ramanuja, e.g-, considers the predicate in a judge¬ 

ment as the concrete expression of the subject, and hence, 

the judgement itself as^erfeotly valid. Indeed, he knows no 

other valid formulation of knowledge 2 . The Advaitin differs 

profoundly on this point. His view is that no pattern of 

thought involving relations can be satisfactory3 . No rela¬ 

tions between the subject and the predicate can be established. 

The basic fallacy involved is that a relational consciousness 

presupposes a differential oonoiousness; for, relations exist only 

between different relate. The attempt to relate the different 

terms by means of a third, viz,, relation, obviously leads to an 

f Vidc. AjSana. P. 207, Malkani, &c. US. II, 6, 4. 

2. savilegavastuvigayatvat sarvapramauanam. R.B. P. 20.' 

3. Cf. The conclusion to which I am brought is that a rela¬ 

tional way of thought - any one that moves by the machinery 

of terms and relations * must give appearance and not truth. 

AK. P. 33. London, 1908. 

yVKTl—51. 
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infinite regress. Nor can the relation between the subject 

and the object be one of idenity. For, identity abolishes dif¬ 

ferences and excludes relations. Similarly, the concept of 

a unity in differences also is logically unsound. Besides, the 

concepts of subject and predicate are unintelligible without 

mutual reference and so are fallacious1. 

Thus the attempt to conceive knowledge as a relation either 

between subject and object or subject and predicate is logi¬ 

cally unsatisfactory. And yet, empirically, we are driven to 

it. This is the sure proof of the cognitive bondage under 

which we labour. The result is we are actually moving in a 

region of errors in our intellectual life2, but these errors 

are not equally removed from truth and reality. Gradations 

of more or less of error are recognized and are of the greatest 

practical importance. “The cognition which apprehends a 

single, undivided, reality in all things is the best, the sdItvic; 

the one which knows things in their differences and divisions 

is rajasic : while the cognition which ignores all else to dote on 

one thing, unmindful of its reality and in narrow measure, is 

tamaeic”3. These verses of the Oita, but broadly indicate 

the range of the human mind caught in the trammels of bon¬ 

dage, so narrow and even blind at one end, and so broad and 

free at the other. In between come the infinite variations of tbe 

intellectual perceptions of reality. Apprehensions condemned 

t j treat appearances as realities are the fruits of the cognitive 

bondage. Its essence is the perception of objects where in rea¬ 

lity they do not exist, viz., Brahman - atasmimstadbuddhih. 

ii 

It was pointed out that the basio act of adhydsa results in a 

wrong cognition of the form, * I am this \ It leads at once to 

*• Tl?- P. 168, yugapadgrahauayogadanavasthaprasangatati | 

paraspara^rayatvacca dharmabhede'pi nak?adbih 11 

2. Cf. All judgements are false in the sense that no predicates 
which we can attribute to the subject is adequate to it. We 
have either to say Reality is Reality or say that Reality 
is X, Y or Z. The former is useless for thought but the latter 
is what thought actually does. It equates the real with the 
noa-real.This is adhySsa. IP ii p. 505. 

3. BG XVIII, 20-22; 
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an erroneous affirmation of the will - ‘ this.is mine \ mamedatn 1 . 

Thus, wrong cognitions lead to wrong conations, and, as a 

matter of empiric fact, desires or willings constitute the most 

marked feature ol man’s life in bondage. “ A person is made 

of desires only. As is his desire such is his resolve, such 

the action he performs. What action he performs that he 

secures for himself. Where one’s mind is attached, the inner 

Self goes there to with action, being attached to it alone”-. 

Wrong cognitions offer wrong objects of desire, and wrong 

desires lead to wrong actions, which in their turn, yield a crop 

of fruits, pleasant and unpleasant. Experience of these accen¬ 

tuates attachments and aversions, and, once more, the wheel 

of wrong ideas, actions, and fruits is set in motion. The 

unremitting revolutions of this wheel is samsdra or life in bon¬ 

dage. The decisive force of desires in the fashioning of bondage 

may be illustrated in another way. The world of appearances, 

according to the Brahaddranyaka is made up of three elements 

vi®-, name, form, and action 3 . Both in its manifest and nn. 

manifest phases the empirical world may be analysed into 

accessories, actions, and their fruits kriydlcdrakaphaldtmd. 

Pure consciousness, as such, does not enter into the texture of 

the slmsaric stage at all. The name or ndmd, the universal 

of all names, is the source of all names. All forms are simi¬ 

larly derived from the Eye, the universal of form, rupasamanya. 

And, all actions proceed from the universal of action, associa¬ 

ted with the body. These three components of the world are 

interdependent, and bring about the manifestation of one 

another4, as well as their ^subsidence. They constitute the 

triune world which thus resembles a rope of three strands. The 

prime importance of kdma or desire lies in the fact that it main¬ 

tains this three-fold world in endless existence, endowing it with 

a sort of * permanence of the stream ’ pravahanityata,,5 . All 

incentive to actions, obviously, proceeds from desire, and the 

world as we know it will collapse without actions. Life in the 

1. Vide P. 388 Supra; 
2. BU. IV, 4, 5 & 6. 
3. tryarp vS idaip DSma rupam karma. I, o, 1; 
4. BUB P. 236; 
5. Cf. yavaddhetuphalsvesastftvaddhetuphalodayab j 

kjjiijc hetuphalaves'c n^stihetuphalodbhava/i || 
GPK-. IV, 55and S'a$kara*s comm, on this as well as the 
next. 
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world is a tissue of actions dictated and guided by desires. 

The Brhadaranyalca classifies them as the desire for sons, the 

desire for wealth, and the desire for worlds 1 . Behind all these 

desires is the basic will to live, the chief drive to action. Sons, 

wealth, worlds are sought after as affirmative expressions 

of the will to live. The desire for wife, writes Sankara, 

may be traced to the need for qualifying oneself to 

perlorm vedic rites ; that for sons to the need for success in 

this world 2 . Desire for wealth is also directed to the right 

performance of vedic rites. The point is that howsoever 

interpreted, this world and the worlds to come are the goals 

of all desire-prompted actions. The root of all righteous 

actions is thus desire or kama. That of Unrighteous actions, 

«.lso, of course is kama. Arjuna, e.g., raises the question how, 

despite strong reluctance, man is driven to sin 3 , and the 

answer given is that behind all sinful actions, as their main 

driving force, is kama 4 . It is the enemy of man, and from it 

spring all evils, sarvdnarthaprdpli. Opposed and baffled by 

obstacles, the same kama takes the form of anger, krodha. 

The source of kama in terms of the adrpkhyan psychology is 

rajas but also in its turn, kama can accentuate the activity of 

rajas 5 . The difference between the desire prompting righteous 

actions, and that leading to sinful ones is more a matter of 

direction than of essence. The same energy of action, directed 

to ends leading to the final goal of life, manifests itself a* 

righteous desire, while, directed to ends incompatible with it is 

sinful desire. The well-known distinction between the divine 

and the demoniac natures elaborated in the Gita illustrates this 

point 6 . But both forms of kama are expressions of adhydsa in 

its conative aspect and are, so far, marks of bondage. Falling 

into its meshes, the victim of kama, like a silk-worm in its 

cocoon, hurries along the paths of activity. He becomes an 

extrovert never suspecting in himself the presence of Atman 

at once self-sufficient and absolute. He is, indeed, like the man 

who, all ignorantly, treads the ground under which lies buried 

T BU. 111,5,1. * 
2. BU. 1,5, 16. 
3. BG. III. 36. 
4. Ibid. Ill, 37. 
5. Vide Satikara’s comment on BG. Ill, 37. 
6. Vide BG. XVI.1 ’ 
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a rich treasure ' . He deludes himself into thinking that the 

ends which actions can secure alone are real, and worth striving 

for. In fact, of the four ends of human life, a cteature of 

desires is alive only to the first three, viz., the moral good, 

dharma, the economic good, artha, and psychological good, lima. 

These three are realized only through some programme of 

action or other. Thus the vedio programme of action, embodied 

in the cult of the sacrifice, came to wield great influence on the 

minds of a majority. This universal dominion of lima over 

the life of activities has been well expressed thus; Whatever 

is done by the jlva is an expression of desire 2 . 

Desire and its many transformations like anger fall within 

the sphere of the objects, of course; they are of the very stuff 

of the mind or manas 3 . In fact, on this principle depend all 

hopes of final emancipation. Had they belonged to the Self or 

Atman, forming part and parcel of it, liberation from their 

clutches would have been out of question, on the principle 4 

quoted above, viz., prakrteranyathdbhavo nakathaflcid bhavigyati 

Desire leads to bondage through the sense of agency or which 

it fosters and strengthens in the individual. Kartrlva 

together with pramdtrtva and bhoktjtva forms the core of the 

individual’s bondage; for it is a product of superimpesition of 

prakrti on the Self or purusa 5 . Antahkarana a product of prkfli 

or miyd has the natural characteristic of activity. Its specific 

nature is determined by one or the other of the three gupas 

which happens to dominate the inner organ6. Through 

1. 

2. 
3. 

A. 
5. 

6. 

CU. VIII, 3 2:—yathapi hirapyanidhim nihitamak$etrajg& 
uparyupari saipcaranto na vindeyuh. 
Cf yadyaddhikurute jafltustattad ka.masya ce?titam. 
Desire imagination, doubt, faith, lack of faith, steadfast¬ 
ness lack of steadfastness, shame, meditation, fear - all this is 
uuly mind. BU. I, 5,3; & Cf. IV. 4,7 & BV. Ill, vv. 380-388. 

Vkhs P11^! Supra where Ramanuja's view of the jiva’t 
inherently active nature is contrasted with the advaitic view 
that iiva’s activity is imputed only. : . 
nr XVIII 26-28 distinguish the sattvic, raj.isic, and tsmasic 
mnes of agency, though all alike are falsely ascribed to the 
Ceif The first is free from attachment, egoism, and 
emotional imbalance, both in success and failure. The 
tauvic agent is both steady and energetic. The rajasic agent 
u violent clings to fruits of action, is greedy, & unbalanced, 
the tamasic age^ is obstinate, indolent, low, and stolid; ho 

is pessimistic 8n<* crooked. 
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reciprocal superimposition, the active nature of the inner organ 

illusorily appears as an attribute of pure consciousness, 

even as the intelligence of the latter appears as an attribute 

of the inner organ 1 . This has found explicit expression 

in the Oita : In all manner of ways, actions are executed 

by the constituent qualities of Prakfti; but, blnded by the 

ego-sense, ahamkdrct2 , the individual imagines that he is the 

agent of actions. Two aspects of the bondage implied by 

agency may be distinguished - the physical necessity imposed on 

the embodied individual to work to sustain life in the body 3 

and the moral forces which drive him to act righteously or 

otherwise. Both these aspects are covered by tire term kdma. 

but in the cultural life of the individual, his activities of a moral 

complexion are obviously important. Hence the stress on the 

need to act in conformity with the injuctions of the iastras, or 

the tested knowledge of mankind 4 , The consequences of 

actions, righteous and unrighteous, persist in the life of the 

individual through out his career in samsara He carries the 

resultant forces of his actions from life to life, “His know¬ 

ledge, and his works, and his former intelligence (i.e. instinot) 

lay hold of him”5. Knowledge refers to all forms of cogni¬ 

tions, right and wrong, i.e., the intellectual equipment of the 

individual, the fruit of his cognitive bondage, as explained 

above. Works, too, denote the forces resulting from all forms 

of individual actions and stored up in the mind satnskdras. 

Pnrvaprajiid or former intelligence refers to the dispositions of 

the mind as determined by prior experiences 6 . In the pur- 

posetul life of the individual, then, both knowledge and works 

equally matter. In order to attenuate the forces binding the 

1. Cf. Rama Irtha’s Com. on US. 1, Si. 

2. ahamkara = the sense of ‘ I-ness ’ in the body and the sense- 

organs. Vide S'apkara’s comm, on Gita 111,27. Vide Gita 
III. 27; XIII, 29; XVIII, 19, &c. 

3. Embodiedness is the state of identification with the body due 

to lack of discrimination. Cf. tathavivekavivekamatrenaivat- 

mano'iarlratvaip sa^ariratvaipca. BSS. P. 235-36; ta.ra 

karmaprayuktasya grahatigrahasaipjnakasyendriyrfaviayatma- 
kasya bandhanasya. B'§S. P. 860. 

4. BU. IV.4,5; 
3. BU. IV.4.2; 
6. S'B on BU. IV, 4, 2; 
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jiva to the wheel of samsara, he should treasure up only right 

cognitions and right actions 1 . In the light of these remarks, 

it is clear that the dictum lcarmana badhyate jantuh 2 holds 

true only of certain types - rajasic and tdmasic - of karmas. 

(iii) 

The bondage of the emotive side of the antahkarana is inti¬ 

mately bound up with the former two in so far as knowing 

willing and feeling are inseparable activities of the mind. 

They mutually affect and determine one another. Thus, at 

bottom, the conceit of agency, kartrtvam and that ofenjoyer- 

ship, bhoktrtvam, stem from the fact of superimposition 3 . 

Pain and pleasure are the invariable concomitants of the fruits 

of actions and make up the core of bhoktrtvam. Hence it is 

clear that avoidance of pain and the attainment of pleasure, for 

which all actions are undertaken, are bound up with adhyasa. 

In the section on values 4 we remarked that happiness or bus. 

tained pleasure is regarded in Advaita as the final goal of 

life. All activities are aimed at it, or at means to secure it. 

But more pains result than pleasure, because almost always 

confusion of means and ends prevails. For instance, S'ankara 

remarks: “When sons, wife, &c., are either ill or well, one 

thinks that one is ill or well ”s, and adds that it is due to 

superimposing one’s self-hood on them. In other words, one 

identifies oneself with what is held to promote one’s pleasure 

Or shrinks from what is held to cause pain due to the radical 

error of adhyasa. 

This theme has*been eloquently expounded by Yajnavalkya 

in his discourse addressed to Maitreyi 6 . Husband, wife, eons, 

social institutions, worldly status, duties, living beings - in fact 

everything that can be thought of-become dear, not for their 

1. yasmadvidySkarmapi purvaprajSSca dehantarapratipattyupa- 
bhogasadhanaip tasmadavidyakarmsdi dubbameva samScare! 

S'B. on BU. IV. 4, 2; 
2. Quoted by S'ankara in BUB. P. 433. 
3. atascSvidyakrto'yarp tapyat&pakabh&vo naparamarthika itya- 

bhyupagantavyam. BSS. P. 428; 
4. Vide P. 260 ff Supra; 
3 BSS P.24; 
«. BU. ’ll! 4. 5 & IV, 5 6; 
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own sakes, but for the sake of the Self, dearest of all, being 

conscious and perfect bliss itself 1 . Attractions and aversions, 

pleasures- and pains, hopes and fears - indeed all dualities of 

feeling - result from confusion of ends and means generally, and 

wrong ends and wrong means especially. All love, e.g., is an 

expression either of happiness or the lively expectation of 

it, just as all fear is an expression of either felt pain or lively 

apperhension of it. Since, as shown above 2 , the source of all 

joy is Self or pure consciousness, without the reciprocal super¬ 

imposition of it and other objects like the relations, friend, 

country, world^ &c., no enthusiasm, not to speak of love, 

for them is conceivable. Fear, on the otherhand, springs from 

the feeling that certain objects would come between one-self 

and one’s cherished goal, either mediate or immediate happiness. 

In other words, fear springs from the double error of thinking 

that happiness is bound up with the attainment of objects 

identified with the Self, and that impediments can come 

between one’s Self and such attainments 3 . This process of 

loving and fearing wrong objects may be justly described as the 

bondage of the emotional $ide of man or, briefly, the bondage 

of the heart. In this case also, distinctions may be usefully 

made in the degree and intensity of the bondage involved. Not 

all pleasures, e.g, are equally removed from the fountain head 

of them all. The more difficult types of pleasures, demanding 

strenuous training of the heart, and carrying within them an 

assurance that no deleterious reactions will supervene are 

sittvic; they promote the growth at the higher aspirations of 

the jlva. But the keener and more violent excitements of the 

vital self due to the sense-object contacts, seductive to begin 

with, but fatal in the end, are rdjasic. The lowest of all are 

the pleasures which stupefy the finer susceptibilities of the 

self and are born of sleep, indolence, and infringements of 

dharma 4. 

1. Cf. BU. I, 4, 8 - tadetad preya/i putrat preyovittat preyo’n- 
yasm&t sarvasmat. 

2. Vide PP. 234 £F. Supra. 

3. Vide; yadahyevai^a etasminnudaramantaram kurute, athata- 
sya bhayam bhavati. TO. II, 7 <& S'afikaja’s comm, on this. 

4. BG. XVII, 36-39. 
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The noblest ardours and attachments of the heart, to the 

extent that they fall short of the supreme Self of man and the 

world, are marks of bondage according to the Advaita system, 

though they may be conceivably described as noble infirmities 

of human nature. The Advaita doctrine that the supreme goal 

of life is the realization of Brahman underlines the truth that 

even golden chains bind ; that nothing short of the highest can 

be accepted with contentment. The relevant point is that the 

bondage of the heart points to adhyasa, no less than man’s 

cognitive errors. 

Perception of an objective manifold in the place of 

Brahman is the cognitive error, the essence of the bondage of 

the thinking and knowing part of man 1 . Desiring ends other 

than Brahman is the core of the bondage of his conative side. 

The bondage of his emotional nature consists in attaching 

himself to objects other than Brahman, and fearing that 

anything can impede his free possesion of it. The good and 

the pleasant are different. Both are at hand, and almost seek 

man out. Man’s emotional bondage is most marked in his 

choice of the pleasant and rejection of the good 2 . No doubt 

in all cases of bondage there are gradations, but all are te be 

judged by considerations of the basic questions : how for do 

one’s cognitions approximate to the intuition of integral 

Brahman ? how for do one’s acts carry one closer to such 

intution? how do one’s loves and hates promote the same 

goal ? 

While the Advaitio view of the jlva’e bondage is as set forth 

above, some clarification is called for certain statements in the 

upanisads and the Gita, which suggest a dilfernt approach. The 

Bfhaddranyaka III, 7, 22, Kausitakl III, 8, and the Katha IV, 3 5 

1. abrahmapratyayah sarvo’vidy&matro rajjvamiva sarpapratya- 
yah 'SB. on MuU. II, 2, 11. 

2. KU'. II, 2. 
3. yovijfianetisthan...vijnanamantaro yamayati, &c. 

4. e§ahyevainam sadhukarma karayati tamyamebhyo lokebhya 

unnini?ata e$a u evainamasadhukarmal ksrayatitam 

yamadhoninisate. 

5. parSficikhani vyatruatsvayambhustasmStparabpasyatinanta* 

ratman 

mukti-52 
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and the OUd> XVIII, 61 1 seem to picture jiva as a more 

or less helpless victim of I&vara’s arbitrary whims. He, i e., 

Ibvara, dwells in the understanding or Self and controls the 

jiva so that the latter is helpless if his cognitions all go wrong. 

“ This one,i.e., Idvara indeed causes him whom he wishes to lead 

up from these worlds to perform good actions. This one also, 

indeed, causes him whom he wishes to lead downward to 

perform bad action ”. “ God or the Self-existent pierced the 

openings (of the senses) outward ; therefore one lookB outward, 

not within himself ”. These passages, primafacie, make 

bondage a sort of burden imposed on jiva by Uvara - a view 

apparently reiterated in the BrahmasTitras thus : parattutacc- 

hruteh 2. But, commenting on this, Sankara writes : In the 

state of nescience, to the jiva who identifies himself with the 

finite organism, samsdra consisting of agency of acts and 

experience of their fruits comes from God 3. l&vara is the 

hetukartta or the sanctioning power behind all the actions of 

the jiva. But even the h’vara is not arbitrary. Were he so, all 

sense of jiva’s ethical responsibilities will be altogether futile 4 . 

livara in Advaita is conceived as kftaprayalndpelc^ah 5 . With 

due regard for the moral record of the jiva concerned, i.e, in 

accordance with his dharma and adharma, fkvara sanctions the 

jiva’s activities, good or evil. Or, as has already been mentioned, 

Ihvara is but the general though indispensable condition of all 

the activities of the jivas 6 , so that, in the final analysis, on 

the jiva rests the chief responsibility for his bondage and 

liberation. God’s over all responsiblity only signifies that jiva 

lives and acts not in hostile environments, but that the 

slightest impulse to dharma and satya on his part will be 

infallibly responded to and strengthened. God assists the jiva 

1. Isvarah sarvabhotanam hrddese’riuna tisthati | 
bhramayan sarvabhiuani van rarCulhani mayaya || 

2. BS. 11,3, 41. 
3. avidyavasthaysm karyakaranasamghatSvivekadarsbno jivasya 

...iivarattadanujfiaya kartrtvabhoktrtvalaksanasyasamsarasya 
siddhih. BSS. P. 552. ' 

4. Contrast Spinoza’s view that the individual sense of freedom 
is entirely illusory. “ Men think themselves free because 
they are conscious of their volitions and desires, but are 
ignorant of the causes by which they are led to wish and 
desire ”. Qd. P. 178. The story of Philosophy. W. Durant. 

5. BS. II. 3, 42. 
6. Vide P. 250, Supra. 
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who acts on his own, kurvantam hitam. J•Avara Mrayati 1 . As 

an empirical fact, however, aviclyavasthlyam, jlva is bound to 

feel that his bondage and liberation, as all other effects, proceed 

from the world cause, viz., Isvara or sagunabrahman. But 

metaphysically, there being no real causation at all, both 

bondage and liberation are solely bound up with adhyasa, whose 

agent, we saw is jiva alone. 

We have tried to show that according to Advaita, man’s 

bondage is rooted in adhyasa which has botha mierocosmic and 

macrocosraic reference. There is the superimposition of the 

cosmos on Brahman, and that of the living organism on the 

Atman. But as Atman and Brahman are synonymous in 

Advaita, both these orders of superimpositions have the same 

substratum, viz., pure consciousness. This superimposition 

is the same as avidya 2 . It must be noted that the notion of 

avidya, has been employed under different names by most schools 

of Indian thought to denote the cause of bondage. In the 

Patafijalayoga, avidya denotes not adhyasa but a real treatment 

of things ephemeral, impure, &c., as permanent, pure and so 

forth. 3 In the Sdmkhya it denotes a lack of discrimination 

between the evolutes of Prakrti and Puru$a 4 . In the Nyaya 

school, the idea is denoted by the term mithyaj&dna in relation 

to the prameyas or knowables 5 . More particularly, it may be 

said to consist in mistaking the not-self for the Self, the 

mistaking of the body, sense organs, mind, feelings, ideations 

for the Atman 6 . In early Buddhism, avidya is the first link 

of the chain of dependent origination; in other words, it is 

the root of empirical life 1 . It veils the capacity for intuiting 

truth, negatively, and perverts its vision, positively, viparya. 

sahetu. There, it also denotes the general ignorance of the 

four noble truths 8 . In the latter Vijndnavdda, the conception 

17~ BSS. P. 553. 
2. tamevamlak§aijamadhyasam pandita avidyeti manyante. BSS. 

P. 19. ' 
3. Vide P. 56 Supra & YS. II, 23 & 24. 
4. Ibid. 
5. PP. 22-23, Supra. 
6. NB. IV, 2, 1. kimpunastanmithya jganam? anatmanyatma- 

grahah ahamasmiti mohbhankara iti. 
7. PP. 94 ff. Supra. 
8. P. 96. Supra. 
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of avidya, shows , striking similarities with the Advaitic 

position 1 . It causes the world-show where, in fact, thero 

is nothing but pure consciousness2 . Differences there are, 

of course, in details, as for instance, in the fact that the 

Advaita epistemology is realistic. This tends to make the 

Advaitin’s avidya, more of an objective and cosmic force, with 

its poles in the jiva and livara. In Jainism, the equivalent 

of avidya is mithydtva or mithyddarhana 3 , perverted 

attitude, and that is responsible for the worldly existence of the 

jiva,. It causes perverted cognition- and „preverted conduct. 

Thus, Advaita is unique in holding that avidya, identified with 

superimposition, is the root of ‘ the tree of samsara ’/ It is not- a 

mere perversion af reason or the cognitive part of man; it 

affects his willjand feelings no less. In fact avidya, denotes the 

perversions of life as whole. Hence it has been identified with 

the unregenerate mind of man. “ Samsara is just one's own 

thought, cittam. Mind is the cause of both the bondage and 

liberation of mankind. Bound to objects, it binds, free from 

objeots, it liberates ” 4 . 

The unique feature of the Advaitic concept of bondage is 

that it makes bondage purely empirical. It is not real; were 

it so, it would have persisted for ever 5 . Nor does it involve 

any modification or degeneration of reality; for, as S'apkara 

remarks, the taints or virtues of what is superimposed do not 

in the least affect the substratum of. superimposition 6 . There¬ 

fore, pure consciousness on which the whole range of pheno¬ 

mena, objective and subjective, is superimposed remains intact. 

With this Advaitic position may be contrasted the views of 

some other schools of Vedanta. The plurality and nitude of 

1. PP. 132-33 Supra. ~ 

2. Cf. ciitamatram nadrSyo’sti dvidhS cittam hi df£yate | 

grahyagrahakabhavena&asvatocchedavarjitam || 
LA. Ill, 65. 

3. PP. 170 ff. Supra. 

4. MaiU. VI 34 cittamevabisamsaram; 

manaevamanu§yapam karanam bandhamoksayofi | 

bandhaya vi^ayasangi mokse nirvi$ayam smrtam ll 
5. US. I, 45; 

6. tatraivam satiyatrayadadhyasastadkrtena do$epa gupenava- 
pLumatrejyapi sanasambadhyate. BSS. P. 19 ; 
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the jlvas appear in the Viiistadvaita , as brute facts which 

Philosophy cannot explain, but has merely to accept 1 ; but 

reason cannot tolerate them either. Finitude, the sum and 

substance of bondage, is the intolerable burden that the 

Vidi$tadvaita imposes on the individual. It is real, being his 

very nature and therefore, irremovable. From it no mukti is 

possible. The empiric fact of plurality is commended as a 

metaphysical truth as well, and the proof it proffers is a mere 

appeal to the same empirical fact. Mystics, it is stated 2 , 

report that only separate consciousness in swallowed up in the 

state of communion and not separate being. But, it may 

be asked, how, without separate consciousness, awareness of 

separate being is possible at all. ‘ Tattvamasi ’, ‘ ayamatma- 

brahma, 3 &c., are mystic affirmations, par excellence. In the 

course of interpretations, the original character of mystic 

experience is sicklied over with the pale cast of dualistic 

thought. All limitations imposed on the powers and poten¬ 

tialities of man are repugnant to his reason with its 

irresistible urge for infinitude and perfection. The atomic jiva 

is said to forget his divineness and wander in samsdra 3 due 

to the influence of avidyakarma, whose origin cannot be 

explained 4 . So long as jlvas are held to be distinct from Brah¬ 

man in reality, there always will remain the possibility of 

such forgetfulness, so that, even the liberated jlvas may 

fall victims to it. On closer scrutiny, the position reveals 

further inconsistencies. The Jiva is atomic, but, all the 

same, has an attributive jfiana which may expand into infini¬ 

tude. Essentially the jiva is the same as jfiana or intelli¬ 

gence; still, it is arbitrarily maintained that the atman or 

substantial intelligence remains immutable, while his adjectival 

intelligence, the dharmabhatajfldna, contracts or expands 

due to avidyakarma 5 . In fact, what undergoes bondage 

iB this adjectival intelligence alone. As Sure^vara remarks 

in another context 6 , the Vi&istddvaitic position on the jiva’s 

lT PV. P. 301; 
2. Ibid. , „ 
3. CU. VI, 8, 7 &c„ MU. 2; 
4. PV. P.305; 
5. Ibid. P. 306; 
6. Ibid.P.286; , , 
7. BV.*I, 182- tvatpakjebahukalpyamsyat sarvam manavirodhi ca. 
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bondage is a tissue of imaginative constructions without 

any obvious logical necessity. 

In the Mddhva system, the position hardly admits of any 

argument. The large majority of jivas grouped dogmatically 

as tamoyogyas and nityasam sarin s’1 are eternally condemned 

to bondage. Very little solace can be derived from the 

knowledge that the enveloping of the finite creation in igno¬ 

rance and the lifting up of the veil of that ignorance are 

under the control of Vi§^iu 2. Vi§nu cannot but appear 

ruthless when his liberating activity leaves untouched the 

classes referred to above. In the aupadhikabkedabhedavada 

of Bhaskara, Brahman, by means of his bhoktr&akti and 

bhogyaiakti, actually changes himself into living jivas and 

inert matter. This amounts to saying that Brahman actually 

falls into bondage or becomes imperfect3. The how and 

why of it are, of course, unknown. “ The finitising process 

is a long story and its origin and working are utterly 

unaccountable ” 4 . Bondage in Bhaskara’s philosophy is a 

deliberate association of Brahman with real upadhis, an illogi¬ 

cal position for Bhaskara to hold; for, he fully subscribes to 

the Chandogya affirmation that Brahman is one without a 

second. 

In conclusion, we may add that rational hopes of libera¬ 

tion can be based only on the view, that bondage, however 

factual, is not real, and therefore, may be overcome. Such is 

the position maintained by Advaita 5. The life of bondage 

that has no beginning in time is a wandering in the wilderness 

of nescience, where, blindfolded, the jiva searches for light and 

gropes his way back to his genuine status as Brahman 6 . 

1. The Reign of Realism PP. 172 ff. 

2. Ibid. PP. 177-78. 

3. Vide, The Phily. of Bhedabhedavada P. 157; 

4. Ibid. P.72; 

5. US. I, 50; 

6. Vide CU. VI, 14. With the Advaitic picture of jiva's bondage 

as a groping towards reality, light, and immortality may 

be compared Plato’s parable of the cave in the Republic, 

Book VII, “ Behold 1 human beings living in a sort of under* 

ground den, which has a mouth open towards the light and 
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He may hope to do so; - for, he is only suffering from the 

delusion that he has fallen from his natural perfection, and 

that the world has fallen from its real value as Brahman. 

There has been a fall, but not a real one. What has happened 

is a sleep and a forget’ting 1 . The trumpet call of truth 

may yet awaken man to the. immutable truth of his oneness 

with Brahman. 

reaching all across the den; they have been here from their 

childhood and have their legs and necks chained so that 

they cannot move and can only see before them. 

Prisoners see only the shadows of the objects moving 

outside or the shadows of one another.They hear 

the voices of passing shadows....What they see in 

the cave is an illusion ”. Transln. By W.L. Bryen & C.L. 

Bryan, N. York. 1898. 

1. Cf. AU. Ill, 12. He has three dwelling places, three condi¬ 

tions of sleep. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE WAY TO MUKTI 

Having pointed out that though bondage in Advaita is 

& fact affecting the thoughts, acts and feelings of the Jim it is 

not metaphysically real and, as such, may be abolished and 

outgrown, we shall consider the disciplines designed to secure 

this result. How is the Jlva who is essentially Brahman 1 

to realize this truth \ What is the way out of samsara which 

is not real, asat, is a state of nescience, tamas, and of living 

death, mrtyu 2 ? That is evidently the most vital problem 

affecting man who is galled by the errors of his under¬ 

standing, the infirmities of his will, and the crudities of his 

emotions. The comprehensiveness of the means it prescribes to 

raise him to the fulness of integral self-realization constitutes 

a rare distinction of the philosophy of Advaita. In fact, Advaita 

as a theory is proposed to be empirically tested by the sadhana 

or the disciplines it prescribes; for, by its fruits shall it bo 

known 3 . 

(i) Adhikara 

The metaphysical truth that the Jiva is not other than 

Brahman apparently implies that all divas as such may shed 

their Jivahood or bondage and realize their identity with the 

Absolute. But, as a matter of fact, the capacity to recognize 

the truth of bondage and passionately desire its abolition does 

not appear except on the human level 4 . Even among human 

beings few indeed are those that appreciate the supreme value 

of freedom and are willing and competent to strive for it. Tho 

fact is, as Vivekananda points out5 , that the desire for total 

freedom sprin gs up late in the human breast; for, it implies 

not only eternal vigilance, but the readiness to renounce 

1. Vide P. 330 ff. Supra; 

2. Cf. BU. I, 3, 28; 

3. Cf. New Testament, Mathew, VII, 16. 

4. BS. I, 3, 25. hrdyapek sayatu manuaySdhikaratvat; 

5. Complete works, Vol. V, PP. 350-51; 
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all that is not the true Self or God 1 . This can eonie 
■* 

only after considerable experience of the world and evolution 

of character. Hence Sankara in the Vivekacadamani writes 

that only the grace of God can bring about three rare condi¬ 

tions which govern the possibility of achieving mukti, viz., 

birth as a human being, desire for liberation, and contact with 

a self-realized sage 2 

There is nothing dogmatic about the insistence that no 

Jivas below man may win mukti-, for, he represents the point 

at which the multiplicity of the universe becomes consciously 

capable of turning to unity 3 . Man’s special eligibility for 

spiritual life and eventual liberation is brought out by S'ankara 

in his comment on the Taittiriya 4 . “ Why is man alone sing* 

led out, though all Jivas equally arise from Brahman ? Because 

of his pre-eminence. In what does this consist ? In his eligibi¬ 

lity for the performance of actions and for the acquisition of 

knowledge. Due to his ability, need, and fitness, the man 

competent to discriminate alone is entitled to pursue activities 

and knowledge. The Self or dtman, is manifest most in man; 

he is indeed best equipped with intelligence. He utters what 

he knowns, conceives it, knows what is to be, knows this 

world and the next, and seeks to attain immortality through 

his mortal nature. Other living beings are aware only of- 

hunger and thirst.” 5 To lift men above the animal level- 

by canalising their energies and furnishing them with higher 

goals than the satisfaction of impulses is the purpose of the- 

Vedas, divided into the sections of Karma and JPlana. Thus, 

S'ankara writes 6 , that the law of life or dharma, lakf 

down by the Vedas, has two aspects; one is characterized by 

action or pravj-tti, and the other by abstention or nivrtti. 

Both these aspects contribute to the fulfilment of life; but the 

realization of full spiritual freedom in moksa is more directly 

1. Cf. The Practice of the presence of God, PP. 42-43, Btother 

Lawrence, London Edition. 

2. VC. V. 3 ; Cf. Isvaranugrahadevapumsamadaaitavasana maha 
bhayakrtatrapa dvitra«amupajayate 1, 25. Khan^ana; 

3. lya Upanisad, P. 36; Sri Aurobindo, Arya Publishing House, 

Calcutta. 

4. TU. II, i; 5. AS. II, 1,4. 

6. Introduction to the Gita Bha^ya, 

mukti—53 
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associated with nivrtti than pravrtti. Not only are these aspects 

meant to suit the qualitative differences of the aspirantB to 

perfection, i.e., the sddhakas; also, between the two there is a 

oausal relation whose exact nature will be clarified in the 

course of this chapter. The principle of adhikdra or eligibility 

refers to the fact that human beings differ in their taste; 

and capacities, needs and aspirations and, therefore, no single 

rule of life can help all alike. 1 Hence, also, S’ankara’s remark 

that the feastras do not compel action, but only give guidance 

to those who can profit by it. 2 

Left to himself, instincts drive man to act in the world of 

objects in order to secure what he desires and avoid what he 

dreads 3 ; but, indue course, he discovers that no permanent 

satisfaction, no lasting goal, is attained by the way of action. 

Thus, arises the chance of such a man listening to the counsel 

of the S'dstra to look inward 4 . Of the two main sections of 

the Vedas, that of Karma is addressed to those who live 

under the sway of desires - samsaraparavabonarapatfu. The 

section on Jftdna or upanisadic wisdom is meant for those who 

would turn away from a life of desire-prompted activities. 

The prerequisites which constitute eligiblity for quest 

after perfection have been classified under four headings and 

are known as the sadhanacatu$taya. The expression atha in the 

first aphorism of the Brahmasntraa. 5 is held by S'ankara 

directly to refer to these indispensable conditions of serious 

spiritual quest. When he rejects the claim of the Karmakanda 

to precede invariably the inquiry Jnto Brahman, he has in mind 

the pravrtti aspect of the vedic law of life. It is not vedic 

actions but certain achievements and virtues of man’s mind 

that constitute his fitness to approach and apprehend Brahman. 

1. Cf. BG. IV, 11; GPK. If I, 16; 
2. BUB, P. 290; 

3. parancikhsnivyatrnat svayambhusfasmat paradpas'yati nanta- 
ratman. KU. IV, 1. 

4. yohi bahirmukhal? pravartate puru^ah i?tam mebhuyadanig- 

tam mabhuditi, naca tatratyantikam puru§5rthaip labhatc 

tamatyantikapurusarthavSnchinam.pratyagatmasrotastaya- 
pravartayanti; BSS. P. 84. 

5. athatobrahmajijnasa. 
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The four-fold equipment S'ahkara has in yiew is the authentio 

mark of the practical philosopher, bent upon rising to the full 

height of his spiritual nature. These sadhanas or means are 

as follows : (i) nityanityavastuviveka or discrimination bet. 

ween the permanent and the ephemeral. As Vacaspati points 

out 1 in the Bhamati, if by nitya is understood Brahman 

or Self, the permanent par-excellence, and by anitya the objec¬ 

tive flux, the first condition itself will amount to the realiza¬ 

tion of Brahman and nothing more need be aimed at. Nor 

does the term viveka refer to doubtful knowledge as it is in¬ 

competent to generate the spirit of renunciation, without which 

Brahman-inquiry is out of question. Therefore, the expression 

nityanityavastuviveka must be taken to denote the substrates 

which are permanent as well as the attributes which abide in 

them 2 . The first pre-requisite of the candidate thus amounts 

to a general sense of discrimination between things permanent 

and their attributes on the one hand and things impermanent 

and their attributes, on the other. Permanence here denotes 

truth or satyatva. What is true comes to be sought after, 

dsthagocara, the opposite of which is untrue which, as such, is 

shunned. In the sphere of our experience, subjective and objec¬ 

tive, what is true and delightful is sought after and the contrary 

is rejected. This much of discrimination accrues to those who, 

through iaslraic action either in the past or the present, have 

purified themselves, and live an intelligent life 3 . The syste¬ 

matic practioe of discrimination and the unfailing choice of 

the more permanent leads to the evaluation of the 

whole world of empirical experience as incompetent 

to satisfy the sadhaka's hunger for the eternal. Thus Maitreyl 

asks Yajnavalkya 4 : 4 If now, Sir, this whole earth filled with 

wealth were mine, would I be immortal thereby V and is 

answered, “No, ,... of immortality there is no hope through 

1. BSS. PP. 36 ff. 
2. Ibid. nityanityayorvasatltinitySnityavastu taddharmalj nity&ni- 

tyayordharmiuostaddharmanSm cavivekah; 

3 MuU. I, 2, 12 • parik§ya lokankarmacitan brahma«o nirve- 

damSy&nn&styakrtah k^tena; VC. VV. 20, 21; Cf. St. Paul: for 

the things which are seen arc temporal; but the things which 

are not seen are eternal. II- Cor. IV, 18, 

4. BU.fa.4,2. 
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wealth. ” In the same spirit of divine discontent and moved 

by the same lofty aspiration does Naciketas resist the tempt¬ 

ing god of :death : not with wealth is a man to be satisfied 1 . 

.This shrinking from all the prizes of this world and the world to 

come, ihdmutrdrlhaphalabhogavirdga,' is the second trait of the 

candidate fit for inquiry into Brahman 2 . 

The third pre-requisite of the Advaitic sddhaka consists in 

the cultivation of the six virtues, viz., hama, dama, uparati 

titik^a, samadhi and Sraddhd. Vacaspati identifies Sauna or 

tranquillity with the victory over mind won through vairagya 

and identifies it with the va&ilccirasamjhd i. Normally by 

dama is meant control of the sense organs, bdhyakaragdndmu- 

pahamah 4. But Vacaspati understands by the term the 

fitness of the tranquillized mind to pursue truth s . Uparati 

is the formal renunciation of the acts enjoined by the vedas 

including the obligatory and the occasional ones. This renuei- 

ation is inspired by the desire for winning Self-knowledge6. 

Titikfd is the stoic endurance of dualities like heat and cold, 

its limit being, of course, the preservation of life 1. Intellectual 

alertness due to the avoidance of sleepiness, indolence and 

carelessness is samadhi 8. Sraddhd is receptive nos in regard 

to knowledge from the bdstras and the teacher9 . Deussen 

seems to have somehow missed the spriit of some of these 

1. KU. I, 26, Cf. It is easier for a camel to go through the eye 

Go^l.HN.T^MatheXlX,^24.an t0 int0 the ki"gd°m of 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Cf. The Yoga definition of vaa'kttrasamjnna: drstanufSravi- 

kavi^ayavitrsnasyavaslkarasamjna vairagyam. YS This refers 
th^-Aghelt s,tate, of minds detachment. Madhasudana in 

the Gudharthadspika (BGC. P. 328) points out that it is the 
immediate means of samprajnatasamadhi. The still higher 
type of vairagya which he styles * para * or supreme is 
uenned as: tatparam purusakhy atergupavaitrsny am—YS. 
-oupreme indifference to gunas due to realization of the 
Puru?a, and this leads to Kaivalya . 
See the previous note. 
RP. B$S. P. 37. & VC. V. 24 

JnaaSrdiaip vihitanityadikarmasannySsa uparatih—RP. on 

VC. V. 2.' 

9. Yc!avaS26Pramidatya8eaa manahsthitih samadhanam. Ibid. 
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requirements, for, he comments 1 that the philosophic genius 

should be profoundly excitable. The Advaitic sadhakct, however, 

with his spirit of stern detachment (the second pre-requisite) 

is no more excitable. He holds, as Max Muller has rightly 

emphasized 2 , ‘that the sea must no longer be swept by storms 

if it is to reflect the light of the sun in all its divine calmness 

and purity As against Deussen’s view that quietness is 

unfit for a philosopher, 3 M. Muller observes that the Advaita 

teaches that we have only ourselves to conquer, that we have 

tho whole truth in ourselves. We have only to turn away from 

the illusions of the sense-world. Again, Deussen quotes with 

approval Descartes for whom de omnibus dubitare is the begin¬ 

ning of wisdom ; thus Sraddhci seems to Duessen to be an 

unphilosophical trait of the mind. But, for the Advaitin, aB for 

Kant, many things are beyond the grasp of man’s understand¬ 

ing, and so an attitude of unprejudiced receptivity - Sradda,- 

seems to be in order. At the same time the first two pre-requisites 

are there to save the sadhaha from the pitfalls of credulity. 

These six virtues are the fruits of an intense moral training, 

and they are based on the upanisadio dictum : “ therefore, 

having become calm, subdued, quiet, patiently enduring and 

collected one sees the Self just in the Self”.4 

The fourth pre-requisite is mumuk$utva or tho desire for 

liberation. Obviously this presupposes the three preceding 

equipments without all iof which life in the world as it is may 

be felt as all right. “ To seek to realize one’s essential nature 

means one is dissatisfied with one’s life as it is being led now. 

Is it true ? Moat people feel well enough as they are. But great 

ones doubt and question this complacency of the herd-mind.” 5 

“Without a painful sense of being cribbed and cabined in the 

prison house of this body, one cannot passionately strive for 

freedom and expansion of consciousness beyond its present 

' ego-centric predicament5 . The search for freedom implied 

l7~DSV. P. 81. 
2. Three Lectures, P. 36. 
3. DSV. P. 35. 
4. BU. IV, 4, 23 ; Cf. KU. II, 24 ; nahisadacarahmah kas'cida- 

dhikftahsyad. BSS. P. 609-610; BS. Ill, 4, 27. 
5. Vedanta for the Western World, P. 3; Isherwoof, N. York. 

1946. 
6. Cf. samsaradavapavakasamtaptah sakalasadhanopetafi. SN. 
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in mumukgutva is a ‘ tiresome wholetime job ’ and small wonder 

that very few care to take it up without reservations. Besides 

the intolerable sense of present limitations, mumuk$utva also 

presupposes an insight, however faint, into the real nature of 

the Self; else, there would be no rational basis for the hope of 

liberation. What matters most in aihihara is the candidate’s 

eagerness for Self-knowledge. 'Narada, e.g., notwithstanding all 

his immense secular knowledge is still disconsolate 1 , for he is 

not yet a knower of the Self. Only the self-knower can cross 

over sorrow tarati&okamdtmavit 2. With eagerness must be 

combined ability. Hence the qualifications of the Candida te 

denoted by such terms as pandito medhdvl3 . Just aB only a 

clean and even mirror can faithfully reflect objects, a pure and 

disciplined mind alone can apprehend the Absolute. “ dhara 

duddhau sattvaluddhih sattvahuddhau dhruvd smrtih smrtilambhe 

sarvagranthindm vipramoksah”.4 The pure nourishment referred 

to here is not mere food for the body. SaAkara wisely observes 

that it means all objective cognitions, dabdddivisayavijndnam 5 . 

Their purity consists in their freedom from taints like attach¬ 

ments, aversions and delusions, ragadvesamohdh. Untainted 

cognitions guarantee the parity of mind or sattva. In the pure 

mind will be firmly rooted the memory of the Self which, then, 

completely liberates the spirit of man 6 . Such purity of mind 

and unbroken -preoccupation with the supreme Self are 

embodied in the upanijadic prayer: Lead me fromthe unreal 

to the real; lead me from darkness to light; lead me from 

death to immortality.7 

Apart from these moral and intellectual qualifications, 

there remains in connection with adhikdra the question of castes. 

As Deusscn says, Advaita should have logically admitted all 

who are desirous and able, irrespective of caste considerations, 

to the study of the Vedanta. It is granted that the iudras, 

r cu. vii. “ 
2. CU. VII, 1, 3. 
3. Ibid; VI, 14, 2. 
4. CU. VII, 26, 2. 
5. Ramanuja takes the phrase literally and insists on the 

ceremonial purity of the food eaten. RB. on BS. Ill, 4. 29. 
6. Cf. Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God. 

Mathew, V, 8; 
7. BU. I, 3, 28. 
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the non-Aryans, have both the need and* the capacity for the 

wisdom of the Vedas 1 . But Badarayana advances arguments 

to refute this suggestion and exdude the STulras froih the right 

of approaching Brahman through the study of the Vedas 2 . 

An impartial study of the upanisadic texts,3 on which he bases 

his arguments, reveals that far greater liberality in this matter 

prevailed in ancient days 4 . The example of Satyakama is 

decisive on this point. The boy truthfully reports to his 

teacher that he does not know his father’s name, for his mother 

conceived him while she was a serving - maid bahavam. caranti- 

paricarini 5. The teacher appreciates the boy’s truthfulness 

and remarks that none but a brahman would have dared to be 

so frank. In other words, character and not the accident of 

birth, determined the eligibility for Brahrnavidya. SaAkara 

also recognized that all human beings are entitled to work for 

and secure liberation subject only to their capacities which may 

be cultivated by proper means . Hence orthodox prejudice 

against the hudras implies only that they do not have the 

eligibility resulting from the knowledge of the Vedas. Other 

means such as right conduct and the knowledge of Self gathered 

from the Puranas, etc., are open to them ; they suffice to make 

them free 7 . 

1. arthitvasamarthyayoh sambhavat. BSS. P. 275. 

2. BS. I, 3, 34-38. 

3. CU.IV, 1-5. 
4. Janasruti is ^addressed as ^udra by Raikva in CU. IV, 2, 3., 

but upon his offering his daughter in marriage to the sage, he 
is instructed in the samvargavidya. Badarayapa argues that 
natural capacity and need would not suffice; one must also 

have the technical proficiency in Vedic learning from which 

the siidra is debarred. 

5. CU. IV, 4, 2; 
6. Cf. tesSmapi cavidhuradinamaviruddhaih puru^amBtrasam- 

bandhibhirjapopavS sadeva taradhanadibhirdharmavisesaira - 

nugraho vidyayah sambhavati. BSS. 810; 

7. vedapurvakastu nastyadhikara# sudrapBmitisthitam. BSS. 
P, 281. At the other end of the scale, Jivas above man 
like the gods are eligible for the saving knowledge, vide; 
taduparyapi BBdarayapab sambhavat. BS. I, 3, 26, Cf. CU. 

VIII, 11, 3; TU. Ill, 1; 
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(ii) Asrarnas and their bearing on the 

pursuit of Self-knowledge. 

A question of great importance in this connection relates to 

the place of ailramas or stations in life in the Advaitic soheme 

of mnkli. The point at issue is which among the four stations 

of life - brdhmacarya or the station of the celibate student, 

gdrhasthya or the station of the householder, vanapraslha or the 

station of the recluse, and sannydsa or the station of the 

mendicant - is fit to secure the saving knowledge of the Self. 

“There are three branches of duty. Sacrifice, study of the 

vedas, alms-giving-that is the first. Austerity is the second. 

A student of sacred knowledge, brahmacdrtn, dwelling in the 

house of a teacher permanently is the third. All these come 

to possess meritorious worlds. He who stands firm in Brahman 

attains immortality 1 ”. The clear distinction drawn here 

between those who win immortality, viz., brahmasamsthas and 

the rest who pursue dharma and achieve worlds of merit is 

noteworthy. Those who fall in the last category are the 

occupants of the first three dbramas. The goal they achieve 

is of course only an aspect of samszra; for, as S'afikara 

remarks 2 3 , the immortality of gods and so forth is at best 

only relatively more enduring than the human condition on 

earth - apeksikam devadyamrtatvam. But the absolute amrtatva 

or total freedom is the brahmasamstha’s alone. A prima 

facie view held by the vrttikdra 3 is noticed by S'ankara 4 . 

Occupants of all airamas alike achieve only meritorious 

worlds, punyalokas. The Brahmasamstha i. e., the sanydsin 

according to the Advaitin, is no exception. Knowledge, res¬ 

traints, and observances, which the sannyasin must acquire 

constitute his tapas or austerity. The expression tapaevadvi- 

tiya applies both to the recluse and the medicant. The phrase 

brahmasamstha, according to the vrttikdra refers the adorer 

of the mystic syllable AUM. Whoever in the four dtframas 

adores AUM becomes immortal. The conclusion of the vfttikdra 

is that occupants of all the four airamas, are alike eligible for 

1. CU. Ill, 23, 1; 
2. CUB. P.103; 
3. Ibid; P. 105, tika; 
4. Ibid; PP. 104 ff. 
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immortality. It may also be observed that immortality would 

not result automatically from taking sannydsa, parivrdjyairma~ 

dharmamdireria; for, then, Jliana, held to be indispensable 

for moksa, would become superfluous. Knowledge and actions 

associated with the dirdmas yield moksa; there is nothing in 

the veda to prove that the sannydsin who is a brahmasarpstha 

alone will be liberated. Jndndt moksah is the upanisadic teach¬ 

ing, not jnanddevamoksah. 1 

This prima facie view of samuccaya or combination of 

knowledge and action is emphatically and repeatedly repudi¬ 

ated by Sankara in numerous contexts 2 . His mam reason 

for doing so is that the perceptions leading to actions, on the 

one hand and the realization of Brahman, on the other, 

are irreconcilable - karmanimittavidydpratyayayorvirodhdt. 3 All 

activity is based on a sense of plurality, while the supreme 

knowledge of Brahman abolishes all sense of plurality as its 

content is the non-dual reality. Brahmasamstha in our con¬ 

text is one who has already achieved the saving knowledge; so 

he is,'willy-nilly, a sannydsin, i.e., one who has renounced all 

egoistic activities 4 . Such a sannydsin, of course, runs no risk 

of incurring pratyavdya, the sin of omission of enjoined acts; 

for his attributes are Jama, dama, etc., which he fai h u y 

maintains. Karmakdnda has ceased to have any sense for him. * 

May we not say that, irrespective of diramas, any one on 

whom the idea of unity has dawned is a sannydsin, or brahma- 

samstha ? No; for, in the other three diramas, there is bound 

to persist the sense1 of possessions and of difference, svasvamu 

tvabhedabuddhi . Besides, diramas other than sannyasa are 

meant to qualify their occupants for actions of one kind or 

other. Sannydsin alone is for ever free from the sense of 

1. 

2. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

''MawiatumdscT favours a kind of samuccaya of JRdna and 
Sw holding that acts 'promote self-realization by puri- 
fZTthe S of the agent; Cf. BrS. P. 36 - yajnenadaneneti 
Svanat karmsmyapefoyante vidyayamabhyasalabhyayamapi. 

on TU I 11, etc. 3. CUB. P. 106; 
brahmasamstha itihi brahma«iparisamaptirananyavyaparata- 
rupam tanni§thatvamabhidhiyate. tacca trayanamaiuamma- 
mnasambhavati, BSS. P- 795 ; 
Cf. MNU. VII, 8; MuU. Ill, 26, etc. 
CUB. P. 109. 

MUKTI—54 
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possession. Nor will this cultivated sense of non-difference 

affect his moral integrity. For ynmas and niyamas 1 will 

spontaneously operate in the life of the sannylsin, as he has 

reached the present status through the cultivation of these 

moral virtues; they have become his second nature. “ Because 

one stumbles into a pit or steps on a thorn in the dark, it does 

not follow that after sun-rise, too, one is apt to do the same.”2 

Ike conclusion is that of all the asramins, only the sannydsin 

who abjures all egoistics activities may rise to the status of 

a brahmasamstha. What the Advaitin discards is the sense of 

the reality of the separatist ego. This wholesome result must 

follow from the study of the valid vedantic texts. If a house¬ 

holder acquires this sense of unity of the self and the falsity 

of the world of objects as such, bis sannydsa is i*eally implied 

therein, arthasiddha . The grhastha in these circumstances 

may, without blame, renounce all and follow the light of his 
unitary knowledge. 

(iii) The Way of Karma 

The immediate qualification of the inquirer into the nature 

of the self or Brahman, we saw, is four-fold; but, by the very 

nature of the case, few and far between are the candidates 

who are thus qualified s . Before securing these qualifications 

and, indeed, as a preparation for them, all alike have to undergo 

the discipline of karma or action. The fact that it is impos¬ 

sible for the unregenerate man to remain without actions and 

that, willy-nilly, his very nature will drive him to engage in them 

has been clearly recognized 6. Therefore the problem for the 

man who wishes to tread the long and narrow path to perfec- 

1. 
2 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Vide YS. II. 30 and 32. 
CUB. P.210; 
Ibid; P. 112; 

The Upani$adic passages often couple samnyasa with braha- 
mans; e.g. MuU, I. 2, 12; brahmaponirvedamayad; BU. IV, 
’> T2? - brahmap&vyuthaya bhiksacaryam caranti; also Cf.’ 
BU. Ill, 5; BV. Ill, 88, Still JU. 4-yadvetaratha brahmacary- 
adeva pravrajet, etc. specify no castes and so the first 
three castes are held to be competent to renounce. Cf. SLS 
I*. 91. But the orthodox view is that the right of the three 
below'10 ren0unce relates on]y to vidvatsannyasa. See further 

BG. VII, 3; 
Vide BG. Ill, 5, 33; XVLII, 11,59, 60. 
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tion is to perform actions in a manner consistent with his ulti¬ 

mate goal. In discussing Brahman as value we pointed out1 

that the moral good or dharma is the action which promotes 

purity of mind, without which there can bo neither ihdmutrar- 

thaphalabhogaviraga nor mok?a. What makes karma an indis¬ 

pensable, though mediate, condition of moksa is its purifying 

virtue2 . In this section we shall attempt to indicate the 

manner in which karma may be performed so as to fit the agent 

to achieve molcsa, the supreme good of life. 

The urge to act at the dictates of kdma, we pointed out 3 

is the expression of the bondage of man s will. Karma Yoga 

prescribes the steps to cure will of this inherent propensity and 

make of it an instrument for the integration of personality. 

Advaita’s insistence on karmayoga as a preliminary discipline 

also implies the importance it attaches to the moral training 

of the sddhaka. A sympathetic and well-informed critic like 

Deussen states 4 that the consciousness of human solidarity, 

of common needs and interests, was but slightly developed 

according to the Vedantic scheme of life. But the theory of 

karma yoga bears testimony to the vedantic thinker’s awareness 

of the intimate connection between the progress of the indi¬ 

vidual and that of society 5 . Now, the object of the ethi. 

cal training is the overcoming of evil. Moral evil, according 

to Vedanta, has its roots fin selfish desires. * Hunger is death ’ 

says the Brhaddrapyaka 6 . Selfish desires share with hunger 

the trait of seeking immediate satisfaction; they make the indi¬ 

vidual all together ego-centrkf. They blind the mind to its 

own higher potentialities, by blacking out the future and con¬ 

fining it to the brief and narrow present. In order to deal 

with the death-dealing hunger of selfish desires, the karmakanfr 

' T Vide P. 286. supra, 
2 BU IV, 1, 22 -.tametarpvedMnuvacanena brahmaga vividi?- 

5anti yajffe’na danena, etc. Cf. BhS. on BS. Ill, 4, 26: tathahi- 
ayrkmavihitanityakarmanusthanaddharmasamutpadastatah 

papmS viliyate; also tavadkarmapikurvita na nirvidyetayava- 

ta - Bhagavata, XI, 20, 7; 

3. PP. 402 ff. Supra.; 

4. DSV. PP. 364-65 ; 
5. Vide,*The Quest after Perfection. P. 6; 

6. I. 2, 1 - as'anayabimrtyuh; Cf. AU, II, 1, KU. I, 12; 
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prescribes, as a first step, the performance of the kdmyakarmas 

and the nityakarmas, optional acts and obligatory acts 1 . The 

performance of optional acts also serves to check the first on¬ 

set of impulses and tame and harness them by forcing them to 

flow along socially recognized channels2 . This implies an 

adjustment between the claims of the actual self or ego of the 

individual and those of his ideal ego. Nor is there any neces¬ 

sary conflict between the legitimate interests of the individual 

and those of society; for, the individual is an organic member of 

society, a fact brought out by the pristine concept of varndk- 

ramadharma. Still, the training of the will entailed by the per¬ 

formance of optional acta has only a preparatory value in the 

scheme of karma yoga; but it has that value because without 

such initial steadying of purpose, higher purposes cannot be 

conceived or worked out.3 

But in the next stage, where stress falls on the perfor¬ 

mance of obligatory acts - the observance of the laws of the 

castes and the stations of life - the need for the integration of 

the individual will with that of society becomes more pronoun¬ 

ced 4 . And, from this point, really, starts the ethical discus¬ 

sion of the Bhagavadgitd to whose salient points we shall 

confine our attention in what follows. 

The ethical object of the discussion in the Oita is to pres¬ 

cribe a way of action which, instead of fettering man’s will 

results in its emancipation. Action in the world is a dense forest 

gahana, through which a safe path has to be cut, so that the 

agent may emerge into the open air of freedom 5 . The first 

point to note is that not all actions bind; only such as are per. 

formed with desire for their fruits do so ® . But why do desire, 

prompted acts bind at all 1 Such acts, in essence, are what we 

1. Vide P. 207. fn Supra; 

2. Cf. lokevyavSyamisamadyaseva nityastijantornahitatraco- 

dana | vyavasthitistasyavivahayajnasuragrahairasunivrttirista || 
Bhagavata 11, 5, 11. 

3. CU. Ill, 14* 1 - athakhalukratumayalj puruso yathakratuh.. .. 
sakratuipkurvita. BU. IV, 4, 5; 

4. Vide, The Quest, P. 4. 

5. BG. IV, 16, 17; 

6. Ibid; III. 9; XVII, 24, 25; 
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described above as kamyakarmas. They’ entangle agents in 

their fruits or outcome which have to be reaped; these fruits of 

actions cannot be shirked. They follow the agents' as surely 

as the wheels of the cart follow the bullocks which draw it. 

Thus, desire-prompted acts entail repeated births and deaths. 1 

Therefore, the agent of acts is exhorted to perform them 

without any mental clinging to their outcome 2 . But, divorced 

from their fruits, how can acts be undertaken at all ? Here 

an appeal is made for a more liberal view of the purpose served 

by actions. The fruits of action are not merely what please 

the desire-ridden ego. The agent may widen his interests to 

include those of the society to which he belongs ; then his ends 

will coincide with those of society, i.e., his own widened self. 

This result follows from bis enlightened self-interest. In our 

section on values 3 we described the good as the tendency 

towards unification and evil as the proneness to division. In 

the Gitci’s exhortation to act without regard for narrow self 

interests, we can recognize how, practically, such good may 

be realized and evil avoided. For, to sacrifice the fruits of one’s 

actions does not, of course, mean to ignore them or belittle 

them; but only not to claim them acquisitively as one’s 

own. Further, it implies that the agent should recognize 

them as a contribution to the welfare of society. This 

point is plaoed beyond all doubts when the Teacher in the Gita 

asks Arjuna to act for’the well-being of the world 4 , offering 

as examples Janaka and himself. 5 

That action withoutselfish regard for fruits is the 

realization of the good also follows from a consideration of 

the nature of such action. The individual is bidden to carry 

out his svadhcmna,i.e., svabhavajamkarma 6 . The members of 

1. pbalarthinakriyaman aipknrma nikiytam, janmamarapSdi. 

hetutvat. BGC. PP. 108-109; Cf. MuU. Ill, 2, 2; 

2. BG.II, 47; 3. P.288, supra. 

4. BG, III, 20. 5. Ibid, III, 22-24. 
6 S'ankara explains it in three ways; (i) svabhava is the power of 

God or maya consisting of the three qualities. The activities 
of the castes ■ vide BG. VIII, 42-44 - proceed from the divine 
maya. (ii) It is the nature innate in the four castes: a 
brahman, e.g., is sSttvic, k^atriya rajasic with sattva sebser- 
vidnt; Vaisya is rajasic with tamas subservient; and £udra 
is tSmasic with rajas in subservience; (iii) It is the disposi* 
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the four social oiders;. in acting without regard for fruits of such 

action, are only doing their duty for duty’s sake. If nothing 

is good but the good will which is the free will, this doing of 

duty as dictated by one’s station in life is prominent^ good 1 . 

No matter how lowly that duty may seem, it has to be carried 

out and may be carried out with assurance that all agents 

alike may achieve thus tho highest fruit of karma 2 . The 

demand to act without thought of fruit has a rationale of its 

own which Advaita can elucidaie most satisfactorily. The 

metaphysical nature of the agent, we saw 3 , is one of 

perfection. As such, in truth, he stands in need of no fruits 

-aptakamasyakdsprhd ? 4 Hence this basic demand of kctrmayoga 

is in fact a practical application, in the field of ethics, of the 

highest metaphysical principle. And,“this principle has got to 

be applied if it is real and true. For, thus alone can the 

metaphysical gulf between the empirical and the real be success¬ 

fully bridged and existence as it appears, viz,, devoid of value, 

be converted into the real which is one with value. 5 In carrying 

out the ideal of the detached action, the sadhaka gives expression 

to the highest truth of his nature. Nothing else can take him to 

the goal of his sidhana, viz., the realization of his identity 

with Brahman 6 . Also, in renouncing the fruits of his actions 

m favour of society, the sadhaka is giving concrete expression 

to his spiritual identity with all. What gives joy to others 

makes him also happy; for, all together constitute but one 
spiritual whole. 7 

1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

tion with which all jivas are born and which results from th 

XVIIIS14lS °f aCtl0ns ln Pr“vious- lives vide. SB. on BG 

BGEXVIlI S45-isS’ P' 144’ Bradley> Second Edition. 

P. 335 Supra. 4. GPK. I, 9. 
“ According to Safikara creation is the bringing about of a 
apparent distance between the ideal and acfual zo as t 

oPSan'ka^f Pe3nny * the tWO essentially ”. The Vedant 
ot bankara, P. 300. Karmayoga as explained above is on 
means of reaffirming the identity. 
Mere verbal affirmation of* tattvamasi’ or ‘ soham ’ is futil 

SffiT\TncreSits°oding aCtj0n- karmayoga demands sue 
-fold path!enceits correspondence with Buddha’s noble eight 

Cf. In the realized idea is the end, self-realization, dutv an 
happiness in one. We find ourselves when we have foun 
our station and its duties, our functions as an organ in th 
social organism. Ethical studies, P. 163. dn or«an In ™ 
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Another notable consequence of this procedure is the 

healthy shift of concern from one’s rights to one’s duties. To 

act in the light of the austere motto karmavyeiMhik~iraste 1 

is “ to act so that you use humanity in your own person as 

well as in any other always as an end and never as a means 

only”2. In fact, all scrupulous discharge of duties is based 

on the recognition of the supreme worth of what is served. 

Only, in Advaita, that worth is absolute as the Gita recog¬ 

nizes 3 . The advice to act, having surrendered the fruits of 

action to God 4 , just bears on the mcdus operandi of the agent 

who wishes to act regardless of actions fruits. II he is of a 

devout temperament, he will find this method most natural 

and effective ; but if he is a stoic philosopher, he may treat 

success and failure alike, and find liis anchorage in the samatva 

or equanimity of mind which the Gita, identifies with Yoga s . 

But so far we have been discussing only the first major 

stage of karmayoga. Here, where the sense of duty is keeDj 

is still present an awareness of duality, and therefore the 

possibility of conflict 6 . The object of the next stage in karma 

yoga is to pass beyond all possiblities of conflict and yet act 

effecvively. The sadhaka takes a higher step when he realizes 

that even the sense of agency in action ought not to be enter¬ 

tained ; for the real Self does not act at all. Action is the 

characteristic of Prakrti. The individual whose mind is deluded 

by egoism deems himself an agent 7 . In other words, the 

BCnse of agency is due to the adhydsa of the body and mind on 

the pure Self. To gnasp this with a purified mind is to be further 

strengthened in the attitude’of detachment. Now it is not the 

sense of duty, b t the spirit of worship which inspires action. 

It will be work done for its own sake or as worship of God. 8 

Even at this stage, the sddhaka’s perception of his real Self’s 

freedom from action is imperfect, he is not yet an atmarati 9 ; 

1. BG. II, 47. 2. P. 287, Supra, 
3. XIII, 27, 28. 
4. BG. IX, 27 ; III, 30 etc. 
5. BG. II, 49. 
6. Cf. TU. II, 7. 
7. BG. Ill, 27. 
8. Ibid XVIII, 46 yatah pravrttirdbhulSnam yena sarvamidaip 

tatsm | 
svak&rmapatam abhyarcya siddhim vindatimanavah |j 

9. BG. Ill, 17. 
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so his actions continue though in a lofty spirit of detachment 

and dedication. His is only, as yet, paroksajndna. To convert 

it into aparoksajnana, he continues to act without egoistic 

motivation. He may now choose to regard himself as an 

instrument in the hands of God, and let himself be used by 

Him rather than initiate, through private desire, actions on his 

own account1 . Thus he achieves as closely as possible a 

merger of his will in that of God or the will of the universe. 

Thus, the Karma Yogin, according the Gita, attains samsiddhi 2 . 

For Sankara this means that the karmayogin becomes fit for the 

steady cultivation of jfiana-jftananisthayogyatdlaksanamsam.- 
siddhim 3 . But some modern teachers and scholars hold that 

karmayoga by itself is competent to yield the highest goal of 

life, which, according to orthodox Advaita, only the brahmd- 

karavrtti4 can do. Thus Swami Vivekananda writes5 that the 

readiness to sacrifice mind and body for another in the spirit of 

uttermost renunciation is the climax of karmayoga. It takes 

one to the same goal as Bhaktiyoga or JHdnayoga do their 

votaries. According to Tilak, again, Karma Yoga is an inde¬ 

pendent line of sddhana in the Gita* , capable of yielding the 

highest perfection; for he holds that the Gita, is a protest 

against the neglect of Karma evident in the upanisads. But 

Sankara is logically irrefutable when he maintains that 

Karma, no matter how performed, cannot liberate man wholly 

At best, it purifies the mind and makes of it a fit instrument 

for the intuition of the identity of Atrhan and Brahman. Com¬ 

menting on the Brahmasutra III, 4, 26 2 , gankara discusses the 

important question of the relation between action and know¬ 

ledge. Without performance of the actions of the four stations 

in life, the saving knowledge of identity cannot dawn at all ; 

for thus alone the mind becomes fit for such knowledge. 

1. Cf. BG. XI, 33. ^ 

2. Ibid, XVIII, 45, 46. 

3. SB. on BG, XVIII, 45, 46. 
4. Vide infra. 

5. Complete Works Vol. I, PP. 84-85. 

6. Vide Gita Rahasya Vol. I, PP. 421 ff. E. T. by Shuktbankar 
Poona Tilak quotes B G. Ill, 3 in support of his view. 

7. sarvapek^a ea yajnadis'ruteraavavad. 

8. apek^ate ca vidya sarva^yaSramakarmani.utpattirppratit- 
vapeksate. BSS. P. 802. F 
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Vacasapfci explains this position thus: Knowledge follows 

the desire to know, while this desire in its turn, is the product 

of the doing of the acts of the dsramas. Sama, dama, etc. i, 

are the immediate, and acts the mediate, means to saving 

knowledge 2. Performence of karma in the spirit taught by 

the Oita dissolves the vdsanas or complexes of the mind 3, and 

makes it a clean mirror for reflecting the higest truths. 

That karma cannot liberate the spirit also follows from 

the nature of the bondage discussed in the previous chapter. 

Its essence is an ignorance or avidyii regarding the Self. And, 

obviously, avidyd is removed, not by any sort of action, but 

by knowledge. This point will be further elucidated when the 

nature of mukti as an ever-accomplished reality is discussed. 

Dr. Brahma observes 4 that according to the jfianayogtn 

knowledge alone eradicates desires while the karma yogin claims 

that karma alone can do it. The Advaitin contends that even 

the actions of the best karma yogin, by themselves, do not 

uproot desires ; they only facilitate, through their purifying 

virtue, the dawn of the knowledge which, once for all, emanci¬ 

pates the mind from the sway of desires. Till the dawn of 

the saving knowledge, the possibility of lapse and bondage 

remains. S. S. S. Siistri in a paper on jndnddevatukaivalyam 5, 

argues that the Advaitin’s emphasis on Jfldna as the sole 

saviour is due to :— (i) an intellectual bias due to the fact that 

metaphysics was the special pursuit of s&nnydsins; (ii) a defective 

psychology, compartmentalising cognition, conation, and emo¬ 

tion; (iii) possibly an escapist mentality. But it must be pointed 

out that he does not face the Sasic question how, if mukti were 

brought about by action, it can be otherwise than a product 

which, as such, must be perishable ndstyakrtahkrtena6. Also 

his analysis ignores the central Advaitic position that bondage 

l7 Vide PP. 419 fif. supra. 
2. pratyasannanividyasadhanani samadini.bahyatarapiyajna- 

dinitivivektavyam. BSS. P. 804. 
3. Cf. kasayapaktiljkarmSni jnSnamtuparamagatih | 

kasayekarmabhi'hpakvetatojnanampravartate II 
Qd. BSS. P. 802 ; BG. XVIII, 5. 

4. Vide Phily. of Hindu Sadhana, P.125; 

5. Vide The Philosophical Quarterly Vol. XVII, 41-42 ; 
6. Vide 3'B. on BG. on BG. XVIII, 66; BS. Ill, 11. 1 - puru- 

gartho’tah s'abdaditi Badaraya^ah. 

MUKTI—55 
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is not metaphysically real, but only an empirical fact and, aa 

such, unreal. On this position hinges the very possibility of 

liberation 1. We showed above that the Advaitin’s insistence 

on knowledge as the sole means of liberation stems from the 

very root of the Philosophy of Advaita which makes nescience 

the cause and pith of bondage 2. 

(iv) The way of Bhakti 

Isvara in Advaita is Brahman as it appears to the indi¬ 

vidual; He incarnates Himself for the promotion of dharma 

and the protection of the righteous 3. Accepting these facts, 

Advaita makes ample room for the operation of bhakti or 

love in’the spiritual life of the sadhaka. 

Love is the response of the human heart towards beauty 

and m ,ts essence, is disinterested joy 4. Itl the dSgcu„io^ 

“ b“" y “ ,V,1"e in Ad™it- »• P»i”‘ed „»t that 
matter of fact the fair visage of beauty revealed in 

phenomena tends to arrest spiritual evolution by inducing 

premature self-satisfaction’ In considering the bondage of 

emotrons, we remarked that all love directed towards objects 

th^sVf for'S°lf “ ?°d' impii6’ “'It «dhya,a W 

way Beeka Mat.li«. BhaU i: 
y to convert the pursuit of the fugitive beauty in 

/this garden of Glod7 into that of the Master of the garden 

nZ L God6 JMnta\bhakt: al8° P—PPo^es a ‘ home-siok- 
od. Attachment to livara on the part of the 

devotee is the positive side of his detachment from the world 

o^senae-o jeets 8. This exclusive love for Ibvara is, of course 

Im^,ahtaSm!Id-hr^ntipratya>'arlin'litta evayam 
Sra BGCP 7?5; samyagdar^anadatyantaevoparamaiti 

tvaWnh!^rm^w!yalU^eVfIasy^nih®reya5ahetutvaiT1 bhedapra- 
Vide PP260^61'Su^raa-Va yapa laVaSayitV&t- 'SB‘on XVIII.66. 
Vide p. 280, supra; 
i'. ZS3 supra: 
BU?II, 4,5; 

CfdWPhP‘ 282 " ?83 supra; 
does notnfcdetheaLi?acH l0Vf a?d attachment for God, one 
and friends. To suSfTmanfh3' l° 'fjfe> children> relatives 
land, a place wLrehe ha?“ 2?^“ appears as grange 
The Gospel, P. 105? y ° perform bis duties. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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of slow growth. In the admiration he feels for the beautiful in 

nature and in the attachment he cherishes for his kith and kin, 

may be discovered the germ in man of that emotion which, 

developed, becomes love of God b Just as the purification of 

will and its eventual merger in the will of God entails the 

expansion of consciousness in the direction of the impersonal, 

the purging of emotions and their orientation towards God 

demands that objects of beauty be treated as mirrors of 

the divine. Otherwise, instead of integrating and exalting 

emotions, they may cause their' deterioration and dissipa¬ 

tion 2. The Gita doctrine ’of vibhutis 3 makes it easy to treat 

Prakrti’s glories as revelations of God’s inexhaustible richness. 

Henoe the wide-spread tendency to deify the grandeur in Nature 

and offer it worship. But no worship is really thrown away, all 

formsof it have ultimate reference to and reach God4. Still the 

lack of understanding is serious and the worship of anything 

lower than the highest entails the loss of that very highest5. 

But with the knowledge that the object of all genuine worship 

God, the devotee is free to choose any form of the Lord he 

likes; the Lord responds to him in the same form6. There 

is no doubt that it is far better for tho devotee to love the 

Lord himself, directly, instead of approaching him through his 

vibhutis. 

In this connection may be noticed the place of the two 

kinds: of worship in Advaita, the worship of Brahman with 

qualities and that of Brahman without them, sagunopasand and 

nirgunopb.sana. The former refers to bhaktiyoga proper which, 

formally, implies love for a personal God, sagunabrahman, The 

object of sagunopasana is the realization of God or hif» vibhutis 

and worship conducted with devotion yields that fruit. But 

S'ankara is emphatic that mere worship of God will not result 

1. Vide The Phily. of Hindu sSdhana. P. 251; 

2. Cf. The Elimination of Kama and Karma, while avidya con¬ 
tinues in a latent form marks the aesthetic attitude, the dis¬ 
missal of avidya even in this latent form marks the saintly 

attitude. Hiriyanna. Qd. IP. it P. 624 ; 

3. Vide P. 267 supra, ekamapihi brahma vibh utibhedairanekadh4 

up&syate iti hi stbitih. S'B P. 708-709; 

4. BG. IX, 23; 
5. Ibid; IX, 25; 
6. Ibijl;IV, 11; 
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in liberation but only in progress 1 along the path of gods to the 

sphere of Brahman where, eventually, mule.ti maybe attained2- 

The Oita, deals with the first type of worship, but also makes 

a significant reference to the worship of the impersonal and 

the Absolute. The idea of worshipping the impersonal Ab¬ 

solute, alcsara, is admittedly extraordinary; but in the attempt 

of the spirit of man to seek its highest level, the impersonal 

Absolute also is sometimes chosen by him as an object of 

adoration3. According to S'ankara, the worship of the Im¬ 

personal is the chief theme of the nine chapters of the Oita 

beginning with the second 4. The devotees of the impersonal 

Brahman are the sannyasins, who have renounced all desires - 

tyalctasarvaisanah sannyastakaramdnahs. In fact they are the 

same as the followers of the way of Juana and may be consid¬ 

ered in that context. 

The worshippers of the personal God or sagunopdsakas nor¬ 

mally represent him with a form which the mind may grasp 

and the heart adore. Hence the practical value of the Avataras 

who may be loved and followed. Four kinds of devotees of 

God may be distinguished (i) those who, being hard-pressed, 

turn to God for succour and relief - the drtas; (ii) those who,’ 

seeking intellectual satisfaction, love him to know about him » 

Jijnasu; (iii) those who love God for rewards, artharthi. All 

of them, in due course, secure release and are alike since they 

all expect a reward from God6 . But the highest and best 

type of devotee is the Jfldni, one who has realized the truth 

of the Lord, and so is a confirmed lover of God7. The 

jfldnin has no desires for whose fulfilment he loves the Lord, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

sarvasamevabhyudayapraptiphalanam sagu^anam vidyanam 
avisesenai§a devayanakhyagatirbhavitumarhati. S'B. P. 730; 
This is styled kramamukti - see infra; 
BG. XII, 3; the devotees of the Impersonal are held to be of 
tne very nature of God - bhagavatsvarupah vide, BGC. On 

4, 

Vide Introduction to BG. XII; 
S B. on XII, 1; 

ete trayopi bhagavadbhajnena mSyam taranti.jnanotpattya 
Gudharthadipika BGC. P. 362. F 7 

Cf. StraarSmasca munayo nirgrantha apyurukrame 1 
Bhdgavat^a *1 u ^ ‘ bhaklimitthambhutaguijoharih || 
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All ideas of barter have been left far behjnd. He only seeks 

to love the Lord for love’s own sake1. Examples of such 

motiveless love in Indian devotional literature arc- S'anaka, 

Narada, and Prahlada. It is they who realize that bhakU 

is paramapremarupa2. The goal of those who choose the 

path of devotion is to reach this summit of divine love. 

As in Karma Yoga, the first step is to conquer the desires 

which distract the mind and direct it to the worship of the 

partial forms of the divine. There is the danger of its getting 

stuck up in these partial devotions and missing the whole 

But the transience of the rewards the devotee secures will disil¬ 

lusion him at long last*, and then he may turn in earnest to 

the Lord himself. Three stages of genuine bhalcti have been 

distinguished(i) where the devotee feels that he belongs to 

the Lord exclusively; (ii) where he deems that the Lord belongs 

to him alone; (iii) where he experiences his identity with the 

Lord5. To realize the first stage, the devotee surrenders 

himself wholly to the Lord, convinced that there is no other 

way to overcome the divine may* 6 . What does this surrender 

imply in practice ?7 The answer is given in the expression, 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Cf LitdiectuaTknowledge brings us most joy with the idea of 
'W'A* ... npp.p.ssfirllv SnrinSS 
God as its cause. From this 
the intellectual love of God. 
that God should love him 
6 God and Causality accg. 
October, 1948.; 

Narada’s Bhaktisutras I, 2; 

BG. VII, 20, £1; 

Ibid;-23. 

Cf. tasyaivahaip mamivasau 

knowledge necessarily springs 
He who loves God cannot seek 
in return. T. M. Forsyth in 
to Spinoza. Vide Philosophy, 

sa evahamiti tridha 

mu- 

Cl. tasyaivanaip ~ ........... - 
bhaeavaccharanatvam syad sadhanabhySsapakatah 

Gudharthadipika, BC3C; P. 754; 

riV VTI 14- Cf. tamhadevamatmabuddhiprakas'aip 

muksurva’i for’aijamaham prapadye. S'U. VI, 18; 

It may be noted that lor the Visistadvaitin surrendar or 
papatti is the infallible means of gaining mok|a, through the 
fmce of God alone. The devotee makes a gift of himself to 
the Lord, and the Lord’s dayd or grace starts its redemptive 
function Preceding the 5tmarpanam of self-surrender are 
certain'important steps he must take:- anukulyasamkalpa; 
nratikulyavarjana; mahavis'vasa; karpepya; and goptflvavarapa. 
First is the decision of the devotee to serve all living be gs, 

the second marks his determination to avo.d injury to all, 
the third is complete faith in the saving grace of God, the 
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cinangatd or single-mirjdedness in one’s relations with the Lord . 

What the karmayogin attains by the renunoiation of fruits of 

actions, the Bhalcta achieves through the performance of all 

action as offerings to the Lord . Thus, both alike attain free¬ 

dom in action The karmayogin also has been advised to act in a 

spirit of dedication; but, for him, this entails considerable effort. 

For the bhalcta, however, offering of all work at the feet of his 

Lord is a sheer joy. For the karmayogin God is a means to 

achieve freedom in action; for the Bhalcta God is all in all - 

“ the sole way, support, witness, abode, refuge, friend, source, 

goal”3. 

One major difference between the path of love and other 

paths is the total dependence on the Lord that the former 

encourages. In the initial stages, the devotee also must make 

purposeful efforts to tune his heart to the call of the divine 4. 

But with advance in the discipline, his ananyata increases and 

the Lord begins to treat the devotee as non-diJTerent from him¬ 

self 5 and takes upon himseif all the burdens of the devotee 6. 

If tho latter be an drta etc., i.e., loves God for some reward, 

he gets it. But the more advanced bhalcta, the jijnasu, wants 

only the truth about God, and no material rewards. But, without 

the grace of God, no finite being can hope to know the infinite 

reality of God. The path of devotion has a special advan 

tage in that the sddhaka here may count upon God’s grace to 

fourth is the devotee’s sense of incompetence to follw the 
three normal paths of Karma, Jndna and bhakti; and the fifth 
is the deliberate choice of God’s grace .as the devotee’s sole 
hope for mok^a. Vide. PV. PP. 390-91. Dvaitins also agree 
that liberation cannot be achieved without bhakti, through 
knowledge alone, Cf. bhaktyaivainarp janati: pas'yati; 
bandhat pramucyate - NV. Ill, 3, 30; 

VideBG. VIII, 14; IX, 22, XII, 6; ananyata ; apfthakbhutata., 
the sense of non-difference. S'B. on BG. IX, 22; 
BG. IX, 27; 
Ibid; IX, 17, 18; 

CF. Sri Ramakrishna’s parable of the child holding the 
father’s hand and the father holding the child by the hand. 
In the second case, there is no fear of the child slipping. 

BG. IX, 22. S'B. on it says: tasmStd te mamatmabhutabpriya- 
sea j 

nityabhiyuktan&m yogak^emamvahamyaham - BG 

1. 

2. 
i. 

4. 

5. 

6, 
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reveal to him the divine reality. The devotee on his part makes 

a gift to God of his mind and acts 1 and the Lord grants 

him buddhiyoga2, union with divine knowledge. The attitude 

of no expectations from God, of motiveless love, moves His 

anukagipd or grace. Dwelling in the heart of the devotee 

and moved by grace, God lights3 the lamp of wisdom, 

jrfanadipa, which dispels the darkness of nescience, ajndnajdm- 

tamah. This lamp is fed by the devotee’s love of God, its 

ardours brighten the light 4; the lamp s wick is intelligence, 

prajHd, purged and steadied through celibacy; and it continues 

to shine in the heart of detachment, safe from the intrusions of 

the gales of worldly desires5. 

Thus the bhalcta reaches his highest goal; he becomes the 

jHanibhakta 6. All blialdas are noble, but the jndni leads them 

all, being the very Self of the Lord - aimaiv<H7ictncitcit7i' f he 

content of this highest realization is : I am myself the Lord; 

I am not different from Him7 - This Advaitio interpretation 

of bhakti is borne out by passages like : I am such that, through 

devotion which knows no other, one may know Me, see Me, and 

enter into My very essence 8. It is true that the general run 

of devotees would not choose to 1 lose themselves in God, 

they prefer ‘ to eat sugar rather than to become sugar ’9 

But this analogy hardly does justice to the Advaitio goal of 

bhakti. Unlike sugar, God with whom the Advaitio devotee 

seeks identity is all intelligence and bliss. Hence through all 

the stages of bhakti he grows into, or, rather, abandons the 

illusion that he is other than, his own proper Self, viz., God. 

1. BG. IX, 34: XVIII, 65; 

2. BG. X, 10; 
3. buddhih samyagdarsanam mattattvavisayam tenayogatj S'B. 

on BG. X, 10; 

4. BG. X, 11; 
5. S'B. on BG. X, 11; 

6. BG. VII, 17; 
7. S'B, on BG. VII, 18; Cf. P. 437, F.N. 5; 

8. bhaktyStvananyayasakya abamevamvidhorjuna j 
jnatum dra?tumca tattvena prave?tum caparantapa II 

BG. XI. 54; 

9. Cf., And T do not want to become sugar, I want to eat it’. 
Gospel. P. 104. 
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(v)' The Way of Jnana. 

.Jftdna Yoga or the way of knowldege is par excellence the 

Advaiiic ' approach to the highest goal of life. This path 

takes the eligible sddhaka completely out of the state of bond¬ 

age, by restoring his integrality of vision. The bondage of 

will and emotions may largely be set aside by following the 

disciplines of action and devotion. When the desires are con¬ 

trolled by a God-directed will and the emotions harmonized in 

God-centered love, the sddhaka is in a positions to realize God 

as his very self. The Advaitin contends that this realization 

can only be a knowing, which is, at the same time, a being and 

not an act of willing or feeling. Bondage being an expression of 

avidyd it can be set aside only by knowledge1. The saving 

knowledge is not a matter of mere contemplation of some¬ 

thing inferior as being, superior2 as when it is asserted, 

"verily, endless is the mind. Endless are the all-gods”3. 

Nor is it a matter of deliberate superimposition as in the asser¬ 

tion; Reverence the mind as Brahman4. Again the saving 

knowledge is not a species of purificatory action. Briefly, the 

knowledge of Brahman does not depend on any act of will at 

all,5 but is entirely determined by its object, viz., the ab¬ 

solute reality. This is true of all valid knowledge, for instance, 

the nature of valid perception is determined by its object and 

and not by the will of the percipient. Nor may pious devotion 

or contemplation yield saving knowledge. “ That is Brahman, 

not this which one meditates on6.’ But is not knowledge 

itself a kind of mental activity ? A vital point must be noted in 

this connection. With regard to action, the agent feels free to 

perform it, or not, or even to perform it otherwise than as 

prescribed; for, action depends on the will of the agent. But 

knowledge, though, of course, it presupposes cognitive activity, 

is a product of the operation of the valid means, ‘pramanajmyam. 

1. mithyajganapayatca brahmaikatvavijfianatbhavati. BSSP. 76 
2. alpslambanatiraskSrepa utkrstavastvabhedadhyanam RP 

S'B.P.76; 
3. BU. Ill, 1, 9 ; 

4. CU. Ill, 18, 1; 
5. atonapuru§avyftparatantra, brahmavidya, ki/ptarahi pratyak$a 

dipramanavisayavastu jnanavad vastutantra. S'B P. 78; 
6. KeU.i,4; 
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Validity here means the faithfulness with which knowledge 

represents its object. Therefore, unlike action, knowledge is 

not at the mercy of man’s will1 . In view of this, the Advaitin 

has always treated the way of jftdna as the most direct and 

effective in getting rid of that basic adhyasa which is the root 

of bondage. Jndnayoga, in other words, directly yields the 

knowledge which liberates. 

It is recognized that this path of knowledge is not easy to 

tread. “ A sharpened edge of a razor, hard to traverse, a diffi¬ 

cult path is this, the wise declare”2. Hence the traditional 

insistence that the sddhaka should take the help of a teacher 

who is an adept himself, i.e., one who has realized the identity 

of his Self and Brahman3. For instance in the hatha, there is 

the call4 to awake and arise and search out the varas, notable 

teachers who know the truth, tattvavidah5. Advaita holds 

that the Brahman-knowledge actually saves only when imparted 

by a competent teacher, - one who is both a irotriya, master of 

the theory and brahmanisfha, the master of the practice, of 

Brahman knowledge. Being well-established in Brahman, the 

adept can guide the worthy disciple to the supreme goal. The 

guru is, in fact, not other than Brahman, for yo brahmaveda- 

Brahmaiva bhavati6. In short, in the jhanayoga, the guru 

practically replaces God and the reverence paid to him is of the 

same quality as the bhakti which the devotee feels for God 7 . 

1. S'B.P. 83; 
2 KU. Ill, 14; jfieyasyatisfiksmatvat tadvi^ayasya jfianamarg. 

asaya dubsdmpadyatvam vadanti. S'B. on the above; Cf- 
BU. IV, 4, 8. ' 

3. Vide ; evamevehacBryavanpuruso veda. CU. VI, 14, 2; 

4. KU. Ill, 14; 

5. S'B on KU. Ill, 14; 
6 MuU. Ill, 2, 9. Cf. saccidananda alone is the Guru. If a man 

in the form of a guru awakens spiritual consciousness in you, 
then know for certain that it is God the Absolute who has 
assumed that human form for your sake. The guru is like a 
companion who leads you by the hand - Gospal P. 152. 
The guru is credited With the ability to transfer his spiri¬ 
tual powers to the worthy disciple - the transference being 
known as aaktipata. Vide JMV. P. 48, dars'anat spars'an- 
acchabdat krpayas'isyadehake 
Janayedyah samavesam s'ambhavab sa hi desikah | 

7. yasyadeve para bhaktiryathSdeve tathagurau. S'U. VI, 23, 

MUKTI—56 
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In adopting the path of jUdna, the sadhalca is choosing the 

nivrttimdrga1, the way of abstention from activities - represented 

in the kdjha as a turning inward of the eye due to desire for 

immortality 2 . The spontaneity with which he does it shows 

that he has had already a thorough training in karma Yoga> 

either in this life or in prior lives. As a rule, he begins his 

serious search for the saving knowledge with the formal act 

of renunciation1 enjoined by the truti etameva pravrajino 

loka icchantah pravrajanti4 . The loka referred to here is the 

experience of the Atman5. Being prompted by the desire to 

know the self, the initial renunciation is styled vividisdsann- 

ydsac’. But the step is by no means universally obligatory; for 

those who had their renunciation and vedantic studies in prior 

lives but failed to win success may, in the presant life, achieve it 

in any station of life; indeed, a fresh act of renunciation would 

be superfluous for them 7. Such exceptions apart, the injunc¬ 

tion to renounce actions associated with varnas and airamas is 

deemed compulsory; renunciation is an indispensable auxiliary 

in the pursuit of self-knowledge, atrnajhdndngam. What is 

renounced is the desire for ends other than the supreme goal of 

mok$a. Hence the vital distinction drawn between aparavidyd 

and parccvidya in the Mundaka3. The former consisting of all 

"conceivable branches of secular knowledge cannot obviously 

produce spiritual insight. But paravidya, by which the 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

Vide P. 415. supra. 

an^KdUhirvPiatyaeatmS,namaik§adaVrttaCak8Uram?tatvamicch' 

The objection that this will violate the injunction, brahmacar 
yeija r^ibhyo yajnenadevebbyah prajaya pitrbhya eta va 
ant9a> is discarded because this refers only to those who 
are-not sufficiently detached. Cf. na ca kevalakarniabhyo— 
muktiryuktyopapadyate | 
tathsca vak^yate spastamatomuktirnakarmatab || BV. 437 
BU. IV, 4, 22. 

lokyate nubhuyate itilokah JMV. P. 16. 

JMV. P, 16, S3. Ill, 357 and Madhusudana’s comment on it. 
BG. iy, 40. 44 and SS. Ill 360. 

s!ravaoSdfr~pan/' sadhanajatamasitsannyassapurvakamidam 

niv&rayamaluf1* ^ana^ sakalopi yatratattrsyrame^univasanna 

I, 4 and 5; 
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Absolute is realized is alone competent to yield the sum* 

mumbonum. So that one may fruitfully turn to the higher 

vidya one has gladly to bid farewell to all other 

pursuits ; for, as A. Huxley remarks1, “ the seeking of the 

kingdom of God is a- tiresome whole-time job. ” The 

giving up of all lower ends in favour of the highest, viz., moksa, 

is the essence of the renunciation on which the upanisads and 

Sankara insist. Thus in his commentary on the Munclka2, 

Jsafikara remarks that people of all stations of life may hope to 

get an intellectual apprehension of Brahman through the study 

of the upanisads; but only the Brahman-knowledge, consoli¬ 

dated and perfected, by sannydsa will yield moksa. Anandagiri 

asserts3 that this renunciation means the surrender of all 

possessions and secular activities-sarvasvatyagakarmasannyasa- 

nistha. This stern condition is reminiscent of Christ’s words: 

“ Sell whatever thou hast and follow me. ” “ If any man come 

to me and hate not his father and mother and wife and children 

and brothern and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he canncrt 

be my disciple. ” “ Whoseover be he of you that forsweareth 

not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.”4 

The object of vividisdsannydsa is held to be liberation in the 

state of disembodiment or vidhanmukti . He who performs it 

strives to carry out the injection, almdnam&ualokamupdsita5,, 

both in letter and spirit. But even if this act of renunciation 

is not carried out externally, it has to be mentally performed by 

inquirers in all stations of life 6. Some of the special qualities 

of head and heart which all seekers after Self-knowledge should 

oultivate have been detailed in the Oita,. “ Humility, aiaeerity 

non-violence, forbearance, simplicity, devotion to the teaoher, 

cleanliness, perseverance, self-conquest, aversion to sense 

objeots, freedom from egotism, meditation on the evils of birth, 

death, old age, sufferings and pain detaohment from kith and 

I VWW. P. 35; Cf. ananyacittatft brahmani?thasaukarmathe 

-dsatham 1 j , . 
karmatyagitato brahmani§lhamarhatinetarah || 

iQd. JMy.,Cam. P* 8. 

2. MuU. Bfaa?ya, AAE. P. 3. 

3. Ibid. 
4. Mask X. 21; £uke XIV, 26; 33. Cf. MuU. Ill, 2* 6. JU. 4,3; 

8V.HB.jP.AD49. 
5. M2.L,4»A5. llMV.dP. 21. 
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kin as well as possessions, equanimity in happiness and misery*, 

devotion to God, love of solitude ; pursuit of Self-knowledge 

and the vigilant awareness of the final end 1 It iB easy to 

see that this list is only a significant amplification of the four 

prerequisites considered above2. The vital point is that the 

candidate for Jfiana should guard himself against deviation from 

the path hard to traverse ; for, pramdda or negligence in this 

respect is fatal3. 

With these initial preparations the sddhaka calls upon the 

teacher ; for the latter alone can unveil the secret of life and 

self4. The supreme word which guides the sidhaka’s steps now 

is the upani$adic induction, dtmd vd are drastavyah krotavyo mant- 

avyo nididhyasitavyah 3; for, with the seeing of,' with the hear¬ 

kening, to, with the thinking of, and with the understanding of 

the Atman this world-all is known3.” This is the programme 

for the sadhaka’s activity. The expression dra^tavya denotes the 

goal, viz., the realization of the Self; the three remaining 

expressions indicate the steps to be taken before the goal is 

reached. The traditional view is that, of the three steps 

bravana or hearkening to the Self is the angi or the main • for 

no means of cognition other than kabda is competent to yield 

the saving knowledge2. From the Upanisads alone is the real 

nature of the Self known- the Self being the aupani?adahpurusah 

Hence hearkening to the upanisads has been accorded pride of 

place among the steps leading to self-realization8. The next 

two steps thinking and pondering aid the hearkening and so 
are its auxiliaries9. B 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

BG. XIII, 7-11; US. I, 5. “--“ 
Vide PP. 416 ff supra. 

SanasujaSiyabhasya I, 4—pramadam vai mrtyumaham bravimi- 
sadapramadamamrtatvam bravimi. MuU ill 1 5 * 
KU. II, 9 ; II, 23 ; ' ’ 
BU. II, 4, 5 ; IV, 5. 6. 

avijStem Wjfi5Umy.Cn^rUtarp ^Utarp bhaVatyamataih matam 

9’ 26 tatPtvaiIPaDisadaip puru?am prcchami. 
Vide VPS. I, 162; NySyaratnavali, P.427 SB* 
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Sravana is essentially investigation or^ vicdra which consists 

in the determination of the purport of words constituting sruti, 

especially the major texts or the mahdvdkyas. Only after its 

purport is determined can the word function as a means of valid 

cognition. Understood as the means of valid cognition, Havana 

may be seem to be the angi or the chief1. Sravana means the 

determination of the purport of words in the relevant precepts 

oidruti by means of the well-known six aids2. But can any word 

have the power to denote the vedantic Absolute from which the 

words with the mind recoil ?3 True, the Absolute without 

limitations of any kind is beyond the range of words ; but in 

Sruti there are words which denote the qualified Absolute ; the 

knowledge of such words aids that of the pure Absolute4. 

S'ravana, strictly, is not a form of knowledge, j ft ana, for 

knowledge is not a proper object of injunction ; rather, dravana 

is an activity and such as may be enjoined . In fact, the 

other two steps munana, and nididhyasana also are only mental 

activities. Sravana, is a thinking consideration such as : if the 

major texts like tattvamsi do not convey the sense of identity 

of Brahman and Atman, they would not yield it even when 

tested with the help of the six aids of sense-determination. 

Generally, it serves the purpose of dispelling the fear that the 

Advaitio teaching of identity is baseless pramdnagatdsambhd- 

vand6. This fear may take the form that the upanisadic texts 

do not teach the non-dual Brahman but only subserve ritualistic 

activity7. According’to the Nyayaratndvali, ratiocination 

in support of the identity of Brahman and Atman also is 

included in drvarua # . 
-_*_''■I. _________ _______ 

1. Cf. tatparyavidi?tasiabdajnanam karanam, ataststparyavadhar. 
anarupavicarasyingitvam. Qd. AS. P. 859. 

2 upakramopasamharavabhyasap«rvataphalm j 
arthavadopapatticalingam tatparyaniryaye || 

Qd. Com. on SS. Ill, 333. 

3. Vide PP. 237 ff supra. 
4. AS. P.866. 
5. Sravanadikriyatavadkartavyehaprayatnatah. Suresvara. Qd. 

AS. P, 866. 

6. Narayaiyi on SB. P. 428. 

7. PMS. I, 2,1 etc. 

8. SB. P.428. 
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How does the major text tattvamasi 1 oonvey the supreme 

Advaitic teaching of identity ? The determination of its sense 

is the chief object of s’rctvana. Now, tattvamasi is known as 

the upade'savakya, the proposition that sets forth the content 

of the saving knowledge. The appositional use of .the two 

words • tat ’ and ‘ tvam ’, ‘ that ’ and ‘ thou ’ arouses the idea 

that they both refer to the same reality. 2 SdmdnddMkaranya 

or the appositional use of noun-words may .refer to four 

different kinds of apposition3: (i) apposition by Bublation; 

(11) that by superimposition ; (iii) that by means of the relation 

of the adjective and the substantive ; and (iv) that through 

identity. An example of the first is furnished by the proposi¬ 

tion ‘ the thief is the post ’ uttered on discovering that wkai 

was mistaken for the thief is in fact a post. The subject here, 

viz.,, ‘thief’ restates the content of the original error; but, 

ofthat is predicated the being the post, which, thus, sublets 

the initial eiror. This type of apposition is inapplicable to the 

text 1 tattvamasi ’4 for it will imply that ‘ thou’, the indivi¬ 

dual, is absolutely annulled in liberation, and, therefore, any 

effort on his part to secure it is unintelligible . ®be ^oond 

type of apposition, based on enperimposition, also ds irrelevant 

in the present context; for propositions based emit are injnno- 

tive ; e. g., ‘ meditate on mind as Brahman ’ - manabrahmetyupd. 

svta. Obviously, in ‘ tattvamasi ’ there is no exhortation to 

meditate. This point beoomes dearer still in 4h» light the 

fact that were meditation enjoined here'as the direct means of 

liberation, the latter, as the product of meditation, fee 

transient8. In examples like ‘the blue lotusthme d, an, 

third type of apposition between the adjective • blue ’ and the 

substantive, ‘lotus’, which also must he rejected .in the case 

of ‘ that ’ and ‘ thou ’; foT these terms refer, by their denota¬ 

tive power, to mutually opposed entities, viz., God and man. 

The apposition between these is empirical; but, empirically, it 

1. CU. VI, 8,7, etc. ~ “ ?—* 

2. Vide Madhusudana’s Com. on SS. I, 197. 
3. SS- H. 39. 
4. 
5. 

Com. on II, 39 ; SS. 
It is clear that if b&dha or sublation ig applied ,te< <<td * <effort 

Com. on SS. P. 214. 
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cannot be ignored. God being mediate and full conoiousness, 

and man immediate but partial consciousness1 , there can 

be no apposition between the two, as such. T.hus, the 

only alternative is to treat the apposition in question as 

referring to identity, aikyapaksa, of the reality connoted by 

tat and tvam 2 . But, as mentioned above, the identity cannot 

hold between the senses expressed by ‘ tat ' and ‘ tvam Nor 

may one of these terms be taken in an indicative or secondary 

sense without discarding its expressed sense, as an instance of 

csjahatsvdrtha. Take, e.g., that tat connotes the world-cause. 

This indicated sense must be similar to the world or to the Jiva. 

The former will rule out all relation to Jiva, there being no 

mutual expectancy between the two. If it is deemed similar 

to the Jiva, the sense of the sentence will be ‘ I, the Jiva, am 

the world-cause This knowledge yields no purudrstha or 

human end ; for it leaves the Jiva in his state ot nescience. 

Similarly, the knowledge that God is one’s master, derived from 

the same proposition by means of laksaad or otherwise, does 

not avail to liberate the Jiva3. For even after such knowledge 

the Jiva has to meditate on God to win his grace. Nor can the 

secondary implication by which the expressed seime is ignored, 

jahadavarthd, be applied to this major text; for, it can 

function only if a sense related to the expressed senses he 

available *; nor can we deoide to which of the two terms 

t. Cf. Vetr&ntasara, * Notes, F. 37. Ed. by Hiriyanna, Poona, 
1909; 

2. SB. II, 39 and, P. 215. 
y, ‘ taltvamsi ’ has bees*.variously interpreted by the different 

schools of Vedanta. Ramanuja takes tvam as denoting the 
Jiva or dt and its apposition With ‘tat’ meaning God signi¬ 
fies that the former, is the body of the latter; or God is the 
self of the Jiva. The DVaitin understands the text to- teach 
Jiva’s dependence on and the difference from God; he splits 
tattvam as ‘ tasyatvam ’ or is prepared even to say that the 
expression is atattvamsi. According to Bhaskara the text 
denotes an ultimate ekibhava or merger of the Jiva in 
Brahman as of rivers in the sea. For Vallabha, tattvam means 
tasmaMvam implying, mystically, the ecstasy of love. 
Vide PV. P. 595. 

A: EG. ‘in the hamlet in the Ganges', “in the Ganges” 
GatigSyatn, indicates the bank, in contact with the Ganges ; 
in doing-so, the expressed sense of Gangayam is entirely dis¬ 
carded. No such related sense i§ available for ‘ tat* or 
• tydm % 
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should this laksana be' applied. Therefore, the right procedure 

is to apply to both terms the bhagalakfana, by which a part of 

the expressed sense is retained while the incompatible element 

is rejected1. The incompatibility of the terms ‘ tat ’ and 

‘ tvam ’ is confined to their expressed senses 2 , for, these refer 

to God and his attributes on the one hand, and to man and his 

on the other. But they have a secondarily indicated sense, each. 

Thus, tat indicates the’ground of the world, pure consicousness, 

which is existence and bliss also at the same time. Similarly, 

tvam indicates the eternal and immediate consciousness which 

witnesses the body, sense organs, and mind. Thus understood, 

these two indicated senses may be seen to be absolutely identical. 

This is analogous to the understanding of the proposition ‘ this 

is that Devadatta ’. The attributes of Devadatta, viz., the 

being qualified by the past time and some other locality, and 

the being qualified by the present time and this locality, are of 

course, incompatible, and as such are discarded ; the final 

sense thus conveyed by the proposition is the self-identity of 

Devadatta stripped of his incompatible characteristics. Even 

so, the major text ‘ tattvamsi’ yields the absolute identity of 

the indicated sense of tat and that of tvam, the identity whose 

content is pure consciousness, without any accidental attributes 
er relations3. 

The determination of the Advaitjc sense of tattvamasi as 

indicated above in the vast majority of the addhakas does not 

at once yield liberation, though, in very rare instances, it may. 

So that it may result in liberati/m, it has to be aided, as 

mentioned above4, by manana and riididhydsana. Manana 

1. ucitadvayorapihibhsgalak?aija. SS. II, 42 and SS. I, 160. 
2. VideSS. I, 158, 159. 

3. This cognition is said to have the supra-relational sense or 
the akhanddrtha as its content. It has been defined by Citsukha 
as follows: 

‘ samsargasangisamyagdhihetutayagiramiyam | 
uktakhandarthata, yadva tatpratipadikarthata || 

TP- P-109. i.e. in the engendering by non-synonymous words 
of a valid cognition which is non-relational consists 
their integrality of sense ; or, it may be taken to be the non¬ 
relational sense of the stem—words. 

4. Vide P. 444 supra. 
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is the mental activity which secures mediate certitude for 

the knowledge born of the major text.1 According to the 

Ndrdyanl it serves to remove the perverse thought that though 

the upanisads have a distinct teaching of their own, it is not 

the identity of self and Brahman.2 This perversity is called 

prameyagatasambhavand. Nididhyasana is the reasoning activity 

for securing immediate certitude of the knowledge of identity. 2 

All these three steps iravana, manana, nididhyasana together 

consist of four types of reasoning processes (l) the determL 

nation of the otherness of the objective manifold in relation to 

the conscious - subject drgdrdydnmyavyatireka. It is argued 

that the sphre of objtots is posited by the self-revealing subject in 

judgements like: I perceive this pot ; I perceive this mountain, 

etc. Without such perceptions, the world of objects can in no 

way be deemed to exist. In other words, existence, to be 

intelligible, must be existence for a subject. To posit an 

object means to relate it to the consciousness which judges. 

We saw, in the previous chapter,4 that this relation can be 

neither contaot nor inherence i.e., external or internal. Contact 

between things, so opposed as consciousness and inert objects, 

is unintelligible. As for samavaya, an independent relation 

betwaen the two relata, it leads straight to the infinite regress. 

So the Advaitin concludes that the objective manifold is related 

to pure consciousness through tdddtmya or identity. But 

identity oannot be conceived between consoiousnesss and the 

inert objective manifold. Therefore, like the rope-snake, the 

world of objects is merely superimposed on consciousness; it 

has no independent status.^ The next three types of reasoning 

follow the same pattern. In the second, sdksisak9yanvayapya- 

tireka, It is argued that what is witnessed, viz., the inert states 

of the mind like pain and pleasure, oannot be identical with the 

witness intelligence; hence they are independently false. In 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

mananamtuvakyajanyajfianasyaparokeaniscayatvasampadakast- 

arkah. SB. P.428. 

SS. takes it to bs the repeated practice of undisturbed Iravana 

and manana - vide NR. PP. 428-29. 

PP. 400-401 supra. 
svaprak&iadrs'astadatmyena siddharp jSdam yadi satyam syad- 
tadl. jadatvadina svaprakaJsdatyamtavilaMpaffl syad NR. 

SB. P. 429. 

MUXTI—57 
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the third, agamapayiiadavadhyanvayavyatireka, it is made out 

that the objects and their states which are in perpetual flux 

cannot be identical with the immutable self. Hence they are 

different and false. In the fourth, duhlchiparamapremaspadan- 

vayavayatirelca the argument is that what causes evil and suffer, 

ing, viz., the world of objects cannot be identical with pure 

consciousness which is also bliss; hence it is different and false. 1 

The point of these reflections is to impress on the inquirer the 

Xdvaiiic conclusion that Atman alone is immutably real. Like 

the thread running through pearls holding them together is the 

Atman m regard to all phenomena.2 What this mithydtva or 

falsity signifies we have already discussed.3 A significant 

part of the three steps Havana, etc., consists in assimilating the 

nature of the world’s falsity. Together with this proceeds the 

determination of the real nature of the Self, which has been 
referred to under dravana. 

In deciding the meaning of tattvamasi we spoke of the 

expressed and indicated senses of tvam and tat. The preoise 

nature of tat has already been set forth in the chapter on 

Brahman.4 Before one succeeds in grasping the import of 

identity conveyed by the major text, obviously, one should fix 

the precise sense of tvam also. We shall briefly indicate how it is 

done. S'ankara has set forth the procedure to be adopted in 

several works of his. Bondage has beep explained to consist in 

a series of superimpositions or adhydta (adhydropa); in contrast, 

its abolition consists in the process known as apdvada5 or 

repudiations. On pure consciousness have been super-imposed 

both the objective world and the subjective phenomena of 

the organism and its activities.* By means of discriminative 

reasoning, these subjective superimpositions must be set aside, 
and their substrate, the pure consciousness in its immediacy, 

1. NR. on SB. P. 429-30. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

Cf. BG. VII, 7. 

Vide PP. 379-385 supra. 

Vide PP. 210-238 supra. 

Vide SS, PP. 125-254; This is the actual implication of 

BmhVaneJ a.10Bns?nih,e2W22°.le °f °bjccU 35 not being 
Vide PP. 355 ff. supra. 
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must be apprehended.1 The positive and indubitable starting 

point of the inquiry ‘ who am 1,1 Icoham is the felt certitude of 

the self’s reality - the doubts are not in regard to whether the 

self is or is not but what its nature is. Self or Atman stands 

revealed howsoever mixed up with extraneous elements in the 

perception of ‘ I ’.z But may not this very reality of the self 

or ‘ I ’ be called in question ? Clearly, this calling in question of 

the ‘I’, this process of doubting, being an action entails an 

agent, and the ‘ I ’ thus doubting, is the doubter.3 But this 

much of certitude regarding the Self would not suffice to liberate 

the Jiva ; it has to be thoroughly distinguished from its sheaths 

«drawn out from the body like an arrow-shaft out from a 

reed ”.4 

An account of the Ko&as and their significance has been set 

forth above,5 where we showed that the metphysical Self of 

the Jiva cannot be any of these five kokas. For instance the 

gross body or the sheath of food cannot be the self,6 for the 

obvious reason that in states like sleep, its inertness is cons-, 

picuous. In our account of the materialist rejection of mukti 

we exposed the inadequacies of their views of Self.7 The self 

which witnesses all changes remains immutable as conscious¬ 

ness. Body, mind, etc., are only its instruments, owned and 

used by it, but by no means indispensable for it. Beyond the 

gross body is the sheath of vital breaths, pranamayakofa sub¬ 

ject to vicissitudes like hunger and thirst; its impermanence, 

objectivity and inertness make it unfit to be the self of man. 

On the level of the pranamaya, life begins to manifest itself; but 

it is unconscious ad proved,rby the sleep state where breath 

functions without consciousness. The manomaya is consoious, 

no doubt; but it is not the self for it is subject to attachments 

-1 cf Self-inquiry is the one, infallible means, the only direct 
one to realize the unconditioned, absolute Being that you 
really are - Mahrasis Gospel, P. 53. Tiruvannamalai, 1949; 

2. Vide P. 410 supra. 
3. SN. V. 4; Cf. atmanas'capratySkhyatutnas'akyatvat, ya eva 

nirakarta tasyaivatmatvat; S'B. PP. 86-87; 

4. KU. VI, 17; 
5. Vide P. 356 supra; 

6. Vide BS. Ill, 3, 54; 
7. Vide Part I. supra; 

8. Stf. V. 10; 
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and aversions, mistakes the body for the self and has conceit 

in possessions like houses, etc. Briefly, the plain limitations 

of the finite mind make it impossible for the inquirer to 

rest content in his mind as his self. The next higher sheath, 

buddhi or vijfldnamaya also is equally imperfect; it collapses in 

sleep and is subject to the sway of the sense-organs and mind. 

Being but an instrument of the self, it may not be identified 

with it. The last sheath of bliss is the closest a pproximation 

to the self; it is revealed in the happiness of deep sleep, and as 

limited by it, the self appears as egoity.1 The real Self 

or Atman is the prototype, not blissful, but bliss itself.3 It is 

Self because, both before and after the integral experience, 

uncontradicted, it exists. Strictly speaking the Self cannot be' 

an object of experience, but one speaks of experience in regard 

to it because its very essence is sentience or experience.3 

Therefore, the Self whose essence is awareness can never be 

doubted.4 Briefly, the pure Self is that alone which cannot be 

thought away. Behind and supporting all throughts of nega¬ 

tions remains the pure consciousness and that is the Atman. 

That the Self alone is real may be reinforced by the demons¬ 

tation of the rmthyatva of the world of objects. The latter may 

be thought away, rt was said. But how? By manana it is 

feasible to show that the world of objects fails to satisfy the 

demands of logical intelligibility and, as such, is false or untrue 

As an example may be considered the nature of bheda or differ 

““ on which rests the concept and experience of the world of 

objects. To the dualists bheda is both ultimate and 

“1“’ 6re“‘he — 
i ’ “ *^*\ “ “‘'Kigible concept ! Difference may be 

. ! £ ”r ‘he ‘t or their attribnte, 
woray, or Jtnma. It cannot be either. For, if it were of 

vSaJ'Jf tahSTbbT. 
1. 

2. 
3.. 

Vide S'B on Anandamaysdhikarapa; 
Cf. Reality is one indiviiual experience • a hieher nnitv 

aes°beUc Wi"' 
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the very nature of a thing, say of A, then its difference from 

another object say B, could be perceived without any refer¬ 

ence to B at all. But it is obvious that the concept of 

difference is unintelligible without reference to its counter- 

correlate or pratiyogin. The dualists may maintain that this 

dependence of difference on a eounter-oorrelate holds good only 

of determinate perception; in indeterminate perception diffe¬ 

rence is cognized without references of any kind. Bor example 

a rod of fixed length requires reference to other rods, etc., only 

when it is to be described empirically as long or short. But 

this argument is weak. Reference to other rods is needed in 

the example because contrary attributes like length and short¬ 

ness cannot at once be predicated of the same object. But if 

difference were the nature of things, its perception should 

require no reference to other objects. If ‘ difference from B 

be included in the nature of A, then since B, which qualifies the 

difference, is also included in A, all difference between A and B 

would vanish. Thus, if difference were the nature of things, 

everything will be the attribute of everything else. Ultimately 

only a single substrate would remain with all things as its 

attributes. Again the nature of difference is to divide things 

and if difference were itself the things in question, only 

division would remain and no things divided.1 If the integrality 

of things be denied, no thing would remain single and whole, 

but each would be split up into everything else. 

Nor may difference be deemed a dharma or attribute of 

things. For, perception does not testify to such an attribute. 

What perception does is to yield the knowledge of an object in 

its unity; it oannot simultaneously perceive the two entities, 

the object and its attribute of difference. To arrive at differ¬ 

ence, first the differents, viz., the substrate and the counter, 

oorrelate of difference must be peroeived; next the cognition 

of difference may follow. The fact is, difference also is a sort 

*f relation and so cannot do without the relata. Again, if 

difference were an attribute, it must be different from its 

aubatrate and then they have to be related by a term other 

than both the relata. This attempt, we saw,2 involves infinite 

1. vid5ran9tmakabhedasyabh5vaivah8vatayam nakiffcanaikam 
vastu syad. TP. P. 168 ; 

2. Vide PP. 400-401, supF», 
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regress; for each subsequent cognition of difference depends 

upon that of the immediately preceding difference. Finally the 

concept of difference is vitiated by the defect of mutual depend, 

ence; when two objects are cognized as different their relation 

as substrate and the counter-correlate of that difference is 

cognized; but only after cognizing them as substrate and coun¬ 

ter-correlate may their difference be cognized. To say that 

this is true of determinate cognition, and not of indeterminate 

cognition is futile; for it is a mere assertion without proof and 

beyond experience.1 

The main object of mctnctnd, as said above, is to convince 

the inquirer of the sole reality of the Atman understood 

through trava^a as identical with Brahman. Ratiocination, 

the study of Vedantie texts, and unwearying effortB to 

concentrate the mind on this sole theme,2 nididhydsana, are 

held to fib the sidhalca for videhamutcti, for as we observed 

above,1 the object of vividi^dscmnydsa is liberation which 

guarantees that no more embodiment is in store for him. But 

the distinctive feature of Advaita is that it holds out the hope 

of liberation even in this life, or, as it is called JivanmuJcti. 

The achievement of this goal is conditioned by a fresh act 

of renunciation styled vidvataannydsa.4 It is accomplished by 

those who have acquired through Havana, etc., the knowledge 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

yugapadgrahaijayogad anavasthlnrasnsata/i I 
parasparasrayatvacca dharmabhede’pinaksadhih ii 
TP. P. 168. 

tamevadhirovijnayaprajnamkrffvitabrabmanah. J3U. IV 4. 
Vide PP. 443 supra. 

The need for a fresh act of renunciation is explained by 
y/-^X*ra£ay? as follows: There are two classes of candidates 
eligible for the saving knowledge : (i) those who have realized 

Boguna aspect of Brahman in meditation, krtapdstayah 

^'hen undertake inquiry into the nature of reality, 
W^Dhaue not>akrtopdstayah. Having secured the 

owledge of Brahman through vividisasannySsa., the former 
“®eHdJn°‘ freshly renounce; for their inherent dispositions 
“d“lnd,as. a whole have already been purified. They can 
expect mdmtmnnyasa and pvanmukti to follow automatically, 
buch indeed are the proper candidates for vidyd. Since 
stmnyasa has been enjoned with such candidates in view, the 
two torms of it seem mixed up in the eastras. Vide JMV. 
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of the supreme reality.1 A classical example of vidvatsannyasa 

is the renunciation of YajfiavalJcya, who having instructed 

Janaka, Maitreyl, etc., retired from the world.2 The basis 

and sanction for this second act of renunciation is the declara. 

tion that Brahmans who know such a Self overcome desire for 

sons, desire for wealth, desire for the worlds, and live the life 

of mendicants.3 Vividi$dsannyasa, yields mediate knowledge of 

the self; the Vidvatsannyasa serves to ripen and perfect it. 

Hence they may be regarded as cause and effect.4 This second 

act of renunciation is designed to achieve liberation in this very 

life. The direct means to Jivanmukti or liberation in life are 

held to be three : (i) the knowledge of reality or tattvajnana ; 

(ii) tranquillization of mind are manonasa; (iii; attenuation 

of mental impressions, or vakanak§aya. These three means 

employed over a long period of time liberate the Self.5 

In practice these three factors act and react on each 

other. Without the tranquillization of the mind, impressions 

must persist while without the attenuation of impressions> 

mind (unregenerate) must persist. But what does tranquilli¬ 

zation of mind mean ? By mind in this context are meant only 

the waves, the modifications, of the mind-stuff; to tranquillize 

them is to restrict these vrttis of the mind. Indeed it is the same 

as what Patanjali defines as : vyutthdnanirodhasamskarayorabhi. 

bhavapradurbhavau nirodhaksanacittdnvayo nirodhaparinamah.6 

The practice of tranquillizing the mind stuff is aimed at 

transoending the empirical dualism between the subject and 

the object in all acts of oogpition and thus at making the mind 

1. Clearly this knowledge cannot be other than mediate. Were 
it immediate, there would have been no need, no possibility, 
for any fresh act. Vide SS. Ill, 346. 

2. Vide BU, IV, 5. 
3. BU. Ill, 5; Also, etameva viditva munirbhavati. BU. IV, 4, 22. 

4. JMV. P. 35. 
5. tribhiretaiscirabhyastairhrdayagranthayo df^hsh | 

nihsahkamevatrutyanti bisacchedat gu«aiva ll 
Vasiftha, Qd. JMV. P. 203. 

6. YS. Ill, 9 ; When there is a becoming invisible of the subli¬ 
minal impressions of emergence and a becoming visible of the 
submliminal impression of restriction, the mutation of 
restriction is inseperably connected with mind stuff in its 
peribd of restriction. 
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a proper means of intuiting the identity of Atman and 

Brahman.1 

Yoga or the process of perfecting the mind as an 

instrument of intuition has an honoured place in Advaita. 2 

While the impure mind cannot intuit the self,3 the purified 

mind, or agryabuddhi, can.4 Bor the process of purification 

the upanisads have laid down certain types of updscinas or 

meditations. The meditations which do not culminate in the 

knowledge of tatlvamsi cannot liberate in this very life ; they 

only lead to liberation by stages or kramamukti.5 But as 

said above, these updsanas, when successfully performed, 6 7 

lesult in the purification of the mind, and thus they facilitate 

the final intuition of identity. 

Upa&and signifies the uninterrupted flow of the same 

mental state in regard to an object prescribed by the sastras.1 

As examples may bo noticed a few of the more outstanding of 

these meditations. The meditation on sagunu <Brahman or 

Isvara enjoined in the Chandogya 8 9 has unusual significance* 

The qualification of the updsaka here is that he be Santa, of 

calm mind. The theme of meditation is qualified Brahman, 

manomayabhdrupa, etc.-* The real self of the meditator is this 

very Brahman or livara - esama dlmd antarhrdaya.10 Hence 

the injunction to meditate on Him as the very Self of the 

1. drs'yate tvagryayabuddhya suksmaya suksmadarHbihih. KU. 
III. 12. 

2. Vide !SU. II, 8, VI, 113. KU„,U, 12; VI, 11 ; MuU. II, 2, 3 ; 
Cf. sarnyagdar^anopayohiyogo vede vihitab. SB. P. 352; GPK. 
Ill, 40. Iu the PD. Bharatit/rtha holds that yoga is an inde¬ 
pendent means to release; but in the VPS. his position is the 
normal one, viz., that Jndna alone liberates. Vide PA. 
P. 245. 

3. KU. Ill, 12 - e$a sarve?u bhute$u gudhotmS naprakas'ate. 

4. asamsk^tabuddheravijneyatvat naprakasata ityuktam; d^syate 
t-u samskftaya ekagratayopetaya suksmavastuniriksanaparayii. 
S'B. on KU. Ill, 12. * F 

5. sagunasu vidyasu gatirarthavati. SB. P. 730. 

6. yavadupasyavigayasakjatkSrenatatphalam praptam. SB.P.777. 
7. CUB. P. 6. 

8. Ill, 14. 

9. CU. Ill, 14, 2. 
10. Ibid, III, 14, 4. 
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aadhakaSince in these meditations tb,e distinction between 

the subject and the object is maintained, their fiuti is not full 

Self-realization - neha sv a,raj ye' bhi$incati.2 The wprds, ‘ after 

death I shall reach Brahman ’ 3 testify to the persistent sense 

of difference. The final goal of this meditation, therefore, can 

only be kramamukti4 after attaining the realm of saguna 

Brahman. The upasaka meditates on God as dwelling in the 

heart’s ether, in the city of Brahman 5 ; here he also realizes 

Him. As in an expanse of clear water or in a clear mirror 

objects are reflected faithfully, so in the cleansed mind 6 of 

the yogin shines forth God, a mass of the light of conscious" 

ness vijfldnajyotihsvarupdvabhdsam. 

Of all forms of upasanas recommended in the upanigads, 

that on AUM is the most celebrated.7 Meditation on AUM is 

held in high esteem because AUM is the most adequate symbol 

of Brahman, and, as such, has been identified with it- The 

Mdndukya makes AUM central to its theme by means of this 

identification. The entire realm of the real is symbolized by 

AUM; past, present and future as well as the waking, dream 

and sleep states of the individual are said to be symbolized 

by it. Sankara declares that to comprehend AUM aright is 

the way to Self-realization.8 Anandagiri explains9 that when 

the sacred syllable is uttered with a concentrated mind, 

caitanya or consciousness shines forth. The process of medita¬ 

tion consists in the merging of the first syllable ‘ a ’ of AUM m 

the second ‘ u Similarly the second is merged in the < m , 

the last element of AUM. Finally, ‘ m ’ itself is dissolved m 

tlu> nonsyllabic AUM whfcb is equivalent to the Tuny a, the 

impartite reality, which is neither cause nor effect. The 

~ 7 gg i, 3, tvam va ahamasmi bhagavo devate ham vai 
warn asi. Qd. SB. P. 741. 

2. CUB. P. 159. , . 
3 CU. 1H> 14? 4, itapretyabhisambhavitasmi. 

4. See infra. 
5. CU. VIII. 1. 
6. MuU.’III, 1, 8. 
7. MuU. II, 2, 3 & 4. 

8. Cl. GPK. I, 28. 

9. Tlka on SB. on the MU. P- 9. 

10. Vide P. 362 supra. 

MUKTI—58 
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procedure sketched above is to be worked out in the manner 

which the adept teacher imparts to the sadhaka.1 

The practice of updsand, when successful, makes the mind 

tranquil by arresting its extrovert tendencies ; the sadhaka in 

fact becomes an avrttacak$us.2 But still there are the vasanas, 
the subtle impressions of the mind for him to contend against 

and uproot ; without success in this respect, that conquest of 

the mind, on which absolute freedom from fear depends, 3 may 

not be attained. It is recognized that the eradication of 

these impressions is as difficult as the emptying of the sea, 

drop by drop with a blade of grass 4 ; but this should spur 

the sadhaka to intense effort, rather than induce a sense of 

despondency and frustration. The effort called for is directed 

to the cultivation of mental states opposed to the distracting 

and degrading states of lust, anger, and greed.5 This is, in 

fact, a process of sublimation effected by the knowledge of the 

Advaitic truth of identity or non-dual reality. 

Again the tattvajnana consists in the reasoned conviction 

that the Self alono is real, the objective manifold being 

only an appearance, mithyd in the sense explained. 

As already mentioned above, this conviction serves 

to discipline the natural impulses. Attenuated impressions 

and knowledge of reality also aid each other.6 Further, when 

the mind is tranquillized, external objects cease to rouse the 

latent impressions of the mind and they get more and more 

attenuated. In their turn, the attenuated ijmpressions tend to 

keep the mind tranquillized. And, the knowledge of reality 

1. The three syllabus ‘ a ’, ‘ u ’ & ‘ m ’ are symbolic of the three 
states of waking, dream and sleep, each being less gross 
than the previous and as such the cause of it. All the three 
are, as objects of knowledge, on the same level. Cf. C1P. P. 
325. In the meditation the idea followed is to merge the 
grosser state in the subtler. ' 

2. KU. IV, 1. 

3. Cf. manaso nigrhayattambhayam sarvayoginam. GPK 111,40. 
4. GPK. Ill, 41. 

5. Vide BG. XVI, 21. 

6. Cf. yavanna vasanunakastavattattvsgamah kutah | 
yBvanna tattvasarppraptirna.avadvasanaksayah II 
Qd. JMV. P. 205. \ 
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guards the mind from- straying away into the world of objects 

and getting distracted ; also it leads the sddhaka to see the 

Self in foes, friends and one’s own body - thus it nips anger, etc., 

in the bud.1 We have already discussed how iama conditions 

the dawn of knowledge of the real.2 

In order to secure these three indispensable means to 

Jivanmuktl, the sddhaka must exert himself. It is here that 

courage and initiative are called for. Even in the earlier stage 

of vividisdsannydsa, these three means are needed : but there 

knowledge of reality was the chief goal. In the second stage, 

the tranquillization of mind and the attenuation of its 

impressions are the main objective. Hence all the three may be 

simultaneously practised with but a shift of emphasis. Practice 

of knowledge consists in pondering over it, expounding, it, 

exhorting one another to follow it and oneself loyally 

following it.3 The matter may be expressed differently also. 

Jivanmukti may be attained through the displacement of the 

demoniac traits in human nature,4 like hypocrisy, vanity, 

pride, anger, etc., by the divine traits such as fearlessness, 

purity of mind and so forth. The latter may be acquired 

through striving to cultivate a detached mind. A detached 

mind is trained to be sufficient upto itself by snapping all its 

artifical ties with the world of objects for, muktyai nirvigay* 
arpmanah.5 Attenuation of impressions removes the milder form 

1. Cf. ripaubandhafu svadeheca samaikagryam prapasyatah | 
vivekinah kutafr kopah svadehavayave?viva II 
Vart. Qd. JMV. P. 207. 

2. Vide PP. 455-6 Supra. The attempt to secure saintly perfec¬ 
tion by means of the three factors mentioned in the text is no 
doubt thorough; but its effectiveness may be considerably 
enhanced by providing for action in the world outside, in 
society, to match the mental states. To conquer anger, etc., 
the cultivation of opposite states as yoga teaches or brahma- 
vihara as Buddha teaches is effective ; but still more effective 
will be the service of love extended to fellow beings. It is 
here that the Neo-vedantic school of Vivekananda has made 
a vital contribution to Advaitic ethics. 

3. Vide FN. 2. Loyally following knowledge must mean 
carrying it out in one’s relations with follow-beings or acts 
dictated by the conviction of unity of Self. That, of course, 
means service of man in the knowledge that man is God 
disguised. Cf. Vivekananda on this theme. 

4. Vide BG. XVI, 4, and 1-3. 
5. Mai.U. VI, 34. 
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of bondage doe to the demonaie traits ,- 'but the tranquillization 

of mind obliterates bondage in all its forms. Still the need 

for the attenuation of impressions will remain as a bulwark 

against the mind’s agitations due to prdrabdha karma, acts that 

have already started to bear fruits.1 

(vi) The Final Means to Liberation. 

What is the final means that yields mukti or the intuition 

of identity between Atman and Brahman ? Is it mind or is it 

word ? There is no unanimity on the answer to this interesting 

question in the schools of Advaita. There are upanisadic 

passages like 4 manasaivedam dptavyam ’,2 which point to 

mind as the final means of realization. True, there are also 

passages like ‘ yanmanasd namanute V * aprdpyamanasdsaha ’ 4 

which seem to deny it. But these negations may refer only to 

immature or untrained minds. On the other hand, there are 

also upanisadic passage which make out that iabda or the word 

of the upanisads is the immediate means of liberation.5 These 

latter cannot be explained away as just teaching that the 

word of the upanisads and of the enlightened toacher aid the 

mind in intuiting the Self. But if the word were competent to 

yield the integral knowledge of the Self, why are manana and 

nidihydsana enjoined after iravana ? As explained above, the 

two latter steps are meant to strengthen iravana and prove 

effective when the dawn of knowledge is obstructed by adharma 

and dharjna.6 Mind, on the other hand' is not established as 

an independent means of direct perception. E.g., it does not 

function as such in regard to the Atman which is self-luminous, 

ox in regard to pleasure, etc., which are intuited by the witness - 

intelligence.7 Mind, of course, may fervently imagine; but 

it is well-known that imagination does not yield objectively 

valid knowledge.8 But on the other hand, upanisadic word 

1. Vide P. 70 supra. 
2. KU. IV, 11. 
3. KeU. 1, 5 ; 
4. TU. Ill, 4. 

5. Vide CU. VI, 16, 3 - taddhasyavijajnau ; VII, - 262 tamasah 
param dars'ayati Sanatkumarah. 

6. Vide BS. Ill, 4, 51. 
7. AS. P. 876. 
8. TP. P. 336 ; VKL. P. 70. 
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yields valid knowledge for its consequence, the sundering of the 

knots of the heart, ‘ the dispelling of all doubts ’ and ‘ the 

attaining of eternal enlightenment’1 is proof of its validity. 

Nor can this view of the validity ot the word be refuted by an 

inference such as : Word is not the cause of immediate cognition 

because it is word. The reason adduced here is seen to be 

groundless in the light of the 4 parable of the ten men ■ 
‘ Thou art the tenth ’ addressed to deluded man produces 

instantaneous enlightenment. In this example it is not the eye 

which engenders immediate cognition; for the same result 

follows in darkness also.3 

This view of the sole competence of the word to yield 

immediate cognition of the Self is traditionally associated with 

the Vivaranct school.4 But Vaeaspati holds that word can 

yield only mediate knowledge and mind alone, through prasaiji- 
khycina or deep meditation, is the direct means of immediata 

intuition.5 He says : the intuition or sak^atkara aimed at is 

that of ‘ tvarn ’ as identical with ‘ tat ’. Only thus can the 

empirical nature of tvam, as the subject of sufferings, of 

erroneous cognition and the agent of wrong actions be aboli¬ 

shed. Now, the word together with investigation, mimarp- 

sasahita cannot yield intuition; only perception is competent 

to do it. Hence, the mind or antahkarana, matured by reflec¬ 

tion on the sense of the major text tattvamsi, produces the 

intuition of identity. TMs experience is not the nature of the 

Self; for, then, it could not have been effected. It is only a 

specific modification pf the inner organ, having Brahman for 

its object. To make Brahman the object of vftti does not 

mean that Brahman is not self-luminous. Even the word, 

according to the former view, is held to reveal the self. 

l. MuU. U, 2, 8 ; CU. VII, 26, 2. 
2 Vide NKS. HI, 64-71. This refers to the parable of ten 

slow-witted men crossing a stream and checking up their 
number to make sure that all are safe. Each tries to count 
up, but finds only nine as he leaves himself out. Seeing them 
all'weeping at the presumed loss of a companion, a kind way¬ 
farer tells each: You are the tenth. Each gets the immediate 
conviction : * I am the tenth 

3. 
4. 
5. 

AS. P. 876. 
Vide VPS. P. 128; . J t J 
In this, too, Vaeaspati was indebted to Magana, vide. 
Introduction to BS, PP. XXVHI-XXIX, 
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luminous Brahman.' The fact is that the final vrtti, of the 

mind objectifies, not Self or Brahman in its absoluteness, but 

as qualified by that very vrtti which, however, is competent to 

abolish all upddhis including itself.1 The Kalpataru on this 

passage explains; the function of the final vrtti is to intuit 

Brahman as entirely unconditioned or nirupddhi. It will, 

therefore, abolish itself, for it also is an upddhi. In itself it 

carries the cause of its own abolition. Thus it follows that 

Brahman as conditioned by the final self-sublating vrtti is the 
object of the latter.2 

The consensus of views among Advaitic thinkers, how¬ 

ever, is in favour of the former position that ‘ habda ’ or the 

upanisadic word is the immediate means of Brahman-realiza¬ 

tion.3 The power to yield immediate knowledge is confined to 

the word which declares identity with 'the thou’ when that with 

which thou is declared to be identical is fit for perception.4 

The final vrtti induced by the Upanisadic word, viz., 

‘ tattvamasi ’ 5 may be regarded as either true or false, 6 satya 

or mithyd for, what sublates avidyd, the material cause of the 

objective manifold, is caitanya or consciousness, manifested in 

the immediately cognitive mode of the mind. VHti itself is 

not regarded as the cause of the snblation just as in Nydya, the 

being a rod, dandatva, is not deemed a cause of the pot, 7 

Though the determinant of consciousness, the vrtti is not real; 

what is determined, viz., consciousness, is, and so, the sublation 

of nescience may very well he effected.8 Or, in as much as 

1. tasyaivatadupadhervinas' yadvasthasya svapararupopadbiviro- 
dnmo vidyamaoatvat. Bhamatf on S'B. P. 31; 

2. evamca nanupahitasya visayata na copadhernivartakantar&- 
peksa. Kalpataru on the above, P. 29. 

3. Vide Introduction to NKS. P. XXVI; 

4. yogyapadarthanirupitatvampadarthabhedaparasabdatvenil- 
paroktajKanajanakata. VKL. P. 78; 

5. pfirvavadeva vedSntavakyena janita akhandavskyarthavi- 
$aySvi;Uih. Ibid. P. 91; 

6. Ibid. P. 50. natatrobhayatrapi dosam pas'yamab; 
7. Ibid. ' 
8. An example of a superimposed and, as such, ‘false’ entity 

wading to valid cognition is length or shortness, qualities of 
dhvam, being superimposed on vowels which are devoid of 
them and eternal; still as ‘long’ or ‘short’ vowels yield correct 
cognition, vide VKL. P. 51. 
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this vrtti has empirical reality (and that Is the meaning of 

being inithya, or false), it also may be held to abolish nescience. 

Even as but empirically real, the final vrtti, considered as know¬ 

ledge, is valid; for in Advaita validity of knowledge consists in 

its having an object which is not sublated,1 2 and Brahman, 

the object of the final vrtti is unsublated, being the sole 

reality.3 

The final jflana which liberates is indeterminate or nispra- 

kdraka.4 But as such, can it sublate nescience? Yes; for its 

content is the substrate, adhisthdna, of the entire superimposed 

world, viz., the pure consciousness. Since this substrate is in 

reality indeterminate, the right knowledge of it also, of course, 

is indeterminate. Also, the object of the error whose conse¬ 

quence is bondage is this indeterminate consciousness or 

Brahman; hence it is natural that its right knowledge or prama 

should sublate the error and abolish the objective manifold, 

caused by the error. The Advaitic indeterminate cognition is 

yitally different from the nirvikalpakajflana of the Naiyayikas; 

for, this latter is merely an object of inference, while the former 

js immediate5 awareness. 

Can Brahman, devoid of all attributes, become an object 

of the final vrtti ? Madhusndana’s reply is that while Brahman 

js not an object of final jHana, this jflana has as its object 

Brahman.6 This seems to be a distinction without a difference 

and one’s understanding is not helped when it is added that 

the relation between Brahman and the final cognition 

1. ataeva... r..pram5*ajanyaparoksantal?kara«avrtterev5jnanana- 
s'akatvahgikare pinado?alj. Ibid; 

2. abadhitarthajnanaviaayatvarp pramapyaprayojakam. V KL. 

P. 52; , 
3 The fact that an empirical vrtti yields valid cognition may be 

elucidated with reference to samvadibhrama - i.e., a delusion 
which culminates in a fruitful result ; e.g., the mistaking the 
light of a gem for the gem itself leads to attainment of the 
gem, vide PA. P. 245 and VKL. P, 52; 

4. Vide PP. 4-00 fF. supra. 
5. VKL. PP. 56-57. 
6. Brahmapo jnanavi$ayataya asambhavepi jnSnasyabrahma- 

vi$ayatavartate. Ibid, P. 58; 
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is indeterminable, . anirvacaniyamIn his Advaitasiddhi, 2 

Madhusildana has a. more straight forward answer. He says there 

that the final mode is in itself false, being a transformation 

of avidyd; but, in the, final cognition, the mode does not enter 

a3 an object; only pure consciousness is cognized. Brahma- 

nanda’s note on this clarifies the matter. He admits that 

the very idea of cognizing pure consciousness is illusory; but he 

denies that the final cognition is incompetent to abolish all 

illusions. Pertinently, he points out that ignorance relates 

only to Brahman as conditioned by that very ignorance, not to 

pure, unqualified, Brahman, beyond all conceivable relations 

And, to remove this ignorance, cognition of the Brahman 

conditioned by this ignorance is of course competent.3 When 

the Advaitin talks of brahmaIcdrdvrtli, he means only the final 

mode of mind having as its object Brahman, of course, as said 

above, conditioned by this very mode.4 This conditioning or 

objectification of Brahman would not make it inert as a pot,, 

etc, which are also objectified by the modes of the mind; 

because to make of something an inert object, it has got to 

have no more degree of reality than the mode itself.5 But, 

of course, while the mind’s mode is empirical only, Brahman is 

metaphysically real. Or, it may be held that what constitueB 

inertness or materiality is the being an object of consciousness, 

as a pot, e.g., is.6 This position is sounder, according to 

Madbusndana, than the normal view that phalavydpyatd 7 

is what constitutes inertness. Now, by 'phala’ or fruit is 

meant consciousness manifested in the mind’s mode engendered 

by a means of valid cognition.8 • Since, mental states like 

1. anyadevava kitncid anirvacaniyam. Ibid; 

2. (P. 886. upahitasyavisayatve’pi upadberaidsayatvensbbrama- 

3. bhramatvamatramapadyate, 5jnananivartakatavirodhibhrama 
tvamva. tatrasvopahitavi^ayakajfiiinam pratisvopahitavi— 
jfianasyaiva nivartakatvenopahitavi$ayakatvarupabhramatva- 
mistam. LC. P. 886. 

4. viijayataivacakraah VKL. P. 58; 

5. 8vaM.manasattakavi?ayat5ya eva karmatvapadakatvat. Ibid. 
Pt 59, 

6. athavacaitanyavisayataiva jadatvapadiks. Ibid. 

7. Cf. phalavyfipyatvamevasya s'astrakrtbhirnivaritam 1 
Brahmapyajfiaiia nas'ayavrUivyaptirapeki?ta || Qd. VKL. 

P^™®^*ajany*I*jahkarm>av|'ttyabhivyaktacaitanyasyaivafsastre 
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pleasure are directly intuited by the witness consciousness with¬ 

out being illumined by the Vi’tti - manifested consciousness, these 

states too, like Brahman must be deemed non-material - a view 

which Advaitins reject. Hence, materiality must be taken to 

consist in being the object of consciousness, and its being a mere 

object of the final wit* would not make Brahman material. 

In the first moment after the rise of brahmakaravrtti, as 

the result of the operation of the upanisadic word, tattvamasi 

well grasped, both vrtii and the mind are illumined by the 

witness-consciousness; still, it retains its character as indeter¬ 

minate having for its content indeterminate consciousness. 

This is the state of pramanaphala or the fruit of the 

operation of the word or the pramdna. In the next 

moment, the mode, made potent through its grasp of cons¬ 

ciousness, abolishes the nescience regarding pure consciousness 

as such, just as the mental mode which objectifies the rope 

abolishes nescience in regard to it. Next follows the cancella¬ 

tion of the superimposition of distinctions such as egoity, Jiva, 

Brahman, etc., for, with the abolition of their material cause, 

viz., nescience, these distinctions must also be nullified. Next, 

or, at the same time as the former event, the final mode, whose 

content is consciousness, is cancelled, for, it also is a product 

of nescience. Thus is accomplished the final cessation of all 

kinds of superimpositions such as the body, etc., on pure 

consciousness. The finaj upshot of this entire process is the 

self-abidance of pure consciousness without distinctions of 

Jiva and ISvara and world 1 ; for, nescience and its products 

have been dispelled without residue. And this is the state of 

mukti or liberation. 

(vii) The Nature and Status of the Cessation or 

Nivrtti of Nescience. 

The cessation of avidyd also raises some problems. What 

is its nature and implication t The cessation of avidyd, i.e., of 

the entire objective manifold, baa been variously interpreted by 

Advaitio thinkers. The negation of the world, according to 

Mandana, is the great truth to be learned which only Vedanta 

f. Vide PP. 254-255, supra. 

mukti—59 
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texts can teach. .He holds that the reality of this negation 

does not conflict -with the sole reality of Brahman; for, he 

upholds what has been styled bhdvddvaita or sadadvaita, transla¬ 

ted as ensmonism.1 Therefore, a negative reality like the 

cessation of avidyd does not affect his bhdvddvaita in any way. 

It is secure so long as there does not exist by the side of 

Brahman a second positive reality. Avidydnivrtti is real in 

the sense that it is not annulled by the realization of absolute 

and pure consciousness. 

he author the Igtasiddhi seems to hold two views on 

is question . (i) He treates avidydnivrtti as a fifth indefinable 

ca egory , for it is not real or sat; or non-real or asat; or both, 

emg self-contradictory; or anirvacaniya i.e., neither real 

nor unreal. It cannot be the last because, then, as we saw 

ove, it would be sublated by the valid cognition of Brahman, 
and ag a result, the reality of the wor]d would follow> 

(n) /imuktatman also reduces avidydnivrtti to the substrate of 

the objective manifold, viz., Atman or Brahman.3 

Anandabodha, the author of the Nydyamakaranda favours 

p w that avidydnivrtli belongs to the fifth category as 

expained. But according to Citsukha, his commentator, 

. Dan. a 0<^a 8 own view is that the status of avidydnivrtti 
is anirvacaniya.4 

n his work the Tarkaprddipikd, Citsukha criticises 

Vimuktatman and Anandabodha and maintains that, strictly, 

Advaita must equate avidydnivrtti with pure consciousness.5 

Madhusudana and Brahmananda also reject the view which 
assigns to avidydnivrtti the status of a fifth category 6 and 
lend support to the position of Citsukha.7 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

Vide Introdn, to Br.S. P. XLI. 
Vide PP. 384. ff. supra. 
Vide Introdn. Br.S. P. XLIII,. 
NySyamakaranda P. 357. Ch.SS. 1907. 

nivrttiratmamohasyajfiatatvenopalaksitah ; TP. P. 382. 
vastutastvavidyanivrtteh pancamaprakaratvam.anabhy- 
upagamaparShatam. AS. P. 467. 

Caramavrttyupalaksjitasystmandjnanah&nirupatvat. Ibid;P.884. 
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That avidyanivrtti implies the abolition of everything other 

than Self follows from the upanisadic teaching of ‘ neti ’ 

‘ neti ' 1 and it may be identified either with the ever accomp¬ 

lished nature of the Self or with the final vrtti whose object is 

the Self.2 

What does the cessation of avidya, imply ? The fact that it 

ceases is natural; for, as we iusisted, avidya or bondage is 

essentially other than real and so, in the light of the realization 

of the sole reality of pure consciousness, it vanishes like the 

rope-snake. The Nydyaraindvali, using technical language 

describes the cessation as: drdyadhikaranaksane dr&yddhikar- 

anaksanapurvatvdnadhikaranatva'm drsyocchedah? This means 

that as soon as the final mode of Self-intution rises, there is an 

experience of a total stepping out of the stream of time; the 

time consciousness with its past, present and future and the 

relations of before and after completely vanishes. “ There is a 

liberation from the alien that besets us here ”.4 Further it 

signifies that avidyanivrtti, from the point of view of the Saint 

who experiences it, is not an effect produced by the operation 

of certain causes. It is realized as an eternal varity.5 For 

the Advaitin, operation of grace is just this experience of the 

uncaused or eternal variety of Self-realization.6 But from 

outside the experience, it seems to be something effected and so 

may be dated.7 Madhusudana thus remarks that in as far 

as the final vrtti is to’ be effected, mukti also may be said to 

be so. The world and the three-fold sadhana in it are real 

enough to bring about the final vrtti which sets the seal of 

sainthood on the sddhaka ; with this accomplished, the world, 

1. Ibid. P. 885. 

2. ajnanahaniratma,var5paip tadakaravrttirva. Ibid. 

3. SB. P. 12. 

4. Ennead VI, XI, 10-11. Qd. Religion & the Modern World. 
W. T. Stace, London, 1953. 

5. Within that single moment of time are enclosed all eternity* 
and infinity. Hence Blake : 

To see the world in a grain of sand. And Heaven in a wild 
flower; Hold infinity on the palm of your hand. 
And eternity in an hour. Qd. Time and Eternity, PP. 76 flf. 

6. SB. on KU. II, 23. 

7. If the divine moment is looked at from outside, it will have 
natural causes of some kind. Time & Eternity, P. 88. 
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i.e., avidya ceases lor the saint ; for him, in full possession of 

his deepest reality as pure Conciousness, 

“ ....like the baseless fabric of the vision 

The cloud-capped towers, tho gorgeous palaces. 

The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve; 

And like this unsubstantial pageant faded. 

Leave not a rack behind ”.1 

The Saint has crossed the bridge of the world ; its full 

value as wholly Atman is a matter of indubitable experience for 

him.2 He has entered into the • state of turiya consciousness. 

“ The fourth, say the wise, is not subjective experience, nor 

objective experience, nor experience intermediate between the 

two, nor is it a negative condition which is neither conscious¬ 

ness nor unconsciousness. It is not the knowledge of the sense, 

nor is it relative knowledge, nor yet inferential knowledge. 

Beyond the senses, beyond the understanding, beyond all 

expression is the fourth. It is the pure unitary consciousness 

wherein awareness of the world and of multiplicity is completely 

obliterated. It is ineffable peace. It is the supreme Good. It 

is one without a second. It is the Self”.3 The path of ‘Neti ’ 

Neti or strippping away all that is unspiritual culminates in 

the paradoxical experience of sarvam khalvidam Brahma - all this 

is Brahman. This is the state of liberation or repose in one’s 

own greateness and freedom.4 

1. Temp. Act. I, Scene 1; 

2. Vide. PP. 387-388 Supra. 

3. MU. 7. Translation by Svarni Prabhavananda & F. Manches¬ 
ter, Qd. by Stace. Religion and the Modern World PP. 246- 
47 1 

4. svenarupenabhinifpadyate ; CU. VIII, 12, 3. 



CHAPTER VII 

MUKTI OR DELIVERANCE 

(i) Mukti as general concept in Advaita. 

In the previous chapter we saw that as a result of the 

brahmakaravrtli, the final modification of the purged mind or 

agrydbuddhi, the sddhaka realizes his identity with pure eons 

ciousnesss. This self-realization has been styled turiya or the 

Fourth relatively to the phenomenal states of wakefulness, 

dream, and sleep, though as pointed out earlier,' it is not a 

state among states, but the impartite and infinite conscious, 

ness or the Advaitic Absolute itself. The recognition of one’s 

integrity as pure cousciousness is deliverance or Mukti in 

Advaita, whose nature and implications wo shall set forth in 

this chapter. 

We shall begin with fjafikara’s definition of deliverance. 

“ That which is absolutely real, immutable, eternal, all penetra¬ 

ting like dkaka, exempt from all change, ever-satisfied, 

impartite, self-luminous ; in -which neither good nor evil nor 

effect, nor past nor present nor future has any place - this 

incorporeal state is called deliverance.” 2 From this it is dear 

that for 5afikara the state of deliverance is ontologically 

identical with Brahman or the Absolute; 3 for, it is the 

paramdrtha or what has sattva, defined as trikaldbadhyatva4. 

The point of characterizing mukti as kutasthanitya or immutable 

is to stress its contrast from what, though changeable, remains 

recognizable as the same, viz., the parinaminitya,5 such as 

1. Vide p. 354 supra. 

2. idaiptu paramarthikam kufasthanityam vyomavatsarvavyapi 
sarvavikriyarahitam nityatrptam niravayavam svayamjyotih- 
svabhavam | 
yatja dharm&dharmau sahakaryepa kSlatrayam ca nopavar* 
tete; tadetada^ariratvam moksakhyam II 
$B. PP. 73-74. 

3. brahmaivahi muktyavastha. 5B. p. 823. 

4. Vide p. 381, supra. 

5. kufasthanityamiti nirvartyakarmatamapakaroti. Bh§. on S'B. 
p. 73. 
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a river or the guntis of the Samlchyas. Further, it underlines 

the truth that mukti is not an effect, produced from a colloca¬ 

tion of causes, and, as such, ephemeral. The comparison of 

mukti ■with dkdka is only by a concession to the prevailing 

view that the latter is eternal, whereas, in Advaita, aka&a also 

is transient being a product.1 Also, it serves to suggest the 

freedom from all obstacles that mukti denotes. That mukti is 

not a remote goal in space to be reached by actual physical, 

movement, as the traditional heaven of dualistic creeds is, 

is denoted by.the adjective all-pervading.2 The absolute security 

and finality of the state of mukti is meant by describing it as 

aarvavikriyarahiiam, exempt from all change. As all changes 

we know or conceive of fall within the sphere of phenomena, 

exemption from changes confers on mukti its noumenal and 

spiritual status, a truth further stressed by its characterization 

as niravayavam or impartite. Its eternally blissful nature, 

which lifts it above the realm of all activities and achievements, 

is expressed by the adjective, nityatrptam, ever satisfied.3 

Trpti in fact implies independance or anapcksatvam, and 

freedom from all grief, even bliss, visokam sukham vd4. The 

autonomous bliss that is mukti alone possesses an intrinsic 

value of its own, because, at the same time, it is svayam jyotih 

svabhavam, viz., consciousness. It does not require to be 

illumined by a light other than its own.5 Nor does mukti fall 

within the sphere of ethics with its, empirical distinctions of 

good and evil. It transcends both ; for, these ethical distinc¬ 

tions obviously presuppose conflict of wills, purposes and plurality 

which find no place in the noumenal realm of the non-dual 

reality. As it is not located in space, so too, mukti does not 

fall within time.6 It is the eternity of whioh time is the 

moving image. In its essence, mukti is a state of freedom from 

embodiedness, akariratd. “ Him who is the bodiless among 

bodies, stable among the unstable, the great, all-pervading 

1. TU. II, atmana&kSsah saipbhiitah ; also vide Bha. S'B. p. 73. 

2. sarvavyapiti prapyakarmatamap&karoti, Ibid. 

3. phalanapeksatvannaphaiarthapi kariya. RP. on SB. p. 73. 
4. Ibid. 

5. sukham capratiyamanam na purujartha ityata aha svayam 
jyotinti; Bha. SB. p. 73. 

6. vide, kaiattte vilasati padesvatmakan tbiravonah, SS.III, 40. 
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v?tman,-on recognizing Him, the wise'man sorrows not”1 or, 

as long as one is subject to embodiment, i.e., deems 

oneself a fiinite being confined to one’s body, one cannot 

but suffer from the flux of emotions and be exposed 

to the hazards incidental to embodiment.2 The final 

liberating knowledge consists in abolishing, once tor all, the 

illusory, but nonetheless, effective, sense of such embodiment. 

The realization of the saint is not only that now he is no more 

confined to the finite organism, and in future will not be, but 

also that at no time was he so confined. His is the realization 

of the timeless reality of absolute consciousness. Mukti is the 

state in which one’s hunger for the Infinite is quenched. “ Due 

exclusively to the right knowledge born of the major text 

tattvamasi, one sees that nescience with its manifold effects 

(such as embodiments, &c.) was not, is not, and will be 

not ”, 3 This conclusion follows from the nature of avidyd 

as anirvacanlya.4 It was pointed out,5 that the concept of 

may a essentially names and forms (ndmarupe) has far-reaching 

significance in Advaita. That significance may be appreciated 

in the light of the conclusion that the knowledge of Brahman, 

the substratum of the objective manifold, abolishes without 

residue both avidyd and its effects. The significance of the 

mithydtva or falsity of the world, too, is no other. The various 

meanings of the term mithydtva, we stressed,6 add up to the 

truth that ‘ the empirical validity of the world of plurality 

holds good till one’s identity with Brahman is experienced in 

the fullest measure Now that such realization has been won 

by the sage and mystic, the superimposed world of objects 

including his ego collapses, leaving nothing except the timeless 

reality of pure consciousness. The clouds of nescience lift and 

the eternal sun of reality shines forth without let or hindrance. 

This experience of the shining forth of the eternal truth is 

7. KU. II, 22; MuU. II, 1, 2; IV. 3, 15. 

2. na vai sas'anrasya satah priyapriyayorapahatirasti - CU. VIII, 
12, 1. 

3. tattvamasySdivakyotthasamyagadhijanmamatratah | 
avidya, sahakaryena nasidasti bhaviyyati II 

BV. I. 183. 
4. vide. p. 316. supra. 
5. vide pp. 312-315 supra. 
6. vide. pp. 383. ff. especially p. 386. 
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affirmed ip t^e 'proposition ■* ahambrahmd smi ” 1 , called the, 

anubhavavak'ya, the appropriate response to the upadegavdlcya, 

tattvamasi. The climactic experience in the search for perfec¬ 

tion may, with equal validity, be described as the gaining of 

one’s Self or Strnan, the atmalabha. True, one’s Self is always 

there, and areal alienation therefrom is unimaginable. Still, 

due to the confusion born of avidyd, possession of Self is not 

effective ; its vision is not unclouded. It is more like a 

treasure buried deep uuder the products of avidyd. Sadhana, 

discussed in the previous chapter, consisted in dispelling 

these clouds or digging up this treasure - yasmin viiuddhevib 

havatyega dtmd,.2 This removal of the illusion of the loss of 

one’s Self and its virtual recovery through right knowledge 

or samyagdarhana has been likened to that of an ornament 

worn on the body, but feared to have been lost, when some 

one draws one’s attention to it. 

The state of nescience which enshrouds the Atman is the 

sphere of plurality.-’ Due to samyagdarhana, the perception 

ot plurality vanishes for good. The sphere of the many in which 

the Self is, as it were, asleep 4 is abolished, when the Self wakes 

up and fills its place. No kind of empirical activity based on the 

subject-object dualism is any longer possible for the awakened 

Self, for, now, it has attained the consciousness of being the 

Self of all, sarvatmabhdva or brahmabhdva.5 It is a universa¬ 

lization of the consciousness of identity, a perception of all 

things as Brahman.6 This is the essence of the celebrated ex¬ 

pression prapaUcapravilaya or prapancopahama. In experiencing 

the Self as the Self of all, indeed, as all, there is total 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5- 

6. 

BU. I, 4, 10. 
MuU. 11, 1, 9 ; also cf. MuU. Ill, 1, 8. 

yatrahidvaitamivadhavafi taditara itaram pas'yati, &c. BU. 

GPK. I, 16 - anadimayaya supto yada jivafj prabuddhyate | 
ajamanidramasvapnam advaitam buddhyate tada li 

cf. tadetad pasyannrsir Vamadevalj pratipede iti brahmadar- 
s'anasarvatmabhavayorekakalatvanirdesat. pp. P. 1095 CSS. 
No. 1. 

cf. evambrahroatmataya triaukSilesvavisistam tadvyatirek- 
epagrahanSt. S'B on CU. Ill, '14, 1. 'MuU. ft. 2, 18. sarvam, 
brahmeti tu samanadhikarapyam prapancapravilapanartham. 
nanekarasatapratipadanartham. S'B. p. 206 cf. also BU. IV- 
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negation of the manifold in the very s 

it appeared - the adhi$tlidnari^\hrttyantaon(tV^X8^^b^i^^,^f 

dvaitam.1 Such is the effect of converting what was, in the 

state of sddhana, only an intellectual viewdnfco an indubitable 

experience ; in other words it is the implication of the growth 

of the philosopher into the saint and mystic. After the dawn of 

knowledge, says S'aAkara,2 in all states of life the conviction 

matures ‘ I am the world-all On the contrary the perception 

of the slightest difference from the absolute Self, even to the 

extent of a hair’s end, bdldgramdttramapi, is nescience or avidyd. 

That by prapaftcayravilaya is meant this transfiguration of 

the world into the substance of the Self, its perception and 

evaluation by the mukta as pure consciousness or spirit, has 

been argued at length by S'ankara.3 The dissolution of the 

objective manifold is of course not a physical process - like the 

melting of butter in fire. It can only bo the translation, by 

means vidya, into Brahman of the world of names and forms, 

the pro duct of nescience, just as the plurality of moons, a pro¬ 

duct of defective eye-sight, is changed into the right perception 

by means of proper cure. No man can literally demolish the 

empirical world, of course; were it possible through deliveranoe, 

the first mukta would have accomplished it. 

Sarny agdar&ana or the saving knowledge of the Atman does 

not and cannot imply making the Atman an objeot of the act of 

knowing.4 On the contrary, Atman is experienced as the seer 

of seeing, drsterdrasta,.5 * This experience, in its turn, does not 

require to be further cognized. Once it is realized that the know¬ 

ledge of the knower is eternal, no further knowledge in regard 

to the knower is desiderated. For, one can seek to know only 

what is other than one’s Self. One’s Self is always known, or 

rather, the very being of the Self is consciousness. The sun 

surely should not require a torch to see itself.6 The inevitability 

1. cf. Definition of mithystvam p. 382 
2. ahamevedam sarvo'smitimanyate » BU. IV. 3, 20. 

3. vide S'B. on BS. Ill, 2, 21, p. 649. 
4. cf. vijnat«ramarekena vijamyat ? BU. II, 4, 14. 

5. BU. IV, 3, 23. 
6. nacadra?<urnityaiva drstkityevam vijnate drastrvi?ayam df?- 

timanyamakamk?eta .,.‘na ca svarupavi^ayakamk^a syasyaiva, 
S'B. on BU. 1/4, 10, 

MUKTI—60 
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of deliverance due to samyagdars'ana ia affirmed aa follows; 

Whoso knows the true atman itself aa assuredly aa (in the 
undelivered state) he takes the body to be the Self and 

so as to sublate this latter perception, will, despite himself, 
be delivered.” 1 

Sankara employs a parable to illustrate the truth about 
the Advaitic doctrine of mukti.2 “ A prince, soon after his 

birth, is abducted and brought up by a hunter in the forest. 
He leads the life of a hunter totally ignorant of his real iden 

fity. Later, upon attaining manhood, he feels a novel and 
noble spirit striving within himself, and there grows a sense 

of total estrangement from hia immediate environments. 
Now it happens that a kind and trustworthy courtier from 
his father’s court meets him and reveals to him his royal 
status. His artificial and unbecoming status as a hunter 

falls off, and he just recognizes his innate royalty”. Such is 

the nature of the realization of Brahmanhood by the jiva- 

The knowledge of Brahman or samyagdars'ana implies only the 

shedding of false imaginings by' the jiva; so far only may it 
be regarded as a result of right cognition.3 

Mukti, understood as a recognition of the Self’s identity 

with Brahman, is no bare identity as some have apprehended4 
In fact, as pointed out before, it is identical with Brahman 

and all its fullness, purnatd, and richness of contents is there 

to make it the highest value and goal'of life. In discussing. 

Brahman as Satyam, Jfidnam, and Anantam, both in its nirguna 

and saguna aspects we pointed out at some length that 

Brahman is not less, but immeasurably more, than the 

contents of these expressions. The incapacity of the empirical 

mind to grasp the contents of the Absolute is of course 

no excuse for it to condemn Brahman as ‘ bare ’. The sole 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

dehatmajnSnavajjcanam dehstmajnanabsdbakam | 
atmanyeva bhavedyasya sanecchannapi mucyate || 
US. IV. 5 

S'B. on BU. II, 1, 20. also vide BV II. pp. 970-972. 
N, 93 - adis'antahyanutpannalj prakrtyaiva sunirvr- 

sarve dharm^b samabhinna.. S'ankara comments on this : 
tasmacchantirmok^ovands tikartavyaityarthah 
Vide PV. P. 480 
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purpose of the texts on creation, we said, is just to emphasize 

the purnatd of Brahman, the source of the world. What is 

achieved in mulcti is the perception of this very world in its 

essential character as Brahman or the apprehension of its 

value as Brahman. 

< The original sin ’ involved in bondage and imputable to 

the Siva is the affirmation of ‘ I will ’ - an expression of the 

finitude of the Jim seeking to expand against obstacles 1 . 

Right knowledge, at one stroke, abolishes this finitude, 

together with the sense of opposition from alien entities. The 

significance of predicating Brahmanhood of Atman may be 

stressed in this connection. Advaita teaches the deliverance 

of jiva; it is a perception by dtman, in atman, and of Atman, 

aimana, atmani, atmdnam? The obscuration of identity of 

Atman and Brahman afflicts and torments the jiva only, ho, 

the revelation of that identity is his most precious gain 3 . 

So much is this the fact that for all practical purposes 

‘ Atman is Brahman ’ may be treated as a synthetic judge¬ 

ment. In being Brahman, something of inoaloulable value 

has been added to the Atman.4 This point may be better 

appreciated by comparing the Advaitic concept of Bralimd- 

tmaikya with the kaivalya of the yoga philosophy - a sort of 

self-deification. 

(ii) Varieties of Deliverance. 

The final knowledge or brahmdkdrdvj-tti no doubt liberates 

the body-bound Sqjlf into a boundless Self-vision and cons¬ 

ciousness of freedom. But this does not always coincide 

with the disappearance of the body, the erstwhile prison house 

of the Self. From “ the super-vision of samddhi, wherein one’s 

contact with the Infinite is sufficient to make the illusion 

of all differentiated egos - our own and other men’s - disappear 

immediately”,5 some return to the attenuated shell of the 

differentiated ego, to the world of relativity. These are said 

1. vide Vedantic Epistemology, pp. 60-61. 
2. Vide Mysticism, East and West, p. 32. 

3. cf. yaiplabdhva cSparam labhammanyate nadhikam tatah, &c. 
BG. VI. 22 

4. vide Mysticism p. 83, 
5. Prophets of New India, p. 45, R, Rolland. 
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to enjoy the status of deliverance in life or jivanmukti, and 

this concept forms one of the most characteristic features of 

Advaita philosophy. Above we referred to two forms of renun¬ 

ciation, vividisasannyasa, and vidvat sannydsa as having for 

their goals videhamukli and jivanamulcti respectively. Besides 

these two types, krma muleti or gradual deliverance and 

sadyomukti or immediate deliverance are also recognized in 

Advaita. Before we discuss the characteristics of the libera¬ 

ted Self in life, we shall distinguish these main types of mukti.* 

(a) Sadyomukti or immediate deliverance is brought about 

by the knowledge of the Atman i.e., the realization of pure 
consciousness.2 In his commentary on the Oita, Sankara says 

that immediate deliverance accrues to those renunciants who 

have established themselves in samyagadariana? The reference 

here is to those whose happiness is within themselves, who 

delight within themselves, whose light is within those who are 

yogins and have become one with Brahman. Their sins have 

all dwindled away; their doubts have all been solved; they have 

perfect sway over themselves and are intent on promoting the 

welfare of all living beings. They are free from lust and anger ; 

they have known the self, and are, therefore, delivered both in 

this life and hereafter.4 This conception of deliverance hardly 

differs from that of jivanmukti as we shall presently see. 

Logically, sadyomukti must be identical with videhamukli or 

1. The Sutasamhita, a A. series No. 25, in its section on deli¬ 
verance makes a broad distinction between deliverance 
achieved through knowledge, indnaphalabhuta and that pro¬ 
duced by action, karmaphalabhuta. The latter is dsvided into 
four, salokya, sdmipya, sRrupya, and sdyujya. The first 
refers to the sharing by the devotee of the same sphere of 
which the god he worships is the Lord; the second is the 
proximity to the goal of liberation won by those who perform 
the duties of their respective stations in life; the third is the 
sameness of form with the deities won by the devotees who 
deem these deities as different from themselves; the last is 
the unity of the devotee with the deity worshipped. None of 
these is genuine deliverance; being products of activities, 
they are all transitory states at best. What the Samhita calls, 
the jnSnaphalbhuta alone deserves to be styled mukti and 
that is the central theme of Advaita, 

2. evaj?i sadyomuktikaranamapyatmajfi5nam, S'B. p. 118. 

3. sanp^dar^ananisthanam sannySsinarp sadyomuktirukta BGC. 

4. BG. V.' 24-26. 
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deliverance without embodiment. Both may be alike defined as 

jndnasamakalamukti - deliverance, simultaneous with the know¬ 

ledge that saves.1 That no time may intervene between the 

dawn of tho saving knowledge and deliverance is the sense of 
several declarations of the s'ruti, i.e , the experience of mystics 

and saints.2 Besides, the function of the saving knowledge is 

to abolish all nescience and its manifold effects.3 

(b) Kramamukti or gradual deliverance refers to the ulti¬ 

mate freedom from nescience which awaits the sldhaka who, 

due to failure to win the saving knowledge, is obliged to travel 

to the world of the kdrya Brahman or Hiranyagarbha 4 by the 

way of the gods or the devayana.s The need for this change 

1. vistaram yadapasyati brahmaiva bhayati tada BGC. p. 580; 
and A. Giri on it; jnana,amanakalaiva muktiriti sucyate. 
Ibid. 

2. cf. visirnakaryakarapobhutasuksmairanavrtah | 
vimuktak'armanigalah sadya eva vimucate || 
Vakyavrtti £1. 51. Memorial edn. of S'aftkara’s works No. 15, 
p. 31. also campare : yathavidyabrabmapraptyol) samanaka- 
lata sruyate : Brahmaveda Brabmaivabhavati; anandam 
Brahma^o vidvanna bibheti; tadatmanameva vedaham Brati- 
masmui; Bha, S'B. p. 80 

3. NKS. IV. 58, 59; 

4. BS. IV. 3.10. 
5. The Demydna also known as arcirddimdrga starts from the 

moment of departure from the body. Those who cultivate 
the saguna vidyd and certain forms of occult lore like pa£c5- 
gnividya. (cf. <50. V, 3-10) are the travellers on this path. 
The departing vidvan or knovver of the sagu^avidyS (vide S'B 
p. 868) blessed by the sagupa Brahman dwelling in his heart, 
moves alohg the susumna nerve. (RP. S'B. p. 868; also 
vide CU. VIII, 6,6). Irrespective of the time of departure, it 
is held that the susumna is connected with the sun’s rays 
by means of which the vidvSn proceeds to bis destination, 
vide BS. IV. 2, 19 & CU. VIII, 6, 2. This upward 
movement is conceived as very fast as fast as one can 
direct one’s mind to it he comes to the sun ” - CU. Viii, 6,5. 
The details of the path given indifferent upanijads may be 
synthesized. Vide BS. IV. 3, 1. &c. The following are the 
stations on the way, so to speak, while actually the refer¬ 
ences are to the masters of these stations the flame, the 
day, the half month of waxing moon, the six months of the 
sun’s northward movement, the year, the world of gods, the 
air, the sun, the moon, the lightning, Varuna, Indra and 
Prajapati. vide CU. V. 10, 1 & 2. and BS. IV. 3, 2 & 3; these, 
are all construed as living beings ‘ escorts ’ or ativahikas who 
conduct the advancing vidv&n to the world of Brahman, vide 
BS. IV, 3, 4; 
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of place does not, or course, exist for those who have won 

the knowledge that saves; for as observed above, they are 

jftanasamctkalamuklas or those who have been delivered at the 

very moment of enlightenment.1 But the sddhalcas who have 

ardently worshipped saguna Brahman, i.e., are well-versed in 

sagunavidyds,1 move on to higher stations where they pro¬ 

gressively gain competence for the saving knowledge. The 

movement here, of course, relates only to the sillc^masarira of 

the sddhalcas and not to the ,4trnan which is all pervasive 3 . 

Besides the worshippers of saguna Brahman, specialists in 

occult lores like the Pancagnividya 4 are also held competent to 

travel along the path of Gods. 

The followers of the saguna vidyas are exhorted to let their 

minds dwell on the objeots of their worship till the last moment 

of their conscious life.5 The general principle behind this 

exhortation is the belief voiced in the GUa that the state of 

mind in which a person departs from this world determines the 

nature of the environments amidst which he is reborn; 6 for this 

is really a case of the tatkratunyaya viz., what one wills with all 

one’s mind and heart, that one gets.7 They are helped along 

the path of the gods by the regents of the stations through 

which they pass; finally, a non-human guide, amanavah purusah, 

conducts them to Brahman.8 Of course this Brahman cannot 

be the non-dual reality or the Advaitic absolute which is acces¬ 

sible only through right knowledge.9 The Brahman referred 

to in Icramamulcti is the karya Brahman, presiding over the 

1. vide nahyatmaikatvadais'inam apeksitavyamkimcidasti, ta* 
tranarthikagatiij. S'B. p. 729. 

2. eg. the S'apdilyavidya CU. Ill, 14. 

3. vide p. 337, supra, and BS. IV. 2, 8-10 
4. Mention, in this connection, may be made of the paryanka 

vidya (KauU. I, 3 & 4); the Upakosalavidya, CU. 10-15; the 
Paficagnivldya; Ibid; V, 3-10; and the daharavidya; Ibid, VIII, 
1-6; 

5. BS. IV. 1, 12. 
6. BG. VIII, 6 & 10; 

7. CU. Ill, 14,1 - yathakraturasminloke bhavati tatha itah pre- 
tya bhavati. 

8. CU. IV. 15, 5. 

9. natuparasmin Brahmani gantrtvam gantavyatvam gatirva* 
vaklyapate, S'B. p. 880, 
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highest heaven.1 Still it is called Brahman because the dif¬ 

ference between the Absolute and the karya Brahman is solely 

due to upadhis such as thought and light, manomayatd bhdru,. 

pata.2 In the sphere of karya Brahman the devotees, sagtino- 

pasakas, enjoy a state of quasi-deliverance consisting in heigh¬ 

tened powers of enjoyment. That this state is really only an 

aspect of samsira is fully recognized.3 But enjoyment pre¬ 

supposes a mind and each is held to retain his own mind 4 . 

On the other hand, they may or may not be embodied.3 With¬ 

out the body and senses they enjoy as in a dream, and with the 

body, as in wakeful life. What they enjoy depends on their 

wish. Whatever they wish for, they are supposed to have the 

power of effectuating and enjoying.6 Further, these semi-libe¬ 

rated dwellers in Brahman’s world are endowed with the power 

of multiplying their bodies and ensouling them all to maximize 

their enjoyments.7 Great as are their powers, they cannot 

exercise the cosmic functions of karya Brahman or I$vara 8 • 

Their powers and knowledge indeed depend on the Lord who 

alone is the creator, &c„ of the world. Under the supreme 

sway of the Lord the devotees wield their powers. In respect 

of enjoyment, both the Lord and the sojourners in the world 

of Brahman are alike.9 Their ultimate destiny is non-return 

to the lower regions of samsara ; 10 in duo course, they also at¬ 

tain immortality.11 But in Advaita, there is only one type of 

genuine immortality, or amrtatva.12 Therefore, it is contended 

1. BS. IV. 3, 10. 
2. paramevahi brahma visuddhopadhisambandham kvacid kais'- 

cid vikaradharmair, manomayatvudibhirupSsanayopadi- 
syamanamaparamiti’sthitih - S'B. p. 881. 

3. Jagadaiyvaryalaksai?am samsSragocaram evaphalam; S'B. 
p. 889. 

4. BS. IV. 4, 10. 
5. Ibid; IV. 4, 12. 
6. videCU. VH, 25, 2 & VIII, 1,6. 
7. BS. IV, 4, 15 with S'ankara’s comment. 
8. BS. IV. 4, 17 Jagadvyapapavarjam, &e. 

9. bhogamatrasamyalingScca - BS. IV, 4, 21. 

10. etenapratipadyamana imam manavamavartam navartante 
CU. IV. 15, 6. 

11. CU. VIII, 6, 6; KU. VI, 6. 
12. cf. tasmatsvarupSnandasya svaprakayatmarupipah | 

praptirmuktirnatatrSsti taratamyam katbamcana [| 
AS. p. 899, 

■> 
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that during their sojourn in the world of Brahman, they develop 

their fitness for the final illumination. At the time of dissolu¬ 

tion of the world of Brahman, together with its Lord, the devo¬ 

tees win final deliveranoe.1 

This doctrine of gradual deliverance is, strictly speaking, a 

presumption made by the Advaitic thinkers in order to make 

sense of the various statements of the upanipads regarding the 

departure of certain type of knowers along the path of the 

gods, and their non-return to a state of earth-life. Perhaps, 

here, we have to reckon with an article of ancient faith in a 

heaven beyond our present habitat, and in life there as the des¬ 

tiny of virtuous and wise souls.2 This suggestion is supported 

by S'aakara when he says : “ We have to recognize deliverance 
by stages because the hruti teaches movement and non-return” 3 

It is important to notice that Advaita does not compromise the 

fundamental principle of deliverance through knowledge alone 

even when it subscribes to the faith, in kramamukti. For Ad¬ 

vaita there are two approaches to the Absolute (1) directly, 

through right knowledge; (ii) indirectly, through worship and 

knowledge of the same Absolute limited by upudhis like 

omniscience, &c., i.e., of Is'vara. The concept of kramamukti 

pertains to the second of these approaches-, but, even here, un¬ 

qualified deliverance ensure only from the right knowledge of 

the Absolute.4 

(c) JIvanmukti or Deliverance in Life- 

The main result of brahmakaravrtti is deliverance of the 

type we distinguished above as sadyomukti. Ethically, it 

entails the destruction of all karma, good and bad; for, if 

either survives the blazing fire of right knowledge, bondage to 

its results also must continue.5 But how can acts already 

1. vide S'B. on BS. IV, 3, 10- K«ry«tyayetadadhyak§ei>a sahatah 
paramabhidhanat. 

2. Cf. sagunavidyavipakasthanam tvetat svargadivadavasthsn- 
taram—’SB. p. 902. 

3. itthamkramamuktiranavrttyadisrutyabhidhanebhyo’ bhyupa- 
gantavya—’SB. p. 881. 

4. tatraivetpannasamyagdarsanah santastadadhyakjepa saha 
paramapadam pratipadyante. Ibid. 

5. akartratmatvabodhanimittasya ca karmakgayasya sukrtadu- 
skrtayostulyatvat—’SB. p. 849.. cf. ksiyante c&syakarmani- 
MuU. II, 2, 8; CU. IV, 14, 3 ; V. 24, 3. 
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performed be prevented from producing ,their results? The 

answer is that the capacity of acts to yield their fiuits is 

obstructed by the power of Self-knowledge. The reason why 

this knowledge obstructs the native capacity of acts to bear 

their fruits must be sought for in the nature of knowledge 

itself. The saving knowledge of Self reveals it to be a non. 

agent, alearta. The contents of this knowledge may be thus 

expressed: X have ever been, and am, and will be Brahman 

which is neither agent nor experient. I have never been an 

agent, or experient nor am I such, now, nor ever will be 1 . 

In the light of this immediate realization vanishes at once the 

illusion of all agency. So, it stands to reason that karmas, 

good and evil, previously superimposed on the self should 

perish, and that none should, in future, stick to the delivered 

Self.2 Were the agency of the Self at all natural or real, 

neither it, nor the acts and their consequences could have 

disappeared on the dawn of knowledge ; deliverance would have 

been unattainable.3 Indeed, Ramanuja who holds agency of 

the Self to be real is obliged to impute to vidya,* the magical 

power of destroying sins through the grace of God.* The 

Advaita position, on the contrary, entails no appeal to faith. 

It holds that bondage of the jtva consists in its false assump. 

tion of agency6 and, therefore, deliverance is freedom from 

sueh assumption. 

An important distinction has, however, to be made. Not 

all acts and their fruits are burnt up in the fire of right know¬ 

ledge, though certain scriptural passages may apparently bear 

such an interpretation.7* Only such aets, performed before 

1. parvasiddhakartrtvabhoktrtvavipantam hi tri§vapikalesvakar- 
trtvabhoktrtvasv'arupam brahmahamasmi, nctahs purvawtapifcar- 
tibhokta v’ahamasa/p nedanim napi bbavisyatkala iti hrahma- 
vidavagacchati—’SB. pp. 847-48. 

2 tadadhigama uttarapurvaghayoraslesavinSsau fadvyapadeslat 
BS. IV. 1, 13. 

3 cf. nabhuktaqi ks'iyate karma kalpakoti&atairapi — Qd. RB- 
p. 534. 

4. For Ramanuja ; vidyS = Worship of God - Vedyabbataparama- 
puni$3radhanarupa. RB. p. 535. 

5. Ibid. 

6. vide p. 406 supra. 
7. MuU. II, 2, 8 ; BG. IV. 37, BU. IV, 4, 22, £c. 

MUKTI—61 
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the dawn of the saving knowledge, will be consumed as have 

not begun to bear their fruits - anarabdhakarya eva tupurve 

tadavadheh.1 Acts which have brought about the present life of 

the right knower, or vidvan, remain unaffected.2 Why ? By the 

inherent power of Brahman-knowledge, as explained above, all 

actions, being based on nescience only, must be abolished alike. 

In reply, Sankara remarks that the dawn of right knowledge 

itself can be understood only in relation to the maturation of 

certain appropriate Jcarmas of the knower. Once they begin to 

operate, the process must continue due to the original 

momentum, just as the wheel of the potter keeps revolving 

even after the completed pot is taken off.3 Nor is this an 

unintelligible contention. The knowledge that the Self is not 

an agent, doubtless, cancels the ignorant belief that it is ; 

though thus cancelled, ignorance persists for a while due to 

its deep rooted impressions in the mind, just as the false vision 

of the double moon, despite the right knowledge that the 

moon is single. Finally, this .is not a matter for theoretical 

speculation at all; it is the truth of direct experience. One 

has immediate realization of Brahman, and, at the same time, 

for a while the body remains - the body and its workings being 

the visible symbol of tbe karmas which have begun to bear 

fruit.4 None may dare question the fact of another’s realiza¬ 

tion of Brahman attested by his own heart. The term jivan- 

mukti is used to describe this state of continued life in the body 

on the part of a knower of Brahman. 'But we defined mukti as 

a state of disembodiedness,5 and is not, therefore, jlvanmukti 

a contradiction in terms ? No; for, embodiedness is not a 

physical state so much as a matter of false knowledge; it is the 

clinging, through nescience, to the body as though it were the 

Self or an integral part of the Self.6 The point of utmost 

importance in Advaita is that every seeker after deliverance 

may hopefully aim at the goal of jlvanmukti. 

1. BS. IV. 1, 15. 

2. tasyatavadeva ciram yavanna vimoksye’ tha sampatsye CU. 
VI. 4, 2. 

3. cf. HastatnalakabhSsya, p, 180, ME. Vol. No. 16. 

4. apicanaivstra vivaditavyam brahmavidakatncitkalam sariram 
dhariyate nava dhriyata iti. SB. p. 851. 

, 5. vide P. 468. supra. 

6. na saSarlratvasya mithyaj'ffananimittatvat. SB. p. 95. 
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Vidyarariya defines jivanmukti as $he eradiction of the 

mind’s proneness to act and thereby to experience pleasure and 

pain 1 ; or it is one’s awareness of the absence of all adhyasa 

though the psycho-physical organism continues to exist as long 

as the prdrabdhakarma lasts.2 It is recognized that since the 

conations and the emotions are the very stuff of the mind, 

these cannot be absolutely eradicted ; but by means of yoga, 

none the less, these may very well be overborne and restricted.3 

It is not as though there is a conflict between the operation 

of prdrabdhakarma and that of Brahman-knowledge; the 

operation of knowledge also, resulting in the joys of holiness, 

is one of the results of prdrabdhakarma. Still, human effort 

is necessary to assist the operation of prdrabdha : hence 

sadhana which invariably precedes the attainment of jivan¬ 

mukti.4 

As the concept of jivanmukti is based on the self-certifying 

experience of the saints and mystics, we find evidence for it 

in the ancient religious literature of India. In the Katha 

upanisad5 it is clearly stated that the seeker experiences 

two stages of deliverance. “ Even here he is liberated from 

the bonds of desires and desire-prompted acts springing from 

nescience ”.6 The next stage supervenes on death, when, for 

good, he drops the upadhis of body and mind. He is no more 

re-embodied.7 Again in the Brhaddranyaka,8 deliverance in 

life is clearly affirmed* as identical with the shedding of all 

1. jivatal? purusasya kartrtvabhoktrtvasukhadubkhadilak^apa^- 
cittadharmEh kle^arupatvadbandho bhavati— 
tasya nivarapam jivanmukiiA il 
JMV. p. 102. 

2. svasminsvadria satatadhy3sapratibhase sati yavatprarabdham 
svacittSdyavasthiti. - Com. on JMV. pp. 103-4. 

3. Cf. YogaJcittavraltinirodhah, YS. I, 2. 

4. Cf. svapaurusaikasadhyena svepsitatyagarupipa | 
manahpraiamamatrena vina nasti s'ubhagatih || 
YV. Qd. JMV. p. 123. 

5. vimuktaica vimucyate - KU. V. 1. 
6. ihaivavidyakrtakSmakarmabandhanairvimukto bhavati; SB. 

on KU. V, 1. 
7. vimukta&cavimucyate punah ^ariram na'grahnSti - Ibid. 

8 IV. 4, 7 - yada sarvepramucyante kama ye’ sya hrdisritab | 
atha martyo’mrto bhavatyatra brahma samas'nute || 
KU, VI, 15. 
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desires that hold the heart captive, “ The mortal becomes 

immortal; he attains the status of Brahman even here, atra, 

once all his heart’s desires are totally renounced “ These 

desires constitute mail’s mortality, and when they are wholly 

dropped, the knower becomes immortal. While living in the 

body, he attains the status of Brahman, viz., deliverance”1. 

feaAkara adds that deliverance has nothing to do with any 

change of place, thus bearing out the statement in the previous 

section that the attainment of the world of Brahman is no 

mukti at all. He quotes another scriptural passage to. the 

effect that deliverance in life is a state in which the sense 

organs, mind and the vital breaths function but apparently ; 

in fact, they have been sublated . bddhitdnuvftti, and are now 

like a cloth burnt to ashes, but retaining the original shape.2 

That the Bhagavd Gita and texts like the yogasdsi9tha 

contain numerous references to deliverance in life will become 

clear from our discussion of the conduct of the mukta or the 
delivered individual. 

Still dtj may be noted that certain teachers of Advaita do 

not whole-heartedly uphold the doctrine of jivanmukti. For ins¬ 

tance, Sarvajnatmainuni, the author of the Samk&epatfdriraka, 

maintains that after the dawn of the saving knowledge neither 

nescience nor its products like the body can even appear to 

exist. Sadyomukti alone is in order. Therefore all references 

to jivanmukti are only euologistic in their import. They exalt 

the idea of deliverance and encourage the sddhaka to press on 

with his endeavours to secure it.3 Neverthless, it is obvious, 

that this teacher also felt that weight of tradition too strongly 

1. anatmavijayah kamah avidyalaksapii m^tyavah.ato mrtyu- 
viyoge vidvSn jtvannevamrto bhavati | 
asminneva s'arirevartamano brahmabhavam moksam pratipad- 
yata ltyarthah || 

'SB, on'BU. IV, 4, 7. Cf. Moral actions are the denial of the 
W -k? 1,e‘ ^ salvation from moral and physical evil is 
possible only through a total transformation of our being 
consisting in a turning of the will. The Elements, p. 228. 

2- sacakjurackjuriva sakar^o karjiaiva saprawopranaiva, and A. 
Gin’s note on it. 'SB. p. 97. ' 

§,Vsa“yU39Pratyam fotraj«tam jlvanmuktekalpiteyojamyam | 
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to discard the ideal of jivanmukti. For in the subsequent 

verses,1 he falls in line with orthodox Advaita thought and 

supports jivanmukti. He makes it the consequence of the 

survival of either a part, or appearance, or impressions, of 

avidyd.2 There is deliverance in life, he also affirms, because 

it is experienced.3 

Mandana who slightly procedes Sankara 4 also holds two 

conflicting views on the question of jivanmukti. Pure logic 

forces him also to maintain that the realization of Brahman 

annihiatea all forms of karma including the prdrabdha. This 

means that the only deliverance he recognizes is the sadyomukti 

which entails the fall of the body of the mukta.5 But facts, 

viz., the saint’s experiences, force him also to concede that, 

even after the realization of Brahman, the body of the saint 

persists for a while. This phenomenon ho refers to the traces 

of nescience, avidydsamskardh, which persist in the form of 

prdrabdha, and which will be annulled either through the foroe 

of right knowledge or automatically.6 

(d) Videhamukti is the absolute deliverance of the Self 

from all forms of nescience - avidyd stamayomokhsah.1 It denotes 

the perfect manifestation of the nature of the Self - kevalenaivd- 

tmandvirbhavati.8 In this state not even traces of nescienoe 

may be predicated of the Self.9 It has won back its absolute¬ 

ness, and abides as pure consciousness without any limita¬ 

tions.10 No difference now is conceivable, as in kramamukti, 

1. Ibid; 40,42, 43, 45. 
2. Ibid. IV. 42. cf. AS. p. 892. 
3. S'S.IV. 43. vide vidvadanubhavasiddhatv&davirodbah. Madhu- 

sudana on the above. 
4. vide Introduction to BrS. P. I viii. 
5. atahkjjipraiva muktirnapratik9ajjiyamasti | 

dehapatapratikijatunSntariyaktvii! bbavatyeva ll 

BS. p. 130. 
6. alpakalas thayi t vStsa mskarasy a...... tatt vadarianSdeva kram e0a 

tasyapi niv^tteh, svayameva va saceyamavastha jivaumukti- 
ritigiyate. BS. p. 132. 

7. Qd. LC. p. 2. 

8. 'SB. p. 892. 
9. sarvabandhavinirmuktah suddhenaiyatman&vti§tbate. ‘SB. 

p. 893. 
10. iv^narupeHabhimspadyate sa uttamal? puru9ah CU, VIII, 12, 3. 
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between the fully delivered Self and parabrahman. For only 

now is realized the absolute significance of utterences lik 

tattvama-ii'. In other words, in videhamukti there is unqualified 

identity between the delivered Self and Brahman.1 “As pure 

water poured forth into pure becomes the very same, so 
becomes the atman of the seer ”.2 It is obvious from this 

that videhamukti is jnana&amakalamukti,3 i.e., deliverance 

simultaneously with the right knowledge of Brahman. In 

contrast to kramarnukti and jivanmukti, it entails the lapse of 
the body and mind at the very moment of deliverance ”.4 

The view given above is the traditional one as borne out 

by the text. “ He delays only so long as he is not freed (from the 

body); then he attains (oneness)”.5 But Vidyaranya puts a 

different interpretation on the concept of videhamukti. He 

grants that normally the expression refers to deliverance 

without relation to any form of embodiment. But he uses it 

to denote merely the absence of future embodiment. The 

acquisition of right knowledge, he argues, is intended only to 

ward off future embodiment. The body in which the saving 

knowledge is won is the product of past acts ; it was there before 

the dawn of that knowledge and so its origin could not have been 

prevented by that knowledge. It may be noted that the fall 

of the present body also is not brought about by the saving 

knowledge; for, even the body of the ignorant falls by the 

exhaustion of prarabdha alone. Nor can the saving knowledge 

destroy the suk^masarira, the subtle body, of the vidvdn, for 

we know that the jivanmukta haska subtle body, too, despite his 

knowledge. Indeed, the function of knowledge is not to destroy 

1. avibheigena dr$tatv«t, BS. IV. 4, 4. 
2. KU. IV, 15. 
3. vide JMV. p. 221. 

4. cf. jfianadevatukaiyalyaip prapyate yenamucyate | 
kevalasyatmanobhavah kaivalyam dehadirahitatvam | 
Ycna^flanapraptibalena krtsnabandhfidvimucyate. JMV. 

5. CU. VI. 14,^ 2. translated according to Saiikara’s comment, 
also cf. Vakyavrtti, vv. 52, 53 & YV. - Jivanmuktapadam 
tyaktvasvadehekalasatkrte | 
visatyadehamuktatvam pavand spandatimiva n 
Qd. JMV. p. 221. 
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any body; it only abolishes nescience.1. Therefore, Vidya. 

ranya concludes that Videhamukti must be taken to mean 

deliverance with the certainty that no future embodiment awaits 

the Self.2 To this certainty Yfijfiavalkya refers when he 

assures Janaka, “ You have indeed achieved fearlessness.” 3 

Reasoning also shows that the knowledge of Brahman 

must immediately liberate from all future embodimentcs; for, 

if it did not, and only after death it liberated absolutely, 

an unseen potency or apurva for knowledge will have to be 

assumed.4 But this will obliterate ail distinction between 

karma and j ft ana. Therefore jnana must liberate at once, and 

may not wait for the moment of death to produce its natural 

effect of deliverance. 

This view of Vidyaranya is not in conflict with the tradi¬ 

tional view presented above. It is a matter of interpretation 

only. If by Videhamukti we understand deliverance from all 

embodiment, present and future, of courso it can only super¬ 

vene death. But Vidyaranya’s view is quite logical when the 

expression, videhamukti is taken in the sense he gives to it.5 

(in) The jivanmuhta or the saint. 

The various types of mukti discussed above have, on the 

whole, a speculative interest; but a distinction must be made in 

the case of the Jivanmukti. For, this provides a test of the 

claims made on behalf of the supreme Advaitio ideal of 

deliverance. Immediate 'deliverance, gradual deliverance and 

deliverance in disembodiment - all these are beyond the scope 

1. cf. yatojnanamajKanasyaiva nivartakam. pp. Qd. JMV. pp 
222-223. 

2. iasmadbhavideharahityalaksapa videhamuktirjfi&Dasamakalina 

JMV. p. 228. 

3. BU. IV. 2, 4. 
4. In the Purvamimarpsa it is maintained that sacrifices which 

perish as soon as completed, nevertheless, secure heaven 
through the agency of adpjta, the unseen potency of sacrifices. 
If the Jnana of Brahman did not liberate at once, for it, too, 
an unseen potency will have to be assumed. 

5. cf. tirthe $vapacagrhe va najtasmj-tirapi parityajan deham I 
jnSnasamakalamuktah kaivaiyam yati hata^okah || 
Se?a qd. JMV- p. 229. 
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of observation, and diave to be taken on the strength of proba¬ 

bility and scriptural authority. But jivanmukti may be studied 

at close quarters as exemplified by the living sages and saints; 

for, the naan liberated while living in the body is none other 

than a saint and mystic in one. “ A saint is mystic, a human 

being looking upon the division between the earthly and super- 

earthly, the temporal and eternal, as transcended, and feeling 

himself, while still externally amid the earthly and temporal, 

to belong to the superearthiy and eternal In setting forth 

the nature of the Aduaitic muhti we pointed out that it is tho 

realization of the timeless reality of Brahman.2 The jlvan- 

mukta fully shares in that realization, and yet, as long as the 

body and mind persist, in the intervals of his absorption in the 

beatific vision, he must be aware of the world in time also. Thus 

he fully answers to the description of the saint and mystic 

quoted above. We shall examine the traditional accounts of 

the Jivanmukta with a view to judge how far they reveal a 

picture of perfection that should serve as an example and sti¬ 

mulus to those who accept the challenge to he perfect. 

A general viaw of tho mukta is furnished by the Bj-had- 

drapyaka when it enjoins: therefore let a Brahman become 

disgusted with learning and desire to live as a child. When he 

has become disgusted both with the state of childhood and with 

learning, then he becomes an ascetic, muni. When he has become 

disgusted both with the non-ascetic and with the ascetic state, 

then he becomes a Brahman.3 From 'Sankara’s commentary 

on the passage quoted it appears that the terms pdp&tya, balya, 

and mauna denote increasing degrees of the knowledge of the 

Brahman.4 But in commenting on the sutra, andviskur Vanuatu, 

vayat,5 Sankara takes balya to mean the purity and simplicity 

of the heart of children.6 In any case, the climax in this text 

denotes the jivanmukta who has fully realized the purpose of life 

1. Schweitzer Qd. in Goethe after two centuries, p. 106. Loui¬ 
siana State University Press, 1952. 

2. vide P. 470, supra; also cf. CU. VIII, 4, 1; III, 11, 3; 
3. BU. HI, 5, 1. 
4. vide also RP. gB. p. 816. 
5. BS. Ill, 4, 50. 

6- tasmadantaro bhavaviSeso balasyaSsnyate. §'B. p. 820, 
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and won the crown of perfection while alive in the body.1 In the 

words of the Bhagavat Gita the mukta may be distinguished 

as a vijftdni.2 At the same time it is necessary to observe that 

muktas do not all conform to a single type. Having emptied 

themselves of their private egos, they have become perfect 

vessels filled with the spirit of God which expresses itself in unpre. 

dictable ways. The recognition of this fact is necessary lest we 

apply a single yard-stick to all the muktas and fail to appreciate 

the unfettered spontaneity of their self-expression. Thus it has 

been remarked that “ some among them conform to established 

patterns of conduct and may not violate social conventions; 

others resemble simple rustics, children, or people possessed; yet 

others may display abnormal powers; also, among them are 

yogins intent on contemplation and averse to the normal 

activities in the world ”.3 

How does the world of multiplicity appear to the integrated 

mind of the vijhani or the mukta ? In tbe full tide of bis 

Brahmic realisation, it is small wonder that he sees no alien 

world at all.4 Above, below, before, behind, right and left, 

1. athabmhmaijahkrtakrtyobhavati; brahmaiva sarvamitipra- 
tvava upaiayate; nirupacaritam hi tadatasya brshmapyam 
prap»am S'B. on BU. Ill, 5, 1. cf. yaftkas'cidatmanama- 
parok?*krtya kr arthatayS vartate saeva brahmapah - Vajra- 

sueika. 

2. BG. VI. 8 & S'aiikara’s comment on it : Jnanams'&strokta- 
padarthanam parijnanam; vijnanamtu jfiatanajp tathaiva 
svanubha vakara«aro. 

* « 

3. ke’pi var«8ifrsm&c5rani§thapara mugdhabalapramattopama- 

s'capare '( 
ragipo bhogino yoginas'cetare jgttmnSip lak?yate; naikarupa 

sthitih !( 
SS IV. 22. cf. The wind bloweth where it listeth.so is 
everyone that is born of the spirit. St. John. III. 8. Also 
“ These artists of the inner life are of different types. Some 
are full of poetry and music; others are vigorous men of 
action; still others are solitary souls ” - Great Indians, P. 62. 
S. Radhakrishnan. 

4. According to the intensity and fullness of the realization of 
Brahman, the muktas have been classified into four: (i) 
Brahmavit; (ii) Brahmavidvara; (iii) Brahmavivariyan; 
fiv) Brahmavidvari^tha. These 4 classes correspond to the 
last four levels of yoga - yogabhsmayah, as expounded in 
the YogavSsistha. The first three levels viz., yubhecchs, 

musti—62 
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the mukta perceives only his Self.1 In this highest state of reali 

zation, as often remarked before, the objective manifold does 

not exist .for the mukta ; its highest value as pure consciousness 

stands unveiled. The question, then, of the illusoriness or other¬ 

wise of the world would not crop up for him; because, the mukta 

in the nirvikalpa$amadhi has no awareness of objects. Such a 

one is, strictly speaking, not a knower of Brahman but 

Brahman itself.2 3 But even after the return of the mukta to the 

attenuated shell of the differentiated ego, to the world of rela¬ 

tivity, the power of his integral experience remains potent. It 

is the firm and unshakable grasp of this deepest truth of the 

world that is denoted by the term * sathitaprajna ’ applied to 

the jivan mukta in the Gita. 3 Amidst all his apparent activi¬ 

ties in the world of plurality, the mukta has unbrokeu awareness 

of the integral experience.4 No matter what objects confront 

his enlightened vision, they reveal to him their essential nature 

vicaraija, and tanumSnasa, comprise the means to the realiza¬ 
tion of Brahman. The fo>. rtb, Sattvupatti, is the level of the 
mrvikalpasam&dhi born of the major text lallvamasi One 
who has reached this is the Brabmavit, who realizes Brahman 
alone is true and that the world is uiithya. The next three 
ievels, asamsakti, padarthabhSvini, and turiya denote grades 
of the jivanmukias, the grades depending on the degrees of 
of the repose born of the indeterminate contemplation or 

fc^teSS'; °!Uhe fifd> leve>> the mukta" descends 
theTix h HI£<l'SUCh 3 one ls Brahmavidvara; on 
the sixth, his attendants have to induce him to come down 
from samadhi; he is the Brahmavidvariyan. When the mukta 

andCvlcTnelt1th le'^!’ he longer drscends therefrom, 
and is styled Brahroavidvaristha. Vide JMV pp 344-47 cf 
MuU 'ill 1 a4raarati!? kri>avaneSa brahmav idSnrnr i^thah 

■ CU VII, 25, 1 & 2 cf. “ She (the Divine Mother) showed 
me that everything was full of consciousness, The image 
was consciousness, the altar was consciousness, the water- 
vessels were consciousness, the door-sill was consciousness, 
he marble-floor was consciousness - all was consciousness ”* 

The Gospel p. 290. 

2. yasminnityasukhambudhaugalitadhirbrahmaivanabrahmavid 
MamsSpaficaka v. 5. 

3. Ch. II. vv. 55 ff. 

4. cf. evam tatvepare ^uddhedhhfroviirantimSgatah i 
tadev&svadayatyantarbahir vyavaharannapi ll 
YV. Qd. JMV. p. 179. 
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as pure consciousness.1 The Gita, describes this blessed state 

of the muktas as ‘ the day ’ which is but ‘ a night ’ to the 

undelivered worldlings, meaning that the latter are shut out 

from the vision of the world as pure spirit or God. On the 

contrary, the awareness of plurality normal to 1 common sense’ 

is ‘ a night ’ to the muktas 

In the sense that the mukla immediately apprehends the 

world as Brahman, which is its highest truth, obviously he 

possesses truth in its highest and most inclusive form. To appre¬ 

hend the world as a mere congeries of objects, detached and 

inert, and opposed to oneself is, in the first place, a mark of 

cognitive bondage.3 Besides, it is evidence of a false valua¬ 

tion, a failure to recognize that the world is not merely an 

effect of Brahman, but is Brahman in essence. In fact, the 

concept of cause in Advaita is axiological, i.e., it has a 

reference to the essence of things. To find out the cause of a 

thing is to find out its essence. In the experience of the mukla, 

the gulf between the actual world and the essence it embodies 

is abolished ; the world’s truth as Brahman is apprehended.4 

The mukta thus has an unbroken realization of the final truth 

of Advaita, viz., that the world is an expression of divine 

bliss.5 He realizes that worlds are but the waves of the 

boundless ocean that he is - their rise and fall do not afifeot 

him.6 This does not mean that, eg., the mukla fails to 

distinguish between a saint and a sinner. Only, he would not 

treat them as irreconcilable opposites, but appreciate the one 

1. sarvamatmanarn pas'/ati BU. IV. 4, 22. cf. 
deh&bhimanega’lite vijn&te paramatmani | 
yatra yatra mhno yati tatra tatrasamadhayab |] 
Vakyasudha Qd. JMV. p. 326 ; also BG. VIII, 19. 

2. Ch. II. v. 69 and 3afikara’s comment on it. cf. Dakgiijamurti 
storta v. 1. 

3. vide P. 403 supra. 
4. vide The Vedanta of Sankara, pp. 293-94. 

5. cf. This very world is a mansion of mirth, Here I can eat, 
here drink and make merry. O physician 1 You only see the 
surface of things, holding to one as well as to the other. He 
drank his milk from.a brimming cup-R&mprasad, Qd. Gospel, 
p. 432. 

6. cf. mayyanantamahambhodhau jagadvicih svabhSvatah j 
udetuv&stamayatu na me vj-ddhina vak?ayah || 
A^tavakra Gita, V.74. 
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as the realization of dhe potentialities of the other. The saint 

is the transformed sinner; what is transformed is not the 

Brahmic essence of the sinner ; but the changing circumstances 

of his life, the u padhis, which for the saint has only an empirical 

reality.1 Realizing himself to be the Self of all, the saint’s 

judgement of the sinner will be different from that of the 

unregenerate mind. The saint very well sees that the evalua¬ 

tion of the world as Brahman makes no sense to the ‘ sinner’ 

just as the hundred-rupee note has no immediate significance 

for the child.2 Dr. Radhakrishnan points out that the muhta 

functions in the temporal world with consciousness of the 

timeless Infinite. “ He has trikaladr${i, an intuition of time 

in which past, present, and future exist together in the Self- 

knowledge and Self-power of the Eternal. He is no more a 
victim of time ”? 

The action of the muhta is a highly controversial subject. 

In numerous contexts, Sankara vehemently aigues that action 

and perfect knowledge are utterly incompatible. For instance, 

in the introductory remarks to his comment on the first 

chapter of the Gita he says : “ One who knows the truth about 

his Self realizes • I do nothing ’ 4 ; therefore he cannot even 

dream of performing action which is hostile to right know- 

SaAkara’6 main contention is that all actions fall 
within the sphere of avidyd* and so the muhta, who perceives 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

sarvamevanujanati sarvamevaniyedhati 1 
syanniseaho’tatsvabhavatah || 

denendent^on S' Cf; A mouse ?° »«« than an angel is 
dependent on God, yet a mouse is not a kind o anee) 

fPtS’lSf 'ldM °f Gf' P- 222 • ‘The more perfection 
*k‘n? h ; the m°^ does 11 Participate in the deity, the 

more does it express God s perfection Ibid. 

Great Indians, pp. 88 ff. Bombay 1949. 
vide, BG. V. 8 & 9. 

vSt0tmni pratyayasya atmayathatmyavidafi kartavyat- 
karmvndD!fn’.,, samyagdar^anaviruddhamithyajfiSnahetukah 
karmyogah svapnepi na sambhavayitum sakyate. BGC. 

smafmnav1 P^'^tra^anmatrenupi 'srautena 

yitum “ikyafr BGC.T 44.ya SamuCCay° nakenaciddar'sa- 

sarva evakriyakSfakadivyavaharo 
p. 200. vidyabhumavev*., Ibid. 
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no difference, not only need not, but .cannot, act.' But 

Sankara's views on the action of the mukta are not exhausted 

by the trends of thought of which the quotations given above 

are only a sample. In fact he takes karma in a technical sense, 

and understands by it only such actions as are performed with 

the sense of egoistic agency and claims on the fiuits thereof. 

The actions ofmwteand of those who, like Sri Krsiia, are 

born with the fullest enlightenment are not egoistic, and so, for 

tfahkara, are not properly action at all.2 The position requires 

an explanation. On the one hand, the mukta perceives non- 

differenced reality; on the other, he acts, though, of course, 

unegoistically. But the basic condition of all actions is aware¬ 

ness of difference. Is then the mulcta also aware of difference ? 

The answer has been partly anticipated above, where it was 

pointed out that while the mukta realizes the brahmic value 

of things metaphysically, he is also aware of their empirical 

status. Not to be so aware will be a limitation of his full 

knowledge. Besides the mukta, in proportion to the fullness 

of his realization of Brahman, is moved by compassion. “ He 

hates no living being, is friendly, and compassionate ” 3 Urged 

by oompassion, he seeks to promote the welfare of the world 

by setting up the right norm of action.4 Iu fact, Sankara 

has recognized that work for the welfare of the world is neces¬ 

sarily undertaken by the mukta.5 The mukta unceasingly 

works for the good of all beings - sarvabhutahiteratah.6 It must 

be remembered that th^se remarks hold good only of certain 

1. nabhedadarsdnd k$aropasakasyakarmyoga upapadyata iti dar- 
j/ayati. Ibid. p. 512, vide also p. 711. cf. also, 
jftananmftenatfljtasyakrtakrtyasya yoginah | 
naivastikimcitkajtavyamasti cennasatattvavid || 
Smrti Qd. JMV. p. 365. 

2. yasyatujfianamutpannaiji paramarthavijayam ekamevedam 
sarvam brahmakartfceti tasya karmanikarmaprayojane ca ni- 
vrtte’pi lokasamgrahartham yathapravfttistathaiva karmapi- 
pravrttasya yat prav^ttirupam disyate na tat karma..yatha 
bhagavato Vasudevasya.tatphaJabhisamdhyahamkarabh- 
avasya tulyatvat vidu^ah. BGC. p. 44. 

3. BG. XII, 13. 
4. Ibid, III, 21. 
5. yadipunarahmivatvamkftarthabuddhiratmavidanyovatasyapy&- 

tmanah kartavyabhave’pi paranugraha evakartvyah BGC. 
p« 162. 

6. BG. V. 24; XII, 4. 
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types of muktas, for, as we observed earlier, the mulctas are 

subject to no external compulsions and are a law unto them¬ 

selves.1 Strictly speaking, having fully abolished their private 

selves or egos, the mulctas do not act now, but the spirit of 

God who uses them as his perfect instruments. 

In his activity the mulcta is fully aware that all actions 

properly belong to prakrti, and that the Self beyond prakrti is 

never bound by them.2 But the Lord of prakrti, viz., I&vara 

the denotation of ‘ tat 5, has been realized by the mukta as his 

very Self. Therefore the mukta acts in the liberating know¬ 

ledge that he is only a nimitta or instrument of the Lord.3 

The mukta's action, again, is marked by total freedom from 

desires. We have dwelt at length on the role of desireB in 

enslaving the jiva.* Since all these desires of the mukta have 

been eradicated, his acts are not vitiated by them5-Mma- 

gamkalpavarjitah. He does not desire the success even of the 

work he initiates, for such desire is impossible without egoism. 

As the action proceeds, he realizes - naivakimcidkaromiti - I 

o nothing.6 Nonetheless, the work is done perfectly for 

yogahkarmasu kautalamJ What interferes with and even 

spoils the successful issue of actions is the preoccupation of 

the agent with his own hopes and fears. Rid of all these, the 

mukta is a perfect channel for the unhindered flow of divine 

energy, and the success of .he enterprize takes care of itself. 

As far as the mukta is concerned, only his body functions and 

not his will as identified with his body’s interests.* In truth, 

the mukta may be deemed krtmakarmaht ? because he 

realizes the Self’s freedom from all interested actions, and its 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

kovidhih koni§edhah Qd. ?wwn‘stra*gubyePathivicaratam 
JMV. p. 382. 

BG. Ill, 27; XIV. 18. 

cf. . I am the machine, and she is.the operator. I am the 
ariot and she is the charioteer, 1 move as she moves me, 

1 speak as she speaks through me ” - The Gospel, p. 583. 
Vide pp. 403 ff supra. 
BG. IV. 19. 
Ibid; V. g. 

Ibid; II, 50. 

ftanrarpkevalatp karma kurv&noapnoti kilbisam, BG.tlV. 21. 
Ibid, IV. 18. 
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status as the stable support of prakrti’s eternal play of energy. 

There is no question of the mukta committing sin, for sin does 

not consist in the outward act, but in the impure, egoistic 

motive of the private will. And, having no axe of his own 

to grind, the mu to can cherish no motive for or against any¬ 

one. Since his will has been absolutely merged in the will of God, 

the mukta may be held to realize, alone among living beings, 

the meaning of the freedom of will; he sees that nothing 

finite is free. 

The fact of freedom from egoism means that the mukta 

acts in a spirit of impersonality. “ All great souls are conscious 

of an impersonal force, whether love, or will or knowledge, 

working through them; but until liberated, they are not free 

from egoistic reactions The mukta's actions, on the con¬ 

trary, are tainted by no sordidness. His impersonality lifts 

him above all dvandvas or dualities. Not that troubles and 

tribulations do not assail him; he has his full share of suf¬ 

ferings. But he never loses his equanimity; his tilik§d never 

deserts him.2 

In spite of his unremitting action, there is a sense in 

which the mukta may be described as a sannyd&ln. He has not 

only given up the fruits of all activities, but also is free lrom 

emotional reactions like aversions and attractions.3 Thus* 

he works as a master, not as a slave for wages.4 

What is the nature of the mukta’8 works ? As was pointed 

out, he has no preferences. Though, normally, deliverance 

comes in the wake of formal renunciation, it is not inconcei¬ 

vable that occupants of other stations] of life also should be 

delivered.5 Thus Janaka and Vidura, Dharmavyadha, the 

butcher, Sulabha, a woman, are examples of muktas. They all 

discharge the duties of their stations in a spirit of detachment 

and impersonality. According to Advaita, it is not the nature 

1. Aurobindo. The Essays on the Gita • Part I. 
2. BG. II. 15 & 16 

3. Jfleyah sa nityasannyasTyonadveytina kamkijati; BG. V. 3. 
4. vide Vivekananda, Complete works, Vol. I, pp. 54,55. 

5. vid-i SS'. Ill, 360. 
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of the arte, but the way they are discharged, that distinguishes 

the mukta.1 Without any external compulsion, he continues 

the customary duties of his station in life lest the masses 

emulate him prematurely by renouncing their duties.2 For, 

the guiding principle of the mukia’s actions is lolcasamgraheccha 

- desire for promoting world-welfare. But it is necessary to 

emphasize that deliverance or Self-realization is not to be 

evaluated in terms of the benefits it confers on the world.3 

Deliver ance is not a means to improve the world - it is the 

supreme good, yamlabdhvacaparaiii labha m many ate, nddhikam- 

tatuh,4 1 he mukta has no illusions that he is helping the world* 

He knows that the world requires no help from him. The world 

is God’s and God can look after it himself. The mukta is 

privileged to serve the world. The mukta's work is service, and 

as such, it is worship of God. The mukta alone can fully 

live up to the upanisadic injunction itavasyamidam sarvam ; s 

for, every moment of his life, he perceives “ sarvanibhutanya- 

tmanyeva; ?arvabhvUsucdtmdnam"6 and so does not 1 shrink 

from them’ 7 ; rather, he serves them with joy and gratitude, 

berng samadarbana* This seeing of all beings in the Self and 

of the Self in all beings is the brahmdtmabhdva referred to 

earher Only, now, his vision is that of Brahman as Ibvara.9 

Therefore, m the knowledge that all beings are God Himself 

m strange garbs,K> the mukta serves them rather than pities 

them." The good in Advaita, we said, is whatever eliminates 

division and makes for unity. The mukta's service, conceived 

1. BG. XVIII. 46. 
2. Ibid. III. 25 & 26 

3. cf. If a man seeks from the good life anything beyond itself, 
it is not the good life he is seeking. Plotiraus Qd. Eastern 
Religions and Western Thought, P. 323. 

4. BG. VI. 22. 
5. f&a. I. 

6. Ibid. 6. 

7. BU. IV. 4, 1. KU. IV, 5; Aea. 6. 
8. BG. VI. 29. 
9. Ibid; VI. 30; 

10. SU. IV, 3. 

11. cf. “ Doing good to others out of compassion is good; but. 
service, sevg, of all beings in the spirit of the Lord is better ” 
Thus spake Vivekananda. pp. 20-21. 
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and carried out in the spirit of impersonal dedication, is the 

highest expression of such goodness. Humanitarian work, not 

unoften, results in perpetuating in the beneficiaries a sense of 

impotence and abasement; but the ukta’s service uplifts the 

beings served and opens their eyes to their own worth and 

dignity. Regarding the services rendered by the liberated saints 

Philo observes : *' Households, cities, countries, and nations have 

enjoyed great happiness when a single individual has taken heed 

of the good and beautiful. Such men not only liberate them- 

selves; they fill those they meet with a free mind”.1 

The problem of the conduct of the mulcta may be 

considered in greater detail. Deliverance implies deliverance 

also from the laws of karma ; for karma binds the ego, and, in 

the case of the mukta, all the knots of the ego, hrdayagranthis 

have snapped.2 It has been declared of the mukta : He does 

not become superior by good action nor inferior by bad action. 

Him these two do not overcome - neither the thought, “ Hence 

I did wrong ”, nor the thought, “ Hence I did right ”. Verily, 

he overcomes them both. What he has done and what he has 

not done do not affect him.3 This may be misunderstood as 

granting a license for rackless activity. R. E. Hume, the 

translator of the upanisads, compares4 the Socratic doctrine 

of the identity of knowledge and virtue with the upanipadio 

teaching that the knowledge of the Self lifts a man beyond 

good and evil, and remarks that, according to the latter, 

“ the possession of metaphysical knowledge actually cancels 

out all past sins and even permits the knower unblushingly to 

continue in what seems to be much evil with perfect impunity ”. 

But this seems to be a hasty conclusion. The knowledge in 

question is no mere ‘ metaphysical knowledge,’ a matter of 

intellectual jugglery and assent. The upanisads contemplate the 

total transformation of the Self-knower. This is clear from 

1. Qd. Great Indians, p. 68. 

2. MuU. II, 2, 8. 
3. BU. IV, 4, 22. cf. This eternal greatness of a Brahman is not 

increased by deeds nor diminished. One should be familiar 
with it. By knowing it, one is not stained by evil action. 
Ibid ; IV. 4, 23. cf. also TU. II, 9. 

4. Philosophy of the Upanisads, p. 60, prefixed to his transla* 
tion of the Upanisads. 

MUI1I—61 
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the words, “ Therefore having this knowledge, having become 

calm, subdued, quiet, patiently enduring, and collected, one 

sees the Self in the self. One sees everything as the Self; evil 

does not overcome him ; he overcomes evils &c. Free from 

evil, free from doubt ; he becomes a Brahman It is clear 

that here we are dealing with a perfected saint, the Self 

liberated from the private ego.1 In speaking of eligibility we 

showed how a thorough ethical discipline is a prerequisite 

for enquiry into Brahman. Discussing this question in his 

Natslcarmyasiddhi, Sureivara remarks,2 that far from beiDg 

licentious in his behaviour, the mukta will reveal virtues like 

benevolence as though they are his second nature - so sponta¬ 

neous have they become.3 An immoral mukta is no better 

than a dog turning to his vomit.4 Immorality springs from 

aviveka, lack of discrimination, whereas the mukta is what he 

is solely due to his viveka. Hence lack of restraint from which 

his conduct even before his deliverance was free cannot disfigure 

it after deliverance.5 

The feelings of mukta are governed by his experience of the 

transcendental bliss of Brahman ; for, as we observed earlier, 

deliverance is the same as Brahman. Now, Braman is bhitmd 

or the plenum.6 The mulcta, thus, is aware of the plenum 

which is the same bliss, in which “ one sees nothing else, hears 

nothing else, understands nothing else.” The experience of 

this absolute bliss also implies fearlesssness.7 Fear is rooted 

in the perception of duality or difference. The integral 

experience of Brahman reveals it as a Esa of self-contained 

1. Hume’s remarks seem to be based on some select passages 
from the upani^adi. Hs does not read them together with 
the passages we have quoted in the text ; this gives a very 
one sided view. In themselves, his passages would be treated 
as arthavada or euoiogi,tic texts by the traditional Advaitins. 
Vide Sankara’s comment on BU. Y. 14, 8. 

2. vide NKS. IV. 57-69. 

3. utpannatmaprabodhasya tvadvestrtvadayogu«5h | 
aya.nato bhavantyasya na tu sadhanarupinah II 
NKS. IV. 69. 

4. Ibid. IV. 62. 

5. vide A. Giri in BUB. p. 442. 

6. vide CU. VII, 23-25. 

7. anandam brahmanovidvan nabibheti kuta^cana TU. II, 9, 
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joy.1 This vision keeps the mukta perpetual company through 

out his activities in the empirical world. Hence the joy with 

which he faces all the trying situations of life. He is antah- 

mkho’ntarlrrnah2 - he finds both happiness and rest within. 

Or, he may be described as the dtmarati, delighting in the 

Self. This open access to the headquarters of bliss accounts 

for many of his unique traits. “ People do not shrink from 

him, nor does he shrink from them. He is free from the 

passing moods of elation, resentment, fear and indignation. 

He is independent, anapeksa, and free from the dualities of 

feeling like attachment and aversion. He renounces both good 

and evil. He is the same to friend and foe, unmoved by 

honour and dishonour, impervious to external conditions. 

Praise and blame do not affect him. He is content with what¬ 

ever he gets. He has no fixed abode, but has a steadfast mind. 

Above all he is a lover - loving all with the love of God ”.3 

In Advaita the highest value is happiness in consonance 

with the concept of Brahman as ananda or bhiimd.* The 

attainment of the Self, dtmaldbha, is held to be the highest gain 

because Atman is Brahman, which is absolute bliss.5 We 

explained that attainment of Brahman means sarvatmabhava, 

a realization of one’s own Self as the Self of all. This is the 

highest fruit of spiritual life because, “He alone lives whose 

life is in the whole universe. The fear of death goes when it 

is realized that deati cannot triumph so long as one life 

lives ”.6 The attainment of the highest value by the mukta 

is described euldgistioally as “ so'inute sarva/ikdmdn saha 

brahmana, vipakcitd”.7 All the desires of the mukta are 

fnlfilled : he becomes an aptakdma. Commenting on the above, 

{Sankara says that the expression does not mean that the 

1. tadvijfiSnena paripasyantidhira anandargpamam/dam yadvl- 
bhati MuU. II, 1, 7. 

2. BG. V. 24. 
3. vide BG. XII, 15-19 ; & XIV, 22-26. 

4. vide p. 271 supra. 
5 stmalabhannaparam; Apastamba; Brahmavidapnoti param; 

TU. II, 1. 
6. VivekSnanda’s works, Vol. II. pp. 80, 81. 

7. TU. II, 1. 
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mukta satisfies, one after another, all sorts of desires. Causal 

collocations govern attainment of results in the empirical 

world. But the mukta no more depends on any extraneous 

factors for his satisfaction. Having shed his nescience, he has 

attained unqualified autonomy. As Brahman, the delivered Con¬ 

sciousness is the integrated unity of values like truth, beauty 

and goodness.1 Hence he is said to have achieved the param 

brahmaviddpnoti param. Since Brahman is the unity of values, not 

to realize Brahman as the sole reality is to be condemned to the 

status of a non entity - “ asanneva sabhavati ”.2 On the contrary 

to know Brahman is to be at once real and good : - santamenam 

tato viduh? SaAkara explains that to ignore Brahman is to be 

cut off from the goals of life like truth and bliss - an apurufdrtha- 

sarpbandhi ; 4 for, in denyiug Brahman, one denies the Bocial order, 

which is designed to help realize Brahman, brahmapratipatty- 

arthatvattasya. To accept the social order and work it loyally 

is to tread sanmdrga, the right path, with the assurance that 

Brahman may be realized. A more cogent reason for treating 

Brahman alone as supreme value is implicit in Advaita meta¬ 

physics. Brahman as truth and goodness, satya and s'iva, is 

valuable, because, at the same time, Brahman is bliss. We 

emphasized above,5 that bliss is the only ultimate value in 

Advaita, other values being the last means to bliss, the 

supreme end. Unlike empirical forms of pleasure, Brahmic 

bliss is at once true and conscious. Hence it is the final goal 
of all our seekings. 

Besides, upon the winning of this oliss, sdnti, or peaoo 

at passeth understanding, crowns the saint’s life ; for, all 

struggle, so far, was directed to the realization of imperishable 

bliss. That all endeavours are inspired by the yearning for 

peace or s'dnti, seems to be suggested by the invocations with 

with which Upanisadio studies begin and end. In the case of the 

mukta this aspiration is finally fulfilled through the discovery 

of the Self’s identity with Brahman that is bliss. 

1. vide GPK. II. 33. PD. XIV. vv. 18, 36, 37 & 38. 
2. TU. II, 6. 

3. Ibid. 

4. S’B. on the above, 

5. vide pp, 223. ff. supra. 
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The life of the mukta that is steeped in the peace of 

Brahman is of course the very embodiment of holiness. The 

elements of holiness which we distinguished earlier 1 2 - the 

sense of the mysterious, of the wonderful, &c., shine forth in 

all his movements. His incorruptible purity and the unbroken 

awareness of the divine within himself make his holiness palpable 

to all who find themselves in his presence. 

The enlightened vision of the mukta sees the world not 

only ' apparelled in celestial light but as the living vesture of 

God. For him only the Vedantic doctrine of the world and its 

affairs being a divine play or Ilia makes real and full sense. That 

« on the sea-shore of endless worlds ” we have all, like children, 

met with shouts and dances to play8 the mukta with his 

disinterestedness, as a spectator of all time and history, 

fully realizes. No doubt ‘ death is abroad ’, but the mukta per¬ 

ceives that the evil, so-called, no less than the good, comes from 

the divine.3 He aocustoms himself to the vision of the divine 

in the terrible and ruthless phenomena of the cosmos as readily 

as in the beautiful and the sublime. All aversion and loathing 

are born of the egoistic impulse to assert oneself; when the 

latter is dissolved, the whole universe becomes a mighty song 

which reveals its central reality.4 This is not a merely aesthe¬ 

tic attitude; it springs from the depths of the spiritual realization 

of Brahman as bliss, and the mukta's ability to pierce the most 

appalling masks nature and life wears and see into their blissful 

core.5 * * The seoret of his inexhaustible spiritual vitality is 

that he no more * seeks to gain aught for himself; he lives 

only to give. 

Among other traits of the mukta may be noted his genuine 

humility which is perfectly compatible with great dignity and 

1. vide pp. 281 ff- supra. 

2. Gitanjali, No. 60. 

3. BG. VII, 12. 
4 cf We have to see that Nature devouring her children. Time 

* consuming all. Death universal and ineluctable, are also the 
supreme God-head in one of his cosmic figures - Essays on 
the Gita. II series, pp. 160-161. Aurobindo. 

5 cf I see that it is God himself who has become the block, the 
executioner, and the victim for the sacrifice - The Gospel, 
f. 932. 
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fearlessness. He has none of the cock-sureness of the theore¬ 

tical philosopher who has an answer for every problem of the 

understanding. He does not claim to know the Absolute,1 since 

Brahman is not an object to be known. Andviskurvannan- 

vayat2 refers to the mukta's attitude to social recognition and 

status. “ He is the perfect man whom none knows as either good 

or bad, ignorant or learned, polite or impolite. Let the sage 

livo a life of unobstentatious righteousness. Let him walk the 

earth as the blind, the ignorant, and the dumb do ”.3 

Before we close this account of the jivamnukla’s perceptions, 

conations, and emotions, we shall also underline the fact that, 

as depicted in Advaita, he embodies an exalted ideal of the 

superman. Between the sarvatmabhava of the mulcta and the 

ruthlessness of Neitzsche’s superman “ Who will do almost any¬ 

thing except betraying a friend for a purpose he cherishes ” 4 

there is a wide gulf of difference, of course. Nietzsche’s super¬ 

man evolves through human selection by eugenic foresight and 

an ennobling education. “ For him all that increases the feeling 

of power, the will to power, power itself in man is good”5. 

By the way of the ‘ transvaluation of all values ’ Nietzsche’s 

superman has come to uphold and exemplify the ethics of power, 

the morality ot masters as against the morality of the herd. 

Ihus he repels the burden of sorrow and service without risiDg 

victorious over mortality and sufferings “ with the triumph song 

of a liberated humanity attending his ascension”.6 The mukta, 

on the contrary, shares life in the spirit of divine lild, like 

a god, while Nietzsche’s superman like the asura or Titan 

struggles violently to overthrow and crush all opposition. The 

mukta s is ‘ an impersonal personality with a heightening of 

sympathy into constant experience of world oneness ”.7 The 

mukta s supermanhood is a divine and harmonious absolute of 

1. KeU. II. 2 & 3. 

2. BS. Ill, 4,50. 

3. verses Qd. by S'aftkara, S'B. p. 820. 

4- The story of philosophy, P. 427, Will Durant, New York, 

5. Ibid; [p. 426. 

The .Superman, A,urobindo. 
7* Ibid; 
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all that is essential in man ; for, he is the very embodiment 

of the divine. The finite-infinite being that is man has been 

transformed into a constant consciousness of infinitude in the 

mukta.1 As against the exclusiveness of the weste rn superman, 

the mukta proclaims that even human being, amrtasya puirah, 

is a potential superman, apd invites and assists all to self¬ 

transcendence. The mukta xules by the power of self-effacing 

1 ove and service, 

(iv) The status of the mukta after the fall of the body. 

Upon the fall of the body due to the exhaustion of tliepra- 

rabdhakarma, does the mukta remain as pure consciousness or 

as saguna Brahman or Hvara ? Views have been expressed in 

favour of both these alternatives. It is agreed that, no move¬ 

ment is possible for the fully delivered Self after the body 

falls.2 “ As the slough of a snake lies on an ant bill, dead, 

cast off, even so lies this body”.3 The Self of the mukta 

neither leaves the body nor travels, as happens in kramamuti; 

for the Self is realized as the omnipresent Brahman.4 The 

fall of his body synchronises with the attainment of Videhamukti 

as normally understood. 

The jivanmukta enters upon absolute deliverance just as the 

mbving breeze suddenly ceases to stir. Of the fully delivered 

Self, it may not be said, that it either rises or sets or is 

quiescent, that it either exists or does not; that it is remote or 

near ; that it is either * I ’ or some other.s Descriptions of 

any kind are inapplicable to the vid&hamukta for the same 

1. cf. When a man ceases to be an individual, he raises himself 
again and penetrates the whole world. There, one with all, 
he creates the All. Plotinus, QJ. Mysticism, East & West, 
p. 117. 

2. athakamyamSno yo'kSmoniskama Sptakama atmaksmo bha- 
vati na tasya pra$a utkrS nanti brahmaivasanbrahmSpyeti- 
BU. IV, 4, 6. 

3. Ibid; IV. 4,7. 
4. ha ca brahmavidalj gatirupapadyate, nimittabhavat-atra- 

brahma samasnute. S'B. p. 865. 

5. jivanmuktapadam tyaktva svadehe k&lasStfcftfe | 
vis'atyadehamuktatvaip pavano’ spandatamiva II 
videhamukto nodeti n3stameti na^amyad ] 
na sannasanadurastho nacahatp naca netaratj tl 
YV. Qd. JMV.p. 175, 
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reason that they a^e to Brahman. It has been often pointed 

out that the state of deliverance is Brahman. Every deter¬ 

mination implies a negation, and of the Absolute, the least 

objectionable definition is ‘ neli neli’.1 S'aukara quotes a verse 

to the effect that even the gods cannot trace the mukta 

whose bod> vas dropped off; for he has become the Self of all 

beings, and so is neither in space nor in time.2 From the 

point of view of delivered Self, his body and mind also, like 

everything else, are resolved back into Brahman.3 Of the 

mukta after the fall of the body, it may perhaps be said, 

* satkimcidavas'isyate \4 Badarayapa also maintains that the 

status of the fully delivered Self is one of non-duality 5 avibhago 

vacanat, avibhago drstatvat. 

Though this status thus appears to be beyond all doubts, 

dissentient voices have been raised as regards its interpreta¬ 

tion. From the point of view of the ekajivavadu,6 of oourse. 

1. cf. In our Self-seeing there is a communion with the Self resto¬ 
red to purity. No doubt we should not speak of seeing, but 
instead of seen and seer, speak boldly of a simple unity. For 
in this, we neither see nor distinguish, nor, are there two. 
The man is changed, no longer himself, not self-belonging. 
He is merged with the supreme, sunken into It, one with It; 
only in separation is there duality. Beholder was one with 
the beheld. This is the life of god-like and blessed men 
- liberation from the alien that besets us here, a life taking no 
pleasure in the things of earth, a flight of the alone to the 
Alone - Ennead VI, IX, 10-11, S. Mackenna, London. 

2. sarvabhutatmabhutasya samyagbhutani pasyatah 1 
devaapimargemuhyantyapadasya padaisinah II 
S'B. P. 865. 

3. evamevasyaparidraijturimah sodasa kalu purugayapah puru- 
$am prapyastamgacchanti PU. VI, 5. also cf. 
vidvatpratipattyapek?ya kftsnam kalajatam parabrahmavido 
brahmaiva sampadyate ; 'SB. p. 866. 

4. tatahstimitagambhiram na tejo natamastatam | 
anakhyam anabhivyak'tam satkimcid avasisyate II 
Qd. 3MV. P. 176. 

5. BS. IV. 2, 29 ; IV 4. 4; also cf. PU. VI 5; CU. VI, 8, 7; BU. I- 
4,10; CU. VII, 24, 1; BU. IV, 3, 23. natutaddvit/yamasti; 
KU. IV. 15, MuU. Ill, 28. 
yathanadyah syandamanab samudregtam gacchanti nomaru* 
pevihaya 1 
tatha vidvannamarupadvimuktah paratparam puruaamupaiti 
divyam ll ' 

6. vide pp. 357 ff. supra. 
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full deliverance entails the abolition of, the entire objective 

manifold, including distinctions like jiva, T kvara. and jada; 

for all these are constructions of one real jiva, and his 

awakening must sublate them without remainder. The one 

jiva himself will then remain as the absolute consciousness 1 . 

A modern writer contends that solipsism is a great spiritual 

truth, and no fallacy, and that subjectivism terminates only 

with the world.2 

But Saiikara’s own view of Advaita is not solipsistic as 

we have already shown. He accepts an empirical plurality 

and distinctions between the delivered Self and the undelivered 

jivas. From this point of view also more views than one are 

possible regarding the final status of the delivered Self. The 

nature of the relation between the jivas and Ihvara which we 

discussed earlier 3 4 has an important bearing on the question 

under consideration. Taking both jivas and Ikvara to be 

reflections, pratibimbas, the delivered Self must revert to its 

natural status as the prototype, bimba, viz., pure conscious¬ 

ness. For, on the destruction of its upadhis a reflection 

cannot revert to another reflection, viz., I&varaS But Sankara 

and several other Advaitins hold that the facts of religious 

experience become intelligible only if Ikvara is regarded as the 

truth of the jiva. This point was emphasized in our discussion 

of relation between Ikvara and jiva. Empirically speaking, 

both bondage and freedom issue from Idvara 5 . While Ikvara 

1. GPK. I. 16. 
2. vide Vedantic ..Epistemology, p. 30; GR. Malkani, 

Amalneer 1953. 
3. vide pp. 353.fif. supra. 
4. The reasoning here rests solely on analogy. An Object 

reflected in numerous mirrors answers to the cosmic situation 
of pure consciousness and its reflections as Isvara and jivas. 
When one mirror is broken, the reflection may be held to 
abide as the prototype. Appayya holds that in the avaccheda- 
vada this explanation would fail, and so that vada has to be 
rejected. Else it will be open to the charge of exposing the 
mukta to the chances of further bondage. Of course; both 
theories only serve to illustrate certain truths regarding the 
relation between consciousness and its upadhis. Neither may 
be taken literally, vide. p. 353. supra. 

5. Isvarattadanujfiaya samsarasya siddhistadanugrahahetukenai- 
va cavijfianena moksasiddhirajivasya. 'SB. on Parottu 
taschruteh; BS. II, 3, 41. 

* 
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is the truth of jiva' pure consciousness or Brahman is, of 

course, equally present in both. Therefore, Iivara may be 

rightly conceived as the prototype of which the jivas are the 

reflections in countless upadhis. Deliverance would mean, 

then, the reversion of the jlva's reflected consciousness, not 

to the unconditioned and Absolute consciousness, but to the 

prototype, viz., Iivara. What this position implies may be 

set forth thus: All characterizations, including the status, 

of bimbo,, are appropriate only when applied to Iivara ; for, 

the Absolute is beyond words and thoughts and no relations 

may be predicated of it. Therefore, from the stand point of 

parabrahman the truth is that there is neither bondage nor 

liberation 1 . There can be no philosophizing there. On this side 

of the Absolute, Iivara is the prototype of all jivas, and* so 

it stands to reason that the delivered Self must, empirically 

speaking, assume the status of Iivara, and not parabrahman. 

In the terms of Advaita, of course, parabrahman will refuse 

and resist all characterization,2 3 even the statement that the 

delivered Self reverts to its status. 

Thus the delivered Self may only be conceived as having 

become absolutely one with Iivara. In several notable passages 

Sankara has supported this view. Commenting on “ para- 

bhidhyanattu ” &c 3 , he writes: Are there not the same 

attributes for jiva and Iivara ? To be sure, there are. But they 

are concealed by the curtain of nescience, &c. In rare cases, 

whom the jiva strives, meditates on the Lord, and suceeds 

through His grace in dispelling the darkness of nescience, his 

hidden sameness with the Lord manifests itself, as the power 

of sight, suppressed by disease, does under the influence of a 

1. GPK. II, 32 ; nanirodhonacotpattirnabaddhonacasSdhakah | 
namumuk?urnavai mukta itye$d paramiirtftafa || 
cf. also BU. IV, 3, 22; 

2. cf. nacaikamtadnyaddv'riyam kutah syatmavakevaiatvaipna c& 
kevalatvam | , 

nas'unyam naaVunyamadvaitakatvdtkathaip sarvavedanta- 
siddham bravimi || 
£>1. 10, Dasasdokj. 

3. BS. Ill, 2, 5. 
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patent remedy.1 By identical attributes Sankara means 

traits like truthful willing, satyasanklpa, &c.2 

In relation to three sTiiras,3 Sankara says '‘Though in 

strict Advaitic truth, the delivered self is the metaphysical real- 

lity, viz., pure consciousness, empirically, Badarayana recognizes 

that the glories and powers of Brahman are computable with 

it ”.4 These words clearly affirm that the unity of the delivered 

Self and Is'vara holds good only from the point of view of the 

undelivered jivas - baddhapuru$avyavahdradrstyd.s 

The mukta’s identity with Is’vara implies that the goal x>f 

sddhana in Advaita is not only to ‘ be perfect as the Bather in 

heaven is perfect but to realize one’s absolute identity with 

that Father. This becomes intelligible when it is remembered 

that the mukta is fully delivered from all forms of finitude. He 

•ha* ceased to be an individual among individuals. He ‘has be¬ 

come the Self of all. He realizes himself as the pure conscious¬ 

ness on which the whole cosmos has been superimposed.6 To 

aay that the liberated Self is God is the same as flaying that 

truth, goodness, beauty, and holiness are the forms in whioh 

the mukta appears to the jivas still struggling to deliver 

themselves. As Is'vara, his work of assistance and benediction 

-Will continue as long as there is a single undelivered jiva.7 

.1. SB. P. 628. kimpunarjivasye^varasamanadharmatvam nasty e* 
va ? na nastyefla, vidyamanamapi tattirohitamavidyadivyava- 
dhanot tat.parameivaram abhidhyayato yatamanasya 
jantoh.kasyacidevttvirbhavati. 

2. vide Sivadvaitadiruaya ("SAN) p. 97. Appayya Dfksita, 
Madras University, 1930. 

3. BS. IV. 4, 5, 6 & 7. 
4. evamapi paramarthikacaitanyasvarupatvabhyupagamepi vyava- 

'h&*apeksaya purvasyapratydkhyanadavirudham Bndarayana 
,a,caryo manyaLs, &B. p. 896. cf. tadvilayanenatadvlparitam 
apahatapapmatvadigupakam Paramosvaram vidyaySpratipad- 
yate. SB. P. 237. 

5. SAN. p. 78. 
6. Audulomi’s view BS. IV, 4,6 is the Advaitic; not laimini’s BS. 

IV, 4. 5. 
7. Complete identity with Is'vara implies that, unlike the 

sojourners in the world of Brahman, the Advaitic mukta per¬ 
forms all cosmic functions like creation, sustentation and 
retraction of the world. His identity with Is'vara is ‘nia- 
•endhtbRadbam*. vide SLS. p. 112. 

> 
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Besides the status of complete identity with Idvara, Sankara 

contemplates in special cases, the possibility of the mukla, re- 

appearing in the world of phenomena to continue some mission 

divinely entrusted to him. Knowers of Brahman like Apantara- 

tmah are held to have been reborn.1 The acceptance of such 

a position does not invalidate the centra] tenet of Advaita, viz., 

that the direct knowledge of Brahman leads to instantaneous 

deliverance. The analogy of the jivanmukta is invoked to clarify 

their position. The muJctas who are appointed to carry on special 

missions are held to be under the sway of prdrabdha karma 

which takes several life periods to exhaust itself.2 By the force 

of this prdrabdha, they freely move from body to body as one 

may from house to house retaining full memory oi the past. At 

the end of their missions, they also, like other jivanmuktas, 

■ attain absolute deliverance from embodiment. 

This liberal interpretation is further evidence of the value 

the Advaitin attaches to the ideal of spiritually enlightened 

service, which the muktas alone can render to the world. Besides, 

this should finally dispose of the charge that for 'Sankara this 

world is nothing hut an illusion. Muktas do not postpone their 

complete deliverance for the sake of illusions. The conception 

of God calling upon the muktas to discharge missions of service 

to struggling humanity also reveals the lofty significance of the 

hid of life. To the dialectical philosopher the world is anirva- 

caniya; to the unliberated man it has the reality of everyday 

life. But to the liberated saint it is divine. And, with a view 

to open the eye of the unregenerate man to the highest value 

of the world, the saint puts off his complete merger in para- 
Brahman. 

1. 

2. 

HI C3 ^32 pn73|avadadhik'Iramavasthiter§dhikarikS95m. BS 

Apantaratmaij prabhrtayo’pjsvarah parames'vare«a tesutesva- 
1?U ?,yuk_ta* saalajJ satyapi samyagdarsaiiekaivalyahe- 

tavakptia karmaao yavadadhikaram avati^hante. s'B. p. 733. 
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(v) Mukti in the Schools of Vedanta. 

(a) 

In order to throw into relief the Advaitie concept of mukti, 

we shall briefly consider the forms it has taken in some promi¬ 

nent schools of Vedanta. Among these the V*'sistadvaitie elucida¬ 

tion of mukti is striking for the religious feelings which have 

inspired and informed it. We have already referred to its concep¬ 

tion of reality as a complex whole of Brahman, cit and deity and 

noted that its account of the jiva’s bondage as due to avidydkarma 

leaves it a hard and unintelligible fact.1 “ Finitude, the sum 

and substance of bondage, is the intolerable burden the Visis- 

tadvaita imposes on the individual. Being the very nature of the 

jzva, finitude is irremovable - we remarked. Still, that school 

has its own concept of mukti which largely corresponds to the 

kramamukli as set forth above. The ViHstadvaita conceives mukti 

as reached by a flight of nine steps leading to paramapada, the 

supreme abode of Brahman.2 These Btps are viveka, nirveda, 

virakti, bhiti, prasadana, utkramana, arcirddi, divyadekaprar 

bhava, and prapti. Viveka is the perception that Brahman is 

both karirin and &e$in, the Self of the atman, the whole, of 

which the atman is part. Nirveda is the moral feeling of 

remorse due to the sense of one’s sinfulness, and sufferings 

due to it. Nirveda leads to virakti or the renunciation of the 

joys of heaven and of tlje self-contentment of kevalin 3,. Bhiti 

is the spiritual dread of the hideousnesss of sarpsara. which loads 

to the desire for release and the practice of bhakti and prapatti• 

The next step prasadana points to the divine grace indispens¬ 

able for mukti, grace which begins to operate when the 

sadhaka’s devotion and self-surrender develop into hunger for 

God. The next four steps refer to the departure of the 

eligible jiva via ‘ the way of the gods ’ for the world of 

Brahman.4 

Paramapada or the world of Brahman corresponds to the 

noumenal form of Brahman, referred to in the Puru$a siikta 
~A.-------*---—--—-- - ■ — ------ 

1. Vide pp. 416 £F. supra. 
2. PV. p. 73. 
3. Ibid, pp. 347-48. 
4. vide p. 479.* 
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as tripadasydmnf-iatffdisii 1 . Mukti is conceived as a withdrawal 

from avidya kama-karma - the complex of ignorance, desire and 

the sphere of space-time 7. The ineffable ecstasy of attaining 

the paramapada is said to be alogical, amoral and supra- 

personal \3 and yet the Viiistadvaita contends that the 

liberated atmavs retain their distinctness among themselves A. 

It is often asserted that the mulcta is brahmanized,5 and further, 

the VUisfadvaita speaks of the ‘ aprdkrta forms,, flavour, and 

fragrance ’ of the experience of Brahman. Inconsistently 

with the position that paramapada is tha noumenal aspect of 

Brahman, the Vitiiftadvaita speaks of matter there without 

mutations 6. Again it speaks of the mukta enjoying identity 

of abode, proximity and similarity of form, none of which 

being intelligible without employing the concept of qpace. But 

these inconsistencies seem to result from giving free reins to 

imagination in conceiving the mukta's status. 0.f course, the 

mukta enjoys bliss in the paramapada-, in this respect all 

muktas are alike and even equal to Brahman 7 ; but as in the 

karamukti of Advaita, the muktas in the Vikijtddvaita are 

debarred from the exercise of the function of creation, &c. 

Mukti according to Ramanuja iB the integral experience 

of Brahman s. But the question how, in integral experience, 

there can persist the distinction between subject and object is 

not faced. Besides how can one self objectify another 1 To be 

an object of experience is to be inert. Pure consciousness - and 

both Brahman and Atman are that can never belobjectified*-10, 

■1. Rg. V. X, 90. ~ ' .. ....... . 

2. PV. p. 443. 

3. avidya and karma have been identified by Ramanuja.on the 
basis of the following : 
avidyak&rmasamjSanya trUya iaktirisyatej 
yayak^e.tiajaasfaktih sa vestita.pfpa sarvago Jl 
Visnu Purana VI, 7, 61 Qd.' RB. p. 55. 

4. PV. p.472. 
5. Ibid, p. 1V5. 
6. Ibid, pp. 168, 463, 473 &c. 
7. Ibid ; p. 473. 
8. niratiSayanandam parambrahma.anubahavati muktah 

RB. p. 573. 

9. PV. 479 

10. cf. svayamevnubhavatavtayadyapyetasyananubhftvyatvam SN. 
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and, therefore, an objective experience qf Brahman makes 

little sense. On the otherhand, an unlimited expansion of 

consciousness such that nothing remains opaque or foreign to 

it is intelligible. This latter is the bruhmdtmabhdva of Advaitin. 

The mukta is said to see with ‘the eye of Brahman’. 1 With 

out actually being Brahman, which is ruled out in the Visista- 

dvaita, it remains a mystery how ‘ Brahman’s eye ’ comes - to 

be borrowed by the mukta. In view of the persistent distinc¬ 

tion'between tie Atman and Brahman, no significance can be 

attached to the expression ‘ brahmanizing ’ the dtman . It 

is- pertinent to recall the observations of Gaudapada on the 

impossibility of altering the nature of things 3. As we-have 

found throughout our study of the problem of mukti, bhe jiva 

can only recover its own nature. This seems to be Ramanja’s 

view also 4. No doubt he says under avibhdge.ua drstvdt s, 

that the m•ukid’s experience takes the form ‘ aham brahmdsmi . 

But this only means that the mukta realizes himself to bo an 

inseparable mode or prakira of Brahman. In the light of 

these clear statements, the expression 4 brahmunize ’ seems to 

be extremely misleading. In mukti, the contracted dhctrma 

bhiitajiidna or attributive knowledge of the atomic dtman 

expands infinitely. This should mean that all finite muktaa 

will be omniscient like God himself. But it is arbitrary to 

juxtapose the infinitude of knowledge, the attribute, and the 

finituda of its owner. 

Hven-itamukti, the librated self is dependent as the body 

on-its Sfcif ot Anns.’ “ THa dtman is nothing, has nothing, and 

duos nothing by itself,” 6 then, to talk of its deliverance- seems 

to* have little meaning. 

’ r PV^TlIfi. 
2. cf. The Self in mukti develops no new character, IP. ii. p. 710. 
3 prkrteranyathabhavonakathamcid bhavi9yati GPK. Ill, 21. 

IV. 7, 9, 29. 
4. karmasambandhatatkrtadehadivinirmuktah, sv5bh3vikenarup- 

eijavasthfto'bra svenarupcpabhinispadyarta ityucyete. RB. p. 362. 
5. BS. IV. 4, 4. 
6. Samyasadharmyavyapadesobrahmaprakarabhutasyaiva pratya- 

gatmanah svarupam tatsamamuidevadiprSkftadharmaprah. 
...3»ena brahma samanatfuddhim pratipudayati. RB, p. 564. 

7. PV. p.459. 
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The Visistadvaita extols the dasatva or the attitude of the 

servant adopted by the mukia as kainkaryarasa. But very 

little is said about the nature of the services rendered to God 

by the mukta. The dasatva is said to be superior to kaivalya 

or the atman’s self-knowledge as distinct from prakrti; for the 

dtman may still lapse into egotism. If this danger is genuine, 

surely this should mean that the kevalin is not yet delivered. 

The vis'istadvattic picture of heaven and its Lord is com¬ 

mon place. It is only a transposition of the good things of 

thus life. As observed earlier, the most serious drawback of 

the vittstadvaitic doctrine of mukti is that it gladly accepts 

man’s finitude as final. Thus it becomes altogether inadequate 

for the mystm temperament, more or less present in all jiva3, 

which hates to be imprisoned in a particular finite nature The 

mystic longs to escape from himself into God or Brahman. The 

Upamsads give the fullest expression to this longing and its 

ruition. But due to its metaphysical commitments, the visis- 

fadvatta is forced to ignore this most unique feature of the 

upamsad.c record. So long as the finite self is deemed ultimate, 

and its boundaries sacrosanct, it must remain cut off from the 

sea of sacciddnanda and idolize its own finitude. 

metaphy8ical instincts compel the vi'sis tddvaitic philo- 

p er to affirm that the jlva is essentially free 2 , and yet, 

^ i6 1^conai8tently. maintains that the jiva’s bondage is 
real, though, of course, he has to resort to a ‘ somehow ’ to 

support this self-contradictory position 2 . Sin and punishment 

1 era**on can °nly form an objective Series which leaves the 

untouched. su°k’ they can only be appearances. The 

U at is bound and liberated is the empirical ego. The failure 

to perceive this truth is responsible for the inconsistencies of 

the ViHstadvaitic position. 

(b) 
- n dualistic school of Madhva, as already noted 5 , not 

a jivas can achieve deliverance. Those who are fit for deli- 

1. Ibid. --;— -- 
2. PV. pp. 105, 140. 
3. Ibid; pp. 136, 461. 
4. - vide Vivekananda’s works, Vol. Ill, p. 239 
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-verance - mukliyogyas - alone will be delivered. This is an 

extremely disquieting position, for, the fitness in question is not 

in the power of the jivas to acquire. Ignoring this vital point for 

the moment and turning to the question oi mukti itself, we note 

that the gulf between the Jivas and God will always remain un¬ 

bridged. For the Jiva is alpaguna, of few virtues, while Brahman 

is purnaguna,' of infinite excellence. The denial that the Jiva 

can attain identity with God is based on what Madhva calls the 

contradiction of this concept by all pramanas s irvamanavirodhdt.2 

True, in the upanisads there are affirmations oftsuch identity, but 

according to Madhva they mean only similarity. The bondage of 

the jiva is accepted as a fact. In Dvaita it can only be due to 

the pleasure of God, ie., Visnu, that some are kept in perpetual 

bondage and only some are released. Madhva maintains that the 

knowledge of the Jivas* dependence on God is a condition for 

winning liberation; for it will please God and induce him to grant 

liberation.3 This will apply, of course, only to those who are fit 

for mukti. Though, on the basis of the kruti, nanyahpanlha 

vidyale’yandya,4 Madhva insists on the importance of knowledge, 

in his scheme of mukti bhakti or devotion to God is given a still 

more prominent place.5 In spite of such statements, Madhva’s 

final position seems to be that God liberates whomsoever he is 

pleased to liberate.6' As in all other schools of Indian Philo, 

sophy, in Dvaita also meditation, dhydna, is regarded as indis¬ 

pensable for the immediate apprehension of God as without 

equals and superiors.7 The author of the Nyayamrta argues 

that he who has the vision of the truth but not the grace 

of God continue* to Hve in flesh. This state corresponds tp 

the jlvanmukti of the Advaitic School. _, „ ' , ~ 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

ivV rI cf aoSrno’yam j/vasarpghbsvatantrab purpoharibr; 
ah savatantrah sadaiva | Qd. NyV. II. 1-11. 

Yoma dualist comment on the $U. 1,6, it would appear 
hat what causes the jivas’ bondage is their notion that them- 
dvesandGod are not different, vide The SU. with the 
eminent by NSr&yanacarya of Satara. • 
aanin&rn moH?ara dadatyeveiivaralj; NyV. Ill, 1,18. 

haktyaivainaiji janati paiyati bandhat pramucyate; NyV. Ill, 
3 30. 
kame'anamoeayedvasausvantryam tenatasyahi NyV. III. 
dhyanam vinftparoksajnanakbyavi^e§akary&nupapattelj NyV. 
IV. 1, 7. 
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The progress of thpse who are destined to be liberated 

along the path of the gods is a feature of the Dvaita school 

also; the only differance is that Vayu is said to lead them to 

the world of Brahman - here interpreted as the * creator 

Brahma’.1 Corresponding to the parmapada in the Vi&i$tadvaila 

there is the Svetadvipa in the Ocean of Milk in the mythology 

of Dvaita, where Vispu, the Supreme Being is conceived to 
dwell, 

Mukti itself has been defined as the abidance by each jlva 

in his own proper nature discarding all foreign elements 2 . 

■ or as the manifestation of the bliss forming one’s own nature 

and in the measure of one’s fitness.3 A modern writer on 

Dvaita describes it as the realization of perfection according to 

one’s capacity.4 5 6 Since no two jivas have the same capacity 

it follows that the muktas are unequal among themselves, and 

are different entirely from God. Their respective powers of 

enjoyments are also under the firm control of God.s In 

spite of the subjection of the muktas to God as to other superior 

beings, Madhva says they have no sense of incompleteness 

and are all happy.7 8 The problem of harmony among the wills 

o these unequal muktas is solved by the assertion that complete 

concord prevails among them as well as between them, on the 
one hand, and God, on the other. Further it is affirmed that 

* ® muktaa have a sense of supreme achievement, krtakrtyatd and 

are supremely happy, paramasukhinah.* They are still devotees 

of God, and their very devotion is blissful.9 As in other 

schools, the mukas never have to return to a.state of wordly 

Me; for their; desires are fulfilled and they do not desire to 
return. 

1. MB. P. 1066. 

2. muktirhitvanyatha rnparp svarupepa vyavsthitib MB. P. 113. 
A rv5s^f^?^l’asva*var“P“nandabhivyak(ih - Qd. IP. ii, p. 748. 
4. DV. P.211. K 
5. MB. P. 1083. 
6. muktanaippatayodeva devanamca prajopatih | 

y*ft,urncaiv«dam paramparyamvinasyati II 
Nyv. IV. 4,7. 

7< apurnatodibhavova duhkham v« nuitikimcana 1 
muktasya paratantrye, pitaratmyepyatah sukbl | 
NyV. IV. 2, 8. 

8. Ibid; VI. 4, 10. 
9. Ibid. 
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In defence of the Dvaita doctrine of inequality in mulct* 

we are told that in actual life - ie., life in bondage, there are 

inequalities.1 But this implies that there is no difference between 

the states of bondage and deliverance. “ Madhva ” it ia aaid, 

“ has given a touch of mukti to the so-called bondage ’’.2 The 

opposite of this statement is the truth of the matter; the mukti 

in Dvaita reproduces all the intolerable features of samsdra 

like the distinctions of high and low. This unsatisfactory charac¬ 

ter of the Dvaita deetrine of release stems from its dogma of 

the jivas’ eternal dependence on God. If the difference between 

the two, jivas and God, be absolute, there can be no dependence 

at all. Actually dependence implies a closer kinship between 

the nature of God and that of Jiva than Madhva envisages. 

To make this dependence a common feature of bondage and 

release ia to make them indistinguishable. 

Of course, mukti loses all sense and value when it is arbi¬ 

trarily limited to a few jivas. God who functions in this manner 

can scarcely command the allegiance of enlightened human 

conscience. Nor can any individual, uncertain of his position in, 

the gradation of jivas, seriously strive for mukti, he may have 

been preordained to damnation for aught he knows. On such 

premises, spiritual indolence and despair must logically follow. 

“ Is not God playing a practical joke on us when he implants in 

u« a desire for heaven while making us unfit for it ? 3 ” Not 

even by human standards of fairness can we tolerate the con¬ 

demnation of large numbers of human beings either as nityasam- 

sarins or as tamoyogyas. God in Dvaita appears needlessly 

despotic and man abjectly helpless. Not only does the dootrine 

of inequality of the muktas violate our sense of justice, it also 

runs counter to the express teachings of the upanisads like 

paramamsdmyamupaiti,4 and the clear pronouncement of the 

Brahmasatras.5 The full vision of reality cannot admit of 

degrees and differences, for right understanding is objectively 

1. DV. P.214. 
2. Ibid; 
3. IP. ii. 751. 
4. MuU. m, 1, 3. 
5 evam muktiphal5niyamastadavasth5vadhrtestadavasthavadhr. 

te$ - BS. Ill, 4,52. 
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determined and not subjectively swayed one way or other. 1 

The Dvaita vedanta runs counter to the deepest intuition of the 

spiritual equality of mankind.2 

(iv) Mukti in Advaita and in other Schools of Indian 
thought. 

Now we may turn to an estimate of mukti in Advaita in 

oompareion with the elucidation of the same concept in the 

classical schools of Indian thought. In part one of this thesis 

we offered a detailed examination of their solutions of the pro¬ 

blem of mukti. What is proposed now is to place their results 

side by side with the Advaita concept of mukti so as to stress 

the salient features of the latter. Among these schools we ob¬ 

served, the Carvakas or materialists can hardly be taken 

seriously; their main object was only to caricature the orthodox 

Views.3 They ridicule all suggestions of an end beyond the 

plane of instincts. As no thinking man can remain confined to 

the narrow and drab world of his senses, and ignore or suppress 

the urges of his rational and spiritual nature, the Cdrvdka ‘ideal’ 

of the pursuit of pleasure may be left alone to tell its tale of 

subhuman grossness. 

The Nydya^Vaiiesika effort is more serious. It recognizes 

that life in the world without looking beyond it is quite 

True, the thinkers of this school deepen the 

s a ows of life and fail to see any of its relieving features. 

_fe-reprwepted as a mass of pains/ To avoid life, therefore, 

1. SB. P. 824. 

2. 
mukddC0n.U( BH ,k^a the uPholder of the bhedubhedavada, 

? ,15. ‘n zkibkava or avibhdga - non-difference of the 
Jiva and the Absolute, in Which the sense of pulurality is 
removed, and not plurality itself, vide PB. p. 116. This sug¬ 
gests a partial obscuration of knowledge. His view of 
Brahman as being endowed with real upaahis, due to which 
it undergoes transformation into jivas and the world, makes 
hts concept of mukti hard to follow. So long as the upSdhis 
are real the danger of the mukta lapsing into a state of 
bondage is real. Besides, such a concept of Brahman infects 
Brahman with the evils and imperfections of life; and unity 

^feuo“hard'yfon”,WM,hT 8081 for VrJSS 
vide P„ 13 supra. 
P. 27 supra.' 
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seems logical enough. But what they offer jn its place is 

nothing very fascinating - an dtman devoid ot all sensations 

and life There is no pain in the delivered self. There is no 

joy nor life in it either. The Nyaya Vaiie^ika concept of the 

atman is an extremely impoverished one. With Sri Harsa we 

may ask: how can a disembodied self, no better than a piece 

of stone, be held up as the goal of human endeavour1 ? 

Deliverance is nothing if not a state of holiness, consciousness, 

bliss and repose. None of these characteristics distinguishes 

the Nydya-Vaketika mukti. Hence one can understand the 

feelings of abhorrence which it evoked from the earliest days 

and which have been expressed in the verse we quoted in our 

section on this school of thought.2 

The Samkhya-Y oya concept of mukti stresses its nature as 

free from pain. Mukti here is not positive bliss.3 The philo¬ 

sophers of this school are much concerned to keep the self 

or Puru$a empty of bliss. While they hardly reason out this 

position, we may infer that they hold it because they identify 

all bliss with the empirical forms of it. In mukti the puru$a 

does not enter into subject-object relations, and therefore, 

there can be no experience of bliss either. But it never occurs 

to them to ask what the source of the positive pleasure 

We all experience is. Some of them treat pleasure ae the 

cessation of pain, flying in the face of experience. But apart 

from their defective conception of the self, we pointed out the 

metaphysical difficulties of the self’s association with, and disso¬ 

ciation from, P'rakrti. The Samkhya-Y oga thinkers start with 

antagonistic concepts of the two, and, no wonder, no useful 

purpose is served by them. For the self, thus conceived, there 

ban be no bondage or deliverance. The weakness of this school 

of thought lies in their defective metaphysics. If somehow 

the Purii§a is entangled in Prakjti’e toils, nothing can prevent 

even a liberated Purusa from repeating the fatal error. Nor 

may an inert and eternal Prakrti discriminate or pity. The 

strong point of the Samkhya-Yoga thinkers seems to be the 

perception of the totally opposed nature of the subject and 

1. P. 32 supra. 
2. P. 31 supra. 
3. vide pp. 68 ff. 
4. vide pp. 69. ff. supra. 
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object. The self ie pure consciousness, they insisted rightly- 

They even saw that, as such, the self cannot be bound or 

released. But from this they proceeded to deduce wrongly 

that it is the inert Prakrli that is both bound and released- 

Further, they failed to see that Prkxti itself cannot, without 

prejudice to the infinitude of the self be ultimately real or 

infinite. Two real and opposed infinites make for an unsatis¬ 

factory solution of the problem of deliverance. They create 

difficulties for thought, for, they are born of confused thinking. 

Both are more abstractions in the Samkhya-Yoga meta¬ 
physics.1 

The Purvamimamsa is very lukewarm in its treatment of 

the problem of mukti.2 All the time insisting on the importance 

of ritualistic activities, it could not very well enthuse over the 

ideal of deliverance from all obligations to act. Nonetheless 

in confirmity with ‘the spiritual fashion’ of the Indian 

sohools of thought, the Purvamimamsa also speaks of bondage 

and deliverance. Bondage is due to the self’s relation to 

the body, organs, and the external world,3 and deliverance 

consists in the avoidance of dharma and adharma.4 Bo 

karma and jfiana must cooperate to bring about mukti, which 

is merely absence of pain without any positive happiness. 

There is some dispute regarding the precise nature of mukti 

in the two schools of the Purvamimamsa. The Prabhakrat 

make it indistinguishable from the Kyaya-VaHe^ika concept. 

Some Kaumarilas tend to make it a state of bliss.5 But. in 

essence, and on the whole, the Purvamimamsa view of mukti 

may be taken as the same as the Nydya-Vaisesika one. The 

way they speak of exhausting past acts and their efFeots 

through the performance of nitya and the naimittika acta 

suggests a clean refusal to face the issues seriously. The 

whole scheme they propose is wildly conjectural and no effort 

>s made to reason out the issues. To maintain that it is the 

very nature of the self to be an agent in actions and an 

1. P. ?3. supra. 
2. p. 207. supra. 
3. p. 208. supra. 
4. P. 214. supra. 
5. vide P, 218. supra. 
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experient of pains and pleasures iB to condemn it to perpetual 

bondage ; for, the nature of things cannot be altered.1 

Turning to the Jaina view of muhti, defined as the annihila¬ 

tion of all karmic matter,2 or the final dissociation from the 

body, one is struck by their abnormal view of the self and the 

karma which stricks to the Self. Real contact is possible 

only between things of like nature. Karma being material, 

self also must be such, presumably. This conclusion is 

reinforced by the Jaina theory of the self’s expansions and 

contractions - notions which are illegitimately transfered from 

the sphere of matter to the realm of the spirit. Add to this 

the further notion that the delivered selves of varying 

dimensions shoot upwards and reach a certain point in supra, 

mandane space - alokakaga and dwell there for ever. The 

expression ‘ upward movement % ‘ urdhvagaurava ' 3 , to suggest 

the notion of spiritual aspirations, is pretty, but to take it 

literally and identify it with deliverance leaves the latter a 

movement without rest. Still, the delivered self is supposed 

to enjoy infinite knowledge, power, and intuition. But how 

can these infinitudes be reconciled with the finitude of the 

jiva ? What are the perfected selves supposed to do with 

their power, knowledge and intuition ? If in all these respects, 

the delivered selves are identical, there is no point in maintain¬ 

ing that they are many. To say that their sizes very is to 

provoke the question ho* a spirit can have any size at all 

which is a purely material attribute. But, in fact, the jatns 

had a more satisfactory concept of deliverance of a thoroughly 

spiritual character.4 Still, their two views are incompatible. 

We further pointed out that Jainism does not clearly 

distinguish between the jiva and the self.’ The Jaina admisa- 

ion of kevala jndna points to monism; for, in perfect and 

infinite knowledge, the exclusively psychological self is trans¬ 

cended and a unity of content and consciousness is reached. 

Total freedom denoted by muhti is incompatible with dualistio 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

P. 318 supra. 
P. 181 supra. 
P. 182 supra. 
vide pp. 179-183 supra. 
PP. 184-185 fif. supra. 
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obstructions. But Jainism does not seem to have thought 

out the implications of its doctrine of kevalajnana. 

The search for mukti was the basic passion of the Buddha 

and therefore, the systems of thought associated with his 

name are “impregnated with the flavour of deliverance” 1 • 

As we saw, a variety of concepts of deliverance haB been 

developed in the schools of the Hinayana and the Mahayana, 

all of which may be said to have been informed By the spirit 

of the Buddha. The most salient feature of the buddhist 

concept of deliverance is the organic relation in which it has 

been brought with a profoundly thoughtout system of ethical 

life. True, in no schools of Indian thought has the importance 

of right living been altogether ignored, but no school stresses 

its decisive importance so much as the buddhist schools do. 

The ariyaastangikomaggo 2 seems to suit only those who are 

somewhat preoccupied with their own culture and perfection. 

But the path which the Bodhisattvus tread 3 with unsurpassed 

courage makes for the '.most opulent growth and development 

of the richness of the spirit. Their ethicB are the most precious 

part of the schools of Buddhism. 

But when we turn to their metaphysics, the picture 

becomes less reassuring : for there is great difficulty in deciding 

what exactly the Buddha taught.4 The buddhist insistence 

on anatta 5 creates the impressiop that there is no stable 

principle anywhere in the Universe either within or without 

man. A call to ethical life, however exalted, but uninformed 

by a clearly intuited end affirmed spiritual principle must prove 

repellent. No doubt, such a life is good in itself and so must 

be cultivated , but the philosophic spirit in man inquires into 

the spiritual roots of such ethics. If he is told that there is no 

radical spiritual principle he may be well dismayed and so be 

excused for looking askance at that system of conduct. But 

more important for philosophy is the question of the principles 

involved. Unless the ethical life be an expression in action of a 

1. Cullavagga IX, 1, 4. 
2. pp. 95 ff. supra. 
3. pp. 131. supra. 
4. p. 148. supra. 
5. p. 79. supra. 
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perfect spirit in man and the Universe, what relation can there 

be between life and the attainment of Nirvana ? The noble 

eight-fold way and the Bcdhisativa’s career must be taken as 

the unfoldment of the real Self of man. Otherwise, there will 

be no relation, organic or otherwise, between conduct and its 

crown, viz., deliverance. 

In contrast, the Advaitic sidhana of which Karmayoga is an 

indispensable element, is organically linked to the Advaitic 

doctrine of the Self. All yogas are at once means and ends in 

the sense that while they help the sadkala to realize the perfect 

Self of all, siddhas or muktas, express themselves through 

them.1 This concept of the means as ends spread out, a 

corollary of Advaita, seems to have been missed by the buddhist 

thinkers. 

The nature of Nirvana is as indeteiminate in Buddhism as 

the nature of the self. True the buddhists usually deny the 

reality of the latter. On the character of Nirvana also there 

is hardly any unanimity.2 In the Hinaydna schools, Nirvana 

appears either as a “lifeless residue-a separate reality of 

elements in their death ” or a blank of unconsciousness, kleta- 

janmanoh ksayah, without any positive counterpart.3 .The 

arhat in the Hinaydna, corresponding to the jivanmukta in 

Advaita, is also somewhat forbidding; he is a self-centred 

individual whose sympathy and love find little expression in 

impersonal action.4 ’ In the Mahdydna the ethical ideal leaves 

nothing to be desired.5 But its two schools offer only negative 

metaphysics. The Vijndnavddin denies the reality of everything 

except the stream of his momentary consciousness, and yet 

calls for a lofty ethical life. The $unyav&din denies every 

abiding principle while not abating his ethical demands. As we 

remarked earlier, this divorce of metaphysics from ethics tends 

to rob the latter of its foundation and significance.15 The 

t rf snrvatraiva hyadhyatmasastre krtarthalaksaijSniyamt&ny. 
eva s/dhan5nyupadisyante yatnasSdhyatvfit BGC. pp, 114, 115. 

2. vide pp, 148 ff, supra. 
3. p. 148. supra. 
4. p. 149. supra. 
5. P. 150. supra 

vide “Can there be ethics without metaphysics,” a paper by 
’ Dr. T.M.P. Mahadevan, IPC. Proceedings, p. 130, 1952, 

tauKTi—66 
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condemnation of all cfbjects of experience os unreal or Sitnya 

conveys no meaning unless there is a stable standard of reality 

established . somewhere. While the Vijnanavada grants a 

momentary reality to consciousness, the Sunyavdda revels in a 

very orgy of negation, denying every conceivable thing. Denial 

or sublation without a stable basis or adhisthana is the radical 

fallacy of the Mahdyana schools. To leave the concept of 

reality entirely vague and seek to build on it an attractive ethic 

serve only to bewilder. Sankara bad in mind only the 

Madhyamika metaphysics when he remarked that it violates all 

means of right cognition.1 The effort to win Nirvana to 
escape from sorrows which do not exist is clearly pointless. 

Again the Absolute of the Madhyamikas, not associated with 

any principle of negation, cannot account for anything and 

so serves no philosophic purpose. Further, this Absolute is 

said to be only Santa and s'iva,2 and not also conscious and 

blissful.3 Therefore, the Advaitin cannot approve of the 

Madhyamika view of deliverance, though Stcherbatsky asserts 

that the Advaitic and the Madhyamika views are identical4 . 

The difference between the two relates to the nature of the 

Absolute in the two systems. The Advaitic Absolute is 

saccidananda raised, no doubt, to an ineffable degree, and in 

some sense this Absolute is the source of the world in which 

enter, as factors, existence, consciousness and bliss. Hence it is 

not hatred of Buddhism,s which prevents the Advaitin from 

affirming identity of views with the Madhyamika dialectician. 

The position of the Vijnanavada is slightly different. It 

arose as ,a reaction against the extremism of the Mddhya- 

mtka.6 If the dlayavijhdna were conceived as stable and as 

manifesting itself empirically as sat, cit and <inanda, there will 

he practical identity between the Absolute of Advaita and that 

of the Vijnanavada. This is to say, not that gapkara derived 

parabrahman from the Lankavatdra or Maitreyanatha, but 

that, possibly, the latter deviated from the upanisadic concept 

of Brahman. 

1. 'SB. on BS II, 2, 31. ~~ 
2. vide P. 144 supra. 
3. vide P. 155 supra. 
4. Ibid. 

5. Vide concept of Nirvapa, p. 38, Stcherbatsky. 
6. P. 155 supra. 
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The vital difference between the Advaitic and the Buddhis¬ 

tic concept of mulcti derives from the different concepts of the 

Self evolved in these schools of thought. The relative unreality 

of the objective world is common to the Mahdydna and 

Advaita. But the latter has a compact system of meta¬ 

physics with a carefully thoughtout concept of the Absolute 

which is the source and essence of the concerete world 1 . 

What distinguishes Advaita from all other schools of Indian 

thought is its clear-eyed perception that reality and value 

meet in indivisible union.2 Nothing real is left outside the 

the Absolute to be discarded as value-free. Self or atman is only 

one among other equally real principles in the Nyayv-Vike$ika ; 

in the Sdrykhya-yoga inert prakrti is basically different from 

Purusd and so is ultimately to be shunned and left over. In 

Purvamimamsa, the metaphysical position is practically the 

same as in the Nydya-Vai'sesika. In Jainism, too, the concept 

of self is mixed up with materialistic notions. Buddhism 

fosters a lofty system of ethical values, but being without 

roots in any well-conceived metaphysics, it is deprived of 

steady nourishment and tends to hang in mid-air. In contrast 

to them all, Advaita, with the metaphysics of the 

Upanisads and the ethics of Bhagavad Oita, constitutes an ideal 

combination which recognizes and provides for the deepest 

elements of man’s spiritual nature. In the next and final 

section of this chapter we shall try to show that it adequately 

safeguards the md’st enlightened interests of the evolving 

human personaliiy. 

(vii) The Advaita mukti as Life’s goal. 

We started with the object of elucidating the Advaitio 

concept of mukti so as to bring out its deep philosophic and 

spiritual import. No system of Indian thought is “more 

concerned with the great problem of how man can attain 

spiritual union with infinite being,”3 and none, as we sawf 

has been more thorough-going in the solution offered than 

the Advaita. In the course of our exposition we showed that 

the doctrine of samsara, to which Advaita attaches an 

1. pp. 223. ff. supra. 
2. vide The Vedanta of Sankara pp. 83-84. 
3. Indian thought, Preface vi. Schweitzer. 
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empirical significance, “far from being a doctrine of despair, 

is a souree of hope and reassurance. For, it guarantees 

that every man may expect to achieve deliverance through 

the realization that he is the same in essence as the infinite 

spiritual Being of the world. This unique value attached to 

human life stands in striking contrast to ‘ the one life - one 

chance theory of salvation ’ which finds support, e.g., in the 

Christian religion.1 

It has been remarked that “ the peculiarity of the Indian 

eye of thought is that it sees or searches every where for 

the spirit”.2 The Advaitic mukti which iB the same as 

brahmaimabhava is the complete answer to the persistent 

hunger of the seeker after the spirit. It is based upon the 

intuition that “ the material universe is only an appearance of 

the spirit” and that the perfection which man seeks is in reality 

an eternal possession of his, which only a delusion hides away 

from him. This position apparently robs sddhana of much of 

its significance but on the other hand, to think of mukti as the 

attainment of an extrinsic perfection is to make it transitory 

and its possession precarious. Therefore, Advaita insists that 

mukti is the intuition of one’s inherent sprititual perfection. 

Within the range of the finite we can never see or experience 

that the End has been really secured . The consummation of 

the infinite End, therefore, consists merely in removing the 

illusion which makes it seem yet unaccomplished5’.3 The 

fear 4 that this view paralyses effort is based on a confusion 

between a metaphysical truth and a living fact. The purpose 

of Advaita sddhana is to actualize the metaphysical truth of 

perfection inherent in the individual. That very truth guaran¬ 

tees that the effort at its realization is never wasted but sure to 

be crowned with success. Besides, the judgement that sddhana 

L The meaning of Life in Hinduism and Buddhism, pp. 
36. ff.F. H. Ross, London, 1952. 

2. The Indian conception of life p. 174. Aurobindo, IPC. 
Proceedings, 1950. ’ 

3. Hegel. Qd. Idea of God, p. 412 cf. There is one road and 

c°r f?fdt.fon|y> haife held, by which the finite creature 
can identify itself with perfection, and that begins bv 

Knqult.PerfeCti°n aS real> Value and Destiny.°P- 303^ 
4. vide, Idea of God, p. 412. 
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is as unreal as the rest of empirical life is valid only from the 

metaphysical point of view of the Advailic reality. To get to 

it in truth and effectually to make the judgement under 

reference sadhana is indispensable. 

In the light of the Advaitic ideal of mukti “ life as a whole 

becomes a passage to the infinite, and a discipline for spiritual 

perfection”.1 The object of the discipline is to make God 

consciousness habitual. The mulcti ideal which demands “a 

heightening of mind and reason to their greatest lights and 

powers” in order to reach out to the infinite BeiDg in us stresses 

the autonomy of the human spirit. Mukti in Advaita is not 

a gift from on high ; nor is the divine Being outside of or 

discrepant with the being of man.2 Advaita insists that to 

“ get at the core of God at his greatest one must go to the 

depths of the soul, to the roots, to the heights,” for, “ all that 

God can do is focussed there”. Briefly, Advaita immeasurably 

deepens our sense of the value and destiny of the human 

individual. It fully supports the poet’s intuition that, 

Our destiny, our being’s heart and home 

Is with infinitude and only there.3 

Only it would not consent to any watering down of the 

import of these words. But it may be asked how, when the 

individual as such does not survive in mukti, it can inspire his 

efforts and become his supreme goal. The Advaitin points out 

that the mukti he seeks after is not an external possession to 

be owned by the individual and to feel proud about. It is 

growth of the individual in'every dimension of his being. Hence 

there is no question of any loss except in the sense in which the 

adult may be said to lose the prattle of his childhood days. 

The ‘ loss ’ involved in mukti is the loss of an illusion and the 

activities issuing therefrom ; it is the loss of the finitude of the 

individual. Insistence on preserving the finite ego in the state 

of deliverance arises from the baseless notion that mukti is an 

1. The Indian conception of life p. 177. 
2. cf. The knower and the known are one. Simple people 

imagine that they should see God as if He stood there and 
they here. This is not so. God and I, we, are one in 
knowledge • Eckhart, Qd. The meaning of Life, p. J2. 

3. The Prelude, Bk. VI. 
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object among objects to be owned. In mukti is preserved the 

essence of all that we value, viz., truth, consciousness, and bliss 

not as three entities, but as a liviDg integral reality, the one 

supreme good. It is not a negation, but a positive fulfilment 

of all that, as finite individuals, we are striving to realize. It 

is liberation from one-sidedness and partiality. The basic fact 

on which such an ideal is based may be recognized in the 

“fundamental instinct towards the identification of the self with 

ultimate reality”,1 the atmakama as the upanisads term it. 

The desire for survival, when rightly analysed and tested, 

will resolve itself into a desire for the survival of the best in 

man.2 His present private ego constituted by its exclusive 

relations is often felt and judged as not the best in him. The 

current ego is subject to the self-transcendent impulse which 

brooks nothing finite. Indeed, the past of the same individual 

may appear, in enlightened retrospect, to be hostile and deser. 

ving of rejection. This is the essence of remorse and self-loathing. 

The process of self-transcendence thus seems to be inevitable 

in the developement of personality. The Advaitic ideal of mukti 

suggests that the process must, ultimately, culminate in a 

total outgrowing of the finite self or ego.3 Freedom from 

exclusiveness expressed in active sympathy, knowledge, and 

love is a rational ideal and its full realization, according to 

Advaita, is of the essence of mukti. Personality as such 

cannot characterize this state, for finitude is the hall mark 

of personality and mukti is the negation of finitude.4 Persona¬ 

lity is an accident of passing circumstances and, therefore, 

cannot characterize a state of stable perfection.5 Even so, 

1. cf. Value and Destiny, pp. 271-272. 
2. Ibid PP. 276. ff; 
3. cf. I cannot desire my continuance as what would seem to my 

present consciousness the same personality, while also 
desiring completeness and stability in my experience. Ibid 
p. 287. 

4. cf. In desiring a highly developed perfection we are desiring 
to be something which can no longer be identified with 
or by incidents of the terrestrial life; Ibid. p. 285. 

5. cf. We with our lives are like islands in the sea or like 
trees in the forest. Gur normal consciousness is circums¬ 
cribed for adaptation to our external earthly environment, 
but the fence is weak in spots ; fitful influences from beyond 
leak in - William James, Qd. Theories of Religious experi¬ 
ence, p. 27. J. M. Moore, New York, 1938. 
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as we emphasized earlier, the fully delivered Self remains, to 

empirical consciousness, identical with God, the embodiment 

of all values. The mukta's capacity for the realizations of 

values is augumented infinitely and finds expression in cosmic 

activities as the' divine Being. While mukti, then, is not a 

state of finite personality, it has room for super-personality, 

and impartial play of truth, goodness, beauty, and holiness. 

Unlike the case in Buddhist Nirvana, in the Advaitic mukti, 

there is no irrevocable loss of value to the world of aspiring 

spiritual beings. As the divine Being, the mukla admits of 

spiritual communion. 

The Advaitic ideal of mukti, again, unveils the vision of a 

world “ which is a living, breathing, palpitating, all-embracing, 

all-animating whole.”1 It is often alleged that the Advaitic 

ideal entails tho rejection of the world as a fiction, tvccha. It 

is the pretensions of the world as an independent reality that 

are stigmatized as a falsity by the Advaitin. In the state 

of mukti the world is transfigured into the living image of the 

divine; ignorantly imagined spatic-temporal character, w5mo 

and rupa, vanishes like the rope-snake. Thus the Advaitic 

ideal of mukti implies the exaltation of both man2 and world 

to the status of the divine. 

A word may be added as regards the validity of the 

Advaitic approach to mukti or Brahman. It rests upon the 

fact that our discursive, reason, which always sunders the 

‘ what ’ from ‘ that,’ content from existence, or predicate from 

subject, is incompetent to do justice to the integrality of the 

real- Discursive reason cannot proceed without distinctions. 

Hence it cannot apprehend the plenary reality which has no 

distinctions of its own. The only knowledge which is 

immediate and indubitable is Self-knowledge, ie., knowledge 

not of, but knowledge that is, the Self. This intuitive 

experience is dtmasakgatkdra or anubhuti. The appeal to the 

-1 Head Quarters of RealityTpTiiJ. E. Holmes 1933. 
7 Of “The only God that exists, the only God in whom 1 
2‘ believe ^y God the miserable, my god the poor of all 

rS” ^kSnged ?? 
throughout ^atmanam^arrobhuMlri^*tinan?|* 

samaippas'yannB.maySji svftrajyamadhigacchatt (I XII, 91 
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upanigads, a pronfinent feature of Advaita, really means only 

an appeal to the integral experience of the Self. There is 

nothing arbitrary about it. 1 The Advaita, in effect, says 

Grow and you will know. Make yourself more real and you 

will see deeper into the heart of reality. ”.2 

The Advaita, then, claims that Self intuition, which comes 

as the culmination of strenuous sidhana, yields the truth 

which delivers from bondage and finitude. Of course, the tree 

is known by its fruit. The Advaita claim must be tested 

in the crucible of experience. Here its ideal of jlvanmukti 

assumes decisive significance . The Jivanmuktas are not a long- 

vanished race. These supermen are there to furnish the living 

proof of the validity of the Advaitic claim that the realization 

of Self delivers one from the clutches of the separatist ego. 

“ No doubt the status of the siddha and mukta baffles the 

positivist mind. But the Advaitin has seized on the ideal of 

mukti, kept it a living and practicable thing, sounded all the 

ways to this spiritually perfect existence, and made it the 

common highest aim and universal spiritual destiny of every 

human being.” 3 Indeed, the significance of the Advaitic ideal 

lies in the fact that “ spiritual freedom and perfection were not 

figured as a high and far-off ideal, but presented as the common 

human necessity, a thing for all to grow into, made possible to 

all” on the basis “of renunciation and the love of impersonal 

perfection ’. Undoubtedly the ideal presented is none too easy. 

It demands spiritual heroism of a rare quality. But it makes 

Bense and is a challenge to man’s spirit of adventure. The souls 

home-sick for the universal spirit take up the challenge ; also, 

those whose love of philosophy does not stop short at mere 

theorizing. 

1. vide Gaudapada, pp. 79 ff. 

2. That this is not an improper approach to Reality seems 
f “Here, says science, 1 have left a domain in 
which I shall not interfere. I grant that you have some kind 
° through the self-knowledge of consciousness, 
so thatat is not necessariiy a domain of pure acnosticism” 

1940 8t0“ Qd' Meaning and Purpose p. 189. 

3. Adapted front the Indian conception of L,ife, 

agnosticism’ 
K. Walker, 
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knowledge of reality 
„ (saving) 

(self-) 
(Unitary) 

, » (valid) 
Ko^a 
Kramamuki: 
k^tsnakarmak^i 
Kumarila 

Kugumanjali 

lack of discrimination 
lakijaija 

Laijknvatara 
liberating jsana 
liberating knowledge 

458. 
433, 440, 477, 482. 
199,200, 203. 
426. 
461. 
451. 
456, 457, 477, 509. 
494. 
184 to 189, 193 to 196, 199 to 201, 203, 204, 
206, 282. 
11, 25. 
393. 
448. 
122, 124, 126, 132 to 134. 
463 ff. 
471. 

liberation 3 to 7, 10, 29, 30, 50, 53, 56, 60, 65 to 67, 

72 to 74, 127, 151, 159, 184, 196 to 200, 203, 
207, 213, 300, 303 to 305, 322, 338, 353, 

362, 405, 410, 434, 455, 465. 
Life is a passage to the infinite 525. 
nia 

lass of an illusion 

Madhusudanasarasvati 
Madhva 
Madhvaite 

MSdhyamika 

,, vrtti 
Mahavira 

Mahavratas 

Mahstyana (or 
MahSySnic) 

nan 

Manas (or mind) 

nan’s eligibility 
Mas Muller 
m&ya 

324, 501, 502. 
525. 

213, 257, 301, 312, 340,463, 464, 467. 
214, 299 , 301, 302, 513. 
302, 304, 346. 

122, 126, 135 to 137, 149, 150, 152, 153, 
222. 
103, 107, 

7, 155, 156. 

170,171. 

L94, 104, 108, 109, 111, 126, 129, 133, 136, 
i 143,148, 153. 

1, 4, 5, 8, 81 to 83,91 to 95, 100, '144, 213 
'237, 248, 281, 286 to 288, 314, 332, 355* 
378, 417. 

331, 336, 339, 354 to 356, 360, 405, 446, 
454 to 458. 
417. 
3,421. 

36,243, 244, 252, 254, 256, 258, 269, 274, 
305 to 309, 323 to 326, 333, 338, 348, 353, 
370, 372,437, 471, 



matter (jada) 

INDEX MB 

163, 166, 176, 178, 182,224, 243, 304, 308. 

means are ends 1521 
spread out ) 4 

mithya (or false) 270 to 273, 280, 367, 380, 395, '458, 462. 

mithyadarsanam 160 to 162, 174. 

mithyajnanam 21, 22, 53, 162, 197, 307, 309, 310, 389. 

mithyatvam 160 to 162, 166, 168, 450, 452, 471. 

moha 160, 164. 

mokya 1 to 5, 23 to 33, 45,67, 118, 154, 171, 177 to 

momentary cognitions 

182, 196 to 208, 209, 232, 282, 300, 417 and 

427. 
376. 

monism 182, 218, 233. 

mukta 4, 33, 65, 103, 159, 177, 180. 

mukta appears as values 507. 

mukta, a vijSanin, a law unto himself 489. 
„ is the superman 502, 503. 

„ (jivan) 66, 67. 

„ lives to give 501. 

„ feelings 498. 

mukta’s status after the body falls 503 ff. 

mukta embodiment of holiness 501. 

mukta (videha) 66. 
Mukti 5, 101, 213, 286, 301, 386, 417, 433, 460, 

mukti (jivan) 

465, 470. 
65, 101, 103, 175, 177, 202. 

„ no bare identity^ 474. 

,, resembles samsara 515. 

„ (videha) 66, 103, m, 177,443, 485 ff. 

Nagarjuna Ill, 135 to 138, 140 to 145* 151 to 133. 

Nagasena 82, 83. 

Hama and rupa 1 -218, 244, 258, 30*, 310, 331, 334, 363, 370. 
(or name and form) j 

nature of action 403. 

nature of bhakti 434 ff. 

nature of knowledge 402. 

„ mukti 469 ff. 

nature of sleep 360. 

negation 222,233. 241, 270, 367, 380, 381. 

„ of the manifold 473. 

negative ,312,-313, 321, 323, 324, 335. 

„ reality 466. 

neglect of the mystic temperament 512... 
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neseiencfc (or ignorance) 160.J224.231, 252,257, 312,314, 320,324, 
360, 369 to 371, 390, 465. 

neti neti 335, 467, 468, 504. 
nihilism 153, 249. 
nihilists 27; 135, 140. 
mihs'i'eyasara 23, 24, 26, 197, 202. 
Nirvaija 1, 5, 77, 79 to 81, 85 to 87 , 95, 99 to 101, 

103 to 116, 118-121, 133 to 135, 140 to 142, 
144 to 148, 167, 179. 

nirvikalpajnana 400. 
nirvikalpasamadhi 490. 
nityasamsarina 515. . 
nityata 469. 
nivrtti 175, 417, 418. 
nivjttimsrga 442. 
no appeal to faith 481. 
no fifth category 466. 
non-dual reality 470. 

no personality in mukti 526. 
no sense of agency 431. 
noumenal (the) 470. 
nyayavais'e§ika 2, 67, 158, 186, 207, 234,248, 367. 
object 336, 356, 366, 376, 388. 389, 392, 393, 449, 

450, 455, 457. 
objective 361. 

„ experience of Brahman makes no sense 511. 
„ idealism 376. 

object of consciousness & phalavyapyata, 464. 

opposition to the idea of jivanmukti 484 ff 
pain 206, 238. 
Paficadafii 195, 230, 341, 348. 
Parable on muk't 474. 
Para-napada 506. 
Paramartha 469. 
Paranatman 189, 254, 300, 328, 330, 344, 352. 
paravidya 442. 
parityama 364, 373. 

„ vadai 362, 366, 373. 
t. vadin 365. 

path (marga) 
&,93f 97, 9g, 100, H2, ^ 140, 150 
160* 

path in jainism 172, 
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path of jnana 440. 

peace 260. 

perception (determinate) 453, 454. 
„ (indeterminate) 453, 454. 

perfection 1, 92, 130, to 132, 182, 246, 272, 298, 325, 
413, 418, 472. 

perfection of God 378. 
persistence of ignorance 482., 
personality is bondage 387, 388. 
pessimism (or pessimistic) 5, 74, 84, 135, 154. 
phenomena 277, 281. 
philosophy 1, 4 to 7, 56, 135, 180, 220, 256, 262. 

philosophy (advaita) 215, 241 to 243, 276, 310, 379, 416. 
„ (Indian) 274. 
„ (vedanta) 351. 

pith of bondage 432, 433. 
place of Guru 441. 
place of sannySsa & 1 

samuccaya J 
i- 425. 
i 

pleasure 206, 275, 277. 

pluralism 333. 

Poussin deValee 79, 96, 104 to 106, 108, 109, 113, 144, 150. 

power 305 to 309, 325, 348, 376, 3*5, 393. 

power of self-knowledge 481. 
Prabhakara 184, 185, 191, 192, 194, 196, 202, 203, 206, 

282. 
pragmatic reality 382. 

5__ 

prajna (or intelligence) 305, 371. 

Prakaraiyapaftcika 186, 187, 19t, 198, 202. 

prakfti #7, 4t to 48, 50 to 54, 57 to 59, 69 to 73, 
242 to 245, 301, 363, 406, 495. 

Prapancapravilaya 472, 473. 

Prapatti 437 ff. 
PrasthSnabheda 213. 

Prasthanatrayam 213, 299. 

pratyak$a (or perception) 9, 202, 263, 313, 320 , 336, 337, 390, 399, 
400, 402, 409. 

pravrtti 417, 418. 

puru$a 8, 34, 43 to 50, 60, 63 to 73, 194, 228, 254. 

Purvamimimsa 2, 183, 187, 189, 196, 197, 204, 206 to 209. 

qualities 290. 

Ramanuja 214, 2», 289 to 298, 317 to 322, 4?1, 

rasa 276. 
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real 
Realism 

153, 323 to 325, 373, 375, 386, 458, 464. 
311. 

RealitV 148, 153 to 155, .160, 184, 202, 220 to 222, 
241, 242, 244 to 246, 258 to 260, 264, 265, 
270 to 273, 289 to 291, 312, 313, 329, 331, 
368, 381, 394, 451, 454, 455, 464. 

reality (absolute) 214, 322, 357. 
reality and value are united in Advaita 523. 

252, 270, 280, 285, 287, 373, 378, 3*3 to 
385. 471. 
400, 409, 462. 
244, 247, 246, 412, 413. 
449 ST. 
209, 297, 401. 

155, 187, 203, 217, 264, 271 to 273, 345 to 
347, 367 to 369, 401, 402, 454. 
323, 326. 

131, 231. 
286, 287. 

168, 19$, 443 ff 455. 

realisation 

realisation of Brahman 
reason 
reasoning process 
relata 
relation (or relations) 

relativity 

release 
religion 
renunciation 

result* of kramamukti 479. 
return.to the world of 1 ,7, 

relativity y*'3, 
revelation 249. 
Russeli(Bertrand) 
S'abara 
S'abda 
Saccidananda 
Sadhaka 
Sadyomukti 
Sage 
Saint 

Saint and mystic in one 
Saint defined 
Sakyatkara 
Sakji 

Sakti 

tfalikanatha 
Salvation 
Sankara 

8, 266, 284. 

183, 184, 186/187, 190 to 192, 197, 202. 
460 fiF. 

153, 216, 269, 270, 282, 283, 362, 512, 522. 
174, 418, 434, 457, to 459. 
476, 480. 

102, 146, 177, 213, 471. 

101, 103, 105, 119, 120, 383, 468, 473. 
488. 
488. 
461. 

321, 324, 338 to 341., 
344. 

191, 196. 

1, 76, 77, 129, 148, 172, 179. 

14, 119, 153, 213, 216 to 2U, 229, 235 t0‘ 
239, 247 to 250, 252 to 262, 307 to 311, 

329 to 336, 342.10 344, 355 to 357, 373 to 
376, 418, 425, .492, 499, 500, 505. 



Sankaramis'ra 
Samkhya 

„ (Sesvara) 
Satnkhyayoga 
Samsara 

samsaric 
samsarins 
Samskara 
samvadibhrama 
samyakdars'ana 
sanmSrga 
sannyasa 
sannyasin 
santa 
santana 
santi 
sarvabhutahite ratafj 

sarvatmabhava 
kastram 

sat 
satya 
SautrSntikas 
seer 
self-luminous 
self-revealing 
sheaths 
akandhas 
sleep 
solipsism 
sorrows 
spirit 

3ravana etc. 
Stcherbataky 

subject 
substance 
sukham 
sum muni bonum 

$unya 
Suresvarac&rya 
svadharma 
^vetadvipa 
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9, 19, 21, 24, 203. 
13, 36, 74, 106, 162, 194, 242, 248, 252, 
363, 470. 

161, 166, 168. 
2, 28, 35, 36, 154, 197,213. 
4, 18 to 20, 46, 56, 57, 68, 100, 101, 117, 
118, 162, 205, 242, 386, 407, 412, 416. 
35. 
159, 163, 206, 207, 246. 
51, 65, 77, 88, 89, 311, 406. 
463. 
472, 474, 476. 
500. 
425, 426. 
426, 433, 446. 
153. 
79, 112, 120. 
108, 287. 
493. 
384, 472. 
1, 183, 207, 290, 456. 
216, 218 to 222, 224, 269, 281, 320, 329. 
217,218,222, 225, 239, 289. 
116 to 122, 141, 147. 
236, 237, 244. 
190, 195, 227, 230, 317. 
336. 
354. 
79 ff. 85, 99, 114, 138, 149. 
205^228, 230, 358, 390. 
313, 3152, 505. 
245 and 285. 
285, 290, 246, 347. 
444 ff. 
76, 81, 88, 106 to 108, 111, 115, 134, 136, 
336, 339, 356, 366, 392, 450, 455. 
290 to 297. 
21,40, 67, 109. 
3, 35, 113, 213, 288, 443. 
38, 126, 134, 152, 222. 
315, 270, 430, 498. 
429 ff. 

5L4. 
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tatasthalaksaija 
tathata 
tattva 
tattvajnana 

215, 242, 282, 279- 
132, 136, 142. 
2. 
24, 162, 202, 458. 

tattvamasi 
„ discussed 

285, 294, 303, 448, 456, 472, 486. 
446 ff. 

Tattvavaisaradi 
the three ends of life 
time 

timeless 
timeless infinite 
Tjrthamkara 
transcendence 
transformation of the 

self known 

46, 64, 70, 
405, 

5, 70, 132, 195, 230, 258, 290, 312, 319, 
374, 470. 
241, 319. 
492. 
179. 
253, 256, 280, 281. 

1497, 498. 

transmigration 159,202, 259, 375. 
travel to Karya Brahman 477. 

truth 188, 186, 201,247,260, 270 to 285, 281, 286, 
325, 395, 462. 

’• <ar‘ya) 87, 93, 112, 118, 137, 140, 145, 160, 165. 
truth (full) 213. 

•> ^ving 167, 169, 172, 174. 
Tuccha 381. 

Turiya 361, 457, 468, 469. 
two approaches in the Absolute 480. 

two kinds of sannyasa 442 ff. 

two kinds of worship in advaita 435 "ff. 
Udayana 
Unity of values 

11, 13, 17, 23, 25 to 28, 35. 
500. 

universe 

unqualified identity 

unreal 
upadesavakya 
Upadhis 

Upanigad* 

upasanS 
upasanS, on AUM 

Drdhvagauravam 
V&caspatimis'ra 
Vaibh5|ika 

155 to 157, 262, 280, 326. 
486. 

272, 281, 260, 324, 399, 434, 512, 515, 523. 
472. 

259, 330 to 333, 339, 347, 390, 395, 462, 
479, 505, 506. 

4, 44, 124, 190, 200, 214, 247, 258, 296, 310, 
325, 331 to 339, 363, 409,449, 487 and 480. 
199, 456 ff. 
457 ff. 
519. 

349, 367, 368, 393,420,461. 
Ill to 116, 119, 
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Vairagya 
Vaifcesika 
validity 
validity of knowledge 

value (or end) 

value (variable) 
vSsana 

Vasubandhu 
Vatsyayana 
Veda 
Vedanta 
Vedantic schools on 

bondage 
Vedantic texts 
Vedantin 

47, 60. 
31, 32, 162, 219, 336. 
381. 
441. 

1, 10, 23, 36, 99, 152, 207, 255, 261 to 269, 
274, 111, 278, 281, 282, 286 to 288, 434. 

379. 
330, 348. 
76, 106, 113, 122. 
30, 31, 282. 
2, 56, 185, 198, 202, 299, 355, 423. 
2, 189, 280, 220, 255, 364. 

| 413. 

454, 456. 
30, 89, 90, 335, 364. 

Vicara 
Vidvan 
VidvatsanySsa 
vidya 

445. 
482,486. 
454. 
473, 481. 

Vidyaraoya 
vijnana 
vijnana (alaya) 
Vijnanavada 
Vis'e§a 
Viiigtadvaita 
Vis'istadvaitic mukti 

195, 326, 383, 486, 487. 
122 to 124, 143, 149, 150, 205. 
123 to 126, 134, 149, 152. 
121, 122, 126, 137, 149, 152. 
300. 
214, 291, 232, 385. 
509. 

picture of heaven 512. 
vivarttavada 
Vivekananda 
vividisasannyasa 

vrtti 
Vyasatirtha 

will 
will (free) 
witness 
witness consciousness 

World 

362, 367. 
325, 326,416, 432. 
454, 459. 
317, 319, 324, 340, 361, 462. 
323, 324, 380. 
275, 277, 284 to 286, 291, 298. 

246, 430. 
227. 
313, 398, 485. 
185 to 189, 277 to 278, 294, 296, 362 to 365, 
368 to 370, 382 to 394, 394, 420. 

world according to the carvaka 
Nyiyavais,e?ika 

„ Samkhya 

World and sadhana 

9. 
14. 
45 ff 73. 
467. 

71 
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world as sorrow 
world-cause 
world experienced as Brahman 
world of objects 
wrong conations 403. 

112, 122, 132, 141. 
364 If. 
491. 
471. 

Yoga 
Yogabha$ya 
Yoga in Jainism 
Yoga Satras 

28, 29, 99, 168, 169, 234, 456. 
55, 65, 112. 
161, 166, 168. 
46, 96. 



Errata 

Page Line 

2 

2 
2 

3 
8 

10 

12 

13 
15 

19 
22 

24 
26 
27 
29 
31 
32 

33 
36 
37 
37 
40 
40 
40 
42 
44 

44 
45 

45 
46 

1 

1 

13 
23 

Footnote 9 
4 
3 

21 
32 
26 

Footnote 6 

20 

1 

12 
9 

19 
8 

28 
15 
20 

32 
24 
27 

Footnote 4 
23 

8 

15 
14 
17 

12 

46 Footnote 1 

47 18 

48 ' 3 
50 30 
50 33 
51 3 

For 

Prepositions 
repositary 
NyayS-Vaiiesika 
salvations 
Russel 
To avoid. 
but 
Vaise$ina 
bhava 
mediated 
pravrthi 

nidhidhy&sana 
prompts to 
in 
Brahma$kema 
Vaie?ika 
Bhararvajna 
consscious 
then on-ego 
metaphysicial 
eqilibrium 
Women 
Pancasikha 

Yogavarstikam 
in 
Prakrtis’ 
black out 

is 
Consciousnesss 

Prarkti 
Kanka 

virsgya 
sence 
bhoktras'akti 

Pura?a 
kies akarma, etc. 

Read 

Propositions 
repository 
NySya-Vais'esika 
salvation 
Russell 
“ To avoid. 
But 
Vaifcesika 
bhava 
meditated 
pravrtti 

nididhyasana 
prompts 
is 
Brahmak;ema 
Vaisejika 
Bhasarvajna 
conscious 
the non-ego 
metaphysical 
equilibrium 
woman 
PaneaSikha 

Yogavarttikam 
is 
Prakrti’s 
black-out 
are 
Consciousness 

Prakfti 
Karika 

vairagya 
sense 
bhoktr^akti 

Puruja 
kle4akarma, etc. 

72 » 
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Page Line For 

51 16 reflectd 
55 16 and 
56 9-10 consolation 
56 11 trivarnikas 
56 16 as rama 
57 20-21 summumbonum 
57 21 baudda 
58 13 It 
59 30 vivekakhyaati 
60 Footnote 4 passionless 
63 8 the 
66 13 Theyrepresent 
67 21 Sruti 
69 10 Purusa 
73 Title The Buddhist 

Conception of 
Nirvana 

75 14 whiah 
75 32 impessions 
80 24 Rhys Davida 
81 16 above- 
82 Footnote l never 
85 23 Budha 
88 4 Mahadidana 
88 23 durnanasta 
89 1 life 
91 7 Bnddhist 
91 20 buddhist 
93 2 morl 
93 30 which 
94 23 then 
94 25 flesh 
94 26 rate 
94 Footnote 4 Lakshminarsau 
95 24 brahmavihUarajbanas 
95 Footnote 1 Purity conduct. 
96 11 follow-beings 
96 Footnote 2 fellomen 
97 23 con ersation 
98 19 tranquility 
98 21 tranquilization 

Read 

reflected 

(deleted) 

consolations 

traivarnikas 

akama 

summum bonum 

bauddha 

Its 

vivekakyati 
Passionlessness 
the 

They represent 
Sruti 

Purusa 
The Samkhya-yoga 
Concept of Mukti 

which 

impressions 

Rhys Davids 

above. 

never 

Buddha 

Mahanidana 

durmanasta 
of life 

Buddhist 

Buddhist 
moral 

will 

than 

flesh " 

rare 

Laksbminarasu 

brahmaviharajhanas 
Purity of conduct, 

fellow-beings 

fellowmen 

conversation 

tranquillity 

tranquillisation 
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Page ) Line For Read 

98 22 intuition intuition. 

98 Footnote 5 Rhya Davids Rhys Davids 

99 6-7 have have have 

99 7 cannon canon 

99 8 Buddhagosa Buddhagbosa 

99 20 Stma^ar^a atmasarapa 

100 3 builder builder 

100 11 them there 

100 Footnote 2 fs is 

101 17 intemparate intemperate 

103 7 skhandas skandhas 

103 17 nirupaaisessa nirupSiisessa 

103 30 exatly exactly 

104 8 the the 

104 23 Buddaghosa Buddhaghosa 

104 Footnote 6 Pasenaei Pasenadi 

105 8 passages passages. 

108 18 NirySna Nirvana 

111 Footnote l Mahayana Mah-iyana which 

112 Footnote 6 Bhamationit Bhamati on it 

113 17 prathisaijikhyanirodha pratisamkhySnirodha 

114 12 consciousness consciousness 

114 14 vis-a-vis Vis-a-vis 

115 5 Nirv&pa ip Nirvana 

116 6 vaibhagikas Vaibhagikas 

116 13 sautrantikas Sautrantikas 

116 20 impersses impresses 

116 26 qonscionsness consciousness. 

117 1 sautrantikas Sautrantikas 

118 18 gunaratna Gunaratna 

118 22 Sautantika Sautrantika 

118 24 counter part counter-part 

118 Footnote 1 Three three 

118 Footnote 4 Karyak5rapabhutasca Karyakftranabhutai 

119 2 held hold 

119 14 Bya?ya Bhagya 

119 15 aseociated associated 

119 22 unreality unreality. 

120 2 Vyantibhava vyantibhava 

120 18 hostile to it hostile to it. 

120 22 consciouaness consciousness • 
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Line For Read 

23 continnum continuum 
30 accordanc accordance 
7 Alaydvijfiana Alayavijnana 

17 Vijnavgdinmaintains Vajnanavadin maintains 
28 sioriness soriness 
21 or of 
15 floodgates flood-gates 

7 strenuosly strenuously 
15 evildestiny evil destiny 
24 spirtual spiritual 
33 mahatyaga i.e.. mahatyaga, i,e„ 
15 -ficient -ficent 
19 becomes. becomes 
27 bhavasvabhav&bhav. bha.vas.vabh avabha va 
16 in most inmost 
28 nirupadis'esanirvilna- 

dhStu 
nirupadisesanirvana- 

dbatu 
30 is not be is not to be 

141 19 
141 33 
142 Footnote 1 
143 Title 

u, KJl 1 I |Q4U(t< 

vada view of Nirvgpa 

envelopes 

then 

buddhist 

vijnSvadins 

existence 

Niivarja 

Yogacara or Vijnlana- 
vada View of 
Nirvana 

still, 

as much these 

P. 145 
Yogacara or 

Vijnanavada View of 
Nirvana 

sprung 

buddhist 

mataphysical 
becames 

Vaibya^ikas 

Sautrantikas 

-continnum- 

sautrantikas 

Madhyamika School 
on Nirvana 

envelops 

than 

Buddhist 

Vijnanavadins 
existence 

Nirvaria 

The Madhyamika 
School on NirvSna 

still 

as much as these 

P. 136 

The Madhyamika 
School on Nirvana 

sprang 

Buddhist 

metaphysical 
becomes 

Vaibha$ikas 

Sautrantikas 

-continuum- 
SautrSntikas 
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Page Line 

148 6 
148 25 
149 Sub-title 
150 18 
151 13 
151 18 
151 21 
152 12 
152 13 
152 25 
154 6 
154 16 
154 31 
155 4 

155 15 

155 Footnote 3 
line 7 

155 Footnote 3 
line 8 

155 Footnote 3 
line 11 

155 Footnote 3 
line 17 

155 Footnote 
line 21 

155 Footnote 
line 23 

156 12 

157 25 

157 28 
158 18 

158 20 

158 21 

162 12 

164 Footnote 3 
line 3 

165 19 

165 30 

166 29 

For 

phiianthrophy 

tense 
The vijflanavadin’s 

Madyyamikas, 

S'ankara 
TathSgata 

says that doctrine 
nagations 

dialetical 

ultimate 

vedic 

5tmam 

permanet 
unity-in-defference 

lndrabuti: 

ture 

point of 

point of the 

prediction 
• 

pot 

inJescrib’ablity 

it 
cf 
indifference; 

intelligence 
existences 
references 
(no full stop) 

manahparyayah 
m itbatvam oh aniya 
passions 
Ofcourse 

Read 

philanthropy 
sense 
The Vijfianavadin’s 

Madhyamikas, 

•Sankara 
Tathagata. 

says that the doctrine 

negations 

dialectical 

ultimate 

Vedic 

atman 
permanent 
unity-in-difference 

Indrabhuti : 

true 

point of view of 

point of view of the 

predication 

post 

indescribability 

is 
of 
in difference; 
intelligence 
existence 
reference 
put full stop (.) 

Full Italics: 
manabparyByah 

mithyatvamohamya 
passions 
Of course 

73 
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Page Line For Read 

167 21 upasamita upasfamita 
169 9 spiritul spiritual 
169 10 ta 11 v ar t has'raddh ana tattvarthas'raddna. 
170 1 reinititiation initiation 
173 17 wellcultivated well cultivated 

174 21 samygdnjti. samyagdreti. 
175 21 suppreseed suppressed 
175 35 kavali kevali 
176 Footnote 

line 9 Forberance Forbearance 

176 Footnote 
line 10 straight forwardness straight-forwardness 

179 12 tirtankara Tlrthankara 
179 15 upanisadic Upanisadic 
ISO 8 paramevayoman parame vyoman 
180 12 moksa moksa 
181 9 ittman atman. 
181 14 two-it two. It 
182 6 it its 

183 13 Upani^ads, Upani^ads, 
183 Footnote 4 Prakatapa Prakarana 

184 19 walking waking 

189 Footnote 1 
Line 3 abov above 

190 6 whe who 
190 28 then than 
191 6 al all 
192 19 inthe in the 
194 18 being of of 
194 26 body sense-organs body, sense-organs 

194 Footnote 7 
Line 4 ephemeral. ephemeral. 

195 26 Pafica dasi Pancadas'i 

196 4 Bondage. Bondage 
196 22 antivedic anti-vedic 
198 9 perceives perceives 
198 is seem seems 
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Page 

198 
199 
199 
199 
199 
199 
199 
200 
201 
201 
201 
202 
202 
202 
204 
204 
204 
204 
204 
205 
205 
206 
206 
206 
206 
207 
207 
207 
207 
207 

208 
208 
209 

213 
215 
216 
216 

216 
216 
218 

Line For Read 

19 In the In the 

4 tranquility tranquillity 

7 upamsads Upanigad* 

10 vedic Vedic 

17 pratyavaya. pratyavaya. 

28 results results. 

31 injuction injunction 

20 ststed stated 

16 Jftana Jnana 

19 or of 

24 kamas karmas 

8 vedic Vedic 

10 Mok$a. Maksa 

14 KarmakSnda Karmakaijda 

6 Kumarilla KumSrlila 

11 raoksa Tnok«a 

17 samasSric Samsaric 

19 upanisadic Upanisadic 

28 tmtnamsafca MimJtmsaka 

11 upanisadic Upanisadic 

25 to (deleted) 

4 upani$adic Upanisadic 

6 or nor 

14 vedic«i Vedic 

22 Badarana’s Bad5r5yana’« 

1 objections objections 

15 is is. 

17 vedic Vedic 

22 mimamsaka Mimasaka 

25 liberation liberation. 

5 Purvatnimatna Purvaimmamsa 

17 tho the 

14 full fledged fullfledged 

9 Bhagavadgita BhagvadgitS 

1 Vamarn Yamaip 

3 Brahma Brahma, 

8 Jaanam Jfianam 

9 BrahmaSnanda Brahmananda 

12 of of of 

V 
vedantas. Vedantas.’ 
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Page Line For Read 

219 8 satsamitnyadhikarnyam- satsS,mSnyadhikarany- 
satvasya amsarvasya 

220 5 uureality unreality 

220 8 uureal unreal 

220 17 llusory illusory 

225 19 sasaSarngadhanurdh- sasa^rngadhanurdh- 
arah arah 

225 Footnote 6 5 6 

226 14 oj of 

226 16 Kena, Kena 
227 22 in is 

227 27 perishes perishes. 

228 23 senes. senses. 

228 26 antaljkara$a antahkaraoa 

229 6 svayamayotih svayamjyotih 

229 6 caitany as vabh avvm. caitanyasvabhavam. 

231 Foodnote2 its author - Hegel. its author: Hegel. 

232 13 Brahmakham Brahma Kham 

232 18 understood understood 
232 28 teachar teacher 
233 5 sees sees 
233 16 transcendantal, transcendental. 
234 1 otherhand other hand 
234 26 Atman; Atman; 
235 2 bilss bliss 
235 3 forself-persistence, for self-persistence. 
235 7 isexpressly affirmed. is expressly affirm :d. 
235 11 prasanna; prasanna, 
235 11 aiva; siva. 
235 14 . Brahman- Brahman. 
235 17 enternal. eternal. 
235 19 attta 5rtta. 
235 20 Bramic BrSbmic 
235 25 vaisalj. vai salj. 
236 5 anntafrkarapa antahkaraija 
238 19 upani^ad, Upani^ad, 
239 2 So for So far 
239 Footnote 5 bamc, name. 
239 Footnote 5 agree agree. 
240 6 exeiaimed t exclaimed: 
240 10 transcen, 'transcen' 
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240 Footnote 5 1947 Eckhart: 1947. Eckhart: 

241 7 as the world2 as the world. 2 

241 10 fulness off. fulness off. 

241 10 E’en e’en 

241 24 Self of the Universe self of the universe 

241 Footnote 7 Eterniry Eternity 

242 18 be coming becoming 

242 25 Isvara Iavara 

242 26 Is'v era Ifcvara 

243 5 Isvara, Isvara, 

243 8 Advaita even Advaita, even 

243 16 casuality causality 

243 30 I s'vara Isvara 

244 1 peraccidens per accident 

244 1 Upanisads Upanisads 

244 2 Ifcvara Is'vara 

244 3 I s'vara Isvara 

244 6 Iavara Isvara 

244 9 Is'vara Is'vara 

244 Footnote 1 raliseimum realissimum 

243 10 sSmkhya, Samkhya, 

245 24 Philosophy philosophy 

246 2 satan Satan 

247 9 eg.v e. g-. 
247 22 upanijads Upanijads 

247 Footnote 4 B.S.. SB. 

248 11 reference reference 
248 17 immence. immanence. 

249 28 regarded regarded 

250 19 self expression self-expression 

250 Footnote 7 carriers carries 

251 1 bormanizet harmonizes 

251 3 anada ananda 

251 4 respiration of man is respiration of man, is 

251 18 comic self cosmic self 

251 23 Purujasuktae. Puru?asukta6 

252 2 Mugdakaverse Mundaka verse 

252 12 to the seedform the seedform 

252 12 the world. of the world, 
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Page Line 

252 20 
252 21 
252 23 
252 24 
252 31 
253 1 
253 3 
253 4 
253 8 

253 21 
253 25 

254 14 
254 Footnote 1 
254 Footnote 1 
255 6 
255 17 
255 23 
256 3 
256 15 
256 27 
256 Footnote 3 
257 16 
257 Footnote 3 
262 18 
264 13 
264 19 
285 27 
295 22 
296 Footnote 3 
300 Footnote 1 
303 13 
304 5 
314 Footnote 1 
314 Footnote 2 
314 Footnote 3 
329 Footnote 7 
350 14 
355 18 
362 Footnote 2 
365 33 
368 last line 

CONCBPT OF MUKTI 

For 

upanisjads 
of high type 
Bramhasutras. 
upanisadic 
lower & the 
himto 
principle 
ray very self 
Jiva Jagadantalj- 

pravijtaya. 
from 
nitya$uddhabuddha» 

muku fasva bb avah. 
given 
Aurabindo 

consciouness, 
though 
external 
inqualities, 
docrine 
Baghvan 
the the cosmic 
grandour. 
huminity 
Incernations 
Avaita 
existance 
existence 
sence 
mekes 
tatdeva 

Read 

Upaniaads 
of a high type. 
Brahmasutras. 
Upanisadic 
lower and the 
him to 
principle 
‘ my very self’ 

Jiva, Jagadantal?- 
pravi$taya. 

form 
nityasuddhabudddha 

muktasvabhavalj. 
given 
Aurobindo 
consciousness, 
through 
eternal 

inequalities, 

doctrine 
Bhagavan 

the cosmic 
grandeur. 
humanity 
Incarnations 
Advaita 
existence 
existence 
cense 
makes 
tadeva 
jnanama 
dvaitins 
dvaitins 
-sacivasya, 
uses 
najnanam 

rnpatayainam 
avidya 
the notion 
karanasya 
souls 
or 

jnSma 
dvatins 
devaitins 
•sacivacya, 
usei 
najn&nam 
rupatyanam 
avidva 
notion 
hSraqasya 
soul 
of 
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382 Footnote 1 

391 31 

397 6 

406 Footnote 3 

424 29 

438 1 

446 lastline 

449 Footnote 5 

452 18 

466 10 

467 20 

467 22 

468 25 

469 4 

469 5 

469 6 

469 11 

470 8 

470 19 

470 19 

470 Footnote 3 

472 11 

472 21 

473 2 

473 11 

473 17 

473 18 

474 9 

474 17 

476 1 

476 6 

476 footnote 1 

476 Footnote 1 

477 4 

477 Footnote 1 

478 o 12 

For 

sattvakra- 

quality ? 

on 

-endriysaviaya 

medicant. 
anangatsi 
apposition 

jsdam 

throughts 
The author the 

varity. 
variety 
greateness 
brahmakaravrtti, 

cons 
ciousnesss. 
couciousness 

physical, 
independance 
anapck?atvam, 

kariyS. 

viSuddhevib 

onthe^ 
rigtha 

prapagcayravilaya 
mean* vidya 

pro duct 
idea 

jiva- 
jivanmukti 

krraa mukti 

devided 

jnanaphalbhata 

dawn of tho 

bhayati 

Gods. 

Read 

sattvapra- 
duality ? 

of 

-endriyavifjaya 

mendicant. 
ananyatS 
opposition 

jadam 

thoughts 
The author of the 
verity, 
verity 
greatness 
brahmakaravrtti, 
cons¬ 

ciousness, 
consciousness 

physical 

independence 
anapeksatvam, 

kriya. 

vifcuddhevib- 

on the 
ni$tha 

prapancapravilaya 
means of vidya 
product 
iden- 
jiva. 
jivanmukti 

krama mukti 

divided 

jnSnapbalabhuta 
dawn of the 
bhavati 

gods. 




